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Minor R.K. Permanent Magnet Model
FumedOak 'ARUNUEL' model £217.6
Walnut ARUNDEL' model
£3.30

-

\

You may have the best of receivers
el1-Jsigned, beautifully
made, complete with Mazda valves-bul ariinferior loudspeaker
will prevent its giving of its best. The best compliment you can pay
such a sel is to use an R.K. reproducer. lt ¡s the only movingcoil speaker capable of giving such balanced reprodudion and
'fine sensitivity. Expense need place no obstacle in your way,
for R.K. prices ronge from £2-i 7-6 and H.P. terms are available.

'.with R.K.'s, is

j
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All good radio dealers will be gladio demonstrate R.K.'s
you. A range of output transformers, specially designed forUs
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PIX INVIS'ILE

AERIAL

75/-to16H.T!&L.T
MONTHS GUARANTEE.

12

NOW

time to install

ix the

__.___'

Charpng

lNCORP

wEST'o'

-

C

p

«I

METAL
t

Charme

with Ammeter. Sliding Resistance
Ready for
Terminals. Plug and Flex.
From 75/- lO volta, 3 amps, will
use.
to 8 cells LT.' l-I T. 105/- 200 voltx,f 125 mIa.
Sess

W""''

do horn

I

ACTUAL PHOTOGRAPHS

as.'
NASH

:

1.

2,

3.
4.
5.
E 6.

: 7.

&

LISTS FREE.

OUTSIDE AERIAL-YE.T INVISIBLE!
Just imagine listening in on on Aerial actually in the
room, yet you cannot see it I Like Radio itsclfinvisible. Getting the same reception a, on an
outside Aeria,. without un,iihtly poles, lead-in tubex.
insulators, loose wires. Every modern set needs an

Electric Turntable
"goes by
itself."

The most remarkable gramophone
inventlin of the age-a gramophone turntable that "goes by
itself." In a few minutes you can
convert an ordinary gramophone
into an automatic electric one.
It takes little longer, following the
simple instructions supplied, to
convert y6ur present
Radio Set into a
f
super Radio - gram.
The total cost is only

deep.
2
'
Sizes 10" and 12".
50 Cycles, 100/150 and 200/250

Only

colts A.Cl
Fits any Gramophone.
Costs less than d. per week,
Correct speed of 78 revs, per
minute.
Nothing to go wrong.
nyone Can t It.
,

It

lasts a lifetime with no additional
Ask your Dealer for illustrated
leaflet and demonstration.

Invisible Aeral,
No danger from I ghtning, reduces
NO WIRES.
Static interferences and increases srlectivity I WHAT
AN AERIAL I Just a 3Oft. roll of narrow adhesive tape
which you press r.round the room below the picture
rail. wainscong, carpet, or up the stoircase-n fact
oni'where.Pull the end and it's down and leaves no mark.

EVEÑ
THE

IDEAL FOR USE IN FLATS.

pIxIes
C A N'i'
FIND IT

Being in the form of
a narrow self-adhe-

u

LEYTON

E.1O.

-

in

ength, can be llxcd

nysvhere in
tools.

THE BRITISH PIX
COMPANY, LTD.,

ER IAL
AS GOOD

o

without

moment

FREE

Or from your Dealer.
Double Length, 3/6

SIMPSON'S' ELECTRICALS, LTD.,
-

strip 301t.

ve

2!POST

cost.

............

GRANGE ROAD

GOOD AS AN

AS

& COdes.

B'HAM(9)

STECHFORD,

LTD.,

PRODUCTS

of mains

Siate polls

AS

(Dept. 316),
118-28,Southwark Streat,
London, S.E.1.

AH OUTSIDE AEPIAL

how perm àneHy
t ir

r

il
,

f

/

.

,

\

Utility was the first ganged condenser guaranteed matched
to % accuracy. But it is flot sucieflt to lenow that your
gangea Cofluenser was accuracesy mascneo wnen it seit Ene
maker's factory. More important is it that the condenser
should remain matched when it is functioning in your set.
You can depend on the now Utility ganged condenser remainIng permanently matched. But only by the Utility method
of manufacture can a constant accuracy factor be nssured
and thus only the Utìlity- ganged condenser is guaranteed
nently matched.

PRICES:

i
:

j

/

e

/.

J
I

W313f2
W313/3
W313/4
W314/2
W314/3

I
-

i

-

-

Less dial With dial.

semi-screened

3-Gang,
do.
4-Gang,
do.
2-Gang, fully..screened
3-Gang.do,
W31414 4-Gang,
do.
A

L

2.Gg,

151..

1716

-

22/6

251..

-

301-

32/6
19/6

--

11/25/33/-

-

2716

35/6

full range oÌ super-bet, condensers is also available.

From your dealer or post free from tho makers.

,

N
WILKINS

& WRIGHT

LIMITED

.

uîiLîy WORKS, HOLYHEAD ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.
.

.,

22, Ba'r7e?S

Holborn Circus. E.C.4.
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BRITISH GENERAL

OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER
Enables the speaker to be correctly matched to the valve
giving increased volume and
better tonal balance. Prevents damage to the loudspeaker due to sudden switching on and off of large currents.
Multi
Pnce
Ratio.
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TURNTABLE

To convert your
p_d;..
e.., z..,,.

ut thicker than an ordinary gramo.
phone turntable, and the motor ta In the taro
takle tael!. Set at exactly 78 rev,, per minute
regardless n! weight of tone-arm or pick-up,
oSent. and it wilt work utmost toc ever without
trouble or wear. Current
No bigger

a Rath ograrn or

riecify
Gromoptone

a

coot teso

thauW.

\

1IJ7

'

/

w

Splendidly fintabed und nickel plated, iSisev. or lUma;
diameter. balze covered. Weight Sib,. Sent on 7 dxye'
appeovat Sor only 2s. ed. depooit 1! satisfied pay iuzther
of bu.

Fro;n all dealers or direct.
-

Brockley

Ill

II

-

British General Manufacturing
Co., Ltd.,
Works

London

::

;1

E

S.E.4.

7930 F..

34,

-

St.

J.,

Se.,

Ltd,

J I4ERAUD
Deot P lO,
Number One, Edmonton, LONDON, N.1B.

Ed,o4;

St.,

77,
.,,d 139,

W G,n

Rd.

H,tfo,d Rd., E,jkt-t

W,,th.

ATES Ro ar Cònverter
DC j
:-CURRENTTOk
TURNING

Specially designed for radio by electrical engineers
of long experience with broadcast receivers, WATES
ROTARY CONVERTER offers a perfect solution
to the DC problem. AC current converted from
DC by this latest type Wates is actually better than
cthat obtainable from AC mains. Ideal for supplying
xeceivers of very high selectivity: public address
amplifiers: electric sets attached to private power
finstallations etc. Will run for many years without
attention, apart from oiling and deaning of brushes,
commutator, etc. Special silencing cabinet also
makes Wates Rotary Converter quite portable.
MODEL A. For DC mains 200-250 volts. Output 8owatts AC, 220.
260 volts, 50 cycles. Suitable for most sets
up to 9 valves and small Radiograms.
Complete with Smoothing & Silencing Box
Converter £8 5 0. Smoothing Box 25/-. Silencing Bo 40/-.
MODEL B. As above, larger output of ISO Watts, suitable for
Radiograma requiring extra hedvy supply. -s
Complete with Smoothing and Silencing

13

Converter £10. Smoothing Box 25/-.

:

5

O

:

Silencing Box 40/-.

QuotatIons for any output or voltago by return.

Extract front "State Service," Feb. 2932
"The Patent Office mains, being sup
plied with DC current, had to be transformed into AC for the Amplifier and
Radiograms. This important job was
undertaken by a Wates Converter and
it need only be said that this machine
did its work so well and so unobtrusively
that the audience were quite uneware
of its presence."

WAlES RADIO

U
U

UU UUUU

OLD SET

6c

SUPPLY

YOU WITH A NEW SEASON'S MODEL
Liberal Allowances and Balance
Payable by Cash or Hire Purchase

UUUUUU u .Tì

Please forward this INQUIRY FORM (without obligation)
Please quote ¡ne free your allowance for the new set:
Make --------------------My present Set b: Make

------------------

Datent Purchase _.....

EVERY MAKE OF SET, KIT
OR RADIOGRAM SUPPLIED
U

LTD., 184-8, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2)

'NEW RADIOS FOR OLD"-FOR CHRISTMAS

.

Complete Transactions Executed by Mail.

will pay Fyou to write for particulars of.rour amazing exchange offer,
stamp, naming your old set and the new model you fancy.
enclosing

It

FREE

Id.

A FREE QUOTATION WILL FOLLOW.

Set to introdùce the Radialaddin Club.

Wfreless

Mod,landLtPyie, ---------Batteries oc Runs
Original Cost o! Set

---------------

t
....................................
Delete unwanted scordo.

NAME tin full

lettere)

--------------------------------------Visit Our Showrooms

-

-

L TD.

RADIALADDIN

,
THE LARGEST RADIO EXCHANGE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM,
(Dept. P.R.W.) 46, Brewer Street, Lendon, WI. 'Phone Gerrard 40S5.

lu

I.

il
II

S-

-

IU

,ADDRESS £

N.UU.UUUUU.I!.lIIl..IIIIUIUIIIUIII!ISIUIUUIUUSNIUUUIIUUIUIUUIIUSUUU
S-

lI

.__.

of purchase price would be pryable by me as follows:
Plan A. Whole of balance us cash.
Plan B. Whole of balance over six, nine, twelvef months.

HLJNDREDSOFTESTIMONIALSFROMSATISFIEDCLIENTS

!

AND ADVICE
P 0 S T F R EE

UUUUUUUUU U U UUU U UUUUUUUUU UUUUUUUU

U

WE BUY YOUR

U
U

FURTHER DETAILS4

-

-S

-

-

-- -S-

O-

-- O__

-

-

-
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BAL1X1\C E D

CAP3Í
T1::

L
'GIVES LONGER

STil

YOU CAN HAVE A COLLEGE
TRAINING IN ALMOST ANY

CAREER FOR A,FEW
SHILLINGS MONTHLY

HOME

LET ME BE YOUR FATHER
Unlss

LIFE

AND HIGHER AMPERE HOUR
L

Tr

EFFICIENCY

are

you

WE

in

all
with
touch
branches of industry
you cannot see the
possibilities of employment, but with
our gigantic organisation we are in touch
with every sphere of
activity, and we know
thst in many trades
and professions there
are more vacancies
than there are trained
men to fill them.

i

J

,

f*I3er
-

OuradviceisalwaysFree.

i-

BUT
WECERTAINLY
ARE IN A POSITION TO GIVE
FATHERLY ADVICE ON ALL
CAREERS AND
THE POSSIBI..
LIlY OF EMPLO YM ENT

oçO'*1
-'aOSl
it
trn"
-.

s

.

'çAO1

.......
--------- ------

Type E.L.9. 80 a/h capacity
Price

Type E.L.M.4. 45 a/h capacity

Price--

Type E.L.S.7. 60 a/h capacity
Price

'balanced
capacity," the newest principle
That's the secret,

-

PLOYMENT

AGENCY.

,.

'','

'

cVO

,

,

--

j

ACT AS AN EM-

i

L

NOT
TO

DO

PROFESS

''

THEREIN.
branches
the
of
all
followng
We teach by post
'
vocations, and specialise in all
connected
therewith.
examinations

%)

-

TiME

-I

in modern accumulatormaking.

The scientific design of the positive and negative plates
which preserves exact electrical "balanc'e" allows this
'accumulator to be charged more quickly, and to give a
longer life per charge. Twenty-five years experience in
battery building has gone to produce the Ediswan Extra
Life" cell. Here are some of the additional refinements
incorporated: screwed vents, non-interchangeable and

-

Accountancy Examinatjon
Advertising and Sales Management
A.M.I. Fire E. Examination
Applied Mechanics
Army Certificates

Auctioneers and Estate Agents
Aviation Engineering
Banking
Boilers
Book-keeping, Accountancy and
Modern Business Methods

B.Sc. (Eng.)
B.Sc. (Estate Management)
Building, Architecture_and Clerk

o! Works
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Civil Service
All Commercial Subjects
Commercial Art
Concrete and Structural Engineering
Draughtsmanship. All branches
Engineering. All branches, subj eats and examinations
If you do not see

non-corrodible connectors, British made containers of
clear glass and metal carriers which fit neatly round

I

dneation
Reating and Ventilating
Insurance
1Iathenjatjcs
Matriculation
General

Metallurgy
Mining. All subjects
Mming, Electrical Engineering
Motor Engineering
Municipal and County Engineers
Naval Architecture
Pattern Making
Police. Special Course
Preceptors. College ot
Pumps and Pumping Machinery
Radio Reception
Road-making and Maintenance
Salesmanship
Sanitation
Secretarial
Shipbuilding
Shorthand (Pitman's)
Structural Engineering
Surveying
Teachers o! Handicralts
Telephony and Telegraphy
Transport
Weights and Measures "map."
Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony
Works Managers
-

-

ysur swn requirements above, write to us on any sublect

DO NOT DELAY

i

THERE MAY BE CHANCES FOR YOU TO-DAY FOR

I

WHICH YOU MAY BE TOO LATE TO-MORROW.
EVERY DAY COUNTS IN A MAN'S CAREER.

L

I

I

the containers.

IT

COSTS NOTHING TO INQUIRE
,WE TEA CHBYPOSTINALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
Also ask for our New Book-FREE OF CHARGE

THE HUMAN MACHINE
Secrets o

ACC UMLULATORS

Success.

Note Address Carefully:

y--

THE BENNEU
COLLEGE LTD.

-

-.

I

Wept. 19E

THE EDISON

frAfl
-

SWAN

155 CHARiNG CROSS

SHEFFIELD

ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
ROAD. LONDON. W.C.2

ESTA8.

(DepI. 192)

-'

-
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Stations to ch
(Irenoble (1'fl') Roi,at
DoI,iin
Wdeo

Bro,,ei Xe. 9

Sm,d.vnIl
Rieo

Poeta Po,-i,ien

Bodpe.t

t

-

Binseel,
Florence
renoue
North Regional
langenberg
Ja,,de,sender
home
lttookholnl
btoeoow

KtowiC

Radio oiaee
Midland Sieg.

Buohorect

Breo

lirotielero
lleileberg

Riba

Term

(ioteborg

Lilie
London

Labli
Rodio Peri,

Woetrben
flaventry
National
Rigid Toner

National
Booby
llonleo,re
Girhrita
North Rational Trieur
Beitaot
ToiSon
NombreS
flhivrecom
Bountemouth O,rk
Peoamp
Nieea,tle
Flyotoati,
Ktuoi
intact,
Seoneo

Loo'.

Stutigort
london Reg.
Graz
Bareeloos
Strauboorg

Woreow No.

Botola

ONLY

a

SKYSCRAPER

build

YOU CAN BUILD
YOURSELF EMPLOYING METALLISED
S.C. VALVE, HIGH-MU DETECTOR
'AND ECONOMY POWER PENTODE
THE

J.

Mo.ceoO

KalmolbOrJ
Popo«
Ocio

Rice
Leningrad

SET

Here's a list of stationg ? Actually logged by a constructor at the
first time of trying out a newly-assembled Skyscraper f What a
record ! What endless nights-of entertainment ! And everybody
who builds the Skyscraper gets results like this-hundreds o! appreciative letters prove it I

ECONO

':

'4'
L

L

rom

se.

When you

Kocdg

Genoa
('ordii?

Toolnoon

Scottiol, Reg.
Algiers

J

'Ij

J

i"
ir

i

,

-

Never before was there such a set within thb reach of the home
constructor. Never before such power from any ba;tery set. Never
before so many stations as the Skyscraper brings in. lt is the only
set on the market that you can build yourself employing Metallised
Sceened-Grfd, High-Mu Detector and Economy Power Pentode
Valves. No factory-however well equipped-can build a better
receiver. No manufacturer, however large, can produce a receiver
whose results will surpass those you will get from the Lissen Skyscraper you build yourself. It is the only battery kit set that can
deliver such power-yet the
T. current consumption is far less
than that of the average 3-valve set.

'1

GREATEST CHART EVER PUBI.ISHED/

GREATEST SET EVER BUILT!
COMPLETE WITH

AND
CABINET
LOUDSPEAKER

65

or
end

11/6
12

Listen have made the building of the Skyocraper extremely simple
for you. Elaborate care has been taken to ensure your success by,
in the Skyscraper Constructional Chart such detailed in..'
tiV
structons and such profuse illustrations that everybody, with no
technical kowledge or skill at alla can build it quickly and with
comp!ete certainty of success.

depost
monthly

5 payments of 1016.

r

/
s

j

f

t

-

-

You buy the Linen Skyscraper Kit, complete with valves.
a Linen Metallised SG., a High-Mu Detector, and a Linen
Economy Power Pentode Valve, and the price is only 89s. 6d.'
Or you can buy the Linen Walnut Consolette Skyscraper
Cabinet and Loudspeaker combined as illustrated. It

.

_---'

--

-

-

holds ail batteries, and accumulator and loudspeaker al well.1
It makes everything self-contained. A' special Pentode
Matched Balanced-armature Loudspeaker of great power
is supplied with th, cabinet, and the price of the Skyscraperl
Kit, complete with valves and th!s cabinet ond loudspeaker,,

.

-.

.sonlyf65a

.

.-/

*

«s*
/

I

I

V
I

(
WH'H

"

-

-

[COMPLETE

LI

:.

(FYTfl

(IREAT LISSEN

I

CHART

:i_4lçLìÖ
& ECONOMY POWER

ASI

deposit
and 12 monthly
payments of 7/6.
Or

1PENTODE VALVES

ISSEN

8/6

YOUR

DEALER OR

Ii

1

ZWL,V
M M.MJMJ

POST THIS COUPON.1

J

IP!

5..

I

,

1

I

o,5, f

KIT
1LIt.)
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-

- - -
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next day through the National transmitters.

Curlew for Loud-speakers in Oran (Algeria)
Oran (Algeria), the authorities have
passed a law by which the inhabitants
are forbidden to use their loud-speakers
after 10.30 p.m. and before 6.0 ELm. from
Aprii ist to September 30th. From
October Ist .until March 31st sets must he
switched off at 10.0 p.m., unless the owner
is using head-phones. During the hot
weather period (June ist to September
30th) no loud-speakers may be used
between midday and 3.0 p.m., as this would

IN

winks"!

with the

after-lunch "forty

Gounod's " Faust " Broadcast - E second and third acts of Gounod's
FH- Faust will be relayed from the
Theatre Royal, Birmingham, on December
ist. The opera wiU be performed by the
Carl Rosa Opera Company, with a number
of well-known singers in the cast.
-

Novel Use for the

i

"

Algiers Announcements

-.

OTWITHSTANDING the fact that
the broadcasts of Algiers (Algeria),
and Rabat (Morocco), are destined for
'both the French and Arab population, and
that for the latter special native concerts
are transmitted, it is seldom that announcements are made in any but the French
language. Algiers, in the call, is pronounced, Al-jhay and Rabat with the last
letter eliminated. Neither of these stations
possesses a distinctive interval signal,
although at the Morocco station a metronome is used at times.

-

-

Bavarian High-Power Station
ON 532.9 metrés (563 ke/s) tests are
-being made by a new 60-kilowatt
station recently completed at Erdinger
Moos, some twelve miles from the city of
Munich (Bavaria). In common with other
German stations built to the order of the
Reichsfunk, the energy of the transmittÑ
can be considérably increased at short
notice.

the programmes. The station was opened
on November 2nd, 1920, and since that data
has not missed a single day of broadcasting.
Weather Reports from Croydon Airport
AT every five-and-thirty minutes past
each hour, weather reports are
broadcast by the Croydon Airport officials
on 900 metres for the benefit not only of
aeroplanes in flight but also for theinformation of the Continental Aerodroines,
U.S.A. Standard Times
such as St. Inglevert, Le Bourget, Ostend,
the United States there are three Brussels, Amsterdam, etc. In their turn
IN standard times in force, namely: these aviation centres transmit half-hourly
Eastern, Central Mountain and Pacific reports of atmospheric -conditions in their
time. The difference between each is one individual localities. Listeners situated
hour, Pacific Standard time (Coast of in districts between London and the
Channel can frequently hear messages
exchanged on 900 m. between the air
liners and the land stations.
Langenberg's Chimes
chimes heard through the LangenTHIEberg (German) transmitter on
473 metres are not relayed from the Cologne
Cathedral, but are imitated in the studio.
They consist of four notes, E, A, C sharp
and B, repeated at short intervals as from
a clock tower. The sounds are automatically produced by small hammers striking
wit/i
metal tubes.
New

NEXT WEEK.'

'1

BIG CHRISTMAS!

NUMBER
-

SPEÇIAL

Mike " in U.S.A.
a United States

good one.

a',.

of WIRELESS

Morse Coil Signs
Morse transmissions the number of

to,

daily paper, a Hollywood star has
ACCORDING
invented a wireless relay which may prove
a boon to many mothers of young children.
She has installed a microphone at the foot
of her baby's cot. Should the child cry
in her absence the sound, picked up by the
mike and duly amplified, works a relay
which in its turn operates a gramophone.
A record of the mother's voice soothes the
infant, and it is hoped sends- it again to
sleep, pending her return home. A tali

story-but a

Barlón Chapple,Wh.Sch., B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.
Frank Preston, E.R.A.,W. J. Delaney, W. B. Itichardoon.

the

Ridgeway Parade
listeners will be pleased to learn
that the Ridgeway Parade, with
B.B.C.
Philip Ridgeway directing, will face the
microphone on December 22nd in an
hour's broadcast from the Regional stations;
the same programme will be heard the

interfere
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IN letters comprised rn the call are a

i

[CHRISTMAS
SUPPLEMENT
California, etc.), being three hours behind
that of New York on the Eastern Coast
and, consequently, eight hours behind
G.M.T. When it is 10.0 p.m. in Great
Britain it is 5.0 p.m. in New York, Philadelphia. Boston, and so on, and 2.0 p.m.
at San Francisco.
KDKA's Record
KDKA, East Pittsburgh (Pa.), the
pioneer broadcasting station of
the United States, put over the ether
23,000 programmes in 1931, the studio
officials during that period receiving
435,000 letters. To operate this station
for twelve months five hundred thousand
dollars were expended, of which one fifth
was paid out in fees to artists taking part in

sure indication of the class of station sending out the signal. Three-letter call signs.
are allotted to fixed or land stations, four
letters to ships, five letters to aircraft
services, and combinations of a one letter
or two letter nationality prefix folloi%ed by
a numeral, and up to three letters are used
by amateur or experimental trtnsmitters.
Telephony from Coastal Stations
IN the British Isles eight additional
coastal stations have been equipped
with wireless telephony apparatus to enable
them to communicate with ships travelling
in home waters.
The following stations are now in daily
operation, and may be heard communicating with seaborne craft on wavelengths
around 220 metres: Wick (GKR), Callercoats ((4CC), Ilumber (GKZ), North Foreland (GNF), Niton (GNT), Land's End
(GLB), Fishguard (GRL), Seaforth (GLV),
Port Patrick (GBK), Malin Head, Northern
Ireland (GMR), and Valentia. (IFS).
(GCK).
Most of these stations are also
available on request, for medical advice to
ships in cases of emergency.
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Viennese Listeners Census on Broadcast Programmes
a view to ascertaining which
WUH of wireless programme is
most appreciated, a Viennese journal
submitted a questionnaire to its
Eighty questions were asked
and 110,312 replies were received.
It was found that in the capital alone
73 per cent. of the receivers used
were of the multi-valve type and 83
per cent. in the provinces. As regards entertainments, 70 per cent.
of the listeners declared themselves
against chamber music, 66 per cent.
voted for variety, 30 per cent. for
more gramophone records and 57 per
cent. for light popular music whereas
25 per cent. asked for musical
comedy, only 50 per cent. declared
themselves willing to listen to Oper-
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German Women Announcers to be
Replaced
a census organized
by the Berlin studio, it would
appear that Gerinan listeners do not
favour the ethployment of women
studio announcers, and where they
have been engaged, it has been decidéd to replace them gradually b
members of the male sex.
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Strike of Hungarian Opera Singers

0

i

-

atie performances.
The result of the census demonstrated that little chango could be
made in the programmes if the bulk
of listèners was to be satisfied.

.1
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gramophone recor&, featuring artist
well known to B.B.C. listeners, are
given by Radio Norinandie
(Fécamp) on 225 metres nightly
between 12.30 and 1.0 a.m. (Saturdays excepted).

INTERESTING and TOPICAL
PARAGRAPHS

_

3rd,

..

-

-
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Early Morning Broadcasts from Continental Stations
MANY of the Continental
start up in the early morning
hours with a broadcast of" physical
jerks." In lieu of this feature the
Dutch studios give an hour's recital
of gramophone records beginning as
a le at 7.40 a.m. In the same manner a similar broadcast is made to
finish up the day's programme. If
you tune in to Hilversuin °1
296J m. on almost any evening at
10.40 p.m., you will enjoy a light
concert. At 11.40 p.m. the station
doses down with the midnight
time signal, as Dutch time is twenty

-

I

NUMBER of Hunvarian opera
singers have decls'red a strike,
and refuse to take part in performances which are broadcast through
the Budapest transmitter.
The
reason given js that their salaries
were recently reduced to meet
economic conditions, and that no
extra payment is made when a
microphone is installed at the )pera
House.
-

Future of Radio-París?
-.
1N France, rumours are plentiful in
respect to the futur of RadioParis. On the one hand it is unofficially stated that the Postes and
Telegraphes Administration has already started negotiations for tfrie
C
purchase of the new transmitter; on
the other hand it is contended that the
The photograph shows Sir Alan Cobharn broadcasting from Compagnie Framçaise de Radiophonie,
the owners and operators of the
a van, as related in detail in column three,
station, propose to increase its power
minutes antan oi u.ivi. i.
Special Transmissions.
to 120 kilowatts.
AWEKLY bradeast of dance music is
Franlcfurt's Old Transmitter
THE old Frankfurt-am-Main trans- Sundaynow made by Radio-Paris every Sir Alan Cobham's South'Afriean Tour
between 5.30 and 6.30 p.m. G.M.T.;
mitter,
recently
replaced
in
QN November 4th, Sir Alan obham
that city by a new 17 kilowatter, is Special transmissions of up - to - date
left for South Africa upon an
being rapidly dismantled. It is to be reorganized tour in the Union to popularize
erected at Treves in the Moselle Valley, and
aviation, and with this object in view he
when rebuilt, towards the eatly spring of
will visit over seventy centres with a fleet
1933, will broadcast the Frankfurt-amof aeroplanes. Broadcasting from a public
Main programmes on a common waveaddress van to an aeroplane in the air, and
length with Cassel.
Problem No. 11.
at the same time the transmission of
Sottens Broadcasts for Adults Only
Jameson wanted to remploy s push-pull
messages to the publie by the special public
stage
in
place
of
the
output
valve
at
present
address apparatus, will play an important
UNDER the title "When the Kiddies are
in his set. As he could not alford the two
part in the aerial demonstrations. The
in Bed," Radio-Suisse Romande
uecessal-y transformers, he purchased Only ¿
the output transformer, and retained the
wireless equipment has been selected with
(Sottens) carries out special relays from
ordinary
kF.
transformer
for
coupling
tho
the greatest care, and among the wellforeign cities destined for adults only.
output stage. As he hed two valves for the
known accessories that have passed exactThe first of these consisted of a running
push-pull arrangement, he 'joined the two
ends of the secondary winding of this transing tests are Osram valves, with which the
comme1tary on the night-life of Paris,
former to the two grids of the outpUt valves,
van has been equipped.
and included visits to some of the popular
and found the arrangement did not work.
resorts in Montmartre, with excerpts
Why not?
Three books will be awarded for the first i
from performances given at night-clubs i
Scheveningen-Haven Transmissions
l three correct solutions opened. Mark euand cabarets.
velopes
Problem No. 11 and send to the
l
ALTHOUGH Holland possesses only
Editor, PRACI'IOAL WIRELESS, Geo. Newnea
German Stations RecordIng on Wax
two broadcasting stations, namely
Ltd., 8-11. Southampton Street, Strand, ¡
London, W.C.2, to reach us not later than
¡jANY of the German stations, and in
Huizen and Hilversum, at various periods
December
5th.
lvi particular Berlin, Breslau, Cologne
during the day Dutch transmissions may
and Stuttgart, make a speciality of recording
be heard on 1,071 metres. These emanate
on wax, for the use of their individual
from Seheveningen Haven near - The
SOLUTION TO PROBLEM No. t0.
studios, any topical event in their district
Hague. The station was erected for the
The vaine of tho coupling condenser which was
by which they can supplement their chosen formed, with the primary of the ransformer, purpose of broadcasting commercial recircuIt having a frequency which was weil ports and market quotations. No wireless
local news bulletins. The records made aIn resonant
he audible sca'o.
during the day are broadcast nightly
The 'ollowin readers receive books In connection entertainments are transníitted, but on
during a feature entitled "Actualities." with Problem No. O
occasion this channel lias been used for
Mg. C. Skind ley, 77, Wcstbourne Street, Eand..
If of more than local interest, they are worth,
running commentaries on topical, political,
Birmingham;
Mr. Francis Cooper, Dalmore,
passed on to other German stations for Crailc Avenue, Ayr, Scotland.: Mr. B. C. Leacibitter. or sporting events of interest to sube
-

.

-

SOLVE THIS!
¡

¡

transmission.

I

I, Chcvcnng Road, Brondesbury Park, N.W.G.

I
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Earthlnr Plates
Fig. i shows a simple
form of earthing plate.
This consists of a piece of
sheet metal, copper for pro.
ference, of fairly heavy
substance: in any case not
thinner than 18 gauge.
This has a hole drilled in
it about 5132m. diameter,
to pass the end of a length
of bare copper stranded
I
.
aerialwiremadoupofseven
Fig. l.-The simple'st form of earfhing piafe.
strands of copper wire
No matter how efficient an aerial may in mind the fact that the resistance of the twisted together, and which is commonly
be, good results must not be ex- earthing system must be kept as low as known as 7/22. About 6m, of wire is
pected if the earthing system is possible, the length of the lead from the passed through the hole and a knot tied
neglected. In fact, it is true that whereas set to the point of fixing' should be fairly in the wire. The strands of wire behind
short, and in cases the knot are separated, and the end of
a set may work well with an indifferent
-where the set is each wire soldered, with a good bl9b of
aerial and a good earth, a reversal of these
situated at a solder, more or less ecivally to different
conditions is a suro causo of trouble.
parts of the plate. 1t 'i'ill be noticed
The question then arises as to what conin the photograph that the knot is on
stitutes an efficient earth, the answer being
LUM8ERS
the same side as that to which the
that which offers the lowest electrical
-Jo/Nr
wires are attached. The object of this
resistance. For practical purposes, as far
/
is that any subsequent strair on thè
as the amateur is concerned, a counterpoise
wire after the plate is buried is taken
earth reduces this resistance to a minimum.
by the knot bearing against the pläte,
Such an earth consists of a series of wires
not by the solder, as would otherwisé
arranged below the serial and running be the case. This at first sight may
within a few feet of the ground. These
seem an insignificant detail, but it is
are insulated like the aerial wires and a
one that, more than likely, will prevent
lead taken from them direct to the
unearthing the plate at some future
set. Owing to the space that such an
date for the purpose of resoldering
arrangement needs, it is not one that is
likely to be employed by the average
CouÑrR$uN the wire. When burying the plate in
ground dig a good deep hole, as it
listener, who usually adopts one of the more
BRASS SCREW the
must
be remembered that a certain
widely-known methods of earthing. Now,
LOC/(N,.,TS
amount of moisture is necessary in the
no matter what method is adopted, everyground to maintain a good contact.
thing that is possible must be done to keep
Do not be content with a depth of 12
the resistance low. The first point to be
'f
or 18m., as at the first suggestion of
considered, then, is whether the earth load
ris to be connected to a water pipe, or if an
earthing plate in one of its various forms is
to be employed. In the compara.
tively few cases where a mains LEA,o
- 'i
water service is non-existent this
PE
question automatically answers itse1f
______

ii

t.

________________________________________

-

-

IÍI1

I

-

Fig.

-

.5-

3.-An

ideal method of connecting
to a lead pipe.

great distance from a convenient pipe
it would be better to adopt an earthing
plate.

Noi

iR

ScREW

L

Fig.

2.-A

fixing washer attached to an

/10/E ? SL/Ir

úrdinary tap.

But wherever available a water pipe
makes a very convenient and reliable point
of attachment for the earth lead. Bearing

I

-

ScwEO

SPIGOT ON 7P.,
Fig.

4.-The

washer required foi hie scheme Fig.
shown
Fig. 2.
- j

5

and Fig. 6.-Two methods of attaching
an earth lead lo a waler pipe.

-
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a dry spell the earth will gradually become
less efficient. It is also as well to bury the
lead deep enough so that it will not be
disturbed by gardening operations, and
staple it to the wall of the house up to the

spreads in the earth, and also has the power
of attracting moisture.
-

Using the Water Pipe3
Before connecting a lead to water pipe
make sure that the pipe selected runs to
earth. Most pipes leading to a bathroom
are fed from a cistern. So that the pipe
to select is the incoming main or a cold.
water tap downstairs, or a rising pipe
feeding the cistern upstairs. A very good
method of attachment to a lead pipe is
that shown in Fig. 3, and consists of a
piece of 16 SWG strip brass curved' to
conform to the radius of the pipe. A hole
is drified and countersunk in the centre
to take a tin. or 5116m. Whitworth brass
screw, and a couple of brass nuts hold the
screw in position. The brass plate, screw
head, and nuts are well tinned, and a
plumber's joint makes it virtually a part
of the pipe. The end of the wire is soldered
to a large terminal tag, which is in turn
secured under the w..e nut. This will
provide a durable connection at the cost
of a few shillings' outlay for the plumber's

point of entry.
Earth tubes are also obtainable and are
made in several lengths. Bearing in mind
the foregoing remarks, it is as well to pur.
chase the longest. They are provided with
a spike on one end, and are intended to be
driven into the ground. Where the ground
is likely to be stony, a hole should first
be made with an iron bar. A terminal is
provided at the top end for attaching the
lead. Owing to the fact that this terminal
and the wire will be exposed to the elements,
corrosion at the point of contact will
quickly take place. It is, therefore, advisable to solder the end of the lead to the
top of the tube and take a turn of the wire
under the terminal nut to relieve the joint
from any strain.
Another form of earth is that known as
"Fut," and consists of a copper receptacle
containing a chemical sub.tance which

time and material,
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SCREENING. AND
By

r

subject of screening
-1-' HEcoupling
is too vast to
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and debe dealt
with in a single " flash." Nevertheless, a little light is better than nothing.
It is almost always that» there are two
complementary aspects of any problem
summed up in the time-honourd statement that ' action and reaction are equal
and opposite." How often is it that the
mind is concentrated on the "action,"
and the" re4
is
action
forgo t ten?

Fig. 5 shows an earthing clip which is
obtainable m various sizes to suit different
diameter pìpes. The pipe should be
brightened either by scraping or by polishing with very coarse emery cloth before
fixing the clip. The wire is attached under
the nut of the clip. An alternative method,
and a better one, is that illustrated in
Fig. 6, the wire in this case being solderéd
to a curved strip of well-tinned copiler or
brass, and is held in close contact with the
pipe by means of two clips.
An easy means of providing a fixing lug
to a cold-water tap is shown in Fig. 2.
The top of the tap is removed as is necessary
for renewing the seating washer. A brass
lug is made to the shape shown in Fig. 4,
the large hole being made to fit the threaded
portion. A thin sheet-lead washer is cut
to make a water-tight joint between the
bottom face of the lug and the face of the
tap body. It should be pointed out that
as this lug must be in metaffic contact with
the tap, no other matenal, with the possinie
exception of a copper and asbestos washer,
is suitable.

LASH LAMP ,_t,_h,e4,_4_I__hn_e_._n1enen

DE-COUPLING
eeoe

PHOTO N
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whatever the electrostatic charge may be, H.T. lead in. The condenser may now
the same will instantly make its appear- be regarded as in effect the H.T. battery
ance on the outside of the screen box. or source of H.P. A.C.. supply. Next to
This is fundamental, being based on Fara- no A.C. passes round the external circuit,
day's "ice-pail" experiment. At the and the alternating electrostatic charge
same instant a charge of the same magnitude induced on the screen box is xow neutralised
but opposite sign will be delivered by the internally by an equal and opposite charge
battery to "earth" and other negatively from the condenser. But still something
connected parts. So that there will be an does go round the external circuitalternating electrostatic field between the
In a battery set the degree of dc-coupling
screen box and -the earth connected is limited by the drop in volts across the de.
parts and components of the set.
coupling reNow let this be relieved by an
sistance R.
"earth" connection from the screen
Engineers
The H.T.
box to some earthed part of the
valvemustbe
set. Then an H.P. circuit
supplied with
will be established
sufficient.
± from the H.T. + to
anode volts
' the valve anode,
to ensure the
thence by induction to
the
exterior
of
the
screen
concentrated
JojtT. box and thence by the
their attenearth wire to a connection
tion on the
to the H.T.- and so back
- uniformity of
through the battery.
torqueonthe
Without the earth wire
crankshaft of
to the screen box n-e had
an engine for
HI-t-'
lIT
a widespread electrostatic
many years.
field as dangerous to
before the
stability as though the
-4- ,-.complementary question Fig.l.-The anode circuit in a screened box, screen box did not exist; Fig. 2.-The inclusion oJ a dc-coupling resistance
of the equal but the alternating H. T. comp ment present with the earth wire we out side, and a condenser inside the box, prevents
have a high-frequency
the A.C. from leaving jhe box.
and opposite
outside as well as inside t he box,
circuit going round
torque on the
engine frame was considered, variations of through the battery equally capable of valve functioning properly; in a screen-grid
causing instability, unless surrounded with valve the anode E.M.F. should on no account
which are a common cause of vibration.
appropriate precautions. We now add a de- be allowed to faIl below 100 volts and a
coupling condenser to the anode H.T. minimum of 110 volts is desirable. In a
11F. Valve Screening
Let us consider the case of a screen box supply, Fig. 2 (say, of 2 m.f.d. capacity), mains set or one fed by accumulators, say,
containing the anode circuit of an H.F. which may have an A.0 impedance of 160 volts, this gives no difficulty. But when
valve, Fig. L Firstly, let it be supposed i or 2 ohms, perhaps somewhat more. The a dry battery of 120 volts is used the drop
that the anode circuit (whatever it may be) object of this is that a large proportion in the dc-coupling resistance must not
as being fed from an H.T. battery without of the A.C. H.T. component shall go by exceed 10 volts, and allowing 2 m.a. for
dc-coupling. Then, before "earthlisg" the way of the condenser direct to the box, the plate current, the resistance is limited
screen box let an alternating potential internally. where it can cause nò reaction, to 4,000 ohms. Anything from 2,500 to
difference due to an incoming grid signal instead of passing round the external 5,000 may be considered good practice,
make its appearance on the anode of the circuit; this object is further promoted though it is quite common to find only a
Then by the de-coupling resistance R oa the few hundred ohms used.
valve and its associated parts.
i

I

-
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-
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:'Diîtortion

A Practical Article on the Cause of Distortion and Other Minor 'Faults Which
Occur in a Battery Set.
-

(.
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I

some component in stated by the makers on the outside of
a set will break down and cause the battery case.
OCCASiONALLY,
troub le, for there is no definite
period given over which any part of a set Grid-bias Battery
The grid-bias battery deteriorates after
will last. The life of a component depends

signals,coupled with distortion, can be traced
to a break in the windings of a transformer.
A battery and headphones, connected across
the transformer as shown in Fig. 2, will
indicate by clicks in the headphones if
the windings are O.K. The primary and
sccondar should be tested separately,
and then the path between the two windings
-which, of course, should not click in the
'phones-must be tested for shorts, or
either of the windings might possibly be
shorting to the core; and these should also
be tested. It is not often, however, that
the primary or secondary are found shorted
to the core, but it has been known, and thus
the inductance of tho transformer is destroyed and, although there might be H.T.
current flowing through to the anode of
the valve, there wuld be no amplification
and no signals, or, at least very weak and
poor reproduction.

when not in
use. It is

H.7

To5c/

generally

taken that
its lifeisfrom

o

six to nine
nionths, after
which it is

policy to

I. II
Fig.

.

t

1.

I

Make periodic voltage tejts.

upon how well it is maliufactured in the
first place, what its work is in the set, and
how well it is treated by its owner. Here
is given some of the compônents which,
on partially or totally breaking down,
will give distortion and generally had
all-round performance : high-tension, lowtension and grid-bias batteries, lowfrequency chokes, low-frequency transgrid-leaks, and valves.
formers,
High-tension Battery
When the HT. battery is nearing the
of its life it becomes a common source
end
of distortion,
together with motor-boating
and crackling. A careful voltage test
should be made every so often with a
voltmeter, and it should be connected in
parallel, as in Fig. 1. It must be remembered that as soon as the H.T. becomes
very low the biasing of the valve is increased;
this can only lead to bad quality. A good
test, if no voltmeter is available, is to
reduce the grid-bias voltage; if tliis gives
slightly louder and clearer signals, it
proves that the HT. current is too low
and the battery needs renewing.
When fitting a new H.T. battery, howrever, it must be remembered that it is
essential to increase the grid-bias value
tagain to its original voltage, for when this
is correct the H.T. battery is being used
as economically as possible.,

renew it. The
amount of grid-bias given to the
power valve will determine the
amount of
current floweria
ing from the
H.T.battery; Grid-leaks
therefore, it
Too high a value of grid-leak will cause
the GB. distortion,
it is well worth while to
fails, the experiment and
with them, changing from one
valve wifi be to another. Even the grid condenser
under-biased may be changed as well. The usual value
andtheJl.T. of the condenser is .0003 niicrofarad,
is being used and that of the grid-leak 2 megdhms.
extravagant- Better results may be obtained by reducing
ly, and the the grid condenser to .0001 microfarad and
the grid-leak to 1 or even .5 megohm.
Quality might be much improved and the
Pre-Sel
high flotes strengthened. If there is a
CoI?denser
break in the grid-leak circuit of the detector
valve, the set will become unstable, and
distort whenever a station is tuned in.
-

Íwa

.

I
-

Valves

The life )f a battery val e is natrnally,
governed by the number of hours of use,
and it is generally assumed that 1,000 hours
one year of servire, after which
Irepresents
the valve begins to deteriorate, commencing
very slowly at first until distortion becomes.
perceptible to the human ear, gradually
i
getting worse until reception becomes
unbearable. The limit of a valve's life
can therefore be taken as two years, after
which the running cost wifi
appreciably increase. A valve
of 20,000 ohms
impedance over
a period of, say,
1,000
hours,
might take an
anode current
of 1
miffiamperes.
But
when the valve
grows old its
I

I

I

Fig3.

. ..

-

q

Device for ex-

ternal control
put valve.

I

of

out-

result is distortion.
Low-frequency
Chokes
AnL.F. choke
should be tested
in the same way
-c.-,----.-'..

--

O
°

,

-

I

I

-

(I)

p:-:

O
I

.

-

-

-

forbreakagesm

the windings, or,
if other tests
fail to show the
cause of distortion, the choke
should be temporarily shortcircuited.
Low-trequeney
Transformers

F

o
.

tLow_tension Battery
Always test the L.T. battery when
there is any sign of distortion. It should
IIo
never be allowed to drop below 1.8 volts.
The test must be made with the voltmeter
,
when the accumulator is on load, that is to
say, when the set is working, for if it is
tested away from the set, it will give an
rme,
Tra
entirely wrong reading. A hydrometer
or Choke
will help to -verify the voltmeter test, and
Sorne.flead
,wil enable the density of the acid to be times, inPhones! Fig.2. Testing for breakage in transformer.
maintained at the correct specific gravity termittent

impedance

drops,
which
means that the
anode current
increases, i.e.,
a

bigger

(Cotuinued on
pdge 536.
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SMOOTHING
CONDENSERS
An

Explanation of the Function of a Condenser with Especial
Reference to Eliminator Circuits.

I.I_.IPuI..o_tI_tI__th....o_.(.,_._lI.afl.__fl,__.,tE

CONDENSER may be defined as a
piece of apparatus which will
accumulate a charge of electricity.
and which consists of two conducting
surfaces parallel to
each other separated
by a layer of insulation. In its most
simple form it may
be described as
plate of glass with
u
"
lJ
tinfoil
of
sheet
gummed on each
side. If one of the
sheets is electrified
f"
-with a positive charge

y

]E-J,

.

many gallons per minute, so
electricity as Rowing through
many coulombs per second.
however, is much too large

-

-

(-

we speak of
a wire at so

The farad,
a unit for

-

j
I

S.
battery across it, as in Fig. I, an accuniu
lation of electrical energy will be acquired
by the plates on one side of the condenser
When the battery jS disconnected this
accumulation is dis.
charged through the
-coil, setting up a
magnetic field and
automatically chai-gthe other side
I ing
of the condenser. The
__
a

-

L

reverse

.

/

I

action then
takes place,
the charge
flowing back
through the

-

-

coiinthe

-

Opposite

tract each other, or,

di ree t i o n,'
in other words, they
and
again
are held, or are bound
chargingthe opposite
by each other. The
CONDENSER
side of the condenser.'
will
two
sheetè
This Oscillating
a mucfl
acquire
action repeats itself
F
a choke enabics a condenser to discharge, and so even up ripple, etc.
OW
'greater charge in this
very rapidly many
manner than either of them could possibly practical use, and therefore as a practical times, the charge in the meantime
(10 if stuck to the glass alone and electrified. unit the microfarad or one millionth of a gradually
dying away, due to the
This quality of accumulating and retaining farad has been adopted.
resistance of the circuit, the number
a large quantity of static charges, which
of oscillations or reversals which occur
two conductors possess when placed side The Function of Condensers in Eliminator depending, of course, upon this resistance.
by side and separated from each other by
Circuits
a non-conductor, is termed capacity.
The action of the condensers incorporated Capacity Illustrated by Water Analogy
The ordinary fixed type of condenser in the circuit of an HT. eliminator is, in
Capacity in an eliminator circuit may be
which we arc discussing consists of a series conjunction with the smoothing choke, to regarded as electrical resilience. A clearer
of metal plates interleaved with an us- absorb the ripple or pulsations present in conception of this can be obtained from a
sulating medium known as the dielectric, the current whether D.C. or rectified A.C., water analogy is show n in Fig. 2. The
which may be composed of waxed paper, and so provide a supply of "smooth" system consists of a pipe coupled to a
or uñen. In the case of
spring. controlled
the moving or variable
plunger (b) and a valve.'
'

condenser, the dielectric
usually consists of air or
oil. The capacity of a
condenser depends upon
the surface area and
number of its metal
plates or coatings, and
upon the thinness and
inductive capacity of
the dielectric. All di'electrics are insulators,
but equally good insulators are not necessarily
equally good dielectrics.
The degree of its ability
to transmit the influence
'of an electrified body
across it is called the
inductive capacity of a
dielectric. The name

i'-

8ATTERYJ

-

The pipe is con-

PLUNGER

nected to the water
main, and the water
pressure lifts the plun-

-

ger.

If the valve

WATER

A 1A/N

-.-----I

-

i

F
-A
what of an anomaly, for electrical condensers
do not really condenso, but store up the
voltage applied to them. The capacity of a
condenser is the measure of this ability to
store up electrical energy, and the unit of
capacity is termed the farad. A condenser
is said to have a capacity of one farad when
it requires a charge of one coulomb to raise
the potential difference at its terminals to
lone volt. The coulomb is the unit of electri,eal quantity Just as we say that water is
flowing through a pipe at the rate of so

"condenser" is some-

CHoKf

interesting pictorial analogii of the function of
direct current for use as high tension.
When an electro-motive force is applied to
a condenser it becomes charged; that is,
it acquires a charge of electrical energy on
one plate or set of plates connected together.
If a wire is connected across the terminals
of the condenser, it will discharge itself as a
ßow of current through the wire to the
other plate or plates, and the condenser will
return to its normal condition. If a condenser is connected in parallel with a choke'
coil, and charged by momentarily connecting

a condenser.

-

is

slightly opened, a steady
stream of water flows
through it, the tension
exerted by the spring
on the plunger maintaming an artificial head
of water, thereby creating a tendency to
negative any slight
variations in pressure,
which might' be transmitted from the water
main to the outfiowing
stream of water. If the

valve

is closed,

the plunger is lifted in proportion to
the pressure in the circuit and the
strength of the spring controlling the
plunger, and when the valve is opened
again, the stored-up energy passes back
again into the system. This is analogous to the action of the condenser,
which acts as a reservoir, or "artificial
head" of electricity, and thereby tends to
mamtain a fluctuating current at a constant
level.

-

(Contiuucd on page 560.)
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LIMB.

doubled when the latter was
reduced to
sq. iii.
Choosing the Core
From what has been said so far it is
evident that before we can draw up any
complete design the size of core must first
be settled on. It will also be clear that it
is the area of cross section of the winding
limb (see Fig. 1) which is of first importance. This area is dependent upon the

L,I1F

SECTiONAL

AREA

I

I

I

:

I

I

.

Fig. 1.-A
complete core
assembled.

I

I
I

f

I

¡

CORE
I

I
I

I

DOUSLE SI-lADINO SHOWS
AREA 0F WINDING SPACE
ACTUAILV AVAILABLE

I

k

-

I

(
-

Fig. 3.-The difference between actual and
SINCE the publication in PRAcTICAL
theoretical winding spaces.
WIRELESS No. 5 of the article
entitled, "Making a Mains Transas example a transformer having three
former," a large number of queries have
secondary windings, (1) giving an output
been received by our Free Advice Bureau
of 250 volts at 100 milliamps, (2) an output
from readers who wished to make a transof 4 volts, 4 amps and (3), of 6 volts, i amp.
former similar to that described, but modiThe power in watts is obtained by multi plyfied to suit particular requirements. In
ing the voltage by the current (in amperes),
some cases the transformer was required to
so the number of watts delivered by windoperate from mains of different voltage and
ing (1) is 250 x 1/10, or 25 watts; by
frequency to those assumed in the article,
winding (2) 4 x 4, or 16 watts, and by (3),
n others a higher or lower H.T. secondary
6 x 1, or 6 watts.
The total output is
voltage was necessary for a particular
therefore 25 plus 16 plus 6, or 47 watts;
rectifier and again in other instances
adding 20 per cent. (to be on the safe ride)
additional L.T. windings were needed for Fig. 2.-The principal dimensions of a brings the figure up to approximately
transformer core.
such purposes as heating. the filament of a
56 watts. To simplify the task of choosing
rectifying valve or operating pilot
the correct size of core stampings a
TABLE
No.
1.
lights. We have replied in as much
table is riven (No.
and this shnw
detail as possible to the querists, but Size of
the prin&pal imensons as well as
Number
Dimensions (Ins.)
Turns
in view of the interest that this sub- StaUoy
of
Watts
the power handling capacities of
Stamp- I(aeprox.) Per
ject has aroused, it has been con- Stampcores built up from stampings of the
volt.
logs.
A.
B.
C.
D.
logs.
sidered advisable to outline the
more useful sizes. The table should
5
3 1/8
5/8
principles involved in transformer
6 doz.
25
15
be used in conjunction with the draw3 9/10
4
15)16
1
2
5/16
6
518
doz.
50
8
readers
may
design in order that
ing (Fig. 2).
4 A
3 9/16
In the case of each
15/16
1 5/8
0 doz.
11
40
8
work out for themselves such prac- so
3 9/16 15/16
1 5/8
1 1/8
6 doz.
40
8
core size it will be noticed that the
30
as
may
be
required
in
A
3
9/10
15/16
tical details
1 5/8
13/io
O doz.
35
8
number of pairs of stampings is given
5
2}
1
6 doz.
100
6
building an instrument in keeping 28
29
2
61
-21
6 doz.
as 6 dozen. This number makes a
250
4
ft
individual
needs.
with
total core thickness of just about
amount
of
power,
in
watts,
which
is
to
be
1 1116m. Çthe stampings are .Ol4in. thick
Two Fundamentals
by the transformer. The power each), winch is very óonvenient for most
There are two fundamental things we handled
is
determined
by
adding
together
the
outpurposes.
must know before we can work out our
design. These are (1) the frequency, in puts of the various secondary windings
and
increasing
the
figure
obtained
by
at Numbers of Turns and Gauge of Wire
cycles per second, of the mains supply,
least 10 per cent. to allow for losses which
The table (left) also shows the correct
and (2) the area of cross section of the core are
bound
to
occur
in
the
iron
core
and
in
the number of turns per volt for a 50 cycle
to be employed. It is from the latter
windings.
In
order
to
gain
a
full under'points that we are able to compute the
supply, so the only adjustments required
number of turns required for the various standing of the latter statement let us take will be in respect to alternative frequencies.
windings. With a Stalloy.core of 1 sq. in.
In addition to knowing the required number
TABLE No. 2.
cross section, and when the mains frequency
of turns per volt we must also find out the
is 50 cycles per second, it is correct to allow Standard Safe Turns per sq. ineiz4 Yards per Pound gauge of wire most suitable for any given
current output. This can easily be done
8 turns per volt. The latter number of
Wire
Current EnamGauge. (amps.) cUed.
D.C.C. by making reference to Table No. 2.
tp.v. varies in inverse proportion to the ________
elled.
mains frequency, and the area of core
392
46.9
18
297
Ï1 If, for example, a H.T. secondary is required
7
472
685
cross section. Forexample, if the frequency
20
4
83.3
79.4 to give 50 milliamps (.05 amp.), 42's gauge
1,770
977
24
221
203
1.5
wire wili serve, but in the case of a low
was raised to 100 cycles whilst the core
3,760
1,630
.7
488
422
28
tension winding which is to supply 4 amps
size remaincd constant, the number of
5,370
1,990
80
694
587
.5
for heating the cathodes of four AO.
t.p.v. could be halved, and conversely, if
755
22
0,890
2,550
915
.4
34
.25
9,610
3,020
1,202
1,024
valves the wire must not be less than 20's
the frequency was reduced to 25 cycles the
13,500
4,110
30
.18.
1,840
3,477
gauge. As a matter of fact the currents
t.p.v. must be doubled. Ini the same way
85
.1
20,400
5,100
2,810
2,287
shown are maximum ones and where ample
the t.p.v. would be halved when the core
32,500
40
.07
4,570
42
.05
- winding space is available t- is as well' to
- 0,5711
section was increased to 2 sq. in. and
-

-
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Fig.

5.-The

circuit of a full-wave rectifier

use wire one size larger than is actually
necessary. It is also well to bear in mind
finer gauges than 38 are somewhat
difficult to handle and should therefore
be avoided unless one is cramped for space.
By using Table No. 2 no difficulty will be
experienced in finding correct gauges of
wire for the secondary windings, for which
the currents are known, but the primary
offers rather a different proposition. The
primary has to deal with a wattage equal
to the sum of all those of the other windines.
plus that lost in the instrument. The actual
power is that previously calculated in
deckUng on the core size, and so we can
lind the current by dividing the number
of watts by the mains voltage. To revert
to our previous example, where we found
the power to be 56 watts; if the mains
,voltage were 230 the primary current would
be 56/230, or about .25 amp. In regard to
the most suitable covering; most construe,tors prefer to use enamelled wire when the
gauge is finer (higher number, of course)
than 24's, and double cotton-covered wire
for the heavier gauges. Enamelled wire is
cheaper, and the insulation is ample,
provided the enamel is not cracked, but in
the heavier gauges it cracks much more
easily. Enamelled wire has the very great
advantage that it can be accommodated in a
much smaller space than other kinds. This
is an important consideration when a large
number of turns are required, but of little
consequence where the turns are few.

WIRLESS
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r+ simi]ar size, but they have

a complete loop round the core or it will absorb a good deal of power and considerably
reduce the efficiency of the instrument.
To prevent a short circuit of the gap by the
core the plate should be insulated from the
latter by means of a strip of insulating tape.
The screen must, of course, be earth connected. When using this method of screening, separate spools must be used for each
'winding. If two or more windings are to
be put in the same section of a spool, great
care must be taken to provide adequate
insulatjon between them by putting a few
turns of empire tape or oiled silk on top of
each winding and making sure that on
later turns can slip past the insulation.
Centre-tapped Winthugs
A centre-tapped H.T. winding is required
when rectification is carried out by a full
wave valve connected as shown in the circuit
of Fig. 5. In this case it should be remembered that the winding must be arranged
to give the full rectifier voltage on each
side of the tapping, or, in other words, the
voltage between its two ends must be twice
that required by the valve. The transformer would thon be specified as having
a 250'O.250 volt secondary.
Testing the Transformer
Before putting a transformer into use, it
is desirable to give it a thorough test.
Probably the best way of testing the windings for continuity is by means of a neon
lamp, and the mains voltage. The lamp
should be connected in series
with one mains lead, as shown in
Fig. 6, and the two wires (a) and
(b) touched against the ends of
the windings. If the lamp fails
to light, a break in the winding
is indicated. Next apply the
same test between each winding
and the core, and between pairs
NEON of windings. In the latter
eases the)lamp will not glow
LAMP
unless a short-circuit occurs
at some point.
When a neon lamp is not
available the transformer can be
tested with a battery and a pair
of phones, as explained for L.F.
transformers in the article" Curing
Common - Receiver
Faults,"
published on page 169 of
I L[i[I
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, No. 4.

different areas of winding
space,
The winding space required
can be found by looking up
the "turns per square inch"
in Table No. 2. It must be
remembered, of course, that
a certain amount of the
available winding space will
be taken up by the winding
spooi and end cheeks, so due
allowance must be made (sec
Fig. 3). In addition, the
"turns per square inch"
given in the table assumes
perfect regularity in winding.

COPPER SCREENING PLATE
SAME SIZE AS BOBBIN

END CHEERS

.1'

-

__i
.SOLDERING TAG
FOR EAITHINO.

Fig.

4.-The

screening plaie

br preventing hum.

For this reason it is usual to
subtract 10 per cent. from the
figures given, to allow for inevitable unevenness when winding
by hand.

Arrangement of Windings
When both H.T. and L.T.
windings are put on the same
transformer it is a good plan to
place the latter between the for.
mer and the primary windings.
The LT. windings, being conAlternative Core Sizes
Although it has been stated that the size of nected to earth in the set, forni
core depends upon the power rating of the a good screen, and are effective
transformer it frequently happens that the in reducing the amount of mains'
power is a good deal less than the maximum hum reaching the H.T. supply.
for any size of stamping. In such cases the Another way of reducing
A
stampings will be chosen by the winding hum is to insert a brass
space jhey give. This point will more readily screening plate, like that B
be understood by examining Table No. 1; shown in Fig. 4, between
Fig.
it will be seen that stampings No. 4, 4A, the various windings.
30 and 30A each have a winding limb of The plate must not form

j
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TRACING AND CURING DISTORTION.
(Con:inued from page 533.)

drain is put on the HT. battery1 for it is
a well-known fact that the lower the impedance of a detector valve, the higher its
acodo current.
Overload Distortion
Distortion caused by overloading means
that the input to the set-and this refers
to the signal strength of the station into
which the set is tuned-is too strong. This
is more Jikely to be caused by local station
reception than by the weaker signals of
foreigners. Overloading in the early stages
of a set can produce very bad distortion,
and to cure this it is as weil to fit a volume

L

WIRES

6.-A

handy tester for transformer windings.

control before detection. If the valve is
of the screen-grid variety, control of the
screen-grid voltage is recommended,
although when the volume is cut down very
low, some distortion is noticeable. The
best way, if it is possible, is to change
over to the new variable-mu type of valve,
the sensitivity of which is controlled by
the variation of grid-bias; this will give a
fine variation of volume, with the advantage
that the quality will not deteriorate as the
volume is cut down.
A simple type of control which may be
fitted to the exterior of the set is shown in
Fig. 3. This is a pre-set condenser, and is
inserted in series with the aerial lead to the
set. It should have a maximum value
of .0003 mierofarad. When it is unscrewed-that is to say, at its minimum

i-i

setting-it controls the voltage of the
incoming signals to the set from the aerial.
Another form, which is very simple
and easy to incorporate in a set, is a variable resistance or rheostat, connected in
series with the negative side of the lowtension lead, feeding the screen-grid valve.
This form of control cannot be used on
A.C. mains sets, but only on batteryoperated receivers. These points on distortion by no means cover the whole range
of troubles, but only those most commonly
-.
met with.
NEXT WEEK!
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'This Article Tells You How to Make
the Bandaptor at Little. Cost.
f

H
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By FRANK PRESTON,
q
ELECTIVITY is the

Fig. 4.-The photograph shows the band-pass
adaptor connected io a sei ready for use.

F.R.A.

order of the day, and
unless our sets have it
they are little more than
iseless for any other
than purely "local" reception. How many
powerful receivers are
I
there that ought to be
bringing
in
capable of
fifty stations and yet
vhose useful range is restricted to the two nearest
6
Regional transmittersjust because they are unselective
Most of the
receivers built within the
last year or so should be
reasonably selective, but
even some of these are
not nearly so good as
they ought to be. Without any fear of contradiction I can say that
'there is not a single receiver which is selective
and which at the same
time gives good quality
of reoroduction unless it
is fitted with band-pKss tuning or some form of tone
çorrection device.
To make the last paragraph perfectly understandable J
would say that although a single circuit an be made to tune
'as sharply as one may desire, that sharpness of tuning, or
selectivity, is only obtained at the expense of quality.
This is because the sharper tuning becomes, the more arc
the "side-bands" (which are in effect the musical frequencies impressed upon the carrier wave) "cut," or
in other words, the more are the high notes attenuated
or reduced in strength in proportion to the lower ones.
The high note attenuation can be cured by fitting a
tone control transformer, but even when this is done
the selectivity is insufficient unless the tuner is óf a
specially designed Pattern.. And it is likely to become
a somewhat costly undertaking to fit a new tuner as
well a-s a new transformer.

I

WIRELESS.
I

Economical
Selectivity
But I know perfectly well that

Q .rer

I

J

'

most

-

7ÑM,N5
O 3er

of

my

readers are not so
wealthy that they
can immediately scrap their present set
just to make a new one of the kind that
I recommend-even if my opinion were
valued so highly. So I am going to give
r. you constructional details of a little imit
I have made and which I have christened
the" Band-aptor." You will already have
guessed that the name is short for the more
lengthy and formal one of band-pass
adaptor.
L
This Band-aptor can be used with any
kind of set, either screened grid or otherwise, and will immediately convert it to
Fig i-The wiring band-pass tuning. Before going further
I had better give a brief explanation of the
diagram.
Dana-pass aystem
for the benefit of
those
ho
are
not quite up to
date with their
__
Th'7ER,QL

(fl)

?

L

_j

/

J

I

I

it

"

-
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former or a band-pass tuner and no tono
control. Personally, I prefer the former
system, and I specified it when describing
"My Favourite Circuit" in the very first
issue of PRACTICAL

ii
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Band Pass or Tone Correc-

-

-
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tion?

When designing a new
set one has the option of
using a specially sharptuning coil in conjunction
with a tono-control trans-
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.

-
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-

-

-

Fi9. 3.-S.iowing the sim!Ie nature of the construction and wiring..
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technical knowledge. It was explained
above that as the selectivity of a single
circuit tuner is increased its response to
high notes is consequently reduced due to
side-band" cutting." The band-pass tuner
is so designed, however, that it gives
equal response to a band of frequencies
such as are represented by the side-bands,
and therefore it responds equally well to
all musical notes. In other words, it does
not introduce distortion and ti ìus no
correction device need be used aft st
.

The Bandaptoris Cheap to Make
The Bandaptor will cost you about
seventeen shillings in components if you
have to buy them all, but you will probably
have most of them on hand if you have
been an experimenter for any length of
time. To connect the Bandaptor to the
set it is only necessary to transfer the aerial
and earth leads from the latter to the
unit and replace them with two leads

attached to the Bandaptor.

The Circuit
A circuit diagram is given in Fig.

i

from which the more technically-minded
readers will observe that band-pass coupling
is on the "top-capacity" principle, a
.00013 mfd. differential condenser being
used for this purpose. The system of
coupling is not very unusual, but I believe
the method of providing an extremely
small variable capacity is. By connecting
to the two sets of fixed vanes only of the
differential condenser we get the effect
of two condensers wired in series. In
consequence the maximum capacity is
.0000325 nucrofarad and the minimum is
only one or two nucro-microfarads. This
is just what wo want. The screened coil
specified has a .0001 mfd. fixed condenser
built into it, so this is used as a series aerial
condenser. Another similar type of coil
may be used if desired, though, and in that
case it will probably be necessary to employ
an external .0001 mfd. condenser. As a
matter of fa.ct, it is advisable to employ
the same kind of coil as that used in the
aerial circuit of the set because the condenser tuning positions on both set and
Bandaptor will then be similar. But
this is not by any means essential, and if
the coils are entirely different it will only
mean that both condensers will be set to
different numerical positions when tuned

to any station.

Construction
The construction of the Bandaptor is
child's play, as can be seen from the wiring
plan of Fig. 2, and the photograph of the
working parts in Fig. 3. First of all, make
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the panel and baseboard; stainthem and
then drill a hole in the centre of the panel
for the bush of the .0005 mfd. tuning
condenser.
Screw panel
and baseboard together
and lay the coiin position.
With the switch rod scratch

"Glazite" insulated wire, as shown in
Fig. 2. It will be noticed that three ter.
minais on the coil and the centre one on
the differential condenser require no connection. Lastly attach the two flexible
leads fitted with spade terminals and the
unit is ready for use.

r'-00013
DIPPEREN

The Bandaptor in Use
Connect it to the receiver as explained
above and
set the differential condenser to
'
maximum capacity (vanes half in
IF
mesh). Tune the receiver to the
usual position ofthe local station
r
and then rotate the tuning con7-0 gER,p
denser on the unit until signal
is brought up to maxiONSET - strength
mum. Slightly re-tune the set il
necessary and make afinal adjust.

Mro

ment to the Bandaptor condenser. With the differential
condenser set to full capacity
selectivitywill not be much better
than before, so after tuning in, the
To ERATH capacity must slowly be reduced'
TERM ON SET by turning the knob (in either
) direction). This will probably
D
entailaslight readjustment to the tuning conFig. l.-The circuit
densers. If the capacity is reduced below a
diagram.
certain limit the tuning will become too sharp
on the panel the position and distortion will occur. So before this
J
for a hole to take it. Make point is reached, make a note of the dial
a tin. hole at this pomt readings (even if a coil similar to that in the
and then mark out a set has beenused,one condenserwill probably
corresponding position towards the other read a little higher than the other).
Now you can rotate both condensers
end of the panel. By mounting the differential condenser in this latter position, a together, keeping them in the same relative
perfectly syremetrical panel lay-out will positions as they occupied when tuned to
the station. In this way it should be possible
be obtained.
Should you wish to us condensers other to tune in station after station, all clear of
than those specified, be careful that the interference. Remember that the Bandmoving vanes can be turned without foul- aptor is not of a form of wave-trap and
ing. At this stage attach the dial pointer; must be tuned for every station. One
its correct position can be found after setting of the differential condenser will
attaching thd condenser dial. When all generally cover the whole wave-range
components are mounted connect up, with (either long or medium), but where two
stations are very close together it might
LIST OF COMPONENTS FOR THE be necessary to effect a slight increase in
BAND-PASS ADAPTOR.
selectivity by making a careful adjustment
i Plywood Panel, 8m, by 6m.
to it. It is a strong point in favour of
i Baseboard, 8m, by 6m, by lin.
"top-capacity" band-pass coupling that
i Terminal Mount (Bellmng-Lee).
the exact degree of selectivity is under easy
2 Terminals, marked "A" and "E" control.
(Bellmng.Lee "Junior ").
If you are in any doubt as to whether the
2 Spade Terminais (Belling.Lee).
coupling condenser is properly adjusted
Range
Tuner (Colvern type you can tell in this way. Rotate (simuli Dual
KGR).
taneously) the tuning condensers on set
1 .0005 infd. Variable Condenser (Lotus). and Bandaptor as slowly as nossible:
i Dial Pointer (Bulgin).
Signals should come in suddenly, remain
1 .00013
mfd. Differential Condenser for a degree or so and then suddenly disap'
(Lotus).
pear. If the tuning "spreads" over several
Short length "Glazite" and a foot of degrees the coupling capacity is too great;
twin flex.
ifistortion occurs the capacity is too small.

/

'-MPD,

-

Reception of Distant TransmissIons
DURING the past fortnight atmospheric
WIRELESS
conditions have been peculiarly
(Coas mied from page 530.)
favourable for the reception of distant
transmissions on the medium broadcast
waveband, and in particular those emanatVatican's S.-W. Transmitter
ing from North and South America are
Je.su Christus, Radio Cilla now well heard. Listeners report reception
Vaticana is the opening call of HVJ, in the early morning hours (1.30-4.0 a.m.,
LAUDATUR
the Vatican (Rome) short-wave transmitter
on 19.84 and 50.26 metres. This private OEM.T.) of concerts from the following
station is used for the broadcast of official stations situated at Buenos Aíres (Argenmessages and Papal communications in tine Republic): LS8, Radio Sarmiento
various languages. On Holy DaS's a sacred (243.9 m.); LS5, Estaçion Rivadavia
service is relayed from the Sistine Chapel (270.3 m.); LR9, Radio Fenix (291.3 m.);
(Vatican).
The transmissions may be LS6, Radio-Bernotti (222.2 m.); and
identified by the ticking of a clock, which especially from LR4, Radio Splendid
is regularly heard in the background of the (303 m.); LR3, Radio .Naional 9
(315.9 m.), and LR2, Radio Prieto (330m.).
broadcasts.

!OUND THE WORLD

OF

1932

7/RL

,

0005

3rd,

In most"instances the stations are easily
identified by their call, which is frequently
given between items in the programme, and
by the fact that announcements are made
in both English and Spanish. The broadcasts from the United States mostly heard
are those from WIOD, Miami Beach (Fia.),
on 230.6 m.; WCAU, Philadelphia (Pa.),
256.3 m.; WPG, Atlantic City (N.J.),
270.1 m.); WBZ, Boston (Mass.), 302.8 m.;
KDKA, East Pittsburgh (Pa.), 305.9 m.;
WABC, New York (348.6 in.); WGY,
Schenectady (N.J.), 379.5 rn.; WJZ,
Boundbrook (N.J.), 394.5 m.; and WEAF,
New York, 454.3 in. By law, the United
States transmitters are compelled to give
their call every fifteen minutes, and usually
time their programmes accordingly.
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the subject that I

writing this I
series of articles.
for I understand
from the editor,
that several requoss have been
made for informa-.
tion. I am sure that if I can
succeed in putting forward the
facts in their correct light, the
amateur will be able to assess
things at their proper face value.
Furthermore, unless my judgment is badly at fault, I am sure he will
come to the conclusion that this newest
of sciences (that is, new from the practical
home angle), offers ample scope for th
display of his own ingenuity in building

Fig.
-

?

\

apparatus and making experiments.

2.-The artist

stands close to a
sensitive m i C r o the
phone
and
sound waves are

4

converted by this
device into electric-

al current Variations.

other, but custom has reduced the telephone to a commonplace, whereas, the
very idea of television is still novel except
to those particularly interested in the
subject. When you speak into a tele-

' Seeing by Wireless"

First of all then, let us start by formulating a definition which will put matters
on a firm footing. Very simply we can
say that television is merely the process
of being able to see through the medium
of electrical methods- of transmission,
the reproduction of images of moving,
living or stationary objects which are at
some distance from the observer. In
other words, it can be regarded as the
ig. l.-The Conversion of
reproduction of sight, for we can visually
witness what is happening at a distanoe, phone your voice sets in vibration a smaU
just as if we were eye-witnesses on the diaphragm or thin plate, and the vibrations
of this plate alter the resistance of some
spot.
Now our wireless receiver has made us granules of carbon. This sets up a fluctuatbecome quite accustomed to hearing voices ing ourrent, which alters exactly in unison
which come from hundreds of miles away. with the vibrations of the voice. The
VAs, in this case, we are only
P,cro
using the ear, however, the
RELECrEC
position is similar to that
of a blind man making the
.1/I,,,
most of his unimpaired
faculty, namely, hearing.
I/E;I
- - - - -.
The ultimate importance of
/vfovrn'c
television, therefore, cannot
L,irSp
'be overrated, for it is going
to complete matters by
sight to sound, as
add
-

HIuITH

C..

-

LUC proper uuai

IrazIs-

mission of television you
will be able to both spe and
hear in much the sa1.way
as you do now when a visit
1is paid to the local enema,

1)!

I

i
I

I

fluctuating current is sent along wires
to the receiver, where it passes round the
coils of a magnet placed behind a metal
diaphragm, and causes this plate to vibrate
in unison with the diaphragm at
station, and so
reproduce the speech (seo Fig. 1).
This soutid is turned into oleetricity sent through space, or over
wires as electric vibrations, and
at the receiving
station these élecvibrations are
nsttingtrie
turned back into
sound.
Another case,
very analogous to
this, occurs with
the wireless broadcasting. The artist
c.
is positioned close
to a sensitive microphone, and the
sound-waves of the
voice, as before,
undergo conversion
into equIvalent
/
current variations.
After amplification these variations modulate the
high-frequency carrier-wave of a broadcasting station, and pass into space as
electro magnetic waves (see the diagrammatic representation of Fig. 2). With
the simple receiving aerial and wireless
receiver installed in your own home it is
possible to detect these signals and pass
them through the set to the loud-speaker
where they are heard. In this way the
resultant effect is to produce an aural
replica in the home of what is happening
in the distant studio.
With television very much the same
process is gone through. You stand in
front of the transmitting apparatus and a
rapidly-moving spot of light moves over
you. The light reflected from your face
affects a light-sensitive cell and causes it to
send out a fluctuating electric current.
This current is then transmitted to the
receiving station by wires or by wireless,
and at the receiving station is turned back
into light again and re-creates an image of
the face of the person seen (Fig. 3). In
telephony no actual sound
passes through the wires or
______
the ether, only a fluetuat'
ing current of electricity;
so also in television all that
passes through the ether
is a continuously altering
electrical impulse, what the
wireless man calls a "modulated carrier wave."
,

''-

am

ill

.......

....

.

/

.. ........

the Newest of Sciences, ¡n which the First Principles of Television
are Explained by

A. LITTLE kiiowledee is not only likely While, however, we are accustomed to hearto prove dangerous. but is definitely ing at a distance, the idea of actually seeing
misleading, at least that is the the speaker at the same time is still strange.
conclusion I am forced to whenever a dis- The one is in reality just as strange as the
cussion arises with television as the
main topic. There are so many mistaken ideas on the subject that its
value is either underestimated
overestimated.
It is with the
object of clarifying any ideas
which readers of
PRACTICAL WinELESS may have on

.. ....................................

ISION
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I

Fig.

3.-The individual

to be

ieejsed

stands before a special transmitting
of light explores him.

'apparatus, while a rapidly-moving sp9t

Television Broadcasts
What one may look upon
as a marked revival of
interest in television coincided with its inclusion
by the B.B.C. in definite

4
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The subject of scanningisarather corn-plicated one, but this will be fully dealt
with in my following article.
When
scanning the object it is necessary that
the spot of light shall be caused to traverse
the object which is being televised, and
therefore some means of causing the light
to move must be adopted. The method
most commonly eiuployect in the past
was the scanning disc-a disc of metal
furnished vith a series of holes.
In
modern apparatus, however, the disc
is superseded by a drum which is furnished
with a nuinbr of mirrors. The advantages
and disadvantages of these two methods
will be discussed fully at a later date, but

-.

-

.

A spot light television transmitter, built

'

by Fernseh A. G. of Germany, in operation
with the televised subject in position.

programme hours. This started in August
of this year, and prior to that date experimental programmes emanated from the
Baird Company's premises in Long Acre,
from where they passed by land line to
Savoy Hill and thence to Brookmans Park.
Now, in a studio specially set aside for thn
purpose in Broadcasting House, is housed
a mirror drum transmitter of the very
latest design, built by the Baird Company.
It is shown in one of the accompanying
illustrations, and by suitable controls it is
ingeniously contrived to be made suitable
for close-up, semi-extended, 'and extended
scenes. Undoubtedly the nature of the
television programme now neing transmitted by the B.B.C. on Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Friday nights of each week
from 11 p.m. to 11.30 p.m. constitute a
considerable improvement on the earlier
experimental transmission.
The vision
signais are broadcast from the London
National station on a wavelength-of 261
metres, while the accompanying sound may
be heard from the Midland Regional station
on a wavelength of 399 metres.
It should be pointed out quite early in
this series that "seeing by wireless" is
really only slightly more complicated than
the everyday hearing by wireless, which we
have now come to accept as part of our
daily life. As a general standard it may
be stated that anyone possessing a wireless
receiver selective enough to receive a clear,
audible signal of good strength and without
distortion from the London National station
can very easily add the necessary additioial
vision equipment for this purpose.
A Simple

As

Experiment

a small introduction, just try this

little experiment for yourselves. When
you have tuned in your local station to full
volume, remove the loud-speaker and connect in its place a neon lamp-one of the
ordinary spiral night-light pattern, or a
letter type-which has had the ballast
resistance removed from its cap. This
resistance is removed quite simply by
applying a small flame, say, from an ordinary
gas burner, to the cap end of the lamp to
melt the solder making contact to thé pair
of lead-in wires and also to soften the cement
holding the bulb in the cap. Be very
careful to prevent the flame playing on the

-

--

j itthat
-

ft

may here be stated
the mirror drum is
superior in producing
much brighter images.
Instructions for making a simple televisor
_- will be found in " 25
Tested Wireless
Circuits," published
by Geo. Newnes at

-

.

-',

-

-

Showing

'the

television

transmitter (cover removed)
now installed in Broadcasting House.

-

CARL BRISSON TELEVISED
glais, or naturally this will crack
and render the lamp useless. Vhen
I..
warm, the cap can be pulled away
gelitly if held with pliers. Then
remove the resistance element and
refix the brass cap in position with
some suitable cement such as
Seccotine, plaster of paris, etc.,
after first of all resoldering the
leads to the cap contact points.
Of course this lamp cannot then be
again used in the ordinary houselighting mains socket.
Since the lamp has the peculiar
property of responding instantly to
any varying currents which pass
through it, the characteristic pink.
ish glow will alter in intensity as
the current fluctuates. The signals from the output circuit of the
wireless receiver will in conseciuence
make the lamp flicker continously, A television l,roadcast was made recently by Mr. Car1
and you are then in a position to Brisson, the actor, from Broadcasting House, Portland
watch speech, - sdng, or music, Place, W., to the Arena Theatre, Copenhagen, where Ile
made his debut.
whichever is being broadcast at the
Count Ahlefeldt-Laurvig, the Danish
moment, instead of hearing it. Left to right
Mr. J. L. Baird, the inventor, and
Most television systems make Ambassador
uso of this property and at the
Mr. Carl Brisson, at the Broadcasting studio.
moment the majority of them are
essentially mechanical in principle. As, is., and obtainable for is. 2d. post free;
however, all the changes take place Although a very simple piece of apparatus,
u a reiativesy mgn speeci ano eye does this will be found to give exceedingly
not dwell on the mechanics of the pro- good results, and if constructed whilst this
cess, since the scanning apparatus brings series of articles is being published, a
about what may be termed a surface better understanding of the various prinspread.
ciples will be obtained.
-'

r
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a nignoraer
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Volume

¡s

Quality

is

enormous.
excellent

writs Yorshj,e user

.

-
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.-

.

Yos.

-

i
¡

ciadroo.

t

/

"not heard
excellent-38 stations"
etc. etc. osrerany Set so pure"
whelming evidence of the efficiency of
.

- s

ß

-

Kit of Psitt

.

i

-

.

.

-

.

.

this remarkable Receiver. Equipped
with Cossor Vasiable-Mu Valve
jndi-idually shielded coils -graded
every up-to-date
volume control
feature of design-the Cossor Melody
Maker is undoubtedly to-day's greatest
value in Scieened Grid Radio. Send at
once for full details-use the cçupon.

.2

-

-

VERY day we receive letters like
the above. Other users write.
logged 49 stauons . . .

N5.

London.

-

-

s

..........

Grovp.

MODEL

appre-

t

I

.

of

Quality is excellent, as would be expected.
My aerial consists of 25 feet of titre fornid tile picture
rail. Tire ,:unther of stations get would take inne!,
soon! to list.
I consider it to be far She best set for S/re price.
Yours truly,
Signed
-

.

-

feel bosad lu send von a note

i, of o high order, coin pacing very well
n-jib a ucil-kno p-n set using a band.pass input filter
ànd costing 20 gus.
Volume is carmons, I have io use (ht voluuie.conlrol
for fear of ins hing myself unpopular sill: ireig/thours

-

SATTERY
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335

with self-Contained Loud Speaker
include, Costoc 220 V.S.O. Variable-Mu Metullined

&enrned o-id, Cossor ZIO HL. MetaUlaed Dotano, and Canoe
220P, Outprat Vulveti Individually Shielded Coila. Cossot 1F.
trari,fomsrr AlI.Mrtal Chasul, und all caer, iot usuembliing eh,
P.r civet a' Illustrated hundaomely (miehed cobinet III in. high,
83+ In. wide. 10+ ¡ri. deep and IO in. Balunced.Aercoesien Loud
Sydakee with rear adjustment. Provision is ruade
for kiting Cituenophonc Pink-rap Socket and

£7

17 6

Hire Perahuao Ter,,,a a 1716 afrpoj:
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I
I

AU. ELECTRIC MODEL 337

d'2l2LfL

with Sell-Contained Loud Speaker
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/
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MELOD
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Price
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transmissions flanked by' powerful
broadcasts.
The illuminated eale is directly calibrated in wavelengths, a principle which
I consider of great assistance to the newcomer to wireless. It is merely a question of
consulting one of the many lists of European
transmitters published. Dial readings in
degrees are somewhat puzzling to the tyro
who is often apt to take them for either
metres or kilocyoles! Using an outdoor
aerial of the average length (say, 60 metres),
a number of broadcasts on the medium
band from European cities were logged,
and such stations as Brussels No. 1,
Florence, Prague, Langenberg, Beromünster, Rome, Leipzig, Radio Toulouse,
Strasbourg, etc., as well as B.B.C. stations,
were heard at good volume, and without
interference from their neighbours; on
the long-wave range a number of transmissions were also clearly received; there
was no "break-through" of the local
B.B.C. broadcasts on the lower end of this
coil, as is sometimes the case with less
well-designed sets.
The Ekco M23 Con.sotelle also makes
provision for connecting a pick-up for the
electrical reproduction of gramophone
records through the built-in moving coil
loud-speaker, but should one be used it
must be fitted with an external volume
control, such as a potentiometer.
Reproduction of both music and speech were
very pleasing; although bass response
was good, there was no trace of resonance
or boom, and if volume was not forced the
spoken word was very natural.
Generally speaking, for a three-valver
the Ekco M23 possesses a number of good
points and may be -recommended as an
all-round officient receiver. The price
for either model has been reduced to
fifteen guineas.
in

-

-

-

k

k

t

attained, but experience will soon show
that, providing they are well handled,
there is no difficulty in securing separation
of broadcasts on neighbouring wavelengths.
Tested in the London area,
within ten to twelve degrees of the actual
condenser readings it was possible to cut
out the Regional broadcast;
slightly
better results in this respect were achieved
when dealing with London National.
The conshined selectivity and volume
control acts directly on the aerial input,
and thus plays an important part in tuning
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it
convenient, the mains may be used by the
mere insertion of a plug (connected with
the mains adaptor flex) into the aerial
socket at the back of the receiver; in this
case you may or may not use an earth,
as you wish. If, however, your house
happens to be within close proximity of
electrical machinery,, and thus makes
reception liable to interference, the earthlead alone as aerial (in the aerial socket)
will provide satisfactory results. With the
t
internal aerial the local programmes
can be received at good volume even during
daylight hours; at night in favourable
circumstances it is possible to hear a few
foreigners. From tests, it vas found that
with any of the combinations suggested
in the book of instructions, broadcasts
could be secured in varying degrees of
strength, and in view of these many
advantages the E/ceo Consolette, for a three. The
valver, may be classed as one of the most design splendid
of the E&c
adaptable models on the market.
Both the AO. and D.C. types are chassis is. appa n
in 1/jis illustration.
adaptable to mains varying from 200-210
to 240-250 volts by the insertion of a decreased; in fact, in some cases almost
knurled screw into the socket corresponding entirely removed. This is a matter ot
to the mains voltage, a change -carried altering two screw connections in the
valve compartment of the
-'
receiver.
The three valves used are
Mullard PM13 in the screened
grid high frequency stage,
PM4DX as detector coupled to a
PM25 or Cossor 41OPT as pentodo output, feeding a builtin permanent magnet moving.
coil loud-speaker. The controls
consist of a main tuning knob,
centrally placed in the front of
the set below the illuminated
dial, and to this knob is affixed a
concentric trimmer or compensator, both workingthetwinganged
condenser. Respectively on the
left and right, are a combined
selectivity and volume control,
and reaction condenser; beneath
these we find a lever operating
the wave-change switch.
The range covered by. the
coils is respectively 200-550 on
the medium waveband, and from
1,000 to 2,000 metres on the
longer
wavelengths.
Some
judicious use must be made of
The Ekco h-ee-vahfe Console/te model M23 (A. C. and D.C.). the volume and reaction con-
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THE OUTLINE OF, WIRELESS
By RALPH STRANGER (Omnibus size)

816

THE CIRCUS & FUN FAIR ANNUAL

free 91A comprehensive work on wireless that everybody can understand. Specially written for the "man in the street," it
covers the whole subject of wireless reception from A to Z
Third Edition.
-

NEW

Post

2/6
Post free. 2f9

PUNCH AND JUDY CHILDREN'S ANNUAL

2/6

Post free 513
This book is essential for the wireless amateur who desires to.
gain a fuller knowledge of his subject. Written by one who
has the gift of explaining abstruse subjects in a simple fashions
256 pages, fully illustrated.

Post free 2/9
Crammed from cover to cover with the adventures of Punch
and. Judy, to say nothing of the famous dog, Toby.

WIRELESS, THE MODERN MAGIC CARPET 3/6

Post free 2/9
Tim the cat, Toots the pig, and Teeny the duck are a queerly

By RALPH STRANGER

TIM, TOOTS and TEENY ANNUAL

Post free 3/9
By RALPH STRANGER. (Fourth Edition.)
Wireless simply explaìned at the beginning and seriously
treated at the end.

FINDING FOREIGN STATIONS

assorted trio and their comic antics are a joy.

HOBBIES' NEW ANNUAL

316

(Long Distance Wireless Secrets.)
Post free 3/9
A book which will be eagerly welcomed by all wireless enthusiasts. It will solve their difficulties and enable them to
obtain the best possible results of which their sets are capable.

WIRELESS STEP BY STEP
By "DICTRON." (Ninth Edition.)

Picture covers beautifully printed in colour. 128 pages. Profusely
illustrated. Crown quarto. Quarter bound. Cloth spine.

2/6
Post free 219

A book which shows the wireless enthusiast how to obtain the
maximum enjoyment from his wireless set.

RADIO PLAYS

"OMNIBUS BOOKS"

Post free 2/9
Millions of wireless listeners who have been thrilled by such
plays as "The Path of Glory" and' " The Mary Celeste"
will now be able to read them in book form. Mr. du Garde
Peach has written some of the most successful plays ever
broadcast.

BOOKS

By Richmal Crompton

For reading, anywhere, anytime, by anyone.
Eacti volume contains a collection
splitting adventures.

ut

THE OUTLINE OF ART
Edited by Sir WILLIAM ORPEN, K.B.E., R.A., R.I.
A clear and concise view of the work of the great masters

and the essentials of present-day art;

The history of literature from the earliest books to the work
of the twentieth century writers. 80 pages of admirable

free 2/9

reproductions.

William's" side-

WILLIAM'S HAPPY DAYS
*flTTTAM THE BAD
WILLIAM
WILLIAM THE GOOD
W1LLIAvI-THE OUTLAW
WILLIAM-IN TROUBLE
WILLIAM-THE CONQUEROR
STILL WILLIAM
WILLIAM-THE FOURTH
WILLIAM AGAIN
MORE WILLIAM
JUST WILLIAM
LTD.,

reproductions.

By JOHN DRINKWATER.

THE OUTLINE OF NATURAL HISTORY
By Professor Sir J. ARTHUR THOMSON, M.A., LL.D.
This comprehensive work is a mine of information and a
reliable guide to the study of Living Creatures. Fully illus-

WILLIAM-THE PIRATE
WILLIAM'S CROWDED HOURS.

GEORGE NEWNES,

300

'THE OUTLINE OF LITERATURE

2/6 each

Post

8/6 each
Post free 9/3

2/6

-

DU GARDE PEAcH.

The "WILLIAM"

3/6

Post free 3/9
Contains practical descriptions of workIng models of every
type. Fully illustrated and gives loose insets of parts for
making workable models.
V

By R. W. HALLOWS.

p,,

THIS YEAR.

All old friends are here in picture, and story-the Ring-master,
the Trick-rider, the Clowns, and a host of funny men and
animals.

5/-

THE MATHEMATICS OF WIRELESS

By L.

i

CHILDREN'S ANNUALS 1933

WIRELESS BOOKS

8-11,

J

trated.

MISCELLANEOUS

i

r

i

THE BOOKLOVER'S DIARY
Leather 2/6; Cloth i/Post free ad. extra.
Weekly, in conjunction with

I

I

Published by John o' London's
Charles Lefts & Co.
This delightful diary Contains a wealth of information which
will fascinate everyone whether interested in literature or not.

SOUTHAMPTON

ST.,

STRAND, LONDON,
..:\'_.-.,

W.C.2.
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Spase Economy
TRE following scheme of mounting
valves inside coils often proves useful
where it is desired to construct a compact
set. Several of the unscreened typesof allwav coils are suitable, and those wound
on a plain or ribbed former. The valve,

THAT DODGE OF YOURS!

j

iEvery
LESS"

reader of "PRACTICAL WIRE.
must have originated some little
dodge which would interest other reallers.
Why not pass it on to us? For every item
published on this page we will pay half a
guinea. The latest batch is published below.
Turn that idea of yours to account by send.
¡ng it in to us, addressed to the Editor,

WIRELESS.",
George
Newnes, Ltd., 8.11. Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and address
on every item. Please note that every 1soon
sent in' must be original. Mark envelopes
Radio Wrinkle."

4

"PRACTICAL
i
j

ii:ïiI"H

j

down to the region of 200 metres, or less.
It enables stations such as Fécamp to be
received, while by shórting the condenser,
the receiver can be tuned to the longer
wavelengths. The condenser and switch
can conveniently be mounted on a piece
of ebonite screwed to the side of the cabinet.
-F. W. WhITE (Portsmouth).

:-

The magnet should be of a size sufficient
to fit round the bell, as shown in the
diagram. A magnet from a post office
magneto is ideal, and can be picked up
quite cheaply at a second-hand stall.
The wiring of tho bell is altered as shown,
and the chief point is to see that the
current flows through both the bobbins
in the same direction. The positive wire
of the charger is found by the usual. acidu.
lated water test, and is connected to the

-

i

m

I

Method ol Fixing a Set Inside a Cabinet
THE usual method of fixing the actual
set within a cabinet, is to screw the

.

'!

re-N%NT

baseboard to the cabinet with ordina
There are occasions,
wood-screws.
T however, when the set needs to be
moved, and this entails a lot of flimbling with screws, and after several
'(
removals, the screws have to be
entered in a different position owing
to the wood becoming worn away. A
far better method is that shown in
the accompanying diagrams. The
parts required for this method are two
pieces of brass about in. thick and
lin, by tin. size; two small pieces Of
wood the same thickness as the base.
two 3116m, bolts, lin.
____ board;
long and two 3116m, nuts.
Twomeil,ods of mounung coils around valves io save sbace. The baseboard generally rests
upon two stiffening pieces
which may be either the detector or LP., running along the side. of the cabinet.
is mounted inside the coil, either vertically A hole 3/16in. in diameter should be drilled
or horizontally. This arrangement can in each of these, about half-way back, and
rarely be used with the H.F. valve owing +in. from the edge of baseboard. Then
to instability, but with low-stage garn lin, from the top edge, slots should
circuits might be worth trying. Plug-in be cut out, with a small wood chisel,
eoils may be mounted in this way, but to take the *in. nuts, as shown at
hero the disadvantage lies in the fact that A and A5. The two small
the valve must be removed before they pieces of wood aro fixed as
can be changed.-R. T. \VARD (Oxford).
shown at C.. A 3116m, hole
is drilled in each piece of
An Aerial Condenser Switch
brass, and these act as
,'
"4
THE combination of an ordinary tumbler clamps to hold the set. The
switch and a prc-set condenser, method of fixing is clearly
arranged in an aerial load, as shown in the seen in the diagram, tise
sketch, will be found a useful addition to a 3/16in. bolts passing into the
dual-range tuning coil which will not ttuie hole in the wood and then
/
TUMBLER SWITCH
Thto the nüts. By using this
")
method the set is firmly
wIltH 0FF FOR
fixed, and is easily removed.
700 METRE RANCE
To do this, it is only necessary to slack off the bolts
A BE IAL TO
and turn the brass strips

EIMANE.N1

I

I

\'
tI

\\II

L'

o'rrpçT

o

Showing construction and wiring connections
of a vibrating reed accumulator charger.

Ii

nositive o'f the accumulator. If excessive
parking occurs the spring marked A in
the diagram must be removed or firmly
fixed to the main armature. Although
this type of charger is a little more difficult
to construct it needs little or no attention
when working. If carefully made, it will
handle quite heavy currents without undue
heating of the
contacte.
J.
HJCKMOTT (West

-

-

Y-

--

'

,.

-

-,

SE.'

throughone-quarterofatum,

L

and the set will easily pull out of the
cabinet.-H. HAINEs (Newport, Mon.).

-

-

IIII

SEMI VARIA8LE CONDENSER..

-

M)( 0003
4 useful aerial condenser switching
arrangement.

-

-

I

I

Vibrating Reed Accumulator
VERY offéctive accumulator
/\ charger may be mane from an
electric bell and a permanent magnet.

in a cabinet.

s

J
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CONDENSERS

¡n capacities O003,

f

'jii

V

V

DIFI'hAL

Improved type of exceptionally
rigid construction. The rotor
vanes are keyed to the spindle
and fitted with definite stops.
A strong nichel silver contact
makes connection to the rotor,
a positive connection being
made to the stator vanes. Sup-.
-plied complete with knob.

(i.

V

'V

(

"

i

¡

2j

'

jLLis

'

iL

I11WI

---Tii

TELSEN DIELECTRIC TUNING
CONDENSERS

TELSEN
REACTION CONDENSERS

IE1S

New design of great rigidity and exceptional
compactness, ensuring the utmost efficiency
in use even where space is very limited.
The well-braced vanes are interleaved with
a minimum of the finest solid dielectric,
giving absolute accuracy of tuning. Supplied complete with knob.

-

I

Oo

J

Built to the highest standards of
efficiency, embodying every improvement and refinement indicated by the latest research. The
vanes are interleaved with the
finest solid dielectric, the construction throughout being of
great rigidity and exceptional
precision. Supplied complete

¡n capacities 0005 and 0003

with knob.
-

-

and 0005

TELSEN AERIAL
SERIES CONDENSER
The jdealvolumeandselec-

tivity control, solidly constructed, with very low
minimum capacity. The
externally keyed switcharm when rotated to a
maximum position, connects with a contact on the
fixed vanes, thus shortcircuiting the condenser
for maximum volume.
Supplied complete with

acity 0003

In capacities 0003,
00015 and 0001
In capacities 00075

L
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RADIO COMPONENTS

TELSEN RADIO COMPONENTS ARE lOO BRITISH
ANNOUNCEMENT

OF

THE

TELSEN

ELECTRIC

ASTON. -BIRMINGHAF1
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DESIGNED in accordance with the principles
formulated as a result of the most recent
research, and manufactured by the most
modern plant in the world from the finest materials
it is possible to obtain, these Telsen Self-Sealing
Condensers represent a very definite advance on
current condenser practice, embodying numerous
features of outstanding importance. Only the
highest quality foil paper and the finest linen tissue
are employed in the exclusive method of manufacture, each individual plate being self-sealing
and the case itself being finally triple-sealed with
a newly-discovered bitumastic compound, for
permanent efficiency. Every condenser is subjected to rigorous tests up to Post Office -and'
Admiralty standards, the exclusive rnethodof construction making them genuinely non-inductive.
It is only because of this unique combination of
research, plant, materials, method of manufacture
and rigorous testing that Telsen Self-Sealing Condensers give such high insulation with such freedom
from breakdown-such lasting efficiency under all
conditions of use.

-

-'-

--o-.>
k

u

-

lEISEN SiLF-SEALING BAICELITE CONDENSER
In attractive moulded bakelitg cases, specially
designed for 2-way fixing.
Csp.
500 Volt
1000 VoIt

s

11;
-

I

I

TELSEN

SELF-SEALING
BLOCK
¡n metal caces with soldering tags.
Csp.
500 Volt

Tet

P

8

CONDENSER5
1000 Volt

Te

106

-RADIOCOMNENT
IT'S

.

THE 'LASTING EFFICIENCY'THAT COUNTS

ANNOUNCEMENT

OF THE TELSEN

ELECTRIC CO.. LTD.. ASTON. BIRMINGHAM.
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apply another coat of paint, and the valve Measure round the " ensemble," and
Converting Dial to Slow Motion
ready for use-G. E. HIThÍBERSTONE wooden box to- contain the three units.
ACHEAP, easy and efficient way of Ls
When the box is made, place the batteries
converting old-type condenser dials (Sheffield).
inside, arranged as before, and screw to
to that of the slow motion type is as follows: Accumulator Tapping Apparatus
the top corner of the box a small terminal
Drill a hole in the ebonite panel below the
IN the article, "Acid Drops," in Paac. panel containing five terminals, or any
dial, large enough to
TICAL WIRELESS for October ist, 1932, lesser number to suit the particular radio
take the screw of an
it is stated that accumulators are often re- receiver, and connect the underside shanks
erdinary -terminal.
turned from charging-stations not in a dry by flexible wires to the various points on
ake terminal and fix
EXISTING OlAk.
condition, a state of affairs sometimes the HT., L.T. and G.B. batteries. Next
MOVED SUGHILY
top with solder so that
AWAY FROM
caÌsed through careless topping-up. It procure a yard or so of 5-way cable and
it will not unscrew, and
PAN
EL
is a good plan to top-up cells before they fasten the inner wires,to the five terminals.
put around it one or
go to be re-charged, and here is described Pass the cable through a hole in the side of
two thick rubber bands.
an efficient filling apparatus only costing a the box, and connect the other ends of the
Place terminal through
few pence which, if used as described, enables five wires to a 5-prong battery plug (one
hole in panel, as shown
the job of topping-up to be done expedi- could easily be made from a 5-pin valve
in sketch, and secure
tiously and not a drop of water (or acid) base, or could be bought quite cheaply).
at back with two
is spilled. The components are: one milk This is then ready to supply power to the
nuts, so that it will
i
bottle, 20m, of 3/ihn.
freely revolve.
The.
glass tube, 14m, of lin.
hole must be drilled so
rubber tube and a bung,
ACCUMI./LATo
that ifyoufixyourdial
made either of cork or ruba little way out from
ber. Fit up as shown in
panel, the rubber bands
RUBBER
Fig. i. To bend t.he glass
around the terminal
BANDS
tube, heat up in a gas flame
will now press fairly
-'
until pliable, bend, and
hard against the bot.
hold in position until cool.
tomof the dial. Upon
To taper outlet tube, heat
revolving the
'L_TERMINAL
a 6m, length of tube in
terminal the
EBONITE
centre, draw out, then
dial will re
PANEL
when cool, nick with file and
volve very slowly, the
snap off. You then have
actual ratio depending
A simple slowtwo outlet tubes, one being
upon the size of the
molfon device.
a spare. The most imterminal and the dial.-.
portant part is the manner
G. S. VICKERY (Maida .Vale).
in which the bottle is used.
To top-up cells, fill bottle
Lx.JMetallising Valves
-.
with distilled water, replace
o
HERE is a method of metallising valves hung (see that outlet pipe is
68,-I
at home cheaply and simply, and if. not resting on bottoni of
proper care is taken the effect is pleasing bottle), place spout into
and the valve is efficiently sereeùéch cell, and start flow by
blowing down tube B. It
WIRE NOOSE
is not necessary to conSLIPPED
tinue blowing, as gravity.
OVER VALVE
will keep flow gomg if
bottle is held as in Fig. 2.
When the desired height of
electrolyte is reached, stop
flow by pinching rubber
tube atA,Fig. 2,and, etill A neat container for housing an accumulator and dry batteries.
NOOSE
holding bottle horizontal,
DRAWN
transfer to next cell, and so on. To set and is plugged into a peiìtode valve.
HERE
TIGHT
discharge outlet pipe after filling all cells, holder, which is screwed to the receiver
hold bottle as in Fig. 3-then release thumb) chassis. The valve-holder terminals are
and 'finger from rubber pipe A, water will permanently connected to the points that
A cheap
SOLDER
then run back into bottle,-E, R.. SELLABS require the potentials. This method enU. '
tirely eliminates half a dozen or so of
HERE
method
(Newark).
untidy, straggling wires froni the set to the
of metalqj i
A Neat Battery Container
batteries, and also prevents plugs being
using
fi
NEAT and convenient method of accidentally
out of the grid-bias
Val Ves.
housing the variqus batteries of a battery and dragged
ruining valve emission. It
FILAMENT PIN
receiving set is shown in the accompanyin
also saves the accumulator
sketch. Place the high-tension battery or
from being knocked over and
Obtain a bottle of aluminium paint, or mains unit by the side of the accumulator,
ruining carpets with the spilt
other metal paint, obtainable at any paint- and the grid-bias battery at the front.
acid.-E, D. WILLIArsIS (Sal.
shop or ironmongers for about is. (This
ford).
will be enough to do all the valves in the
BU'1G
set if needed). Then take a piece of bare
'EITHER CORK
copper wire, about 18 S.W.G., make a
ai
noose in the wire, and draw it tight round
GCASS
the base of the valve, the knot coming
TUBE
above the leg of the valve, which will be
connected to ifiament negative. While
holding the loose wire tight on the base
7 3TUBE
RUBBER
of the valve, solder the knot in the wire,
LO4G
TUBE
IVLONG
OUT'
using as little solder as possible, then wind
LONG
\
the other piece of wire round the pin of
MILK
B
the valve connected to filament negative
BOTTLE ...,f
as near to the base of the valve as possible,.
and just apply a touch of solder. Next
¼ GLASS TUBE
ABOUT 12L014G I
apply a coat of the paint to the glass bulb
ACCUMULaTOR
of the valve, being careful to cover the
wire noose round' the base of the valve
Fig. 2
Fig. 3
Fig.
but not to let any run down the base of the
valve on to the, other pins. When dry I
n efficient accumulator lapping apparafi-
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THE EMPIR

VVA
A Novel. Receiver Which
i

:Jncredible Distances

..
.

V,
é

the L.T and HT, batteries, and
plug thetwo wander plugs into the
grid bias-battery. G.Bd:should be
inserted in the
tappizig marked
1.5 ahd OEB.2
inthe 9 voIt
,
oeket.
The
switch
oh-off
has béen placed
at thé back of
the set só as toivoid the necessity
'. forj an extexision -handlé for this
component, a procedure which would
be a. waste of moiiey. It is no trouble
just toreâoi to thó back of the set
to switch on and off, and it makes
the construction both cheaper and
cà.sier. Before switching on, turn the upper
-switch to the right, and the lower one to
the left. In these positions the receiver is
set for reception on the 25 to 80 metre band,
- and the special loading coil is cut out of
circuit. Set the arm Qf the potentiometer
to a position about mid-way round. Now
switch on and carefully rotate the tuning
dial, and although it is fitted with such a
slow motion dial it is still necessary to
¡

.

-

-

-

-

.

S

.

.

-

-

For Wiring diagram,
see page 550.
.

.

S

-
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-

.

S
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Three -. quarter

.

rear view of the
Empire Short-wave Three.

were told exactly how

to complete the fitting of the various
LAST
parts of this interesting short-wave
receiver, and no doubt you have by now
finished this part of the work arid are ready
for wiring up. The wiring diagram is given
on this page, and you should find this a
comparatively simple task.
Remember
when using Glazite for wiring up a receiver,
that it is best to cut off a short length.
say, 18m, or so, and to stretch this until
you feel it give. It then remains very
stiff and straight, and nice sharp bends
may be made in the wire and it stays put.
There are no pointe to which attention
must be drawn in the wiring, save, perhaps,
to remind you to see that the two switches
are wired up correctly. If you mounted
these on the panel the right way round
(as shown in this diagram) you will find
that the operating instructions are O.K.
If, however, you have the switches reversed,
the instructions below will be reversed, that
is, when we refer to the top switch being
to the "right," that will only apply if the
switch is mounted the right way round..
This point should, therefore, be borne in
mind.
.
-.

for broadcast receptin may be used for
this short-wave set, although particular
stress must be Ïaid on thé quality of the
earth connection. You will see' -from the
list of parte that -we -havre speesfied Filt,
and without a doubt this should be used
with your earth connection in order sto
ensuro that this is absolistely O.K. Join up
.

-

.

-

-

-

.

Testing Out

I

!

-

.

-

With the wiring completed, carefully
check over all connections, and when
absolutely, certain that everything is in
order you can try the set out. In the valve.
holder-nearest the coil insert an 11.2. valve,
and in the centre valve-holder plug the L.2
valve. The remaining valve, the P.220,
is inserted in the end socket. Loudspeaker or 'phones may be joined to the
output terminals, and the receiver should
then be joined up to aeral and. earth.
For the

aerial,

the one you normally use

"

-

4-oò ORAlS.

''

PO7,f7R

Circuit diagram

of the

Empire .i

L.
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-turn slowly, as the short-wave stations are
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of

the Empire Short-wave Three.

a little way round so that you will heterodyne a carrier wave when tuned to one.

sèarching, you can set the réaction control
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Empire Short-wave Three.

This is not really necessary, however, and
you should have no difficulty in picking

-

3'/

'I
I

Panel lay-out

noti apread round the dial in the saine
mainer as the ordinary broadcasting
stations If you want a little assistance in
J104

k-2"

I

-.

h

-

-

up one of the numrous amaten; tras.
mitters on this band, or some similar Morse
signal which will enable you to see how the
eontro1s.work. As soon as you find that the
receiver seems to go dead whilst torning
the dial, adjust the potentiometer arm, and
if this is ineffective, the lower switch may
be turned to the right, and it will be at
once apparent that the deadness is removed. This switch must also be turned
to thé right when the receiver breaks into
-osefflation even with the reaction control at
zero, a fault which is known as threshold
howl, and which does not occur on every
fterial. As soon as you have mastered the
manipulation on this wave-hand you may
turn the upper switch to the left, and try
for some of the powerful stations on the
12 to 30 metre band. There aro a number of
quite powerful broadcasting stations using
wavelengths between these two limits, and,
" although tuning seems even sharper on this
band, you should experience no difficulty
in getting a number of stations at quite a
rood strength. Fadine and other atmoipheric disurbances ar of course exponenced with any type of receiver, but you
will find that all the usual short-wave
faults, which are due to bad receiver design,
or inefficient components, are overcome in
this little set. Remember that the potentiometer should be set at the most suitable
position, which will be a point near the'
positive terminal, and then it will not need
to be touched again.
One final word-should you
receive any short-wave station
which you are unable to identify,
do not fail to make use of
Broadcast Query Corner.
-

-

-

Three-quarter front Viewl of the
Empire Short-wave Three.
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W5fl0 WISSe,

THE EMPIRE SHORT-WAVE THREE

i

Readers ordering parts should INSIST that these parts be supplied.

.00025 Jackson Bros. variable con.
denser (Cat. 2,045).
.0002 Telsen reaction condenser.
Utility Micro Dial type W181.
R.I. Antinodal coil.
Siektun Short-wave H.F. choke.
Lissen Hypernik transformer.
Telsen output choke.
Three Graham Farish Horizontal
Holders.
Three Graham Farish Ohmite Resistances, 100,000 ohms, 1 megohm,
i mecohm.
T.C.C.fixed condensers.
Two 2 mfd Type No.'50.
.

-

-

One .0002 Type S.
One .005 Type S.
Lssen 400 òhm baseboard mounting
potentiometer.
Ready Radio On-off Switch.
Two Bulgin Rotary On-off Switches
Type S.85.
Lissen Spaghetti 10,000 ohms.
Three Eddystone valve holders.
Two Bulgin extension handles, EH2.
Two Bulgin extension handles, EH4.
Twb Ebónite Panels 14m, by 7m.
Becol.

j

I

Three Mazda Valves, I-I.2,'L.2, and
P.220.

Wiring dia.ram

of

Eight Terminals, Aerial, Earth
Clix.

Three

Grid-bias

Plugs.

G.B.-1, G.B.-2. Clix.

Two Peto-Scott Panel Brackets.
'
Wooden Baseboard 14m, by 12m.
Two coils of Glazite Connecting Wire,
Flex, Screws, etc.
One Terminal Strip 14m, by 2m.
One Osborn No. 237 Cabinet.
120 y. Hellesen H.T. Battery and
9 volt G.B. Lisseii 2 volt Acc.

Orinond R.452-Loudspeaker.
Ofl tin of " Eilt."

the Empire Short-wave Three.
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-
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CONSTRUCTION OF
RADIO PÖWER UN!TS

V

CONTENTS
RADIO POWER UNITS und how

oneof the oldest

-

A80UT T.C.C.

-

DESIGN AN

Pb WIR UN US

FILL

Packcdfullofrealusefuldata,

.ELIMINATION

DENSERS

OF INTERFERENCE
FOUR T.C.C. POWER UNITS wIth full conetrucuonul decuils.

ROTATING RESISTANCE CALCULATOR
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OPERATING RECEIVERS ON D.C. MAINS
ELECTROLYTIC CON.

details of Sour Radio Power
Units-it shows the way to
better and more powerful reproduction-to cheaper radio.
These power units solve your
battery problem-no longer
will you suffer distortion due
to inadequate power. Build
one of thesc A.C. Power Units
and get the best from your
set. For D.C. users there is a
valuable chapter on D.C. Apparatus. Get your copy Now!

Ii

AK

in
have produced this suthoritauve book on power units.

with complete constructional

V
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to buIld

A.C. POWER, UNITS

NOTES ON
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Look through tisi specification of the most, popular
receivers---see how often Wearite is specified. The
designer has made sure of unquestioned reliability,
he has consulted this Wearite Booklet No. G.N. Be
guided, have your -copy by you when you build your
next set. Send for it now. Ask, for the Wearite
HERE IS THE NEW Booklet No. G.N.-it is yOur,
to%vrds
WEARITE 'STICK-

ienln

j

-I*CONTROL AERIAL construct.-Write NOW!
LEAD

IN'it; fits

any

window-no holes-no

tools-and can

-

.

-

P

.

-

-

-

E
-

A

',.-

..

with any receiver.
Price complete - 1/..

-.

- ----

-

(with anchoring- block for

.

aerial)

-

.

-

-

be used

..;.....;..... 116

Use

this
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I
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PET O -SCOTTI

the largest Radioby-Mail House in
have
the world
carefully
selected
these
Items to give you
Better Radio this

TELSEN JUPITER S.G13
Sent Carriage Paid
on first payment of

7

1and

t'

Balance in

monthly payments of 71-

Balance in

6

monthly payments

Ç

Cash Price, 62/19/6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/6.
ROLAPERMANENTMAGNETMOVINGWith universal
COIL SPEAKER F.6.
tapped inpht transformer. Cash Price
62/9/e. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/6.

6

WIN

6
only

R & A "VICTOR" PERMANENT-MAGDE
MOVING-COIL SPEAKER
NET

With 0-ratio ìnpnt transformer
Cash Price
and protecting grille.
Carriage Paid,
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/5.
& A "CHAL.L.ENGER" PERMAN E N T M A G N E T M 0V I N G COIL
SPEAK ER. With special Ferranti multiCash Price,
ratio input transformer.
Carriage Paid, £1/15/0.
payments
of 6/6.
monthly
Balance in 5
W.B. PERMANENT-MAGNET MOVWith
1MG-COIL SPEAKER P.M.2.
3-ratio input transformer. Cash Price
£4/5/O. Carriage Paid.
Balance toll monthly payments of 7/9.
CELESTION P.P.M.PERMANENT MAG
NET MOVING-COIL SPEAKER with im-

wish (Lissen) SAL, De-

wich

5

Valves,

(Liasen)

Walnut Cabinet and
special Balanced Armature Loud-speaker. Cash
Price, Carriage Paid,
£61510. Delivered, carriage paid, on first pay
ment of
f
Balance in
11 monthly
payments o! 11/8.

f

monthly
payments of
11

Send

LUXE.

63/10/0.

CHASSIS KIT
and Pentode
Valves.
Cash Price,
Carriage Paid, £41916.
Delivered, carriage paid,
on first payment of
Balance in

only.

.G.3

CABINET KIT

tector

EPOCH "20 C "PERMANENT MAGNET
(New Send
MOVING-COIL
SPEAKER.

With f,-ratio Input transEdition).
former. Cash Price 61/15/0. Carriage
Paid,
Balance In 5 monthly payments of 6/6.

3/3.

only

R

ONLY FROM PETO:SCOTT

°'
Send

-

79

With arm, rotating head Send
and volume control. 519
Cash Price 53/3/0. Car- I
nage Paid. Balance in ti only
monthly payments of .5/9

R. & A. "BANTAM" PERMANENT-MAG.

NET -MOVING-COIL SPEAKER with 3-ratio
input transformer. Cash price 51/7/6.
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 5/-.
PETO-SCOTT WALNUT CABINET SPEAKER.
Cash or
Permanent' Magnet Moving-Coil.
£21716.

Bajance in

11

monthly payments of 4/6.

-

with Valuer, Spealior pp
Cabmet. Employa Cosaor Voomblo-ma
8G., H.P. otage, Detector and Power
Palees. Cash Price, £7/37/8. Batanee
In 11 monthly psymereta of 14/10.

STRICT

less valves and eabinet.

only

Send

'6
only

to

oui vloo,
PICK-

MARCONIPHONE

UP K.17. With Counter Send
balanced arm and rotating
head. Cash Price £2/2J0. 5
Carriage Paid. Balance in 7 Only
monthly payments of 5/9.

S.G.4.

Send

54/6/6.

fOnly

KENDALL-PRICE

READY

5f -

paul, on first payment at

PRIVACY

RADIO

Send

SG., Detector, L.F. and Power. Complete'kit
Cash Price

Carriage said.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/-.
RADIO FOR THE MILLION "STATION
MASTER 3." (Model A.) With valves and
cabinet for battery use. Cash Price £5/11/0.
Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly

MELODY MAKER
MODEL335
Complete

¡ui'id

BLUE SPOT PICK-UP.

Send

pregnated diaphragm and dual-impedance input transformer. Cash Price, 4 6
only
Carriage Paid, 92/7/0.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/6.

COD.,

ON GENEROUS EASY TERMS
Cuiria q.

.!

entsof

Three-valve ocreened-grid
receiver.
Covers abort, anedious and long woven
Curb Price,
without eau changing.
(lesa Valves, and Cabrapt), Carence Paid.
£P18/3. Balance in 21 monthly psa'.
meula of 7,-.

GARRARDAUTOMATICRECORD
Send
CHANGER for AC. mains. Mounted
on naht plate complete ready for
fitting in position, including Garrard
pick-up and tone-arm. Cash Price
610/0/0. Carriage Paid,
only
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 18/6.
SONOCHORDE
PERMANENT-MAGSend
NET MOVING-COIL SPEAKER, with
universal input transformer.
Cash
Price 61/12/6.
only
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 6/-.
ATLAS ELIMINATOR, Type A.C.244. Send
Three tsppings.
SG., l)etector and
Power. Ontput: 120 volts at 20 rn/A. 5
Cash Price 62/19/6. Carriage Paid,
only
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/6.
HEAYBERD HT. UNIT D150. Tapped Send
variable 00/120 y., variable 0/150 fixed.
Max., 25 rn/a, at 150 y., 20m/a. at 120v, 8 1
Cash Price, Carriage Paid, £4/6/0.
only
Balance in 11 monthly payments of E/le.
EKCO A.C.18 H.L ELIMINATOR for
Send
AC. mains. Tapped SG. 80 y. 120/150
y. at 12 rn/a. Cash Price, Carriage Paid,
£37/6.
only
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/3.
GARRARD INDUCTION GRAMOPHONE
MOTOR. For A.C. mains. Model 202.
Send
Mounted on 12-inch nickel motor plate
with fully automatic electric starling and
stopping switch. Cash Price £2/10/0. only
Carriage Paid. Balance in II monthly
payments of 4(7.
GARRARD JUNIOR "B" SPRING Send
MOTOR. Complete with turntable. Cash
Price 51/13/0. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 6/i.
only
W.B. PERMANENT
MAGNET
MOVING COIL SPEAKER.- Type
PM4. Complete with transformer.
Cash Price 52/2/0. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of
5/9.

Send

1012.

only

EKCO

A.C.12 H.T. ELIMINATOR for AC.

mía. Cash Pricc £2ft5/0.
Balance in il monthly payments of 5/-.

Balance in

11

Send

12

EKCO H.T. UNIT. Type A.C.25. For multivalve sets requiring up to 26 rn/a. il tappings
SG., detector and 1_0/150 volts. For AC.
maIns. Cash price, £311716.

monthly payments of 7/..

.

5f
Only

With
u

order

READY RADIO 'METEOR" S.GO3
i

p
p

-

-

'mains. Tapped SG. 80 y. 120(150 y. at

READY RADIO METEOR' SG. 3,
QItd rrlaea

r

E

-

COMPLETE WITH VALVES

only
Send

t

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/3

SKYSCRAPER"

'

Send

I

Sent Carriage Paid
on first payment of t

t

I

THIS YEAR'S
LISSEN

of 5/2.
BLUE SPOT UNIT AND CHASSIS, Type
99 P.M. Including matched transformer.

-

XMAS.
e

BLUE SPOle SPEAKER UNIT
TYPE
1000.
AND CHASSIS.
Cash Price 61/12/6. Carriage Paid.

S.G., Detector and
Power. Kit ' A," less
Valves and Cabinet.
Cash
or C.O.D.,
Carr. Paid, £3/19/6.

popular

£311710.
11

SLEKTUN SCOUT S.G.3

-

Complete Kit as advertised, less Valves !
Cabinet. Cash :
Price, Carriage Paid,

:

GUARANTEED-WE DEAL

Three-valve

WrrB

screened-grid

receiver.

VALVES.
CABINET,
and
i PERMANENT-MAGNET MOVIND-COIL
SPEAKER. Covers short, medium and
without coil chancing.
i long svavea
Price, Carriage paId. £17/ß.
i Cash
Balance unii monthly payments of 18/3.

WITH

Delivered, carriage
paid, on first psymeat of

i
i

YOU DICT
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EvERYTHING'RßDlc
ULTRA "TIGER"
-ii/fl

p

-:

AC. or D.C. Mcmi.
P.O..
P.O. Detector ond Pentodo.
C0n

flgJj

1W.

\

&.

pl

i

-'II

RADIO

S. G.

L,:'.1

'1

PHILIPS 'TYPE

'
t

-

WITH oRDEa

-

Balance ,n 17 co
payment of 20

ti/y

SEND

/

-

1111

li

LC. or D.C. 2tslns. Detector

.

-2'l.

l

FOX"!

nod Pentodo Volves. Movingcoli Speaker. Completo with
Reaoly
Vui
end Cabinet.

'
rj

j
.

foe see.

Paid,

i:'

Cash Price, Carriage

£10/10/0.

F

T,

L

WITH ORDER

Balance n14monghly
payments of 15/9 only.

.

EA.....VN E
.

SCREENED

GRID

j-,

Balance in I7inonthly
payments of 2116.

LISSEN S.G.3

THE PETO-SCOTC 2-VALVE RADIO
n great technical oeleievrn,rnt.
itoH-contained in one Cabinet
nf beoutlfuliy-grslne,l waicat. Kigh-ora,ie componente on oiletoel chatoie.
Sio,v-motioo siogie-diai tuning. Screened grid,
detector orni power romeo, MOVTNU-COIL SPEAKER.
Designed to give reliable Radio Reception in every post el the
British Solee of B.B.C. and Foreign tPrngrammee.-Suppiled
complote. re,rly to play. witt Beide sod Drydex Batterie, asid
Aerial Equipment. Fitted .'eluliaod Valves.
-

ai

mulator.

with

Speake

.

Coash

14'3

mento

lit

-

Esbaro

.u.

jet

17 saoolhip

400

p

oosens

Corriogo

I

e

£1./12/0.

l'aid,

n

-

.

Eqjfc_. )'(//j

Balasscein 17monihlt
paymengn

U

,,,

of 16/.

-

In Pouched Wotnut Cabinet,
(ueb or COD,
115/15/o,
Varrlsge Finid. Or by 18
monthiy poysoento nf 20/-.

f
-

I

of 20/-.

47/6.

FINISHED
INSTRUMENT

FOR

I

Y

PYE "G"
-

AV. MAINS.

Valve, vntt!s Stood-Pose T'in'
Voy'nble-OIu, PO,vo, Gril
and Pentodo. Complete, reildy
to ploy
oith
Moving-Cal
CabInet.
Speaker. ' Wslnot
Cock Price.
Carriage l'oit.
I'

tn.

Send'',

Balance bi 11 morn,ly payments of 4/6

I

---

16'-

-

PAID

QH

,

14
pay.

of 13/4.

Jo
Unnta)ned Cabinet. Cnnal,Price

..

.

4/6
-

'

WITH ORDER

Inlaid

CAER

f

Moving-coil Stoiker.

-

COD.

Paid, £10/it/S.

20/. WITH ORDER

-

5.10., Detector nod Peotr.cle.
Complete, ready to play, with

e

CASH OR

Price. Carr.

II

.

-

FI#ACNAMARA
TELSEN
FOR A.O. MAINS.

'WainntVeneer.
-

Battery Set

-

In handsome
Walont Cabinet
with Contrastmg

in

monthly

PETO-SCOTT WALNUT
CABIP4ET SPEAKER
Filled with the
tarnen, BLUE
SPOT 100V.

PENTODE

WITH ORDER

Balance

NO EXTRA FOR EASY TERM).
You lire not peuniised beeauee yo,, cannot afford to pay casti,
We give you credit over eixteenn months. flunking no extra charge
for Easy Ternis. Carriuge Paid complete with Aerial Equipment,
£911210.
You oesd ou 12/. with order anni 3/- per week ipaid
monthly) for 15 months. Thi, mean, you nom tino best Brit.ieh
Radio money cao bay.

Price, Can.

-

34

i,

Moving-coil

--..

cnnspiehsnith Spraber,
Va!, es and al) necee'
easy iiintteriee. WoveCalibrated.
length
Cast, Price, Carriage
Pou, £8/17/il

A STRAIGHTFORWARD OFFER.
Thio
an hnfle,t-tv-gaodne,o oiler from in Srm estebilohed in
1909-niece before Beooiiesstlng bcgon-,oiviy fer the parpase
ni building Wireless Sote and bringing radio ,eBhi., the reach of
oli. Peto-Scott himself gives every purchaser of his Set apereonal
guarantee of satisfaction.

Valves. Batteries and Accu-

11!

In Walnut cabinet,

to

With Variable-mu. Completo
and ready lo pint-, with

-.

-

WITH ORDEE

e,

-

p
--

2I6

f_
'NOW

I

"BLUE

1933

/j
m'

e'

ULTRA "PANTHER"
ULTRA

RECEIVER

-

For AC. Moini. Too Screengeld, Power-grid Detector cod
witm smoviog.coim
Pentodo,
opekrr. rrovirion for Pickup ned octeroci Sprolcer,
C.c ri o
¡'oid,

i

IJN

-

VALVE

8 30A

Equal

-

-

tl&d18Io.

in

performance IO
a good Maying Coil Speaker,
Sennitive to very sesoS lupule
sod io therefore entire y eoliolactory lo: batiery operated
pela s, weil sa ail mamo eis.

former;

I

-

esa be used with
no,mal o, Peninde vulves.

/

24'3
WITH ORDER

.

'

Balance in 17 monthly a'
payments of 24/3

Carriage Poni
CASE o' CO.».

PETO-SCOTT CO.

Assembled with Pilot Author Kit. Exact to £9-12-6
Mr. John Scott-Taggart's Specification. Or 12 mOnthly
Aerial tested. Complete with set of ValvespaymeUt, et
&Tabe Model Oak Cabinet. Batteries extra.
1719.

EVERYTHING CARRIAGE PAID.

p;oneers of Radio on Easy Terms en 1924. We
be pleased to quote you by return for all
your Radio requirements. We carry stocks of
all leading manufacturers' products advertised
in this journal. Any parcel of components or
accessories. Over £2 supplied on Easy Terms.
Send for NEW CATALOGUE

shall

23tt

.

:

Ltd. 77, City Rd:; Lond;n, E.C.1

E

Telephone: Glerkenv.ell 9406-7

:

.......................

g

End Showrooms 62, High Holboin, London, W.C.I.
Telephone : Holborn 3248
. .....
Dear Sire, Please scne}rne CASHIC.O.D.(H.P
for which I enclose L
a.. . . ... . .d. CASI-IJH.P. Deposit. Also send your
FREE 1933 Radio Catalogue.
West

........

NAME..............................................................................

g

ADDRESS.........................................................................
.

Pr.W. 3f12f32

..................................
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TELSEN DUAL-RANGE AERIAL
COIL incorporates a variable selectivity device, making the coil suitable
for widely varying reception conditions.

'

'

Screea'foils
-

ì

Ç
-

This adustment also acts as an excellent volume control, and is equally
effective on long and short waves.
The wave-band change is effected by
means of a three-point ,,-, i
switch and a reaction
winding is included

-

-

-

,«,.

.

-,-

-

t'

,

1Triple

-

(
i

L

4

Screened
Coils

25/6

f
1

(s:

Matched

-

s»

iW

e

S

TELSEN'

SCREENED COIcS
The result of much research and experiment, these coils embody the'
ultimate efficiency attainable in a'
perfectly shielded inductance of,
moderate dimensions. Provided with
separate coupling coils for medium'
and long waves, they are suitable for
use as aerial coils or as anode coils
following a screened-grid valve, giving
selectivity comparable only with a
well-designed band-pass filter. The
coils are fitted with cam-operated
rotary switches with definite contacts
and dick mechanism, and are supplied
completewith aluminium screening cans,
bakelite knob, and handsome "Wave Change"
escutcheon plate, finished in oxidised silver

s,
r:i

Full instructions are
TELSEN HF. COIL may be used for
HF. amplification with Screened-Grid
Valve, either as an H.F. Transformer
or, alternatively, as a tuned grid or
tuned anode coil. It also makes a
highly efficient Aerial Coil
where the adjustable selectivity feature is not required

supplied with every Telsen

Screened Tuning Coil,
showing you the alternative
methods of mounting the
coils, either singly, or in
twin - matched or triple

.

IFlI

matched Forni as required.

RADIo COMPONENTS

TELSEN RADIO COMPONENTSARE IOOZBRITISH
ANNOUNCEMENT

0E

THE

TELSEN

ELECTRIC

CO,,

LTD..,-

ASTON,,

BIRMINGHAM

J'
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êfPLEMENTì
back E.M.F. is generated when an
electric motor is running. When the
motor is switched on a comparatively
current flows through it, but as soon
OF WIRELESS TERMS large
as it has got under way this js reduced
Autodyne
owing to its tendency to act also as a
Technically this would be described
dynamo-that is to say, the fact of its
point.
grid
tap
a
anc
to
this
at
suitable
as a combined heterodyne and
turning round- causes it to gênerate
arrangeit
in
Fig
3
shows
different
means
these two
detector circuit, but what
an electromotive force.
This electroof
an
The
language
is
nothing
more
me
rits
auto-transformer.
,evóryday
motive force orvoltage opposes the flow
single coil transformer is of current through the motor, and is,
the one to which the name therefore, known as a back E.M.F. This
+
was originally applied. opposition, of course, reduces the amount
The examples shown are of current consumed by the motor.
L.F. transformers, as in- This is only one instance of the creation
dicated by the presence of back E.M.F. in electrical 'apparatus.
H. 7
BìJTTERY of the iron-alloy cores There are, of course, many others.
COND
on which the coils are
wound. An HF. transformer has no iron core. Baffle or Baffle Board
A screen of non-resonant material,
VAV
usually wood, which is placed round a
B " Battery
The object
A term usad in America cone type loud-speaker.
CR/O LE/1K
and on the Continent to of this is to provide a long path for the
sound
waves from tha back to the front
the high-tension
'Pilo//Es indicate
battery used to supply of the spcaker. This helps to preserve
th
bass notes. Without a baffle reprothe anode current of a
-.
L.T.
valve. We call it the duction is inclined to be high.pitched.'
There
are several methods of construc"H.T." battery.
Fig. L--See illustration below.
tion, two of which are given in Figs.
4
Back Coupling
and 5. In one case a simpte board is
than a valve detector circuit using
A term usually used to indicate the used with a hole cut in it to take the cone
reaction. Figs. i and 2 show a typical uso of a reaction coupling.
The re- of the speaker. In the other case a box
autodyne circuit. A is the tuning coil, action coil is said to be "back coupled" or cabinet open at the back is employed.
and B is the reaction coil, On bringing to the aerial or anode coil. In Figs. The latter achieves the same object as
the coil B near to A it has a boosting i and 2, B is the báck.coupling coil. the former-namely, the provision of -a
effect. Without going into a lengthy
long path from back to front of the
explanation, it may be said that it has Back E.M.F.
speaker without being so bulky. The
a similar effect to that obtained in the
An electromotive force or voltage arrows indicate the path the sound waves
automobile world when a supercharger is which opposes the 110w of current in an would have to take from back to front.
used on a motor-car. It enables one to electrical circuit.
a
For instance:
In order to prevent resonance it is
get more Out of the valve in the same way
as the supercharger gets more out of the
TO 'PHONES'
car engine. In the case of the car the
extra energy is obtained by using more
petrol and air. With the autodyne
circuit the additional power comes from
the high-tension battery.
Audion
ANAME for the original threeelectrode valves.
.
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Auto-Transformer
A transformeì hi v'hich
TO AERIAL
one coil is used as both
! primary and secondary. In
ordinary way a trans¡ the
former, whether it is a high$
frequency transformer or a
Ç
low-frequency one, has two
windings, primary and secondary. If
i these two windings are joined together
i to form one coil with one connection
common to both coils, it is called an
--
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auto-transformer.

An evon simpler arrangement is to uso
only one large coil with sufficient turns
th form both prinary and secondary,
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and 2 illustrate a simple autodyne circuit. The tuning condenser is omitted br clarity.
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good reproduction. In the ordinary way, The "spokes" are pulled out and
if a receiver is made very selective, the wooden disc slipped out from the
IRON CORE
I
some of the higher notes are not repro. centre, leaving the completed coil as
duced fully. On the other hand, if it is shown. Although very easily made and
WIND/f/C not so selective the reproduction will quite efficient, this type of coil is not
I
be good, but there is the chance of inter- used to any extent nowadays; no doubt
ference from other sta partly because of its rather flimsy nature
tV/C/(4 1. IRON CORE
thins. With the band- and the difficulty of making a satisfactor
I
I
pass filter the tuning is holder for it. However, the principle is
WlND/NC
- very selective, as it is still used in one of the most efficient
I
insensitive to any but a plug-in coils on the market. In this case
very narrow band of fre. the makers have overcome the mounting
IRON
quencies. This band is difficulty by totally enclosing the coil in a
i
just sufficiently de to thin Bakeite case. The connections
'-COIW
give faithful reproduction, are made with the usual plug and socket.
but not wide enough to in. In the models employing tappings,
SHEET II
elude stations on either these are brought out to terminals
CASE
side of the one being re- mounted round the circumference of the
ceived. What this means Bakelite case.
I
U
in practice is that a good - One term applied to the basket coil
_____
band-nass filter will be was the "Basket Weave." and for this
foimd to give selectivity type of coil two sets of pins were employed,
j
with good-quality re- and these were arranged in two rings, the
Fig. 3.-Two circuits ana! cutawajj view oJ iron-cored
but
will pins of one ring being in between the
production,
auto-transformer,
pins of the ring on the opposite side of
I
tsdvsable to use fairly
j the former. The former was usually about
thick w ood or else some
such material as one of
f
the composition boards
used in building and
j

11)ND/NC$

-

¡

t,

-

p

.

-

i

.

-

-

decorating. Even stout
eardboard may be quite
j successful, but metal,
especially if in the form
of thin sheet stuff, should
not be used.

¡
S

Balanced Armature
A type of movement
used in a large number
of loud-speakers. It consists of an iron reed or
armature which is balanced both mechanically
and magnetically between
the poles of a permanent
Fia

li

hdw

thearrangementemployed
in a true four-pole balanced armature unit. N.S.
aro tho poles of the per.
Ais
manent magnet.
¡ the armature,
P is a pivot,
i and C is the
cone of the
spèaker. The
balanced armature unit
is one of the
¡ most sensitive
¿
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Figs.

4

and

alknown,
its
though
response often
falls off somei what towards
I both the upper
and lower freIt
quencies.
! wifi not usual.
Fig. 7.-Left,basJet coil partly wound. Right, completed coil.
CONE
iv handle as
not be quite so sensitive as straicht
much power as the moving coil type.
- tuning.
Band-pass Filter
A filter circuit which. is designed so Basket Coil
A tuning coil made by winding
! that it will only pass a certain band of
frequencies. Perhaps the best-known the wire in and out of an odd number
! application of this principle is in the of phis sticking out radially from a
popular band-pass coils used for the wooden disc like the spokes of a
wheel (see Fig. 7). When the coil
tuning of many modern receivers,
Band-pass coils are designed with the is wound it is soaked in wax or
t object of obtaining good selectivity with varnish to make it self-supporting.
........ eD.
L ........ _...-.

5

show Iwo forms

oJ

baffle.

lin, wide. To wind the coil the wire
was taken round one pin on one side
of the former, and then across to the
pin on the opposite side. From this
pin it was brought back on to the
first side, to the next pin, then back
across the former, and so on right
round the former. By using an odd
number of pins on each side the coil
became practically solid, and had the
appearance when finished, of a large
wicker basket. By missing alternate
pins on each side, the self-capacity
of the coil was much reduced.
Fig. 6.-The essential tarts
four -pole balanced
of a
armature spealer.
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the principles of automatic grid
biasing in A.C. receivers are not fully
understood is evident from a number
of queries received by our Free Advice
Bureau. Not a few readers, in asking for a
criticism and help in connection with the
building of an AC. receiver, have sent a
circuit of which the LP. amplifier is
similar to that shown at (A) below.
Apparently the senders, knowing that a
resistance is employed to provide the
necessary bias, assume that the resistance
takes the place of the grid-bias battery.
This is not so, for when the resistance is
connected in serios with the transformer secondary its only function is
to decouple

THAT

the

circuit.

j

B

AS FOR

that a re-

-

i

I

I

i

p
RESISTAS4CE.

HT-

Decoupling the Grid Circuit
Some readers have
probably been misled by
seeing
the arrangement
shown (C) to the left. Here
one resistance is used for
biasing and another, of
considerably higher value,
BIAS

serves to

RESISThNCE.

O

indirectly
heated AC.

ANNOUNCEMENT

valve.

Interest to
E'ery Reader
of

j

WILL
-

BE

j

MADE
)

t

best kind is the heterodyne
of which a typical
THEwavemeter,
circuit diagramis given below. The
latter, it will be observed, is practically
the same as that of a single valve regenerative receiver, but is somewhat simpler.
Make a Wavemeter
Most of my readers will be able to
make the wavemeter from parts
taken from the junk box, for the only
components required are :-A two-coil
holder and a few plug-in coils, .0005
mfd. S.L.F. condenser, grid condenser
and leak, valveholder. All the parts
can be mounted on any odd panel and
baseboard that happen to be to hand.
After wiring up, put a valve of the
"H.L." or "general purpose " type
in the valve-holder, and connect up to
H.T. and LT. batteries. For medium
waves coil LI should he a 35 or 50
and for long-waves, a size 200. A 7.5
coil will serve for reaction (L2) on
both wavebands.
Calibration
Before the wavemeter can serve any
useful purpose it must be calibrated.
To do this place it some distance from
the set and tune in a station of known
wavelength on the latter. Now turn
the condenser dial on the wavemeter
until a whistle is heard in the speaker.
By turning the dial a little further the

t'-

'4:-

decouple the
grid circuit
from those of
HT- other valves
in the set.
Notice also
new position of the by-pass conHT+ the
denser. Decoupling of this kind is
very helpful in preventing instability
when a high degree of L.F.
amplification is required or when
more than a single amplifying stage
Three met hods is employed.
of biasing an

1

HT-

I

NEXT WEEK!

..

MAKiNG' AND
I

which the transformer
secondary is connected) is
negativo in respect to the
cathode.
(to

T.

DE-cOtipu

_____
_____

the

latter point

ÌBVPASÇ

-

BY PASS

versely

o

L.

-

COMDNSERf
sistance can
only cause
a drop in
voltage when
a current is passing through it.
There is not, or should not be,
any D.C. current flowing in the
grid circuit of the valve. Thereforo instead of actually applying
a negative potential to the grid
we achieve the same result by
making the cathode positive (in
respect of the grid). This is done
by iiiserting a resistance between
the cathode and H.T. negative
as shown at (B). The current
which causes the voltage drop is
that flowing between the cathode
and anode of the valve. That

i

HTi

To

must realise

-t--,

and con-

I

:çj-yj

understand

providing
automatic
bias one

end of the resistance marked + is
positive in respect to that marked

I

J

grid

the proper
method
of

557
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A WAVEMETER

USING:

whistle should die away, and theñ return
again. The condenser reading at the "silent
point" corresponds to the wavelength
(or frequency), of the station being
received.
By repeating the process
on a number of other known stations,
a calibration graph can be drawn by plotting
, wavelengths against the correspondi
ing condenser settings. As a matter
of fact, it will be better to work in
i,
frequencies, rather _than- wave-

\ /

y.
u

-

-

-

-

-

$

I_______________
S

-

I

lengths, because the graph will then be
practically a straight line.
Using the Wavemeter

Having calibrated the wavemeter, let
that a station of which
the identity is unknown has been tuned in.
Adjust the wavemeter to resonance with
the set (in other words, -tune it to the
silent point); by eonsu1ing the graph,
the frequency of the station can at once
be obtained. It now only remains to
..... look through a list of stations to find
HT+ the one-whose frequency has been
determined. If there are two stations
on the same wavelength, each one can
generally be distinguished by the
langl1age of the announcer.
us suppose

-

0003mÇ

Receiving Difficult Stations
By reversing the process just outlined, the set can be adjusted to any
particular wavelength when you wish
to listen for a station that is normally
difficult to receive. This is very useful, and saves the trouble of much
LT+ unnecessary searching.
05mf 1_
The wavemeter which I have
LT- described can be used as a single valve
"stand-by" receiver by connecting
aerial and earth leads as shown
in broken lines and inserting a
Circuit diagram al heterodyne WaVeme!er. pair of 'phones in the positive H.P.
lead at the point indicated by a cross
'

-

-

--
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Obtainable on

.

EASY TERMS
Do not miss this remarkable opportunity for obtaining a really first-class
PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING
COIL SPEAKER at a greatly reduced
price. This entirely new 1933 BROWN
Unit and Chassis, with TAPPED
TRANSFORMER incorporated, is a
bargain that will instantly appeal to
the man who already has a good Set,
but a poor Speaker, and to the home
constructor who is building his set.
It is highly suitable to work with any
Set, from 2 valves upwards, giving deep,
rich tone and wonderful volume without
distortion.

IN VALUABLE AID

nient testing resistj's.i
as
well as batteri,..
circuit, valves, trimformers and all coniponents. With it you can
quickly detect faults
that otherwise would
baffle you. It is enc.,s,J
in a black bakelite case
with 4 readings on un.
dial.

-4-- -. -.

anytry
TRY
fr o ¡fl
S et!
IT

AND
PROVE IT!
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COUPON.TODAY

'
(1) Send further 5s. Od. at once, and 6 monthly payments of 5s. Od. (Plase strike out
which does not
(2) Send 30s. Od. at once to complete purchase.
apply.)
J
Please fill in here
Number of Postal
Order

I

O
.

I

I

.

O

-- O.

Please make Postal Order payable

to E.

no'

jn 7 days, 12g.

I

.

t

6d.)

J.

Heraud,

Ltd., and Cross

SEND ONLY is. 6d.
(Cash

I

To E. J.HERAUD, Ltd., Dept. P.11,
NUMBER ONE, EDMONTON, LONDON, N.18
Please send me a Brown Permanent Magnet Moving Coil Unit and Chassis, for which I
enclose 2s 6d. deposit. If after 7 days' triai1 am satisfied, I will

CONSTRUCTOR!
WATES UNIVERSAL
METER is the only
instru.
popular-priced

l'o n e

POST THIS

FOR THE HOME
The British-Made

feature of this superb
Speaker is the entire protection of the
pole faces to prevent dust and metal
partides from entering the gap, and it
is hum-free, having no energising coils.
Overall dimensions: 8jin. diameter,
4in. deep, fitted on Baffle Board 12m.
square. Send only 2s. 6d. deposit and
it for 7 days. If satisfied, send
further 5s. Od. at once, then complete
purchase by 6 monthly payments of
5s. od. (Cash in 7 days, 32s. 6d:). The
list price is 50s. Od., and only a limited
number are available at this greatly
reduced price. Send without delay.

An excIusiv

Glorious

st

I

-

Name........................................................
-

-

-

Address .............................................

¿

........

The aboye is our full p0,101 address. Branches al 78/82 Fore Street, Edmonlont 77, West Green
J'oad, ToUenhaettt 34. St. James Street, Wa1,hamstow; and 139, flertford Road, Enfleid Wash.
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A

Few.

Facts

Aluminium and How the Hme
It With Very Simple Tools.

About

Constructor

Work

Can

-

.

......

--'By DEREK ARCHER-R

'

.........

part on being lifted.

Thicker sheets from time te time. Complicated shaped
and ite uses, the following facts require a few bends before they part. The holes can, of course, be eut by this method,
will be of interest. Aluminium edges of the sheet may be a little rough, hut the home constructor does not usually
is 65 per cent. lighter than steel, 67 per b ut this can easily be smoothed off with a have any but round holes to cut, and the
cent. lighter than brass, 69 per cent. lighter fi le. If the sheet can be satisfactorily various methods ,by which this may be
than copper, and its resistance is about ipported in a vice, the edge can be planed done will not be described. The principle,
'ith an ordinary carpenter's plane, but the however, remains the same.
1.6 times that of copper.
Lee of the plane must be lubricated
Aimninium is non-magntic, does -not
rith oil, preferably paraffin, to preyent it Bending
rust, can be easily cut, can be easily bent,
The simplest manner of bending alucan be easily formed, and has an attractive si ticking. Neither of the methods given
appearance however the surface is treated. a hove are suit-able for brass or iron sheet. minium sheets is with the bender described
by W. H. DoUer in No.5 issue of PRACTICAL
Bulk for bulk it is cheaper than any
Drilling
%VInELRSS.
Another method which will
other commercial metal.
It is doubtful if any particular
Alaminiwn can be drilled very also prove very satisfactory is shown in
easily with any type of drill, but all Fig. 2. The two jaws "A" and "B"
branch of the radio industry can I
have a tendency to raise burrs on are pieces of oak, the jaw "A" being
claim to be the first to use aluC
both sides of the sheet. No satisfac- permanently fixed to the edge of the
minium for panels, chassis, and
screens, but its present popularity
torytypeofdrillhasyetbeen bench. The front jaw "B" is clamped up
D
for the construction of
devised which gets over by two, three or four large wood screws" C,"
receivers is undoubtedly
the difficulty fully, but an fitted with pieces of tube through which
due to early experiments
1%)ordinary morse drill, well are passed pieces of rod for easy turning.
in short-wave work, and,
cut back, and the edge If a number of flanges have to be made of
as everyone knows, short
very sharp and lubri- the same depth, two or more pins "E"
waves were first proved to
cated, is usually the best. may be passed through both jaws for
1.-A
punch
and
Fig.
die
for
be of value by the amateur.
Large holes are best cut locating the depth of the sheet before it is
pjercunig
Isoles
in
sheet-metal,
Aluminium has from the
with fine-toothed fret saws, bent. The strip of material "D" is of the
early days of those expenments steadily or, ifa beñch drilling machine is available, a saine thickness as that of the material to
increased in favour for the construction of: disc cutter can be employed. Ifa large num- be bent, and helps to keep the jaws parallel.
al! types of receivers, and although in some ber of holes have to be drilled or made in a Slots "F" can be cut into the front jaw to
eases manufacturers are turning to steel, it sheet, such as a case for a mains eliminator allow a previous flange to pass into the
is anticipated that they will return to where large holes are used for ventilation, it jaw without damage, and also allows the
aluminium, mainly owing to the unsuitable sometimes saves time to make a punch and next bend to be made quite fiat.
climatic conditions in England. It costs
Forming
more to satisfactorily treat steel to prevent
__._. Aluminium is very ductile and
it rusting than to use untreated aluminium.
can be formed into practically any
There are several commercial classes of
$hapc without great difficulty.
aluminium obtainable by the amateur, but
The home constructor, in using
that sold for motor-car panels will be found
up old parts, will perhaps come across
most suitable for the simple tools the home
the dilhiculty that no allowance was made in
constructor is likely t possess. This is
old type condensers for very thin panels
usually "half hard" and can ho
and that the spindle or the bush protrudes
easily handled without expensive
further through the panel than is desired.
tools.
This can be overcome by sinking a
fl
of the panel inwards, as shown in
Cutting
way
Fig. 3. Two pieces of hard wood " A" and
The simplest and neatest
L
"B" are turned up or can, of course, be
to cut aluminium is with a knife.
shaped with ordinary wood tools to roughly
This may seem rather controversial,
Fig. 2.-A simple but
the shape shown in Fig. 3. If the hole is
but it is easily proved. With the
bending sheet aluminium.
rather deep it may be necessary to anneal
knife long clean scores can be
made. With a pair of shears, especially die to pierce the holes. Such a tool is the panel once or twice during the operation,
on long cuts, the edge will be misshapen and shown in Fig. 1. "A" is any old piece of and this can be done by heating that portion
distorted, and generally curved, and some metal, preferably of steel, but brass will do, of the panel and plunging it into cold water.
difficulty may be experienced in getting for quite a large number of holes if it is The metal should not be made red hot, but
it flat again. Should this happen run the treated carefully. The inset piece "B" just sufficient to cause it to reject a drop
sheet hrough the ordinary household which is used for the cuide pin "D" to of water placed on it.
Complicated forming may be done with
mangle several mes, with the springs hard locate in, may be of any material.
tools of wood,
down. Large scissors or the garden shears The punch "O" should be of steel
PANEL similar
but complicated jobs
can be used for short cuts. However, once and has the pin driven into a hole
I
require a little
the knife method is used, it will be always drilled up tho centre. The position
practice, and
used. Sheets of practically any thickness of all the holes are
the home concan be cut easily and quickly. Lay the first drilled roughly
structor is advised to
sheet on a clear, flat surface, and mark out in the sheet the
A
'
try out on a piece of
the panel on both sides of the sheet with a same size as that of
waste material before
rule and a scriber in the usual way. Then the pin, and the
sinling
a Panel.
Frg.
3.-Method
of
attempting the
using the knife, which must have a thin and tool is then assemvery sharp point, score the metal as deep bled with the pin through the hole and finished job on a proper panel. The
as possible on both sides. If the knife has squeezed up in a vice. Providing that the chief thing which must be guarded against is
a tendency to stick just dip the point in a punch is a good fit into the hole in the die the the loss of metal from the edges of the panel
drop of paraffin oil to lubricate it. With resulting hole in the sheet will be clean and if deep and wide forms aro proposed, Fig. 4,
sheets down to about 24 S.W.G. the scoring smooth. It will, of course, be necessary to showing what happens in such a case. The
will usually be sufficient and the sheet will remove the discs from the recess in the die original panel should therefore be cut much
O those unacquainted with aluminium,
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larger than actually required so that it may
trimmed up after thè form has been
drawn. Edges of panels may be formed
to a variety of shapes, añd complicated
mouldings can be produced quite easily
by drawing along the edges a piece of hard
wood slotted to the required shape.

very attractive appearance, but. due to the
fact that the scratches are tiny grooves,
dust and dirt are likely to collect therein and
the effect will not last long. Seoure the panel
to the bench with small .screw and, using a
stiff scratch brush, draw the brush along the
panel in straight lines until the effect is
obtained. If a fast revolving spindle is
Finishing
available the effect can be obtained very
The sheet, when bought, usually has a much more quickly, but only a light presfairly bright surface and, providing that it sure is required or there will be the danger
is not damaged when it is being worked,
dragging the surface of the metal, and a
suitable for use as it is. If a higher polish of
rough streaky appearance will result.
is required, this may he obtained with Engine Turned
rouge and a very soft cloth. When a high
finish for aluminium panels
polish has been obtained it is usual to. This very fine
J

'

I

I

-

metal occurs round edges of panel.

give the surface a coat of thin, colourless
lacquer. This should be applied -with a
very soft brush to a slightly warm panel,
which is then placed upside down to prevent
dust faffing on the lacquer and thus spoiling
the work.
The metal may be easily frosted with
ordinary soda, although caustic soda will
give a better and quicker effect. Make up
a strong solution of either soda in a pail and
boil. Place the panel into the boiling
liquid until the surface is thoroughly frosted,
withdraw and wash with plenty of hot
water. Then rinse thoroughly in cold
water to remove all traces of the soda.
If the panel or other article is kept in the
soda too long, black streaks will appear
on the surface. The cure is, of course,
obvious; they can be removed by rinsing in a weak solution of nitric acid, a 10
per cent: solution being suitable. Such an
acid bath is a little beyond the scope of the
home constructor, but the acid may be
applied from a small vessel with a piece
of rag. The acid must be thoroughly washed
from the panel afterwards.
Fancy designs may be applied to the
panel by applying suitably cut pieces of
sticky paper to the panel in the required
positions before the panel is inserted into
the soda bath. These can be washed off
afterwards, the portions of the panel underneath the paper still appearing bright
against the surrounding frosted surface.
You can if you wish make a stencil of your
name in paper and so mark your receiver
panels indelibly for all time. Or by applying
a thin coat of wax, trimming-the edge
up with a knife to form an oblong panel,
sign your name through the wax with a
scriber, and so have your actual signature
on the panel.
Satin Finish
Panels finished in this manner have a
-

i

SMOOTHING CONDENSERS
(c,JiUd

from page

534)
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Working Voltage
An important point in the use of condensers is their working voltage. This

depends upon the nature, thickness, and
quality of the dielectric employed. If the

a

applied voltage or electrical pressure is
too high for the condenser, it will suffer

-

-
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Two other. methods are availahle,- hut
these more nearly resemble brazing methods
than soldering. They are, howeverÇ the
only satisfactory ways of joining aluminium.
The first of these two methods is known as
the reaction method, and consists of a
mixture of.the solder and the flux.
A
chemical action takes place which dissolves
the ifim of oxide and deposits direct on to
the clean metal a thin layer of pure zinc
which easily alloys with the aluminium.
A blow pipe, or forced gas flame, is necessary
to bring the metal to the proper tempera ture. The seéoúd method emplöyi hard
solder which has a melting temperature
n
round about 550 degrees
d, therefore,- a very
hot flame is
A
necessary.
special halide
)
flux is employed
which effectively dissolves the
-

producing an enginealuminium panels.
oxide, and allows the solder to 'ombine
r

can be very éasily obtained. The panel
must first be brightly polished and then with the aluminium. Hard aluminium
dusted over lightly with fine knife powder. solders óontaining flux in' thê centre
A cork fitted to the end of a spindle is then similar to resin cored solder can be purfitted to a hand brace and the cork twisted chased, and is really the only solution toover the panel. In order that the cork does a really satisfactory aluminium soldering
not wander and each circle is clear and dis- job.
Actually the home constructor will find
tinct, a wooden guide should be used (see
Fig. 5), and if the circles are to be equally very little reason for soldering aluminium,
spaced, then a ig similar to the one shown and the simpler method of using nuts and
in the figure, shold be made. The bridge bolts, or small' brass eyelets, to join the
piece is drilled every iin. (for use with a separate parts of the chassis together will be
lin, cork), for the vertical rows of circles and found to be the most satisfactory in the
the pins drop into holes also spaced in. end.
apart for the lateral rows of holes. The unused knife powder should be blown off, or Earthing to Baseboards
dusted off, with a very light brush and the
The difficulty of obtaining a good solid
surface treated wIth colourless lacquer.
connection to a thin baseboard screen by
a wood screw passed through the screen,
Soldering Aluminium
and so into the baseboard is obvious
No really satisfactory method of soft because of the tendency of the wood to
soldering aluminium has yet been devised shrink, and so release the screw. Matters
to he as simple as the soldering of brass. are made worse if an attempt is made to
The reason is due to the formation of a solder a wire on to the head of the screw.
microscopic film of oxide which always A bolt may be passed through from the
forms on the surface of aluminium. Once underside of the baseboard and secured
this film can be removed and the air kept with a nut on the top of the baseboard, but
away, half the difficulty is overcome. As even this method is 'liable to lead to
no suitable flux is available the only method difficulties by the wood shrinking. A screw
is to clean the aluminium thoroughly and cannot be used direct on the screen because
apply the hot solder to the heated metal. usually it is too thin to support the weight
The metal should then be scraped through of the screw. The -only method found to
the molten solder with a scraper of some be satisfactory is to mark off the posisort until some of the solder obtains a hold. tion of the screw hole, pass the screw
Once this happens then a scratch brush up through the baseboard, and tighten
may be used, still with the molten solder, up with a small nut which is drawn into
Place a thin washer over
to give a proper tinned surface. Once the wood.
the surface has been tinned properly the the screw and place the baseboard foil in
job resolves itself into one of ordinary position.
Place another nut over the
soldering. The joint, however, is not a very screw and tighten it up to grip the screen,
good one, and may part at some future meanwhile the wood still supports the
date without warning, and it will not stand screw and prevents it moving, but does
changes of temperature, as in the case of not affect the good electrical connection
to the metal.
brass or copper soldering.
-

electrical breakdown, due to puncturing increased up to a certain limit by increasing
of the dielectric. This can be demonstrated the capacity of the condensers. Beyond
in the caso of the water analogy. If the this point no advantage is gained by
spring which controls the plunger (b) is not further increasing the capacity. Condensers
sufficiently strong to withstand the water may be connected in parallel or in series,
pressure, it will break down or flatten when the capacity obtained depending upon
the valve is suddenly closed, with the which method is used. When connected in
possibility of bursting the pipe or valve parallel the resultant capacity will be the
due to the momentum of the water creating sum of their separate capacities, but if they
-a greater pressure at this point.
are conñected in series, they will act as a
Condensers in an eliminator circuff have condenser having a lesser capacity Jhari
a cushioning effect, and this effect may be either of them individually.

--,.
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All keen constructors are now building the new 4-valve
wonder set which gets over loo stations. Amazingly
selective-tested in all parts of the country.
Designed by the famous inventor,

Mr. JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, A.M.I.E.E., F.lnst.P.
1

-

-

£4 11 6

L

Or by Easy Payments-deposit of 9/6
and 11 monthly payments of 9/9.
Ready Radio S.T.400 Kits are packed in special cellophane covered dust-proof cartons.
Unless your Kit is packed in this special carton it is not a genuine Ready Radio S.T.400 Kit.
MODEL "A
MODEL "B
Complete Kit as above, with four

-

-

The Ready Radio Kit is aboluteIy complete down to the last screw,
and includes panel (ready cut and drilled), baseboard, and Jiffilinx
of the correct length for easy wiring.

-

_=-

specified valves and handsome
walnut cabinet fitted with Permanent Magnet Moving,- Coil
Speaker

Cal,inet can 6e ouplied wb.
aratety without sp ea kee at £2.

Build your S.T.400 witW
the Authorised Ready Radio
Kit approved by Mr. John
Scott-Ta ggart, A.M.I.E.E.
F.Inst.P., who writes

no-lo-o
Or deposit of 20/- &

all

o?

21/-.

READY RADIO

I

"303"
Five Wired Only to Connect!
The 3-valve set you can build ii
twenty minutes.
7f3H

with full Instructions

READY RADIO

for

manthly payments

Or deposìt of 12/6

&

11

monthly payments of 13/9.

FREE WITH EVERY

Receiver, described in the current
issue of 'The Wireless Constructor,'
I have received for test from
i'vlessrs. Ready Radio, Ltd., a kit of
parts in accordance with the circuir.
This kit has been tested and has
proved entirely satisfactory."

-j

£6-16-9

-

Full size blueprint and full sIze photoplans with
KIT. easy-build wiring chart an copy of "Wireless
Constructor," containing full instructions. EVE RY COMPONENT EXACTLY FITS THE BLUEPRINT,

"With reference to my S.T.400

ST.4OO
REBUILOER'S

11

Complete Kit, with four specified
.' valves.

i

-------

READY RADIO
METEOR S.G.3.
All-world, All-wavé Radio!
The

all-wave version of
famous S.T.300

£3-

the

-

53

with full instructions
:

-

F'
Everything necessary to convert
your S.T.300 to the correct
S.T.400, with full instruct ions
and blueprint.

i:

Ready Radio Kits are stocked by all leading radio dealers, if any difficulty-order direct.

READY RADIO,

Telephone

-

Green

Lee
r

_......_..__..._._._J

-

D

KIT

S.T.300 owners

-

678.

LTD.,

Eastnor House, Blackheath, S.E.3.

Telegrams
Readiroel,
Blac4vil, London.

I

:

-

-

''I
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IN order to appreciate the advantages

of the novel short-wave coils that are
about to be described, we need to
consider briefly the difficulties that have to
be tackled in designing an inductance for
short-wave work. An ideal short-wave
coil would be one combining low-loss construction with complete mechanical rigidity.
Losses can be minimized by making the coil
in such a way that air forms the only
dielectric within the magnetic field surrounding the winding. But unfortunately,
it is very difficult to devise a thoroughly
robust coil that is 100 per cent. air spaced,
as the complete elimination of all solid
dielectrio material within the field of the
coil leaves nothing to support the winding,
which is then apt to quiver.
Any tendency to quiver (as a resul.t of
mechanical 'vibration) must be avoided
at all costs, as i causes the signals to
"wobble" or fade rapidly in and out, owing
to the tiny changes in the tuning of the circuit which occur when adjacent turns of the
coil move slightly in relation to one another.
The windings can, of course, be made selfsupporting if very thick wire, or preferably
hollow copper tubing, is used. But this is
rather clumsy for an ordinary receiver
(although widely used in amateur transmitting sets), and hardly lends itself to use
for intcrcangeable plug-in coils. On the
whole, therefore, the best kind of shortwave coil for ordinary purposes is one in
which the windings are adeqtely supported by means of askeletonized former,
the amount of solid material in the former
being reduced to the absoluto minimum
within the limit imposed by thç necessity
for mechanical rigidity.
The intee-ohangeable plug-in coil, shown
in the accompanying illustrations, not
only confurm to this ideal, but are quite
easy to make at home with a few simple

Dimensions of the parts used in building
up the formers are given in the diagrams
accompanying this article. The following
materials will be suflicient to make a set of
four interchangeable plug-in coils, together
with one holder
Ebonite tube 3m, long by 21m, outside
diameter, 21m, inside diameter ("Becol ").

r;;i:;
i

Moreover, the cost of the necessary
material is small. The results obtainable
with these coils compare very favourably
with those afforded by the best commercial
36m, ebonite moulding, T-section, 9/32in.
coils, irrespective of price, so anyone who by 9/321n. overall (" Becol" extruded
makes them up will be well rewarded for work).
the small outlay of time and trouble involved
Ebonite sheet 3 lin. by 3in. by 3jin.
in their construction.
thick.
Making the Formers
4oz. 18 S.W.G. enamelled copper wire.
The skeletonized formers are built up
2oz. 30 S.W.G. enamelled copper wire.
from four ribs or fins of ebonite, secured
4 doz. 6 B.A. countersunk brass screws,
to end-pieces consisting of ebonite rings. tin. or lin, long.
These rings can be cut from a piece of
16 coil-pins, with nuts ("Clix" rcsilie
ebonite tubing of suitable diameter by type).

tools.

D

3.-An

Fig.

corn pleted

elevation of ¡he
short-wave coil.

means of a fret-saw or hack-saw.
The ribs supporting the windings
are cut from a length of T-shapcd
ebonite moulding. (Particulars of
a suitable section will be found in
the price list of" ebonite extruded
work " issued by the British

Ebonite Co.

SHI
Fig.

2-The four
turns

Wire

of

ribs required for holding the

at the correct spacing.

4 sockets, with nuts ("Clix" resilient
ype). 4 svoodscrews, tin. long.
Stripwood 5in. long by lin., by grin. thick.
Each former is constructed in the followng manner: First of all, the rings forming
he end pieces arc eut and drilled as shown
n Fig. 1. The thinner ring of the two,
houn at "B" in Fig. 1, forms the base
)fl which the coil-pins are mounted.
Next,
our ribs or fins are cut and drilled as shown

i

_________ ___
]

3

I

I....

i,',

j4

'/.-4j

Lt"C" inFig. 2; itwillbeseenthatthe
portion of the moulding forming the stem
f the "T "-shape is eut away (with a

3/"
I

I

'

i

v,
t

U

2
Fig.

1.-The Iwo end

'j

pies of ¿he coil giving

I

I

all drilling dirnesions and spacin'.

-

J

fret-saw) for a distance of gin. from the top
and -1%-in. from the bottom, to make room
for the B.A. screws that bolt the ribs to tho

end-pieces.
Tho four ribs serve to support the windings; andit is important to note that the
U

(Continued on tage 570.)
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TELSEN RADIOGRAND

modern development of the RC. unit, incorporating a
low passfilterfee4 in sIs anode circuit, thus seventing
instability due to cososnon couplings in eh,ninator and
battery circuits. Used with an HL. type valveit gives an
amPlification of about 20 and a perfect frequency response
on a negligible consumption of H.T. current.. Its
remarkable "straight line characteristic curve places it
in the forefront of all components of its type.
A

L

7J6

TELSEN INTERVALVE
L.F. COUPUNG CHOKES
Primarily designed/or use as coupling chokes bui may be
used in any cuculi carrying not more thou the stsputakd
maximum current. The 10011 type is for H. or HL.
type valves and the 40H for L. types.
I

Nor,nal
Rating Current

40H-.5 ma.

100f-1--3 ma.

:;--

(Ratio 5-1) L.F. TRANSFORMER

Telson Radiogrand Transformers have signified to
expert designer and enthusiastic constructor alike all
that is finest in British Radio craftsmanship. They are
designed in accordance with recent research, con structed on the soundest engineering principles and tested
rigorously under broadcast conditions for immaculate
performance and enduring efficiency. The excellence
of the characteristic curve is only the logical result of
ncc on nerfection. revealin the fact that they
give a performance equal

as

"-a---"'-on--

tothatofthe

-

highest priced

'ransformers:
Ratio 3-1
Ratio 5-1

Max.
Current

10 mua.

Iste.

8

TELSEN TAPPED PENTODE
OUTPUT CHOKE

'en

mains and battery operated pen/odes taking an santa
current of u to 20 ,n.a. The single tapping provides (by
reversing) ratios of 1-1, 1.6.1, 2.3-1, assuring perfect
matching under widely varying condtiions. Alsosuitable
for snatching a low impedance speaker with an ordinary
power valve, a ¡ iafd. coupling co,utens er being
recommended for this purpose.
Fam

I

I

i

r

-

TELSEN OUTPUT CHOKE

i

vement form for effecting Resistance Capacity
Coupling in the L.F, stages of a receiver, conforming in desi-n to the Telsen L.F. Transformers
and Chokes. lie Unit incorporates a 50,000 ohms
wire wound anode feed resistance and a .01 mid.
coupling condenser. For best results it should be
preceded by an Hi. type of valve having au
impedance of approximately betwe en 10,000 and 30,000 ohms, and
be connected to an H.T. supply 0f
4

i
.

I

i

i

I

TELSEN POWER PENTODE
OUTPUT CHOKE

-

not less than

For u/oms operated pentodes taking an anode curra,:! of
isp to 40 m.a. Serves boils to precast! direct current passing
through tise speaker a,sd to motels tise speaker to tise
peni ode valve, with tite choice of three ratios -1-1, 13-1,

1016

1

I

-

-

.

-

TELSEN MULTI-RATIO
OUTPUT TRANSFORMER

TELSEN OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER (Ratio

.

For use stitIs

in ovissg.co s'i speakers, having a lose un/med.
once speech coil svissdíssg, and suitable/or anode curressis
of tsp 1040 misa. Three ratios-9 -1, 15-1, 22.5-1--allcnv
for correct matcIèi,s of speakers of widely

varying characteristics,

TELSEN R.C.
COUPLING UNITr

A complete assembly in a compact and con-

Designed for use nuis ponur or super-power valves taking
an anode essrreni of up to 40 nsa., this output fitter
provides an ideal response curve under all conditions.
For use with a condenser o,.! not less timan J mufti.
capacity.
-

1.7-1. Usedu'i!halnsfrLcondessseriigivesa
great increase both ist qssality and volume.

,

1

0/6

For

volts.

1i' ¶

speaker to the output stage, using a
tricote valve. Avoids saturation by isolatissgthe D.C.fromn
the speaker windings. Also keeps H.T. voltage from the
speaker and ils lead, which is special& important where
a D.C. eU sninator is bris: g used. Suitable/or
1
as/ode currents o/np lolO osa.
connecting tise

80

I
¡

RADIO. COMPONENTS'.

0/6

I

TELSEN RADIO. COMPONENTS ARE 100% BRITISH

ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE TELSEN ELECTRIC Co., LTD. ASTON, BIRMINGHAM
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Co-operation of N.P.L. and U.S.A. Bureau
of Standards
Reports on the work done by the
Physical Laboratories
THENational
issued from time to time invariably
contain something of absorbing interest to
radio experimenters. The latest gives
details of a useful co-operation between
our own N.P.L. and the Bureau of
Standards, the U.S.A. equivalent.
The
international adoption of standards of
current and voltage has made the way
of manufacturers of electrical apparatus
of all kinds much easier, but there are still
many radio and electrical units of measurement that possess varying values in different
countries. It is hoped that by even closer
co-operation these units will be brought
more closely in line. An example of this
work that is continually going on was cited
in the case of a mica condenser of standard
capacity. This condenser was transported
,between the N.P.L. and the American
Bureau of Standards no less than four
times and some seven sets of measurements
of its capacitance were made. During the
first transportation a change in capacity
was noted although no subsequent changes
of important magnitude were noted, that
is, after due allowance for certain factors
giving incorrect readings were made. An
interesting fact is that the difference in
capacity due to the difference in altitudes
of the two stations was found to be about
0.2 parts in ten thousand. Not
much, you may say, but quite a
large amount to our modern r
physicists. Of course, it is a
I

4I..

1L.ê VUV .ua1nw

1ru.Ictrflau1e vniisg UU1L4,

of capacity due to barometric
height should be noticeable at
all, and while at the present
this fact may not be of material
importascc to radio men, who
knows what bearing it may have
on future developments? A
résumé of the measurements
showed that while due allowance
was made for the atmospherio
variation of the two countries,
the final result of the measurensents made agreed to within onehundredth of i per cent.
Radio Advertisers' Technicalities
HAVE a friend who is engaged
il in the advertising profession,
and the other day he complained
that as a class, radio advertisers
were much too technical. Not
unnaturally, I took up the
defensive, but my defence was
not so spirited when I found
heexoluded practical radio papers
from his remarks. These, he
stated, catered for a circle of
readers who already knew what
the manufacturers were talking
about, when they spilt a lot of
" copy" about such random
technicalities as bias, inductance,
screened gri1, capacity and
-

,

It was the set-maker, he said, whose
object was the attracting of new customers
and of new listeners to the lure of wireless,
who were the worst offenders. "Does the
average man in the street know what a
'moving-coil' is 1" ho asked me point.
blank, and I had to confess that there
were probably a large number of people
who didn't. He went on at some length
in the same strain and said that a man
about to possess a wireless set rarely cared
how many valves it had, he didn't give a
hoot whether it had a "screened grid,"
a " band pass " or a "moving" or " fixed"
" coil" (he seemed to think of the latter
as some sort of tuning arrangement) so
long as the set would get stations at
comfortable volume. That there is some
justification for this opinion I am quite
ready to admit, for after all, new listeners
are not likely to be obtained if a formidable
mass of technical matter has to be digested
before choosing a set, and the idea that
this is a sine qua non is still very prevalent
among "on-the-brink" set buyers. What
do you think about it? Do you agree
that our set manufacturers should deal
more with the delights of radio rather than
with a detailed specification of the
" works "
so on.

Beginners are Mystified

110w

rd, 193f
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HEN we come to the beginner in
wireless. The amateur of to-day

THE P.M.G's; CAMPAIGN
-

;

who will become the serioùs experimenter
of to-morrow, and who is being catered for
by our Beginner's Supplement, is still often
completely mystified by technical allusions

and abbreviations that many advertisers

use. For yers our valves have been
known by a series of code letters or
logarithms and now most of our loudspeaker makers call their models by a
series of letters and numbers.
All this
makes the description of a wireless set
read like a chemical formula and must
put a good many people off altogether, and
this incidentally reminds me of a good
story I saw the other day. A yokel "up
from the country" stood outside a large
radio store in the West End until a police-.
man came along. "Would you mind
going in there for a catalogue, please 1"
asked "Garge" of the Bobby. When
the policeman recovered, and demanded
an explanation, the yokel pulled out a
newspaper advertisement and pointed to a
sentence which read "Send P.C. for

catalogue"

Ringing Up for the Right Time
TELEPHONE subscribers in Paris and
other parts of France will soon be
able to hear the time by just ringing up
their local exchange and merely listening.
An electrical clock has been installed at
the Paris Observatory which announces
through a loud-speaker in a clear voice the
hour, minute and second every ten
seconds. Will we ever come to the
end of the uses to which valves
may be put? I think not!
r

Mercury Arc Rectifier
ONE of the niost outstanding
developments in electrical
progress is that. of the mercury
I
are rectifier. At present this
device is only applicable to large
users of electricity, but its great
feature is that it will work both
ways.
That is, AC. can be
turned into D.C., or D.C. can be
t turned into A.C. at will. When
__
you think this out you will see
by the use of this type of
-j that
rectifier it is possible to use storage
batteries delivering direct current
as a stand-by for alternating
current apparatus. Again, electric
railways can be so modified that
the electric locomotives can run
over long stretches of line of
1
varying current conditions and
As a development of lessons in metal and woodcraft, Ivydale run on AC. orDe., whichever is
Road, Nunhead, L.C.C. schoolboys have made and constructed available. In our own field, if
a telephone apparatus, which lias included the making of all the system could be adapted
coils, mouthpieces and receivers, etc. This provides a wide field for home use, listeners on D.C.
of scientific teaching of the kind that appeals to all boys. A would be able to enjoy the manifold
proper series of exercises, based upon practical experience and advantages of A.C. sets and valves.
-

-I

-

j
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-
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-
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i
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-

-

following in the P.O. Telephone Directory, has been drawn up.
Incidentally they exercise their self-confidence ans! their speech is
receiving careful training. The girls are very enthusiastic, having
The illustration shows
beefi allowed to use the apparatus.
some of the children receiving dictation over the telephone, which
is "transmitted ! from the headquarters room.

Electric Clocks Operating
A.C.-Malns
THE manufacturers of
interesting electric
that operate from A.C.

from

those
clocks

mains
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and use the periodicity as a means of

to popularise them. One of the biggest
drawbacks to them is the need for a length
of wire to connect them up to the mains,
and modern housewives are not particularly

enamoured with long trailing leads, whatever their menfolk may think. Moreover,
our conservative builders are not over
generous with lighting and heating points
in the average house, so that either a new
point has to be fitted near the clock or the
above mentioned length of flex has to be
used. It is a good idea to keep such a
clock on the wireless cabinet, and I have
seen one of them used in the centre of a
loud-speaker fret. Care must be taken to
avoid interference with the set, however,
and, if necessary, metal sheathed wire
should be used to connect up to the clock
mechanism. At the makers' conference it
was decided to approach those power
stations who aro not too particular over
the periodicity of their supply, to come in
Ime and insta! a definite control over this.
There are not many stations of this type,
however, as practically all power stations
ire most particular that their supply shall
be steady and correct to voltage and
frequency.
Old and New Sets

I-

:

A

Comparison

RELATED some time ago how I went
to an exhibition of old wireless apparatus. Well, I attended another of the
same type the other day, but in this one
there were many more old sets made by
amateurs from published designs. I was
immediately struck by the way in which our
modern sets have shrunk in si2e and layout. It cannot be said that our components
have altered in size much, for with the
exception of some midget L.F. transformers,
most of the modern components remain
much about the same as regards cubic
capacity. In fact some of the ganged
condensers are much more bulky though,
of course, the use of ganging cuts out the
need for large panels. Some of the sets I
saw were well over two feet in length, and
many of you remember the "straight
eight" commercial set that had half-adozen or so variable condensers that
required manipulating. Verily, those days
were a paradise for makers of ebonite.
Nowadays, of course, we crowd our components up to an extent that would have
shocked an old-timer, and the use of
screening has assisted this. Still, in those
days, we used to get a station about every
ten degrees, whereas now we get one, and
sometimes more, in a decimal of that
amount. Externally I should think it is
our tuning coils that have changed the
most, although an oki variable condenser
is a strange sight when compared with a
modern one. On the other hand the L.F.
transformers of to-day look much the same
as their predecessors of ten years ago, even
though they may be smaller, and rather
more handsothe in appearance. With these
components, however, it is the "innards"
that have been radically altered, as
substitution of an old type component will
quickly prove to you. Another feature of
the old sets that struck me was that it was
considered unforgivable if even just one
valve deviated in position from the straight
line arrangement that was then de rigueur.
Our valves could be viewed like lamp posts
down a street, and were just as accurately
placed. Now we put them where they
work beat, and who could wish for more?

jI

RAD

Ô
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DIFFERENT

KIND

i

DAN VERS WALKER

HERE is not a country in the world
to-day that has not got its own
radio station, and each and every
one proudly boasts of its capabilities, yet
underneath their individual pride there is,
if not an open admission, an envious

with highly-strung sopranos and bathroom
tenors, but all the same a novef and,
therefore,, successful means of attractmg
public interest in a sponsored session.
Even if the listener likened the voice to a
cross-cut saw he, at least, pot an amusing
realization that England has the most per-, thirty minutes.
fect wireless system that has yet been conceived. In fact, it is no disgrace to admit Instructive and Amusing
Surprise items always make an appeal, and
that several national stations use the
B.B.C. as a model on which to formulate it is when the microphone is taken in to
their service. But as broadcasting is a unusual surroundings that an everlasting
-thing that has no "reception" barriers, impression is made on a finn's potential
and may be heard by whoever chooses, it customer. Take the example of the diver who
seems to follow that the stations concerned broadcast his experiences from the river bed.
may also learn a lot from "the other man's It was really rather funny. The plan was
point of view." Overlooking for the time to send down two men in costume and then
being the conditions under which wireless get them to hold an under-water conversaoperates in, say, America, winen lives on non.
One man was an expert diver and the
advertising, or Australia, where you have
a combination of the two principles (adver- other just an ordinary individual who was to
tising and non-advertising), there are ply the diver with questions. Before the
several methods of programme presen- transmission came off, the amateur was given
full instructions how to control his air-regutation that might well be considered.
lating apparatus, and when zero hour came
Radio Competitions
men were lowered down. The first few
I take advantage of some of the spon- both
minutes of the conversation
quite
sored sessions used in conjunction with successful, but they had not beenwere
down very
competitions organised by several Australian long before weird noises were heard
business houses. A well-known firm with through the monitoring control-man'scoming
heada world-wide reputation once utilized the phones. It appears that in the excitement
sound-effects studio with wonderful results of the occasion the novice got confused
during the period of their competition. with the controls
on his suit, with the result
The idea was this
it became inflated like a full moon and
Everybody knows that a sòund-effects that
department gives valuable atmosphere to began to float upside down to the surface.
a radio play, hut very few know just how
those "noises "are made; so a competition
was arranged whereby several - of the instruments and props were operated so as to
n
broadcast their individual sounds. The
listener was then asked to write down his
interpretation of each, and also give his
idea as to how the sound was made. For
instance, when you hear the sound of an
aeroplane issuing fron your loud-speaker,
it does not necessarily mean that an
Imperial Airways four-engined plane has
been parked in a corner of the studio;
actually this realistic effect is produced
with an electric fan with a piece of stiff
's,
paper held against the revolving blades.
The competition was a great success, and
many and varied were the solutions sent in.
I remember seeing one entry from an
obviously dear old lady, who thought that
the sound of machine-gun fire was obtained
by "clicking the tongue and snapping tile
fingers together." When this suggestion
was shown to the sound-effects man he
didn't seem to like the idea ai all.
Another contest, run on similar lines,
made use of "everyday sounds," such as
the ticking of a clock, chopping wood and
a motor-car engine running. In this instance the genuine article was used. and it
was interesting to see the many results that
'L
were sent in with such conificting answers.
Apart from the competitivo side of this
experiment, it was quite a useful means of MODEL OF EIFFEL TO WER AS A
confirming the recognized fact that the use
WIRELESS AERIAL
of the genuine article does not necessarily
Mr. Bernard G. Warr, of Solihull, has
reproduce such true sounds as will an
artificial medium. Competitions for the constructed a model of the famous Eiffel
best broadcasting voice have been fairly Tower, which he is now using in his garden as
frequent, and incidentally brought to light a wireless aerial mast. The structure is 40ft.
some quite useful material. But more in height and is made entirely of wood with.
often than, not the building has been filled. oat guq-wire5.
t.,
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EI.ECTROI.YTIC CONDENSERS

BE Dutiilicr Company are nos' manufacturing
electrolytic condensers of the dry variety, and
these are obtainable In a number of different capacities.
These consist of a cylindrical aluminium casing,
less than two inches in diameter and about four Inches
long. The pusitive element is brought out to one end
of the condenser and centred in a sin. ebonite thread,
and is provided with a large soldering tag. A large
lock-nut and spring washer are provided on the
ebonite thread, and this enables the condenser to be
mounted in a very convenient manner on receivers of the
all-metal chassis type. A tin. hole Is drilled through
the Chassis and the ebonite thread passed through.
This brings the edge of the case into contact with
the surface of the chassis and so provides the negative
connection to the condenser. (This chassis of a
receiver is always joined to the HT.- supply.) The
advantages of this type of condenser are simplicity
ami greater
otT mounting, much cmiiller compass,
smoothing properties. For smoothing the output
of a mains eliminator this is the best type of condeuser
'to employ. The 4 mfd. type costs 4s, Od. and the 8
mfd. type costs f.s. 6d.

(_

V

onstruct an efficient
receiver,
iper-het,
careful ly- matched coils are
essenti si. The intermediate
frequetiCi: coils must each
be individually matched
for noi only the particular
lrcquenc.y chosen, but in
conjunction with the other
To ensure
I.E. coils.
it Is also desirable to
control,
accurate "one-knob"
have a matched oscillator coil. The Igranic set of
coils comprises three 1F. coils and a three-band
oseillator This covers a band of 19 to 32 n)etres;
190 to 600 metres, and 500 to 2,100 metres. Tue I.E.
coils are fitted with four-pin bases, spaced to fit ordinary valve-holders, and a screened pig-tail fora 11G.
selfvalve anode eonnection The oscillator has fixing.
contained three-way switch, and is one-hole
The price 01 the set is 31a

u

7

PLATELESS ACCUMULATOR

name of Fuller has for years been associated
and now,
THEwith the block type of accumulator,
from the firm of this name, comes a further innovation
which us
accumulator,
plateleas
is
a
It
cells.
these
In
lighter, smaller, and lasts twice as long per charge,
it is
additIon,
In
cell.
wet
of
type
ordinary
as the

I

.

.

.1

.

THE AUTOCEPTOR

:
S

I
SIMPLE means of rapidly switching the
receiver to tho local station would offer
prove useful in a set which is used by dißerent
members of the family. The Antoceptor, acornponent produced by Messrs. A. W. rambling,
LW. is an ingenious device which may be attached to any existing receiver, either internally
or externally. The device consists of two preset condensers, and a change-over switch,
into ono casing, which is drilled to enablo it
lo be screwed In any positiou. In addition
the switch is fitted with a one-hole fixing
screw, in case this method of niounting is
preferred. Two terminais, marked G and
41
E, are joined to the grid and earth terminais of the receiver. With the switch
hi the centre Position the ordinary condenser in the receiver may be employed
for tuning, and the Autoceptor is inoperative.
When pushed to right or
one or other of the small condensers is
brought into circuit, and may be steed for tuning.
When these are adjusted to the locals, therefore
of the switch will bring the Autoceptor cindensers into circuit and so enable the local to
heard at once. The priec of thia selector- is
I

:

l

S

'I

LEWCOS H.F. ALL-WAVE CHOKE
is a new design in H.F. chokes, and is designed
THIS
for all wavelengths from 15 to 2,000 metres.

In place of the usual small article, this component is
enclosed in a metal can, 2}in. by 4m. For connection.
the base is fitted with four valve-pins of the standard
pattern, and the can Is connected to a filament-pin,
whirls Is for eart.hing in the seme manner as the metal-

used valves. The same pin ma employed. The sci uni
winding is contained on au eIght-rIbbed ebonite former.
1(in. In diameter. Very fine enamelled wire is used
for the winding, and this is spaced about 40 to the Inch.
The former is emloved for the short-su-ave windinu.
and this -Is joined Lo a long winding carried on a small
bobbin attached to the top ofthe former. The shielding
can is of copper and, therefore, this component Is a
high-class article. The price Is 6s. 1k!. The Lewcos
Low-frequency Choke, Typa 34
also an interesting
component, built on subatantiaL lines. This cornponent weighs over 21bs. so that some idea of the
quality o the article may be judged. The lic.
resistance of the winding Is 570 ohms, bitt the
inductance is 31) henries, with a limiting current
A centre-tap Is brought out to.a
of 30 mA.
on the aide oPPosite to the normal
two terminals, and this will be found a
very useful adjunct. The prIce o [his
,

component is 12s.

Od.

x.-.

I

'

S

access to,the electric mains supily.. This unit coniets
of nickel iron cells, which are kept nutomatically fed
from the low-tension accumulator. A wooden case Is
divided Into partitions, and a number of small glass
tubes are held in the divisIons so formed. The tubes
contain " Alkluin" nickel and steel plates, immersed
in a steel-preserving alkaline solution. The connections are taken to a series-parallel switch, and In use
the cells are connected in -series, and for charging.
they are joined In groups of four each, by s simple
movement of the switch. The accumulator is then
used for charging the cells, and na thIs is only a ma Itar
of milliamps, there is no undue strain on the IT.
battery, and as soon as the H.P. cells are charged, the
action ceases. In this manner there can be no damaging
of either battery. A 90-volt unit costs £2-18-0, and
a 150-volt unit, 54-14-0.

,
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seleciisn on any
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CCCCIVCT

claimed that they cannot deierlorate when not in use. Thew
cells are cylindrical in shape, and
have a central positive conductor
THE " CLIX " MASTER PLUG
(Ied) surrounded by a poaitivc active
the little things that matter," says the proverb, material. Round tliia latter Is a glass wool separator, and this entire assembly Is contained In a1
.. ¡T'Sand this Is very true in radio. Just a " wander
perforated ebonite conthiner The shell of the cornplug. " Almost an unconsidered trifle in the serions
pte
batterY consists of a lead cylinder, with a bakelite
business of constructing your set. Yet much depends
outer surface, and this cylinder forms the negative
on lt. The HT. current to all valves bs two wander
plate.
Au active negativo material is in contact with
in
plugs
ils Circuit. The frequently poor contact of
the ordinary plug nieans serious loss of efficiency in the plate, and the assembly mentioned above stands
inside
this
latter assembly. The small space left
many ways. This new CUx pattern is really a self-,
ts'eca the two parts Is filled with acid. Owing to
adjusting banana, or wander-plug, which automatically
this
circular
construction, the current Is forced to pass
adjusts itself to a considerable variation of socket diameter, and gives nidal to metal contact. It has a evenly and uniformly from centre electrode to outer
electrode,
and
this results in double the capacity foc u
large contact area, ita prongs enter easily, and
given ares, and a constant discharge rato. The bakelite
set" is permanent. So many plugs seem to
may
case
be
obtained
in any colour, to suit indivldmíalf
ninde of lead, sud collapse the first time they are
used, causing crack- requirements, and the price of the 2v. 80 amp. types'

,.

___ ___
7'l Clix plug, showing the weil-

op;ung conf act points- the most
enpo lent feature o/a wander plug

C

ling

variatiog of.volume, and
irregular
reaction.'
Costing -lid, each,
coloured black or red,
and with a full rane
of markings,
Clix
are certainly worth j
while.

noises,

I

is

lis.

Od.

THE MILNER H.T. UNIT
T. batteries are heavy, and also expensive. In
certain districts in the country. lt is also a trouble
to carry a weighty battery from the uearest town
or village. The new type of wet HT. battery bearing
the above name i a very useful article for the lIstener
who requires an unfailing ILT. supply, and has not

.-}I
'

.

H

i

j

tir.

Tise

W.8.

last week.

,

loud-syseal1er which was

A Juli test report will

S
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be given al a late: date
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GAMES AND

the

TRICKS FOR

CHRISTMAS!/
New games are aiways enjoyed. N-w tyicks are
niway. appreciated. Here are a few books captaining
many really new games and tricks with which you can
givo your friends a merry Christmas.

GAMES

CARD

And How to Play Them.
By PETER ALSTON.

C

1_ir1

E

c::)

T.D.

COIL

ffiHE

-:
t

.

I.

The well-known wireless magician.
Price 2s, post free 2s. 4d.
Mr. Shields dedicates his hooks to bis many friends
and the hundreds of children who wrote to him when
'he was giving lessons in Simple Conjuring Tricks
during the children's hour.

I

-

-

-

-

s

:

.

MORE TRICKS
,' loo YOU
CAN DO

..

By HOWARD TI{IJRSTON.
America's Leading Conjuror.
Bound in Cloth, Price 2. net, post free 2s. 3d.
Any trick is easy when you know how it's done.
With the aid of this book you can mystify your friends
with Card Tricks. Coin Tricks, Match Tricks Handkcr.
chief Tricks, etc., as easily as a professiona'l conjurer.

CAR D

T R IC K

and with up-to-date patter.

THE BEST TRICKS

I

-

:

S,

By L. WIDDOP.
stiff 'Boards. Price 2s. net, post free 2s. 3d.
A Volume which will give the Amateur or SemiProfessics'al, who doe, not wish to spend a great
deal of time in practice, material for entertaining
performances. Card Tricks presented in new forms

I

-

-

-

By CYRIL SHIELDS,

.

'

-

BROADCAST
CONJURING TRICKS

-

Colvern T.D. Coil
pietely screenea ana incorr
porates tappeu aerlait coupiing
j
anu reaction.
Four alternative aerial tappings
are.arranged as sockets with a wander
plug.
The Erst two tappings give aerial
couplings similar to those normally
employed .but with greatly increased
selectivity,
Numbers 4 añd 5 give a high degree
of selectivity with weak aerial coup..
ling suitable for use in a swamp area.
There is no break through on the
long wave-band from B.B.C.
PRICE f
stations.
for
detector
Suitable
L.F: 816
type or screen grid receivers

u

Stiff boards; Price 2!. net, post free 2s. 3d.
A Guide to all the popular games played to-day.
Whist-Solo, Auction and Progressive-Bridge.
including Royal Auction and Contract-BaccaratBezique-Cribbage-" Nap "-Poker-Piquet-Vingtet-Un-Patience Game., etc., etc.

o

-

-!

-

AND HOW TO DO THEM
DAVID DEVANT,

Send /r
circuit

the Colvern
booklet, RL 10.

The Well-known Conjuror.
Price 2s. net, post free 2s.4d.
The contents include Coin Tricks, Tricks with Balls;
Card Tricks, Feats of Memory, etc., etc.

MATCH

..

STICK MAGIC

By WILL BLYTH, M.I.M.C.
With a Foreword by David Devant.
Illustrated by 160 Diagrams

Stiff Boards. Price 2.. net, post free 2.. 3d.
Baing a Collection of Entertaining, Amusing and
Instructive Puzzles, Games, Scientific and Constructional
Experiments,

s.,,,,

MAWNEYS'
I

RD.,

ESSEX

ROMFORD,

Mai,

Conjuring Tricks, etc.,
to perform which only
a few matcbsticks are

:
55$S5

,
requited.
had of all boolselIers or for Post Free prices direct from lite
Pub1jsIir, PEARSON'S Book Dept., 18, Henrietta Street,
London, W.C.2. FAI! list on application.

he
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Sia,-1

am now reading the eighth issue
of your book Pa ACTICAL WIRELESS, and I
think it is timo to thank you for bringing
out such a splen did book. I never miss a
week without ha'ving it and everyone of my
wireless friends gets it every week. Your
articles are SO Ijicely and simply written
that it is the greatest of pleasure to read
them. And one good thing is that you do
not give us a new circuit every week,
which is about the most boring thing a
wireless journal can do. Wishing you all
HoGAN
success in the future.-MARTI
(Dublin).

Polarity Testing

Sra,-I was interested in your articles
on above inyour No. 8 issue, and should
say that a lamp in series would have been
more practicable, leads being brought close
together (or touched) without fuso trouble.
Considering your excellent articles-the
omission struck me. In regard to. Mr.

L-.

Richardson's statements, amateur "fuses"
aro the causo of a great deal of his trouble.
Now speaking of gas-pipe earths (with metaboo for preference), this also applies to
general electrical rules, as considered
dangerous, particularly if any heavy
leakagc takes place, due to breakdown in
apparatus so earthed, or remote possi.
biity of lightning directly striking an aerial
thus earthed. Anyhow, if a lead water-pipe
suffering from " Electrolysitis " is not the
best earth, why do some supply systems
use this method of earthing apparatus?
Pass the bread and fluxite. Mr. Editor,. and
here's good luck to the best paper I have
read vet.-OE E. METCALFE (Newport, Mon.)
Prices Wanted
Sra,-As you welcome suggestions from
readers, I would very much like to put
forward two of my own. Here they are.
Firstly, when publishing details of a new
set, it would be very desirable if you gave
the currént price of each componeflt, in
order that your readers can tell at a glance
the total outlay incurred. As it is, unless
one is familiar with them (and I very much
doubt if the majority of your readers are),

The Editor does not necessarily agree with opinions expressed by his correspondents
who would no doubt greatly appreciate the
publication of two or three simple two-valve
circuits on which to test the knowledge
they have acquired since reading PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, and these circuits would have
the added advantage of being less costly for
experimental purpose than those published

general, is rendered useless in particular
cases by the omission of perhaps one little
detail; for instance, on page 376 of Novem.
ber 12th issue, Mr. Richardson's fine
article, loses a little of its valuo (to me),
when he says: "For the same reason, the
by-pass condenser just mentioned should
hitherto.
not be 'larger than necessary," and no value
Being a "rabbit" myself, I would of condensertis suggested as a trial point.
greatly appreciate these innovations, and
Then on page 380, at foot of first column:
I am quite certain that many other readers "Then join a large fixed condenser, etc.."
would do also.-S. V. CoLEt,&N (Surbiton). What is a large one-.1 mfd. or 8 mfd.?
[On practically every occasion that a new Again, a reader-in third column-says:
set is described in our page.s, one of the Mail "Add a resistance in series with the 4-volt
Order houses will be found to display an winding, etc." What value? And what is
advert. setting out the prices of components, his idea of a" sufficient quantity" of wire?
Don't think me hypercritical, one does not
or complete kits.-Ed.]
expect ail lean meat and no bone; yours
is a veritable iniie of useful reading, conFrom a Headmaster
I am glad to note, to Practical
Sm,-Very many thanks for your letter. fined,,
PRACTICAL WIRELESS is flO\v the most Wireless, not a conglomeration of" Sete,"
perfect wireless magazine yet published. "Funniosities," Gramophone, Talkies,
Television and programme criticisms. 1ore
It is a delight to beginner aad e.xpert alike. power
Again I thank you.
I'm taking your cliff. to your elbow !-" MIOBBY," \VestBeginners' Articles with the boys at school.
They love thenl.-A. W. DAVIES (Whit- From South Africa
church).
Srn,-I called in at my newsagent this
afternoon and looking around for wireless
One For Mr. Richardson
discovered PRACTICAL WIRELESs.
Sin,-After having read wireless weeklies books
I said, "What, PRACTICAL WIRELESS f"
until "choke fed" with the wonders done and received the reply, "Yes,
somothing
in laboratoriesto produce the "unworkable new." As it was the only copy in stock
one" "two," "three," etc.. ad nauseam, I I purchased it and also booked at once for
greet your issue as a long-felt want, and a weekly copy.
each issue proves that you have come not
Upon this "something new" I, as a
only to stay, but to impart knowledge in South African amateur, wish to conan easily assimilated form, for which gratulate your staff and all concerned on
many thanks. Now I want to suggest- this very fine publication. lt is just the
not grumble-that you do not drop into the thing I have been looking for, for a very
bad habit of so many publications, of giving long time-something practicaL As our
information which, though valuable in English mail arrives on Wednesdays, I am
CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK
already looking forward to Vol. 1, No. 2,
which comes to-morrow.
I don't know whether you would accept
any suggestion from a South African, hut
nevertheless--here it is (or they are).
As I am a transmitting member or
amateur, I think other amateurs, like
-That a resistance of small value-say 50 to
200 ohms, inserted in the anode circuit of
myself, would like to see something about
L.F. valves prevents HF. oscillation.
transmission-not commercial, but amateur
-That two ordinary, valves (of the L.F. or
-and also perhaps something on television.
small-power type) may be used as half-wave
rectifiers in an eliminator to produce full-wave
Re pages 56 and 57 of Vol. 1, No. 1,
4 rectificatIon.
how
does this apply to readers in far-off
valve
is
pentode
of
a
priming-grid
-That the
countries ?-K. M. J. RADUE (Kingwilliamsthe one which la joined to the extra terminal
or valve leg.
town).
i
-

Do YOU. KNOW?

-That the

it means tediöüsly hunting through numer-

ous catalogues finding the various prices,
or else asking a radio dealer to supply you
with them, only to find that the price is
quite beyond the range of one's pocket.
My second, suggestion is that, judging
from the correspondence received and
published by you, a vast number of readers
are newcomers to wireless conStruction

T

anode of a screen grid valve is
not joined to the normal anode pin, but to
the cap of the valve.
-That the stopper of an accumulator should
always be removed whilst the cell la being
recharged.
-That a soft valve breaks down due to bornbsrdment of the filament by positive ions.
-That there are only seven metals which will
emit electrons when acted upon by light.
-That the thirty holes used by the Baird
system of television is now universally
recognized as the most suitable number,

L

â

Testing Polarity of the Mains
Sru,-I note your reply in this wel's
PRACTICAL WIRELESS to my letter in
respect of finding the polarity of mains,
and I do not agree that it is just as easy to
short-circuit the mains when connecting up
a home-made eliminator or mains-operated
receiver. Such apparatus can be tested
before use and can be connected up with
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continued to use the power that they were
using, say, four years ago, would have been
possible only on a complicated and expensive five-valve set.
If this trend continues, it seems to me
quite logical to assume that all one will
need in the near future is a sharply-tuned
two-valve set with properly compensated
output to receive a generous bag of foreign
stations.
I should also like to add a word of
congratulation on your splendid paper.
It certainly seems strange that we who
are interested in the technical side of broad.
casting should have had to wait nearly
ten years for a paper that is really instructive and deals with all the aspects of our
children in school.
Further, with reference to the polarity hobby.
testing, why not advocate the use of a
I am not sure that the reason for your
compass needle ?-W. E. RIcm&IwsoN success in this direction is thab you realize
General Manager (Urban District Council that your readers-and not "the trade
really need looking after. Another reason
of Aberdare).
[We do not recommend readers to use a is that you refrain from making absurd
compass needle far testing polarity of the claims for your sets (a popular weekly, in
mains simply because every reader has salt describing one of its receivers recently,
òr vinegar available, but not every reader lias claimed that "earthing' the moving vanes
a compass needle; and since Mr. Richardson of the tuning condenser was another
seems so concerned for the safety of the veritable triumph ").
general publie, might we suggest that he
Now for a grouse. Why don't you pay a
could indite letters to a more useful purpose little more attention to the question of
to the manufacturers who supply components modernizing existing receivers? You give
for the electrical industry. It is well known the impression that, if one wants to build
that there is not a respectable switch on the one of your sets, one would have to scrap
market. One has merely to remove the cover all the components in one's present reof the house switch to discover a far more
ceiver. Why not give a list of optional
potent source of short ccrcuitings, in the values for condensers and resistances?
miserahic terminals with ill-Jilting screws For instance, I have failed to notice in the
used to connect the switch to the mains. We following alternatives any appreciable
shalt continue to advise our readers to test difference in results
Grid condenser-.0002 or .0003.
the polarity of the mains by the acidutated
method in qve8tion. This correspondence is
Reaction condenser-0002, .0003, .0005.
Decoupling ist L.F.T.-1 or 2 mfd. and
now closed.-ED.]
20 up to 50,000 ohms.
Transformer-Ordinary or parallel feed.
'Polarity of the Mains
Decoupling screen of bG. valve-1 or 2
Srn,-Referring to your statement under mfd.
the letter of a correspondent ridiculing
And so onthroughout the set.-W. A.
the idea of electrolysis taking place in a Wu.uaies
(Gowerton).
lead water-pipe if a copper is attached to it.
Electrolysis is possible. [It is not.-ED.] Wanted-An Efficient One-valver
It is a constant source of trouble in the
Sin,-You would greatly oblige me, and
lead sheathing of underground telephone
and telegraph cables and is caused by I believe quite a number of readers of
leakage currents.-Q G. WISDOM (London). PRACTIcAr. WUELESS, by issuing a circuit
for an efficient one-valver set. There are
numerous occasions when some of the
'Tile Same Old Suggestion
household can't be annoyed with the wireSisc,-I am a very interested reader in less, or perhaps entertaining friends, and
your new paper, so interested in fact that the particular one who wants to hear some
I follow the instructions with reference to particular item is forced to forgo the
the "Do You Know's" and "Data pleasure to please the majority.
Then
Sheets" and cut them out for my note. there are times when you want to hear the
book. In doing so, I find that I sometimes, end of the programme, but the early retire not always, destroy parts of other interest- ment of the household makes this iming articles on the rear of these notes, so possible. So I believe a one-valve set, not
that whenever I come to re-read an old merely for local reception, but capable of
article I may be faced with the nuisance of giving a supply of foreigners, would be quite
finding the most interesting part missing. popular.
My I suggest that a point may be made - Wishing PRACTICAL WIRELESS every
of always printing these articles so that suecess.-EDwAn LOGrE (Glasgow).
the rear will only be advertisement.
Hoping this suggestion may meet with Wet or Dry H.T.
your approval, and congratulating you
reference to the above answer
on your splendid paper.-C. MEnows in Snt,-With
to-day's PRACTICAL WIRELESS, I would
(Birmingham).
to suggest that you recommend your
[An ideal arrangement, undoubtedly, but like
correspondent to buy a Mimes' H.T.
one impossible in actual practice.-ED.]
Supply Unit, of which you have a -note on
your last page, under 'Catalogue ReHigh-power Transmissions
ceived."
Sia,-It seems to be fashionable to-day
I have had one in use about a year and
to deplore the tendency of broadcasting cannot speak too highly of it. It is far
transmitters to increase their power. But superior to the Leclanche cells or dry H.T.
is this really such a bad thing for the batteries. It is trouble-free and requires no
listener of small means? For instance, a attention.-P. G. BEcX (Daiston).
modern three-valve is capable of putting
[P.S.-I 'have no oonnetion with the
UD ft performance that, 1f stations had makers and the' do not know me.]

the switch off, whilst it is necessary to
have the switch où in order to test for
polarity, unless some arrangement is made
to keep the wires apart.
I agree with your remarks that it is not
in the best interests of the electrical
industry to surround experiments necessitating the use of mains with an atmosphere
of danger, but after twenty-eight years in
the electrical industry it is still common
to meet amateurs who do not realize the
risks they run in handling mains without
taking care that they themselves are
insulated from earth and from between
conductors, and I am of the opinion that
such precautions ought to be taught to
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NEW
WIRELESS
INSTRUCTION
The I.C.S. Wireless Courses cover every
phase of wirelqss work, from the requiremeats of the youth who wishes to make
wireless engineering his career to the man
who wants to construct a broadcasting set
for his home, and, at the same time,
to know how and why it operates
and how to locate any faults that may
develop.
No branch of industry has ever pro
gressed as rapidly as wireless and the rate
of progress is increasing. Only by knowing
thoroughly the basic principles can pace
be kept with it. Our Instruction includes
American broadcasting as well as British
wireless practice.
It is a modern
education, covering every department of
the industry.
OUR COURSES

Included in the I.C.S. range are Courses
dealing with the Installing of radio sets and,
in particular, with their Serviceing, which
to-day intimately concerns every wireless
dealer and his employees. The Operating
Course is vital to mastery of operating
and transmitting.
There is also a Course for the wireless
salesman. This, in addition to inculcating
the art of salesmanship, provides that knowledge which enables the salesman to hold
his own with the most technical of his
clients.
We will be pleased to send you details
of any or all of these subjects. Just fill in
and post the coupon, or write in any other
way, stating which branch of Wireless
interests you-the information you requirewill be forwarded at once.
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(Continued from page 562.)

number and spacing of the holes, shown by
dotted circles in Fig. 2, is governed by the
number of turns of wire that the grid winding of each coil is to contain, as the grid
winding is eventually threaded through these
holes. They should, of course, be of a
diameter just large enough to clear the
18-gauge wire, and they should be "staggered" so as to follow exactly the spiral
formation of the winding. All the other
holes in the ebonite parte used in the
construction of the coil formers should be
drilled and tapped 6 B.A. size. Each
former is assembled by bolting the side
ribs to the end pieces or rings by means of
6 B.A. screws run into the tapped holes
prepared for them.
A strip
23411
measuri n g
-___)i1'
fr
2 i n. by
in. is cut
from the

r

-

-

'

.

without bending it out of its helical shape.
Insert the coil-pins in the holes prepared
for them, and connect the ends of the grid
winding (after scraping off the insulating
coating of enamel) to the pair of pins spaced
1 lin, apart.
To complete the coil, wind a
few turns of the 30-gauge enamelled wire
into the narrow slots cut in the ebonite
fins, so as to form a reaction winding. The
ends of this winding should be connected
(after scraping them) to the remaining
pair of coil-pins.
The number of turns required for the
reaction winding depends, of course, on.
various factors, such as the capacity of
the reaction condenser with which the
coils are to be used, the aerial and the
method of coupling it, etc., so the optimum
number of turns can best be found by
actual experiment.
An elevation of a

completed coil is shown in Fig. 3. If you
have any bright-coloured enamels handy, it
is a good plan to paint the top ring of each
coil in a distinctive colour, so that the
correct coil for any given wavebanci can be
sheet of distinguished at a glance without troubling
ebonite to look at the number of turns in .the
-1th. thick, winding. For instance, a 2-turn coil might
and drilled be marked with red, a 4-tprn one with blue,
as shown at and so on.

t."D'

in

strip

i s

Fig. 2. This
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these
lines can be constructed very easily, as
across thé shown in Fig. 4. The holder consiste simply
'I
topringof of two strips of ebonite measuring 3in.
the coil- by iin. cut from the sheet -&in. thick,
®
former, to secured to a couple of pieces of stripwood
form a (with woodscrews). The pieces of strip_____ ______ 3//I
handlefaci-- wood measure 2in. by lin, by tin. thick.
4
method of construction is obvious
insertion The
4'
from a glance at the diagram. Four metal
-,,I
and with- sockets, to fit the coil-pins, are mounted
drawal of on the strips of ebonite, the spacing of these
the finished sockets being arranged, of course, to coin____________
¡SI coil. Hav
cide exactly with the spacing of the coiling thus pins.
complet ed
An easy way to ensure that the holes for
con- the soclets are marked out correctly
Fig. 4.-A suitable holder for the the
structionof
coils described in this article.
before drilling, is to take one of the comthe
for- pleted coils and press it down on to a piece
mers, the next step is to prepare the of soft blotting-paper so that the ends of the
wmdmgs.
coil-pins leave an impression on the surface of the blotting-paper. This can then
Winding the Coils
The 18-gauge enamelled wire used for the be used as a template for marking out the
grid windings is formed into a spiral or positions of the holes to be drilled in the
helix before threading it through the holes ebonite strips. The holder can be secured
in the ribs or fins of the coil-former. The to the baseboard of the set by passing
necessary procedure is quite easy: wind a long woodscrews down through the fixing.
sufficient length of the 18-gauge wire on to holes in the pieces of stripwood. Leads from
a tube or cylinder of some sort measuring the four sockets are connected, of course,
On completing the to the appropriate terminals on the other
about 2bin. diameter
winding, and releasing its ends, the wire components in the set. It may be necessary
will spring out to a diameter of about 3m. to reverse the loads to the reaction sockets
and may be slipped right off the tubo, which if on test one finds that no reaction effect
plays no further. part in the work. The is obtainable. It is important to see that
spiral of wire thus formed is cut into the grid and reaction windings on each coil
sections containing the right number of are put on in the same direction, and that
turns for the grid winding of each coil that the connections to the coil-pins are uniform,
is being constructed. Actually, one should so that ifa correct reaction effect is obtained
allow half a turn over the exact number re- with one coil in the series, it will hold good
quired in each section, so as to have the for the others also.
The number of turns required in the
necessary margin for connecting the ends
grid windings of the coils depends to some
of the winding to the coil pin.
Next, these spirals of wire forming the extent on the maximum capacity of the
grid windings have to be threaded through tuning condenser with which they are to
the holes in their appropriate formers. be used. As a rule, however, a series of
This is quite an easy job when you have coils with grid windings of 2, 4, 6, and 8
got the knack of it. Simply hold the coil- turns will be found to cover the short waveformer in one hand and the spiral of wire band satisfactorily. In order to reduce the
in the other, so that they are parallel. damping effect of the aerial and to promote
Then, while slowly rotating the coil.. proper reaction, the serial should be coupled
former, thread the end of the wire through to the grid end of the coil by way of a
each of the holes in turn, until the complete fixed or, preferably, a semi-variable conwinding has been worked into position denser of very small capacity.
I
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part of the circuIt In which I can Include lt to get the
necessary field excitation 't "-(E. W., Hampstead.)

You cannot use the speaker in question anywhere In
the Mains Express Three, The simplest way for you
te sise the speaker from the mains Is to buy a mains
sounds O.K., as we expect it will, then all well and good. transformer with an output of 12 volts, 1.5 amps, a
1f, however, reproduction is still not as you like it. Westinghouse Al metal rectifier, and a ,000 suffi.
fit a larger output valve and/or Increase the liT. and electrolytic condenser. The rectifier Is joined to tise
GB. values for this valve, 1f the receiver employa output of the transformer, and the output of the rectivery old components, theo we suggest you rebuild it.
fier to the two field terminals of the epeaker. The
or at least make up a modern set from modern parts'
large condenser Is joined across the field terminais.
The
output from the arrangement is il to 10 volts, and
D.C. MAINS
If your speaker will not take this, join a G ohm variabie
-. I am just moving into a house In which electric
resistance
in serles with one lead to the speaker.
light is supplied, but f the D.C. variety, I have a
three-valve battery set, and should like to dispense with SUPER HEI.
the dry celle now and take advantage of the juice which
I am buying a set of eup.-het. coils, and cm going
is laid on. i should much appreciate, therefore, your to build a 5-valve sup.-het..
I have on band a twosuggestions as to what I must do to my set-if such Is gng condenser, and should like to use this in the set.
necessary-and what apparatus J must buy."- Is it necessary to purchase a three-gang condenser, or
(K, H., Muswell Hill.)
can I join another variable condenser to the spindle of
my two-gang to provide three-gang condensers. My
two-gang arrangement consists of two ordinary condensers joined together with a coupling unit, and there
No. 11
is an extension of the condenser spindle at each end,
so that It would be quite simple tu join up the third
Cut this out each week and paste it ni a
condenser."-(A. F. T., Hull.)
notebook.
The essential feature of the sup-bet. he the oneCAPACITY OF AN AIR
knob control. To achieve this the condenser employed
for
the oscillator tuning is made 'ith vanes of a special
CONDENSER
shape. If you gang your third ordinary condenser,'
will not get matched tuning over the entire range
you
Total
of the tuning scale, and you must, therefore, either fit
Plate Area
the
condenser
to the panel and use it as a separate conin sq. In. 1-32m. l-20m. l-16m. 3-32ln. Un.
trol, or purchase a special sup.-het. gauged condense'
which
is
made
for the job.
a
7.2
LS
1
4.5
2.4
3.6
W.C.2.

-

NOTE

SPECIAL

We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service is intended only
for the solution of problems or difficulties
arising from the construction of receivers
described In our pages, from articles a)pearing
in our pages, or on general wireless matters.
We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons(1) supply circuit diagrams of complete
multI-valve receivers.
(2) suggest alterations or modifications of
receivers described in our contemporaries
(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to
commercial receivers.
(i) Answer queries over the telephone.

,aoea,n, ,eSquee
.

-

POOR OUALUTY

-

DATA SHEET

AERIAL
.. I haiI be extremely obliged for your
as1stance in
solving the following problem. I purchased a sot,
second-hami, hcIi incorporated a three-valve circuit,
for uac by my brother near Cardiff'. I tested the set
at Baiham, and liad fair results on a very poor cenai
which was just laid on slightly elevated brickwork
surrounding-a roof. I had a number of medium-wave
diLtions at fair strength. The qualityof the reception
.-ac not up to standard, being harsh. The set was
deapatched to Cardiff and receiced in good order. A
new aoral and earth were erected but when the set
was teeted no result was obtained until the G.B.2 plug
was removed. Then the set Uunetiooed at fair strength
ou the Daventry rational. Results ou the short-waves
were very poor. This was about four weeks ago, and
since then reception has imprOved Hghtly, but the
plug has still to be kept ont. _Can you solve this
problem ? "-(J. J., Nitcham.)
The efficiency or otherwie of su aerial would not
make any difference to the qs«litsi of reception in a
receIver, 80 that if the toue was not up to standard
before sending the set to your brother, his more efficient
aerial would not effect any huprovement In this direction. It seems certain that the reason why the set
functions with the grid bias plug out, and not with it
in, Is that the OB. battery is run down; perhaps it
was accidentally short-circuited in transit. A new
battery, In this case, will put matters right and
8hould aIo improve the tone. It is possible that this
would be further improved by the use of the valve
types recommended. The P.M. 252 is a semIpower
valve capable of handling n very fair load if suitably
blasai. Two of your present valves are designed for
high-frequency stages, and they are being used at
present, we prosume for detector and Jow-ftequency
stages.
OT THE

-

-.

"I wT.sh to ask you to help me in my difficulty, but
I hope you wIll not laugh when I explain how I solved
it. My loud-speaker did not give me nice music;
I cannot explain what was wrong as I am not a technician nor a musician, but there was something wrong
somewhere.. I should explain that tise speaker la of
the boris type, and this is a fairly large affair. Now
I was dusting inside the horn one day when it was
playing, and when my hand was inside the music
'cicaredup.' After a little experimenting I found that
by poking the duster right down as fiar as I could inside
the horn the music was much moos pleasing. I know
this Is not very expert, but it worked, and I shonid
therefore like to know whether yon eôuld suggest a
reason for the bad musIc and how to cure tt without
the dustcr."-(F. B. H., Bedford.)
We would suggest, first of all, that the reproduction
Is quite all right, but your loud-speaker la all wrong
'fhe type of speaker you refer to Is noticeably lacking
in basa, response, and it may have been this that you
were noticing. When you muted the speaker with the
duster, you may have cut down the volume sufficiently,
or otherwise removed the "screeehlness" or overemphasis of the top notes, and so made the tone more
to your liking. The first thing to do, therefore, Is to
try a modern 8l)Caker of the toue variety, If this

21.6
72
144
216
288
720

18.5
45

5.4
10.8
7.2
36
24
18
72
36
48
54
108
12
135
96
180
72
144
180
450
360
240
i The above capacIties are in micro-microfarads.
iO

20
30
40
100

90'

The first and most essential thIng to do Is to fit a
2 mId, condenser in the earth head of your set, together
with a small aerial in series with the aerial lead inside
tise set. This ensures that the actual receiver Is isolated
froue the mains. For supplying the high tensIon, you
need simply a smoothing choke, which must be inserted
in the positive lead from tise mains, and a 4 nild.
condenser across the negative and positive leads on the
set side of the choke. For voltage-dropping purposes,
ordinary wire-wound resistances should be used, and
perhaps you could not do better than make up the D.C.
unit described in our pages a fortnight ago. If you
dotW, the 2 mfd. condenser in the earth head will
automatically be included. No alteration ahould be

necessary to your set.

-

.
.
PUSH-PULL. TROUBLE
have a push-pull stage in mv set, and it has been
working perfectly now for twelve months or so.
-

"I

Recently, however, there hss.devehoprd an objectionable whistle. This is not a heterodyne whistle as it Is
present even when the set i switched on very esrly in
the morning. It is fairly loud, and very high in tone,
and I rather fancy there is distortion present, although
the output is so great that distortion Es hard to-notice.
Can you suggest any way of finding where the whistic
comes from, and cures i "-(D. J., Golders Green.)
if you can obtain a milliamineter, and insert this In
the anodes of thee two push-pull valves In tuco, you will
no doubt lind that one of the valves is losing its emission,
This Is resulting In an unbalanehng of the output stage
and no doubt HF. oscillation, Replacement of the
defective valve should restore the set to Its former
perfection. As the set has been working for a year, it
Is quite conceivable that alI of the valves are beginning
to feel the worse for wear, and you should therefore
have them tested.
SPEAKER HUM

PHONES AND THE MAINS

" I am building a two-valve stt and an eliminator for
working this from the mains. I am a long-distance
fan, although my wife Is not. I lshould therefore like
to use telephones during part of the evening for the
reception of foreign stations, but am not sure whether
there is any risk attached to the wearing of these as the
set Is operated from the mains. I should be glad-of
your adviee."-(J. T., Glenfarrel.)
This would most emphatically be a dangerous proceeding, and we must warn you against wearing headphones unless you carry out the following precautions.
In tise anode circuit of the last valve you should fit an
output transformer having a ratio of 1 to 1, so that the
phones are completely Isolated. In addition, it Is
advisable to ensure that all control knobs have the
small grub screw which holds them In place either
sunk- below the surface of the knob or covered with
Insulating material. We do not know the arrangement of your circuit, and cannot thereforo give you
any other details, but you should assure yourself that
all controls are a earth potential, and that all insulation
is sound. Remember the old saying, i' Prevention is'
better than eure.'

-

.

-

-

.

.

I have got so old type of moving-coil speaker
whIch was formerly operated by a 6-volt accumulator.
I have just finished building the all-Mains Rxpress,
and wish to use this speaker, although I do not want
to keep the aeeu!nuist9r. Can I use it as a smoothing
choke in (ha UT. lead? If not, is there any other

NO SUBSTITUTIONS

-

-

-

-L. S. (Peckham), B. J. (Hampstead), R. W. F. she A.
(St. Osyth), and others, ask whether It is permissible to
use various eoneponents which they have on hand In
the construction of ono of the sets described in our
pages. We must emphasize that It is not advisable
to depart from the designers' specification, not because
the component which it is designed to substitute may
not be so efficient, but because owing to physical
dimensions the layout may be so modified as to lead
to trotsbie,.either,from interactIon between wiring or
components. We should like readers to bear this point
in mind, therefore and although we appreciate that it
is often the ease Lisat a particular component, say a
transformer, is specified, and the reader may have a
sparo transformer of a different make on hand, we
casiflOt agree to any substitution, and must insist that
the receivers are made up exactly to specification.
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Mullard Catalogue

READERS who have a Mullard loose-leaf catalogue should get the new sheet V.R.128 which
has just been issued, describing the Mullard lowconsumption pentode type P.M.22A. For use with a
P2-volt aecuniulator, this output valve is designed
particularly for porh'tbles, and small battery operated
recelveror The leaflet can be obtained on application jo Mullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., Mullaid
Rouse, Chating Cross Road, London, W.C.2.
Straden Producto
Y1E have received from Trecor Pepper, of DIrm-VV ingham, several leaflets giving prices and particulars of various Seradex components, including
nioving iron metres for panel mounting; filter chokes;
mains transformers; resistance nets; glnsswound
resistors; filter condensers and the Seradex A.C.L.T.
charger. Readers can obtain any of these lists free
of charg&by mentioning PRACTICAL WIRELRSS. The
address Is 48, Wake Green Road, Moseley, Birmingham.'

switeh'is secially designed for this purpose. Con- LR3, R'lio Nacional, Buenos Aires, on 316 m, (2)
nections are made where you can easily get at them." 1R2, Radio Prieto, Buenos Aires, on 330 m. ; (3)
WCAU, Philadelphia (Eis.) Columbia Broadcasting
Once the wit.ch is in position you just slide the chassis
into its cabinet and screw in the reinforced knob
through the slot in the cabInet. The switch, which
io rated at 4 amps, is made of moulded bakelite, the
terminals and contacts beIng of phosphor bronze.
Further pñrtieulars of this useful hwitch are given in a
leaflet, a copy of which can be obtained from (lao.
Becker, Ltd., Wembley.
Mimes Radio Company
'YÎE have been advised by The Mimes Radio
VVCotppany, of Cottingley, Yorks, that owing
to-the expansion of business they have now removed
to larger premises. Their new address is Victoria
Works, Church Street, Bingley, Yorks.
-

[tL]

UNDER the above title, with the assistance of a
recognised authority on foreign broadcasting matters
and a regular contributor to wireless publications
both at home and abroad, we are inaugurating a special
Identification Service, which should prove of great
assistance to our readers. When tuning in wellknown stations it happens frequently that listeners
pick up wireless transmission of which they fail to
recognize the origin. It is to solve these little probleuis that the Broadcast Query Service has been
organised.
In order that a careful search may be made it is
essontial that certain data should be supplied to the
best of the inquirer's ability, and knowledge. When
Sin-Sixty Valves
sending such queries to the Editor the following rules
IN a neat booklet just Issued by Six-Sixty Radio should be followed
Co., Ltd., a complete ronge of these well-known
i. Write legibly, in ink. Give your full name and
valves is given. Full particulars and prices of upwards address.
of thirty different kinds of valves are Included, together
2. State type of receiver used, and whether trans'
with the characteristic curve of each valve. The mission wan heard on headphones or on loud-speaker.
address is 17-18, Rathbone Place, Oxford Street,
3. State approximate ssavelength or frequency to
London, W.1.
which receiver was tuned, or, alternatively, state bedween
Electriclocks
which two stations (of which you have the condenser
THERE is much to be said for the modern electric readings) the transmission was picked up.
clock which requires no winding, no regulat4.GIve date and time when broadcast was heard.
¡ng-no levelling, and no attention. An "Electrl- Do not forget to add whether am, or pus.
clock" gives this trouble-free service indefinitely.
5. Give details of programme received, and, if you
You just stand the clock where you want it, and plug can, some indication regarding the language, if heard.
in to the nearest point. Full particulars and prices
5. State whether and what cali was given and-or
of a comprehensive range of these new clocks are given kind of interval signal (metronome, musical box,
in an attractive brochure we have received from bells, etc.) between items.
Electriclocks and Radio, Ltd.; Avenue Works, Hanover
7. To facilitate publication of replies, append a
Park, Pcckham, London, S.E.15. The clocks, which nom-de-plu me to your inquiry.
are for use on AC. maim only (200 fo 250 volts, 50,
Although the service is mainly applicable to broadcycles) are driven by a special motor consuming only casting stations, wherever possible replies will be given
1.9 watts. The various patterns of cases, in which in regard to morse transmitters (commercial stations,
the clock movement Is housed, are flue examples of fog beacons, etc.) and short-wave broadcasts. For the
British workmanship.
identification, however, of stations operating on channels below 100 metres it viIi be evident ,o Inquirers
N and K
Ten Pas " Inductor Loud-speaker
subHIS new speaker (Ferrand Patent) operates that a closer estimate of wavelength must be
on an clectro-magnetic system in which two mitted than In the case of broadcasts on the medium
Iron armatures are used which can only move in a path or long waveband if successful identification la to
parallel with the pole faces of the double magneto. be carried oat.
All lnsulries should be addressed to The Editor,
This arrangement resulto In a distortionless reproduction comparable to that of a moving-coil speaker. The PRACTICAL WISIELISS5, 8-11, Ssullsamptsn St reel,
speaker is obtainable in handsome cabinets, of different Strand, Losulon, W.C.2, and the envelope marked
designs, one of which is made specially non-resonant. Broadcast Qttèry Serr ice, in top left-hand corner.
Full details, together with diagram of connections and Stamped addressed envelope should i,be, enclosed,
prices, are given in a booklet we have received from as replies cannot be sent by post, but will be published
in due courae in each Issue of PRACTICAL WIaRAESS.
A. Brodersen, 11, Northampton Square, Goswell Road,
London, ECl.

:-

System (256.8 rn); (4) WTAM, Cleveland (Ohio)
National Broadcasting Company network on 280.2 m.
(5) WPG, Atlantic City (N.J.) Columbia BrQadcasting
System on 212.6 an.; (6) WIOD, Miami Beach
(F10). on. 230.6 m. National Broadcasting Company
network, W. PRircluRD (W.8): WTIC, Hartford
(Coon.) NatIonal Broadcasting Company network
on 282.8 m. EARLY Bian (Porthcawl): Apparently
amateur experimental transmitter in your neighbourhood; must know call letters to permit identification. W. O. (Rhondda): (a) lAC, Coltano (Italy) on
35.8 m.; 45.31 rn and many other wavelengths;
(b) DAN Norddeich (Germany) on 36 m. HELICON
(Smethwick): According to programme, not Radio
Normandie (Fécamp) unless items were altered;
possibly amateur transmitter. SHOlcTw.vE (Torquay):
VQ7LO, Nairobi (Kenya Colony) on 49.5 m. VALVER
(Abernethy): New Leipzig transmitter on 389.6 m.
Tests with this station have been carried out at the
end of the day's programme.

The Plays That Have Thrilled Millions!

ILLIONS of wireless listeners who have
been thrilled by such plays as " The
Path of Glory" and " The Mary Celeste
can now read them in book form for the
first time. Five radio thrillers. 356 pages.

RADIO PLAYS
By

L.

du Garde Peach

Obtainable at all Newsagents and
Bookstalls, or by post, 2/9, from
George Newnes, Ltd., 8-ii, Southampton St., Strand, London, W.C.2.

Everyone Recommeñds

The

SLEKT VN "COLT"

L.F

TRANSFORMER

The finest transformer esce made at
suet a low erice. Specified for the
latest sets. Raiios: 2:1,3;1,4:1.5:1.

T

SLEKTUN PRODUCTS,

LTD.,

-

up in chassis form it Is good
practice to assemble the on-off or wave-change
switch direct on the chassis. The new Becker Xit-

Replies to Broadcast Queries
(Plymouth): WNJ, Rocky Point (N.Y.)
on 31.71 rn. (9460 Le/a). PATIENCE (atasgow): (1)
QTJERY

-

Pr

5g6.l'rc

8d

dozen 7/6. Lists for stamp.
48, WAKE GREEN ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.
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Home Talkles
are

now

r

practicable

lt,IOST people know that moving pictures in
IVI the home are well established-yet how

many realise that home talkies are now
practicable?. The_accompanying picture shows
a strip of talkie film specially made Jor home
use and carrying in the peculiar serràted line at
the side of the pictire all of the délicate
gradûations of speech andmusíc.
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5.1

OME MOVIES and Home

SEND POSTCARD TO-DAY FOR SPECIMEN.

Home Movies is obtainable at ail Newsage sis,
i3-oskstalls and Dealers, or by post 74d. (Sobserip.'
tb,, rates: Inland and Abroad -7/6 per anno',,
Canada 7/. per annum) froni George Newnes, Ltd.,
8vll Soul hampton St., Strand,

=

L

-

S

COPY....

,.

-

-

-

-

Talkies, the brightly written
monthly magazine devoted entirety to amateur cinematography, is now running a series of articles by an expert
describing in simple language just how talkies are made. Other
fascinating artides in the current issue, which, by the way is a
speciallyenlargedChristniasnumber,are "The FunofAmateur
Filming," which describes the adventures and experiences of
an amateur whose films- have become famous; "How to
Choose a Party Programme," from the many film hire libraries;
"Choosing your Cine Gifts for Christmas," an illustrated
supplement; and "How to -Produce a Film," by Adrian
Brunel, the well.known director.
- -- -

I

By

-

-

London, ¡V.c.2.

-

-

4

Christmàs.Numer
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DY1
RI WAVE Coil Unit.

SII

the--Iteart

the

'of

EMPIRETHRIEE
- Speczfic'ition of the "Antinod'tl for

\
-

-

even reception and
smooth reaction throughout
the entire short-wave band.
give such

-

-

\

the?ractical Wireless "EmpireThree'
was made obviously because, there
is no other short-wave coil that cati

-

I,

...

'-.

-'

q

lt'
critical: handling tif
short sàlengths from

-'

-

.12

y ,"

.1

-

V

V

)

,/

-

ietres1

By its eriUcal tuning they have been
able to receive and separate shortwave stations from all over the world.
Thus "Antinodal" has absolutely
overcome short-wave réception difficultics and has definitely-revolutionised present short wave Practice

V

I

the

is universally acknowledged by ex
perimenters and others as amazing.

j.

-

80

to

all

Empire Three

For the

-

V

V

V

V

V

¿

.ANTIIODALV

Whát
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V
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V

HENRIES
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V
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gVVkV.

Àtinoda1 SlÇort-Wave Ciii Unit_V
List No. BY 33. VBase. 2 x Shea.
Osrrall height .hilla.
-

V

V

V
V
V

V

VV

V

HYPERMITE
L.F.

-

-

.

----

i,ith Hypermite,"

'

which5 ii specified
in modarn circ,uts
for its hih_.pri-

.'

maryindutance,

-

To Radio Instruments, Ltd., Croydon, Surrey.
Anliasdal" Brochur'and
Please send. m, post fice, a coba ej th

the

of performanceand
small size foi coin-

Hpermjf e

-
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.....................

,

r

-
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Radio Instruments, Ltd.. Croydon, Surrey.

-

-

.
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PRV
of

r

.

pride.

The Advertisement

-

_

-,

pact assembly. lt
is the best nickel
iron alloy core
ts'ansfoimer at its

Addres

-

-

S

-

'

general superiority

-

Leaflet,-

Name..

TRANSFORMER

Forhigh aniplification withr,t'iistoetio,
L.F.stgs will be safer and more setisfaciory'

Fill in and post, in -d.stasiiped unsealed envelope, the coupon
,-.
below for a free copy.

.
t

f

.

V

V

en!
bookie!
absorbing
- dea1s fully with Short- Wave problems and their solution and describes
'
in s!ail the A aliñada! Short- Wav Coi!' Unit.

-

V

-.

V

FREE
ANTINOPALUROCHURE
interest loall Short-Wave
husiasis, 'jhis
Of

.

-

r-

ance

-

V

'r

V

V

V

- -

V

r-.

does

it

is a short-wave coil incorporating a loading
1inductance which provides or allows an alternative electrical
position for the aerial coupling coil. lt bridges dead spots
- aiid áljvays provides sufficient SMOOTH reaction to produce
'oscillation at all tuning positions.
Stations hitherto difficult or impossible to -receive can be
tuned in with ease and certainty.
V

V

and what

is

-" AntinQdal"

V

-

it

VV
V

Telephone

:

Thornton Heath

3211.

-.
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CHOKE

4
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(rLEwcosl
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:
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('trrwi

Fundamentally sound in every sense, Lewcos precisionmade components owe their superiority to their creators'
long experience as first-class wire manufacturers. All
reputable dealers stock and- confidently recòmrnend
-Lewos componehts -6f every type.
-

Descriptive Literature of the Components you need will
be supplied on demand to Radio Publicityflépt W.

)

___

-

L
-

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMtTHS, LJMITED, CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, LONDON,

E.1O
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'

CPiK»UP

.,.

'

DJESJUÇT10E
ifOTHE
R

.

i..

'H.

J:

the

A pick-up which. gives

record its due
and reproduces every subtle inflexion of harmony at its tone value. Such is the B.T.H.
Pick-up, the choice of leading radiogram manu.
facturers and radio engineers ; and the most

:

r
.

.

F

.

.

:
B.T.H SENIOR PICKu (1933 model). .This..
been completely redesignedandgivesaneven
better response curve
than hitherto Free couphas

.

.

-

widely used of any.
.

lingoftheheadtothetone

-

.

-

.

Your dealer will be pleased to demonstrate the various models in the B.T.H.
-

.

s

-

-

-,
-

-

-

--

-

(Complet
volume control).

THE EDISON SWAN

S

V

Price 25/-.
B.T.H. SENIOR PICK-UP complete
vith four adaptors co fit standard tone
arms. Price 27/6.

.-PICKUP
EDISWAN

with

has been

re-designed and irnproved and now indudes a special volume control fitted in
the base of the tone-arm pillar. This
model is constructed ir(a one-piece
moulding of BT.H. "Fabrolite" and is
rçcommended to those requiring a
highly efficient but ir1èxpensive pick-up.

-

-'

).-2.2.O.

{
B.T.H. MINOR PICK-UP

-

L

-

.

-

arm redüces pressure on
records and facilitates
needle changing. - Price

s

and Tone

RADIO=100%

Arm

BRITISH

ÊLECTRIC.CO._LTD.__155CHARINGCROSSRD.,

_i

LONDON,

W2

±

I
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Get BRILLIANt:

oln
l'o be
re,,! mIià (hri%1m0s

now

RESPONSE from yOur
GRAMOPHONE RECORDS.

Huit' Ive .jo'un

with

HARLIE PICK-UP

à

DOWN.

r

Pi'
-

,

1.

e)

t,

/

You cannot do better
than scrap your present

F

.

...

loud speaker and invest
in the incomparable
"Challenger," the intrument which will
give you a thousand-fold
return in reproduction of
speech and music. Read
the " Wireless World "
Test Report on the
and you
"Challenger"
will realise that the ideal
well-nigh
has
been
achIeved.

/

-

/

/

MODEl. 36 Cash Price

r

'

'

,

'-

.

-

\ J.

//
.

3-ratio
Ferranti Transformee
-

.

-

'L;

"WiRELESS WORLD" states:

¡

"The performance of this unit is such
that it merits discussion front a-n absolute -

-

standpoint and without regard to tise very
rissonable prtcc asked.. . Overall senastivity slightly better than the average.
reproduction of bass below loo cycles quifr
definitely above average . . . as a result of
the well-maintained output down to o
cycles a full-bodied bass is obtained without
'boo,u.' Reproduction of speech is natural
and unforced, and the balance in music is
exceptionally good.'
-

-

Enjoy a new standard of reproduction
of gramophone records by playing them
through your. wireless set with., the
wonderful Flarlie Pick-Up. Simple
fixing and connecting instructions
supplied.
.
i
Modern in design, superb in performance,
the new I-lathe models are deflmteiy a
scason ahead " of any others. They pro- L..
duce a fidelity of tone which is really
amazing, remarkable frequency response
and range giving uniform tonal quality,
definitely improves the results'
Old or new, records are definitely imobtained with your speaker.
proved when played through one of
Tt gives you the choice of
these superb Pick-Ups. Spring counterdifferent tones, normal. brubalance ensures correct weight on record
liant, bright,
mellow, deep,
and ball-bearing base allows free swing,
also acts as a
reducing wear to a minimum. Every
whistle ülter,
Harlie Pick-Up is individually tested
and when used
for tone accuracy, and has built-in
\vitli a Pick-up
Volume Control,
needle scratch.
H.P. Terms-2/6
2/6
to Loods
Obtainable Irons
in 7 days and 5 monthly
ontetor
1/- down, 1/- ja
payments of 5f...
7 days, and 2
k

t

351.
'iNCLUDING

27/6

eliminates

do,

I

I

sp.r

-:

-

- -

-

-

/

monthly payments Of
/6. Cash price 4/O.
hereisalimitednumber
of thefle-Luxe
model at 10/-

1

.

I

-

eachonldays'
approval.

FREE.

H

Ask your dealer to demonstrate, and resolve

to make yours areal Radio Xmas with an

iutereetto
booklet ohlekteflo
yonbowa pick-up

R&A

ploy re-orSo with

An

works-bow -to

"Challenger."

REPRODUCERS

&

AMPLIFIERS LTD.; w0LvERHAMPT0N:

(y',

inbridgè

Rdjj

P. En field. Middlesex.
Please forward

.

FREE BOOKLET
'
TONE SELECI'OR
DE LUXE PICK-UP J

For which-I enclose P.O value

QIÁLLE IIGER

Artériaf

out items not
wanted.

.......... (no stamps).

Name. ....................................................
Address

......................................................
P.\V.I.

ffo&lesa
-

.

.
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S

PETO-SCOTT
D

WY

ETELSENJUPITER S.G.3. ëoplete kit as Send
advertised,- less - valves and Cabinet.'
Cash Price 63/17/O. Carriage Paid. '
balance in Il monthly payments of 7/-. only.
SLEKTUN SCOUT

S.G.3.

SG.,

riage-Pak

Balance in

I

11

COSSOR MELODY MAKER MODEL

monthly payments of

COSSOR MELODY MAKER MODEL

E

E

i

LISSEN S.G.3 PENTODE BATTERY SET. Sepd
In walnut cabinet complete vith speaer,
f
valves and all necessary batteries. Wavelength calibrated. Cash Price, £8/1/6: only
Carriage Paid.
Balance ja 14 monthly payments of 13/4.

34

kit lss valves and cabinet,

-

BLUE SPOT UNIT AÑDCHSÏS,
Type 99- P.M. Inciuding- matched 516

only
transformer. CashrPrice £2/19/6.
Balance in Il monthly payments of 5/6.
".VICTOR" PERMANENT
R - & A
Send
MAGNET MOVING-Coil. SPEAKER DE
LUXE. With 6-ratio input transformer
5
6
Cash
Price
protecting
grille.
and
only
£311010. Carriage Paid
of
6/6.
payments
in
11
monthly
Balance
R & A "CHALLENGER" PERMANENT
SPEAKER.
Send
MAGNET MOVING-COIL
With spcciál Ferranti multi-ratio input
Cash Price,
transformer.
only
Carriage Paid, LI/IS/O.
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 6/6.
W.S. PERMANENT MAGNET MOV- Send
With
ING-COIL SPEAKER P.M.2.
a-ratio input transformer. Cash Price
only
£4/S/s. Carriage Paid,
Balance in Il monthly payments of 7/10.
CELESTION P.P.M. PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING COIL SPEAKER with im- Send
pregnated diaphragm and dual-impedance input transformer. Cash Price,

only.
Carriage Paid, £21716.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/6.
PERMANENT MAG- -Send
SONOGHORDE
NET MOVING-COIL SPEAKER, with
universal input transformer. Cash Price,

"

only

Balance in 5 monthly, payments of 6/-.
Send
BLUE SPOT 66R UNIT AND MAJOR
CHASSIS. Cash or COD. £2/10/10.
4 7
Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/7. only

BLUESPOT SPEAKERUNIT
AND CHASS S, Type 100 U.

Carriage
£1/12/S.
Paid.
Balance in G monthly payments
of 5/2.
EKCO H.T. ELIMINATOR A.C.25 for
AC. mains. Tapped S.G. variable, 50/SO Send
volts and 120/150 volts max. at 25 rn/A.
Cash or COD. Carriage Paid, £311716.
Balance in Il monthly payments of 7/-. Only
ULTRA 1933 TIGER. A.C.or D.C. mains.
S.G.,S.G. Detector and Pentode. Moving Send
Cash Price

'1

Ç

I'

coil Speaker. eamplete with Mazda
Valves. Ready for use. Cash Price, Carnage Paid, 615/15/0.Balance in 17 monthly payments of 20/.
TELSEN MACNAMARA. SG., Detector,
and Pentode. Complete, ready to play,
with Moving-coil Speaker. In Walnut
Cabinet. Cash Price, Carriage Paid,
615/15/0.
Balance in 17 monthly payments of 20/-.
PYE "G." 3 Valve with Band-Pass
Tuning. Variable-Mu, Power-Grid and
Pentode. Complete ready to play with
Moving-Coil Speaker. Walnut Cabinet.
Cash Price, Carriage Paid, 618/13/0.
Balance in 17 monthly payments of 24/3.

STR ICI

I

E

E

only

Send

334.

Cash Price

£41616.' Carriage Paid,
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/-.

E

VALVES

CHASSIS 'KIT
-

with ¿Liasen) S.G., Deterior
and Pentode Valve3. Cash
Price, Carriage Paid, £41916.
Delivered, carriage paid, Ofl
first payment
Balance in 11
monthly payments o!

83

-

with (Liasen) Vtffves, Walnut Cabinet and 'spetial
Balanced Aimature Loudspeaker. -. Cash Price,
£6 /5/O.
Carriage
Paid,
Delivered, earriagé paid, od
firstpaynientcif 4
Balance in 11 I
monthli pay- i '116'
ments o! 11/6. -

Cash Price £2/9/6. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/6.
ATLAS ELIMINATOR, Type A.C.24I.
...Three tappings.
SG., Detector- and
Power, Output 120 volts at 20 rn/A.
Cash Price £2/19/s. Carriage Paid,,
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/6.
HEAYBERD H.T. UNIT D.150. Tapped
variable 60/120 v. variable 0/150 fixed.
Max,, 55 mIa at 150 v. 20 m/a at 120v,
Cah Price,'Carriage Paid, £4/6/O.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/10.
EKCO A.C.18 H.T. ELIMINATOR for
AC. mains, Tapped SG. 80 y. 120/150
,v at 1.2 rn/a. Cash Price, Carriage Paid,

.....

ON GENEROUS EASY TERMS
¡,aiI to

your ,Ioo,

CON IPHONE
PICK-UP K.17. With Serid
counter balanced arm
and rotating bead.
Cash Price, £2/2/0. on ly
Carriage Paid.
Balance in 7 monthly payse len' Ls
of 5/9.

BLUE SPOT PICKUP. With arm, rotat- Send
Ing head and volume
control. Cash Price
only
L3/3/0.
Carriage
Paid.
Balance in 11 month! y payments of 5/9.

M A R

59

-

With Send
Variable-Mu. Complete and ready to play
¡3
with valves, batteries and accumulator with
f
moving-coil speaker. Cash Price, 69/9/0. only
Carr. Paid. Balance in 14 monthly payments of 14/3.

i

E

E

E

E

-

£3/7/S. -

Only

Send

only

-

Send

Only
Send

only

Balance in 11 monthly payrneats of 6/3.
GARRARD INDUCTION GRAMOPHONE
MOTOR. For A.C. mains. Model 202. Send
Mounted on 12-inch nickel motor plate
with fully automatic electric starting and
stopping switch,
Cash Price £2/lob, only
Carriage Paid,
Batanee in 11 monthly payments of 4/7.
GARRARD JUNIOR ." B" SPRING Send
MOTOR. Complete with turntable, Cash
Price ,L1/13/O. Carriage Paid,
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 6/1. onty
REGENTONE W.I.F. H.T. ELIMINATOR
for AC. mains. Tapped for SG., Detec- Send
tor and Power, 120/150 volts mas, at
12 rn/a. Cash or COD., Carriage Paid,
-

LI/ls/O.

only-

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/1
W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING-COIL SPEAKER, Type
PM4. Complete with transformer.
Cash Price £2/2/0. Carriage Paid,
Balance in 7 monthly payments
of 5/9.
,

AERODYNE ALL-MAINS VARIABLE-MU
S.G.3. Complete and ready to play, with

AERODYNE SCREENED GRID 3.

E

S.G.3.

er.

ONLY -FROM PETO4COTT
Cmiiaq

"METEOR"

ROLA
PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING - COIL SPEAKER F.6.
\ith universal tapped input transform-

S.Ge3

-

E

"20 C" PERMANENT Ii,IGNET Send
MOVING-COILSPEAKER. (NesvEdition.)
\Vith 5-ratio input transformer. Cash 6 6
only
Price. LI/ls/O. Carriage Paid,
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 6/6.

ABINET KIT

'

S.G.3.

EPOCH

i

-

-

COMPLETE. WITH

"METEOR"

Three-valve screened grid receiver. Covers Send
short, medium and long 'raves ssithout
coil changing. Cash Price (less valves and
only
cabinet), 63/15/3. Carriage Paid.
Balance in li monthly payments of 7/-.

E

only

RADIO

READY

E

THIS YEAR'S WINNER
LISSEN

-

£111216.

E

FREADY RADIO KENDALL-PRICE S.G.4. - Send
SG., Detector, L.F. and Power. Complete
-

Send

r

E

With Metallised Variable-mu SG. and
Detector Valves, Poseer Valve an4 Cabinet.
only
Cash Price, 66/7/6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 11/10.

E

I,».

Three-valve screened-grid receiver, with
valves, cabinet and permanent-magnet Send
moving-coil speaker. Covers short, medium
and long waves s ithout Coil changing. 6
Cash Price, 68/17/6.
Carriage Paid, only
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 16/3.

E

E

only

RADIO

READY

335.

Complete with valves, speaker and cabinet. Send
Employs Cossor Variable-mu S.G., 14F.
stage, Detector and Poseer Valves. Cash
only
Price 67/17/6. Carriage Paid,
Balance in il monthly payments of 14/10.

7/3.

NO

RAIDI

Detector Send

and Power . Kit "A," less valves and
cabinet. Cash or C.O.D., £3/la/S. CarI

MAS

UR

moving-coil speaker. Cash Price, 615/15/0;
Carriage Paid,
Balance in 17 monthly payments of 20/-.

Send

only

-

-

Send

PETO-SCOTT CO,

you by retors lar

YOnedO
only
Send

only

ca

leaflet

o! ali

Manutactorera' Products adtbis
vertloed
in
$ounrs!. Any Paree!
O! eOmpooeflta or
accessories over £2
sepyiled cv Easy
1933 CAtALOGUE

Ltd,

77, City Road, London, E C I
Telephon'e: Clerkenwell 9100/7.
'
West End Showrooms: 62. High Holborn. London. Wt.2. Telephone Holborn 3248.
Dear Sirs, Please send nie CASH/COD/H.P
for which I enclose
d. CASH/H.P-Deposit. Also stud ydut FREE 1933Radio
Catalogue.
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KIT INCLUDES,,
BULGIN "TRANSCOUPLER"

I

BUL.GIN NEW SCREENED COIL
1-BULGIN D.P ROTARY SWITCH
2 BULGIN VALVEI-IOLDERS
I BULGIN DIFF. CONDENSER
i BULGIN SCREENED HF. CHOKE
IB ULGIN TUSE HOLDER & FUSE
BULGIN 3-POINT SWITCH
Bulgin Terminals, Battery Clip,
Battery Cord, Grid Leak and
Holder, Fixed Condenser,
Brackets and Coils of "Quickwyre," ALSO Slow Drive VariaI,le Condenser with Escutcheon
Plate, Screws, Bolts, etc.
i

-

(

\

AND
POLISHED WALNUT CABINET
*ith first-class Permanent Magnet
MOVING COIL SPEAKER.
Full size Diagram and Layout:

Our con:pleie Free technical service
co,nu,jnd, to ensure perfect results

is y'ourl

to

--------EVERYTHING.

r.

1

L

-

FIVE POUNDS!Now/can
6uiId

you a real

quality set("

no idea that Bulgin made such an excellent kit
of their components.
"This must be that attractive little set you remarked
about when ive fetched the accumulator last night.
We'U go round to-nightand hear itfullydemonstrated."
Reader, have you heard it? It's the most amazing little set
Only two valves, it's most
you can possibly make up.
economical of H.T. (average 10-12 mA.), but because its quality
components are carefully matched it easily gives the results
of a three-valve set. Primarily a local station set, it will ajso
receive, oi; its own speaker, Radio Paris and many foreign
stations, with splendid fidelity of tone.
Hear it to-night at your dealers, or write for descriptiv
folder 'N'
"l'ci

-

j,

"J

-

ES
.

N

IL

SPEAKER and
H A N D SOME

.

I
-

__-

-

-

-

::..

'SIMP E

TWOTHREE'

(BATTERY DRIVEN)
Â. F.

RULGIN & CO., LTD

KIT

Abbey Road,
'

BARKING, ESSEX.

Telephone: Gras: gesood 3266-3267.
j.on.lon Shewsoem:: 9. ¡0. ¡1,

Custor Street,

Chançeru Lane, E.Ç.4.

J-

Obtnab!e from ALL Deaier.
Idenhene: HoThorn 2072.

In ceses of

d.ffiuislty

write

direct.

/

-

-__aa-
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.-
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SPECIAL NOTICE!
OUR FREE WEEKLY DATA SHEETS
Starting with next week's issue we shall
present FREE with every copy of PRACTICAL WIRELESS a Valuable Data Sheet,
conveniently punched so that it may be
flied for easy reference. One o! these data
sheets will be given every.week until further
notice, and each will deal with one special
branch of wireless construction and operation. The, first sheet, to be given next
week, will deal with Accümulator Charging
at Home, and it contains tables and illus-

tratiöns coverine both A.C. and D.C.
charging. Other subjects to be covered
are : Coils and Coil Winding, Mains
Transformers, Resistances, Condensers,
etc., etc. Each card is printed on a
stout and serviceable manilla board, and
will provide in At-a-Glance form all
those elusive tacts and figures which you
are constantly needing when making or
operating sets. This is the very first
time that any paper has provided for its
readers such a remarkable series of
loose inset data sheets, and it is just one
more index of the fact that this paper
exists to serve its readers. You have
nothing to do; for these 'data sheets are
included loose in the issues. The
enormous success of -the paper, however,
renders it doubly necessary for you to
place a regular order with your -newsagent.
.
Finland's TransmItters . FINLAND posesses eight broadcast.
¡ng stations which are on the air
daily, namely i Lahti (40 kW.), Helsinki
(10 kW.), Viipuri (10 kW.), Oulu (1.2
kW.), Tampere (0.7 kW.), Turku, Pori
Transmissions are
and Jakobstad.
made in both the Finnish and,Swedish

'of

at Castelgandolfo for a regular telegraphic
and teldphonic service with the Italian
capital.

TOPE on the newl5O-kilowatt Budapest
(Hungary) transmitter has progressed
so satisfactorily that it is fully expected to
get it ready for operation by the spring
of 1933. In the meantime, four relays
of lower power are being opened at Magyarovar, Nyiregyhaza, Miskolo and Pees;
they will work on 210 metres.
-

-

the
r

)Ebítor

-

-

anb %taff 3oin

-

-

'Utebmn

Ever

-

iReaer

tems. As 'the transmission will also be
taken by the W8XK and W3XAU group.
of stations on short waves they will be
accessible to listeners in the British Isles.
The Witzleben Radio Tower
THE Berlin radio authorities are contemplating immediato alterations to the
uppermost platform of the Witzleben aerial
tower as recently a man, in order to test a
new parachute, threw himself from that
high point with fatal results. Similar
Eiffel
European Concert
March 3rd next, Switzerland will
ON broaddast an International Conceit
?
in which the Zurich, Berne, Basic,
Geneva, Lausanne and Lugano studios
will take part; - The-transmission will be
relayed by land-line to the main European stations.
To Broadcast Without Permit
emphatic pro.
tests lodged by local Municipali.
tics, the French authorities refuse to
sanction the opening of the new 60.
kilowatt 8tation built by Radio-Toulouse.
On the other hand, it is now stated that,
in accordance with the Ferrió plan for
the reorganization of the French broadcasting system, a 120-kilowatt station
is to be erected by the State in that
%
district. In the meantime, Radio Toulouse may be heard testing after
midnight.
A Station with a Tragic Name
inhabitants of Sarajevo (Yugo
slavia) have appealed to the government authorities to allow them to take
over the military-wireless transmitter in that
city and to convert it to telephony. If
this plan is carried out the station will act
as relay to Belgrade, Ljublj ana and
Zagreb.
Too Much of a Good Thing
RUMANIA, has protested against
-the power - of the- ' Leipzig
which, although on
a channel 9 kilo-

NO'TA1

-

-

-

'liapp

Chrítnia

Some S.B.

..'

T

-i

-

IN celebration of the fifteenth anniversary

1
of the Soviet Republic in Russia,
relays were carried out by the Moscow and
Leningrad stations from every studió in
First Ultra Short-wave Station
including broadcasts from the
ACCORDING to the O88ervatore Romano the land,
of Kolhujêv ; the most northern post
(Rome), the Vatican station isbèing Island
greetings from
equipped with trarsiitting"apiara- at Severnaja Zemeja, and even
Many of these transmistus for broadcasts on a 60-centimetre Frdnz Josephsland.out
by wireless link.
wave, on the Marconi principle. It sions were carried
is the first station of- its kind to be
installed. A twin transmitter Listen to Chicago
ILE official opening òf the forthcoming
.and receiver is also
International Exhibition at Chicago
being erected at
the Papal Palace (Vi.) will be relayed to a new. short-wave

/-

transmitter specially erected for the pur.
pose, and re-broadcast through the entire,
National and olurnbia Broadcasting Sys-.

-

in

-

-'

[SS:
-

New Stations in Hungary

"

languages..

MRE

-

-.

-

-

-

broadcasts.-'
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cycles from the Bucharest wavelength, cornpletely cover the latter's transmissions, êvch
in the neighbourhood of the capital. A request has been lodged with the Union Internatioruile de Radiodiffusion at Cenevíi to
obtain a ähannel less liable to interference.
-.
Back to the Army Again
ffiHROUGHOUT Germany listeners are
I signing petition lists to be sent to.the
Reicinfunk at Berlin, with a view to an
alteration in the, character- of tho radio
programmes. Complaints are made that
since the 'transfer of the studios to the
State, the broadcasts are too subject to
a military influence.
i
A Multi-Lingual Broadcaster
all the European stations
OF Moscow (Trades' Unions) is the
one which transmits in the greatest
number of languages. For the remainder of this month on both 1,304 and
50 metres talks will be given in French
and English (8.0-9.0 p.m.); Swedish,
Magyar and Spanish (9.0-10.0 p.m);
and earlier in the evening, between
7.0 and 8.0 p.m. G.M.T., in German,
Dutch and Czech.

you to know that the studios place thdir
entertaimnénts under two headings, namely,
"Sustaining programmes" and" sponsored
programmes." The first are those of whiçh
the station owners pay the cost, the latter
the "time" sold to private concerns for
publicity and advertising purposes. Mdst
of the main stations are on the air eighteen
hours a day.

INTERESTING and TOPICAL'
PARAGRAPHS

e.,e.,a.aij

over to 42.1 in. The tests are made in clear
telephony.
How They Work in the U.S.A.
NOW that so many transtuissions are
being heard on the medium waveband
in the late hours of the night it may interest
-

HourlY Weather Reports

motorist 'who has a wireless set

NO need be fog-bound. Official Air
Ministry weather reports are broadcast on a wavelength of 833 metres

AIRWAY RADIO STATION

roughly at hourly intervals throughout
the morning and the late afternoon
from the A.A. radio station at Heston
airport. it is the only station of
its kind in the country, and the
reports have proved invaluabip to
motorists, airmen and also to farmers,
many of whom now regularly tune in.
On a flight south from Newcastle
during a recent spell of very bad
weather an aeroplane was able to
complete the journey in a few hours
with the help of the weather reports,
while a second machine was held up
for 4 days. The station, which is
fitted with Exide batteries, has a range
of 250 miles for broadcasting and considerably more for telegraphy-and
thus covers almost the whole of
England.

L

Transatlantic Opera via Berlin
DURING the coming winter season
relays of performances from the
Metropolitan Opera House, New York,
will be broadcast by a number of
German stations. They will be picked
up on short wavelengths at Beelitz,
near Berlin, and from there fed to the
transmitters through the usual land-

(Çontinue4)

tì%

Radio Receiver in a Royal Car
H.1
PRINCE OF WALES has
had one of his motor-ears
lines.
specially equipped with a wireless set;
More Power br Holland
it has been fitted under the footrest
increased output of the Hilverin the rear part of the saloon. The
T1 sum transmitter having proved
receiver contaim an automatic volume
its value to Dutch and foreign listeners
control in order to maintain music
steps are to be taken to reconstruct
and speech at an even strength as the
the Huizen broadcasting station in
car travels through streets screened by
order to boost its power to 20 kilohigh buildings. The aerial is concealed
watts. The station works daily on This is the U.S. Department of Commerce neu, aviation in the roof. Two loud-speakers have
1,875 metres.
radio station ön the his/i s/asses of the San Gabrili been installed, one in the chauffeur's
Mäuniains al Glenddle, California. From itere h urly section to enable him to hear broadWhere the Nuts Come From
THE Anglo-Brazilian wireless tele- broadçasls of weather alone California airways are casts whilst waiting for his Royal
Master.
Senf ouf for benefit of aviakrs in flic air.
phone service has been extended
to cover the State of Minas Geraes.
Far North Radio Station Destroyed
The cost of a call from London is £6
AREPORT has reached Copenhagen from
-for the first three minutes and a
Greenland to the effect that the wiresupplementary £2 for each subsequent
less station OXM, Scoresby Sund was burnt
minute.
An effective cure for stamdown at the beginning of last September.
mering
The news caused some anxiety in regard
Problem No. 12.
The Ultra-ultra Short Waves
to the difficulty which might be experienced
Rogerson owned a J'ortabin set, and was ¡
in
EXPERIMENTS are being carried out
keeping in touch with the British Arctic
not satifled with the reception of foreign
Air Route Expedition, but it is stated that
by the Air Ministry with a micro-ray
stations. Ho therefore decided to work the
set with an outside aerial, and accordingly
equipment in connection with the crosscommunications from its members would be
fitted a six-pin coil holder In the cabinet,
channel air services. Tests ard to be made
sent through Angmagssalik (OZL). These
and joined the frame aerial In series with the
on wavelengths in the neighbourhood of
stations are solely used for wireless telecoil. When the outside aerial was attached
he found he could not tuno to any of the
fifteen centimetres. Special apparatus for
graphy and operate on 600 and 975 metres.
ordinary
broadcasting
stations,
and
in
fart
the purpose has been installed at Lympno
could only just hear Radio-Paris on the zero
Don't Shoot the Pianist I
airport to establish two-way commurticasetting of the tuning dial.
Why was this?
Three books wilt be awarded for the first
tion with the St. Inglevert Aerodrome near
AT the Bucarest studio, a special glass
three
correct
solutions
opened.
enveMark
Calais (France). In connection with these
cage has been built for the conductor
lopes Problem No. 12, and send to tite Editor,
experiments teleprinters for the automatic
of the orchestra; it enables him, whilst in
PnAcrica WIUELESS, Oro. Newnes, Ltd.,
8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, London,
transcription of messages will ho brought
full view of-the musicians, to hear through
W.C.2, to reach us not later than December
into
a loud-speaker how the coneert reaches the
12th.
ordinary listener.
Belgium and The Congo
ßETWEEN 10.0 and 11.0 am, daily
SOLUTION TO PROBLEM- No. 11.
an interchange of messages is t Jameson overlooked the fact that the secondary
FREE NEXT WEEK-'
carried out by the Ruysselede (Bol. of tho transformer required a centre-tap in order
apply grid bias to the output valves.
No. I OF OUR SERIES OF
gium) radio station and Leopoidville j to The
following three readers receive books in conCongo) on 19.3 m., at night to- nection with Problem No. 10:
SFIEETS
Mr. John Owens, 9, Clayton Street, Dndley,Northuniwards 11.0 p.m. berland
SEE PACE
Charles Myers, 7, Woodville Road, t
Mr.
the wave- New fla'rnet, Hanta.;
a. OH], Old Farm Bouse,
enith is changed Grand Bouet, Guernsey, CI.
i

T

-

-
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arm should be obtained, and this may be
plugged into the tone-arm in place of the
present acoustic soundbox. Where a
complete piece of apparatus is being constructed, however, obtain a pick-up with
carrier arm complete, and it will be certain
to be correctly tracked. H.T. 1 should be
plugged into the 100-volt tapping and H.T.
2 into a voltage from 120 to i50 volts.
Remember that the higher - the
voltage the louder the output can
be without distortion. The value
of the grid bias will depend upon
the valve maker's instructions and
care should be taken that these
aré adhered to. For normal entertainment purposes, such as songs,
recordi of speech and such-like,
this amplifier will give amplevolume. For dancing, however; a
much more powerful scheme must
be employed, and in placo of the
l.-1heoretical circuit of the gramophone
ower valve it would be advisable

OR those who do not possess
a radio-gramophone this
little amplifier may be
quickly made up for the Christi
mas holidays for providing dance-music.
It is assumed, of course, that the use of a
pickup with the ordinary wireless receiver
is not possible for some reason or other,
and that, therefore, a separate amplifier is
-

to employ two valves in pushpull. The transformer in this
case would have to be one of the
special push-pull transformers,
and a special push-pull output transformer
would also be required. In addition, a
further valve-holder would be required
for the extra valve. The first valve in
-

-

bi.

amplifier.

-

¿ needed. No cabinet will be needed unless
the amplifier is to be kept as a permanent
4
piece of apparatus. Fig. i shows the circuit
diagram, and Fig. 2 the wiring diagram.
It will be seen that the very simplest
layout is required, only two valve-holders
and a transformer being used. Where
J it is thought necessary, a terminal strip
f can be attached to the back of the baseboard and an on-off switch may also be
fitted to the panel to provide a ready
means of switching off tho valves. The
total cost of the components, therefore,
will be under £1, to which must be added
the two valves and batteries. The first
valve should be of the L.F. type, and the
second a small power valve. The transformer is a Lissen Hypernik, and this,
'
with the two valves mentioned, will give
a really good output. The pick-up should
Ebe fitted with a volume control, but if this
is one of the types which is not provided
with such a control, a potentiometer
should be mounted on the panel as
- shown in dotted lines. The value of this
component will depend upon the make of
.t pick-up employed, and the maker's instructions should be followed in this
instance. If an ordinary table
model gramophone is being employed, a pick-up without carrier

-

---

_.oe--
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tig..-!heoreticalcircuit

of the mains

Version.

@

L

-1,
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.
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..LT

Fig. 2.--Wiring diagram of the two-Valve
gramophone amp!,,Çer.
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-

-
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this case could be one with a much
higher amplification factor, and the
H.Tcould be increased.
This amplifier is intended primarily
as a seasonable emergency and not
for regular use, and therefore no
actual measurements or other details
are given.
Where it is desired to employ
mains valves, the modifications necessary are simply in the fitting of
5-pin valve-holders and adjustment
of grid bias. The extra pin is wired
to earth (that is, H.T.-) and the
grid bias may be provided as shown
in the dotted lines. If nutomatic
bias is required, the appropriate
value of resistance, shunted by a
2 mfd. condenser, should be inserted
in the-cathode leads as shown. In
this case remember that the output
from the mains unit must be sufficient
to supply anode voltage plias bias
voltage. Oñly one H.T. tapping
need be employed, a decoupling resistance being inserted in the first
anode circuit to drop the
voltage and to ensure
stability.

.'- ----

.-

-''-«

,
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See. Photogravure Supplement in this issue for: details
using a pick-up.
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Power frOm 'ihe TV añis
jDèrìvbig
j An Article Giving Preliminary Notes on Working
from the Ordinary Electric-light Current
Sets

By GILBERT

the

E TWINING

ONE of the chief advantages of obtaining the high tension, and possibly
low tension, from the mains for,
operating the set, is the ability to have a
lion-varying constant supply always at

light mains. Eliminators may also be
obtained, incorporating what is known as a
trickle charger; this will maintain the LT.
accumulator of the set constantly charged
ready for use. It is possible for the home
constructor to build his own eliminator
from components and- materials purchased.
(Instructive articles are being published in
this journal from timo to time, dealing with
this subject.
When changing over to mains operation.
with the existing set, it is advisable, if one
is not already in.
Cathode corporated, to fit
C
F
T, H T. an output ifiter of
Volts

I

------

Changing to A.C. Valves
In changing to alternating current valves
the supply from the mains has to be transformed down to the correct filament voltage, namely, 4 volts. If an eliminator
is used for the HT., which has no 4-volt
tapping, it will bo necessary to obtain a
filament transformer of good manufacture,
one side of which is connected to the mains,
P1u9
the other to the valve-holders. If a completo mains unit is being constructed, howI
ever, a transformer incorporating all the
necessary windings, both H.T. and L.T,
should be purchased, care being taken to
select one of first-class manufacture by a
some form or an- well-known firm.
The valve-holders, of course, have tobe
other, especially
'if the speaker is changed to the 5-pin type, on account of
worked away from the AC. valves having an extra central pin,
'Filament TransPorrn
the set, for this which pin is joined to the cathode. In
Fig. 1.-Pictorial diagram showing the transforming down of the mains will isolate the Figs. i and 2 are shown the ifiament transsupply to 4 volts for the indirectly-heated AC. valve filaments.
latter from the former connected to the valve-holder, also
anode current the extra terminal from the cathode is
hand. In the case of a battery set, low- and prevent a shock being received if shown coupled to H.T. negative. Sepa.rato
tension accumulators have to be charged at the terminals on the set are accidentally heater wires from the transformer, that is
regular intervals and, unless the owner has touched: it will also help to stabilize the to say, filament leads, to the valve-holders,
a spare accumulator to use, the set has to lie set and cut out any
are recommended, and ordinary house
idle until it is returnéd.
High-tension tendency to hum. This
lighting flex is quite suitable, in fact, it is
c
batteries, however, are the chief
preferable, for it reduces the possiexpense, for, periodically, they
bility of mains hum, especially if
have to be renewed. One of the
the flex is taken beneath the
-I
gr&at disadvantages of using bat.
>1
screened baseboard and brought
F..
through holes drilled near to the
tories is that immediately the
set is switched on they commence
valve-holders.
discharging and running down,
A Grid Bias
therefore, a good, constant current
Most mains sets of to-day utilize
for an indefinite period is im.
part of the rectified H.T. supply for
possible.
The owner who .
grid bias ; this is obtained by the
appreciates quality will never be
insertion of a resistance connected
quite satisfied that he is getting
between the cathode and the centre
Fi/a rnent.Y)
the best possible results from the
-tap of the filament winding in
set; he will always be juggling
7 ans,'ormer
the transwith grid bias and altering the
Fig. 2.-Theoreticol form of Fig. 1.
f o r m e r,
wander plugs on the H.T. battery,
which is
endeavouring to improve the reception.
system of installing an eliminator is bene.
connected to
But with the all-mains set, where the ficial in that the quality of the set will
-'y'
high-tension
anode current; to the valves and the low- remain the same, and never fall off, and dis.
rronsfo,.-mer
negative, see
tension ifiament current are obtained from tortion commence as in the case with a set
Fig. 3.
It
LTkvindinq
the mains which, as before stated, is con- having an H.T. battery nearing the end ofita
should be
stant, the owner knows that he has an life. It must be emphasized, though, that
noted
that
indefinite period over which the set will give 4-volt A.C.
the bias tesisCentre Tap
- the same high quality of reproduction. It valves
are
tan ee i s
4 Vo/Ps
is a fact that an all-electric set is easy to much more
really across
maintain, and not only this, it is cheaper efficient than .5PIfl
the high-tento run than the battery-operated set, for the battery Va/ve
sion supply,
the cost of the electric current consumed is type, due to
since one end
negligible, only running into a few shillings their robust MoWer
c
goes to H.T.
a year.
fila ment s.
negative and
Alternating current is cheaper to operate The great adtheother end
from than D.C., i.e., direct current, the latter vantage of
A
goes through
costing about. twice as much when spread u si ng t h e
the resisover a year; even then it is more economical mains, to- "Il Earth
HZ... tance of the
than batteries.
gether with
valve to
If the expense of rebuilding the set, and mains valves,
high-ten sion
turning it entirely into an all-mains receiver is that unlimited power without
poSitive. The
is considered too great, then the only thing distortion is available.
For
current flowing
to do is to insta! an H.T. eliminator, retaining this reason the completo allthrough the bias
the L.T. and GB. batteries and merely mains driven receiver is greatly
resistance will
doing away with the high-tension.
superior to a batter set, even
depend upon the
battery
set
derives
its
H.T.
if the
from an
current flowing
Eliminators for A.C. Supply.
in the anode
Eliminators, as the name portrays, eliminator.
circuit of the
Fig. 3.---Uti1iing the rectified H. T. for
eliminate the H.T. battery, enabling the
lvo.
automatic grid bias when. operating freni the mains.
existing set to be connected to the electric
I
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Loudspeakers

Out

ri

of Focus
By RUE )Y STARITA

THAT listeners of the future will derive
most of their musical education
from the radio is certain. Yotwg
people of to-day are not learning to play
the piano or violin as once was an almost
routine accomplishment. Wirelesa and the

gramophone are slowly displacing personal
playing. And why attend performances
of musical celebrities when they can be
heard in our own homes? There is no
answer, if radio brings to us a real replica
of the original.
Unfortunately, between listening to an
orchestra or soloist over the wireless, and
hearing the same music in the concert
room or studio, there is usually rather a
wide difference which few radio experimenters seem able to probe. It is more
disturbing to notice that some listeners
appear to have settled down to inferior
reproduction, and in many cases are unconscious of ita unreality. Could you
transport a symphony orchestra from the
B.B.C. studio into your drawing-room,
and manage to get them and all their
instruments in, the volume of sound
produced would be insufferable if they
played as they do at Broadcasting
House. It is evident that reproduction of an orchestra or band in your home
must necessarily be at a considerably lower
level of volume than would be heard by ii
person having a seat in the studio.
Elusive Lower Notes
Facsimile reproduction of an orchestra
at it true volume is possible, of course,
and is done in cinemas and dance halls.
But in the home, anything approaching
the actual volume would be decidedly
uncomfortable, not only to you, but to
your neighbours. At home we listen by
radio to what may be termed a miniature
of the music broadcast. It is like hearing
an orchestra at a distance. But if you
do that in actual fact, you will notice,
as you go further away, and the general
volume grows less, that the lower notes
soon become fainter than the high notes.
At a certain critical distance the orchestra
becomes quite unbalanced, for the bass
notes are now scarcely audible, whilst
the higher ones still seem to carry well.
No matter how perfect may be the tonal
balance of an orchestra as it plays in the
studio, when it is reproduced in a listener's
home at considerably reduced volume,
the musical proportions are distortedunless steps are taken to prevent it. This
phenomenon is clearly observable when a
band broadcast is being "faded-out."
Listen, for instance, to the B.B.C. Dance
Orchestra playing its signature tune
at the end, of a performance. At first
you may hear the drums, piano and the
other rhythmic ingredients. But just
before it has faded away none of the
bass can be heard at all. You can
only distinguish the tenor saxophone,
and the high staccato notes of the
xylophone.
Another proof is to turn down
the volume con
trol of your set
-

..

-

-

\

(

-

when a band is playing. You will find infallibly that the lower notes disappear first. Now,
as you are always listening to broadcast
music at lower than actual volume, it is
obvious that you are always hearing a somewhat unbalanced reproduction. Your set,
so to speak, is permanently out of focus,
although really our ears are to blame, for
they are not by any means the perfect
instruments we often assume them to be.
The " Straight-line " Characteiistic
Radio sot designers have, for many years,
made strenuous efforts to confer upon receivers as a whole, and upon the principal
components what is termed a "straightline" characteristic. They are still trying
to achieve an absolutely equal response
from the loud-speaker all along the musical
scale. But, except in large halls, cinemas
and other circumstances in which lifelike volume is possible, I am suggesting
that this ideal is illusory and musically
is definitely untenable. Sets should be
designed so that the listener experiences
the sensation of perfectly balanced music,
as it is broadcast. and when the over-all
volume is reduced, as invariably it is in
an ordinary home, what the listener's
ear interprets as proportionately weaker
must be over-amplified so that a correct
balance, as it appears to the ear, is retained.
In practice this means that the usual home
listener's set should not have a "staightline" frequency response, but should
definitely over-amplify- the bass, when receiving music.
Tone-discriminating Volume Control
If it is desired to reduce volume further,
this should be effected by a tone-discriminating volume control. I recently heard a
set incorporating such a device, and was
delighted with the manner in which perfect
balance was maintained even when the
volume was cut down to a whisper. The
volume control proper consisted of a
potentiometer controlling the screen-grid
volts in the H.F. stage of the set, whilst
the tone adjustment was a second potentiometer connected to one of the variabletone kF. transformers recently pat on
the market. The two resistances were
ganged, mounted on the same shaft and
controlled by one knob, so that as volume
was reduced, the proportion of bass was
automatically increased. Thus was the
music kept in focus all the timo.
Speech from the average loud-speaker is
just as muoh out of focus, but in a different
way. Even from a small set, reproduction
of the radio announcer reading, say, the
news bulletin is usually well above the actual
level. If the announcer himself were standing in your room in place of the speaker he
would not sound so loud. The receiver
may amplify evenly all over the scale,
theoretically, but when speech is reproduced
above the natural level of loudness it appears
to the ear very much stronger in the lower
register. again it is a trick of the ear, and
it causes the announcer to talk from most
loud-speakers in an unnaturally deep and
gruff voice, which is not always quite clear.

Walk into the garden, and, although you can
hear him through the opon window, you
cannot always make out what he is saying.
There are two easy remedies for this
type of distortion. The best one is to
reduce the volume level until the voice is
of about the same intensity as an ordinary
speaker in the room. But if greater volume
is required, as is usually the case, then the
low flotes must be partially suppressed. A
convenient way of doing this, if a choke
and condenser output filter is used, is to
arrange two conaensera in parallel, one
about the usual 2 mfd. and the other of
.5 infd., in place of the one condenser
normally employed. When music is being
received both condensers are in circuit, but
for better reception of speech above natural
volume the 2 mfd. condenser is shorted by
a switch. It will then-be found that a
much bigger volume can be tolerated, and
is quite comfortable, although at the same
time, it is characterized by that crispness
and brilliance of intonation which makes
speech sound natural and understandable,
even at considerable distances.
It seems possible to me that a tone.
discriminating volume control for the reception of music and a special" speech switch"
may become standard practice when it is
more generally realized that radio music
in the home is music in a cameo setting,
and that we are reproducing the announcer
or lecturer as through a megaphone. Then
we shall have abandoned the illusion of
being present in the studio, and struck out
boldly for n new focussing of our loudspeakers, a change which, because it will
make radio more real, will not only bring
greater pleasure to us, but prove an invaluable aid in the musical education of the
younger generation of listeners.
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N AKING A HIGH-

REQUENCY.CHÒKE

How to Make an Efficient Choke

------------- By

H

ICiH frequency chokes differ materially
from the low-frequency type,
inasmuch that they are wound on
a core of non-magnetic material such as
ebonite, paxolin or wood, whereas the
latter possess a core of iron. By virtue
of this, the construction of the former

A.

with Sectionalised Windirigs.

THY N N E,

VI.

.,_

II

It

-

A. M.1. R. E.
tap a 4BA hole down the centre of the core

base is screwed on with a countersunk head
brass wood screw of the same length.
To fix the base terminal, drill (No. 33
drill) and tap (4BA) a hole in the bottom

j,

I

U

-

-

-

-

,

»

in a similar manner to the base end. Screw
into this a 4BA brass terminal, first inserting a soldering tag between the ebonite
and metal. For the wooden arrange.
ment, screw a 4BA soldering tag to the
.
top centre of the core with a 4BA brass
terminal having wood screw fixing.
7
The wooden bobbin should now be
shellac varnished and the bottom of
- each groove line1 with Empire cloth
or very thin ebonite paper. 'To do
this cut the material into lengths
in. by 1ins., and wind round the
inside of the recess while the shellac is
'i still in a sticky state.
II

,

variety is rendered a comparatively
________
simple matter. Although it is not intended to explain here the theory of the
component, or to make any mathematical calculations, but to show how a
typical example can be constructed,
it is as well to mention that the high __________
inductance necessary is obtained by
employing a large number of turns of
a fine gauge wire. Readers are no doubt
familiar with their use and position in Fig. 1.-How to mark off the ebonh1 rod which forms Winding the Bobbin
The bobbin is now ready for winding.
a circuit. First of all, then, a suitable
the baus ej the choke.
Fig. 3 shows its general appearance at
former must be obtained, and made
capable of carrying the large number of section of the choke former at the position this stage. For the coil winding about half an
shown in Fig. 3. Screw a 4BA brass terminal ounce of No. 38 gauge double silk covered;
turns of wire necessary.
into the hole, first placing a 4BA soldering (D.S.C.) wire is required. Bare and tin'
Constructional Details
.j tag between the ebonite and brass. For one end, and solder it to the soldering tag
on the top of the bobbin; slip the wire
Take a round piece of ebonite or wood
DIAGONAL CUTS MADE WITH
through the first hacksaw cut, and wind
34iris. long and tin. in diameter.
With j
j
HACI'SAW BLADE.
on 300 turns in the first groove. Neat
a scriber or other suitable tool mark
and quick winding can be made if the
off circles around the circumference
end of the bobbin is fixed in the chuckof the bobbin at the
END
end of a geared hand drill, gripped
distances apart shown in
horizontally in a vice. All that is then
Fig. 1.
The object in
necessary is to turn the wheel with one
view is to cut out from the rod,
hand and feed the turns on with thet
grooves 4m, long and 4th. deep. See
other.
Fig. 2. If a lathe is available, this K- j ;
CIIOOVES "DEEP.
If this method is employed, fix the
part of the job is not difficult. If
bobbin in the chuck and make a mark
not, as is probably the case with
Fig. 2-The finished ebonii former, ready for winding.
if with
nipp nf nhnll, nr ,-iprroil
most constructors, proceed as follows.
Take an old file or any piece of metal which wood, screw a 4BA brass terminal with turn ti'e wheel of tle drill round onerevo
has at one end a face 4th. wide, and bring it to wood screw fixing into the flange, locating lution and note the number of turns made
Divide this latter number
it in the same po*ition as for the other by the ebonite.
a red heat in a fire, or on a gas-ring. \Vit
this tool the grooves can be burnt out quite material. Now turn attention to the other into 300, and this will give the number of;
satisfactorily. If wood is being used in end, and, in the case of ebonite, drill and tui-ns required on the hand wheel to ensure
the requisite number of turns on the
t Isa construction, however, it will be found
core. As an example, the writer
TERMINAL
RING
that a sharp knife or chisel will do
found that for one revolution of the
the job with less trouble. It is
---drill used four turns were made by
hardly necessary to mention that
the core, hence for every groove, seventyshould the burning method be emfive revolutions of the brace were necessary.'
ployed, it is advisable
Having wound on the first 300 turns, slip
BASE.'
that it be performed
the wire through the next hacksaw Cut
near an open window
into the second groove, and carry on winding
to allow easy escape
in the same direction until another 300 turns
for any undesirable fumes. Having
are completed. Continue the process until
/
done this, take a hacksaw blade
all four recesses have 300 turns each.
and make a diagonal cut 4m, deep j I'
Bring the wire out through the last Cut in
2
across each flange. See Fig. 2.
the bottom flange, bare and tin the wire
This is to allow a free run for the
at the point and solder it to the soldèring
wire when winding, TOP TEPMINAL)"tag under the base terminal. The choke
to pass from one WITH SOLDERINIJ
windings thould now be shellac
groove to the next.
TAG.
Baseboard fixing screw holes should be
A suitable base is
Ill
located at the discretion of tho constructor
provided by cutting a piece of
to suit individual requirements.
ebonite or wood 21-ins, by lin. This I - SOLOEIU NG
should not be too thick, preferably
/ TAG.
3116m. Drill a hole through the
________si
centre with a No. 26 drill, and countersink
TERMINAL
FREE NEXT WEEK!
FIXING HO
the underside. If ebonite is being used for
(5uqqtec4
the bobbin, drill a holò lin, deep with a Figl 3-The
No. lof our
No. 33drilldownthe eentreofthebaseend method of
of the core. The base end as shown in Fig. 2 mounting, and r
is the extremity with the lin, flange. ji,t ing the
Thrôad this hole with a 4BA tap. The base
terminals.
SEE ANNOUNCEMENT
8
and former cari now be screwed together
wfth a 4m, or 9/lOin. 4BA countersunk
2 - - -- - -Le.d brass bolt. In the case of wood the
i
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TELEVISION?'
!

(PART. 2)
The Seco nd

Article of Mr.

Barton'

ChppIe's

Interesting Series.

Fig. 1.-The disc used for scanning
the image, showing 1/ic spiral
arrangement of hie holes,

I,

-

I

Fig.2.-How the picture
area becomes divided into
a series of light sections.

('

O much then for the introduction of enables each hole to pass through the light light area on the back screen is dependent
television in its broadest sense, let as the disc revolves. A square beam is not only upon the distance between the
now get down more to details and thereby "thrown" through every hole, and I lens and the screen, but also upon the
difference between the
step by step with
Pi's'cro 'EhEcrç'
distances of the first and
ahe individual stages of
___________
CELS
last holes from the disc
Itransformationthattake ¿/.f 7
- centre, and the distance
Iplace in a television
1
1
between each hole in a
system. For studio or
li circumferential direcindoor scene working
tion. The diaam shown
there are two types of
I
machines which can be
II at Fig. 3wil convey to
Soìc'
i
II the reader a good imemployed at the transpression of the scheme
mitting end, and these
which has just been
are known respectively
¿ N$
- 'I described, while one of
as spot light disc and
the accompanng illusspot light mor-drum REFLECrOR
trations depicts a light
In the Fig. 3.-A pictorial diagram of
transmitters.
t
early English trans.
spot disc transmitter
Z'.,,i.i,'reo
used by Fernseh A.-G
1missions only the disc the complete television transthe light
in Germany.
machine could be used. miller, showing howarrangea.
nenslitUc celLs are
JI
rand although it was
tcapable of producing exceedingly good if a screen is interposed in the path a I The Mirror-drum Machine
So much then for the dise transmitter,
results on close up images (head and definite shaped light area is built up somelet us now examine an up-to-date mirrorshoulders), it was not so adaptable to ex- what as illustrated in Fig. 2.
drum machine. In view of the present
tended scenes (full length).
B.B.C. transmissions it is appropriate
One of the main differences in the F
- to describe
the apparatus which has
two machines is in the method of probeen made by the Baird Company and
ducing the resultant light spot moveis installed in Studio BB of Broadcastment. Dealing only briefly with the
ing House for these transmissions.
former (disc machine), since this is not
This particular machine is shown in
employed so largely in the modern telebare diagramatic form in Fig. 4, while
vision studio, we have first of all a
one or two photographs indicate it in,.
powerful source of light. In practice.
good detail. First of all there is an
this is either a specially designed metal
aro light source which can be moved
filament lamp or an arc lamp. The
*
backwards and forwards on channelling
light source is housed in a metal eonin a metal casing by operating one of
tamer provided with a truncated funnel
f
the levers seen in the photograph. Just
at the front, while at the rear is a rein front of the aro lamp is a circular
fiector to concentrate the rays down the
shield of metal with a small square hole
funnel. As the resultant rectangular
cut in it, and this allows a square beam
beam of light emerges from the funnel
cells
the
ring
The
photo-electric
ar
held
on
in
of
front
the
ladi.'.
of light to pass through and be focused
oxit it nlavs noon a flat metal disc,
A suitable lens is included to enable the on an inclined mirror-see Fig. 4. The;
purposely made heavy so that it acts as a
flywheel and in this way tends to run at a beam to be focused on the screen, and mirror reflects this beam on to a
when' the disc is stationary a clean cut made of aluminium, purposely lightened1
constant speed.
square area of light is seen, such as A of by having sections cut away and having
Fig. 2. Naturally the actual size of the thirty mirrors positioned round its edge-;
The Disc Transmitter
see photographs. Each mirror1
The disc has a series of small
seats itself in such a way that it
square holes pierced through it
is inclined at a slightly different
near the outside edge and they
angle to its immediate neigh
are arranged in the form of a
bour, with the result that as
clockwise spiral as indicated in
the drum revolves, the light
Fig. 1, where the rectangle
projected on to each mirror is ABCD is drawn to represent the
thrown as a spot on to any
light arca thrown on to the disc
face. The holes have equal
,......._.
spot is made to move vertically
angular displacements around
from the bottom of the screen
the dise, the perforations being
to the top. As each mirror takes
so arranged that the outer edge
charge of the spot of light it is
of one hole is on the same cirLENS
:
made to create a strip of light,
cumferential arc as the inner
these individual strips joining toedre of the next hole, and so on
gether to produce a rectangular
all tho way round. A correct
4
rum is USC jor1
F
H
ow the
¡
light area as indicated in Fig. 5.
positioningofthedisc withreferIt will be seen that this area'
ence to the rectangle of light
has parallel straight sides,
playing on the dise surface
I
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whereas with
the disc type

the area

(shown in
Fig. 2) is
sii g ht! y
curved. In
actual prac-

tice this

makes no
real noticeable difference in the
final image.

With the

mirror- drum
m a o h inc
focus i n g
and adjusting the spot

for "long
shots" and
close-ups can
be e a r r ed
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mined and definite geometrical path. Why
make the spot move at all, or, alternatively,
why not flood-light the scene and transmit
it by television in its entirety just the same
as you would take a photograph with the
camera? Such conjectures are perfectly
justified until one has made formal acquaintance with th converiou of light into electricity, one of the most important 1in1s
which has to be foiged in the television
chain of events.
The first important discovery in connec
tion with the conversion of light into
electricity came about in rather a peculiar
fashion. Many years ago a cable operatoi'
noticed that one of his instruments behaved
in a very erratic manner every time a sun
ray touched the resistances, which were
made up from a metal called selenium. Investigations of the peculiar phenomenon
were undertaken, and the fact that selenium
was sensitive to light discovered. When
the metal is connected up in a circuit and
exposed to light an electrical current will
flow in the circuit of which it forms ji part,
but on shielding the selenium from the light
rays the current flow will cease.

method of solving her television jroblem has
formed the basis of many of the first
television schemes. A clue to the solution
of the problem is found in a close examination of the screen, which is called the retina.'
The surface of this is found to consist of a

10th,

1932

mosaic made up of an enormous number of
hexagonal cells, and each of these cells is
directly connected to the brain bya number
mirror-drum.
g e n i o u s
of nerve filaments along which travel
impulses, which are dependent upon the
mechanism used in this connection is seen
intensity of the light falling on the hexaclearly in the photographs. Furthermore, Discovery o the Photo-Electric Effect
it is possible to move the transmitter bodily
This discovery led scientists to believe gonal cell. Exactly how these impulses aro
on rails and also " swing it," and in this way that they had the solution of a means for generated is not at present fully understood, but they are
to follow any movement
almost cértainly due to
of the artist being
the presence of a lighttelevised.
j sensitive substance
named visual purple,'
TIte Baird System
which flows through the
With the Baird system used
hXi1Ofl5il cells.
by the B.B.O. the process of
The
images which we see are
scanning (a point common to
thus built up of an exboth types of transmitter) is
r-tremely fine mosaic of
carried ont vertically, although
microscopic hexagons of
on some parts of the Continent
-_.s
varying degrees of light
and the U.S.A. a preference is
and shade. The number
given to horizontal scanning.
of these hexagonal cells
Referring once more to Figs. 2
is stupendous.
In a
and 5, it misst be borne in mind
normal human eye there
that in the case of the English
are several millions.
system the direction or rotation
/
of the dise or' mirrorThe early inventors
endeavoured to condrum and the positioni
ing of the light source
struet artificial eyes by
substituting selenium
with rcferehce to these
rotating parts is such
for visual purple and
building an artificial
that the scanning Operretina out of a mosaic
ation starts in the
of selenium cells, each
bottom right- hand
cornerofthearea. Each
of these cells being
spot then moves from
connected by wires to
''
''
Close-up of ¡he mirror-drum, showing
a shutter. This shutter:
the bottom to the top
mirrors in position, and also the lens mechanism,
opened when light fell,
of the light field as a
strip and each strip is
providing vision by telegraphy, but I on the cell connected with it and allowed
traced out on the left
it was soon leiirned that selenium a spot of light to fall on a screen. In
of its predecessor until
was much too slumnmish in its action, this way each cell controlled a spot of
one revolution is comThat is to say, theirrent responses light, the image being reproduced by a
pleted, when the process is repeated. This to a change of light lagged behind, and high mosaic formed of these spots. Models
is an important point, for if not followed frequencies could not be handled. In 1888, on these lines were actually made by several
correctly confusioli will aiise later at the however, the German, Hortz, discovered inventors, but the thousands of cells,'
receiving end, so remember it in this form, what is now known as the photo-electric shutters and wires necessary made the pracspot movement bottom to top and strip move-S effect, and constructed special cells working tical adaptation of such schemes out of- the
ment right to left.
on this principle. These cells turn light into question, and an endeavour was made to
The spot or spot.s of light which creato electricity, but another difficulty at once solve the problem in the manner I originally
this effect carry out their work at a made its appearance. The cells, although started to outline.
Coming back to our photo-electric cells,
relatively rapid rate, iiamely, 750 revolu- they were fast enough, would not respond
t ions in ono minute, corresponding to to the very small light available. Shadows which have now been developed to a very
twelve and a half complete explorations in could be sent, for with shadows the light advanced degree of perfection, it must be
one second. A small amount of flicker is from a powerful lamp can be directed remembered that these cells turn light into
noticed, but for all practical purposes one straight onto the cell.- But where television electricity, and although only a minuto
lias the impression of a flood-lighted area is concerned, only the light reflected from the current flows they are, for all practical purvhen watching a television transmission scene is available, and this light is very poses, instantaneous in action, a quality
take place.
small indeed. Inventors, therefore. en- which television demands for its successful
So lar, the schemes I have described are deavoured to simulate nature's television accomplishment, and the small current
relatively simple, but I can picture the system as exemplified in the human eye, response is easily made good by suitable
val ve amplifiers.
reader saying to himself that he fails to see which is shown roughly in Fig. 6.
. ...................................
any reason why a spot of light should be
An image of the scene is cast by the Jens
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT OF INTERmade to move over any scene or object on to the retina or screen. This image has ¡ AEST
TO YOU APPEARS ON PAGE 577
ìapidly, even if it does follow a pro-deter- Ito be conveyed to the brain, and nature's
.-.-..-..
--. ...-.........-.... ---..---. .............
Fig.
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ALLELECTRIC MODEL 533A
Complete receiver as illustrated above, in hand.
somely finished cabinet with five Cossor A. C..
Maint V.slves, Triset M.V.S.G. (2 Mvtallised)
45 Mli. (Mrsaflised)41 MXI'. and Rectifier
.ga BU. and built-in Cossue litaIs Macass
Coil Loud Speaker.
t'ick-Up Plug and jack.
U
PRICE
Mro Porc.hots Teten: floT- deposit
and ¡2 monthly payrnenra of iII-.

For AC. Mains only

200/alo volta (adjuatablc),

40/500 cycles.

To A. C. Cossor Ltd..Melody Dept.

JlJ to its two Variable-Mu Screened
Grid stages this Cossor All-Electric
Receiver has exceptional range and
selectivity.
Its. performance is outstanding
far superior to similar
Receivers havIng only one S.G. stage.
Superb reproduction is provided by its

-

-

Mains Energised Moving Coil Loud
Speaker. Fitted with every up-to-date
refinement to ensure efficiency and
ease of operation, this handsome
Cossor Model represents remarkable
value for money at its modest price
of £17. 17s.

Highbury Grove, London, N.5.
Please send me free
the 16-page catalogue
Receivers B 16.

of

COSSOR RECEIVER'
CosoiMODEL 732 (Battery Operated)
For those who peefre a Battery operated Set chis
- model will meet the most exacting requirements
in performance. Four-Valve receiver incoeporating Two Variable - Mu Screened Grid
Stages complete with two Cossor 220 V.S.G..
Cossor Zio HL. and Cossor 220 p. Valves, u.
handsome galt cabinet with self - contained

charge

of Cossor

P

-

Name

él!! -Electric
Address................................................

R E CE-IVE R

Loud Speaker, pick-up
plug and socket

With Moving Coil Loud Speaker

-.

ilodel 533A
Pese. &(Ji'if5S.

Derot
A. C. Castor Led., Highbsarj Qrosie, London, N.5.
Manchester, Neta casete, Sheffield, Belfast and Dublin.

-

£12.15

?l&oPurc.uoT,r,n

I

35-dopoth

and xi mont/dy pisyesoets of-

22/-.

-

(Prices do not apply in l.F.SJ
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'

Bristol..

Glasgow. Leeds,
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I don't know what tests you make of the Components you
buy, but I do know that every one I sell is tested far more
stringently before it Ieavs my factory. It has to be not only
capable of doing the job for which it is designed-but it has
to bear electrical stresses greater than will ever be required
in practice before I allow it to bear my nahe. That is why,
you can trust every Graham Farish product to the limit.
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LACIS

Of new design, wound to give high
inpedance on long and mediuiii
wave-bands. Has small self-cpacity
Totally
with large inductancè.
enclosed in nioulded case.
Every Wireless Enthusiast should
have a copy of the G.F. Component
¡look. Send a postcard request for
your copy, free 1y return.
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The popular and efficient resis
tances for all general purposes.
All values 300 ohms to 5 megohms.
1/6d. each.
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Useful Testing Device
THIS little testing gadget which is
simple to make, will he found very
useful to wireless workers. Details of the

of Glazite with insulation removed, a loop
being made in one end, and a bolt iiassed
through the loop. Take wire over, the
resistance, twist round bolts and screw on
tiuts. You will find as the nut is tightened,
it will pull into the element. Mino
have pulled in and no damage was canied
to thé resistance. The action is smooth
and will wear indefinitely. All the material
can be found in the juni: box,-W. E.
SHARÍ'EY (Maidstone).

A

I.1

THAT DODGE OF YOURS!
Every reader of "PRACTICAL WIRE.
LESS" must have originated saine little
-

i

5:'

-

A
in

f

useful lest-

gadget.

dodge which would interest other readers.
Whr not pass it on to us? For every item
published on this page we wiU pay half a
guinea. The latest batch is published below.
Turn that idea of yours to account by send.
ing it in to us, addressed to the Editor,

"PRACTICAL

-

S

INSERT PLUGS
t,PLACE SPADL
ENDS ON LT.

r

BATTERY TO

George

WIRELESS,"

'-

Newnes, Ltd., 8-li, Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and address
on every item. Please note that!every notion
sent in must be original. Mark envelopes
"Radio Wrinkle.'

-

-

COPPERJSTRIP

FOLDED

T________

t

-

555W STRENGTH
ol ACCUMULATOR

50C1(ETS

,ÇEBONITE

11r
q

25BØi

/

which the earth wire iso passed, and then
solder on underneath. The whole is then
buried about one foot in the ground. About
two pennyworth of sal-ammoniac is, suffiCient.-A. PARTINOTON (Wigan).

t;

and, subse-

queiitly
'poking about

device will be clear from the accompanying
sketch. The tester, if placed in a valveholder will denote when a new set has been
wired up correctly, by switching on the
filament current. The plugs and sockets at
the other end, when connected together and
placed on terminals of accumulator, will
give an idea of the strength of battery. It
is also useful for testing G.B. cells at valve
holder ends. The holes in the wood block
should be made so that the brass rods are a
tight fit.-W. FRIEND (Shoreditch).

An inexpensive cage aerial.

CYCLE

p

-.

:

TUBE

A Cheap Cage

:

-

.

'-

-

j

-

'I

fi'

f

earth. A
very good
and ìittle-

''

LEAD IN

1

ofcash

known earth
can be made
a few
minutes as
8J'Zoc.'c/vv-,qr
fellows Pro- curredtomefo
J 8,lc* 1-VA',C/-, qzso
cure a small use those handy
Rivusrs S. Ç/A'G
syrup-tin, resistances. All
Coiviqc r
Uil
Iand pierce values can be
j
liii
several small made for a few
Sn
holes in the pence.
Take
side and off the ends
bottom. Fill and carefully Nu
o.
with sal- remove outer ßoLr
BUSH PRo,', Oc
-,
7jp/1,/J,,L C,rRE
CoNoE,vsE'i.
CoNrncr
ammoniac, covering. The
make a hole ends are held by nut,- he bolts are C/HCLE OFE80.'v,rE
in the lid tapped into the ebonite. The wires
t h r o u g h
which make the contact arc short ends. A volume con(rol made from a spahetti resistance.
.

EARTH in
-J

ti

.
,

,'

Earth

LEAD

'
:-'

Aerial
efficient cage aerial can be made
AN from the following materials: two
pieces of ribbon copper 4ft. by 2ins. by
"dodge" to
1116m.; one piece of copper fly screen
lessen this risk
4ft. by 9ins.; short piece of wire, terminal
as much as posA simple
and an insulated hook. The pieces of
sible is as folmethod of ribbon copper are bent along their middle
lows. An old
protecting and folded over -as shown. These folded
bicycle
inner
"metallifl I fi
strips are then bent over the edge of the fly
U
J
tube is procured
sed
screen and hammered down. Next, form the
and after cutwhole into a hoop, allowing the ends to
ting to suitable
and drill a hole for a terminal to
length a piece is slipped over each valve, as overlap,
lead-in is attached. Punch a
shown in the sheteh.-F. SYMONS Newton which the
number of isoles in the doubled copper ribbon
Abbot),
for securing the screen, and then drill two
1101es 111 tise top rim to
ßEh',Na 71j'o
A New Use for Spaghetti Resistances
zoc,take a piece of wire
for hanging purposes.
BEING short
-Nitwitt (Croydon).
and in need of a
volume control,
\\ (Juw
an idea ocKNOS HELD 0/v

AN efficient earth plays an important
part in the reception of a set, and
many defects can be traced to a faulty

I

set

the
(probably left
switched
on)
not to blow
the whole set
of valves via
the filament circuit.
A good
inside

INSERT IN VALVEHOLDURS
(FIL.SIDE),IP BUIR LIGHTS
UP, CONNECTIONS ARE OEI(

/

T_TERMINAL

Protecting Metallized Valves
MANY amateurs re probably taking
the advice of the valve manufacturers
and fitting new valves in their sets. Most
of these valves are of the "metallised"
type, and great
care is, there- METALLISED
fôre, necessary
VALVE
when.
fitting,

:T
A Cheap and Reliable

SECURING SCREEN-

r

-1

j

-

/

s

s

-

.
J

-

..y:.

'

.'gj'
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SAL-AMMONIAC
An eßcien( earth.
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Low-loss Coil-tormers
(UITE a good substitute for low-loss
ribbed formers, such as used for
short-wave coils, may be made as follows,
All that is required is a length of cardboard
tube, and a few pieces of insulating sleeving,
As will be gathered from the diagram,
about six or eight lengths of sleeving are
cut to the same length as the tube, and

'

sketches illustrate the method used. Two
4-volt lamps of similar rating aro mounted
in lamp-holders on a small baseboard. One
of these lamps is cosmected by means of
flexible wires to the heater terminals of the
set. The other lamp is connected through
a variable resistance to a small battery of,
say, 9 volts-a grid bias -battery does very
well-whilst a voltmeter is jomed across the
leads going to the lamp. The modus
CARDBOARD TUBE
operandi consists in adjusting the variable
....
resistance so that the two lamps are burning
at an equal intensity. When this is the
case, the voltage read on the volt.
meter is the same as that of the A.C.
INSU LATtNG supply.
The two lamps can be
partly screened in order to secure
:..
easier matching of the light inten.
sities As a final checi the lamps can be
41
mteichanged in their holders, a second
... .
...
reading taken, and the average of the two
voltmeter readings noted. A change-over
'-COTTON BINDINGswitch could, of course, perform the same
operation in a quicker and neater manner.
-R. J. MuNno (Monkseaton).
.

.

.
.

Metalilsing a Valve
A SIMPLE but effective way to metalliso
.L9 a valve is to wrap it round with a
piece of tinfoil obtained from a nacket of
cigarettes, as
shownin the
,;.
.....,
.

accompany.
ing illustra.
tien. Around

.,

.

.'
e1

this wrap.

ping
lengthbinda
of No.

.

.

:-I
)

copper
wire, and
30

N?36"

-

.

.

BARE.2'

.,

'4

-

--

WIRE

T IN -FOIL

.

.

SOLDER TO

An easy way
io metallize
valve.

PIN

earth

it by

-

CONNECT TO
soldering to F/LAMENT TERMINAL
one of the filOF VALVE HOLDER
ament valve
pins, or fastening to one of the filament terminals on the valve holder.-" Smiler"
(North Ormesby).
ois

Handy Bulb-holder Attachment
THE sketch herewith shows a useful
investigating lamp for a wireless set.
The clips T and C are clipped straight on to
A

TION
SHOWING HOW WIRE
RESTS ON SLEEVING Making low ioss coil-f ormers

laid lengthwise along the tube, being then
bound at each end with cotton. When
the former is wound with bare wire, say
18 sw.g. tinned copper, it will be seen that
the wire rests upon the sleeving only, thus
making quite a good low-loss former, with
a low self capacity.-J. G. STOTT (Wednesbury).
A

2-Sv FLAsH84#EL/rE LAMP,
NOLOER
t.-'p 8iiia
CROcOO/LE CL/P
F

1

Sccew

?

/NOLOffQ

8

A Useful

Earth-wire Clip

S0\[E listeners may find difficulty in
connecting their earth wires to the

water pipes, as there is very little room
between the wall and the pipe, which causes
the wire to fray and bend upwards. A
good method of overcoming this is to

-

FLEX LEADS

Useful Adaptor

ARTH WIRE

?cM/gAs
HE parts required for making this FROM
ON MOLDER -'
Cz1e5
)1V
adaptor are two valve holders
BRASS STREP
and four valve pins with nuts. The valve
OF SAUCE
holders are placed back to back and bolted
OR PASTE
PIPE- JARS-04
together with the valve-pins inserted in the
THIN PIECE
four sockets of the lower one. The nuts
OF COPPER
between the two valve-holders prevent
/1TER
FOIL CUT
the pins being pushed out of position.
AS SHEWN
The filament and grid terminals are wired
BELOW
across as shown at A, and a piece of twin,r-COPPER FOI4.-,
flex is taken from the plate terminals to a
A simple inspection lamp.
mill-ammeter. Care must be taken that
øu/1
the pin in the plate socket does not touch the LT. terminal stems (inside the set),
TONGUE PIECE TO BE LONG ENOUGH
the upper one, otherwise the meter will be to supply current to the bulb. The holder
TO PORM GOOD PORK.
shorted. I have found this a very useful can be clipped on to any component or
An
easily-made
earth-wire clip.
projecting point in the set without any
fear of short-circuits, owing to the clip clean the lead pipe thoroughly and cuts
A being insulated by the bakeite holder.- a small strip of copper foil as shown in
J. Caoss, Junr. (Reading).
sketch. Clean this strip thoroughly and
slip it between the wall and pipe. It is
70 METER
easily fastened by the clip, which forms
4 VOLT
a good fork in which to slip the wire,
LAMPS
where a spot of solder helps to eliminate
any verdigris which may form.-G. Robert-

handy
T

-

F

-

-

"22A/

I

7

son (Fife).

S,

Jy adaptor
from (wo
eholders.

GRID BIAS

BATTERY OF.
ABOUT 9VOLTS

device for testing anode circuits, as it
saves tho bother of breaking connections,
and once in position various other adjustments can be made.-W. H.
(Westdliff-on-Sea).

Ar.,

Lno

Measuring A.C. Voltage

measurement of the voltage of the
raw A.C. current used for filament
heater supply of all-mains valves presents
a problem when an A.C. voltmeter is not
available. The following simple method
has been devised for this purpose. The
¡

HEATER TERMINALS
of A.C.VALVEHOLDER

t.WOOD.BASEBOARD
ABOUT

4"*8"
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,TELSEN DUAL-RANGE AERIAL
COIL incorporates a variable selectivity device, making the coil suitable
for widely varying reception conditions.
This adjustment also acts as an excellent volume control, and is equally
effective on long and short waves.
The wave-band change is effected by
means of a three-point
switch and a reaction

Twin
Matched
ScreenedCoi1
-

The result of much research and experiment, these coils embody the
ultimate efficiency attainable in a

s

perfectly shielded inductance of
s

svinding is included

--.--

:'-*%

Triple

Matched
r

'T

I

SCREENED COILS.

Screened

Coils

5/6

:'

-3

-

moderate dimensions. Provided with
separate coupling coils for medium
and long waves, they are suitable for
as aerial coils or as anode coils
use
following a screened-grid valve, giving
selectivity comparable only with a
well-designed band-pass filter. The
coils are fitted with cam-operated
rotary switches with definite contacts
and click mechanism, and are supplied
completewith aluminium screening cans,
bakeite knob, and handsome "Wave Change"
escutcheon plate, finished in oxidised silver

'I

Full instructions are
supplied with every Telssn

TELSEN ILK COIL may be used for
HF. amplification with Screened-Grid
Valve, either as an H.F. Transformer
or, alternatively, as a tuned grid or
tuned anode coil. It also makes a
highly efficient Aerial Coil
where the adjustable selectivity feature is not required

Screened Tuning Coil,
showing you the alternative
of mounting the
coils, either singly, or in
twin - matched or tripled
matched form as required.
methods

RADIO COMPONENTS

ARE IQOBRITISH
ELSEN RADIO COMPÓNEÑÎS
CO.
LTD.,

ANNOUNCEMENT
I

OF

THE

TELSEN

ASTON.

BIRMINGHAM

i

'
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the Block plate-less accumulator. Dreamt of by the
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famous Faraday's collaborator, John C. Fuller, to whom Britain's battery
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so
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We shall be glad to
advise readers regarding purchase
of complete sets.

THE Telsen Electric Co. have been
»

known in the past principally for
their components, and it is only
recently that they have turned their attention to complete receivers. A glance at
the range of receivers which they are
producing shows that they ought to be as
popular as their components, if the finish is
anything to go by. The cabinet work is
certainly worthy of mention, and is finished
in either a modern "de-luxe" style, ot» a
simple French polished cabinet. The lines
of the complete receiver are quite modern,
and the speaker grille is certainly unique
in design. There are only three controls,
although four knobs can be seen on the
front. The central knob attached to the

Teisen
t

"Golden Voice,"
Model 312

j

- ............................................ ..

pentode (an A.C.pen.), results in enormous
amplification, and certainly justifies the
use of the moving-coil loud-speaker which is
fitted. The aerial is coupled to one of the
screened coils through a special Telsen
aerial series condenser which is provided
with a shorting device which is automatically brought into action when in the
maximum position. This enables it to be
cut out of circuit when listening on the long
waves. H.F. transformer coupling is employed between the S.G. and Detec'tor stages, and this also is a
screened coil which is matched
to the aerial coil, so permitting
of accurate ganging. The tuning
of these two circuits is carried out
by means of the dial which has
already been described in our pages,
and employs the "shadow" trimmmg device on the scale which
(Il
is calibrated in
wavelengths.
tj Tuning, therefore, could not be
simpler. To couple the output
valve a parallel fed L.F. transformer is employed, and a good
step-up is provided hero. The
choice of the constants ensures good.
i.
quality reproduction. The arrangement of the various components
of the circuit is very neat, and the
metal chassis is employed to good
purpose in efficiently screening and
providing a neat appearance to the
completed receiver. An interesting
point here is the provision of
mains fuses on the rear portion of
the chassis. This part of the
receiver also accommodates the
on-off switch, sockets for an
!
extra speaker, sockets for pick-up, a
S.neat safety mains plug, and special
The Telsen " Golden Voice," Model No. 312.
hum-removing device for use where
tise mains are particuiariy noisy,
escutcheon is the main tuning control (to together with a mains aerial socket.
which is fitted a concentric trimming
control); the right-hand control varies the Actual Results
reaction; the left-hand control adjusts the
The chassis is finished in a fine
selectivity, and the small Imob in the centre chromium
plating and gives the receiver a
is simply the wave-change switch. The really high-quality appearance. For the
mains on-off switch is conveniently first test an outdoor aerial was employed,
placed at the rear of the receiver, a pro- and the receiver was operated by a novice.
cedure to which no objection can be taken, No instructions at all were needed, as the
as it enables the layout of the control panel listener turned up the programmes in the
to be kept on simple lines, and the switch daily paper añd saw that the London
is only required before and after listening.in. Regional programme was transmitted on a
wavelength of roughly 356 metres. The
The Circuit
The circuit arrangement is quite standard, central tuning knob was turned to this
and consists of the usual screen grid. reading and naturally the programme came
detector and pentode valves (all of which 'through fairly strongly. It seemed natural
are Mazda products), with a valve rectifier to this particular person to turn the confor the mains portion of the receiver. oentric knob on this tuner, and this resulted
The detector valve is the new Mazda in an increase of strength as it was rotated,
AC2HL, which has the enormous amplifica- but a decrease was noticeable as it was
tion factor of 72. This, coupled to the turned further. Conseciuently1t was turned

t-

fl'

»

'

i

i

.

f»

-

-

-

back to the maximum position. The lefthand knob was then adjusted and resulted in
a further increase. Within three minutes,
therefore, he was perfectly au faits
with the method of operation, and
immediately tried for other stations. The
Midland Regional was suggested, and the
tuning control only was adjusted to bring
this station in at really fine strength,
although in the heart of London in a badly-.
shielded position. A run round the dial
produced over 20 stations without the
slightest difficulty, and very little use was
made of the reaction or selectivity
controls. The quality on the powerful
stations such as the B.B.C. stations, and
the higher powered continentals was of a
very high order indeed, and certainly merits
the name which bas been. applied by the
Telsen Company to these receivers, namely, "The Golden Voice." There were no undue
resonances; no artificial bass o bass
boom; no top note cut-off; no squeakiness;
in fact, none of the troubles which one
usually associates with a moderatelypriced table model receiver. When the
mains aerial was employed the actual range
is, of course, reduced; but there are still
plenty of stations to choose from.. Over
twenty stations were received at comfortable
strength, although in the silent periods
between programme items the hum was
rather pronounced. Adjustment of the
hum remover certainly reduced the
strength of this interference, and although it
did not completely remove it, it was so
faint that it was not noticeable through
speech or music.
At the price asked for this receiver,
namely, 15 guineas in the de-luxe finish,
this is certainly one of the best receivers
which have been through our test room.
SPECIFICATION.
RECEIVER: "Golden Voice"
Three, Table Model.

All-Mains

-

i

MAKERS :çTelsen Electric Co., Ltd.

t

SPECIFICATION:

i

;

j
¡

i

t

Three valves. Screen I
Grid, Detector and Pentode, Valve ¡
Recuder, liS, anti LS. transformer
coupling, the latter parallel-fed. Moving.
coil Loud Speaker with energised field
winding.
S.G. and Detector valves .
metallised
Ganged tuning with ilium1,
nated tuning scale, calibrated direct in
wavelengths. Indicatìng control for the
tuning trimmer. Three controls only.
PRICE: 15 guineas in de-luxe walnut cabinet;
12 guineas in plain cabinet.
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THE ONLY

build a

SKYSCRAPER

YOU CAN BUILD
YOURSELF EMPLOYING METALLISED
S.C. VALVE, HIGH-MU DETECTOR
AÑD - ECONOMY POWER PENTODE
E

SET

Here's .a 1!sto stations Actually logged by a constructor a the
first time o trying out a newly-assembled Skyscraper ! What a
record I What endless nights o entertainment ! And everybody
who builds the Skyscraper gets results like this-hundreds o appreciative letters prove it

Ec0

....................

-
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Never before was there such i set within the reach o the home
constructor. Never before such power from any baLtery sei. Never
before so many stations as the Skyscraper brings in. lt is the only
set on the market that you can build yourself employing Metallised
Screened-Grid, High-Mu Detector and Economy Power Pentode
Valves. No factory-however well ejuipped-can build a better
receiver. No manufacturer. however large, can produce a receiver
whose results will surpass those you will get from the Lissen Skyscraper you build yourselL It is the only battery kit set that can
deliver such power-yet the H.T. current consumption is lar less
than that of the average 3-valve set.
-

II

:\

-

GREATEST CHART EVER PUBLISHED!

GREATEST SET EVER BUILT!
COMPLETE WITH

Lissen have made the building ol the Skyscraper etrerneIy iinple
for you. Elaborate care ba been taLen to ensure your success by
giving in the Skyscraper Constructional Chart such detailed instructions and such profuse illustrations that everybody, with no
technical knowledge or skill at ali, can build it quickly and with
complete Certainty oi success.

1116 deposit
and 12 monthly
payments of 10/6.

or

CABINET AND
LOUDSPEAKER

s

-

s

-

Sksscraper Kit, iomplete with vaives,
a Lissen Metallised S.C., a High-Mu Detector, and a Liasen
Economy Power Pentode Valve, and the price is only 89s. Gd.
Or you can buy the Lissen Walnut Consolette Skyscraper
Cabinet and Loudspeaker combined as illustrated. lt
holds all batteries, nd accumulator and loudspeaker as well.
lt makes everythng self-contained. A special Pentode
Matched Balanced-armature Loudspeaker of great power
sa supplied with the cabinet, and the price of the Skyscraper
Kit, complete with valves and this cabinet and loudspeaker.
is only £6 5s
You buy the Lissen
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and 12 monthly
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A nucrophone or spea1
should be wired to the wireless set as
described elsewhere in this issue, and
father takes his place by the mike. The
preeenta for the various kiddies must be
wrapped in different coloured wrappings
different ways so as to be easily
deinguiahable, and father must be
peo,ied with a list of these wrappings
kiddies for whom they are
k intended. When the time for
distribution arrives the youngaten gather round the tree,
with. of course, strict admoninona not to touch anythingfather quietly disappears
(into the other room, of course).'
Suddenly from the tree issues a
,5deep voice bidding John or
Mary to step forward. Upon
D the child mentioned approach_
ing the tree the voice of the Tree
request him or her to take the
parcel, or the blue box as the case
may be. in this way the various presents
may be distributed and should there be
a rather unruly child amongst the crowd
s suitable "telling off" might be given
with the present.

the tree.
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the festive season

at

hand

there ale a number of different ways
in which the wireless set may be
called Into use to add to the enjoyment of the merry crowd which is bound
to assemble on at least one day through the

Elsewhere In this issue you will find
how to use the loud-speaker as a dance band, or
at least, how to produce your own dance music
through tise medium of the gramophone record,
season.
so
we will not discuss this type of entertainment
in this article, but will rather deal with what
might be called "stunts," or rather unorthodox
ways of using a wireless set.

J

r

The Christmas Tree Speaks.

The first idea is related primarily to Christmas
Eve, and is s novel version of Father Christmas.
The children will have to have a Christmas tree.
arid it is natural that they should receive a present
from the tree-a task which is usually performed
by the head of the family-or rather, father.
Instead of this manner of present distribution
you will find this idea is much more modern,
and the children will like it much more. Stand
the tree in the comer and behind it conceal a
small loud-speaker.
desired the pot in which
the tree stands could be made to accommodate
the, speaker. Leads from thu are taken to
another room, preferably one in which
it is possible so see the tree, without
being seen by the youngsters round

il

.,

v

2
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-
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h
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f
Without phones or speaker

-

-

¿h..

t.JF'

Pj,tes

Receiving without
Speaker.

--

.
-

hi

-

Where the party cOnsists of older
people, say between the ages, of twenty
and thirty, a little experimenting would
be quise a change from "Kiss-in-thering" or other similar games. "Ehe
illustration above shows two people
receiving the broadcast pro«ramnie (or
record if there is no broadcasting
available) without the aid of'
headphones or loud-speaker.
For this arrangement, two
ordinary wires must be led
from the loud-speaker ter.
minais of the receiver, ami the
ends bared for a few inches.
Now each person takes a bare
end and holds hands with the
free hand. Nothing will hap'
pen. 1f now a sheet of dry
brown paper is placed between
their two heads, and they
incline their heads until the
paper is sandwiched between
their ears, the music or speech.
will be heard quite clearly.
Remember, the paper must be
perfectly dry and fairly stout.'
vifferent 'materials may be
tried, and perhaps three or
more may try out the idea.

For instance, a novel competition may be.
arranged, by bringing the single lead into the
centre of the room, and baring t end. Ordinary
single bell-wire is most suitable for this idea as
it is fairly thick and stiff and is weil insulated
for the benefit of those who are inclined to be'
afraid of electricity. Switch on the receiver
(with the loud-speaker wired in series with the
set.
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A "Wireless" Game.

When deslin
with the
Output Filter Circuit ht our

-

-

we have repeatedly
stated that only one lead sa
pages,

4

-.'

-

'-V4.

necessary for the loud-

speaker; any earth connection
completing the circuit. 'l'bis
fact permits a number of.
interesting things to be done
with the one wire from the
-

i

-

-

-.

The Christmas

.

tYee

speaks-
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extension lead, of course) and
then ask the members of the
party to take the lead in turn
and see who can find the music.
By arranging this competition
in a room where there are n
good earth connections, and
then concealing (before the
party, of course) various earthed
leads and joining them to
different ornaments, chair backs,
etc., a time limit could be
imposed for each person, and
much fun may be obtained by
watching the endeavoura of the
"clever ones" to find a metal
body. Remember, for this, that
tin-foil, such as is found round
chocolates, etc., will make a
good connection, so fixpiecesof
this at different points and do
not connect them all up. Of
course it is understood that
when the extension lead touches
a point which is "earthed" the
music will break through (roan
the loud speaker.
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The human aerial
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opposite side to the
remainder) run thin
leads to all of the
other clips.
The
result of titis is that
on the right side of
the map each town

-

I

'

Calling..

¡ame ides may be
adapted to a table game. This

maybecalled"Europecalling,"

.

"
I

,'

i

i

,

The

or some similar title. If this one is used, obtain a large scale map of
Europe (or draw one if you are gifted that way), and at the principal
towns attach an ordinary paper fastener. (This should be of the type
having two prong, about half-an-inch long and a head about i of an
', inch in diameter). At the back of the map attach another larger paper
rom the head of this (which na, on the
- fastener, near one corner, and

'
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becomes
represented by a
large brass ditc.
The more towns
you can employ the
better the game.
From the single
large fastener run a
lead to the loudspeaker, and from
the earth lead run
another wire to a
metal plate os ainsilar device under the
table. (We assume,
of course, that s

filter

From

is

in

i.

L
onipleting, the Circuit
a new game

-,

be long enough to reach to the centre of the
table, via chairs placed round ii. The members
taking part in the game sit round the table
and each one is given the name of a town and
one of the bare wires. When all are ready the
set is switched on, and the MC. calls out
"London" or sorne other town. Immediately,
the person who has been given this name has
to put his bare wire on the brass stud representing tus town and keep it there. The M.C. nest
calls another town, and he to whom it has been
assigned places his wire on the town so named,
which completes the circuit. By setting a time
limit this may be given quite an interest for tbe
younger members who are still at school.

-

JI

-

Musical 'Chairs.
If dance music is available, either from the
broadcasting station or gramophone records,

various devices to produce a sudden severing of
the speaker lead may be thought of. As an
example, the chairs may be set out in a row at
one side of the room, and the participants stood
at the opposite side of the room.. Arrange a
number of simple switches in a line-ordinary
wire twisted together being good enough for the
purpose. Have one or two of these wired up,
When
the remainder being simply dummies.
the music is coining through, the participants
commence untwiating the wires or pulling out
the switches as the case may be, and as soon as
one of those which is in circuit is opened, the
music ceases, whereupon everyone daahes for
the chairs. There is, naturally, one more
member than the number of chairs, and one is
unlucky. He, or she, falls out, and the circuit
is remade, wnth an alteration in the switch or
switches which are in circuit and so the game
continues until there is one left. That one is
declared the winner,

.t
er

7

i

g j
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f

t

r

Wireless Charades
Arrange the microphone in one room, and the
loud-speaker in another room. The party is
divided into two groups, one remaining in
the room with the loud-speaker, and the
other going into the room with the mike.
Before switching on, the microphone party
'l'his should
decide on some song title.
be of such a nature that it is capable of
being translated, for the mo!t part, into sounds.:
When decided upon, the circuit sa completed.
Then after a short interval to enable them to get
ready the microphone party make the sound of
rain, falling. The party with the speaker have to
d
guess the song title. When the title
covered, the parties change round.'

use).

the metal
plate a number of
bare wires are then
run, and these must

¡

-and the listener picks!
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Fig. i. Cut-away ì'iew ola house
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Fig. z. Series and parallel
wiring of loud speakers in
diagrammatic form.
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.

The choke output filter
circuit.

-

Fig.

-.--Ordinary jack-s wired for Series
(A) or parallel (B) connection.
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RUN YOUR OWN BROADCASTING
STUDIO THIS CHRISTMAS!
AGREAT deal of entertainment
n'.y be obtained from your
wireless set with the simplest
of apparatus that can be picked up
second-hand for a few shillings. All
that is required for the experiments to
he described are a microphone, costing
anything from five shillings upwards,'
and a telephone or microphone transformer that can be obtained
from any dealer in secondhand electrical apparatus for
about the same amount.
A glance at the accompanying illustration will show
how simple the connections
r-,Qv'1,
are. It is advisable to have
the transformer and battery
close to the microphone, and
the extension leads can then
be of any length from the

-

j
1!I
III

y

\

Novel Entertainment.
Having done this, arrange for some
friends' to come and listen to your
special surprise item.
With the
audience in one room and you in the
other with the microphone connected
up, an evening's entertainment can

1f the microphone is very sensitive
you will then find that you will be able
to hear low conversation that is going on
in the room; or if the microphone is
placed in the hedge in the garden you
vill hear snatches of conversation of
people as they pass by. A motor-car
will sound like the end of the world!
and you will be able to hear the foot-

easily be arranged.

Don't tell your friends that they

are

not listening to an ordinary
broadcast item. While your
friend has been performing,
'/'O/vE ag'
you slip in the room where
"
the others are listening and
note what they are doing.
One might be smoking a pipe,
or another eating. Just before
the item is drawing to a close
'fI
IIk_11
excuse yourself and slip out
of the room into the next,
o
and make an announcement
&qT7ERY
secondary of the transformer
such as the following
Connectionsfor a microphone or microphone button
to the pick-up terminals on
"Before going on to the next
the wireless set. If you have
item will "So-and-So" (your
no pick-up terminals on the set, connect
steps of pedestrians quite a long way off.
friend's name) "please put out his
one wire to the grid of the detector, or
However, this abnormal amplification
pipe?" (Or stop eating sweets, etc.)
of sounds becomes tiring in time,
first L.F. valve, and the other to L.T.
negative or earth. To operate the micro- so then you can try the followphone I or 3 volts will be necessary,
¡ng experiments, using two
so that a small 3-volt torch battery may
valves-i.e. one stage of
J"
be used instead of a 9-volt grid-bias
L.F. transformer
'H
battery. An on-and-off switch can be coupled amplification.
,
inserted in the microphone circuit, so Suspend the microI,
that the microphone can be switched phone in a separate
on and off quickly.
room at a con.
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Simple Experiments,
to speak into,
Now for one or two experiments that and then excan be carried Out with this simple. p e r i m e n t
hook-up. First of all let me warn you with a friend
(UI
that if the microphone is at all sensitive, and find Out
191
'lj/ and the amplifier is at all powerful, it
the right diswill- not be possible to operate the
tanceandthe
'.-"
¡
'Ij
microphone anywhere near the set or right tone
-.
loud-speaker, as low-frequency oscilla- in which to
tions will be set up that will result in a speak.
.
- deep howl.
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Moving-Coil Sjwakcrs

The new (patented)

(
J-

Mansfield

weight or cost, sensitivi is materially increased and the range of reproduction
improved.

Magnelic

System lifts the whole subject of pôpular

moving-coil spakers

n to a higher plane.
lt makes possible a magnet 30% more
efficient than the best c.bolf steel magnet
of the same weight and 10% mote efficient
than a chrome steel magnet of three timts
the weight. lt enables a steel chassis to be
used without magnetic loss. H eliminates
the bug-bear of loss of magnetism.

I

I

-

4j
IìuuuuI...
The"Mansfldd"Cabinetin

well finished Oak.For mod eis
P.Pivf.4 & 5
25/- extra.

.

secret, now revealed, accounts for the
colossal demand for the new Mansfield
permanent magnet moving-coil speakers
(Senior and Junior) ever since we introduced them at Olympia. We bave had Io
make repeated large extensions to our works
and engage and train hundreds of additional

This

There is nothing like it in the world. A magnet made on this principle comprises two
steel alloys so arranged that the magnetic
flux is concentrated in the small area where
the work is done, insteada4 being distributed
over the whole system. Thus, withouextra

workers- nd ve can now meet demands
Write for booklet then
delivery.

f.,

Ask your dealer for a demonstra(Jon :

you

will

be

AMAZED.

"Mansfidd" Senior (Improved P.M.4.) incorporates the new "Mansfidd" system and gives 42/astonishing rendis from any 2,-3-, or nndt,-vaive set. Complete wtth 3-ratio transformer
"Mansfield" Junior (P.M.5) also incorporases the above. Complete with 3-ratio transformer 27/6

Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Lid., Radio Works Mansfield, Nous.
Pbone: Holbom

London Olhce; 109 Kingiwr5, London, W.C.2.

lush Free State

6714.

Dui,tbulou: K.1l7

L Shiel, LId., 41 Fleet S.., Dublin
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HALF A MICRO-MICROFARAD

-

not merely a
A rigid chassis that is all one piece
framework bolted together. A one-piece chassis so
strong that there an never be the slightest distortion
this is the chassis of the J. B. NUGANG.
in use . .

..

j

Trimmers to each stage inside the chassis are operated
by external starwheets.
Vanes wide spaced and of
heavy, gauge. Special rotor bearings ensure permanent
give
accuracy and
remarkably free
movement.
Capacity OOO5. Supplied semi-screenedas illustrated or
fully screened with lid.
-

Capacity without trimmers: Minimum 20 m.m.f. Maximum 520 m.m.f.
Capacity of trImmers: 70 m.m.f.

Write

for complete Catalogue.
NUC

_-

ANG

Semi-screened

Fully screened

2-gang.
3-gang
4-gang

2-gang
3-gang
4-gang

with lid

!

14/21/-

28/.

16/23/6
31/-

PRECISION INSTRUMENTS
Advertisement

of Jackson Bros.

(London) Ltd., 72, St. Thomas' Street, London, S.E.!.
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fl1REE-VAL

receiver with
one knob on the panel, yet possessing all the
usual controls-tuning control, reaction control, wave-change switch and on-off switch! On the face of it
this appears to be rather a diftcult, if not an impossible, problem.
But it has been solved in the Solo-Knob Three. If you are without
a radio set, there is ample time for you to make up this splendid
little receiver which employs the time-honoured circuit in
a novel way The construction has been made possible by
the ingenious Liasen component which forms the only
panel mounting partofthis receiver, and this incorporates
two condensers, and
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ROT view of the

Solo

Knob-with

valves and screen removed to

show

switches which are needed. As will be seen from the illustrations, this forma a
very neat and attractive panel mounting, and adds to the simplicity of layout and
wiring.
The Circuit Explained..
The circuit, as will be seen from the circuit diagram, consists of the conventiönal
Detector and two L.F. stages, transformers being used for the couplings.. The
coil is one of the modern shielded coils, and although only one coil 13 empk,yed in
this receiver it has been thought desirable to employ this form of coil in order to
avoid direct pick-up in the locality of a powerfultation. There are no other
points of interest in this receiver, so we can pass on to the actual constructional details.
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A SPLENDID,

Solo

CHEAP AND
QUICKLY-MADE
THREE -VALVER
OF THE DET.
& 2LF. TYPE,
WITH SINGLE
KNOB

IX

WIRELESS

the

Knob with

vulves

arid

scyeefl

in

-

coil

-
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place
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Í

'CONTROL
LIST OF ÇOMP0NEN
loon (;n,,d (,.ndrnon lonoor Costot

¡on Moh,d 400.n.d Coil.
R..dy Rod., 3-1 1,.n,tor,n,.

'1rIon A.o 5-t

I
I
I
I

'

only

I,

T.o,o

1CC. .5t2 Fiorsl Condno. 1rpr
TCC. 2 ,,td. hord (ornk,rs,r. 1'v- 50.
(,..h.rn, F.nnh Il,. o,d (;nJ t..k 111k,.
(,ono, E.nsh 2-no*hns (oI 1.-ok.

/

.

IIol.-,n Iboo-bo..,d Fo,. I-told., snd los.-.
10.1501 ,h,m 4p.oh.0 5.-soros.-.Ikd,
(r,hns Foods Ñ.op 14F. CI-d.-.
WIt. 4-pin V,ls-.-h,kk.,.
F..o.- l'ori (P.-noo,tl. 12 i,,. br 7 ñ.
(2.oi,,- Co..norono Wirr.
Co

I
I

Construction.

1

T..

I

F

4

I

The
Cor 210 D.-r. V,ir.-.
point which calls
('.n,., 211) I.E. V,irs'.
Cosoo 21,1'. V.,lrs.
for attention in
IkIIin los c_oor; II. rs lord.
the construction
r I-rb000n 105 sot, Ñ,pr, FIT. Hors-ny.
Fdhros 9-voir (isi.I llotosy.
is the mounting
I-dors..n 2-sol, III omp. 5.-consolo.
()-,,.nd I. d-Spcok.-r. Typ.- 452
of the combined
.bon. Cobin., Typ.- lis.
I
condenser as4.-osso. 1.1,5..) W.rn.kr Iloos (;.Is., Gli.
The
sembly.
by
makers' instruc%%nkn
12
tions should be
followed when
mounting this,
but to make the matter perfectly clear the following
notes will be found of interest.
The centre of the assembly is in the exact centre of
the panel, so this should be marked first. The centre
hole is not exactly critical, so that a series of small holes
will be found the best way of drilling this. The holes
should practically touch, and then the piecc knocked out.
The fixing holes must be accurately drilled to ensure a
firm fitting for the ebonite escutcheon. When the holes
are drilled, take the condensers off and dismantle the
I
I
I

I

I

I

the coil and other baseboard components, and wire up, using the wiring
diagram as a guide. There are no difficulties to be encountered here,
and this work will be found perfectly straightforward, provided the
'diagram is kept by your side whilst you are working. Where the glazite
is joined to the coil terminals, take care not to bare too much wire or it
will short-circuit on to the case.

I

t
I

I

i..

I

II)

in

assembly as describtd in the Liasen pamphlet, and
assemble the whole on the panel. Note that the small
screw must be removed from the upper knob to enable
the two condensers to operate independently. Mount

12"

-

t.-

Operauon.
When completed,
the
receiver may
be

Three-quarter front new
of the Solo

put into

operation. Plug a Cossor 210 Det. valve into
the socket nearest the coil; a Cossor 215P.
valve into the socket at the other end of the
baseboard, and a Cossor 210 L.F. in the centre
socket. H.T. + I should be plugged into the
80-vult tapping, and the H.T.2 into the end
tapping of the battery, namely 105 volts. The
grid bias plugs should be inserted in the ,battery as follows: G.B. + into
the positive end of the battery, G.B.1 into the 1.5 volt tapping, and the
G.B.2 plug into the 7.5 volt tapping. The front knob on the tuning
unit controls the station selection, and the rear portion of the knob'
controls the reaction condenser. The lever at the bottom controls the,
wave range and siso brings the receiver into operation. The engravings
on the ebonite escutcheon isske this part of the scheme quite clear. In
most localities this receiver will give a good selection of stations on the
loud-speaker, and will provide an ideal home receiver, capable of being
-

i

Knob

'i.'
,

used by every member of the family.
Front of Panel Diagram

I
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GIVE YOUR SET'
THIS

;.

I:

1Ii

XMAS PRESENT

---- -

THESE ARE THE PARTS
THE AUTHOR USED

.........

TRIANGLE Ebonste Panel,
12x7 ready drilled
Laminated Baseboard, 12 x 10
...
I LISSEN Ganged Condenser Control
Unit
.1 TELSEN Matched Screen Coil
3 W.B. Valve Holders
'
I GRAHAM-FARISH Snap H.F. Choke
i READY RADIO 3-1 L.F. Transformer
I TELSEN ACE 5-i LS. Transformer
i T.C.C.
0002 Mfd. Fed Condenser
RED

I

:7

.........

TypeS ...............

i
'.

I
I

................
............

....
Resistance
BULGIN F.5 Fuse and Holder
...
I BELLING-LEES.way30BacteryCord
4 BEUÂNG.LEE marked Terminals ...
2 BELLING..LEE Terminal Blocks
...
..

I

i
Plugs

...............

KIT "A" CASH OR C.O.D.
PETO-SCOTT WALNUT CONSOLE

professionally finished appearance of the most lusuriou. R.dio Receiver money
can buy.

1

3

$

6

CASH o,. C.O.D. Carnage Paid.

£3-O-O

or 12 monthly pOymgnta oF

I b
2 0
S

5

6
6

13
1

EAs

10
1

4

1

6

£3 O O

I

lo..!
CASH

wiIh Va1v.,

:cnbi...,.

ce C.O.D.

r.age

£4-2-9

aFnts

5/6

KIT"C"!.;
:-.
!

tc.

A

:wsih Val.ea and;
:Tbi Cabinet na'

Usatrted.

'CASH orC.O.D.'

a.
.

or 12 monthly

6

I O
I o
2 0

B"!
Kit "A" ho,:

KIT

T.C.C. 2 Mfd. flied Condenser Type
No.50
310
GRAIIAM-FARISHGrid.LeakHolder
6

GRAI{AM-FARISH 2 Meg. Ohmite
Resistance
I BULGIN 10,000 Ohm,. Spaghetti

Constructed in Walnut will, contrasting inlaid
Comes to you with vignette, Walnut Veneer..
ready to take any set.
Transforms your Radio
Into a beautiful Console
Instrument, presenting the

3 6

Author's Kit of apecitied parts
including
drilled panel. but
lean valve, and cabinet.

............... 146
...

fá.

d.

s.

KIT "A"

.Criago Paid.
!

I

:

;

£4-17-9

or 12 monthly

E

3 Specified Valves £ 1.2-9 Cabinet IS!.

PILOT STRUCTAIUT
Comprise.: RED TRIANGLE Rrady
Drilled Ebonite Panel, 12 i 7
REI)
TRIANGLE Drilled Terminal Strip; NonWarping Laminated Ply Raseboard 12 x 11F; Insulated
Connecting
Wire, Fixing
Screws and Flex.

IMPORTANT-Parts, Kitt, Mucdlaneoias Components, Finished Rece vers or Accessories for
CASH, C.O.D. or H.P. on our osos system of Easy Payments. Sendos a litt of your wants. We
will quote yos by return. C.O.D. orders value over 10/- sent carriage and post charges paid.

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD.

77, CITY RD. LONDON. EC.1
WsotE.S.r..ma:62HghHaIbse..L..ais.WLl. Telc.:H.160r53248
Dear Sirs, Please send me CASH C.O.D./H.P ................. -.......................................
for which I enclose L ............... a ............. d. CASH/Hi'. Deposit.
Tele:Clerksnu,e119406-7.

621

-

atfl. Boa,

R

NAME..................................... ................

..tr..

Carriage and Packing 2/6
extra England and Wales.

or 12 monthly
payments of 5/

ADDRESS ..,.,,
U

PRW.

10/12132

.. ..............................................

...................................................................................................

------------------------------------------

ANY ITEM SUPPLIED SEPARATELY-ORDERS OVER 1O/

SENT

---- ----------------------- &

CO.D. CARRIAGE AND POST CHARGES PAID
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Simple Emergencia
which uill keep
the set In action

k.

.5
HT.-

I

TFIERE is always the possibility that the wireless et will go wrong
at the critical moment-that is when all the shops are shut, and
your parre is at its height. l'he following hints suggest some
t'stand-bv1' methods of overcoming the trouble, and it should be
possible rapidly to effect a cure for the stoppage, even if the resultant signals
If you are using 2-volt valves, the electric bell cell
are reduced in strength.
may be pressed into use to finish the programme out. It will not last long,
of course, but it will give enough to enable you to hear how the Hero marries
the Heroine.
Suppose that the
H.T. battery suddenly starts to give
up the ghost. Put
it in the oven for a
SHORT time.
Don't leave it too
long, or the wife
will be after you to clean
up the melttd pitch. A
little warmth will help
it to give an increased
output for a short while.
In the event of the
set suddenly going dead,
move the aerial and, if the
4
set employs HF. stages, put
the lead-in on the grid end of
the coil which is included in
the Detector salve circuit. If
f
A 12-volt d
it is on the HF.
side that
the
cell is a useful Ç1'
origitrouble
nates, signals will
be obtainable by this chapge-over, but, of course, at a much
If two L. F. stages are in use, the speaker
reduced strength.
may be joined in place of the primary of the first L.F. transformer. This cuts out the last stage. Either of these two
methods may be adopted, and then the valves shuffled round, so
that if a valve is the cause of the trouble it will be
speedily found, and the first or last valve of the receiver
cut out of circuit, with a valve in each of the remaining
fì.vfating simple
holders. Of course, where the incorrect valve is used
es

blown or otherwise broken, the
terminal may be joined to earth with a
short length of wire.
If your guy-rope should chance to
break during a programme, remember
that the aerial wire may be laid along the top of the garden fence and will
give quite good results for the time being. A nail here and there will
keep it in position until the rope or
mast can be renewed. Ordinary thin
wire may also be called into use as An
indoor aerial, or a
fixed condenser in
svith

the

mains
may
fIsenes
employed until the
lead

he

emergency period

has passed.

Supposing thar
your receiver employs
an R.C.C. stage, and
you find that one of

â

the resistances has
broken down.
A
piece of stout paper,
and a smearing of
blacklead
(obtained
the household
down fach it along from
cleaning box) such as
tite topof the fences is used for polishing
the fire grates, will
make quite a good
temporary resistance.
The value is varied, of course, by the
amount of lead on the paper. Ordinary
lead pencil may be used instead of the'blacklead paste, but is not o good.

/'KfGt;agrialblo

Reviving a run-

T.baJ

r

a certain stage it wiU be necessary to readjust the bias
and probably the H.T.
Another simple method of cutting out one valve is
to join together the grid sockets of two succeeding
valves. Ordinary D.C.C. wire may be used for this
and the wire may be fixed either to the actual terminai
on the valve holder, or from the components which are
wired to that terminal. This method has the advantage
that the Detector valve circuit may be transferred,
without inserting a grid leak and condenser in an L.F.
stage.
you have a battery set, and it is fitted with the
customary fuse in the H.T.- lead, and this should be

in

lt

-

-

L
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pick-up together with full instructions
for mounting. The difficulty, for the
amateur, usually lies in the method of
connecting the pick-up to the receiver.

'

OME practical hints
on the fitting, connection and oøeration
.of'a gramohone pick-up may not come
amiss at this time when many radio
listeners are contemplating the purchase of this accessory, either as a
normal extension to their existing
equipment, or as a Christmas present
for thefamily. For the party, when the
band music via the radio is not available,
the electrical pick-up can be pressed
into service to provide the strains of
melody to guide the witching feet.
To fit a pick-up all that is necessary
is to remove the original sound box
from the tone arm of the gramophone
and substitute the pick-up. In many
cases, however, it is found better to
incorporate a special tone arm, this
being supplied complete with the
I

r

b _.c.
B.

f'

Fig. 2.-Two methods oj fitting a pick-up
switch

4

'4/

Powe.eo,
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FROM THE PICK-UP TO GRID
BIAS
NEGATIVE AND THE
OTHER WIRE FROM THE PICKUP TO TIlE GRID OF THE
VALVE. lt is also desirable, but not
always essential, that the "normal"
connection to the grid of the valve
should be broken when the pick-up is
in use. In Fig. 2 A and B, diagrams
are drawn to help make these clear.
It shows the theoretical connections
of a pick-up to a detector valve and to
the first low frequency valve in a
battery-operated receiver. In the case
of A.C. mains sets where automatic
grid bias is provided, the arrangement
is slightly different, but we will discuss
-

(Qi ricq,yi

Fig. i.-Diagrams showing various
methods of connecting a pick-up

A.

+1Î

¿OSO S.4(EA?

Fig: I shows the layouts (but not the
circuits) of a number of typical receivers
and indicates at what points the pick-up
connection should be introduced,
together with alternatives.
Whatevet the stage at which the
pick-up connection is made, one rule
universally applies. It is: ONE LEAD

If a receiver employs two low
frequency stages after the detector
valve, both these stages should be used
for the pick-up and the pick-up connection must be made to the grid circuit
of the first low frequency valve. How
this connection is made we shall see
later.
Many modem receivers, especially
those employing a pentode output valve,
have but one low frequency stage. In
such cases, the pick-up must be connected to the grid of the detector valve
and provision made for appiying
negative grid bias to the detector valve
so that it may operate satisfactorily as
a low frequency amplifying stage while
records are being played.
In receivers employing
one or more high frequency
valves, these valves will not
be used.

this later.
The very simplest method of making
the connection and one which calls for
no alteration of the wiring whatsoever,
is by means of a piece of apparatus
known as a "pick-up adaptor." This is
a plug having four pins in the base
corresponding to the four sockets of
the detector valve and four sockets in
the top to take the pins of the detector
valve. Two terminals are provided at
the side andito one of these,

-

O''

!.

":1+

Ji;

.p1-i-,I
..;

n.
p'
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Pick-Up Terminals.
If possible, a pair of terminals should be fitted
to take the pick-up wires. One of the many neat
terminal mounts designed to accommodate two
terminals may be litted to-the baseboard at the
back of the receiver.
Pick-Up Switch.

.

A good many listeners make a very neat job
by fitting a small and compact changeover switch
of the push-pull type on the terminal strip of
their sets. Sometimes it is possible to cut a slot
at the back of the receiver and insert a small plate
of ebonite to carry both terminals and switch.
Failing this, a switch may be mounted on a small
sub-panel inside the set carried by brackets from
the baseboard or from the side of the cabinet.

,% TEçW,
CcwA,scr,ov

Fig.

Dec. 10th, 1932

stage of the gramo-amplifier) as indicated in Fig. 4.

)

I

WIRELESS

3.-A

simple plug-in
pick-up adaptor

I

Fig, 4.-How bias is applied through the

P,c#e-

p

k.'

V,t

pick-up

rí'oi
DL l.,E.Q
,

usually marked "pick-up" or "grid,"
one wire froni the pick-up is connected.
The other wire from the pick-up is
joined either direct to the correct
tapping on the grid bias battery, or in
the case of certain detector valves which
are operated at a low anode voltage and
therefore require no grid bias when
used as an amplifier, the second pick-up
wire is connected to the second terminal
of the adaptor.
To fit the adaptor all that is necessary
is to pull out the detector valve, insert
the adantor with the oick-un connections made in the detector vafve holder,
and replace the detector valve in the
top of the adaptor. Fig. 3 shows the
adaptor with the appropriate connections for this purpose.
It is far better to have the pick-up
leads connected permanently to a pair
of terminals at the back of the receiver
and to instal a switch somewhere in
the set to make the changeover at any
time without the inconvenience of
making additional connections or grop¡ng inside the set. To those readers
who contemplate the use of a pick-up
for their Christmas festivities, it is
preferable. for them to make tise slight
alterations at the present tipie so that
no delay will occur during the festive
season when the pick-up may be
required at very short notice. As a
temporary measure one lead from the
pick-up can be joined direct to the grid
of the valve (detector or low frequency,
whichever is being chosen as the first

50 000

Fig. 8.-Circuit for scratch filter

kP1L
9.-Representative, group

of

1

suitable switches foc

pick-ups

-

e....

This arrangement holds go'od for
battery operated sets and also for A.C.
mains receivers where battery bias is
employed. If, however, it is desired
to use automatic bias for the detector
valve, the connectioñs are rather
different and are as indicated in Fig. 6.
The grid wires should pass to the
switch in such a way that there is no
risk of coupling between the grid wire
and other parts of the circuit. This is
of special importance in AC. mains
sets in which it is essential that the grid
wires are well spaced from the low
tension leads carrymg the heating
current, otherwise there is a considerable risk of mains hum being induced
in the grid circuit and thus upsetting.
reproduction.
Fitting a Volume ControL
The method of control ía to connect
a potentiometer across the pick-up, the
lead to the grid of the valve being taken
from the slider as indicated in Fig. 7.
The correct resistance for the potentiometer will be between 50,000 and
500,000 ohms. Fig. 8 is a scratch filter
Circuit.

H
Rna rsvcL

f 'I
:1

fr.
!'Fig.

a

6.-Biasing an indirectly-

1-

I

heated valve
S

POTENT,O.vE TER

4/.

-

P/GúP

-

S'I i'

L'rff

11L

Fig. 7.-Connecting a volume control

Types of Switch
Any form of single pole changeover
switch (see group in photograph Fig: 9)
is satisfactory but the best is undoubtedly
that of the "snap" variety. If the switch
is to be mounted on a metal panel, see that
the switch is of the 'bushed" type.
As an alternative to a switch a plug
and jack may be employed. This should be
of the "two circuit" type.

Switch Connections.
Fig. 5 shows the theoretical connections
for a switch to insert a pick-up in the
detector grid circuit.
-

Fig. 5.-Connection of the switch
and pick-up

'i
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of the
Solo Knb' have
recommended -Ediswan Batteries and Accumulators for these reasons: the new process
by which Ediswan H.T. Batteries are manufactured has raised such a high standard of
long life and efficiency that it is possible to
issue a positive Guarantee with every battery;
while the new "balanced capacity" principle
in the design gf Ediswar "Extra-Life" accumulators allows these cells to be charged
more quickly and to give a longer life per
charge. You can be sure then, that when
you equip your "Solo-Knob" with Ediswan.
you are using the best and the most.
ecoomicaI batteries.
From all good radio dealcrs.
.

I

.,

HT. BATTERIES and

ACCUMULATORS
THE

EDISON

SWAN

ELECTRIC

CO.

A

LTD.

155

CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2
v :0;
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SU'PE.R H ET
Yòu may use it 'in any room

without external aerial

ah1ure

-.--.

t;:ows

Knife-edge selectivity, fine quality and single
knob control: Station after station clearly
heard on the built-in moving-coil speakers.
Radio in every room! For the local station
just cónnect the set to any lighting socket
and plug in the handy little 'portable" aerial
supplied.
Write for FREE art booklet and address of
nearest dealer. He will gladly demonstrate
Varley.
For use unth external aerial or with handy portable aerial
supplied. Five valves and rasttfier. VARIABLE MU H.F.
AND INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY STAGES. Six
tuned circuits oath SINGLE CONTROL TUNING rrnaining knobs on front are Volume and Mains Switch). BAND-PASS
INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY COUPLING. giving great
selectivity. ILLUMINATED SCALES marked with STATION
NAMES as well as wave-lengths. SEPARATE SCALES for the tuo

u'ave-bands. Operation of wave-change switch automatically dixlasesth,
asvrect seale (Long or Meditan.) TONE-BALANCED L.F. Amplifier.
Enevgised MOVING-COIL SPEAKER. Provisionjor using an external
speaker in place of, or in addition to. the M.C. Speaker. SOCKETS
FOR GRAMOPHONE PICK-UP.
Beautifully finithed BURR
WALNUT CABINETS. For A.C. supplies onl 200/2 o wIts, f too
cycles (25 cycle models a guinea extra). A
le on
.P.
S.
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ODE L

Easilycarried by concealed
handlewhichliesflushwith
top when not in use.
Undistorted Output z,600
nulliwatts.
Current Con'
jtptjon 6o watts. Dimensiens 161' high x 52' deep x
53' wide.
Model AP.38. 26 Gns..

t.
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t
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OLIVER PELL CONTROL

LTD.
i
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Oliver Peli Control Lid., Kingsway House, Kíngsway, London, W.C.2.
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The "Uniknob" is matched to within of 1% pIus or minus i mmfd.
and rigid die-cast construction maintains this accuracy under alt conditions
of use. A trimmer of 35 minI, in parallel with the front section. 5
operated by a small knob situated concentrically with die tuning knob,
allowing the finest adlustments to be easily made.
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The precise workmanship and
anuxing1y low price has provedr
this to be the most outstanding
condenser of its type. Fast and
Slow
motion,
ball-bearing

-

00035

ONL.'
H,

-0,-
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ANCHESTER
£

MAVINC mu. PFRM MAC

'S"SUPERB
Immense Volume!
Will accept 5 Watts.

O
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;owLL
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PRICES

THEMf.
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r
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and receive foreign concerts withOut interference. No wonder the
PIX has swept the country-no
wonder that morp than 1,000.000
listeners are now getting better

Whatever
radio through PIX.
your set:' up-to-date, old-fásh-

2/9

-

battery or all mains, the
work wonders' for
you as it already has done for
countless others. Fix a PIX in

ioned5

PIX

wt1i

your aerial to-day, and know
what it is to get the best out of
your set L
.

PIX CO.,

118/28, SOUTHWARK STREET,

LONDON1

Ltd.

-

(Dept. 302),

(as

SENIOR

SPECIAL MODELS
FOR PORTABLES.

:

"Junior
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above)
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£5 15 0
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3 0
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8 0
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SENSITIVITY
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T
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THE BRITISH

-.

POLAR WORKS,- LIVERPOOL.

-.

O

High power stations are cropping
up everywhere. The overlapping
problem is increasing daily. The
interference of foreigners with
home programmes has long based
the best brains in Radio, until a
young English engineer hit upon
the brilliant idea of the PIX with
the result that you can now
increase the selectivity of your
set and gut out all kinds of interference at the cost of only 2/-.
With a PIX in your aerial you
can also cut out your local station
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Askyoar dealer for-
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spindle, positive pigtail connecnon, one-hole fixing. Made in
hard
aluminium,
with --r,
brass pillars for r eid ty
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6
19
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No set is really up-to-date and able to meet modern conditions
unless it incorporates Ganged Tuning. And no set can be of
the highest efficiency unless this tuning is carried out with a
Polar "Star" Ganged Condenser. Where a "UNIKNOB"
is used, tuning is greatly simplified and, what is more
important there is a marked increase in selectivity.

Transformers and Cabinets
extra.

__________

-

4

Ratio O.P. Transformers
(switch controlled).

-

Marna Transformers

and Eliminators.

AT

Battery Chargers, etc.

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS
AND ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
Our Expert Advice is at your Service.
LANCHESTER'S LABORATORIES, LTD.
SPRING ROAD, TYSELEY, BIRM!NGHAIVL

S.E,1. Phone: Hait IOOl2.
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C. 'S.'

T

ARRETT,

.

4, UPPER JAME$ ST., REGENT ST., W.i
XMAS GIi'TS FR
YOUR FRLNDS

I
I
I

I

Complete KO Cash or C.O.D. Carrage

I

i

2
3

L

o.

100-250 VOLTS.

:

6
6

0
0

CELESTION P.M. SPEAKER

27/6.

:

ARGUS

d.

£5

-

ii1,

stamps

-

ELECTRIC CLOCKS.

FERRANT!.
BULLE

39/.'
£3

3

0

In:

End

-

,-

-

td,ddleses

wít,4'äKN/FFY'

¿

srtte os.
Chargea 3/. per qnory, four ornare, 2(9 each, cellS dia-crame.

Radio Technical Adeeooy (Dept. P.L.W.).
2, Wnntgate Chamber., Newpørt, Mon

i

TRANSFORMERS. Large quantity of genuine Erice.

New and goarsnteed
List prior',
17(6 each. RatlOs 2-1 and 4-1. Oar Drlce, 3(3 each.
SPEAKERS. Genuine "Six.Stxty ' Speaker Unito.
brand new and guaranteed. Limited number only.
Original coot, 6/6; to ctrtsr, 1/9 each
ETA. Ornerai purpoae raiceo. Type h Y 1814. List
price, 5/6. Seas. FI!. a-ott 20v., Fil cor. 0.12 amp..
Mx, Anode vol. 150v,, AmpI, factor 18, Imped. 14,000
eterno, Slut. cond. (stope) 1.3 m.afv., Aver, anode
current 3 eno. (For 150v. anode current and -2.5
0.8. Litnttesi number onty for quick note, each 2/6.
Snap up these bargatno whilst stocka tant I Carriage
paid U.K., cash with order-Pioneer Radio Manu.
non Transformers.

facturing

Co., Ltd., Coptic Street, New Oxford

Street. W.C.

LINK YOUP

Museum 9607.

Trade enquiries invited.

Everyone Recommends'

-

-ensures

12 0.

CONSTRUCTIONAL WORK UNDERTAKEN.

aad many
other things can be

temporary wrruig
to (amp standards.
etc.
,
Kniveton Cable Works
From voue dealer, or Qoeensw.y, Fonder.
:

/

KIT
LESS VALVES AND CABINET
3

We 'andes-tate to solve corse Problems, h,al'idsg obtatolesit
Asaetear Tranomlcting l4eoace. Whatevor your dltSaulty,

All these

Ideal for hook-ups,

send

£14 17 6.

ULTRA SHORT-WAVE COIL,
6/6 EXTRA.

O

TI1ISXMAS..

orattons, hollY,
quickly and easily
mistletoe, thosehncd jis any position
neatly,
smOly
by
a t t r a c t V e,
rresstns-o Kniffy lain
piessiflg
uttie
into wood, wall or
coloured lightsceiling.

D

REACTO

RAMOPL1ONE1O1QIJ S

The SLEKTUN"COLT":

I

y,
EACTO
E1Q UVE NATOL
EJ

Send P.O. for 3/6 to-day and start saving
Obtainable only
money right away.
from the manufacturers:

APPLIANCES LTD.

28, Watling

O

3

AC. ELECTRIC -RECEIVER-

:

O

DESIGNS FOR APPARATUS FOR ANY RADIO
PURPOSE. INCLUDING TRANSMISSION. OVERSEAS
ENQUIRIES INVITED; ANY APPARATUS SUPPLIED.

V.
O.
fr

i

-

i

F F V-

Chustmas Dec.

Rejuvenator, which feeds your
H.T. with L.T. current from a
spare accumulator (which only
J
needs charging once a year) until
it returns to the original, voltage.
Also keeps your new HT. at full
capacity. Simple to connect. Produces 4earer, louder tone. Elimin- Complete
ates parasitic noises. Your HT. instructions
Battery gives constant voltage in every pox
and lasts until it dries up. The-

rwi

paid

K:B. 321 3 VALVE.

6

.

BATTEI?Y

(Dept.

i

10

............

I

T::--,RE

.r REACTO

3

......
........

I

-and make ¡t last at least 2 years

itnc

1

orMAZDA.I H.F.,I L.F.,lPower.
PACKED SPECIALLY.
22/9

:
:
:

----£2 18 2

....
..........

lCoaaor

löst volt age fo your

I

6

Coosor 210 Det. Valve
7 0
210 1sF. Valve
7 0
8 9
Cosser 215 P. Vlvc
Ediawan 105 y. Super Cpacty HT. Battery
1
9
1
Ediswo,o 2 y. 40 amp Accumulator
8 0
I
Ediawoio 9 r. Grid Battery
i
O
9
I Ormc,od Laudspeaker Type R. 452 with cabinet
6
1
I Oak Cabinet
8 6
WRITE FOR 32 PACE CATALOGUE OF 1933-4 RECEIVERS
I

59/6

MONEY-HACK GUARANTEE.
satisfaction without risk.
R.EACTO must do aU we claim or it
A British jurencosts you nothing.
tion and entirely British made. Patents
applied for. Everlasting.

6

5

'

.

ACCESSORIES

:

9/6.

-with the amazing

O

8

........

:

2/6
GRAHAM FARISH FILI
2/PIX SELECTOR
8/6
WATES VOLT METER
CHRISTMAS TREE LAMPSState voltage.
22/6 set of 18.
WATES DISTANCE SWITCH

H.T.

.

6

Z

-

:

KIT OF. THREE VALVES.
OSRAM, MULLARD, COSSOR

1

Z

..

10.000 ohms Spaghetti Resistance ...
Bulgin Base Board Fut Holder and Fuse
I Belhng Lee 5 way Battery Cord
I 'C il
f GI zit
Screws, flex. 2 wan,ier
2 Belling Lee Terminal Blocks
4 Rehuse Lee Terminals, A., E., L.S., L.S.I Ebonite PaneL
2
s, 7
Permco

a

g

PE

89/6.

d

..
..

......
pls, et:::'.

BuI,n

I

,,

..

2 mfd. fixed Condensers, Type No. 50
Graham FarmI, Horizontal Grid, Leak I-folder
Graham Fanah 2 megohm Ohmite Resistance

J

i

BLUE SPOT
99 P.M. SPEAKER.

1

LISSEN SKYSCRAPER KIT,
COMPLETE WITH VALVES
70 STATIONS ON SPEAKER.

::

......

Choke

T.C.C.

I

COMPLETE WITH VALVES
ir mA1-I,Eu,c
c in
10!- Down. Balance of 11 monthly
!aevments of 10/-

HF.

Ready Radio 3-1 L.F. Transformer
Telsen 5-I L.F. Transformer (Ace)
T.C.C. .0002 fixed condenser, Type S

I

K.B. PUP.

I

W.B. Valve Holders
Graham Forish Snap

3

400 KIT £4 17 6

"

...........
......
......
Control

EKCO AC. 18-12 M/A ELIM.
£3 7 6
INATOR

S.T.

T

COMPLETE AIT AS SPECIFIED
:

1932

'Phone: Cerrard 1857

SOLO KNC3 THREE

COSSOR MELODY MAKER S.C.
THREE WITH VALVES £7 17 6
17/6 Down. Balance of 11 monthly
payments of 17/6.

10th,

Xl),

St., London, F..C.4

L.F.

dellghtd

l'crisi:
P. W.

I!.

-.

1.

BAND & Co.,

ever mude at
Specified for t/se

49

Rezlioz: 2:1,3:1,4:1,5:1.

SLEKTUN PRODUCTS,

21, DOuglas Strict.
LTD. Westmigaler.S.W.1

i

a

depon

low price.

latest sets.

City-guinea radio-gram. for j/. DOWN.
Play your records through your Iosndsyeater. Volume to
Ball. lioossisg lease lootromenta und high
liii o Concert
violi., notes (imposolbie to gramophonoel amplified with
torve, crystal clearness und absolutO purity with Sondeo
Eleotrival Pick-vp. Ouaranteest (lobait Magnet. Nothing
like It-amazing I

Ali the

TRANSFORMER

The finest Iransformer
such a

2/. weelily (11/- in all), er lO/
with arder.
084, 111gb Robore, Io&on, W.C.L

SCìCflhiIlC

T

VONSTRCTORS' ESTS.
Milliard Radio tor the Million AC. 3 (SD.. Del.,
Pentode). sealed carlos,. with valvea. List. £6.100.
at 7216. Moving Coil Speakers. Rolo (S) Type Midgets
(U.S.A.), 8)-inch cone, 90 volto D.C., 2,500 øismo,
40 ma., with Multi Ratio Trountormer, ill.. 200(240
D.C., 4,000 obmo, sorno Cneo. Columbia (.U8.A.) sbossoiled SO, 8 Radiogroni chosola, valves (3 8,0., ¡let...
LP., push-pull rectifier) and opeaker; guarantee 65
at.ationo, 250-500, 1,000-2.000 metres; ready for incor.
Isoratton in own cabInet, £15. Demonatrated if required.'
Carr. Paid, COD., or cail.-MAYPAIR RADIO, 31,
OBorge Street, Hanover Square, London, W-1.
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---Charging LowTension_1
AcèúthÚIatos7rorn DC.Máinsl

-

Practical Information by an Expert which wIll Enable any Amateur
to Charge His Own Accu,,iulattrs at a Mínimum of Expense.
P
R
meters are used, showing that the circuits
are separate. If tuo accumulator is of
high capacity, it will probably be best to
charge it on the heating or power circuit,
but if of very small capacity, on the lighting
circuit.
.To determine the current being used in
the power circuit, inspect each radiator
for a small plate giving the watts taken
by the radiator. Add together the watts
on all the radiators to be
used at any one time, divide
. this
total by the voltage of
the mains, and you will then
have the total current consumption of the radiators in
use. If you use an ammeter,
_'IL[
it is only necessary to put it
in circuit with the radiators
to read off the ampères direct.
If this figure is higher than
the charging rate of your accumulator, it is
unwise to charge the accumulator on the
power circuit. In order to ascertain the current consumed by the lamps in the lighting
circuit, the same principle is followed.
Each lamp has stamped on it its rated
consumption in watts. Add together the
watts taken by all the lamps to' be used
at any one time, and divide the total by
the mains voltage. This will give you
the current consumption of the .lighting
circuit, which will probably be below the
charging rate of the accumulator. Make
certain that you will not be charging the
accumulator at an eicessive rate with all
the lighting or heating apparatus on,
according to which circuit is chosen. In
order to charge the accumulator as quickly
as possible, choose the cirouit with the
highest charging rate that is not above 'the
charging rate of the a'ccumulatr.
B

'y

-

-

_____THERE are few listeners who have not
experienced the annoyance of the

L.T. accumulator running down
during the reception of their favourite
broadcast items, when the spare accumulator is at the charging station. A fullycharged accumulator always ready to
hand would obviate this. In the upkeep
of the. set the charging of accumulators
is a large item, and if this can be done
without cost it will appreciably Cut down
expenses. If your electricity mains are
D.C. (Direct Current) you can charge
your accumulator by passing .through it
the sanie electricity that lights your lamps
or heats your electric radiators.

't

Electricity Supply
It is quitp a simple matter to ascertain
whether your supply mains are D.C. or
A.C. (Alternating Current) by inspecting
the meter. There, is usually a small plate
oh the meter giving this information, and
also stating the voltage. In cases of
difficulty, 1V is best to write,to the supply
company. Should the mains be AC., you
will not be able to use this method of
charging. To ,charge the accumulator, the
mains must be tapped at a suitable point.
The, point to be chosen depends on the
current consumption of your lights and other
aipliancesand also on the capacity of thé
accumulator or accumulators to be charged.
The larger the accumulator, the highr
is the rate at which it can be charged.
The charging rate of an 'accumulator is
printed on it, and it should be borne in
mind that it is harmful to charge an accumulator at a higher rate, than stated, but a
lower rate will do no harm.

Current Consumption
In order to find the current that is being
used, a little calculation is necessary,
uuless you are fortunate enough to possess,
or have access to, an ammeter. First of
all, decide how many lamps or radiators
are used at any one time. In some districts
the lighting and heating mains aro on the
same circuit, but usually two different

s-

COL

-

eneiiSnflI

insulation. If the lamp does not light try the
wire on the other pole of the switch. . The
earthed side of the mains is connected to the
pole which does not ligh the lamp. Conneèt
a piece of cable, about ift. long, similar to
the wire removed from the switch, to the
vacant connection. You should now have
two wires showing, one connected to the
switch and the other going to the lighting or
power wiring system of the house.
Polarity Next, the polarity of the mains must
be -determined. The easiest way is with
pole-testing paper. Full directions showing
how to use this are given with the packet,
which may be obtained very reasonably at
most electricians. Failing this, place the
end of the wires in a glass or china vessel
containing water, at the same time taking
care that the wires do not touch. Then,
after switching on the main switch and
any one of the lights or radiators in the
house, as the case may be, bubbles'will be
observed coming from both wires, but the
negative pole will bubble much more freely
than the positive pole. Again switch off
the main switch and carefully mark the
wires. The positive pole by tying some
red cotton round the wire, and the negative
pole with black cotton.
You will now require a two-way singlepole switch, of the tumbler type, for preferr lighting circuit
ence (5 amp. switch
or 10 amp. switch for power circuit). Also
purchase "one switch block: Drill holes'
in the block to correspond with the twitch
connections, and thread each wire through
the block before inserting them in the
switch connections, as follows: Coniiect
the negative wire to the common point
añd the positive wire to one of the other
two connections, together with another
length of wre long enough to reach to the
position where the accumulator will stand
while being charged (Fig. 2). This piece
of wire must now be marked red for positive.
Intothe Isst connection a similar length
of wire is inserted and marked black,
being the negätive pole. The switch bl'ock
must now be fastened to the wall añd the
switch screwed securely to it.

Connectingto the Mains
The next consideration is, where to
inie'rt the accumulator. Ji order to maké
use of all th current being 'used the connection must be made in a' wire tht comes
direct from the mains. Disconnect one
wire from the main double-pole switch, after
first switching this off on the side connected
to the house wiring, not on the side connected
to
the ' electricity company's
meter and sealed fuse (Fig. 1).
it. is not important which pole of
/4
the switch is disco»nected, but it
is safer to disconnect the side that
is earthed. :Thjs can easily be
found by -roughly
COMMON ' 1If1
connectiig a piece
¿f flex to one pole of
CONNECT ror[r1(r'
NEGATIVE
r
the'double-pole main
WIRE FROM I''
switch.
The other
MAINSW17t#1 Ç
end of the flex is
taken to a lamp
holder. To the other connection o
the lamp holder another length of
flex is connected. Mter inserting a
lamp in the holder, tap tho loosò
end of the flex on the main waterFig. 2.-A
pipe, taking caro to hold only the

/
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Connecting the Accumulator
After making certain that the loose
wires are not touching, and are insulated
from any damp walls or ground, switch
on the main switch and also one of the lights
or radiators. By switching the two-way
switch up or down, it will be observed
that the lamp lights with the switch in
one direction only. Leave the two-way
switch in. the position in which the lamp
lights, and, after again switching off the
main switch, connect the two wires securely
to the accumulator to be charged. Positive wire to positive terminal and negative
wire to negative terminal. Switch on the
main switch, and switch over the two-

way 'switch
to the position in which
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that one may be charged while the
other is in use.
If it is found that the charging rate is
excessive even on the lighting circuit, a
connection may be made using the lights
on one floor or portion of the building
only. In addition to the main fuse there
are other fuses, connected usually in the
supply to each floor of a house. It is easy
to decide which fuse belongs to any parti.
cular part of a building by disconnecting
"
one fuso and switchso

\

ingonalltholampsto
find which do not
E1ER light. A' connection
I

-f.-

---.-_-__

I

'1932'

being consumed in tho house. For instance, it will take longer to charge in the
summer than in the winter, as considerably
more current is used during the dark evenings of the winter than on the long light
evenings of the summer. The only satisfactory method of telling whether an accumulator is charged is by a hydrometer,
and a reliable one can be purchased quite
cheaply nowadays. Full directions are
given with each. A slight overcharge
will not damage the accumulator, but
continuous undercharging will.
The level of the acid should be kept
above the top of the plates, by the addition
of distilled water only. Do not add acid
unless sorno

has been

JIN

spilled, and
only
then
diluted acid
viously went
FUSES
SWJ TCH
FUSES
of the same
out. If all
specific graythe connec_____________________
tions h a ve
ity as that in
F1.
3.-Circuit diagram of connections
been correct. _____________
the accumulater at the
Iv made, the
lamp xviII
.
time. When
now continue to burn, and the accumulator can then be made to one of SWITCH
placinif an accumulator on charge
is being charged.
the fuses after first diseco.
v the vent to allow the gas
The accumulator should be stood on a fleeting one wire in the same
to escape freely, and keep the
sheet of glass to completely insulate it manner as already described
terminals clean and covered with
from earth. If the connecting wires are in connection with the main
vaseline to prevent corrosion.
very long, they should be run through steel switch.
You will probably find that your
Be careful not to
tube. After an accumulator has been short circuit the fuse and so
accumulators will give you a much
4..
charged, and if it is not desired to charge render it useless.
longer life, because some so-called
another immediately, the double-pole switch
charging stations are not so careful
should be left in the position in which A Slow-Charge
with your accumulator as you will
the lights continue to burn with the accumuOwing to the fact that the accumulator be. Finally, a new accumulator should be
lator disconnected. The wires should be is usually only being charged at a slow given along, slow and continuous charge,and
carefully fastened in a safe position, and rate while the lights are burning, the for this reason the first charge should be
not left hanging where they may cause an charging process is slow. The time taken given either by the makers or at a reliable
cart.h. It is also wise to insulate the to charge an accumulator varies consider- charging station. Many accumulators,
exposed ends with insulating tape. The ably and may be anything from a week to however, are now retailed already dry,
best plan to follow is to have two medium- a month, depending on the size of the charged and only need the addition of
sized accumulators of the same capacity accumulator and the quantity of electricity acid, when they are ready for use.

thelamppre.
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BY means of this easily-made automatic switch a set can be
conveniently switched off from
another room. The materials used
are not critical, and most constructors will probably have all that
is required in the junk box, with the
exception, perhaps, of the mercury,
which should not cost more than
threepence. First cut all the wood
parts as indicated by E, G, F and D
in the accompanying sketches.
These will occasion no trouble if
they are cut to proper size. The
spindle hole and the chisel-shaped
point of G should be carefully
made, and the chisel edge must not
be split or rough. The glass tube,
C, is an ordinary ffint tube, complete with cork. Insert this tube
ii a piece of cork, as shown, and
then glue the cork to part G. Now
put the mercury in tube and put
two bare pieces of wire about i in.
long half-inch into the tube on
opposite sides, then insert cork to
hold them in place. The end can
be sealed with sealing-wax. Cut the
piece of tin-plate from any old tin,
shaping the claw end carefully,
and screw it to the block F. Stick
the piece of sponge rubber, B, on
top of it. An old bell magnet, or a
rin. length of a large nail wound

h'/f
\

Swi ch

By A.

J

POTTS

with the necessary wire, will serve
for the electro-magnet. This magnet
is fixed by a strip of. brass or
copper as near to A as possible, but
allowing sufficient movement for it to
STANOA)?D
be pulled down lin, at the claw end.
f
4'2 VOLT
"
Now mount all the parts, terminals.
Togc
4tt1l
etc., on the board E. The two
d
ATTTRY
terminals on G can be just screws
and washers, and the spindle L a
piece of threaded rod, with a collar
at W. When this has been done,
adjust so that the whole looks
like the front view shown in the
drawings. It should then be
ELECTPO-found that when A is lightly
MAGNET
puned down the part G will
fall into a horizontal position. Then
_____ while G is down, connect the
tenninals X to Z, and leaving the
_____
leads slack. See that G falls easily.
The remainder of the connections
510E VIEW
are as follows. One terminal Y to
ein eo.sily-riade remote- magnet, the other end of the magnet
to one side of the ft-volt battery
control switch,
at the back, from the other battery
strip to the other terminal Y.
That is all the connections for the relay. To connect
up, undo the wire that goes from L.T.- on accumulator,
and take n w-ire from each of these pointso the terminals
X. A bell-push is connected in the bedrooM, fo a double
wire, and the other ends of this wire to the terminals Y.
Place G in upright p*tion- and switch set on in the
ordinary way.
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YOU HAVE

For the music-lover

the reOs no
more acceptable Gift than a
Celestion PPM Soundex Speaker.
lt is housed in a dignified

figured walnut cabinet that will
harmonize with any furniture

IF

i

ELECTRIC LIGHT
YOU NEEDJHIS BOOK

scheme. Sensitivity and remarkable volume are its most out-

standing features.

rhose who insist upon true-ta
life reproduction will appreciate
the high standard of tonal quality.
Price only 5Os. including universal
transformer.

-

PPM

CONTENTS

RADIO POWER UNITS-and how

SOUNDEX CABINET

to build them.
NOTES ON A.C. POWER UNIT&

OPERATING RECEIVERS ON D.C.
MAINS.

Here is another very-popular Celestion Speaker, the PPM 29 Chassis.
lt is the largest speaker in the
Celestin range, and is without
doubt an extremely efficient model.
ronal quality and sensitiv5ty la
greater than ever before obtainedPrice
gives tremendous volume.
77/6, including universal transformer.
insist upon your local dealer demonstrating these two speakers.

p

ABOUT T.

C.C.

CONDENSERS.

ELECTROLVIIC
-

ELIMINATION OF INTERFERENCE.
L

Y
-

FOUR I.C.C. POWER UNITS (AC.)
with full constructional details.
ROTATING RESISTANCE CAL..
CULATOR.

Only mains power can provide your
set with that constant voltage essential
to pure and powerful rcproduction
Get a copy of this book and see howl
you can run your set off the electric
light-how you can be sure of adequato
power always
how to dispensn
with costly and inefficient batteries.t
If you are on A.C. supply there ans
four power units describcd-ne of
which is suitable for your act. If1
you are on- D.C. these is an infrma
live chapter on D.C. apparatus. The1
book also includes a useful Rotating
Resistance Calculator. Ask your dealer
to.dayor flU in and poet ship coupon.

-

-

-

COUPON

o

I

-

r. Tè. P..Iaiy D.P.., ra. T.kg'apd Cand.na,Ca..
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ALL-BRITISH

CONDENSERS,

Celestion Ltd.,

London Road,
Kingston-on-Thames.
London Showrooms:
lOS, Victoria St.,S.W.l.
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COMPONENTS
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-

AERIAL SERIES CONDENSER
IT is a well-known fact that a small condenser, in
i series with the aerial, l a valuable aid to selectivity Unfortunately, this slightly reduces volume,
and is-not always needed, either onnormal or long
seaves. It is necessary, therefore, usually to fit two
aerial terminals, one going direct to the coil, and the
other to the condenser. Thé new Telsen condenser
lias been desIgned to overcome the necessity of the
two condensers, and at the same Unie, to provide an
adjustable condenser for selectivity purposes. The
minimum capacity is -000005 muds. The maximum
is 0003, and the principal feature of this component is,
that just after It reaches anaximuan capacity a small
shorting switch Is brought Into operation, and so
joins the aerial direct to the coil. This condenser
may be attached to the panel by the usual one-hole
fixing bush, and the price is2s. 3d.
THE BULGIN H.F.MAINS CHOKE

¡ NTEJ1FERNCE in its many
forms, does not always
get into the set via the aerial,

O

hut often through the medium
of the mains unit. The special

O

lt.F. mains choke made by
A. F. Bulgin and Co. Is specially
designed to stop 11F. currents
arriving through the mains.
Thb choke should be placed in
one of the leads feeding the
eliminator, with a condenser
(about .01 mf&) connected at
either end, and the free terminais of the condensers conO
neeted to earth. The choke has
an inductance of 40,000
mierohenries, arid ri B.C.
resistance of 120 ohms.
-.
There wiilthusbcadrop
of potential of only i volt
Ti, Baum Mains 11F.
for. each 8 milllampa
Choke.
carried. The instrument
Is housed in a green bakelite case, and has interlocked
terminals. Its carrying capacity Is 100 mitliamps.
The cost is is. ed.

-___

,'

J

'

-

-

NEW CLIX SOCKET
\yJB,EN a metal chassit is employed for a receive!
VV
there is very often a great deal of difficulty In

ßtting small plugs and sockets, owing to the arrangemtnt
of insulation in the small size in which such sockets
are found useful. Leetro Linx Ltd. the makers of the
well-known range of Clix components, hare now
produced for time home constructor an extremely neat
,

and efficient plug and socket for thIs purpose, and It
icill be found to provide a most satisfactory solution
to the prohiem. The socket is less than an inch long,
and consists of a metal socket with the popular
threaded and slOtted end such as is employed in the
Clix valvc-holder. Around the upper portion of the
socket io an ebonite easing, the upper quarter of an inch
being just under half gnïnch in diameter, and the lower
portion provided with a thread which requires a kin.
hole in the chassis. This is a most. convenient size
of hole, end practically every home constructor
possesses a tin. drli. Tise ebonite casing is finished
in either red or black. The plug borlion Is on similar
lines to the Wander Pingo, amt nielzes a perftsctly
sound electrical joint, which will not give rise to noises
if the set is subjected to undue vibration. The socket
costs2kd., and the plug 1d. A full rangt of markings
iii obtainable.

-

-

LI

-

-

-

TAPPED OUTPUT FEED CHOKE
\yJEE a pento1e valve is employed in the last
VV
singe, it la often a difficulty to fit a really

efficient output arrangement.
Owing to the high
inipedce of the pentodo valve the loud-speaker
cannot obviously lac included direct in the anode
circuit, and, therefore, some sort of transformer or
choke must be employed. Messrs. Linsen have developed a very interesting choke for this purpose, and
this is provided with four terminals. Two arc lettered
LS., and the remaining two bear the letters P and HT.
The internal wiring is simply that of a choke with a
central tapping, this being taken to the LS.- terminal,
and one end of the choke Is taken to the terminal
marked P. The other end of the choke Is joined to
both of the remaining terminals. This ingenious
arrangement permita of numerous different connections
for the choke from a simple ifiter-fed pentodo circuit,
to a push-pull output choke. The Inductance of this
choke is 15 henries-st 7 milliamps, and only drops
to JP henries st 40 mllliamps, a roa1y good characteristic. In riewof the high current rating, there is no
reason why the choke could not be employed siso in
eliminator or other smoothing circuits. The price is
only 7s. Bd, and the usual Llescn bakelite case is
fitted to the choke.
BUI.GIN SCREENED SUPER-HET H.F. CHOKES

IT 'Is not always realised that th RF, choke has important work to do, and the satisfactory functioning of a set is often marred because a poor choke,
or so incorrect one, bas been fitted. This is a super
efficient instrument, each one being tested, and guaranteed to have tIte remarkably high inductance value

BRITISH GENERALBAND-PASS UNIT

T11E band-pass units preducod' by the British
General Sifg. Co., Ltd., are of the non-screened
typo, as will be seen by the illustration. The two eolio
are mounted at right angles, the cylindrical formero
carrying the shàrt-wave windiugs only. Beneath the
moulded brise the long-wave windings are disposed
on slotted'disc forms, and for coupling purposes a
.04 non-inductive dondenser is required. This is
not included in the unit. A very ingenious form of
switching is fitted to the unit, and this consists of a
moulded ebonite rod into which are fixed varying
lengths of brass rod. linger springs are arranged
across- tise base, 'und rotation of the moulded rod
intercouneets tise different sections of rod and so
provides the complete change of coil required for
wave-changing. The separntìofl of these coils la 4 ke/s.
sod the operating rod Is provided for ganging. With
each coil the makers supply n complete set of wiring
circuits, in'which la shown a receiver employing two
of these units, one fdr the anode end one for the
oerial. We have not yet had su opportunity of
testing these coils, but as soon as we do so we
hì1 give a full report of their perfonuanee.
The price is 9a. Bd.

important Factor. What is required Is an aerial
which hali be undirectional or multi-directional
and that it should be of a length which, although
reaping full advantage_ of this quality, does not
collect all signals and thus cause interference. Moreover, in many instances it is useful to be able to
shorten tise aerial. 11xptnments made with a vertical
wire show that in most ssys it is more efficient than tho
horizontal variety and may be made shorter, a good
point in its favour. In the Concentric Aes-tel, under
teat, we found that these various points have been well
covered ; it is vertical throughout and has been
reduced to the correct length for average requirementi. Further, it can be shortened at will and so
made still more selective. It consists of a multisectional 'tube, through whIch runs a rubber covered
cable ending at the top with a specially wound spiral
wire. The outer tube acta as a condenser and for this
reason is insulated both from Its window or wall support
and from t.ha internally carried cable. The capacity
is controlled by shortening or lengthening the tube, as
desired to suit the circuit of any individuai receiver.
This condenser action of the outer tube reduces the
length of aerial wire found necessary in the past.
With the sectional tube, a small hase plate is supplied
which must be screwed to any fixed wood or brickwork ; If to the latter, it should first be attached to a
suitable wooden support. To the hase plate, two
extending arms sie boited-all material is provided
In the outfit-and the tube slipped through the arms
and fixed with butterfly nuts. The tube sections may
then be pulled out to the length desired, each section
being held by a split pin. The aerial proper consisting
of a continuous length of Insulated cable is then
brought direct to the receiver or to u hatever aerial
and earth switch you may possess. If, when the
aerial Is tried. insufficient selectivity is noticed, by
simply removing a split pin and pushing one section of
tube down into the next, you can shorten the serial.
For the purpose of a teat the Concentric Aerial was
installed in a congested area in the N.W. of London,
a district in which most horizontal aerials u-ere badly
screened. In this case, affixed outside an upper
window frame it was welt clear of both walls and roof.
Tried in connection with vsrious receivers, It proved
Itself, in every respect highly efficient and excellent
results were obtainsci. Owing to its shape it can be
erected anywhere, as it does not need the span required by a horizontal wire. In conjunction with a
shortwave receiver, it was found of great value.
The Concentric Aerial is supplied by the Radio
Development Co., of 17, Crouch Hill, London, N.4.
The complete outfit is sold at 21s. It can be unreservedly reconunended.
-
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THE CONCENTRIC
¡N the early .dsys of broad.
casting It was a

ally-accepted axiom that.
every effort should be made
to install at as great, a
height as possible, a nzce
long aerial; in fact the
Postmaster - General
authorised anything up
to 100 feet in length I
Later, with the advent
of a larger number of
stations and in particular, their increased
power, the lIstener was recoinmended, if selectivity was desired, to cut down the length
of the horizontal wave collector.
Sensitivity, and especially selectivity, have been the aims of
most designers of wireless sets ami
to-dav,with the increasing number
of super-power stations broad-.
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of 500,000 mierthenrles.
lt has no resonant points'
or 'peaks" within frequencies corresponding to
100-2,500metres,andgives
a straight iluc cures
within those limits-a
performance really- exceptionaL The self
capacity Is but 1.5
micro-mlcrofarada, it
fttte in universal mounting screening case, and
costs but 5s. Od.
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Anode
A term used to denoto the positive
pole in certain electrical apparatus, and
more particularly to the positive cloe-

j

trodes of valves.
The anode also called the plate, of
a valve is a 'little metal case or sheath
which you can see if you look through
the glass of a fairly "clear" valve
(see Fig. 1). Inside the anode are the
other "business" parts of the valvethe filament
and the grid
or grids, but
the anode is
always the
'i
outside one.
Although a
sheet metal
plate is the
/
usual form of
anode ma
valve, other
types have
J

II

',

ji'.

OF WIRELESS TERMS
then in the other. (See "Alternating
Current.") One instant one plate acts as
an anode, and the next instant, when the
current has reversed, the other one becomes the anode; so that, although
there are two anodes in the valve, they
do not. both function at the same instant
of time.
Recti-

ro.ii.r#

This term refers to
a particular method
of using a detector
valve. The usual way

been
tried

t

*"

CAMM

TH ..

Anode Bend
fication

-ANODEf..O

timeto

time.

One

particular

LP. TR.ANSFq

make of
valve which
flourished

some years
ago had an
anode which
Fig. 1.-Valve cut away to looked simij

IiIIIIIì/j

11:

I

s/low anode,

lar

to

the

grid, that is
to say, it consisted of a spiral of wire
like a spring. Another well-known valve
used in mains sots has a cylindrical anode
of metal gauze. This is found to dissipate

the heat better than the plain type.
Perhaps you may have noticed that,
when your wireless set is working, the
power valve, and also the rectifier valve,
if you have a maiiis set, gets quite hot.
Ths is not due to the heat from the
filaments, which is L'eally very slight,
but is due to the anodes getting hot.
No doubt you know that electrons
(minute particles of negativo electricity)
fly off from the filament or heater which
is placed inside the anode of a valve. Well,
it is these electrons hitting the anode which
make it get hot, and that is the reason
why some anodes like the one just mentioned are specially designed.
Rectifier valves of the full-wave type,
which are used in A.C. mains sets and in
mains units, have two anodes. These are
usually placed side by side. The reason
for this is because the rectifier valve
has to deal with alternating current
which moves first in one direction and
..l
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and a dynamo. It is used to supply high.
tension current from a low.tension
source. In other words, it enables you
to get H.T. current from an accumulator,
and so does away with the nèed for an
H.T. battery. The accumulator is connected to the anode converter, which
then commences to run liiçe an ordinary
electric motor such a is used in electric
fans and vacuum cleaners, etc. It has
this difference, however.
Instead of
using the power developed to work a fan
or sweep the carpets, it is converted
into electric current at a high voltage
suitable for supplying the anodes
of your valves,
The whole
apparatus, including the starting
resistance, the converter itself, and
the necessary smoothing devices
for the elimination of hum, is
housed in a stout metal box. This
forms au effective shield against
any electrical disturbances which
might otherwise be caused by the
presence of an electric motor
working near the
receiving set.
Anode Current
The current flowg in the anode
circuit of a valve
thatis in ally part of
the circuit between
the anode and
the high - tension
supply. Although
this is the accepted definition of
the anode current,

I
j

j

'J

-

'1. FJ

CHOKE

OIr#4
D'cOIJP4

Fig. 2.-(Above). arrows show typical anode
same thing shown pictorial

of connecting up the detector valve is
to use a grid-leak and condenser. This
is known as grid rectification, but with
the less general method of anode bead
'reaificatian no grid leak is used, and the
grid is usually negatively biased. This
method of detection derives its name
from the fact that the bend of the anodo
current-grid voltage curve is used.
Anode Circuit
That part of the circuit between the
anode and the high-tension supply.
Fig. 2 shows a typical anode circuit.
The valve is a detector, and in the anode
circuit are included an H.F. choke, the
primary winding of the L.F. transformer,
and a resistance for decoupling purposes.
Anode Converter
A small electric machine which combines the functions of an electric motor
.
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it does not mean tq say that when it
leaves the anode circuit it vanishes.
Actually it commences with the passage
of electrons from the filament of the valve
to the anode and continues through the
anode circuit and the H.T. battery
back to the filament. Thus it is flowing
round and round the whole time the valve
is working.
Where the anode current
comes from is the HT. battery or mains
unit. If you wish to meassfre the &node
current of one valve only, the meter
should be placed in the anode circuit
of that particular valve. If on the other
hand you wish to measure the total
anode current of all the valves in your
set, you must place the meter .in the
negative lead to the H.P. battery or
mains unit, since the anode current of
each valve, has to pass through that way.
Antenna
Another name for the aerial.
Atmospherics
Natural electrical disturbances which
cause interference with reception, usually
in the form of" crackles " and" crashes"
in the loud-speaker. These noises are
due to electro-magnetic waves by flashes
of lightning and similar phenomena.
In some parts of the world, especially
the tropics, where the air is often highly
charged with electricity, atmospherics
are very persistent, but in this country
they are usually only heard during
thundery weather.
One reason why
atmospherics are so troublesome is
because, unlike the waves from a broad-

To the layman it may appear rather
strange that a wireless 'set has to be
"tuned" to get a particular station.
"Why" you ask is there this need for
tuning, and what does all the talk about
tuning coils, tuning condensers, and
tuned circuits mean?" "When I speak
to anyone over the telephone I don't have
to tune it in. Why should I tune in the
wireless ? " Well, the answer is that it
is a question of selection. Of course,
with the telephone the tuning-in is done
by the operator when she puts the call
through to you. Your bell rings, and
r you take up the receiver and speaki
There is no need for you to tune-in,
that is to say, there is no need to se(cc
i the voice of the person desiring to speak
to von out of hundreds of others, because
his is the only transmitter connected
¡ with your receiver. However, vere the.
operator to make a mistake and connect
several other subscribers all to your
receiver it would be quite different! there would be chaos!

j

Means of Selection
Well, now this is the sort of thing that
: would happen in wireless if there were
no tuning. You seè wireless waves are
literally "broadcast." They are sent
i out in every direction from hundreds of
stations at the same time, and the only
way to avoid receiving the whole lot at
once when you switch on your set is by
means of tuning. The transmitting sta.
tions are each carefully tùned, and so
must your receiver be.
A tuned transmitting station may be
likbned to a tuning fork. - You strike
¡ the fork and itvibrntes at a certain speed,
or frequency as it is called, and this gives
out a certain musical note. It does not
A
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casting station, they are not restricted
to any particular waveband, and therefore it is impossible to tune them out.
A very good imitation of atmospherics
is sometimes produced by the use of
an old H.T. battery or a "burnt-out"
transformer, and disturbances due to,
these causes are often blamed on to
atmospherics.
Atmospherics are also
known as "Xs" and "strays."
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ments of an audio-frequency transformer
are that it shall be capable of dealing
with all frequencies between that represented by the lowest musical note and
that of the highest note likely to be met
with.
Sometimes: however, a transformer is designed to over-emphasize
some part of the musical scale when that

-

li

-

Audio-frequency
This term, when applied to an, electric
current, means that it oscillates at the
same frequency or speed as do sound
waves. Such a current passed through
a loud-speaker would produce audible
sounds. If, however, the frequency were
gradually increased, a rising note would
be produced until it was of so high a'
pitch that it vas inaudible to human ears.
The frequency would thcn ño longer be
an audio - frequency, since it would be
outside the range of. audIbility... Fiequencies between 30 and 10,000 cycles
per second are 'usually considered to
constitute t.he range of audio-frequencies.
The lowest note of the piano has a freFig. 4.-An audio frequency transformer.
quency of 26 cycles, or beats, per second,
part
has not been previously magnified
and the highest a freciuency of 4,096.
to the same extent as others.
Audio-lrequency Transformer
Usually an audio-frequency transformer
Any :transfornier used in the audio- consists of. two separate windings of
frequency, or, as it is more often called, very fine insulated wire wound round
low-frequency circuits of a set. L.F. an iron alloy core. (See "L.F. Traneintervalve transformers, output trans- former.") Where only one winding is
formers and the transformers on some used it is known as an auto-transformer,
loud-speakers are all audio-frequency the details of which are explained under
transformers. 'The particular require- that heading.
-

the lorry passes the plates "tune-in" I
'to the particular vibration emitted.
The case of the radio transmitter and
SET
receiver is very similar although, of course, I
we are not dealing with sound waves,
By W. B. Richardson
but with the much more tapidly vibrating
electro-magnetic waves. If a receiving
vibrate at ali frequencies, and so give set is tuned until it has the same
out a medley ,of noises, but only at one characteristics as the transmitter the latter
particular frequency giving out one clear will set up similar oscillations in the receiver, so that the two will be in resonance.
note.
I
In the same way the transmitting Coils and Condensers
station gives out waves vibrating at one
- Tuning coils and
condensers are the
frequency only. Now, if another tuning practical apparatus necessary to limit the
fork of exactly the same characteristics radiations from the transmitter to one
is brought near the first, while it is still particular frequency, or, to be quite
vibrating, the second one will commence correct, to one narrow band of frequencies,
to vibrate in sympathy. : It has "tuned. and unless the receiving set has similar I
in" to the first fork. The second fork coils and condensers to tune it to that
may be likened to your receiver. If, same band of frequencies it will not pick
I
however, a dissimilar fork, that is one up the signals sent out.
This may sound
made to vibrate at a different note, were a little complicated due, perhaps, to
our
brought near the first it would not respond use of the word "frequency." If you
in this manner. It would remain" dead." are more familiar with the term "wavelength" substitute that wherever you
A Question of Resonance.
In a similar way your receiver will not see "frequency" used, and you may
resonate in sympathy with the trans- grasp the meaning more easily. The
mitter if it is not tuned to the same two terms are not synonymous, but have a
frequency. This is where the power of a definite relationship so that in this case
selection comes in. You cannot receive they can be interchanged. Actually
any station unless you tune in to it. "wavelength" means the distance be.
Another example of resonance with tween the crest of each transmitted wave,
which everyone is familiar, and which whereas "frequency" means how many
a
provides a further analogy to the tuning pass a given point in a second.
All transmitters are not carefully tuned
of wireless apparatus, is the instance of a
to transmit only over a narrow band of
1)11e of plates, or a cup and saucer on the
sidebOard which commences to vibrate frequencies. Some, such as those em- a.
of "buzz" when a lorry passes down the ployed by ships at sea, are often the
street. What happens here is that the reverse, and are what is known as "flatly"
vibration of the lo.rry chances to coincide tuned. This means that you can tune i
exactly with thenatura1 vibration period them in easily since you. can hear them
of the loosel-pi1ed plates. As soon as over a wide range of your tuning dial.
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Dario Valves are constructed with the
most up-to-date technique in valve manufacture. Second to none in performance
and sturdiness.
in the exceptionally
efficient range you will find types to suit
erery stage of your Receiver. If you want
to obtain the best results and regain the
original purity, crispness and volume of
your Receiver at the MINIMUM EXPENSE,
you must fit Dario Valves-then you are
assured of the highest possible standard of
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IN the days

before the B.B.C., it was a
commonplace to recommend anyone
newly interested in radio to learn the
morse code; there was not much speech to
be heard and, as they used to say, "know.
ledge of. the morse code will increase the
enjoyment you obtain from your apparatus
a thousandfold." Nowadays, however, no.
body ever proffers this advice, and not one
listener in ten thousand knows anything
about the code or feels any inclination to
make its acquaintance. This is most
definitely a loss for them, because the old
saying still holds true, especially for the
short-wave enthusiast, and the man who
knows morse often finds the broadcast
programmes very dull indeed compared with
the entertainment and excitement he can
derive from the elusive dots and dashes.
As anyone who has tried it will testify,
short-wave reception is far the most exciting
side of radio, and has the further recommendation that much may be accomplished
with very little apparatus; but really to
get the last ounce of satisfaction from it
one must know the morso codo, for this
reason. Scattered over the world are
something like 50,000 transmitting stations
owned and operated by amateurs on the
short waves, of whom probably 49,000 use
the morso code exclusively; and because
their transmissions are often most interesting, it is very well worth while to leärn the
code in order to be able to receive some of
them. When you hear a broadcasting
station, even if it is 10,000 miles away,
you always have the feeling that, with
20 kilowatts or more input, it ought to get
out anyway, but when an amateur in, the
middle of Australia or the West Coast of
America cornes in, and you know be is
probably using no more than a thousandth
part of this -power, it all becomes very
much more impressive. And then, when
you go on to realize that he is very much
like you, with the same difficulties in finding
the shillings or dollars to pay for his
apparatus, with his transmitter in one
comer of the living-room, ticked off by his
wife for his "messy wireless rubbish," even
as you are, your heart warms to him as it
can never do to the impersonal officialdom
of a broadcasting company, be it never so
courteous in acknowledging your reports of
reception. In short, there is a "kick" to
be had out of this amateur radio that
nobody ever got from listening to à brôadcasting station, but it is a "kick" that is
known only to those who oaú read morso.

10.00 to 10.71 metres or 28,000 to 30,000

I.

Short-wavers' Activities
The purpose of this article, however, is
not só much to dilate on the joys of amateur
radio, or "ham" radio as its devotees call
it, but to describe the conditions under which
the transmitting amateur works, and the
kind of things he does. The transmitting
amateu.r is not o much known to listeners

kilocycles;

Amateur Short. Wave

.

iTransmission

ÍBYK

-

5.00 to 5.38 metres or 56,000 to 60,000
kilocycles.
This is not to say that amateur radio did
not exist before 1927; amateur transmissions had been made almost from the
timé of Marconi's first experiments and,
in fact, the bands of wavelengths available
before 1927 were much wider than the
above. In 1927, however, the transmitting
amateur was recognized internationally, and
not merely by a few governments and
ignored or prohibited by others. The
provisions of the 1927 Convention, when
they came into force in 1929, did cramp
amateur work considerably, but the ingenuity for which amateurs are famous, combined
with improved technique, has enabled more,
rather than less, work to be done than
ever before.

J

now as he was a few years ago; once upon
a time his transmissions of speech and
music on 200 and 440 metres were a popular
supplement to the meagre broadcast fare
available, and when these wavelengths
were closed to the amateur and he began
to discover the petentialities of the hitherto
despised short waves by working immenso
distances on very low power, lie was a good
source of "copy" to the daily press; but
now that his accomplishments are less
spectacular and there is plentyof broadcast
music available, he is less in the public eye:
in spite of this, however, the number of
transmitting amateurs in the world increases
I
daily.
The position of amateur radio in . the
wavelength spectrum was firit internationally officially stated in the Washington Radio-Telegraphic Convention of 1927,
when the following bands of wavelengths
were allotted to be used by transmitting
amateurs throughout the world
150.00 to l7.00 metres or 1,715 to 2,000
kilocycles;
75.00 to 85.70metres or 3,500 to 4,000

U.S.A. and Canadian Experimenters
Although wavelengths were fixed internationally, however, other details were left

.

to individual governments, with the result
that some countries prohibit amateur operation altogether, and the encouragement
given in others varies very greatly. In the
United States the government gives the
greatest liberty to its amateurs, who are
permitted to use powers up to 1 kilowatt,
and to transmit any kind of personal

kiocycles;

message for themselves or anyone else.
In this country, on the other hand, power
is limited to 10 watts unless special per.
mission is obtained to use 50 or a 100 watts
(for which privilege a considerable extra

41.10 to 42.9Q metres or 7,000 to 7,300

kilocycles;

20.83 to 21.43 metres or 14,000 to 14,400

kilocycles;

I
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lee is charged), and no messages may be

handled for third parties, the mtention
being to make the amateur strictly an
experimenter. Which brings me to another
point. J.n Great Britain and most European
countries the would-be transmitter must
justify himself before the licensing authorities by showing that he wants his licence
for experimental purposes, and submitting
a programme of experiments ; one might
say that he is regarded as something of a
scientist. In the U.S.A. and Canada,
however, the only requirements made of
the intending amateur are to pass a fairly
simple examination in transmitting and
operating procedure and show that he
can read morso at ten words per minute
(a similar test at twelve words per minute
is imposed in England)
the licensee is
then encouraged to transmit and relay
personal or business messages for anyone
who cares to entrust him with them, without accepting payment for his service, of
course ; in short, he is regarded as a
telegraph operator rather than ar scientist.
Needless to say. these thyisions are by no
means watertight ; there are many European amateurs whose experimente, to say
the least, are likely to be of little scientific
value, and there are, likewise, many
Americans whose major interest is m trying
out various circuits or ideas of their own;
but such is the basis of issuance of licences
and shows the general aims of the amateur.

S.'.
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Call Signs
Now a word about call signs. The
identifying call sign issued to any trans-

mitting station by the licensing authorities
is no mere haphazard collection of letters,
but conveys definite information to the
hearer about the nationality and class of
station that owns it. Commercial stations
have call signs consisting of three, four or
five letters ; three-letter calls are issued to
fixed land stations, four-letter to mobile
and ship stations, and five-letter to aircraft.
The Washington Convention of 1927
allotted combinations of letters to its
various signatory countries; thus, all calls
beginning with G and M are British, while
American stations may have calls beginning
with K, N or W, German with- D, French
with F, and so on. Smaller countries may
not be allotted a complete letter; Belgium,
for example, has available only those
combinations of letters between ONA and
OTZ, while Denmark has from OUA to
OZZ. Amateur calls are distinguished
from others by including a number as well
as letters: the first letter or letters indicate
the nationality, then comes the number,
and then more letters, usually two or three,
but sometimes only one. Thus it is possible, on hearing an amateur, immediately
to identify his country, and in certain cases
the province or part of the country in which
the station is situated. In Great Britain
the number in a call sign, which may be
either 2, 5 or 6, is allotted arbitrarily, but
other countries are often divided into
districts, and the district indicated by a
number. In Figure 1 is a map of Canada
and the United States which shows tho
various districts into which these countries
are divided: among other countries following this plan are Australia, New Zealand,
Finland and Sweden. If, then, we hear a
station with the call sign W6MMM we know
at once that it is situated in one of the
Western States of America, probably Cali-
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Mr. Clarke, of Messrs. H.
Clarke & Co. Ltd., the
famous manufacturers of
ATLAS Radio Product
writes:-"In every case I
have found your products
to be most satisfactory.'
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results with their famous "Atlas Receivers"
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Dubilier Condensers.
With no other ,Condensers could they be
so sure of getting the
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same
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absolute

dependability.
Constructorswhohave
used them are equally enthusiastic about their performance.
The number of returns is negligible, that is why Dubilier
prices are alwayscompetitive. In the long run it will cost you
far less to get satisfaction if you buy Dubilier Condensers.
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hawaii, since K in American amateur calls
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The Editor does not necessarily agree with opinions expressed by his correspondents
Reader's Suggestions
have waited for your paper to
get thoroughly into its stride before sending
any criticism; and now-here goes.
First and foremost, you will be anxious
Great Minds Think Alike
to please the rnajoriy of your readers. The
Sa,-My attention has been drawn to letters already published are some indicapage 437 of this week's issue of your tion, but there are thousands who do not
journal on which a drawing is shown from write, either through laziness, inability, or
a Mr. Houghton, of Preston, Lanes., regard- an idea that it would serve no purpose.
ing an "Earth" tube of special construction. This is my first letter to a wireless journal,
I beg to inform you that the method of and I know many fans who have not yet
soldering an earth lead wire to the bottom sent their first.
Inquiries amongst
of the tube in a block of solder or lead so these suggest that the majority have
as to obviate screwed terminals for attach- little technical knowledge; and your
ing earth lead wires to, and thus prevent "Beginner's Supplement" and simple
corrosion, is fully protected in my Master explanatory articles are what are rePatent, No. 337,866, granted to myself in quired, above alL There is one drawback
1929. In justice to myself, and to the to these, however. They are necessarily
Licencees of my Patent, Messrs. The somewhat disjointed. Might I suggest that
Garthbek Patent Aerial Co., Renshaw much ifiumination would be shed by an
Street, Liverpool, I will be much obliged article (or series) in which an imaginary
if you will make these facts known as early expert visits a novice's home where an
as possible With congratulations on your elementary "straight 3"is fitted; points
interesting journal.-K. T. HARDMA1 (Bir. out the defects of the set; helps the novice
kenhead).
to re-build the set as SÁI-Det.-Pent.;
and in doing so explains the function of
each component lucidly. I think I am rght
Points About Tuning
in saying that there are very few readers
Sm,-I have been reading PRACrrCAL with money for new components in these
.WnuLxsS now since No. i and I must days. Consequently, a new set every month
say it is the best wireless magazine on the leaves them cold, unless it is possible to use
market for the amateur radio fan; keep existing parts. Further, in spite of what
up the good work, and, more photo- some of your recent correspondents say,
'gravure supplements please. By the way, battery sets predominate, much as their
did you notice the mistake made by Mr. users may wish they had mains sets.. Still
G. Twining in his article, "Points about another point. Most of us tinker with
Tuning," in PRACTICAL Wmnnrsss dated our sets for the love of tinkering, and
the 19th inst.? He states that wireless because only a few tools are required.
waves' travel at the rate of 186,000 feet
ut when it comes to cabinet making we
per sec., whereas this should have been fight shr; for, after all, numerous tools
186,000 miles per see.; perhaps it was only
plus a ' bent" for the work are essential
a printer's orror.-E. NASE (Stoke Neving. to success in this direction.
ton).
[Of course, it was a misprint.-En.]
CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK
A

Sm,-I

-

'Set With

Oid Type Plug-in Coils Wanted

Snc,-I note that you invite suggestions
in PRACTICAL WIRELESS, so I venture to
-

make ono. Can you give us a good solee.
tien set using the old plug in coils, either a
two or three valve set, that will bring in at
loud-speaker strength some Continentals as
well as English transmissions. There must
be thousands of listeners (who have heaps
of coils) and cannot afford to buy any of
the new coils now on the market these bad
times. Fam sure it would be-a great.. boon
to them if you could do so, for there is not a
wireless paper that caters for such amateurs,
for in all'the new sets published you have
to spend £2 to £3 before you can start.Ii. BEDDING (Clapham).
[We
£ises in

hope
tise

to publish some2hing on these
near

fulure.-Eo.J

"DO:YÖU
i

z

-TEAT the

KNOW?

flow of current is always from
negative to positive, as the positive element
Is always short of electrons.
-TRAT when resistances are joined in serles
the total resistance is the sum of the resistances.
-THAT when condensers are joined In serles,
the total capacity Is not the sum of the condensera, but the reciprocal of the sum of the
reciprocals.
-TRAT an electrolytic condenser of gIven
capacity Is better for smoothing than an
ordinary cøftdenser of the saule capacity.
-TEAT there are, in process of perfection,
entirely new -methods of tuning, in which
no variable condensers are employed.
-THAT ebonite has a dielectric strength four
times as great as that of glass.
-TEAT a pick-up may be joined to the grid
circuit of an anode bend detector by including
It- In serles with the biassing battery.

Wishing your paper a long life and a useful one.-W. B. BOTHAM (Ardwick).

Entertainment Articles Wanted
Sia,-Might I join other readers on your
correspondence page, and mention that I
have gone over to your paper from another
journal whioh, after many years, has forgotten how to be instructive and entertaining. Your journal gives more for the
money; more practical pars., and mora
technical articles. At the same time, my
only regret for my old love is that you
give us so little news of studios and artists.
The article " In the B.B.C. Studios" strikes
the right note, and in my humble opinion
you could do with more of this sort of matter.
Wishing your journal every success.-E.
Baowi (Leyton)._____
An Appreciation from l3olton
Sm,-My club have asked me to convey
their appreciation of inch a splendid paper
as PaAcTICM WIRELESS has turned out to
be. We are sure if the paper continues to
publish such valuable information in the

future,, as in the previous numbers, it -is
sure to be a huge success. We are beginning a season of set designing and lectures,
and the latter will be conducted by prominent men in the Radio world. Any new
members will be heartily welcomed. Again,
let me thank you .on behalf of the Bolton
Y.M.C.A. Radio Club for filling a long felt
'want in Radio literaturc.-J. CLAYTON,
Asst. Sec. (Bolton).
More Articles on Small Sets Wanted

Sra,-I have followed with interest the
issues of PRACTICAL WIRELESS, and the
many letters of appreciation which have
been published from week to week. The
only thing which I would like to draw your
attention to, is that I do not think enough
time is given to the building of small sets.
A lot of people would not think of having
a "one-valve" set because they say, that
they are no good. This is not so. I have
had a "one-valver" for the last year and
it has given Yery good service indeed with
four pairs of headphones. I have "logged"
over 50 stations which can be received with
very good results, and no doubt many
more could be received if time were given
to the job.. The other point about a
one-valve receiver is tills. The cost ja
very low compared with the big three and
four-valve sets of to-day. Why not start,
with a one-valve set and add the parts bit
by bit so that the cost of a two or threevalve set is spread over a greater period?
The costly sets are all very well for those
who can afford them, but what about the
working man who has not the ready cash
at his disposal ?-J. SHEPPARD (Taunton).
(Cdnhued on

page 623.)
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AUTOCEPOR"

Price

itJ.el.

000strscted, Knetosni
is dsat-proot Ornen
Swkellte sa.e.
Pos

HEADPHONES

-

W. HAMB

Nlooks

to us as if he is
keeping it for himself.

attery.

INSTRUCTIVE, ENTERTAINING, UNIQUE,
Although the instrument is complete in itself it is
possible to specialise in any of the following subjects.
WIRELESS, ELECTRICITY, GAMES, GERMANT
FRENCH, DUTCH; GENERAL OBSERVATION, etc.
The "pages have been arranged by experts and can be
obtained in envelopes containing sufficient subject matter
th cover izo questions and answers. Each envelope
costing only 6d. plus post.
-

Write for

for "Practical Wirelms"

16, Alred F lace, TOTTENHAM
ROAD, LONDON, W.1
G, LTD., COURT
TeIephoes MU8EUI 7051.

I

YEARS.

Works from Pocket Lamp

EMPIRE SHORT-WAVE THREE." Sensitive.
With cords., Only u
Light-weight. 4,000 ohms.
less left. PRICE 416 Post Paid.

aid

- ?l

IS

9.

gets a shock from the "Brains
ELECTRIC" \,Oswald
Department." The truth is, his
LOOSE LEAF BOOK
dad bought him "Something
Special "for his birthday, but
(A British Invention)

This wonderful programme Selector
gives you at the touch of one switch.
either of any two pre.orrangcd
stations and yet does not interfere
with normai tuning for any other
stations at any time.
Autoceptors" con be used ¡n any Set
but method of wiring to circuit varies
fall and simple instructions witi, each one.
Only 2 connections to make.
Leaflet AP.'

X

2

"

THE

AUTOCEPTOR"

X

Wl1Et

A
WONDERFUL

'

Programme
SelectorWell
British

4 ors,

Special Terms
for
Sick Children,

on request.
BLUE PRINTS for "AUTOKOIL THREE" or
' AUTOKOIL REINARTZ THREE" 1/- each,
for above. snd for ALL Practical Wjrenets.- Details and Prices on request.

'_

'd..?

WHAT
WHY IS

lbs.

GUARANTEED

"AUTOKOIL"

En:.e..lr" s.ir:.si,..

aeon

Size 13

Gives fine resolts both in point of
Power and Selectivity."
SmpliSes Set Constniction. Only
5 connections to make in as few minutes.
,'tII.wave Tuner
Descriptive Leaiet " PR" sad FREE Circuit
Price
-

II

IS-fl

Post Free,

Weght 2

"AMA7EUR WIRELESS" said:
Six miles from Brook,nans Park it was
possible to separate the two stations
. . . " The wave rohre covered was
front below 200 Co above 2.000."
"POPULAR WIRELESS" said:

Ij.

f

o

4 fo

increases selectivity and volume.
READ THESE "TEST" REPORTS:

!

PRICE 5f.

THE KINGSLEY ELECTRICAL

-8, WEST END

SAT SFIED

LANE, LONDON,

COE,

N.W.6.

USTOMERS SAY:

An Essential Book for
The Wireless Amateur

"Your offer for my

THIS book is written for the amateur who desires
It will
a fuller knowledge of his subject.
enable you to attempt research and experiments
which before were far beyond your powers. The
author has the gift of explaining abstruse subjects
in a simple fashion. FuiJy il'ustrated.

NO OTHER PART EXCHANGE FIRM CAN

The

MATHEMATICS

of

set was easily the best."

"I

must congratulate you on your serviçe
and speed." "I admire your business methods
so much that I am writing to the Editor."

OFFER ADVANTAGES LIKE THESE

WIRELESS

Prtceapaidforsecood-handapparatus

By

RALPH STRANGER

qj

-

Obiginable al oil Newsagent, and Boolt,#dl,, o, b, posI 5/3 ¡rom George
Newne,, Ltd.. 8-li. Sout/,omt,lon Strel. Strand. London, W.C.2.

FIRM
A

Srm quotation given without any

WHAT WOULD YOU
ALLOW ME FOR

:-

4nO1her fascinating
THE

GREAT

Puzzle was first introduced
tremendous furore throughout
the country, and with one accord was acclaimed the most Intrtgutng puzzle the world
had ever known. lt looked so easy-yet even
Cabi nei Ministers hod to confess themselves
baffled I That was 40 years ago, and now the
present generation is given the opportunity of
trying its hand"
the Great 16" Puzzle.i

PUZZLE
As!Jor Tu-Bus

created

Teaser, No.

...

6

AM THINKING

BUYING:-

ON

a

i'

I
.

OF

TEASER

When

it

-

TIT BITS

charge or obligation on DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS ALONE.
SECOND - HAND
APPARATUS
TAKEN AS FIRST PAMENT ON
NEW GOODS. The balance cao be
aproad oser sii,, nine or twelve month,.

are the LARGEST PAID BY ANY
WIRELESS PART
EXCHANGE

SIXPENCE

Obtainable at oli Nroroogent, a,'d Bookstolls. or post Jreo 71d. from George Newnes, Lid..
8-li, Sont hampton Street, Strand, London. W.C.2.

CASH OR FTP. TERMS
whichever does not apply

Cross out

aDDitato .....................................................................................................
Post

to-day

to

:-Co.Radio Ltd., Dept.

C 3.,

S, Neal

.

-

Street, WC.

THIS PUTS ME UNDER NO OBLIGATION

COaA iò.
78, Neal St.,

Shaitesbury Avenue, W.C.
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And now for the first time avail.
able io the amateur.
Half else constructor's troubles ara
due to unstable grid leaks and re.
sistances. Let ERlE carry the load.
They are guaranteed in every re.
npet. Safe, silelit, stable and
impervious to humidity fluctuations.
they will solve one of your biggest
problems an they have solved the
similar problems of the leading
Radio Manufacturers.
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Now, at a price no higher than you would
pay for an ordinry condenser you can buy
a Utility .0005 condenser complete with
the Utility Straight Line Dial.
The. Utility condenser Js the standby of
every discerning expert and amateur and
needs no explanation. The Straight Line
Dial màkes every other type of tuning
obsolete. A moving pointer traversing a
stationary scale which
And look atthe
is always in full view
is surely the,best method
P ILl I C E
of tuning; but you can
Only get it with the
Utility Dial.
comDlete as
From your dealer or post
illustrated, ¡
free from the Makers.
j
.

J

WILKINS

& WRIGHT

LTD.

HOLYHEAD RD., BIRMINGHAM
London Agents:
E. R. Morton Ltd., 21 BurtIetts Buildings. Flolbom Circus. E.C.4.

UTILITY

WORKS,

-
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RESISTORS
cony an

leefiot
Code.

I

The Radio Resistor Co., 1, Golden Square.
Piccadilly Circus, London, V1.1

-

ERIE

Cod,d.

I
i
I
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Produces

EFFICIENCY
TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH

The original BECOL ebonite low loss formers are thoroughly
reliable. They are used in all parts of the world. Look for
the BECOL trade mark. Ask your dealer.
If unable to
supply, write direct. Send now, enclosing 6d. (post free)
for up-to-date handbook of tuning coils for DUAL RANGE,
BANDPASS, and SUPER-RET. circuits.
Fully illustrated
with data. A very interesting handbook.

RODS. SHEET, TUBES. PANELS

The BRITISH EBONITE Co., Ltd.,
Hanwell, London, W.7
-

.-

A UNQUE PERFORMANCE CURVE
is given by this H.F. Choke.
Highly
finished, non-corrodible moulded case,
mechanically strong, and dust and damp
proof. Inductance, 12S,000 micro-henries;
self-capacity, 4.5 micromjcroD.C. resistânce, 400 ohms.
-.
Price
Apex H.P. Choke, extremely efficient 1/9
From

a!! dealers

or direct,

British General Manuíacturrng Co.,
Ltd., Brockley Works, Loñdon, S.E.4.

&Irnoiit

BRmSHGNRAL H.F;

HOKE
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CLIX PANEL TERMINAL.
The TYPE B h an improved
and
very robust component.
It has complete!y insulated and
nOs-lemOva It lsad. Note the

allowsittobe heidwithaspanner
white the nut behind is made
tight. Red or Black
with full range of
easily read markings.

TeA,2d.

I_
CLIX " MASTER " PLUG.
The Plug with positive METAL to
METALwIing. Widelyvariable. and
non-collapsible prongs give firm grip
and full contact with ANY battery
socket. Specially curved
1
ends for easy insertion.
tV,ite for interesting Folder 'N.'
giving derails of over 28 dïffrent cornponents for every form of contad.

:

:
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to the numerous satisfied users

of our Producta-aoci alt readers.

The SUPER SHIELDED 250/60
MAINS TRANSFORMERS
Specified fo, the

-

MAINS EXPRESS THREE"
MIN8

.

.

ANØ

OW

-L.F. 'IRANSEORMERS
whtcl, giro you 3ust
CHOKES
that vitra you wanted.
Our famous 100 per cent. British Producta

TLtNSFORMERS
and

-

are repeatedty specified In the leading
technical - papers nod used by the leadtog
experts.

-

.

FoU Trims

to tite Traje.

SALES

1j..pI
I

Please

eeOd

Ilsetratod
Salas

Mr

.

Write now for details and
make Sure ot a Merry Xmas
-RIGHT NOW!

.

the first copy of Pitcrnctr \VUtLESS.
Well I I ha-ve read all issues from cover
to cover and np to the moment PBACTtOAL
WIRELESS appears to be the one I have
been looking for all these years.
Septimus and A. E. Metcalfe I more than
agree with and should like to add push-pull
transformers, wire-wound resistances, m
fact every component that can be made at
home. Also in coil-winding data panels
please give us the reaction wmdings or the
way to work it out. This is never given
unless it is a complete coil ; as a rule it is
size of former, number of turns for 200 to
600metres(A.T.I.). R.A. Windings where?
Why not a PRACTICAL WraELEss 8G3,
with coils, chokes, etc., made at home and a
competition for the best-made set and
component ? Awaiting next week's issue.
-J. LEE (South Hackney).
An Irish Reader's Appreciation
Snt,-I am a little late in sending my
vote of thanks to you for a really practical
wireless paper. You are certainly taking
and maintaining a step in the right direction.
I am the proud poasessor of your first nine
issues and always look forward to the next
one
The clearnnd up-to-date information
written in a non-technical manner cannot
fail to satisfy every wireless fan. Every
artjele published was very interesting and
iustructive. I am on D.C. mains and
enjoyed your article on the home construetion of smoothing chokes and mains tráns
formera and hope to see more articles on
the construction of mains components.
The article on the new type of mains valves
was equally interesting and I am looking
forward to the article on the construction
of a three-valve set incorpthating them.
Wishing your new journal every sucess.W. LYNESS (Belfast).
A Few More Suggestions
Sm,-I take this opportunity to express
my appreciation of your new magazine.
I have only one " grouse " about it, and
that is that you have wasted five or more
years before producing it
There litas
been a wide field for many years for a
magazine ofthis type, and ifit bOEmaintained
on its present lines, its popularity wifi
increase. You welcome suggestions, therefore I would like to endorse most heartily
the letters recently published asking for
data to be given for home constructors.
There are many people like myself who can
do a great deal with the odd spares, bits
and pieces one accumulates, but who
simply cannot afford to buy new components
every week or so, for any small alterations
and improvements they may desire to
make. Please give us details of coils, etc.,
when you publish sets and circuits. If
you would give us the details aked for,
very many of us can afford a few shillings
occasionally for some wire, which one may
not have on hand, or a former, or odd-ments of that kind, with the result that
people in the trade would benefit
accordingly. Please continue to live up
to your naine, Practicaj WIRELESS. If
people are anxious to know whether the
Third Deputy Assistant Announòer's Typist
has an oak or mahogany table, they can
buy other Weekly Papers, but those
thousands who are interested in Rndio as a
hobby and a business will stick to PRACTICAL
WIE}LESS as long as you keep it PracticaL
-" KEEIÇLY I TER1STED" (London).
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Siit,-Having taken in most wireless
books and papers I naturally started with

Sets.
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Home-made Components
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ANUMBER of readers are in some
difficulty regarding the best method
òf connecting a gramophone pick-up to

JOTTINGS FROM MY
NOTEBOOK.
By "DETECT OR."

:

-

i

I. .......... US ...........................

-

'-1Le-

-,

/

Y

JL

Il!h

Sw/rcH

Fig.

I

I

s

.

all-A.C. receivers of the same type as our
Mains Express Three." The simplest
way is to join one lead to the
grid of the detector valve and
the other to a convenient H.T.
negative lead. ßefore making
the coniiection, the wire joining
tho grid condnser to the grid
of the valve-holder should be
removed. When a pick-up is to
he used fairly frêquently, it is
much better to fit' a pair of
terminals and a suitable radiogram switch as shown at (A) in
Fig. 1. It is important that
the switch should be mounted
near to the valve-holder in order
to avoid long connecting wires.
The above method, although
very simple, is only satisfactory
when the pick-up is of a fairly
insensitive pattern
With a

J

I

''

-

that the

_Lr°

ß

,

-

'00/- .00,eiSl,'
--,s I
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Parallel Condensers
two or more condensers
WHEN
are connected in parallel the
is equal to the sum
of the capacities of
individual condensers.
For example, if three

señsitive instrument, distortion
CotloENs
would occur due to the absence Fig. 2.-How to wire a ftxed
of grid bias on the detector condenser in series with the
valve (which is now acting as an
reaction cnL.F. amplifier). This latter difficulty eau denser io protect
easily be overcome by altering lilie con- theH. T.baiiery.
nections as shown in Fig. i (B). A hia
resistance ana snunt conaenser aro wired short-circuited
between the- chrhode terminal of the valve- due to - the
holder and H.T.- wliilst the grid liak IS vanes touch.
joined directly t the cathode teiminal. ing. Thisis,of.
The result is that the valve becomes course, on
negatively biased immediately the, switch account of the
is turned to the "Gram." position but the fact, that one
bias is moved on changing over to "'Radio." set of vanes is
Any resistanceS of from 300 to 500 OhmS joined to the
will provide a uitable bias 'oltage for the anode of the
average type of indirectly-heated detector detector valve,
vaFe, whilst the by-pas condenser siòlill 'and the other
nave a capacity in tise region os i microlarad. is çônnected to Fig. 3-Altering the value of a
earth and high variable condenser by connecting a
Saleguarding the H. T. Battery
tension negafixed condenser ii series.
\YJHEN using a reaction condenser of tive. A short
VV
the air dieleotrié pattern, theÑ is circuit at this point is mdicated when ,a
always a danger of the HT, supply being .scratclsing can be heard as the reaction
-

I

-

.25

-

effective

capacity of a condenser can be
reduced by connecting another one in
¡
soo
¿/Q
P/c/fseries with it? This is often useful when
OHMs<
i'vci
building up a short-wave set in which a
-"rtuning condenser of, say, .00025 mfd. is
II
required and the only one on hand is a
standard' .0005 mfd. one. The formula for
Fig. I (B).-How bias is applied io the valve finding the effective capacity of two series
when the pick-up is iii circuit.
where
connected condensers is Cr,,1
cl and c2 are the respective capacities of the
LP
two condensers.
For those readers who do not like
mathematical formula it might be explaine1 that the above equation shows that,
when both condensers are of equal capacity,
the resulting capacity is just half that of
a single condenser. For example, if two
.0005 mfd. condensers are connected in
series as shown in Fig. 3 the effective
capacity will be .00025 mfcL If each conLT#
denser were of .0003 mfd. the resulting
capacity would be .00015 mfd.

\--

(A).-T/se simplest method of joining a
pick-up in the detector circuit.

-«..

condenser is adjusted. As the occurrence
of this trouble will quickly ruin the H.T.
battery, or cause more serious trouble in a
mains set, it is well to guard against it by
connecting a mica dielectric fixed condenser
in series with the variable one. So long
as the new condenser has a fairly large
capacity in comparison with the reaction
condenser it will not affect the signals at
all.
In most cases a capacity of from
.001 rnfd. to .002 mfd. is most convenient.
The method of connecting the extra condenser is- illustrated in the circuit of Fig.2.
Series Condensers
Do you know

UP
TeRM,Nps

P/C.d(-

-

i

.'

Using a Pick-up with A.C. Receivers

4-GSw,rcN

-

-

-1

i

-

-

r

-llIW11ltl.
--

0005'

-
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condensers of .0001 mfd., .0003
and .0005 ,mfd. were connected.in par
the effective capacity would be .0009

Fg4-A

LQcal-distance Switch
of commercial rece

/Q000

.

OHMS

.
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-
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experimelitìlg with a view to finding a
method of using a transformer of the normal
bcon

IìtF1
,

ftIHJ»

H

s,,ç,,s

r-

4
è

QQe

Hr-i-

tion to enable you to conduct your own experiments
on the Rame lines and to
appreciate the very great
advantages of tone control
systems.

¿íec
L
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Tone-control Transformers
has frequently been
REFERENCE
in these columns to the tone cc
transformers now on the market.

-

.

i::a1o:

T___

are fitted with a "local-dieta
ANUMBER
switch to prevent overl5ading wheu li
ing to the local station. The action o
switch iS in most cases to connect' a
resistance in parallel with the aerial tt
coil, and the connections are as sho
the circuit of Fig. 4. If you are.tro
with overloading by the local just tr'
idea. Should you wish to have
means of volume regulation the
resistane may be replaced by a vas
one of 100,000 ohms or so.

v_l;

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

Ts'ÑA'S.

j

--L,

Before

going

further I would ask you
to examine the circuit of
Fig. 5 which supplies the
basic principles. You will
see that an iron cored choke
and variable resistance are
connected in series across
the primary winding of the
transformer,
L.F.

Give

yourself or your friend a

CLIX

CONSTRUCTOR'S

KIT

for Xmas. It contains
9PANEL TERMINALS.
2 SPADE TERMINALS,

6 MASTER" PLUGS,
all the components necessary to &ve

¡Vr it e fo r
¡aCeres

ti tig

perfett A., E., H.T., GB., LT., and Folder "N"
Free.
L;S. contacts to any two. or ebree-valve
receiver.

I

_--ID_i-Ûbla$aabll' fr-sm

till

de-'1.-rs.

I

-

¿TS'.

whichiswiredupin CHEAPST

the usual manner.
is an optimum
LT- NT_T
, value of inductance
for the choke, so in
- Fig. 5.-A very useful tone-control 4evlce consis!ing of a choke
my experiments I
and resistance connected across the transjornjcr primary,
used one with anuradoubt many readers would like to try a Jaer of taipings and made as shown in Fig. 6.
transformer of this type but, having one ft core of soft iron wires was tightly pressed
or more ordinary L.F. transformers on ] into a small cardboard tube on which were
hand, do not wish to go to the expense j jltted four. 1-in. diameter cardboard discS.
of buying another new one. In an attempt 'These latter were fixed in position with glue.
to help people in this latter class I have 4 I'he bobbin so forme4 was wound with
4,500 turns of 38 S.W.G. enamelled
CORE OF SOFT IRON WIRES
wire, putting 1,500 in each section.
CARDBOARD Tappings were taken after winding
each section so that three differ.
TUBE
ent values of inductance were available. The different tappings were
tried in conjunction with various
j
settings of the 10,000 ohm rosistance and very interesting results
ere obtained. It should be stated
that the amplification obtained was
3
not so great as with a well-known
commercial tone control transformer, but the tests were most
Q
instructive and gave conclusive
2
proof of the benefits of tone control.
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Our Free
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TEST
you a
SET

given
with Every. Copy of
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will be
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6.-How

construct
the choke for
the tone control shown in
Fig. 5.
to

WEEK'S
ISSUE. See special j
announcement on
page 577.
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Makes all the difference to EnjoympiO
and Economy. No skill required w1!1
this instrument. "The Wireless World "
describes it as " the most comprehensive."
The ONLY popular priced instrument
testing resistances, as well as voltage o!
H.P. and L.P. Batteries, valves, trans!orrners coils, condensers, short circuits.
distortion, etc. FOUR readings on one
dial (1) 0-150 y. for H.P. (2) 0-6 V. tor
L.T. (3) O-30 mifliamps (4) resistance test
O-2.000 ohms. 0! all Wireless Dealers.

Ironinongers, etc., including 4-page instruction leaflet.

WATES I2,

DATA SHEETS!
No.

-

?

Universal Meter
BRJTISU
3

MADE

BY

EMICOL,

I

LONDON

i POCKET METER: L.T. (0.6 y.)
V.) and 0-30 milliamps.
Pocket case for same. 1/3.

H.T. (0.150

Exptan,siory Leaflets posi

WA't'ES RADIO Ltd.
184.8, Shafte,bury Avenue,
London, W.C.2.
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TRANSMISSION
(Continued from page 619.).
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If you build your own
Mains Unit, you are able
to get just the exact
output you require. You know your own
unit, and can mahe any adjustments in
the future il you alter your reçciver.
And-it's cheaper! Heaybcrd Assembled
Mains Unit Kits are supplied with the
components mounted on the metal base.
YOU simply wire-up, following the simple
blue-print.and instructions provided. Here
is a typical example, others are available
if this is not suitable.
HEAYBERD C.150 ASSEMBLED KIT
AIterativ, Output, 25 ma, at 190v. o, 120v.
T,pphg
40/IIOv.Var,S.G.,
SO/iSO,. Var.
Price
ard 150v. fixed.

-

EAVB!R)

r

ZZ
J

I

handbook on

\

I

t
l,

I

(

t

I

Mains Working

\

\
\

enclose .3d. stamps TorI

Nw

Handbook of Mains,
Equipment. Packed with'
\TechnicaI Tips, Service:
Flints and diaramsi

A. ...........................................

_J

.L)tddress ..............

'PRA

ra'ge

TYPE 3

R -i

-

6argaíi15

BAtPY

SUPERSEDER

F.C.HEÌWBERD &Co.,

10 F1'NSBIJRY STREET, LONDON. EC.2
One minute from Moor9ate Sin

--

I

:BELLINGLEE
TE RM-I NALS

M0NARCOTHE1AtS.

/

manner, VK2AG is immediately idehtifiable
as an Australian in New South Wales.
1..
A question that is often put to me by
the uninitiated is: "low do you get in
touch with another amateur ? ' This is
the procedure. You switch on your transmitter and send out what is known as a
"general call" ; this consists of sending
the word TEST three times, followed by
your call sign, in this manner
TEST TEST TEST de G2EE.G2EE C2EE
the whole being repeated several times and
ending with the letter K; this indIcates
that you wish to test with anyone who
hears you. You then listen in on your
receiver on the same band of wavelengths.
as that in which you have been transmitting, and if conditions are suitable will
hear some other statioñ replying by sending
your call sign several times, followed by his
own. When he steps transmitting you reply
to him and contact is established. The
standard general call for commercial
stations, and also for foreign amateurs, is
the letters CQ repeated, but this call is Cross-hole for
. No. ¡003
forbidden to British amateurs. Another solid tags or
method of snaking contact is to listen for wire. Slot
.L.
and nut to
2
someone calling either TEST or CQ and to elinunate
u
sotanswer that call; there is nearly always
dering.
someone somewhere doing this t
TYPE "R" Non-removable rotating head..
Wriee for" Radio Connections" post free.
International Contacts
The next question that I am usually
asked is: "Suppose you work a Finn.
How do you manage about understanding
one another ?" International contacts
between people who are unacquainted with
Advert of fleiling & Lee, Ltd., Cambridge Arterias
one another's language are possible by the
Road, Enfield, Mdx.
extensive use of certain abbreviations, of
which there are two kinds, official and
unofficial. For the simplifying of radiotelegraphic communication there has been
prepared a list of three letter groups beginning with Q that cover almost all the
questions and requests ordinarily made in
the course of working between commercial
stations, aitd though these are primarily
,,TYt
meant for ship to hore work, many of them
have been adopted, with slight alterations
'-T
in meaning, by amateurs the world over.
As an example, if I want to ask the Finnish
station his address, I merely send the group
"QRA?" and am perfectly understood.
If he wants me to acknowledge t,he contact
by sending a postcard, lie sends "QSL"
No H.T. Batteries needed with a
and I know what he wants. The other set
of unofficial abbreviations consists of a
large number of English (or American)
even if you are NOT on the mains
words and phrases shortened into a few
This lOrown's device gives you
letters, which have become current in. all
three H.P. voltages D.C. from your
countries. Most of them are obvious to
filament batcry and lasts indeSnitely. A boon and a bleosirag to
English-speaking people, but presumably
HT. users, and reduced from
to those who do not know our language
Only from un£3 15e. to
thcy are just groups of letters that have a
VARIABLE
significance in their own tongue, but withat 12/f. Formo de Lone,
out any apparent connection with the
told, or .00030 mt.,' 4/- line board,
Sale 2f- or 3/O paIr. Na.. 3, Tetado bokelite Serle, Aerial Toning
Examples are
words they represent.
IleaoUen condensers .0003 mfd., la'3. 1ge,ate1'rtmmer or
"pse" for please, "tnx" for thanks, and avReaction
Condensera, 1/3. Ferart .001 mid.. bld.
"73" for best wishes, although this last is F
Mains Set,, 8 told. T.C.C..
4110v., electroletic, no itas.. 0/6in a slightly different class, being a code
mid.. 2'20v., 104.
Mnanbrldge
CONDENSERS 2mid., 224v. 1/3.
group in the American morse code used
2 mid.. 440e..
T.C.C., 1/6. 10 mid., 10/5. aa,, sos mad,. 12e., 10/-. .01 ntfd.
on telegraph circuits in the U.S.; American
1.000v., OmablIjer. 1/8.
eId,, 4,005v., 6/-. Grid tond., .0002.
.0003. .0004, .0003, .0000 anal .001, cte.. 4d.
For others t-o
morse code is not used by amateurs or
Lut.
ship operators and is very different from the
TRANSFORMERS
Continental code in general use.

.
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10,000

CRAMO-MOTORS

FROM

BIG CASH DISCOUNT ALLOWED I
Nahe u Gramophone or Rathogram.
Order loose hito or rete and on--.
amble them at home. Oct for 3d.
new 64-page Catalogue with aoois
drawengs und InatrootlOno how to
make them. W. reS motora irons 7/6,
t000-orm5. ronflai boxee. 1/6, pickasp,, big volome borna, ioodrpeniuero,
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kit.,

IXEDFor

rompiste rerrivitag net,,

gramophonee, radiograma. Repaira
done. Ertabitabed 1903.
The,REGENT FITTINGS Co., 0.255. 120. Old Sireo
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FREE DATA SHEETS
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Write for special

WRITE FOR OUR NEW SALE
LIST" P.R." 1,000 BARGAINS.

ELECTRADIX RA-DIOS,
218,

UPPER THAMES STREET, EC4.
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If a posal reply is

IRIS'
L bq Our Technical

Staff

query and drawing
which is sent must hear
the name and address of fije sender. Send
your queries lo The kditor. PRACTICAL
WIRELESS. Gea. Newnes. (.id. A-li.
Southampton St.. Strand. London. W.C.2
-namely, lO. If the eonsumptkn is less than the,
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Raving no better results, I decided to try it on a
neighbour's aerial and earth. From this I had a
perfect reception (this was from an 113. battery). As
i have mentioned before, we aro on the mains, and the
house lias a number of electric wires running through
it, whereas in (-he neigbbours house there was none, us
they only have gas. We have the trolley buses running
p.st our house, but I have fixed the aerial In opposition
to tIte wlres."-,(W. T., No address,)
We think your last paragraph explains your trouble-.that is, the trolley buses. if these run very close, the
fittIng of your aerial at right angles will redues the
interference, but not completely remove it. 1f It Is the
buses, then tise only cure Is the fitting of special
apparatus to tise buses, and this Is, of course, a matter
for the corporation. There la, however, the posslhility
that t-lie interference is due to faulty switches on the
house wiring system, and you will be able to find this
by operatIng tu switches In turn.

-O

flaneeene
SPCIAL NOTE

-

-

We ish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service l Intended only
for the solution of problems or diffiulties
arising from the construction of receivers
described in ou pagea, from articles appearing
in our pages, or on general wireless ndstters.
We regret that we cannot, for ohvions reasons(1) Supply circuit diagrams el complete
multi-valve receivers.
(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
receivers described ¡n our conteroporaries.
(l) Suggest alterations or modifications to
commercial receivers.
(4) AnsWer queries over the telephone.
?lease note also, that all sketches and drawings
which are sent to us, should bear the llamo
and address of the sender.

eae eSIea,ee -

INTERFERENCE
"can you offer a solution to the crackling and roaring
which breaks out frequehtly on m set. It blots out all
stations completely, while perfect leception goes on
in between."-(H. U, E.17.)
The Interference is no doubt due to some external

apparatus which Is being Operated In your locality.
Disconnect your aerial und if the noises top then
the suggestion Is correct. To find just what it is which
is making the noise you will have to try and make a
search or ask neighbours and so find the poInt o!
strongest interference. You should soon find out
what It Is, and the cure rests with the persons operating
the machinery or whatever apparatus Is the cause of
the trouble. If they will not do anything, writc to the

figure stated a suitable resistance should
Inserted
between tupIng R.T.I and the seh Alternatively,
tapping Thi .2 could be employed to supply the hIghest
voltage.
(2) TIme wire required for the, primary of the mains
I ransforiner is 36's gauge enamelled capper wlro;
this wire will smsfNy carry 180 milllaumps and the
maximum current taken by the primary is not much
more than 100 mililamps.
DIAL LIGHT
"X am wanting to fit a small flash-lamp bulb behind
my tuning scale lu order to simplify the tuning settings
and at the asine tune provide un indication that the
set is on. I might add that I am doing this after
reading one, of your Issues stating that it is worth
while. I am not sure, however, whether this will
run down my accumulator quicker, or whether special
lampa are obtainable for the purpose. Aro there an
other points about this typo of light which I shoal
bear lu mind ? "-(H. (1., lllghgate.)
The lamp may be a flash-lamp bulb, but special low
consumption bulbs are obtainable just as cheaply from
any wireless dealer, or direct from Messrs. linigin.
The voltage will depend upon the voltage of your
valves. The leads for the lamp should be taken from
the nearest valve-bolder, and ordinary twin flex is
stmita hie. The lamp, if you wire from a valve-holder,
will only be swItched on when the valves are switched
un, sad will be switched out with the valves.

(J. K., .Ashtorm.under-LYfle.)
Thè terrible noise to which you refer may be motor.
boating, or où tise. other.hand, it may simply be
excessive oscillation, due to the use of too much re.
action. If the latter is the ease you must use less re
action. You aro probably tryIng to get too great
a volume from very weak stations and to do so are
forcing the reaction. If the noise is duo to L.F.
j
must deinstability, that Is, motor-boating,
couple the stages as previously pointed out in these
pages. Remember to choose the value of the decoupling resistance so that there will not be an undue
voltage drop.

O

O

REVERSED ACCUMULATOR "When trying out a new circuit the other night I
did not meet with much success, so reverted to my
original arrangement. After listening for a little

while I suddenly noticed that the atcuiaulatòr was
joined tite wrong way round. I Immediately switched
off, and would 11ko to know whether I have damaged
anything. 1 shall not use the set again until I hear
from you."-(li. P. 0., Manchester.)
In an ordinary circuit the reversal ofthe accumulator
connection- would not do any damage, but would
probably simply result In distortion.
'THE ALL.POWER ELIMINATOR
"With regard to the eliminator recently described
in your pages, I should be glad if you could answer the
following points: (1) Would the voltage from a lIT.7
rectifier not be too muela for ordinary battery valves,
as the maximum plate voltage is generally 1110 V.? (2)
With regard to the mains transformer, Is the primary
winding of 36 S.W.G. meant to be copper or resistance
wire? 36 S.W.G, copper seems to loe ratherdelicate
to withstand 230 V. mains"-(J. S., Edinburgh.)
(1) Prolded that the total current consumption of
the battery valves Is not lesa than 28 nailllamps tile
voltage of the eliminator will not be appreciably
greater than the msxlmuni rated voltage for (he valves

-

MAINS OUTPUT
'. Having taken Pr.ac'riCa.L Wumalass from the
beginning I must congratulate you ou Its inciti explana.
tions and its value for nmoney ; not being filled with
advertisements and no reading matter, as lu most

journals. I wish to take advantage of your service tbr
answering problems and I should be greatly obliged
for information as I ans curious on several points.
I have an alt mains commercial receiver which
incorporates a rectifying valve. The typo recommended by the makers gives au output of 60 usilllamps
rectified current. I have also used a valve giving
an output of 30 nailliamps amad notice very little
difference. Is it possible that this valve does not
impose so much wear on my other valves and ¡s It
practical for mc to use a rectifyIng_valve giving 7i
or 100 inililampa ami immake my set more- efficient mmml
to givemnore volume t Also, the valves. I miso are l'uil.
wave. What is the meaning of this and the dIfference
between It and lmalf-wave ?
L., Coventry.)
Use of a 30 nl/a rectifyIng valve wW not save your
valves or prolong their life In any way. On the other
handthe use ofall rn/a or 300 rn/a rect.iller will not.
,lmprove the performance ofyour receiver.' The valves
take just what they want in the way of current, no
more and no less. If (hero Is not sufficient Voltage
available, the voltage is automatically dropped ; this Is
what happens, no doubt, when the 30 rn/a rectifier is
usett, resulting In slIghtly decreased volume. The
60 Ill/il rectifier supplies ample for tise requirements f
yottr set. You u-111 not get any hIgher voltage by
using a rectifying valve with a larger output still, be.
cause such Is beyond the limite of your mains apparatus.
It will be your rectifying valve that is a foil-wave,
not the valves in your receiver. The meaning of full*ave rectification is that both positive and negative
half-wzmves of AC. current are rectified. The valve has
two anodes, or plates, one connected to each end of a
transformer u-jading; the negative connection Is
taken from a centre tapping of this winding. Now,
every time one end of the secondary winding is negative,
the other is positive, consequently there is always a
flow of current from the filament to one of time anodes.
The centre tapping, having a potential half.way between the two ends of the winding, is always negative
in respect tothc positive end.

DATA

SHEET- No. 12
TABLE OF DIELECTRIC
STRENGTHS

-

Cut tIsis out each week and paste it in s
notebook.

MÒTOR-BOATING

"I have a straight three set-s and instead of cecil.
Jating, lt makes that terrible noise. I hamo tried a
few methods that I have read about, but can you tell
me what to get and what you suggest Is the matter?"-

J
.

...
.........

ilmeteeimd

}J3ON1TE

IPIItl CLOTH

-

e-FIBRE
(JLASS

-

s
-

30

IO

2
8

2

MARÌiLE

PAPRR, WAXED
PARAFFIN WAX
PRESSPAJIN
PORCELAIN

Rating

40

SO.
12
O

10

0

The above figures give the relative strengths
of the materials named, ansi are an indication
of tise strength against breakdown. It will
be seen from I-he table that nalca is the strongest,
and marble time weakest.

"I

FITTING-AI have a straight 3-relve set, employing 320 volts,
and want to put In a fuse (flash-lamp bulb type), but I
am not quite certain where to connect it. 'Woukl
you please tell me where to fix it ? "----(W. F,, flother.
haul.)

The fuse should be used to joIn the two battery
negative terminals together. 1f you examine your
receiver, you will find that there are two negative
termInals, lJ.T.- and LT.-. From one of these a
lend goes to tise filamente, and the two terminais are
joined together. The fusç should be inserted lu the
wire which joins HT.-, so that the BT. runs through
the fuse to the filaments.
INTERFERENCE

"I

'

-

-

FREE ADVICE

,

have built a three valve SG. set, and owing to
the fact that we have electric light In the house, I am
conning it olf a DC. eliminator, Of course, there is a
two volt accumulator and 18 volt O.B. The eliminator

..

:

is in perfect condition, yet I get a continuous loud

crackling in the speaker; all connections are good.
I have tried lt on an outdoor and indoor aerial and also
asbert earth wire to water pipe, and an earth tube,

1

DIAL LIGHT FROM A.C.
propose fixing a Dial JJgbt behind condensers
in an AC. Super-Het and would lIght from valve
beater terminals If that Is in order. 1f so, must I use
tu-In metallised flex and must t earth to copper foil
oh bsseliótCrd ? :'---(Jt. I%Lcl'., Glasgow.)
It wilt be qulteln order to work your pilot light from
the valve heater terminals, hut we would strongly
advise you to inn twin leads straight from these
terminals to the pilot light, and not to try earthing
the arrangement In any way. The leads should be
twisted to avoid ansi possibility of mains hum ; ordinary
house lighting twin-flex will serva the purpose
admirably.

FUSE

i

UREAU

COUPON

This coupon is available until Dec. 17th, J 03?,
and thuat be attached to all letters containing
queries.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, 10/12/112.
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s1) Sundsvail relaying Stockholm, Sacred Service;

UNDER 'the above title, with the assistance of a
recognized authotty on foreign broadcastIng matters
and a' regular contributor to wireless publicatioha
both at home and abroad, we are inallguratitig a special
Identification Service; which should prove of great
assistance to our readers, When tuning in wellknown stations lt happens frequently that listeners
pick up wireless transmissions of which they fail to
recognize the origin. Itjs to solve these little problems
that tite Broadcast Query S'eri-ire has been organized. In order that a careful search may be made it is
essential that certain data should be supplied to the
best of tise Inquirer's ability and knowledge. When
sendIng such queries to the Editor the following rules
-

be enclosed.

-

A COMPREJIENSIVE range of these high-class
ttBritish
components is given in the latest iist issued by
General Manufocturing Co., Ltd. The new

E.G. bund-pass titter coils comprise a range of three
types. The first Is a band-paso aerial-coil, the second
a band-pass HF. coil, and the third a screened-HF.
coil tiesianesl to nuatch with either of the other two.
Anothernew component listed is n dual-wavecoil
covering a range of 200 to 2,000 metres. These coils
ore screened, and are highly efficient, compact and
well designed components.' -Among the other componente shovels in the list aro a new condenser ganring
nevico, output and L.F. transformers, and 11F.
chokes. Particulars are also given of varIous full-size
rokley Works,
wiring layouts. The address Is
Tyrw'hitt Itond, London, S.E.4

sbouldbe followed:-.

-

SOLON ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON

V

J'UOH of the trouble experienced by the homo

V

V

V

-

V

Ij constructor when soldering wiring connections

can be eliminated by the use of a good make of electric
soldering iron. The Solon Electric Soldering Iron is
particularly' useful for radIo work, as the heat Is
maintained continuously-no cooling-off In the middle
of a job. This enables nest and uniform joints to be
made In a simple, straightforward way, especially if
Henley Resin Cored Solder is used In place of ordinary
soft solder and a separate finx. These electric irons,
whIch are priced at 7s. Od., aro made for various
voltages, ranging from 100 to 250, end are provided
with Oft, of twin circular flex and standard lempholderadaptor. Further particulars are given in a booklet
and also in a neat folder we have received from W. T.

_e°

-
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-
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in due course in each

J
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you slIme any OpportunIty for
firnt.rlaso job to paso by unheeded?

,BOOK

'ENOINEEHING OPPORTUNITIES
ON
the sure way lo many ouch
SUCCESSFUL Points
opportunities, You cannot olford to
ENGINEERING mis'l tWo book, It gives detallo of oli
CAREERS

recognised

CE.,

Riamootlone aA.M.InSt.

lEE..

A.M.I.Mech.E,,

G.P.O.. etc.) outlince Modern liassestudy Couvera in all branches of Civil.
Mech Eleo, Motor. Radio, Aero
an'l "Ta1ki ' Engineering, and
explains tie Unique advantages of our
Employment Dept. The book is FREE.
Send a postcard for your copy NOW.
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ERITISR INSTITUTE OP
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,
390. Shakespeare flouse. 29(31, oxtord
Street London. Wi.
With Drittel, component,. All Inetrue.
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State type of receiver used, and whether transmissIon was heard on headphones or on loud-speaker.
3. State approximate wavelength or frequency to
which ;recelver -was tuned, or, alternatively, state
between whlch two stations (of which you have the
condenser readings) the transmission was picked up.
4. Give date and time when broadcast was heard
Do not forget to add whether am, or p.m.
b. Give ditnils of programme received, and. lt you
can, some indicaS ion regarding the language, if heard:
O. State whether and what cali was given andjor.
kind of Interval sIgnal (inetronome, musical box,
bells, etc.) between Items.
7. To facilitate publication of replies, append e
ntIn-de-plsme to your inquiry.
Although the service is mainly applicable to broadcasting stations, wherever possible replies s ill he given
in regard to morso transmitters (commercial stations,
fog beacons, etc.) and short-wave broadcasts. For the
Identification, however, of stations operating on chan'
nela below 100 metres it will be evident to Inquirers
that a closer estimate of wavelength must be sub',
mitted than in the ease of broadcasts on the medium
or long waveband If successful Identification is to be
carried out.
All Inqutries should be addressed to The Edilor,
PRACTICAL WDtELESS, 8-II, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C,2, and the envelope marked
Bodraei Query Service, in top left-hand corner,
Stamped addressed envelope should ssot be enclosed.
as replies cannot be sent by post, but will be published
2.

V

V

Radio-Gram
FaznansMabe',Olierl L'
oa.eU CABINET too'
U,
SEVEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL

s

address.

A

V

Scheveningen ¡Savon (Holland) on 1,071 m. Commercial Transmitter only; broadcaota Stock Exchange
quotations; no Wireless entertainment. EARLY
BIRD (Parkhead): Sonic IndicatIon of wavelength
should be given. If on "long" svaves at that timo
either Leningrad or Moscow. ENTHUSIAST (Peterborough): Reykjavik, Iceland. D. X. FAN (Blackburn) (1) ¡eTA, Ste. AssIse (Paris) on 25,12 ni. ; (2)
Possibly DON, Nauen (Germany), on 31.08 m.; (3)
Regret, - cannot trace.
ONE VALVE (Milverton):
Nurnberg; Munich inters-al signal. LEAKY OIUD
(Norwich): Wavelength wrong; apparently KDKA.
East Pittsburgh, on 306 m.; relay of Sacred Service
from Shadyside Preabyterian Church.

V

I. WrIte 1egbly, In Ink. Give your full name and

PIX VALVES
NW folder we have just received gIs-es par'
ticulars of Fix valves, together with their characteristica and curves. These valves, which arc
remarically low in price, have a triple-coated
eodymium filament whIch produces a strong con'
trollable emission. Printed 'on the folder is a useful
comparison table of I'Lx valves, wIth various other
makes. A copy of the folder can be obtained from
ifritisli l'ix Co., Ltd., 118, Southwark Street, London,
SEI, enclosing a stamp for postage.

r
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10th,

Replies to Broadcast Queries
MAJIISTY (Preston): Piense number your queries.

(2) Bratislavu relay of "radio film" from Moravská
-Ostrava; (3) Augsburg-Kaiserslautern on common
wave 'relaying Munich. FouND' IT (Broadstalrs):

To sqve rcadero trouble: we 5ndertake to send on
eotal095eo of out, si our advertisers. Merely state, on
a postcard, the na-nc, of tile Jinglo froth WhOos Vos
require catalogues, o,,gI address it to 'Catalogue,"
PuscricAr, WIRELESS. Ceo. Fetenes, Ltd., 8/11,
Soot hampton St.. Straud. London. IV.C.2.
Where
advertisers mal-c a charge, or require postage, this

'BRITISH GENERAL COMPONENTS

December

Renla3's Telegraph Works Co,, Ltel. Holborn Viaduct'
London, ECl.

CATALOGUES
R-EC EI VED

should
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Chrlstrnäs Gift Books
GEORGE NEWNES LTL.
CHILDREN'S ANNUALS 1933

WIRELESS BOOKS
'

THE OUTLINE OF WIRELESS
By RALPH STRANOER (Omnibus size)

8/6

THE CIRCUS

NEW

Post free 9f-

that everybody can understand. Specially written for the " man in the street1" it
covers the whole subject of wireless reception from A to,Z.
Third Edition.
A comprehensive work on wireless

Post free 513
STRANGER
This book is essential for the wireless amateur who desires to
gain a fuller knowledge of his subject. Written by one who
bas the gift of explaining abstruse subjects in a simple fashion.
256 pages, fully illustrated.
WIRELESS, THE MODERN MAGIC CARPET 3/6
Post free 319
By RALPH STRANGER. (Fourth Edition,)
Wireless simply explained at the beginning and seriously
treated at the end.

s

TIM, TOOTS and TEENY ANNUAL

HOBBIES' NEW ANNUAL

By' Richmal Crompton

"

'

-

-. Edited by Sir WILLIAM ORPEN, K.B.E., R.A.,'R.L'
A clear and concise view of the worlc of the great masters
and the essntials.of present-day art; 300 reproductions.

t

-

[-r

'

THE OUTLINE 'OF LITERATURE
JOHN DRINKWATER.
The history of literature from the earliest books to the work

By

(ree 2/9

of the twentieth century writers.
reproductions.

80 pages of' admirable

THE OUTLINE OF NATURAL HISTORY
By Professor Sir J. ARTHUR THOMSON, M.A.,LL.b.

H

This comprehensive work is a niinè of information and a
reliable guide to the study of Living Creatures. Fully illus-

-

trated.

MISC ELLANEOUS

...
-

OMNIBUS BÖOKS

THE OUTLINE OF ART

For reading, anywhere, anytime, by anyone.
Each volume contains a coflection of "William's" sidesplitting adventures.

WILLIAM-THE PIRATE
WILLIAM'S CROWDED HOURS
WILLIAM'S HAPPY DAYS
WILLIAM THE BAD
WILLIAM
WILLIAM THE GOOD
WILLIAM-THE OUTLAW
WILLIAM-IN TROUBLE
WILLIAM-THE CONQUEROR
STILL WILLIAM
WILLIAM-THE FOURTH
WILLIAM AGAIN
MORE WILLIAM
ST WILLIAM

3/6

Picture covers hearst (fully printed in co1our 528 pages. Profusely
illustrated. Crown quarto. Quarrer bound. Cloth spine.

2f6 each

Post

-

Post free 3/9
Contains practical descriptions of orking módeis of every
type. Fully illustrated and gives loose insets of parts for
making workable models.

--

"WILLIAM" BOOKS

Post free 219
a queerly

-

It will solve theiï difficulties and enable them to
obtain the best pQssible results of which their sets are capable.
2/6
W!RELESS STEP BY STEP
Post free 2/9
By "DICTRON." (Ninth Edition.)
A book-which shows the wireless ethusiast how to obtain the
maximum enjoyment from his wireless set.
2/6
RADIO PLAYS
Post free 2/9
By.L. DU GARDE PEACI-!.
Millions of wireless listeners who have been thrilled by such
plays as "The Path of Glory" and "The Mary Celeste"
will now be able to read them in book form. Mr. du Garde
Peach has written some of the most successful plays ever
broadcast.

The

2/6

Tim the cat, 'foots the'pig; aiíä Teeny the duck are
assorted trio and their comic antics are a joy.

siasts.

r

story-the Ring-master,
host of funny men and

2/6
Post free 219
Crammed from cover to cover with the adventures of Punch
and Judy, so say nothing of the famous dog, Toby.

Post free 3(9
A book which will be eagerly welcomed by all wireless enthu-

L

a

PUNCH AND JUDY CHILDREN'S ANNUAL

FINDING FOREIGN STATIONS
By R.W. HALLOWS. (Long Distance. Wireless Secrets.)

r

2/6
Post free 2/9

the Trick-rider, the Clowns, and
animals.

By RALPH

I

FUN FAIR ANNUAL

All old friends are here in picture and

5/-,

THE MATHEMATICS-OF WIRELESS

&

THIS YEAR.

-

I

-

THE BOOKLQVER'S DIARY

I

I

i

'

-

-

Leather 2/6
Post free

-

Cloth il- -

2d.

extra.

Published 1y JoJ,: o' London's Weekly, in conjunction with
Charles Letta & Co.
This delightftil diary contain a wealth of information whih
will fascinate everyone whether interested in literature or not.

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., 8-11, SOUTHAMPTON ST., STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.
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MnorR K ermanent Magnet ModeF
Prices:-

L.
-

-

"ARUNDEL" model £2.17.6
Walnut ARUNDEL model
£330
Fumed Oak

-

-

-

available at
such low
prices, there is no longer any need to put up
with second-rate reproduction. In the P.K.
ra rige of speakers at prices from £ 2 1 7. 6
Jhere are models to suit aiLpurses
purposes. '.Ead is desigîied to ie n ifs 1'
particular sphere of opeti6n, the charac- T
leristic R.K. balanced reproduction apd.fine.
sensitivity. All good raciiot'álers will be
glad to demonstrate R.K.'s. A rangè of
oulput transformers,
ecially'designed
for use with
K..
us available.

SeniorR.K.Permanent Magnet Model

F,sCK

R K 's are
-

I

J" V

-

u,
-

D

..

¡n

£8100

k

Walnut £8.17.6

-
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1933-

lihe Edison Swan Ele
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MODELS
55

"

WI2

harng Crois Rd. Lordon
-

-

nO

model

"WARWICK " model

1

MOVING
EDISWA

-

,nentioned speakers aresuppiled
comJ'!ere with nultj - ratio transfnrner.

5,ecilied

J

-

n

"bSOR'modelinOak

-

. i.

\I
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LISTEN

ou

't\#-

A

WITH

h,.,

TO CHOOSE THE

-

'RENOWN"..

f

o-

THE
PERFECT

just undo the aerial wire Irons the aerial
terminal on your set and fie it to one
end of the P1X and join the, other end
with a small piece of wire to your amai
terminal. Close the PIX up, tune in
the powerful or local station you are
trying to cut out, as loud as po5s.ble,
then open the PIX until this Station
disappears (a
In. is generally sufficient),
then re-tune your set, bringing in those
stations on either side which hithertofore
were being
swamped."

I

"IT
"

WHAT

-

IN REAL

27'6

WALNUT

(CHASSIS)

CABINET

-.

1/jought you would

WITH CLIP,

Telephone:

2/9.

A good

Incorporating a new formula in Magnet design,
concentrating the flux where it is required. This
is achieved by employing high percentage
Cobalt Pole pieces-the body of the Magnet
Specially
being made from special metal.
treated " Veralone ' Cone. Heavy gauge steel
chassis. Oveiall diameter 8f". Complete with
Multi.ratio Transformer for use with any output
Valve. Highly finished glossy brown cellulose.
PROVE

THE
THE

UTILITY
CABINET

-

-

2

IN YOUR MOST CRITICAL
PROVE OUR WORDS TRUE.
BE

f

-f...-.-__ .t

i

.

-

a
f

69,

STREET,

LONDON,

Ckrkwdj.3838-9.

ECl.

cost), and has a pleasing appearance.
Its dimensions are:
31g.
Width, lIt. 9ins. ; Depth. Ift. 6ius.
Panel space is l5fiiris. by lOins.
Baseboard is I8ins.by t5ins. Depth
of Turntable space is 4ins.
When ordering atate size of Baffle
opening.
Price (delivered FREE).
lOs.
Full particulars will be sent on receipt

£3

I
]

oICOUPON,

-

POST THIS COUPON

Ful! particulars of iIth and other prov4 models (including i/rc
famous "Dreadnought" at 39/6) sent pout free on request.

JOHN

compartment at sheoat,et. it still piesrntsoutwardlyacompleteappearanee,
lt s very solidly built of seasoned Oak
(\Valnut or Mahogany at slight extra

Hlht,

-

MIDGET.

QooD ANS

'

f

f

HAVE

A

a unique CABINET is sod
igned
and built that it will accommodate
any size set. Further, it has been
Snishedin such a way that should you
not desire to utilise the gramophone

Tb

OPINION YOU
"RENOWN" AT YOUR

FULL SIZE-NOT

ST.

1001/2

DESERVES a

-

AND

HOP

-

set

and repeated tests before leaving the factory.

MOOD

USER SAYS
I have found

#leased to hear

WHERE THERE IS RADIO THERE MUST BE A:PIX-

made possible only by years of MANUFACTURING
experience and by making at the rate of a quarter
of a million a year, by meticulous precision methods

FORMED: HEAR
RADIO SHOP.

¿e

MARVEL!"-

sew

READ- THIS SPECIFICATION

NOW

THIS

PIX must satisfaciory. in foci il ,s a little marvel
Mt, friends were astounded. The reception is mocil cigare,
and ii is quite simple to cat ut Stat sans that woUld othemwf me
swamp cadi other. -R.W.S.. Croydon.
THE BRITISH PIX GOtRPANY, LTD.,.
(Dept 303), 118/28, Southwark Street, LONDON, S.E.I

I

COMPLETE

-

I

-

frein

the

ALSO

FOR

.

)

A PIX IMPROVES EVERY SETand is better than a preset aerial condensei'
because it Kos a minimum capacity of
.000004 (certified by Faraday House)
lower than any form of condenser. lt
liso has a greater range (40-1 monimum
to minimum) and is out of action when
c!osmd. Fix a PIX in your aerial to-day
and gest out rocar and powerful stationg
congerts.
and noy

IS A LITTLE

READ

YOU CAN
IT

\

YOUR AERIAL

IN

ACCENT

A PJX

FIX

-

'WITH

OUT POWERFUL
AND LOCAL STATIONS
AND BRING IN THOSE
ELUSIVE FOREIGNERS

-

-

'THE
SPEAKER

BUY

i

-

l.Cramophone section with
2.

automatic hinged lid.
Fret opening, size I5lins.

by lOins.
3. Ample depth-l8ins.
4. Slidingdrawerfor Recoud,.

with Rap fid.
5. Speaker Fret of pleasing

To WOODWARE SUPPLIES, LTD..
,

jtj

Name ...... .,

Strett, WEDNÊSBU.

..........

.

...........

II-'

j

Addie ................................................

design.

l'.W. 132.

-

'j
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RADIO
::

RADIO NOW!

ORDER Y UR X A
TELSEN JUPITER S.G.3. Comnlete kit as
advertised, less valves an6 Cabinet.
Cash Price £311710. Carriage Paid.
Balance in li monthly payments of 7/-.
EPOCH

Send

'f»
Oiill'

"20 C"

Send

PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING-coil. SPEAAER. (New Edition).
t

With S-ratio input transformer. CasIa
Price £1/15/0. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 6/6.

66

-

only

-

ICNOB 3
SOI.O
a described in last week's issue,
KIT

"

CASH

A

SZ

UNIT

Cash Price
Carriage Paid.
Balance In 6 monthly pa'ments of 5/2.

les,
cabinet,
(lASH or 0.O.D.
Careiaee Paid.

salves,

,

ROI.A PERMANENT MAGNET MOVINGCOIL SPEAKER F.6.
With universal

Send

46

tapped input transformer.
Cash Price
only
£219/S. Carriage Paid,
Balance in Il monthly payments of 4/6.
-

-

& A "VICTOR" PERMANENT
MAGNET MOVING-COIL SPEAKER DE

Paid
monthly payments of 6/5.

£311010. Carriage

Balance in il
R& A
CHALLEIGER' PERMANENT

L.

MOVING-COIL

SPEAKER.

With special Ferranti multi-ratio input
Cash Price, Carriage
transformer.
Paid, £1/15/S.
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 6/6.
-

W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET
ING-COIL SPEAKER P.M.2.

With
S-ratio input transformer. Cash Price
£415/a. Carriage Paid.
Balance in li monthly payments of 7/10.
P.P.M. PERMANENT MAG-.
CELESTION
NET MOVING-COIL SPEAKER 9th ins-

Send

pregnated diaphragm and du'al-impedance input transformer. Cash Price, 4 6
only
Carriage Paid, £2/7/6.
Balance In 11 monthly payments of 4/6.
PERMANENT MAGSONOCHORDE
NET MOVING-COIL SPEAKER, with

universal input transformer. Cash Price,
£1/12/S.

Balance in 5 monthly payments of 6!-.
'BLUE SPOT 66R UNIT AND MAJOR
CHASSIS.
Cash or C.O.D. £2/10/0.
Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/7.
EKCO H.T. ELIMINATOR A.C.25 for
AC. mains. Tapped S.G. variable, 50/80
Volts and 120/150 volts max, at 25 rn/A.
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 13/1716.
montniy paymencs os 0/..
omsance Ifl
I

I

r.To-scOTT
gi-eattechniral

S.G.3

monthly
ments 01

CABINET KIT

8'3

8/3.

Senil

ments

of

ONLY FROM ,PETOSCOTT

Send

ON GENEROUS EASY TERMS
Cff1'IifIf,t ,DtI'jfl

lo

fIOIII° f1001

Send

-

oniy

RADIO

payments of Il/IO,

W. shall

Easy Terms

Acciai Equipment, £9112/S.
You aend oso 12/- with order
and 3/. per wrek (paid

pleased

turn for SU your
Rodio requIrements.

taciorers' product,

g

for which

monthly) for 15 month, otcosnponent,
This mean, you own the best
Britieh Rodio money can supplied os Easy
Term,.
Send ior
buy.
NEW CATAL000E.

STRICT PRIVACY

MAME

Send

122(15/0.,

naiaucv in ii monuniy payments

os

5f 1
only

oji

-

.

PETO-SCOTT'WALNUT ADAPTAGRAM
Beautifully constructed of solid walnut Senti

çith contrasting Wainut Veneers.

Ready
to take your set and gramoj,hone motor.
Cash or COD. Carriage raid, £3/3J0.
Balance in 11 mOnthly payments of 5/9.
MELODY MAKER

COSSOR

MODEL

519
only

Send

335.

Complete with Valves, Spealc'er and Cabinet,
Cash Price, £7 17s. Sd.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 14/10.

CO., Ltd.,

-

udo missed in this
jourual. Any Parcel

only

only

-

.................. IUUNII.UflIUIIUIUIIUIUflhIIflIfl.flI.IUi.IIuIIIUfl,U ......

PETO-SCOTT
I West End Showrooms
: Dear Sirs, Please send

be

io qonie yoo by re-

5f 9

Carriage Paid 13/3/0.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/S.
REGENTONE W.I.F. H.T. ELIMINATOR
for AC. mains. Tapped for SG., Detec'
tor and Power. 120/150 volts max, at
rn/a. Cash or COD., Carriage Paid,

-

MAKER MODEL 334w1th Send
Metalhsed Variable-mu SG, and Detector
lOI.
Valves, Power Valve and Cabinet.

......... I

Send

-MOVING-COIL SPEAKER.

M A R

COSSOR MELODY

MPORTANT.

gloteen month,, making no
entra Charge for F.aey Terms.
Carriage Fold eomjaeto with

Send

rIfl

-

SEND

GARRARD INDUCTION GRAMOPHONE
MOTOR. For AC. mains. Model 202.
Mounted on 12-inch nickel motor plate

CON IPHONE Send
PICK-UP K.17. With
in
ing head and volume UI
counter balanced arm
control. Cash Price, only
and rotating head,Cash only
13/3/0. Carriage Paid.
Price, 12/2/O. Carriage Patti,
Balance in li monthly pay. Balance in 7 monthly paymento of 5/9.
naents of 5/9.
BLUE SPOT PICKUP. Witbarm,rotat-

i

A.C.244. Send

1'6

only

only

only

with fully automatic electric starting and 4 7
stopping switch. Cash Price £2/10/0. Only
11/6.
Carriage Paid.
_____________ Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/7.
EPOCH "A2" PERMANENT MAGNET Send

-

4 7

i

56

HEAYBERD H.T. UNIT D.150. Tapped Send
variable 60/i20.v., variable 0/150 fixed.
Max., 25 rn/a at 150 y., 20 m/a at 120 y. 8 10
Cash Price, Carriage Paid, £41610.
only
Balance ¡ail monthly payments of 8/10.
a
EKCO A,C.l8 H.T. ELIMINATOR for
Send
AC. mains. Tapped SG. 80 V. 120/150
6
w. at 12 rn/a. Cash Price, Carriage Paid.
£3/7/6.
only
Balance in il monthly payments of 6/3.

S.G.3

flrstpaymentof 4
Balance in 11
monthly pay-

ELIMINATOR. Type

'1

Three tappings.
SG., Detector and
Power. Qutput: 120 volts at 20 rn/A. 5 6
Cash Price £211916. Carriage Paid,
only
Balance in Il monthly payments of 5/6.

-

with (Liasen) Valves, Walnut Cabinet and special
Balanced Armature LoudCash Price,
speaker.
£81510.
Carriage Paid,
Delivered, carriage paid. on

-

for

ATLAS

with (Lissen) SAL, Detector
and Pentode Valves.
Price, Carriage Paid, £41916.
Delivéred, carriage paid, on
first payment ot
Balance in ii

-

No Extra

BLUE SPOT UNIT AND CHASSIS, Type
99 P.M. Including matched transformer
Price £2f19/ß.
Balance in Il monthly payments of 5/6

VALVES

A
aehievesnent. 5elf.eosstalned in one Cabinet
at beantitully-gralned waint.
mgb',rgiJc componente on
all'oLmi oicaeolo. Sio,r.xtot!on aingle-cilal toBng. Screened grid,
detector and jower voiv .
MOyfldG-COth SPEAKER.
Decigned to give reliable F,.,dio
i"
s
Reception is every pert of the
Britiob loica of B.B.C. and
'Yore!gn Programmes.- Complete.
\t
rcaeiy to piay. with Ezide and
-\
5.
Drydea Bali irle, und Aerial Equip'
ment. Flited MuSant Valve,,

Thie io au honest-do goodneis
otTer (roma firm eutablioi ed in
l91O-goiely foi Lt-e purp000
of boudin5 Wlreie,s Seto and
bringing radio withiU the
reach of oil. Peto-Scott
himself cirre every purchaser
of his Set s personal guarantee
ni eattofeetion.
We give you credit over

S

Ch

only

8.G.3.

-

COMPLETE WITH
CHASSIS KIT

only

"METEOR'

7

"SKYSCRAP R"

Send

RADIO

£2/2/0.
Carriage Paid.
Balance in
monthly payments of 5/9..
________________________________________________

:

LISSEN

only

Send

MOV-

er 12

only

PERMAN E NT MAGNET
MOVING-COIL SPEAKER, Type PM4.
Complete with tra'nsformer, Cash Price

l

01910 p y
3 Specified Valves £1-2-9.Cabinetl5/I

63

WB.

1

£4 -17- 9est
enS mo thy ms

1

Send
i

Three-valve screened grid receiver. Covers Send
ihort, medium and long waves without
coil changing. Cash Price (less valves and 7!- 1
cabinet), £3/I5/3. Carriage Paid,
only I
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/-.
j

-TIHS YEAR'S WINNER

Send

'

MAGNET

arai

CASH 0e

-.

S.G.3.

-

READY

-

R

LUXE. \Tith 6-ratio input transformer
and protecting grille.
Cash Price

-2-9psy'
£4monthly

cabinet,
C.0.D.
Carraco pj

valves

I

!

"METEoR"

-

or 12 monthly payments of 5/6.
-----;--;'-"j
¡------------------',
Ai Kit "A" bst.wlth
A, Kit "A" but with

AND

t5l/12/9

r

or C.O.D.

L 300

but less

drilled panel,

RADIO

Three-valve screened-grid receiver, 'sith
aalves, cabinet and perminent-lnagnet
moving-coil speaker. Covers short, medium
and long wares ,ulthout coil changing.
Cash Price, £8/17j6.
Carrjage Paid,
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 16/3.

Carriage Paid.

Author's Kit o? specified
parts, including
valves and casinet.

SPOT SPEAKER
tCHASSIS. Type 100 U.
TBLUE

READY

I cnclose

£

77, City Road, London, E.C.1.
Telephone: Clerkenscell 0406/7.

62. High flolboyn, London. -W.C.2.

me

'relephone: 1-lolborn 51S.

CAS$/C.O,D./iIP....,,..,,.,..,,,,,,,,,,.,.,.,.,,,,,,,,..

............

il.

CASH/R.P. Deposit.
,

n

-

...,,,,..,..,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
-

E

ADDRESS

,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

-

-

Pr.\\ 1o/1ì/32
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'
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ITo day you can huy Ilse USSEN SKYSCRAPER KIT on Gradual Payment Terms.
Skyscraper Chassis Kit,
Skyscraper Kit complete with Walnut
complete with Valves.
Cabinet and inbuilt Loudspeaker. as
CASH PRICE 89/6. Or 8/6
i ustrate
s.
or 1'6 d Ossu
down and twelve monthly
and 12 monthly payments of 10/6.
navments 0f 7/8.

S

-

-

for the building of a wireless set.
.
You can't go wrong-you are told what to
do with every part, every wire, every ter..
initial-everything is identified by photographs. Every..
body, without any technical knowledge or skill, can safely
and with COMPLETE CERTAINTY undertake to build
this most modern of radio receivers from the instructions
given and the parts Lisseú have supplied.
This new Lissen SKYSCRAPER Kit set is the only one on the
market that you can build yourself employing a Metallised
Screened-grid Valve, High-Mu Detector and Economy
Power Pentode. Around these three valves Lissen have
designed a home constructor's kit the equal of which there
has never been before. Why be satisfied with whispering
foreign stations, when you CAN BUilD WITH YOUR
OWN HANDS this LISSEN SKYSCRAPER that will bring,,
in loudly and clearly distant statIons in a profusion that will
add largely to your enjoyment of radio'-

ISSEN

/11

-

I

PENTODE VALVES

4

S

EMPLOYING
METALLISED
S.0 H CH MU
DTECTOR

£CONOMY POWER

7ff

.-
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i

..

t.. ECONOMY POWER
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I_ _ _

-_ _ - - COUPON

Insert this COUPON in unsealed envelope with only
halfpenny stamp and add,ess to:USSEN LIMITED, Dept. P.W.14, Worple Road,
Isleworth, Middlesex. Please send me FREE copy
of your li- Skyscraper Chart.
Name. .................................................
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Improving on
A Few Interesting Statistics
view of its association with Pathó
A CCORDING to a report recently
published by the Unioa Intr- IN films, the Paris Radio Vitus station
nationale de Radiodiffusion at Geneva, broadcasts the crowing of a coekerel
some 138 million persons listen to the world's as an interval signal. It is reported that the
broadcasting programmes daily. In 1920, imitation is so lifelike that on a recent
there were only two broadcasting stations
4,flS,tute4a1,ej_..I,a4)S1)1
--namely, in the United States; in 1930,
the number in that country had increased
to 750. At the end of that year Europe t
alone possessed 238 of the 1,105 transmitters
Readers please note that Gift
in the two hemispheres. To-day, in Great !
Stamp (No. 13) the last for
I
Britain and the Continent, there are 250
their Presentation
stations with a total output of 4,600 kilowatts or an average of roughly 18 kilowatts
-per transmitter, a power far in excess of
that used in the United States, where
the mean energy works out at 2,3 kilowatts
for a total of 600 stations.

tl

»

IMPORTANT!

-

WIRELESS

CONSTRUCTOR'S
ENCYCLOPAEDIA

-

Leningrad (U.S.S.R.)

fwill ¿Lppedr in next week's

emanating from fog beacons, several
channels are being tested. This 100 kilowatt transmitter is now working tern.
porarily on 857.1 metres (351 kilocvcles).
which, however, may not be definitely
adopted as a final position.
Super Power Transmitters Cause Trouble
COMPLAINTS have been received by
the U.LR. (Union Internationale de
Radiodiffusion) Genevafrom both Romania
and France in respect to the channels
adopted by the new Leipzig and Breslau
stations, inasmuch as owing to their
high power they swamp respectively broadcasts from Bucarest and Poste Parisien.
A readjustment of wavelengths is asked
Romanian listeners suggest that
for. Leipzig should exchange channels with
Berlin (Witaleben) or revert to its former
position in the broadcast band-namely,
259.3 in. It is hardly likely that the latter
wavelength could be allotted to this giant
German station in view of its proximity
to London National.
New 800 Kilowatt Valves
HE Bisamberg (Vienna) station now
under construction will be the first
European transmitter to use 300 kilowatt
valves made by the Telefunken Company.
Up to the present in Germany the largest
incorporated in the new plants do not
exceed 150 kilowatts. If they prove successful they will be adopted in the new
stations to be built at Berlin and Hamburg
in 1933.

on sale
Wednesday, December 21st..
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readers who are qualifying for
this Presentation Encyclopaedia affix
¡ the last Gift Stamp to their Subscription
I
Voucher, and forwsrd the completed
Voucher in accordance with the instruc.
lions thereon, at once?
Will

PLEASE DON'T DELAY

There

will be an enormous number of
volumes to handle, and it will take
some little time to get them aU out. All
applications will be treated in strict
rotation, but it vill be Impossible to
dispatch before the Christmas holidays.
If you do not receive your volume
within 21 days of posting your application
-notify by post card giving date sent.
NOTE: Carefully reed instructions on
your Subscription Voucher and make sure
it is properly f ifled in before forwarding.

YOUR LAST QIFT STAMP

APPEARS NEXT WEEK

Complete end send in your Subscription
Voucher immediately you have the
last Gift Stamp.

"Practical Wireless"
Presentation Departrneñt,
39,KingStreet,Covent Garden,
V

London, W.C.2

the wife of the announcer, hearing
the noise, scolded her husband for leaving
the hen.coop open. "The old rooster,"
she said," has como into the dining.room!"
Alternative Programmes for Berlin
IN a similar manner to Daventry National,
I the Konigswusterhausen high.power
station was originaUy installed to relay
the capital programmes for the benefit
of listeners outside the Berlin area. In
future, however, steps are to be taken
to broadcast an alternative entertainment
through that transmitter as many of the
capital programmes aro taken by the pro
vincial stations.
Bringing the Turks Up-to-Date
the orders of Mustapha Remai
BY Pasha, President of the Turkish
Republic, microphones and amplifiers
have been installed in the Mosque Hagia
Sophia, one of the oldest houses of worship
in Constantinople.
They are destined
to tue re-broadcast of sacred services

through the Istanbul transmitter.
As
the present generation does not read the
Koran in
a special translation has
been made for this purpose into the
Turkish language.
How the French Choose Their Announcers
OUISE BIGORRE, a twenty-year-old
girl who took first prize in a local
beauty competition, has. been engaged
as announcer at Radio Toulouse; her duty
consists in the broadcast of news bulletins.
Another New Jugoslavian Station
ONE of the smallest European broadcast
ing transmitters, Radio Zagreb, will
shortly be rated as a 15 kiowatter. Work
was started on the buildings some months
ago, and it is hoped to get the plant erected
by the summer of 1933. The site of the
new station is at Otok.
Licence Round-Up in Belgium
FOLLO WING a general campaign against
radio pirates initiated by the Post
Office authorities the Belgian police have
confiscated over eight thousand wireless
receìvers from listeners who failed to take
out broadcasting licences.
Continental ServIce for Motorists
THE German stations have recently
introduced a special service for
motorists on the lines of the transmissions
made by the B.B.C. in respect to the state
of the roads, cte. In Sweden a similar
feature is also found in the programmes.
arabica

I
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Lanohester Speakers
into the country. The usual formalities
INTERESTING and TOPICAL
can- be gone through at the customs; or
4ESSRS. Lanchester's Laboratories,
the necessary form obtained in advance
PARAGRAPHS
IVI Limited, of Spring Road, Tyseley, i
from any Italian Qnsulate, or Tourist
Birmingham, manufacturera of the wellAgency. It is expécted that other European
known Lanehester Speakers, who have
countries will follow this good example.
hitherto conducted a Mail Order business Take Your Radio With You
UP to the present travellers to the Condirect with the public, are now adopting
tinent have encountered difficulties The New Vienna High-Power Station
the generafly-accepted policy of marketing
ALTHOUGH every effort has been made
their speakers and radio products through with the Customs when taking portable
to hurry on the construction of the
the Trade, subject, of course, to the usual wireless sets with them.
The Office National du Tourisme (France) 100 kilowatt transmitter at Bisainberg, there
price maintenance agreement.
No alteration has beei made in the has now induced the authorities to permit appears little likelihood that it will be ready
vbmpany's list prices, but nevertheless the tourists to enter and leave the country to carry out its initial tests before January.
customary full trade discount is allowed with their wireless receivers. All that is 11933. In the meantime in addition to the
This has been rendered possible by the needed is to declare the set on arrival at the main broadcasts on 517 metres, the Vienna
concerts may also be heard
more advanced methods, of proAT THE RUGBY STATION
throughtheexperimental station
duction to meet an increased ____________
on 1,237 metres.
output in support of the cornpany's new policy.
Jerusalem-London via New York
A Multi-Lingual Aerial Postman
is reported that the National
Broadcasting Company of
MITATING the feature introAmerica has made all arrangeI duced sorbe four years ago
- ments to relay a Sacred Service
by the Katowice (Poland) broadT
from the Franciscan Church at
casting station, Radio Ljubljana
Bethlehem on Christmas Eve.
Jugo-Slavia) in its" Letter Box"
The transmission will be rebroadhour, replies by microphone to its
4cast in the United States. Euroforeign listeners in the Slovene,
pean listeners will be given the
French, and German languages.
opportunity of picking up this
The station can be identified by
broadcast through the Schenecits cuckoo interval signal.
f
tady shortwavers (W2XAD,
A New Switzerland-Japan Radio
W2XAF) and other stations in
Link
9i the N.B.C. network (W3XAL,
HE Prangins (Geneva) wireBoundbrook, etc.), or through
less station is not used solely
German transmitters who intend
by the League of Nations, hut
to relay it.
devotes most ot Its time to olliclat
From Barracks to Broadcaster
telephony services with foreign
countries. As a result of experiTHE building used for housing
nents recently carried out, a
the 2k-kilowatt transmitter
now in course of construction at
regular two-way wireless comview of the Control Table.
A
munication has been estabTreves (Germany) has, since its
lished between Prangins and Kemikawa French port and a special certificate will be erection shortly before the War, been put
(Japan), the former station working on handed to the traveller.
to many uses.
Originally intended as
In Italy, on payment of a fee amounting Cavalry barracks, it was taken over by
38.476 m., the latter on 38.07 se.
to one shilling and sixpence per month for a the French during the occupation for their
Achtung ! Hier der Rote Seøder
period not exceeding three months, Biitish coloured troops, and later as a military
HE Berlin Police have been considerabIy tourists are authorized to take portable sets hospital. The transmitting plant is now
being installed in the stables. It is the
mystified by broadcasts jut over the
plant previously in Operation, at the
ether and which apparently emanate from
Leipzig station.
an unlicensed transmitter on 300 metres.
During the recent Reichstag elections,
transmissions were made daily, and the
New French Titan
peakers gave considerable publicity to the
PROBLEM No. 13.
'THE French State Posts and Telegraphs
(Yommuniat programme. The call is: flier
made is standard three-valve
.1
department has decided to erect a 60der Bote Sender. (This is the Red Trand- 4 set,ienlilns.bad
using the Detector and 2 L.F. arrangekilowatt transmitter in the environs of
mitter,)
-ment. After using this for come timo he
Nice, to take over the functions up to the
developed a craze for Short Wave reception
and accordingly bought a Short-Wave Conpresent privately carried out by the little
Wired Wireless in Switzerland
verter. He connected this to lais set, but it i Juan-les-Pins station. The reason given
THE distribution of the Swiss broadcastfailed to work. The Converter and the set
for the use of this high power is the facility
ing studio programmes lias now be'èn
wore both in working order. What was the j
reason? Three books will be awarded for
which would thus be secured for the broad
introduced in twenty-five different towns
the first three correct solutionS opened.
cast of special publicity talks likely to
in that country, and over 5,000 subscribers
Problem
No.
13,
and
send
Mark envelopes
attract foreign visitors to the French
have already been registered. The service
to the zditor, PIuCTICAL WtaEaEss, Geo.
Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street,
Riviera.
undertaken by the Swiss Telephone i Newnes,
i s
Strand, London, W.C.2, to reach us not later
At present only one
Administration.
thaú December lDth
programme is available, &it in future
Another German Giant
alternatives of a futther Swiss and a foreign
EIPZI4 is testing oñ about 390 metres
SOLUTIOÑ TO PROBLEM No. 12.
broadcast are to be given to listeners.
with a power of 120 kilowatts affd is
The frame aerial of s Portable receiver
of course,
of a tuning
expected to be working a regular service by
Private Broadcasting Resources in Holland of auch a size that itiii employed ainstead
By joining this serles with further coil Roger- now. If it was this station I heard conAlgenzeene Vereeniging Radio Omroep coil.
son used the whole of the frame (including the long
(A.V.R.O.), which at present organ- wave winding), and so his minimum tuning point eluding a test transmission late the other
night, I am afraid we shall be in for more
izes most of the transmission.s broadcast was over 1,000 metres.
through Hilversum, possesses 175,000 supThe following three reeders receive hooks in con- trouble in the region of Midland Regional.
With Athlone a few metres above and
porters. To ensure a regular income for nection with Problem No. 11.
L. Wicombe, e/o 1M, Conran Street, Starpurhey,
Leipzig a few below, some of the older sets
defraying programme expenses, each mem- Manchester;
J. JardIne, 59, Loreburn Street, Dunsber pledges himself to pay asure equivalent fries; E. Keene 16 Green Wrythe Lane, CarshaltOn, will be incapable 'of receiving M. R. without
interference.-J4cB,
Serrey.
to roughly ten shillings per annum.
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An Article on Obtaining D.C. from AC. Supply and How it Operates the Indirectly Heated Valve
-

R,
I__i

(il
I

!FPT
I

JNDIRECTLY heated A.C. valves, as
people are aware, work from
¡ most
the house lighting alternating current

mains. But before this supply can be
utilised it has to be rectified or changed
into D.C-direct current. The only part
of the valve which takes raw AC. is the
filament (heater element), which is so constructed that it is possible to connect it
direct to the mains transformer, which has
an auxiliary winding, transforming the
current . down to 4 volts. A.C. changes
its polarity, that is to say,
it rises and- falls in one
direction, and, then rises
again in another, some
fifty times per second;
this fluctuation, of the
current tends to cause
continually a heating
and cooling of the
filament, and if this
filament were used to
emit electrons, as in
the case of battery
valves, a very bad
hum would occur on
these
account
of
fluctuations. But the
filament does not emit
¡
'I
.
electrons, its action is

t.

î

Thc electrons,
which are minute
electrical negative
charges, emitted by
the cathode, pass
through the grid to
the anode. To at.
tract these nega.
tive electrons to
the anode from
the cathode, the
anode is kept posi.
tively charged, for
in ' electricity a
positivo
charge
will attract a negative charge. Therefore, to positively
charge the anode'it
is eonnected to
H.T. positive. The
grid, as before
stated, is between

I

j
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-

p

p
.

-
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-
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I

-

Fig. 1.-A mains
valve wit/i the-glass
bù(b removed to show
the method of const ruction.

-

ii

h

-

W

to indirectly heat what
is known as the cathode.
This cathode
surrounds
but
does not touch
(.)
(2)
the actual filament, and there.
fore, as the cathode obtains its
heat by conduction, it is eñabled
to maintain a
constant
temperature,
and
thusemit a steady
flow of electrons.
Filarrient

the cathode and the anode, and it. is to
this grid that the incoming signals are
applied. These signals are alternatively
negative and positive; this changing of
polarity tends to control the electron
flow from the cathode to the anode, for
when the grid is positive it acta like a
small anode and because it is nearer
the cathode its attraction is much greater.
The grid, however, is just as often negative,
and has the effect of repelling electrons
leaving the cathode, for like repels Like.
As previously mentioned, the grid is
the electrode to which the incoming
wireless signals are applied. These signais
are made up of two

The Cathode

I

I

U

each other, to.
gether with their
respective sockets
in the valve holder.

AAL Valves

______a
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frequencies, high frequency and low frequency. The action
of the detector valve
in a set is to clemodulate, i.e., separate
these, retaining the
sound waves (low fre.
queney) and dispers.
ing the carrier waves
(hich frequency currents). The low Ire.
quency currents are
the variations which,
when amplified by
the power valve, go
to actuate the loud.
speaker.
The Anode Current
Before it is possible

A

to derive the anode
current for the valves
from A.C. supply,
it is first necessary to obtain a
A mains transo o
former having
J
two windings, a
'
O
primary, which is
o
cotmected to the
mains, and a
secondary
The space of
connected to the
Anode
time which the filament takes to heat!
rectifier.
The
the cathode is very noticeable when first
not change the
switching on the set, for, although the set!
transformer does
nature of the current with which it is
is tuned to a station which is broadcasting
some little time elapses before the prosupplied, it merely alters the voltage on
gramme is heard; it is only when the catits secondary winding; for instance, if
there are less turns of wire on the
hode reaches its normal working temperature that the valve functions correctly,
secondary-as in the case of a 4-volt lowtension winding-then tito voltage is
and the cathode is able to emit or throw j
off elections.
(lower, and in the same way if more turns
are wound on the secondary, the vol.
tage is raised. Thus it is possible to
The. Electrodes of an AC. Valve
understand that the only change the
As may be seen in Fig. 1, there are
transformer can make in the A.C. supfour distinct parts in an indirectly
ply current is to alter the voltage to that
heated valve, all isolated from each
û
required for the rectifier, oto. It must
other; these parts are known as electbe remembered, however, that it is
rodes, the centre electrode is the filastill fluctuating alternating current.
ment or heater element, marked F in
Therefore, after the current is changed
the illustration, surrounded by C, the
to the required voltage, it still has to.
cathode; this cathode is in the form
he rectified from A.C. to D.C., i.e.,
of a tube, and encircling it is the
direct current. This is the work of tho
grid, marked G, which is a spirally
rectifier, which is either a vafte or
wound length of wire, surrounded
Grid
Cathode
When the current
in its turn by A, the anode. In Fig. 2.-A. B, C & D-Tue separate component parts 0j metal rectifier.
Fig. 2, marked A.B.C.D., are shown
mains vaive, showing the relative pins to which they are has been made to flow in one direction
only, it has to be smoothed,whioh means
these parts drawn independently of
connected.
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all traces of ripple and pulsation are obliter.
ated. This is undertaken by two condensers
and a choke. The latter tends to stop any
changes in the current flowing, and the

D.C.
Unsmoo/iled

in a set (lo not take the maximum value
of high tension. The best way to obtain
the correct values is to drop the voltage
down with resistances inserted in the
positive lead of the smoothing unit,
Ioutput
and each resistance shunted by a condenser having a capacity of 2 microfarads
or more. Motor-boating may occur if too
low a value
of resistance

The mains unit
or capacity voltages employed.
\ of condenser should be kept a little distance from the
is used, and set for hum may be introduced by placing
I
it might be it too close. It should certainly be kept

Ç
______

3.-A smoothing circuit
mrd in an eliminator.

J]i
as

D.C.

-

condensers help to maintain the voltage
when the current does change. The condensers are shunted across the H.T.
leads, and the choke is in series with the
H.T.+ lead between the two condensers;
this is plainly shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
The resultant current is then ready to be
supplied to the various anodes of the valves,
except for the fact that all the valves
I

A slight variaI farads.
tion in the supply to the
detector valve may be
j- so magnified by the lowI frequency
part of the
set that hum and noise
will be heard. The chief
points to note are, firstly,
j that the different values

rLi

i

L

arranRement

T

¡

l

receiver should prove helpful.

You viII

notice teat

5

FULL STOP No.

table

1

starts with a
dot (.) and
As you hear the

0

of

-

Fig. 3 shown in diagrammatic form.

practice but little difficulty is encountered
in following the call on the tables providing the transmission is relatively slow.
Moreover, if you do this a number of times
your eai will become accustomed to the
sounds, and in a very short space of time
you will memorise the letters so thoroughly
by their sound that the tables can be
dispensed with.
The system is an cxcollent one for the amateur or listener
who is not a proficient reader of morso
signals and obviates the alternative of
wting down on paper from memo
the letters identified and leaving blanks
for those which cannot be immediately

Using the Tables
The followtng tables placed near 'our

No. 2. wIth a dash (-).
first signal of the call you will im- recognised.
mediately glance at either
No. '2.
Before proceeding with a call or transU F
,,4 Supposing, as an example,No.wei or
take the mission, test 'signais by stations are fre.
WML
(.
..).
quently made in order to adjust apparatus.'
call-sign:
As it starts with a dot we look at the first These are the V (....-) signals with
t.
line (table 1), then follows a dash (un- which we have become so familiar. They
mediately underneath) and another dash, must not be made by any ransniitter for
also underneath, in the vertical column.
iore than ten' seconds at a time and are
U
3
-.
We read off the letter: W. Now, second invariably followed by the call-letters of
letter
begins with a dash (table 2), another the sending station.
Table No. L
dash (same horizontal line) we read off:
The letters CQ often heard at the beThe third letter is dealt vith in the ginning of a call mean that the message is
ta
t in be M.
same
manner,
initial
namely,
(table
1),
dot
intended
for all who can hear, and means
2 und that the
simply "All Stations."
stations when puth
ting out their call.
------- pmr"iu....
signs do so fairly
slowly, and itis useful to log
i
r
the transmissions by noting

L

- -

JI,-!
.

-

4tlI-

Condensers
4.-The

Fig.

i

¿

A

-

-

L

................................................................. .

-

T

E
'L

w

TT%1

CA

S

f

Ch
.

I

morse transmissions are heard. Although
these signals may prove, at times, an annoyance, the listener may put them to
a very useful purpose. Unfortunately, we
are not all experts in reading this alphabet,
although many of us may actually know
the equivalents of letters and figures as
used by the telegraph operator. In many
-'

-

one'

I

N the course of a search for foreign

-

:

I

j broadcasts it happens frequently that

EI

t

1sÑiootnea

-

right away from the early stages of amplification, for hum may be introduced into
receiver circuit and amplified by
crease the the
the various stages following. It is also
condenser to very advisable to enclose the complete unit
4 micro. im an earthed metal box.
found necessary to in.

I

S

Fig.

anode current feeding the valves in
their individual circuits are separately fed,
that is fo say. if they have their own
filter circuits comprising a resistance for
lowering the voltage and a by - pass
condeilsel-, then there will be less chance
of interaction between the circuits;
secondly, that the resistances are of the
correct valúe, and thirdly, that the grid
bias resistances are right for the anode

.

.
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.
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-
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i
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jil

part ioula r

I

wave-

,9

N

DATA SHEET

(.
derneath),

Table No.2.

tain this wavelength from published lists,
and the information thus obtained
assist greatly in calibrating a wireless
receiver. In particular, this will apply
to users of instruments specially constructed for the reception of transmissions

O

a dash

''

D

t

:

frequency are logged it is a simple niatter
o search for another station, of which the
wavelength is also knowii, as the data
:roviously collected will allow you to set
the condensers at the start, approximately
t the tuning point of the freeuency
desired.

B

.

a

,

fu r t h e r

!

dot (to the
.......
right of A
in table) and a final
:

I

Sh

I

......7

We read

off: L.

The written expianation may, at first sight, appear
somewhat complicated, hut if you
study the table for a few seconds
will see that the method
¿ you
adopted is a simple one. Tn actual
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FRANK PRESTON,

F.R.A'.

Tempòrary Measures to Try Out Before Fitting New Components;
and Other Useful 'Hints.

the set is used away from home it would be
inconvenient to make connection to earth,
although a temporary aerial could easily
be fixed around the room. Quite a good
"counterpoise" or "balanced" earth can
be obtained in one of two ways. The better
one is to take a second. wire round the
room parallel to the aerial.and connect
this to the earth terminal. The other way
is to lay a coil of wire in the base of the
Fig. 2.-Finding the best position for an aerial tapping.
cabinet and connect one end of this to the
pin
By
pushing
bethe
¡N the course of his experiments and tests an ordinary pin.
earth terminal. Both "earths" reforred
shown
in
the constructor is often in need of some tween turns of the winding as
to will have a tendency to stabilise the set
contact
can
at
thfferent
little componeut:or gadget which he Fig. 2,
be made
and simplify tuning.
winding
enamelled
consists of
has slot got on hand. In most eases the part points. If the
is only required for a single trial and it wire the insulation must be scraped
would scarcely be worth while to bey a away by the pin point before proper
new one. But it is often possible by the contact can be made. When the
exercise of a little ingeiiuity to devise a winding is in silk or cottonmakôshift component that will serve the covered wire the pin can
A
purpose. Below I propose to mention a few simply be pushed
E
of the more useful makeshifts in the hope through the insuthat some of them will be helpful to readers lation.
who are of an experimental turn of mind.
The method just
-, AEP.IAL
I

-

.1-till'__

Series Aerial Condenser
At sorne time or other we all wish to try
the effect of increasing selectivity by connecting a small-capacity condenser in series
with the aerial lead-in. Unless a condenser
is available with a capacity less than about
.0002 mfd. the change is not likely to give

described can also
be employed when

-

LEAD-IN

FLGs

very much improvement. When the object
of the series condenser is to reduce the aerial:
input and so prevent overloading by the
local station a still lower capacity is reQuired,
and in many cases even a pre-set condenser
cannot be adjusted to a sufficiently low
value. The difficulty can be overcome, as
shown in Fig. 1, by making use of a length
of twin flex. One of the wires is joined to
the aerial terminal on the set and the other
to the lead-in. The two wires form a
condenser,- of which the capacity can be
varied by altering the length of flex or by
untwisting it at one end. If it is desired to
make the " con4enser" a permanent fitting
the flex can be coiled up and accommodated
in a corner of the set. The two wires must
not touch each other or the condenser

f

*

-

-

F1
I
Using a length of ordinary
flex as a low-capacity series aerial
condenser.

-.

the coil is a little too big to enable you Rome-made Grid Leaks
to tune down to the lower wavelengths.
In the event of a set snaking "hissing"
In the latter case, however, all the-wires and crackling sounds, suspicion is liable to
should be removed from one end of the fall on the grid leak. If a spare is not
coil, conavailable for comparison you eau make one
nected to.
quite easily as shown in Fig. 3. A heavy
gether and
line about lin, long anda tin. wide is made
attached to (
on a strip of card with a soft pencil. Two
t h e flex,
)TIN FOIL
pencil discs are drawn at each end of the
COVERING
with p i n
line and terminals are fitted through the
contact.
centres of these. A grid leak made in this
way should not be kept in use permanently
«BalA
because its resistance will vary with the
a n c e d'
dampness of the atmosphere. If you find
BARE WIRE
Earth
'
effect will be lost.
it so satisfactory that you wish to keep it
BOUND 11GH1LY
When inROUND BULB.
in use, you can make it more permanent by
Tapping the Aerial Coil
e r e a sed
giving it a good coat of shellac varnish so
Another well.known way of increasing r a n ge is
as to exclude ail moisture.
selectivity is to connect the aerial to a required
Iii
tapping on the aerial tuner. Before making from a porMetallising Your Valves
a permanent tapping a certain amount of table set it
Having read of the advantages of metalexperiment is 'necessary to determine the is usual to
lised valves, perhaps you would like to
best position for it. The simplest way to e o n n e et
WIRE SOLDERED
try the effect of metallising your old ones.
find tho best tapping position is to remove aerial and
FILNIENT PIN.
You can do so easily, and even if the process
the wire between the aerial terminal and earthwires.
does not effect an improvement, it can
the end of the coil, replacing it by a short In many
certainly do no harm. The cheapest way
'p
length of flex to the end of which is attached cases when
is to put a thin coat of glue or gold size
over the glass bulb and press a sheet of'
1-tEAW PENCIL MARFÇ.
WIRE AHED
on to it, working the foil to fit neatly
(LFILAMENT PIN tinfoil
over the glass. The screen must, of course,
be connected to earth, and this is dpne by
ECONDTERMINAL
taking a wire from it to one filament pinthe correct one is indicated in Fig. 4. A
lPOFTHINAR
length of bare copper wire, about 24's
Fig.'3;-A make-shift icflea..
Fig. 1.-Metallisiiig 0M valves. gauge, is bound round the foil, and its loose

i.
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rl, r2. r3, etc., are the resistances of
the separate components.
It is very useful to be able to connect
resistance m parallel when a low non.
standard value is required for the purpose
of providing automatic grid bias. For
example, a resistance of 300 ohms ¡s often
required; this is not a standard size in
most makes, but can 'be obtained fairly
accurately by putting resistances of 1,000
and 500 ohms in parallel., (The actual
effective resistance is 333 ohms, but this
will generally be quite near enough.) The
where

method of connecting resistances in parallel
is shown in Fig. 6 (b).

other resistaneco on
hand. In cases of this
kind it iswell to reWOUND member that practi-

DAMP

SThIMG
ROUND SECONDAIY

required
ohmic resistance can be
obtained by connecting
two or more resistances
in series or parallel. When resistances are put
in series (end to end) the combined resistI ance is equal to the sum of invidua1 ones.
I For instance, if resistances of 500 ohms,
11,500 ohms and 2,000 ohms were connected
i in series they would offer a total resistance
of 4,000 ohms (see Fig. 6 (a)). When rei sistances are wirecf in parallel the effective

-

r

-A

Fig. 5
string used

oally any

TERMINP1S.

-

piece of Jamp
a stabilising

as

resistance.

end is twisted round, and soldered to, the
filament pin on the cap. A neater job
resulta if the valve is metallised by coating
it with aluminium powder
cIour
from
(obtainable
stores), but caro must be
taken in the case of S.G.
valves that no powder finds its
way onto the bakelit terminal
bush on top of the bulb.

I

4,000

Choke-capacity Output
Stability and general performance can
often be improved by connecting the loud.
speaker on the choke.capacity principle.
If yoùr output valve does not consume
moro than three or four milliamps of H.T.
current you an use the secondary winding
of a burnt-out transformer as a choke by
connecting it in the manner shown in Fig. 7.
Choke-capacity loud-speaker coupling has
many advantages which bave been dealt
with in past issues of PEMYrICAL WIRsLESS.
Decoupling with L.F. Choke

When the high-tension battery has a
voltage of less than 80 or so, the decoupling

-

Preventing Instability
lt often happens with a set
having two low frequency
stages that a certain amount
of instability -(in the form of
L.F. howling and distortion)
occurs. This might be due
to a number of things, not
(b)
last of which is bad design,
but a remedy can often be
applied in the form of a
quarter megohm grid leak
connected across the secondary
terminals of one or other of
theL.F.transfonflers- When
a suitable grid leak is not
available a test can be made by
winding a length of damp
string around the terminals in the manner
indicated in Fig. 5. This remedy will only Effective
be a temporary one, but it will
enable you to tell whether or
not it would be worth while to
IPANSFORMER
buy a proper grid leak for the OLD
WITH BURNT-OUT
purpose.
PRIMARY WINDING.
-

1

I

resistance used in the detector anode
circuit often reduces the detector voltage
to a figure much too low for its correct
I'
functioning. Do you know that equally
Fig. 6.-These sketches efficient decoupling can be provided by an
illustrate the manner of L.F. choke? And since the resistance of
connecting resistances in the choke is very low it does not cause any
series and parallel.
appreciable reduction in voltage.
The
secondary winding of a burnt-out transformer can be used for this purpose with
resistance is less than every success.
that of any one of
If the primary winding is used (that is. of
them.
The formula course, with a new or unused transformer
for obtaining the a greater voltage drop will be obtained.
effective re si atan oc
It should not be necessary to point out
to a number of resis- that the core of a burnt-out transformer)
tances in parallel is
may be used as the basis of a new home1
made choke, with n, winding to meet any
resistance=i,i+ 1/r2+ 1/r3-l-etc. special requirements.
-

:-

H.T.4-

-3

Burnt-out Resistances
The game idea is useful
when it is suspected that a dccoupling resistancé is burnt
out; the string should be
wound round the resistance
terminals to form a temporary
resistance. Should it be found
that the resistance is at fault,
the set can be kept in operation for the whole evening by
occasionally dropping a little
water on to the string.

I

Awkward Values of Resistance
I have no doubt that you
have often wanted a resistance
of a value you hadn't got,
although you had several

SECONDARY USED
AS OUTPUT HOI4E..

1000
AI'ER

-

-

-

-

Fig.

7.-Using the sccndary winding of an old transformer

as output cho/e.
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Frequency
Thinking In Terms of,ue,aoo4),u(,
i,i

Le

-

-

(PA RI

1)

scientific parlance, if any phenómenon
produced by the movement of the instru:
By
or repeats itself, at regular
ment (voice or mechanical) creating
IN varies
is
said
to
be
intervals of time, it
the sound. Sound vibrations range in
H
J. BARTON cHAPPLE,
such
many
periodic
"periodic." There are
frequency between a few dozen to ninny
Wh.Sch.,
B.Sc.
(Hons.),
A.C.QJ.
swinging
of
a
effects in Nature-the
thousands of cycles per second.
pendulum, the ebb and flow of the tides,
DJ.C., A,M.I.E.E.
Radio waves are electromagnetic dis"sound"
and
call
the air vibrations we
turbances in the ether of space, and partake
disturbances
known
the electro-magnetic
of the same nature as heat, light, X-rays
as light, heat and-radio waves. One
and other forms of radiant energy. The
is
called
a
service,
vibration
but
a
complete change of
reference to Fig. 2 will make speed of all these waves is the same,
the
matter
time
taken
the
"period" or "cycle" and
clear.
namely 186,000 miles per second, or
for one cycle is the " periodic
300,000,000 metres porsecond;
time," while the number of
and the only difference he-.
complete periods or cycles
tween the various types of
occurring in one second is
wave lies in their frequencies
p
- _-known as the " frequency."
i
and the effects they produce.
All this sounds very nice
Thus, light-waves stimu,
and learned; but let us try
4
late the eye, giving rise to'
to translate it into somewhat
the sensation of sight; heat
- simpler terms for the benefit
is perceived by the nerves,
of newcomers to radio. The
and produces the chemical
/
drawing reproduced in Fig. i
effect known, as burning.
represents an apparatus in
Radio waves, however, do not
y
which a pen arm " P" is
appeal directly to any of our
caused by some mechanism to
senses, although they can be
move across a paper strip,
detected by the special typo
the limit of lits travel on
/
of apparatus which forms the
r
t
a
1
either side of the cenbasis of a radio set. The difference of freby
the
lines
The periodic quantities which have to quency between the various forms of wave
position A being indicated
fiB and CC. Mechanism is also employed be dealt with in radio practice are first, is, however, very great.
The "radio"
to wind the paper from the
frequencies, used for ordinary
drum "X" on to the drum
broadcasting, range from about
"Y," the speed of the paper
150,000 cycles per second up to
being, say, ten inches per
about one and a half million
second. It will be clear that
cycles per second.
The sobecause the paper is moving
called "short" waves have
forward and the arm is
frequencies which range up
moving from side to side, the
to over twenty million cycles,
pen will traed out a wavy line
while èxperimental work has
or curve as indicated on the
f
recently been carried out on
drawing. The complete cycle
exceedingly short waves correwill be from the original posisponding to frequencies up to
tion A over to the line BB,
one thousand million cycles.
t
to A, over to the line
The heat rays have frequenback
CC, and back to A again,
cies very much in excess of
As suggested, we will assume
¡ these figures; light rays are
that the mechanism operating
stili more rapid vibrations, the
the pen arm is adjusted so that
frequency of yellow light heone complete cycle occupies
ing of the order of five hundred
one-tenth of a second.- It will
million nillion cycles per.
be evident, then, that while
-second, while it is almost im
the paper is travelling loin. Fig. 3,-Plate current and oscillating circuit current when coupling is tight, possible for the mind to graan
(in one second), one complete
the enormous frequenc of
cyclewave will be traced every tenth of a sound waves; second, radio waves; and some of the lesser-known radiations beyond
and
that.
ten
complete
third,
"waves"
electric
currents
varying
at the sanie the light and X-rays, the wavelengths of
second,
will be formed in that second, each wave frequencies as sound and radio waves, which are measured in ten millionths of a
occupying a space of lin.
millimetre.
''s
It will thus be seen that the
What are " High " and " Low
frequency in this ease is ten
¡
Frequencies
cycles per second, and that the L-"wavelength" is lin. This gives
i' For our purpose, however, wo
a
us at once the fundamental mia. +
--.1 ---------- must confine ourselves to the
tionship
between frequency,
:
more easily comprehensible frewavelength and periodio time,
,
quencies of radio waves and
namely:sound vibrations.
t much confusion hasUnfortunately
(1) Frequency equals one
been caused
L
second divided by the periodic
by the loose use of the terms
timeinsceonds.
__________
ij-____-_
"high"and"low"asappliedto
(2) Frequency multiplied
frequencies. Many engineers and
Fig.
Amplitude"
or
value.
1=
Wavelength,
"Peak"
wavelength equais speed of wave.
writers apply the term "high
This second equation can be re- V=Distance travelled in one second (speed or velocity). F=Number frequency" exclusively to radio
of cycles in one second (frequency).
stated in the following
waves, and "low frequency-"
Before considering the importance and to sound. This is a very unfortunate
forms
(3) Frequency equals speed of travel significance of the term "frequency" in i and unwise use of the words, for "high"
connection with these effects, it will be of and "low" are purely relative terms
divided by wavelength,
(4) Wavelength equals speed of travel advantage to set down the nature of the and relative terms should never be al)'
divided by frequency. We shall see later waves themselves. Sound is merely
plied to specific quantities.
lt must be
how these formuhe can be of considerable succession of vibrations of air pressure, kept in mind that both radio waves and
i

I

/

i
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hound waves cover wide ranges or" bands"
of frequencies, and it is, of course, impracticable and clumsy to speak of the "high
high-frequency" and the "low highfrequency" waves, or of the "high lowfrequency" or the "low low-frequency"
waxes and so forth. In this article, therefore, the frequencies used for radio transmission will always be referred to as the

"radio frequencies" and the

stations of the high power type employ
frequencies lower than half a milhon, the
present extent of this band being down to
15,0O0, corresponding to wavelengths
between 600 metres and about 2,000 metres.
These wavelengths are usually termed the
"upper broadcast wavebaud," and may
therefore he considered as the "lower
broadcast frequency band." Daventry 5XX
-,

-

Decembér 17th, 1932
or even better, whereas the normal broadcast bands lo a considerable amount ol
their power during the day.
The "high" radio frequency band,
therefore, is being developed mainly for
long-distance Empire and international'
sel-vices, both broadcast and commerciaL'
For tire latter ajplication, the fact that
the waves can, to a certain extent., be

'focused" or concentrated;

-

-

into a comparatively narrow.
beam, results in economy of
power, longer range, and a
useful degree of secrecy.
Radio Frequency
The "ultra-short" wave or
Because the radio fi-equen
-. "ultra high-frequency" radk
ties cover such a wide band, it
waveband using frequencies of
is necessary to sub-dividetheut
the enormous value of hunin order to study their pal'.
'
dreds or eren thousands of
ticular properties, and it is
millions of cycles per' second,
conveniènt to separate them
into four groups. The most
are as yet only in the experimental stag'e. As frequency is
widely used band is that
increased, up to a point, the
commonly called the "broad.
properties of these waves
as't" band, which ranges in
Fig. 4.-Plate curreni and oscillation ci-cuit current u'hen calce
seem to be an extension of
frequency between half a
just oscillating,
those of the ordinary highmillion un to one and a half
million c'c1es per second. or from five (193,000 cycles); Radio-Paris (174,000 frequency band. Still more rapid (shorter)
hundred to one thousand five hundred cycles) and Hilversum (160,000 cycles) waves, how-ever, exhibit different properties»
kilocycles, one kilocycle being one thousand are well-known stations on this band. Some are less "penetrating "-that is to
cycles. These frequencies correspoud to These lower frequencies have, apparently, say they have a more limited range, but
wavelengths between 600 and 200 metres. greater range than the medium broadcasting they appear to approach nearer the nature
(enerally referred to as the "medium" band, and are almost fice frein the risk of of heat or light waves, for they can be more
accurately focused, directed and reflected.'
fading.
w avoband, it may, if considered on a
We now come to another important Very little information has been published
frequency basis, be also termed the
frequency band, but one which has not yet concerning these waves, hut recent experi"medium frequency" band.
A very largo proportion of broadcasting been exploited to the full, so far as bròad- ments indicate that they may eventually
stations operate on this band, which is casting is concerned, at any rate in this form the basis of very efficient, shortmost convenient and officient for trans- country, although the latest lists give the distance, secret communication.
The two photographs which accompany
missions of moderate to large power in- names of nearly one hundred stations in
tended mainly forrcception within a range Europe and abroad operating on this band. this article are particularly interesting as
of a hundred miles or so. Of course, This is the so-called "short-wave" band, they are actual photographic records of
transmissions on the medium band can. be or, as we must call it, the" high-frequency" oscillations taken with the aid o an oscilloreceived over very much longer distances, band, extending from a frequency of a graph. They indicate how currents oscil-'
provided adequate power is radiated and few millions up to about twenty million late in a valve (a subject about which i
the receiving apparatus is sufficiently cycles per second, that is to wavelengths shall have more to say at a later date),
sensitive, but for really reliable results the down to about 15 metres. These very but I have had them included at this
practical range is limited to a few hundred rapid waves ai-e essentially long-distance juncture so that the reader can see for
miles, as these medium waves arc very waves, and are also singularly free from himself how a frequency record can be
prone to tue effect known as "fading," fading. They possess another very, useful made. Next week I shall deal with audie
the true nature of which is not yet known. property, namely, that they appear to frequencies and that controversial subject
A considerable number of broadcasting travel as well during the day as by night, known as "sidebands."

band of sound frequencies ah
' audio frequencies."

-

-

-

-

t

Moving coil, cone, and dynamic loudspeakers consist of two major parts i the
chassis or unit and the baffle. It is a
habit with most people to look upon the
unit as the complete loud-speaker. This is
iiot so. You can easily provo for yourself
by listening to any unit without a baffle,
and noticing the complete absence of ail
low frequencies. This indicates the importance of correctly installing the loud-speaker
unit. As a cone diaphragm vibrates it
produces alternate compression and decompression of the air, both in front nf and,
in back of the diaphragm; but at any
given moment air pressure conditions in
froiit are exactly opposite to those at the
back of the cone. On the higher frequencies
the area .of the cone itself is sufficient to
pre vent the air from rushing around the
edges to equalize the pressure, and thus
neutralize sound production; but on low
tones, with their slower rate of vibration, the
air has time to do exactly that, thus damping out the low-frequency sound vibration.
The problem of obtaining good reproduction
from a radio set does not end with the
purchase of good components, for their
proper utilization is just as essential.
When a loud-speaker is producing sound
the cone attached to the moving coil moves
backwards and forwards. If the current
llewin jn the speech coil has a freouencv of

air pressure and the spèed of sound-wave
travel, have proved the following sizes ot

board to be correct. They are
calculated from the front edge of the cono
to back edge.
baffle

Les qtli of

Loir est frequency

fifty cycles, then every second the cone
moves forward fifty times and fifty times
backwards. Now every time the cone
moves forward it compresses the air in
front, and at the same time the air at the
back is decompressed, becnuse the cone
has moved forward and there is more
space at the back for the air to fill. These
differences in pressure tend immediately
to equalize each other, and the extra air
in front begins to run around the edge of
the cone to the rear, where there is not
sufficient air. Sounds, however, aro produced due to the differences in air pressure,
and if these pressures succeed in equalizing
each other exactly, no sound will be produced. If only partially, there will be
only a very little sound. In order to combat
this fault it is necessary to provide something which will prevent the air from getting
from the front to the back of the cone.
This is the reason why a baffle is used. It
gives us the opportunity of making the air
distance from the front to the back of the
cone very much longer. Experiments on
these lines, after makine ealcultions of

desired.

-

30 cycles
60
,,
100
,,
200
,,
1000
,,
'

..
..
..
..

. .

.

..
..
..

..'

-.

air pall

9ft

ftft.

2ft.
lUt.

3}ins.

It should

be noticed as an important point
in this table that the required length of
air path is decreased as the frequency
increases. At 1,000 cycles the air path is
only 3J,ins., and since the average distance
from the centre of the front to the centre
of the back of a lOin.-diameter cone is
sométhing like 6ins., the cone itself is an
effective baffle at high frequencies. No
matter what type of baffle is used, or the
kind of material of which it is composed.
it should be understood that it has only one
purposê, and that is to prevent two air
pressures from equalizing each other. The
baffle material should be such that it will
not vibrate under the influence of the move
ments of the diaphragm, as this would
seriously affect the aualitv of reproduction.
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THE MODERNISATION OF OLD RECEIVES
By

In this Article the

P.

E.

BARNES, B.Sc. (Hons).
-

Writer Explains how Out-of-date Receivers can be Improved by the
Adoption of a Few Simple Devices
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of the readers of this journal obvious, but it is often advisable to include d'uction. This device is, of course, adoptod
must at some time or other, have some decoupling device in the anode lead to frequently in various forms. It is, however,
been asked "just to glance over" the detector valve. It is not generally real. not so generally realised that a choke coil
an old wireless receiver, usually after the ised how much distortion can be produced has exactly the opposite effect to a conowners have heard a modern efficient set by feed-back effects with modern valves, denser. The current which passes through
with a high-class moving coil speaker. before - "howling," "motor-boating" or a choke coil (if we neglect its resistSome of the earlier sets, which might have other audible indication of the trouble is ance, which is low), is proportional to
represented the last word in radio con- given. Five or six years ago, all troubles
struction when they were built, are, now too of this nature were attributed to "inter. Inductance X Frequency, Thus, as the freout of dnte to benefit by anything less than action," and many of the local experts who: quency gets lower the current which is passed
complete reconstruction. In _________
Both condensers and
is increased.
25.000 ohms,
some cases, however, in par.
chokes are seldom variable, in the
OUTPI UT
DSCOUPLINO.
ticular with fairly simple
cases which we are likely to encounter,
0H01 E
RE5ISTANCE
two and three-valve loudbut a similar effect
2OHEts RIES
speaker sets, which were
H F C
to a variable coninitially constructed with '(O
denser or choke can
good quality combe obtained
by
DtTECTOR
ponents, considerconnecting a
able improvements
variable high recan be effected with
sjstanee in series.
very little expendiWhen the resisturc of either time
n,Çi tance is at its least
or money. Indeed,
value, which may
if much of either
be short-circuited,
were to hand, the
then the choke or
LOUD
or
construction
condenser acts as if
5PEAI"SER
purchase of a new
2 mi
it were alone, and
DECOUPUNO
set with a good
its'effeet can be
CONDtNSEP...
quality loudreduced to any respeaker would be
quired degree by
the more obvious .-.. -,
increasing the
Course to pursue.
resistance.
TL
Fig. 1.-TI re important parts of the
It is the purpose of this article to show built sets
In a number of
circuit efficiently decoupled.
how an old set; fundamentally well de- simply moved
cases,neither simple
trimssigned, may be improved, sometimes L.F.
tone raising iIor
out of all recognition, -by the adoption of a formera away from one another, put in large lowering will give the required quality
few simple devices. Most, if not all, of by-pass condensers wherever possible, and because in the case of the majority of
these have been adopted before in various earthed all sorts of things until the noises old loud-speakers, the best response was
guises, and are occasionally referred to subsided, and then blamed the transformers to the middle frequencies, and it was the
in odd corners of wireless magazines, but for -the resultant distortion, not realising lack of sufficient real bass (as distinct from
the writer cannot call to mind any article the evil effects of battery coupling.
spurious resonances), and the reduction of
The use of a choko output filter is in the upper harmonics which made the repropublished recently which has attempted
to collect the important points together, itself a very efficient means of decoupling, duction sound so flat and uninteresting.
along with the principles on which they while the use of an ordinary H.F. choke Now it is possible to obtain a circuit using
in the output circuit, with a small con- both condensers and chokes which will
are based.
denser from the anode of the output valve
to earth, will often have a very beneficial
effect on otherwise intractable cases of

Ì\/AY

vtT

jLFVALVp?

-

-

-

-

'

-

-

feed-back.
The use of a small condenser of about
.0001 mfd. from the anode to the detector
valve to earth is a very common practice,
but it is not always realised how the effectiveness of such a device can be increased
by the use of a megohm grid-leak in the
lead to the grid of the first L.F. valve.
Usually, after these devices have been tried
and if necessary, incorporated, it is required
to do sométhing or other to improve the
response of a rather indifferent loud spéaker,
and much more may be done here than is
commonly realised.
-

FPQUENCY' O

Fig.

i

¿

.

STATION.

FREQENC'1 OF STAT1ON
Frequency Components
2.-Correct tuning-only slight sidel'and Low
all let us consider the effect of 'Fig. 3.-Slight detunin g-ace sideband reFirst
of
cutting.'...
certain components in the low frequency

Decoupling Devices
Many old receivers, owned by listeners
with no technical knowledge,, have been
fitted with new valves without the necessary alterMAons having been made to the
grid bias, anode voltage, or other working
conditions. The course to adopt here is

duced to half of correct intensity.
circuit. A condenser will pass an alternating
current which is proportional to the fre- reduce the middle frequencies, while leaving
quency multiplied by the capacity of the the upper and lower ones at little less than
condenser. Thus, shunting the output their former intensity. Ifa choke and a conterminals with a condenser will cut down denser are placed in series, then the higher
the intensity of the higher frequencies, frequencies, which can pass the condenser
and give a more mellow tone to the repro. easily, are almost entirely 'cut off by the
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choke, and the frequencies which are passed
most easily by the choke, will not pass the
condenser in suffiëient quantity to affect
the result. The middle frequencies of the
audible range, however, will not be too
drastically reduced by either component,
and so they will pass the filter more readily.
This gives us then a means of reducing the
excessive output of the average old type of
speaker (and of some of the newer ones in
the middle register). By the use of corn-

g
I

modification" to incorporate them: The\.
practicé, once very conimon amongst
non-technical listeners, of detuning in
order to reduce the volume of loud signals,
may be the cause of quite bad distortion.
For perfect recéption it is necessary to pick)
up at the same intensity, signals coverings
a band of about 9 kiocyoles. A receiver
which has a very loose aperiodic aei1
coupling, a common method of giving
selectivity to singlo tuned sets, will always

"Practical. Wireless"

DATA SHEETS
A NEW READER.
.

I

SER VICE
START COLLECTING

NOW!

I

Again "Practical Wireless" is to the
fore I Continuing its practical policy of
providing its readers with the latest
and most up-to-date information, we
this week present to every reader the
first of our splendid series of wireless
data sheets. This first sheet contains
in at-a-glance form all of the essential
data necessary to enable the home constructor to charge and maintain his
accumulator. It is printed on a
serviceable manilla board, specially
made to stand up to constant use.
Other data sheets will be given free
each week until further notice. Each
sheet will deal with some special branch
of wireless construction or operation,
such as coils and coil, winding, resist-

vTTT
9

Fig.

LOCYCLES

4.-Flat tuning circuit gives least
distortion on detuning.

ponents of the correct values itis possible'to
reduce excessive resonance in any part of the
musical scale.

Using a Transformer Winding as a Choke

In osder to put these suggestions into
practice it is by no means necessary to
purchase a special tapped choke. A very
satisfactory choke can be made from one
winding of a transformer of which the other
has been burnt out, or even a very cheap
new L.F. transformer can be purchased if
it has a winding divided into sections. It
is not a very difficult task to take out
tapping points from such a transformer, one
from each section of the winding. Re.
member, however, in doing this that the
inductance of a choke is proportional to the
square of the number of turns, i.e., a centre
tapping giycs one quarter of the inductance
aiìd so on.
It may be objected that all the devices
which have been mentioned above are
those which tend to reduce the volume
output of the set. This is, however, not
such a serious matter as it might appear.
The majority of sets to which the above
method of treatment is applicable were
designed to give reasonable loud-speaker
reception from one or two B.B.O. stations.
With the far greater efficiency of modem
valves, and the higher power of trans.
initting stations there should be a considerable margin of power in hand, in fact,
cases often occur of distortion caused by
badly overloaded loud-speakers or output
valves, and it should be possible to obtain
vastly improved quality and clarity, while
still giving signals at least as loud as
formerly.
Volume Controls

In considering the question f volume
controls, the use of the variable-mu valve
can he neglected, as the majority of earlier
reet'ivnrs would require more than "simnie

s

I

h-1H

ill
-

$

!

ances, mains transformers, chokes, condensers, etc. etc.

KNOWLEDGE IN A NUTSHELL
This remarkably complete series of
data sheets is just what the home
I constructor has wanted, for they provide
j a rapid means of surveying the field of
wireless construction, operation and
adjustment. When you have collected
¡ the series you will be able, by a mere
flick of the finger, to consult that
Ifact, figure, or formula which formerly
you have not easily been able to find.
- We have been to great trouble to col.
Iect the facts and to present them in
an easily-consulted form.
I
I

DESIGNED FOR EASY
REFERENCE

$

FÇEQiENCv

O

STATION

-

-

Fig. 5.-Considerable detuning gives less
distortion titan Fig. 3.

lose a certain proportion of the sidebands.
with a resultant reduction in the loudness
of the higher musical notes. This in itself;
is often too slight to be detected without
very careful listening. If, however, the
receiver is slightly detuned by, say, four-1
and-a-half kilocycles, then we shall be
receiving one sideband very well, the carrier1
wave not so well, while the other sidebandi
produces very little response, and s&
"harmonio distortion" will be produced
in the receiver. If the dc-tuning be carried
still further, this effect will become less
noticeable, and the quality will improve,
If the set concerned has an H.F. valve,
then a measure of volume control may be
obtained by means of a rheostat to reduce
its ifiament temperature, while the use of a'
high resistance poteptiometer connected
between the aerial and earth terminals,1
with the moving arm connected to the gridi
end of the aerial tuning coil, is a simple
device applicable to most receivers.

You will notice that we have had the
data sheets specially punched, so that $! you can file them weekly. If you are a
regular reader, you may take advantage
$
Resistance Coupled Amplifier
of the special offer made on page 643,
Another form of distortion which is of1
! and obtain the serviceable and attractive I
very common occurrence, but does not seem
binder (cloth bound, stiff boards) in
$
to be very generally recognised, is the poor
which to keep them.
I
It is a remarkably generous offeT to all $ reproduction of sudden noises, such as
cymbals and pistol shots, not because.
Iwho take "Practical WiTeless" regularly.
they are loud, but because the rapid changes1
NO COUPONS TO COLLECT
in current necessary cannot take placet
Make a note of the fact that you I quickly enough. The resistance coupled
have nothing to do to obtain this fine - amplifier is an excellent reproducer of
$
such "transient" sounds, because owing
series of data sheets. TheTe are no
to the absence of inductive circuits, such as
I
coupons to collect. The data sheets
chokes, there is little opposition to very1
are induded in every issue-one a week
rapid rises of current. The effectiveness
until further notice.
of the resistance coupled amplifier is, however, largely dependent on the uso of a
NEXT WEEK'S SHEET
¡
Next week's data sheet will deal with - high value for the coupling condenser,;
and it will be well worth while experimenting
Coils and Coil Winding. See that you
collect this valuable series by placing a $ with different values of this component,'
$
using, the largest values which can be in-'
order with your newsagent I
eorporated without introducing trouble due
Iregular
a0ehIfIe4IaS.nS
to ' grid blocking'! of the following valve.
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AFEW weeks ago some short particulars of an electrolytic rectifier
appeared in PRACT[OAL WIRELESS.
So many readers have written asking for
more details, that we make no apology
for presenting in this article complete
particulars of the construction and use
of a rectifier of this type.

i.

.

I

i.

.5

-

'bheap and Easy to Make
It has this great advantage it is cheap
to make, for no transformer or factory.
made rectifier is needed, and all the
materials can be purchased for a very few
shillings. Nor is it costly to run, for the
lamp used as resistance can, with the
arrangement to be described, still be
effectively used for lighting.
We shall require about six feet of planed
deal, 6m. wide by tin. thick, and three
'glass cells 2in. by 2+in. by 4in. high.
'Rectangular cells of this type are obtainable
at most electrical stores. It may not be
possible to locate cells of exactly the size
given, but that is not very material, and
will merely involve a little variation in
the dimensions of the case, and possibly
the plates. There is nothing very critical
about the size of the latter, but the area
given should not be greatly varied. At a
'pinch the homely pickle pot or jam jar
may be utilised, but these are less compact,
and do not permit so tidy a job. It is
1worth while, therefore, to take a little
trouble to get the rectangular cells. A
sheet of lead 6th. square will cut the plates,
and leave enough scrap for the connecting
strips. Ordinary roofing lead is used-,:
'obtainable at any builders' ironmongers.

1

r

1.-The

Fig.

complete charger

-

The aluminium sheet is that used for
screens, hassis, etc., and may be of
.
No. 20 gauge.
First cut out the plates, as in Fig. 2.
Both the lead and aluminium ones, are
exactly similar in detail. Two 3/16m.
holes are drilled on a centre line to receive
the spacers, and a in. hole at the top
for the connecting screws. Three covers
are needed (Fig. 3), which may be of stout
cardboard dipped in hot paraffin wax, but
are better cut out of iin. sheet ebonite.
There is generally some scrap lying about
which will do for small jobs of this sort.
The covers are finished th larger than the
tops of the cells, giving 1/16th. overlap.
They are slotted for the upper ends of the
plates to pass through. This is easily done
by first marking out the slot, and then
drilling a series of holes, finally cleaning
out with a warding file. A tin. hole for

ventilation

r-vi i-i
ii

¡

i

fr
orn
3116m.
sheet ebonito (Fig. 2).
The ends
are shoul-.

ii

2
s
-

i

-

-

-

-.!,

-
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L

-

The bottom spacer
holds the plates apart
the required distance,
and should fit the
holes tightly, while
the top ones slip in
above the cover and
serve to suspend the
plates. These three
will
require
one
shoulder to be cut
farther back as shown
-

,

pass
through

dered to
i

-

Fig. 3.-Tise cell assembly.

i.

also

drilled. Six
spacers are

now cut

- I

is

-

r

the holes in
the plates.

by the dotted lines, so as to easily slip
into the hole in the second plate. It is
better to suspend the plates in this manner
than to allow them to rest on the bottom of
the cell, for both mechanical and electrical,
reasons. It will be noticed, too, that the plates
are not pressed flat against the sides of the
cells, but are about tin. away, in order to
permit free circulation of the electrolyte.
The cells may now be assembled, as
shown in Fig. 3, leaving the connecting
strips till last. The containing case will
be dimensioned according to the size of
the glass cells actually used. It is desir-

able to allow for 3/16th. slips of wood
'between cells and sides of box, and
slips between the cells themselves, so that
air may circulate around them. The base
and back are extended to' form a compartment in which the accumulators will stand
while on charge; this arrangemet being
much cleaner, tidier and safer than having
them standing loose among tools and
other gear. The pieces of wood should
be screwed together witl 1in. No. 6,
countersunk wood screws. The case is
then sandpapered and given two Coats of
stove or other japan black inside and out!
Four iin. holes should be drilled through
the back for ventilation, two near the top,
and two near the bottom of the box.
4
An ammeter has been included; this i s
not entirely necessary, but it is always
more satisfactory to have ocular proof
that the cells are Charging than to merely
hope for the best. As the current passing
-

-

.1.

*

I

---T-----.----'--r

I

s
-

i ------- -

Fie. 2.-Diagram

i

--!
.

of

-

-

the plates and 'ebonite spacers for the plates.
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in a trickle-charger is small, the scale of
the instrument should be such as will read

December

convenient and economical to use an
existing light point which can still

1932

17th,

current-, and as we are using virtually
haIf-wve rectification we lind on test that
the effective D.C. current in the ohargin
circuit is barely amp. This is too littleJ
We can put in a 220 vo1 100 watt lamp
hieh will bring the current up to about'
that required, but our light wifi still b&
dim. So we put in a 110 volt 40 watt
lamp, which we find is properly illuminated,
and gives us the normal charging current
of oxle.flfth t one.quarter of an ampere.
As a useful guide, it may he remembered
that the effective D.C. current will be

j

çf4© ©44©
=

f

L:°_1iaIt
©=© +
.

about two-thirds of the current actually
passiñg through the lamp. A t3 watt1
lamp may be used if at any time it is
desired to hurry up the charging, but it,
should b&rememberd thát th
cells warm up slowly in use, and this
effect will be increased with the largér
current.
-

01±

-4

recg

-

-

-

-

-

4-Plan view of the assembly.
Anticipating Questions
I will now try to anticipate a few of they
clearly about .2 of an ampere; so that an give a useful light. So ftc current is taken
ammeter with a full scale reading of about freni one of the house switches either by questions likely to be asked.
Three rectifying cells give the best
half an ampere will be suitable. It should means of a socket inserted in one of the
Fig.

-

he of the flush mounting type, with back
terminals. A suitable one is made by
A. F. Bulgin & Co., llt No. D.M.4.
The Electrolyte
This consists of commercial ammonium

phosphate dissolved in water, and about
two ounces per cell is needed. It is
best mixed in a separate vessel, and poured
into the cells when all the crystals have
been dissolved. it is obtainable from any
country chemist, but is not stocked by, all
the London ones (being used agriculturally
as a fertiliser), but any chemist will procuro
it for you. Having filled the cells, the
elements omplete. with covers can be
dropped in and connected up as shown in
Figs. 3 and 4. Six small brass screws
and nuts, tin. long by No.4 B.A., will servo
to attach the lead connectors. Two strong
terminals for the charging connections,
and a sufficient length of strong braided
flex to reach your supply point will complete
the apparatus.
About the Cfrouit
Now let us consider the circuit. The
diagram Fig. 5 shows the essentials.
Current from the mains flows through a
resistance lamp to the rectifier, thence to
the cells being charged, and -back to the
other main. The resistance lamp has not
been included in the apparatus here
described, for the reason that it is more

results on about 200 volts. Fewer or more.
cells will réduce the D.C. component.
On 110 volts three cells are still effectivé,
theswitchwith but two only may be used in order to have
a combined switch more voltage available for charging. A
and socket as shown
therein. Now comes
an important con.
sideration. The total
resistance of the
rectifier and the
accumula-tors under
charge is consider.
able, and will dim
the lamp so much
that the light is
almost nil. To overcomo this, a lamp
of half the supply
may be
voltage
used. Suppose the Fig. 6.-Two methods of connecting to (lie
AMPS
voltage of supply is
mains.
220, and a 60-watt
low
as
32
lamp
as
or 25 volts may he.
already
is
lamp
This demmirabte on 110 volt mains if a number of
in position.
L'ut
will normally take accumulators are to be charged.
It should be remembered that the lower
We
.27 ampere.
Fig. 5.-Circuit
on,
with voltage' lamp passes moro current for the
switch
diagram,
the complete same wattage.
The charging current should not be
charging circuit and
accumulators connected; the lamp lights increased much over the figures given
at about half strength. Clearly it is above unless larger cells and plates aro
passing io more than half its norma! used.
INPUT FRO'A

MAINS

switch leads as
at Fig. 6, or
by replacing

i

T1

-

-

Overloading

THIS reminds me of another common
fallacy. Because the speaker tends to
"rattle" when the set is adjusted to give
full volume, the owner explains that
the speaker "won't stand it," meaning
that it is overloaded. Innine cases out of
ten it is not the speaker that is overloaded, but the la9t valve. The simplest
way to put things right is to employ a
larger high tension voltage and to increase
grid bias. It is just like trying to put a
quart into a pint pot to expect a large
volume of good reproduction from a power
valve fed with only, say, 80 volts high
tension-it can't be done. If the valve is
til1 &verloaded after increasing HT, to
maximum, the power valve must be replaced by a larger one.

I(Contincd from

page 632)

I

months. This is the first time that the
figures for the quarter ending in October
have been smaller than those for the
summer quarter. We hope this does not
portend a decline in popularity of German
broadcast programmes.
D.C. to A.C. Conversion

Commissioners uphold the view that the
Council are responsible. To settle the dispute a "shilling fund" is being organised
by the listeners to fight the case in Court.
Screening H.F. Chokes
IF your set requires two or more KF.
chokes it is best to choose different
types so as to minimise unwanted reaction
effects. But it also helps still more if at
least one choke is screened by enclosing it
in n aluminium or copper can. When this
is done care should be taken to ensure that
the windings do not come within half an
inch or so of the screen at any point because
if they do the inductañce of the choke will
be considerably reduced, and that will result
in the choke becoming much less effective.
Remember also that the screen must he
earth connected if it is going to serve any
useful purpose. The screen will, in any
case, cause a certain reduction in the choke's
inductance and so should on'y be applied
to a choke which Is of a high inductance

AFEW weeks ago we mentioned in these
notes that when changing from D.C.
to A.C. electric supply companies were
obliged to bear the cost of conversion of
electrical machinery (including radio receivers). Apparently the Fleotwood Council do not agree with this for, despite the
Germany's Licence Figures
protests of 3,000 of its listeners, they
AREPORT just issued by the German contend that they are not legally compelled
broadcasting authorities shows a drop to bear the cost of altering sets for the new
in licence Jigures over the past three supply. On.t.he other hand the Elctricity pattern.
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on which th
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Binders will be
be notified in
' Practical Wireless' arly in the New Year
S

ready

eethtcJ

for

despatch

-

will

TO COLLECT

STAMPS,
-

CONDITIONS

Xhedat

N.B

NO GIFT

Tb. se special "De Luxe"
Binders
are intended
exclusively for Regular
Readers of "Practical
P
Wireless." Accordingly, to
qualify, you must cornplete and sigo the Reserv.
ation Form, and, if you
have not already done so, give your Newsagent an order to
deliver (or reserve) a copy every week. Address coupon (Id.
stamp if unsealed) to PRACTICAL WIRELESS Presentation
Dept., 39, King St. Covent Garden, London, W.C.2.
When your Reservation Form is receIved, and directly
supplies of Binders are available, readers will be notified
.by an announcement in" Practical Wireless," and each
app'icant will then be required to forward a postal order
for 1/6 to include registration, postage, packing, insurance,
etc.' Immediately On receipt of this, your Binder will
be despatched.

J'

.
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READ THESE

/5

.

:
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/
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.
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.

The oly way to secure your Practica1 Wireless"
Data Sheets Binder is to fill in and post the Reserva
tion Forni cit once As you will see from the conditions
below, there are no Gift Stamps to collect. If you
.
are a Regular Reader of Practical Wireless ' you
Pc&l are eligible for a Binder provided, of course, you
comply withthe simple conditions Your Reservation
D
Blnde:.;: Form must reach us notlater than December 31stbetter fill it in and pst to-day.
I
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VERY reader of " Practical Wireless ' will wellE COfl1C this opportunity to obtain one of these
most useful "De Luxe" Binders for preserving the
Data Sheets which are being given every week.
These Binders are being expressly made for the
purpose and vill undoubtedly prove most acceptable
and helpful to Radio Constructors
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Permanent, yet always up-to-date.
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Handsorn-Handy-Serviceable_.
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VATIOORM /rPWDATA SHEETS BDER
No acknowledgment of this form will be sene
In accordance with the coudtions of your special offer, piense reserve foyme one
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, Data Sheet Binder.

Reader's Name

............................

.-"

-run,%ooress .................................................... -..

O

.

........

.

The .Newsaent who supplies me weekly with PRACTiCAL WIRELESS is

...................
Address .... ................ .., ...
Nanso

Render's Signature'

........
Leave blank

.................................-. [No.
I

Póst to PRACTICAL WIRELESS, Presentation Department, 39, King Street, Covent
Garden, London, W.C.2, in unsealed envelope (Id. stamp only).
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advise readers regarding purchase
of complete sets.

iÓS

f

-

REALIZING that in the British Isles
there are thousands of listeners who,
deprived of the possibility of using
au all-mains electric receiver, are desirous
of 'acquiring something better than the
average set, H.M.V., in their first battery
model, have placed on the market a superhet portable of an advanced design. It
might be termed revolutionary, inasmuch
as their engineers have produced a complete six-valve superheterodyne receiver,
with batteries, frame aerials, and loudspeaker all contained in a compact walnut
cabinet no larger than the average type of
portable or semi-portable set, and yet with
an H.T. current consumption not exceeding
It is this latter point in
11 milliamps
particular which must be stressed, for up
to the present the feed required by a sixvalve receiver has usually proved a heavy
drain on HT. batteries and, consequently,
condemned them as expensive luxuries to
maintain. Moreover, in the model under
review, no grid-bias battery is needed, the
passage of the high-tension current through
suitable resistances giving the necessary
bias for the various valves.
In the low-tension -current, the circuit
'is also economical, as the accumulator is
only called upon to supply 0.65 ampere
Starting with the cabinet, of simple
but effective design carried out in wulnut,
we may stamp it as of the usual H.M.V.
Although
standard of craftsmanship.
strongly built, the entire receiver, ready
for use, weighs only 34lb., andit éan be
carried easily from room to room by means
of a "pakawa" handle let into the top of

H.M.V.Superhet

Portable

Six

valves are supported in a single row at
the back of the receiver, thus making it
a simple job to replace them in case of
emergency.
Two frame aerials are used; they are of

-

-.

,

'

i

!

-

R

«

'
-

s

\
*

-

a

thbe

The attractive lines

unit may be slid out of the
back sùnply by th& turning of four fixing
screws; it is not necessary to remove the
control-knobs. In this way, ail components
are readily accessible on the chassis; the

of

the H. M. V. Super-Hei

somewhat smaller dimensions than habita.
ally adopted, and are wound on separate
formera, the one around the lower portion
(loud-speaker frame) of the
cabinet being for medium
waves, the other wound around
the lower half of the hinged
back of the cabinet and coñe.
nected in series, being brought
into action for "long" wave
J
operation. The two separate
frames, together with the tuned
anode circuit coils associated
with the first high-frequency
valve and the oscillator coils,
ai-e tunbd- by a three-gang condenser. To ensure that the
oscillator circuit, driven by a
metaffized HL2 valve, shall be
everywhere tuned to 125 kilo.'
cycles above the frequency of
the other two circuits, the capacity of each gang, in each re'
ceive, is accurately checked.
-,
The frame aerial is tuned by
one section of this condenser.
The neat arraneinenS of ¡lie internal parts of ¡lie H.M. V. and flue tuning, to bring it into
exact reaouaneo th th other
. Portable., r: .
I'
-

-

-

.

-

-

,,-

-

-

r

-

-

t

-

-

.,,,

-

.

.

.

.

'

.

eueuits is obtamed by means of an adjust
able trimmer' incorporated in the main
tuning-ring.
The first stage of high-frequency is a
Marconi metallized (S21) screened-grid
valve, the output of which is brought
together with that of the oscillator (HL2
metallized) to the grid circuit of the first
detector, another S21 valve. Again, the
output is applied via an accurately-tuned
band-pass unit to the intermediate frequency amplifier (S21), the anode of which
is coupled, via a third resonant circuit, to
the second detector, a metallized UL2'
working on the leaky-grid principle. This
detector is transformer-coupled (7/1 step
up ratio) to the output pentocla valve
(PT2) nu the anode circuit in which the
loud-speaker is connected. Tone correction
has been obtained by means of a parallel
condenser. Volume control has been secured
by employmg a potentiometer common
to the grid circuits of both the first H.F.
and first detector valves, its function being
to vary the, bias in both cases.
Although primarily built for use with a
120-volt dry battery, the instrument is
completely decoupled; if a mains unit is
adopted to supply the H.T. current, the
receiver will he free from hum and perfectly
stable. In the case of battery feed, the
automatic biasing arrangement incórporated
in the circuit provides semi-automatio
compensation for any drop of voltage. The
high-tension current to all valves is taken
through a single connection from the
battery, the bias being obtained across
definite portions of the potentiometer in the
circuit. By this means, as the battery
loses its potential through age, and the
anode voltage to the valves falls, so the
bias is automatically lowered in proportion
and quality remains constant, although
volume may be reduced, throughout the
useful life of the battery.
In this receiver, tuning has been simplified to the utmost degree. There are only
two main controls on the front of the
cabinet. The one on the left consists of
a knob operating the "on" and "off ".
and wave-change switch, surrounded by
an outer ring by which signals can be
increased in volume to the extent desired.
Its "opposite number" on the right
controls the gang-condenser, connected to
a clearly-marked dial calibracd in wave
(onti,iued on
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seemed

set

over the countrjwe are receiving
FROMII
letters like the one here reproduced-

'ump

to

efficiency o!

-

proof that Cosior Screened Grid'
Valves definitely give improved perform.
ence. Why put up with indifferent radio
Why continue to deprive yourself of the full
capbitities of your Receiver? Widen your
choice of programmes
bring' in those

ife'

-user's striking tribute

-

Sure

to

'

Coss&
-

to the
Valves

S.C.'.

-

'

il

'

¶

Dear

Three weeks ago at a very interesting parr
of a broadcast, my screened grid valve went out
of action. I went to a wireless shop for the
same make i had been using (foreign) but they
had none in stock. They advised nie to ny

li:

-

Liverpool

Sirs,

stations which, now, are merely whispersequip your Set with Cossor. Britain's most,

Cossor so I purchased one. I pus in the metalused S.C. valve and when I switched on I got a
.swprise.

&licjent Screened Grid Valves.

The set seemed to jump to life. ¡ heard
r,ssruments that I had net'er heard before and
she artistes sounded as if they were in the nest
room. Even the loud speaker sounds 100%
better arid foreign stations come in much clearer. j
f

OSSOR
-

coh#

Sund io, a free
the 4O-paa
Cosso, Valve and WIrolesi Book
which conIlnsñweallhei interesting
ano useful information including
Radie oeIlni,lons-Usefur Circuits
-'List of 'italiens, etc, etc. Pleas.
use the Coupert.

SCREENE

All try friends agree that the Cossor S.C.
volve has improved my reception. In conclusion
¡ might say that I intend replacing all the va[tJgj_
ssith

f,

Cosor.
Yours faizhfully,

GRU

s

Sgd...._..

VALVE

-

S

y

ToA

C

COSSOR LTD

Melody D portment

Please send me, tree of charge,

a

Highbury Grove Lordon N
4alv. and Wireless Book P.17.,

5

copy ei ths 40-page Cesso,

-

My

-

usujl RetiIer

'

npeccc& st our Hcad Oflicr.

....

Cosser House. Highbury
N.5.

J

Address

.:.

-

.

I

rric. 17/12182

..

........

,......,..

I

A. C.

CO.SSOR LTD.,

Highb.i.y Gn've,

Btht!.

5hffiad

Bd! au, Cad.fta..dDrbIu.

Lo',d,..,

N.5.

Lipo!,
--

Dp.t, ..
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To Finish Coil Windings

following method of securing the
THEends of the windings of single-layer
coils will make a neat job, and will effectively
prevent the cud turns from slipping off the
former. Before starting to wind the coil,
cut a piece of narrow adhesive plaster about
lin, longer than the coil-former. Lay this
on the former, sticky side upwards, leaving
in. projecting over each end of the former.
Wind the fitst few turns over the plaster,
and then turn the loose end over the top
Ii

THAT DODGE OF YOURS f
Every reader of " PRACTICAL WIREbave otginate4 some little
dod5c
which ,vouud interest other readers.
;
i Why not pass it on to us ? For every item
?
pub1shed on this page we wiji pay half a
: guinea. Th latest batch is published beOW
Turn that idea of yours to account by cndn to u, addressed to the Editor,
; ing it
WIRELESS,"
George
; " PRACTICAL
8-11, Southampton Street,
; NeWnes, Ltd.,
Strand, W.C.2. Put yoir name and address
: on every item. Please note that every notion
Mark envelopes
; sent in must be onginal.
t " Radio Wrinklc."
;
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head ofpj0 to preven!
the screw. concIcTOeT /nobs
When thus or/ing loose.
is set you
will find it is ini5PNDLE.
possible to make
the Imob slip,
oven if you purposely try to force it. Should you at any
time want to remove the knob again, heat
an old screwdriver, and press it into the
screwhole turning it slowly until ft drops
into the head of the screwu.-HEiinERT E.
KUSSELBEE (London, S.W.).

IFLATON

I

UNDASID
-

123

-

-

\\
-

-

Fixing Control Knobs
of the minor annoyances of radio
ONEis the knack that the knobs of the
volume control and reaction condensers,
cte., have of working loose. The accompanying sketches show how I o'ercame this
trouble oui my -set. Remove the knob,
and file a small fiat on the spindle in the
place where the grub screw of the knob
makes contact. taking care to file only
enough away that will allow the screw
an extra turn or two. Having done this
satisfactorily, refit the knob and tighten
BeLIs HELßALI.
up thn screw. Then melt
a little cobbler's heelball
of
hole
the
the
screw
into
knob and
çcEw
force i t
:=
ve1l down ;Ç- _

ontothe

ru
41iíií

-

resistances ofthe order of6,000/7,000 ohms.
and is suitable where A.C. mains of 2007250
to SEACTION
volts are available. It consists of using
an old 6-volt lower valve, or super power
valve (One which - has been discarded for
its normal purpose) as a single-wave reetiller supplied with H.T. direct from the
mahis. Its filament. is heated by a cheap
bell transformer, which can be obtained for
three or four shillings. A 4 mfd.- conthe only other component
denser
required-besides, of course, a valveholder. The grid and plate terminals of
the valve-holder are connected together
t'o form the anode terminal of the rectifier,
which is joined to one side of the mains.
The
positive terminal of the rectifier is,
Method of switching a of course, either of the filament terminals
reaction condenser.
of the valve, and is connected to one side
of the field winding, the other side of which
A Useful Panel Cutter
tool is of an adjustable type, and is connected to the remaining mains teris connected
is made from a piece of +in. diameter minal. The 4 mfd. condenser
THIS
the primary
steel, as shown in sketch. It is drilled up across the field winding,is and
connected across
the shank to take a in. diameter grub of the bell transformer
The connections are shown
screw, which acts as both a " pilot " for the mains
in the accompanying
the cutter, and a lock for tise adjustable diagrammatically
The writer has had a unit of this
cutter, which runs at right-angles to the sketch. use
for the past year for supplying
shank. The cutter is made from a short kind in
and it has provedpiece of in. diameter silver steel, bent a moving-coil speaker,
The field winding is
Over at right-angles, asid ground to a eut- very satisfactory.
30 ma. at 185 volts
ting edge, the latter being tempered. A receiving about
valve is a very
flat filed on the underside óf the cutter from 200-volt mains. The
Marconi D.E.5a,vtho filament of which
prevents it from thu-fling when in use. oldconnected
to the ii-volt winding of-the
The main use for this tool is cutting odd- is
sized holes in ebonite pancls.-'C. CEOWLEY bell transtformer.-H. N. GLEDHILL (Lmds)
(Birmmgham).

of them, thus binding them securely
gether. When you cornd to the end of the
winding, stick the other end, of the plaster
I-f
over thefiuìl turns . ixftho sanie 'wa
the winding is a long one, the free end of
the plaster will tehd tO come away from
the former and impede you as you wind.
To prevent tisis, twist a piece of wire round
the former temporarily, to keep the plaster
in place, removing it when you-get near the
end ofthe winding.-A. V. D. H. (Wembley).

'E

--

-

SWiTCH

to-

.

-

Switching a Reaction Condenser
following is a simple dodge which
THEI have used with success, to obtain
adequate reaction on the long-wave section
of a dual-range coIlS When the wavechange switch plunger is pushed in, it is
au-ranged to switch a .0003 fixed condenser
in parallel with the reaction condenser,
as shown in the sketch, When the switch
knol' is pulled out, the two brass strips are
arranged to spring apart, about
in.,
thus cutting out the fixed condensei-.-F.
ND 8NT DOW GREEN (Bramley).
NO tPQO ue(g

'.

WIRE TO1HOLD
PLASTER WHILE

'-

WINDING

A

¡

,

r:=9=A\
.

Energising Moving-coil Loud-speaker Fields
method of energising high
ACHEAP
resistance moving-coil loud-speaker
fields from A.C. mains is as follows. The
scheme is applicable in the cases of movingcoil loud-speakers having field coils of

FIELD

--

- J_

',

-

-

7

-:

I

f:FEj
SWITCH
;

.

-

-

Cj,cuit diagram showing how movsn-c9i! ¡oud-spea/er fields
can be energised frote A.C. mains.

'1

BELL

.__-.

-

*
-

.
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-

-
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SEN 1F TRANSFORMERS'
còupLuriG UNITS and OUTPUTCHOKES
LRSIOSvlER
The Telsen "Ace" is eminently suitable for Receivers
where h?glses_* efficieiwy is required at low cost and where
space is h,niied. Its characteristic curve bears com
parsson with that of the mos( costly transformers

Ratio
Ratio

-

3-1

-i

-

¡

i

'

a

/

u

TELSEN RADIOGRAND"
(Ratio 1.754) TRANSFORMER

quahty of reproduction.

''
'.ì

For use in high_class receivers employing two stages of
L.F. amplification. When used fcn!owing an L.F. stage
employing chotee or resistancecoujoing, it gives
ample volume with re,narha bic reproduction.

it'"

i

i:

M
-.

I

Gives extra high aoepliflcaRoee on receivers employing
only one stage of L.F. amplification. Not reco,n,nesded
for use with two LF.. stages, as overloading
I
is lihely to occur.
j

°.-

its type.

-

Primarily designed for use as conlim:g chokes but snay be
ja any circuit carrying not snore than the stipuiat.d
,naximunt current. The 10011 type is for 11. or HL.
tyPe cotoes ansI the 10H for L. tyPes.
Max.
Normai
Current
Rating Current

,

,.

10
8

ma.

5

TELSEN TAPPED PENTODE

.

S

s

traniforusers:
Ratio 3-1

Ratio5-1

Lt
j-_.
-

-

-

OUTPUTCHOKE

-

taks'ug an anode
current of u to 20 na. Time sin gte lapping provides iby
reveeri,Ig) ralios of 1-1, 1.6-1, 2.5-1, enslmring perfed
matching under widely varying condition.s. Also suitable
for matching a low impedasmme speaker leiht an ordinary
,nfd.couplistgcondevaerbe:sig
pozs'er valve
reconmsr.endd for this purpose.

----'

-

,

-

"-sí.

-

-

7/6

-

-

-

TELSEN OUTPUT CHOKE

I

Designed for tise with post-er or super-power valves taking
an anode current of up to 40 ma., this ost/mut fiti.er
provides an ideal response curve snider alt conditions.
For use with a conti coser of noi less t,tia,i i usfs!.
7f,capacity.
-

I

J

,

.

.

-

-

-

-

I

-

TELSEN POWER PENTODE
-.
OUTPUT CHOKE'

Foi mains operated pentodes taking

0n anode current of
to 40 nias. Se,ve.s both to prevent dired current passing
through the, speaker asid to snatch the speaker to the
pent ode valve, with tim-c choke of three ratios -1-1, 13-1,
1.1-1. Used wit): a 1 n:fd. condenser it gives a
:10/6
great mercase both jn quality and volume.

-

TELSEN R.C.
COUPLING UNIT..

-

-

A complete assembly in a compact and convCnient form for effecting Resistance Capacity
Coupling in the L.F. stages of a receiver, con-

'.

,

-

-

-

Fo, mains n,id battery operated penindes

al

-

-

Oses!

46'H-.5 ma.
10011-3 ossi.

-

Telsen Radiogrand Transformers have signified to
expert designer and enthusiastic constructor alike all
that is finest us British Radio craftsmanship. They arc
designed in aécordance with recent research, constructed on the soundest engineering principles and tested
rigorously under broadcast conditions for immaculate
pv. nuzsnasicv anu vnuuimg visiÇiviicy. s ne raceutace
of the characteristic curve is only the logical result of
this insistence on perfection. rev1
the fact that they
give a performance equal
tt
I4iiII
to that of the
highest priced

716

TELSEN INTERVALVE
L.F. COUPLING CHOKES

-

,

-S-'

'.

pass filter feed in its anode circuit, thus preventing
instability due to common couplings in eliminator and
battery circuits. Used with an EL. type valve it gives an
amplification of about 20 and a perfcet freq uencv response
on a negligible consu,nption of H.T. current. Its
remarkable "straight line characteristic curve piares it
of

-

TELSEN RADIOGRAND
(Ratio 5-1) LF. TRANSFORMER

A
lost'

ir, time forefront of ali components

.

'a',

-

.

TELSEN 1-1
INTERVALVE COUPliNG UNIT
nlodern development of lite RC. unit, incoi'poratiiig a

-

i

i'

'

-S-

-,

-

I

TELSEN "RADIOGRAND"
(Ratio 7-1) TRANSFORMER

-

nickel alloy core, securing a 10_l voge step-up
while preserving an exceptionally goosl frequency
characteristic. The response h compensated in
Ilse higher frequencies for use with a pentodevalve
giving an amphcation greater
previously
than anything
achieved, equal to two ordinary
L.F. stages but with - better

-

r

-

forming in design to the TrIsen LF. Transformers
ond Chobes. Ilse Unit incorporates a 50,000 ohms
wire wouiid anode feed resistance and a .01 mId.
- coupling condenser. For best results it should he
preceded by an H.L type of valve baring an
impedance of approximately between 10,000 and 30,000 ohms, and
be connected to an I-lT, supply of
4
not less than 80 volts.

-

si

-

.

-

-

TELSEN MULTI-RATIO
OUTPUT TRANSFORMER

-

-

TEL'N

OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER (Ratio 1-1)
-

-

i
-

For ose with

sisoving-coil speakers, having a low ioiped'
astee speech coil wisidlssg, and suitable for anode currents
O VP to 40 ma. Three ratws-9-1, ¡J-I, 22.5-1--allow
speakers of ui4ety

-

.

i

-

-

J

10/6

tise speaker to th output stage, using a
triode valve. Avoids salurttion by isolating the D.C. frouss
voilage fions the
the speaker u'indings. Atoo keeps
speaker and its lead, u-kick is specially impor!a'ct where
gused. Suitable for
a DC.eli matons

For connecting

Hi.

10/6

-

t
I

R DIO

COM PON E NTS.

TELSEN RADIO COMPONENTS ARE IOBRITISH
BIRMtNGHA.M

ANNouNcEMENT;

OF THE TELSEN

ELECTRICCO., LTD.-ASTON4
-

.-

fo_i,
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Charging Wireless Accumulator from a increasing Signal Strength
Car
acconipanying sketch shows a
readers will have their ars and
good method for bringing in weak
Selectivity Unit and Stand-by Crystal Set
MANY
laid upfor the wiñter signals on the long-wavo bañd to good
THE enclosed idea may appeal to those months,motor-cycles
are wondering what to do
speakerstrength. I myself use it oua.
readers interested in experimenting with theirand
lighting batteries. They should
band-pass set, and am greatly pleased
with regard to selectivity. The circuit either be laid
\
/
up according to the makers'
is self-explanatory. Briefly, it is made up
NEW COMPONENTS
as follows: A small ebonite panel is used instructions, or made-to 'work." Readers
AND WIIE-O IN
2-volt wireless cells can "work" d-lANGE
DOTTED LIMES..
to which is fixed one switch arm, five with
their
lighting
batteries
by
tricklecontact studs, onc .0005 infd. variable charging their radio 2-volt cells.
condenser, and one crystal gear required is an ammeter and aThe
1WO POe-IT
re
SWITCH
detector. To a small base- gulating resistance (6-12 ohms, preferably\
\I
y hoard, fix one .0003 mfd. which should be wound on porcelain or othçr
,.
fixed condenser, one pre-set fireproof material-as the resistance
heats
or semi-variable condenser. up. Connect the batteries as
shown in the
p'_
sketch, and vary the resistance until
about .25 anip is registered. Give the
ammeter a periodical inspection and, if
the current charge has dropped below ith
former value, get the lighting batterr
charged up again. Those readers who are
continuing motoring are more fortunate,
for they can charge their radio cell for
nothing. This is handy for reades who
live in the country and have some
distance to go to a charging station.
alEN
Misst, car hatterios siilThr finm
USINSÇIUD
----chargmg, since the advent of the E
Circuit diagram of a useful selectivity Unit 4TOE'oN
eaivEa
.4 simple method of incresinj signa-1
motor-car dynamo. Therefore, a
one neutralizing type condenser, and a little extra work won't do any damage.
s1 (eng! ii.
coil suitable for covering the lower It would be very convenient to have two
broadcast wave-band. A telephone jack terminals outside the battery, so that you with the result. The components required
can be mounted on the panel or terminals could charge your cell up with the lighting are as follows: one change-over switch,
on the baseboard, and two sockets, one on battery in situ. Connect as showrn-N.
one two-point switch, and one variable
either side of the panel, complete the GIUFFITJTS (Durham).
,u
condenser (.00015 mfiL). To connect the
construction. In sese, the mio can be
components in circuit, wsconneca
placed between the aerial and an existing
aerial lead from aerial terminal on
tuning coil, and connect
receiver, and by using the studs a varying
-' to one terminal on the
degree of selectivity may be obtained.
AMMETER
EGULA11NG
_______ o h a n g eStud 4 brings a wave-trapinto circuit,
RESISTANCE..
over switch
and by removing the connection from
+
1]
(the termthe unit, from the "A" terminal of the
mal which
receiver to the "E" terminal, mid inserting
il 1I$rIN
is shoited
a pair of 'phones into the circuit, a standBATTERY
2 VOLT
jJ
j
CELL.
_______
to switch
by crystal set is brought in. Stud No. 5
plu nger).
wift be found very useful when it is desired
Charging a wireless accumulator from a car battery.
Next., conto eliminate dêad spots, when tuning a shortnect a lead
wave receiver. This idea has been used by
from terminal (one which makes a circiut
the writer for some time, when experimnt- Locking Device [or Cabinet
popular
BEING the possessor of a
ing with various types of receivers of doubtwhen switch plunger is pushed in) to aerial
type of radio cabinet (with lifting terminal on tuning coil, and from the
fúl sclectivity.-E. CHOLOT (Hounslow).
one
delight
lid), and also a small son whose
remaining terminal of change-over switch
Earth Wire Attachment
seems to be dropping bits of wire, etc.,
a lead to the moving vanes terminal
HAVE used the gadget, shown iii the "into the works' of my set, I was forced take
of the .00015 condenser. From the ftxed
¡ accompanying sketch, for about two
youngster
foil
the
to find some means to
of condenser take a lead
years, and it in his tricks. The result is a very fool- vanes terminal
one terminal of two-point switch, and
makes a very proof lock. The metal strip is made of to
the remainisig terminal of two-point
efficient earthing stout tinplate, or an annealed hacksaw from
,,
switch connect a leadto grid terminal
system. The clip blade (with teeth filed off), and bent
tuning coil.- G. H. LEECH (North
consists of a strip shape. This is attached to right-hand of
Ormesby)
s of copper 6ins. by
side of cabinet a short distance below the
in.by'in.thick, lifting edge of the lid, as shown in sketch.
]
one end being A round-head screw is
bent round the screwed into t ho rsovacwnhipAsuREMOnD
\\\lJ
-water pipe and underside of lid in
------_
NSrDE OF CASINCY
clamped with a such a way that when
\\
nutandholt,aftcr
the lidi is closed, it
a the
pipo was pushes the spring to
' ..
with one side, and the
cleaned,
emery paper and spring slips Over the
- -çp
smeared with screw head on to the
vaseline. The end flat of the screw nd
or
i
of the earth svireis automatically . locks.
threaded through To unlock, it is
boles in the other necessary to have a
copper
of
the
end
short piece of stiff
strip, and solder- wire.
The end is
uniesen
eu
a
NLJT,OLT
i
pushed into the keypoints, as shown hole, sothatthe hooky.
J
in
the
sketch.I
I
engages with the
W. GREGORY (Ac- spring. tJpòn givin
,erington).
/1
\\
this a tug the spring
CuvE
WArES
il
i
I
I
Th LOCA
B'
disengages and the lid
An efficient earth- inr,v her 1ftM-.L E.
A concealed locking device for o radio cabinet.
Hus]iEs(aronant).
wire attachment.
j

Radio Wrinkles

(Cóntinued from page 646.)
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Kendall-Price All-Wave 3

.

Ask your radio dealer
or post coupon now
and we will send you
the Kendall-Price 36page
: Book FREE.
It contains
complete
structions, photographs
and diagrams of ten
modern Circuits, both
battery and mains oper.
.ted and is invaluable
to every Constructor

i-ha

The Kendall-Price S.G.4, illustrated here,
a new highly efficient circuit which will
give you a wide range of home and Continental Stations at great volume as well
as Short Wave Stations from all parts of
the World. If your set is a 3 or 4-valver the
conversion will-cost you only a few shil1iigs.

1'

-

I

sets

.

-

10

Kendall-Price Book which tells you how
you can easily convert your existing set and
contains all necessary details should you
wish to build any of the ten famous modern
sets ,described.
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Kendall-Price
Short Wave 2
Kendall-Price
Short Wave Adaptor
Kendall-Price
A.0 Power Unit
Kendall-Price
D.C. Power Unit
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To: READY RADIO LTD.

(Book Dest.), Eastnor
House, Backheath. S.E.3
Please send me the is. Kendall-Price Book of ten circuits
-FREE. j enclose i3d, stamp for postage.

Name
u

Address

..................................-.:

...........................................
.................

.
If ou aLo require the ten fuit size blueprints endose Is iii
Pric. W. li.
stamps with this coupon.
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i

dimensioned
blueprints for the ten
PH
Circuits are also
available at the exceptionally low price of is.
for the set of ten. If
you require these bluepnts enclose is. in
stamps suth coupon.
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Ar Amazing Complete Two-valvé -Set which Measures
Operated by Dry Cells. A Real

r

8

.

i

-

.

L

-

-

-

EE

conceded that it
r e pr e s e n t s the
model of compactand this is
backed up by a

the detector valve, through the conventional
.0003-infd. mica condenser with a 2 megohin
grid-leak in parallel.
Coupling to the second valve is by resistance capacity, and for this purpose a
75,000 ohm resistance is included in
the plate circuit, while a .01 mfd.
iinéa condenser joins the plate of Vi
to the grid of V2.
A 5 megohm
grid-leak completes this side of the set,
it beiri noted that there is a grid-bias cell
of 1 volts included in sei-ies with the gridf
leak hefor connection is taken to the
filament return.
Ca-paeit reaction is provided throagh
Fig. 5.-A view oJthecomplete the medium of a sixty-turn hank-wound-"
r-ece/vér showing the compact layout. coil magnetically coupled to the tnied
aerial cod. One end of.
this coil passes to th date
_siM.r,t.
of the detectór valve -nnd
the other end goes totthe
7S000
fixed plates of the ;0001
mfd. variable condenser,
O
,q-....
which controls the niagt,
V,
MFO
i-ijtude of the reaction
A
The moving
feed-back.
plates of this condenser
U
pass to the earth terminal
in the usual fashion.
0003
MPO
-

-

-

-

-

i

-

-

-

-

-

-:

-

.

-

.

'-

HEME
aro many
different ways in
which a wireless
receiver can appeal to the
individual, but when we
consider the point of view
o,q
of either the newcomer to
radio or the youthful mind
(both these are one and
the same in very many
cases) tuo question of
novelty is quite important.
Now, sorne time ago a
midget one-valve set was
designed and constructed,
and this was accommodated in a cabinet no larger
than a 4m, cube. The
remarkable results which
000I
*ere obtained when this
Al,
receiver was put to the
test led us to experiment
still further in this direction,
7 ____________________
and to try if possible, to
employ more than one valve
in a similar manner. Stifi
keeping uppermost in mind the novelty
performance
appeal associated ,by a receiver of small
which seems
was
made to produce a
àlmost -incomsize, an effort
could
which
be
housed in the
two.valver
patible w i t h
and
lose
yet
nothing
in efficiency.
Size.
same siacc
-

.

I
$

-

j

-

I

-

-

.,

i

j

j

'

49j7

!

g
I
j

I

j

-

T*
Fis. 1.-The theoretical circuit
Midget Two,

I

$

L1VIT.

::

-

Fig. 3.-The small

elonite coil mount.

I
S

The result of our
perimental work has
proved most satisfactory, and the resultant
Midget Two will appeal to thûso réaders
who feel that a model using one valve is
not quite sufficient to give them the range
and volume desired. No matter at what
angle you regard this new set, it must be

Valves in Series
It will be noticed

that

the filaments of the two
valves, which, by the way,
are of the Weco type,
exactly as used in the

[IIL

original set, are wired in
series. In this way a twovolt accumulator can be
employed to feed the L.T.

J

-

Owing to the
fairly low filament consumption of these valves,
namely, .25 amp., this is a very economical
method, and quite a low-capacity accumulator will last for a long period.
A
filament switch in the positive LT.
lead completes the circuit of the set,
and its very simplicity is perhaps its
highest recommnendation.

-

g

-.

/'2 V

.

I

j

Theoretical
Circuit
First of ali, a
word about
the theoreticat circuit.

oJ th

supply.

-

shown in
Fig. 1. On
the aerial

S

side we hswe
a home - made
hank . - coil of

forty turns
tuned

by

-

a

-

'.0003 mfd. vari-

-

able condenser.
This is coupled

td thogrïd'of
the first valve,
Fig.

7.-A

three-quarter front view of
battery.

1/je receiver showing the biasing

L
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A NOVELTY SPECIALLY. DESIGNED
TECHNICAL STAFF
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ins.

nomy

x 4

ins.

x 4

ins.-

Receiver; and

..IIIIi.tI'C

'
.

(see page 652) actually employed in the set

The manufacturers' names are given,
and these items were chosen wit-h great
care, as it is essential to make quite sure
they ean be accommodated in the small
space available.
First of all drill, the aluminium panel
according to the dimensions given in the
accompanying diagram, Fig. 2, after having
made sure that the panel is filed up Square.'
Mount the two condenseis directly in pIace,
the tuning condenser being on the left
facing front and the reaction condenser on
the i'ight. The spindles cali make contact
with 'the panel, since both the moving
plates are made common.
',The fflamnt switch specified is insulated
fì'in the shaft and hence the panel, and if
au alternatie should-happen to be chósen,
then it may be necessary to include ebonite
ashers, for it will be seen that the switch is
in the positive lead and hence not earthed.

ere.

,:.i

'.

r
.

-

:

-

j

itself.

.

-

I
.

u

I

.

F

-

:

,

-

'

-

..I

Lay the panel on
'one side and turn to
the bas e boa i'd.Position the' valve- - ..
holders exactly.
shown, noting that
the fflathent tags do
not come out at the side
according to standard
practice but are adjacent
instead of

I

F

UULUVI

L.7
-,

ill

-

-

.0003
A4FC,

:
-

\\\

-

E

.

oFo;4

-

\
-

lIT-

-

1.l

--

Fi" 4 '-The corn
dia g rain

ié

u,

photo

%LU

of

the complete receiver. This is two-thirds
of the actual size.
O

in the sketch, Fig. 3, so that they are held
vertically by either Empire or black adhesive tape. The coils and mount can now

J

UU15

/

30 gauge D.S.C. wire
wound on a cylin.

750.00

©F

ó.-A

'

to sei5ev the panel to
the baseboard and wire
up the filament circuit
according to plan.
Then proceed to make
up the coils.
The aerial coil consists of forty tus-lis of

-

-

Fi9.

-

The Coils
Before doing anyelse it is advisable

0

PP

-

I

'

oppositetooneanother,
with the plate terminal
of the detector valve
facing the back of the
set and the plate terminal of the output
valve facing the panel.

Swiir,i

---

.
-

.

.

opposite.
If you follow
the wiring plan, ,separate
ifiament tags on the two

f

/'2V

--

.

MFD

-

.

-

,

.

O

.5

I'

'
.

.

j

-

-

.())3
AIFO

-

I

.L'

I

We now come to the list of components

L

.. t-,_

".,

'-.

The Valves

Novelty.

-

..

OUR

BY

-

g

-¿

dricalformer haying a diameter of

1in This coil
is wound in hank
rormation, LilO
two ends 'lcing

2.-The dimensions of the panel.
be screwed to the ba.seboar, the coil
being left free for the moment.

FIg.

broughV out and twisted
once or twice roundthe
coil io keep it fròm
unwinding.
Do the
saiiie for the risaction
cöil, except that the

turns number sixty in
this ease.
Now put the two coils
together and bind tlem
reeind
with Empire
tape, having firstmaikd
thé coil efids to ensure
that you do not 'get
them mixed. Mount

+ t1

on the small
ebonite stand shown
0i1s

---

-

-

-

-

-

.

':0;

thss

-

The Socket Moûnt
-Next make iip the socket mount. Thi
is merely a strip of ebonite, 3in. long,
in. wide and jin. thick. Drill holes to
accommodate the sockets in this strip, the
hole centres being gin. apart, and two
counternink screw holes at each end to
take a short bolt and nut. The bottom of
the strip is raised to iin. from the baseboard by small aluminium brackets, Ths
-showñ in the photographs and diagrams;
the bolts (6 BA) passing through the holes
provided in the strip ends a pair of nuts
.

-

-

!
I.

-
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holding the strip rigidly to the aluminium
brackets,which, in turn, screws into the
baseboard. Do siot, however, scre\v dòn
the bracket.s until the wiring is complete.
Now mount the remainder of the cornponents in place and finish off the wiring
(see Fig. 4). Note carefully that the componente are held direct in position by
the short lengths of wire employed, short
lengths of narrow systofiex sleeving being
slipped over to prevent any wires touching
and causing a short circuit.
Looking at the set from the back, note
that the sockets reading from left to right
are as follows: phones, phones, earth and
aerial. The positive and negative high.
tension leads are taken off as separate
leads terminating in plugs, while the 14-volt
grid-bias cell is held vertically by the
rigidity of the wiring.
Although the leads look somewhat
bunched, if the constructor exercies reason.
able care, no difficulty will be experienced.
Having finished this, and screwed the socket
strip brackets to the baseboàrd, all is in
readiness for the aerial test to prove the
working efficiency of the whole set.

fixed condenser to ensure a smooth reaction
Testing Out the Set
Insert the pair of valves in their holders control.
l'lace the two telephone plugs in fheit'
(both are the same type) and join the L.T.
leads to a two-volt accumulator and use sockets and proceed to tune in signals in
about 80 to 100 volts for the H.T. Join the usual way. That is to say, bring in
the aerial and earth plugs to their appro- the carrier wave with the et oscillating;
priate sockets having first of all inserted and then quickly reduce the reaction conexternally, in the aerial lead, a .0001 mfd. trol and make any slight adjustment of
tuning to give comfortable strength for
listening to the signals.
LIST OF COMPONENTS
If it should happen that the set fails to
infd,
variable
type.
condenser, compact
One .0001
oscillate, jurt reverse the connections to
(Ready Radio LW.)
One .0001 ¡nId, variable condenser, compact type. the reaction coil and all will be well.

Improving Reaction Control
¡T is often rather annoying when operating
I a not-too-powerful receiver to find
that if the set is to be kept in its most
sensitive condition the reaction knob must
he used practically simultaneously with
the tuning condenser. This state of affairs
generally points to a badly-arranged
reaction circuit-wrong size or position of
windings, unsuitable capacity in reaction
condenser. etc., but hi most cases a cure can
be effected very easily. All that one need
do is to connect a resistance in series with
the reaction winding. The resistance must
be non-inductive, of course (a metallised
one is most convenient), and its value will
lie between 100 and 500 ohms. The best
value will depend upon the characteristics

of the greatest possible inductance and the least amount of capacity.
it is therefore always advisable when
buying a variable condenser for short.
wave work to choose it, not only by its
tapped resistànc across the 4-volt ter- maximum capacity, but also by its miniminais a shown diAgrammatically in mum. The latter figure is not stated by
Fig. 1. In the nd I made a cantre-tapped makers of poor quality components, but
resistance for him from a strip of fibre and these should be avoided at all costs for
3 yds. of 26's gauge Eureka resistance wire; they are definitely not worth while.
As the wire was bare it was wound on the
fibre along with a length of thread to insulate the turns one from the other. A When a M.C. Speaker is an Advantage
tapping was token after winding on half 1' IT OST radio amateurs are under the
the wire by making a small ioop. The resist- i V I impression that the reproduction from
anc was 8 ohms and so only consumed the their sets is bound to be improved by using
negligible current of hallan ampere. The a moving-coil speaker in place of one of the
constructional details are given in Fig. 2.

Two
One
One
One

(Elcetradix Radios)

One aluminiumpanel, 4m, by 4m, by 1-16m.
One baseboard, 4m, by Sin, by Cm.
One, cabinet for above. (Clarion)
Length of red and black flex and single rubber-covered
flex.
One pule of headphones. (A. W. Hambling, Ltd.)

is made up

-

-1

TH,'EAÛ
Tuning Condensers
for
aerial
best
capacity
T11E
tuning condensers depends to
-.
a certain extent on the wave length ¿
rango re.
T/7PP'r'
quired from

/'V/NOING
'I

4v

(Usen, Ltd.)
.0003 mf!. fixed condenser. (Graham Farish, Ltd.)
75,000 ohm resistance, i watt type. (Dubilier
2 megohm grid leak.

Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd.)
One .01 mf!. mica condenser, type M (T.C.C., Ltd.).
One .5 megohm grid leak. (Liasen, Ltd.)
One push-pull filament switch. (Whiteley Electrical
Radio Co., Ltd.)
One li-volt G.E. cell, type BlOb. (Eve: Ready.)
Four plugs and sockets. (J. J. Eastiek Sons, Ltd.)
Two Waco valves-type G.125, complete with bases.

4 VOLT

any one

RCMR/N5:

Cr

Furthermore. try the efiet of different.
HT. voltages soas to ascertain that which
gives the best results. Time spent in this
way will repay the constructor, for nothing
is moro objectionable than a "floppy"
reaction control.
If you have a very small loud-speaker,
the set can be made to operate it, but with
Weco valves it is very easy to overload
them and thus cause distortion. The best
results are achieved with headphones, and
even with a short length of wire round the
picture rail you will be surprised at the
number of stations that can be brought in
with comfortable strength.

(Ready Radio, Ltd.)
coils-home-made (see text).

coil, but

the ratio of
maximum to

/

/,

it

should be

emphasised that

-

/

/
/ss TNC E

/

WIPE

FIBRE

/

Z

4

minimum ca
Fig. 1.-Artificially providing a centre-tap pa city is moro

2
important than
the maximum capacity alone, For instancc

on a mains heater winding.

of the receiver and must be found by trial.
When a resistance in excess of about 250
ohms is used it might be necessary to employ
a reaction condenser of higher capacity

than before.

I

I

a .0001 mfd. (maximum) condenser with a
very low minimum in the region of, say,
2 micro-microfarads, will cover a wider
wavelength range than a .00015 mfd.

condenser with a high minimum capacity.
condenser will alzo prove to
I The former
A Mains Transformer Tip
be much more efficient than the latter,
ANON-TECHNiCAL' friend of mine because efficiency is always highest on
was in difficulties the other day any wavelength when the tuning circuit
because he wished to build the "Mains
Express Three" from certain components
which he had. Most of these were perfectly
1f
suitable, but he was very perturbed to find
that the 4-volt winding of his mains transt
former was not centre tapped. He was
i
i i
considering the possibilities of dismantling
3'OU SflOUIQ
and re-winding it when I chanced to meet
him. In the words of one of our advertisers
I consoled him with "Don't worry." I
explained to him that exactly the same
effect as a centre tapping could be obtained
by connecting a potentiometer or centre-

Fig.

.............................

'

i

.

........ ............

-

.,,

T

i

i

method of maing up the resistance shown in Fig. I.

older "cone" type. Whilst this is true
wben the set is a really good one designed
on modern lines and having a fairly generous
output, it is often very wide ofthe mark
where an old receiver is still in use. The
fact is that the moving.coil speaker is
much more sensitive to certain notes and
gives a far more correct impression of the
set's performance. On the other hand, the
core or balanced armature speaker often
tends to "correct" the set and gloss over
its defects. This explains why many
listeners consider that a moving-coil is
not so good as their old speaker. Before
buying a moving-coil for an oldish set it is
therefore advisable to try it on the set to
make sure that the latter can do justice
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......:,hld1ng the screws passing into the recess of
he back 6f the batten fitting. Using the
A USEFUL
two-pin pjug as a template, drill two 6 BA
tapping holes into the batten fitting and
MAINS ADAPTOR
either tap them with a 6 BA tap, or make a

NO_doubt many readers are familiar
with the popular combination adap.
i
tor now being fitted to mains
wireless seta and domestic electrical appliances. It consists generally of a double
attachment fitted to the end of the mains
lead, having both a "bayonet" and wall- Adapting the Fittings.
plug attachment, fitting together so that
The scheme is shown in the accompanythe set can be connected into either a ing photograph. First of all obtain an
lamp-holder fitting or a 5 amp. wall-plug ordinary moulded bakelite combination
socket, whichever happens to be handy for adaptor having two cheese-headed screws
the set. The bayonet plug forms the bottom to hold the two-pin plug in the moulded
section, but the two-pin plug becomes cover. Next buy a moulded bakelite
available by withdrawing it from the batteii lamp holder. Remove the moulded
bayonet plug at the top, the two pins
normally fitting into a pair of sockets
forming au integral part of the bayonet
plug, and enabling electrical contact to
be maintained when the two are together. To prevent the bayonet section
from being lost when not in uso a short
length of retaining cord is included.
This idea is quite satisfactory
when originally included with the
set or domestic apparatus, but it
happens often that either a bayonet
plug or a two-pin plug terminates the
mains lead, and it may be desirable
The Mains AdpIor
to use the apparatus in several different
described
in
ihis
positions where either a lamp socket or a
article.
two-pin wall plug is situated, but not both.
Cases like this often arise when testing sets bakelito cover froni the two-pin plug and
in different roonis or different houses, and take out the two pairs of screws from
to save - a good deal of trouble in con- both the batten lamp-holder and the twostantly-changing the plug, I have made up pin plug, the screws in question being
a special and very uefu1 combination those used for holding in place the ends
adaptor of my own. It is very simple, and of the wires of the twin mains lead. The
lam therefore passing on the hint to readers, two-pin section will now be found to just
as they may like to duplicate the arrange- fit against the back of the batten lampment.
holder, the short metal pillars previously

T.

'-i

-

thread with an ordinary brass screw. Now
link together the brnssconncting pillars of
the bayonet lamp-holder and the two-pin_
plug with a short length of flex soldered
to each, so that the two split pins are
electrically in contact with the two brass
plungers. Tuck the leads away and then
screw the two-pin plug to the batten
holder with two cheese-headed brass screws
tin. long. The free end of the retaining cord can now be attached to the
flange of the batten lamp-holder and
the job is complete.
When in use if, say, a two-pin plug
from the mains lead is required to
make connection with the lamp-holder,separate the home-made combination
adaptor, insert the lamp-holder end
into position, and the two-pin plug can
be pushed homo into the pair of sockets.
Similarly, if the mains lead terminates
in a lamp-holder and only a two-pin
plug position is handy, placo the two
pins of the adaptor into the plug and the
bayonet socket is then ready to house
the mains lead lamp-holder plug.-C.
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TELEVISION?

(3)1

ilie

Third -Article of this Interesting Seriés- by Mr. Barton Chapple, describing the
Principles and Practice of Modern Television
FROM the introductory notes on the or exploring operation is completed without
I wonderhów many readers realize that,

photo-electric cell, which appeared a break several times per second-twelve when they go to a cinema and watch the
in the last instalment, the reader and a half is the number used by the B.B.C. screen, the presumed movement noticed
will have gathered that this piece of working on the Baird process-and the is only an optical illusion?
The strie
apparatus is a most important part. of the signal resulting from the fact that anything of film is passed so rapidly through the
television transmitting equipment.. Indeed, white reflects more light than anything projector that each still picture which is
thrown separately on the screen is " run
to the unscientific mind its properties
into " the next one, and, owing to a natural
almost border on the miraculous, but its
phenomenon possessed by the human eye,
function is not a solus one. For example,
it is not possible for one or more of these
called visual persistence or persistence
cells to convert an entire scene into an
of vision, there is conveyed to the brain
an impression of continued action. It is a
equivalent and electri cally intelligent current
variation in one fell swoop, just as, say, a
case of the quickness of the action (not
photographic plate reproduces almost inhand) which deceives the eye,
and we may ioughly compare
stantaneously the scene to
our disc with holes or drum
which it is exposed.
with mirrors with this cineThere aro far too many
matie process.
differing light values spread
By means of the exploring
over any area when it is ilmeéhiinism it can, in theory,
luminated, and as the photobe arranged to have as many
electrio cell givés a proportional
'
complete scanning operations
current response for every light
as desired, and the move'
area to which it is exposed,
ment of the artist is thus
a largo area would only pro- -.
--ft
catered for. Before leaving
duce one average light value
this side of Our intriguing subwhich, naturally, is useless'
--- jeet-quite
a simple one,
for the purpose wider discussion. In
really, when shorn of its cornconsequence, it becomes necessary to
plicated technicalities and reanalyse or split up the subject or scene
Fig. l.-.4 schematic ¿iag;arn finemente, which do not have a
into a large number of elemental areas
of the transmitting apParatus. real bearing on the principles
by means of an apparatus similar te that
-let us consider for a moment
shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1. Here
what arc the limitations now
D is the rotating disc, L the focusing black, and so on for intermediate values, existing which
prevent television from
lens, C the photo-electric cells, and A the is passed on to the amplifier
being on a level, as far as detail is conamplifier.
cerned, with, say, the home cinema. This
Reducing Tendency to Flicker
Each one of these tiny areas will possess
development ofthe art is hound up with laws
pause
for
a
moment,
it
is
well
to
here
a definite reflected light value when for I can imagine the inteffigent reader of broadcasting which, in Europe, prevent
illuminated by the traveUing spot of light, saying to himself that the breaking-up a greater sideband width than 9 ki]ocycles
and the photo-electric cell is capable of process is now clear, but how is the scheme to be used for any station operating on the
responding to each of.these small varying affected when artist' movement is taking niediwn waveband.
light values in turn without any time lag. place before the transmitter? This is
Obviously, the more strips into which
We arc thus able to appreciate the reason a perfectly reasonable question to ask, a transmitted scene can be dissected, and the
for installfng the light spot transhigher the rate with which the operBy imposing a definite
initter
ation is repeated, the greater will be
geometric and predetermined path
the amount of detail transmitted, and
for the spot it iweeps over the area
flicker will vanish.
For this to
or scene to be televised, and at e
happen, however, a wide sideband
instant some minute area is
is required, so on the medium waveluminated.
band a compromise is arrived at beWith the cells positioned actween the shape of the picture, the
cording to the subject transmitted
number of scanning lines, and the
(for example, notice the cells mounted
number of complete explorations
in a case on a movable stand in the
carried out in one second. For exaccompanying illustration (Fig. 2) of
ample, with the regular television
a cartoonist being televised) their
programmes emanating from Broadactive surface is ruade tp absorb,
casting House, WC have a picture in
pick up, or respond to the light
the shape of a rectangle bearing the
vhich is reflected from the light
ratio of seven vertical tç three horipot playing on the subject. A corzontal, thirty scanning strips and 750
responding éurrent variation is pmpictures per' minute. With- this,
duccd in the cell circuit which, as
however, remarkably good progwill be seen later, can be re-translated
ranimes can be transmitted; in fact,
into a similar forni at the receiving
due partly to the situation that most
end.
Fig. 2.-The cartoonist making his mark during the courre of the characters are undergoing
The precess is continued spot b o/a television transmission similar lo that which lakes place continualmovementduringthecourre,
of their turn before the televisionspot and strip by strip until the whole
from Broadcasting House,
transmitter, and this coupled with
of the subject has been verily disembodied into values of light and shade, and I and it has a very simple answer. tt is I the self-accommodating character of the
converted to corresponding current varia- accounted for by arranging the number of hunan eye and its tolèrance, impart to the
tions until one complete picture conversion j complete explorations to be ten or móre observer quite a lot of detail which a rigid
takes place; that is, corresponding to one (preferably more, so as to reduce the theory would prove impossible.
If you look at any scene yourelf, you
disor drum revolution. -The whole scanning tendency to flicker) per second.
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emphasized so that the reader, when he
comes to consider the receiving end, will
unconsciously scan it by allowing your eye view the matter with the correct attitude
to wander over it in much the same way as of mind,
the television scanning spot. Before there
Once the-signal impulses emanating from
has been an opportunity of absorbing all
he detail of a televised
subject or person in
one position, it has
moyed to another, and
tinis unconsciously the
amount of noticeable
detail is léss than
would be the ease for
stationary objects.

WHAT IS TELEVISION?

f

f

"suund currents" from a studio micro-

phone. They are then broadcast into space,
but before we mtgrate to the receiving end
just study carefully the last photographie
illustration (Fig. 3) so as to impress the
transmitting process
as a whole on your
mind.
Notice the engineer
ready to switch on
his
transmitter - a
portable mirror druin
model in this casewhile Mr. Baird explains one or two
points to the lady
artist. The cell stands
Objects with Sharplyare in position; and
defined Outlines
also the microphone
When any attempt
for picking up the
is made to transmit
SOund side of the proobjects having sharplygramme, this latter
defined outlines, the
being sent out on anresultant image seen
other wavelength. A
in the receiving apwireless receiver will
parates 'has a rather
be required for tuning
In
softened effect.
in to the television
any case, it is just as
transmission, and, al.
foolish to attempt to
though the signals can
watch a television
he heard on the loudimage with the eye
speaker, they are unclose to the apparatus
mtelligible, and must
as it is to get up close
be passed to the vision
to an artist's painting
apparatus to be trans.
and criticize the work
lated into'- an intel-.
because you can see
ligent appeal to the
the daubs of paint or
Fig. 3.-Port ràying the complete transmitting side when using a porti rible mirror drum
eye. This demands,
water-colour.
Just
transmitter, with photo-electric cells. back screen and artist ir position.
of course, that for the
stand or sit three or
four feet away, and the observer will have the the travelling light spot's reflections being full reception of television-that is, sound
effect of the light and shade, building up translated into terms of current have been- plus vision-two separate receivers are rethe image being distributed over the sur- amplified, the' are made to modulate the quired; one connected to the vision apparface somewhat in the form of a wash draw- high-frequency carrier wave of the wireless atus, and the other to the sound apparatus.
(To be continued)
ing.
These points have been purposely broadcasting station ja a manner similar to
(Continued from page 654.)
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RECEIVERS AND THEIR RECORDS
(Conti, ucd

from page 644.)

lengths. The inner knob, concentric with
the ring, operates as an aerial trimmer,
which provides a final adjustment when
necessary.
Although the volume-control applied
to the grid-bias on the first high-frequency
stage works very effectively, in the ease
of reception of a powerful local transmission another means has been found to
tone down the strength of the signals. At
the back of the cabinet, a local distanceswitch hasbeen incorporated; when brought
into action it imposes a 2,000 ohm. load
in the grid circuit of the second detector,
and thus reduces the efficiency of the preceding stages. In this way, all risk of the
second detector valve being overloaded
is obviated. Under test, the receiver put
up a constant suporhet performance on
both wavebands; it was highly efficient
both as regards sensitivity and selectivity.
The advantage of a frame aerial, and its
inherent directional properties, was amply
proved when dealing with "difficult"
transmissions, with unpleasantly close and
powerful neighbouring broadcasts, and
such stations as Mühlacker, Breslau, Poste
Parisien, Strasbourg, 13mo, Brussels, and
Milan were received without interference.
With care it was possible to tune in Radio.
Normandio and Cork clear of each other,
by a slight alteration in the direction of
the frame aerial, and the same applied to
North National a.nd Bordeaux-Lafayette.
On the bottom of the medium waveband,
several low-powered broadeasta were logged,
and throughout the scale the qualities of a
well-designed superhet were noticeable,

--

inasmuch as the turning of the tuningring and judicious adjustment of the
trimmer brought in one transmission after
another at good readable strength. In
the ease of transmitters rated at highpower, in each instance it was imperative
to reduce volume. On the longer waves,
Königs Wusterhausen was quite clear of
Daventry and Radio-Paris.
The instrument is provided with aerial
and earth terminals, and where reception
conditions are unfavourable for oertain
transmis8ions, this rnaj be found of considerable help, but it must he borne in
mind that the connection of an outside
aerial much reduces the directional properties of the frame. In addition, the receiver
may be also used for the electrical reproduction of gramophone records, as provision
has been made for this facility, and also,
where required, it is possible to connect
an extra external loud-speaker. Finally,
the quality of tone, in both speech -and
music, given out by the moving iron loudspeaker is satisfactory for a portable
receiver, but care should be takn not to
push UI) the volume to the extent of over
loading the valvul when dealing with strong
signals. The all-round efficiency of this
superhet receiver redounds to the credit
of the H.M.V. engineers, and for a receiver
of this kind, the price of £17 17 0 is a
reasonable - one. The HM. V. Six. Valve
Portable can be recommended to any
listener who wishes to hear -transmissions
from a large number of European stations
at any time during the day; with it there is
no difficulty in tuning in some twenty or
more programmes nightly, at good loud.
speaker strength.
-

i

-

ODDS AND ENDS

American Helerodyning
HETERODYNE interference has been
so bad in the U.S.A., due to stations
"wandering" from their official wavelengths, that ali stations are having to fit
a frequency monitor, and to keep their
frequency within 50 cycles of that officially
assigned to them. It is calculated that the
modifications will cost something like the
equivalent of £150,000. The order was
passed by the Federal Radio Commission
last June, and stations u-ere given a maximum period of twelve months in which to
carry out the necessary alterations.
Frequency Eecords
BY the way, do you know that you can
test the frequtnoy response of your
set, if provided with pick-up terminals,
by the use of constant frequency records?
These are made by two or three of the larger
gramophone companies, and will be found
ideal for the purpose in question. They
contain a series of pure notes covering a
wide band of frequencies, and the frequency
at several points on the scale is announced,
so that you can make rapid comparisons.
Another series of records giving " samples"
o music by some thirty different orchestral
instruments is also available, and will
prove invaluable to those experimenters
who are "aU out" for quality in repro.
duction.
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-Beam Wireless
ASYSTEM of communication employing extremely short wireless waves.
These have somewhat similar
properties to light and heat ánd such-like
rays in that they can be focused into a
beam. Advantage is taken of this property
to use an aerial system employing a net.
work of wires for.ming a huge reflector.

Conducted by
1-

I

A

Y

I

set of oscillations generated by the
receiver itself. This produces a beat
frequency which is considerably lower
than either of the two component frequencies from which it is lerived. It is
this beat frequency which is then amplified
and rectified in the usual way.

THEBEGINNER'SA B C!
OF WIRELESS -TERMS

stance, it is also to be found in sound
waves. You may have noticed two
motor-cycles' passing down the road
together each emitting a regular throb
from the engine. One, however, is geared
slightly higher
than the :other
________
the
so t.hat
throbs are not
.
quite
so
emitted
quickly.
The
resultis the proH. E CHOKE
duction of a
beat note or
throbbing

Beverage Aerial
An aerial the length of which is a
multiple of the length of the waves to be
received. This means that it is usually
very long. For instance, if it is only
twice as long (it may even be three or four
times) it would have to be 600 metres in
length for receiving a transmission from
a station broadcasting on a wavelength
of 300 metres. A Beverage aerial is
erected only a foot or two above the
ground and the free end is sometimes
earthed. Its special characteristics are
that it is strongly directional and is less
sensitive to atmospherics than 'the more

-s

-TOLT#
-,

--

,.':;siiilW.gL1

I

r;

_______

_

-

'

CONDENSER

-

-

than the

note from Binding Post
Another name for a terminal.
either of

the two
engines

By-Pass Condenser

In a wireless receiver it often happens
7- alomi.The
o t e s that currents of different frequencies are
n
--Fig. l.-How io lix a bg-PaS seem to flowing in the same path. In the unod
condenser between the plate
blend in circuit of a detector valve, for instance,
and filament of a detector
a there are both high- and low-frequency
valve.
ay that currents present. Now, for certain reathey pro. SOflE it IS often necessary that sorne
d o e a particular band of frequencies should be
HF. CHOKE
peculiar excluded from a circuit. This is where
Its
rhythmic the by.pa.ss condenser comes in.
rise and function is to provide an alternative
fall in the path for the unwanted frequenmes-that
is to say it " by.passes" them in much
TO

t

-

orthodox types.

slower

is

L

frequency

¡

L.

i

I,

ffi'jpfflßffl
-

I

In such a way the waves can be focused

the direction of the receiving station
will not cause interference with
receivers outside the beam. This in itself
is a great advantage for commercial work
but perhaps a still greater one is the saving
of power. Instead of radiating in all
directions, as with a broadcasting station,
the whole power of the transmitter is
concentrated in the one direction onJy.

Iin
and
¡

-

I

¡

.

I

-

I

i

i

i

I

-

the same
tway as a
i

-

t

I

I

O'Yfl

by-pass road
diverts cer-

tain traffic
DNSER
Beats
from the
main thorIf two alternating currents, each osoillating at a different frequency, are superoughfare.
Fig. i
imposed, they will combine to form a
current oscillating at a frequency different
TO L. - shows how a
from either of the two. They will produce
small- fixed
a "beat note." The frequency of this beat
condenser of
TO L.
about .0002
note will be equal to the difference in the
Fig. 2.-Thc theoretical circuit of fig. I.
two original frequencies. Thus, for
mfd.or .0003
mfd. is someample, if one of the two original currents
is pulsating at the rate of 30,000 and the volume of sound emitted as the machines time s conncc ted beother at 25,000 cycles per second, the pass.
Incidentally the super-hetei-odyrme type t we e n the
resulting current would oscillate at 30,000
-25,000 cycles-namely 5,000. cycles. of receiver works on the beat principle. j. plate (anode)
If you are not familiar with the terms It is a fact that it is easier to amplify I of the de." alternating current,"" frequency" and low frequencies than high frequencies; tector valve
therefore in the superhet the high- and its fila"cycles" see "Alternating Cn-rent."
However, the beat principle is not frequency oscillations received on the mentinorder
confined to eleitrieal currents. For in- aerial have uperimposed on them another to by-pass
-

j
!

j

f1

I

!

I

-

I

I

g

!

1

f

¡
!

I

-

Fig. 3.-A bright emitter
valve.
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some of the high frequency currents which. Bright-Emitter Valve
j migh1 otherwise pass through the anode
A valve in which the filament is heated
circuit and cause instability or distortion. to a very high temperature so that it
glows like the filament of an electric lamp.
Blocking Condepser
All early types of valves were bright
A flxd condenser placed in a circuit so eiitters. Modern valves, on the other
as to stop the íassage of direct current hand, are dull emitters, their filaments
but of such a ëapacity as to offer a ready being of a special nature so that they will
path for certain alternatrng currents.
give a full emission of electrons when
heated only to a dull red. This, of course,
effects a considerable. saving in current.
Many bright emitter valves took as much
as .75 amp at 4 volts to heat the filaments;
in other words they required a power of
3 watts (.75 amp x 4 volts) whereas their
modern counterparts need only about
.1 amp and 2 volts-that is .2 watt or
only one fifteenth of the power.
The life of a bright emitter usually
depended on how long the lilament rernaixiod intact.. It must be remembered
that owing to the excessive heat used
there was considerable strain due t
expansion and contraction when the set
was switched on and off. Also the
filament tended to become thin owing to
the throwing off of minute particles of
the metal in the same way as metal is
expelled from the filament of an electric
lamp, causing the well-known blackening
of the bulb which apfeàrs aftet tong use.
Bornite
¡ -y
A natural mineral composed of iron
and copper suiphides. Used in con- Buzzer
A simple piece of electrical apparatus
junction with ziacite (another mineral)
it acts as a detector for wireless. A which vibrates rapidly when a current is
bornite-zincite crystal detector is usually passed through it thus causing a buizing
made by mounting -each of the two noise. From this it derives its name.
minerals in separate metal cups. The The commonest form of buzzer is similar
two cúps face one another so that the in_construction to the operating mechancrystals touch. The pressure between ism of an electric bell-in fact, an old
the two can be varied by means of an bell is often used as a buzzer by removing
Fig. 4 shows what
instable_spring.
i the hammer and bell.

/

-

f

S

-

INTERVALVE coupling by transformer
on the L.F. side has now become so

general that few receiving sets are
constrúcted without one such stage. The
graphs published showing the relation of
gain to frequency are such as to justify
the accepted practice in this respect; and
these graphs when put forward by a firm
of repute or properly certified by an independent authority (within the usual plus
or minus ten per cent. for a commerical
product) may be considered quite reliable.
Without the use of resonance it is admitted
on all hands that there would be a very
subslimtial loss of amplification (or gain)
in the upper acoustical frequencies, but by
the use of resonance this is avoided and,
in fact, a distinct "hump" is achieved in
the response curve in the region of 3,000
to 4,000 cycles, and after that a rapidly
falling characteristic, all of which is very
pretty and very desirable. In a poorlydesigned intervalve transformer the hump
may be in the wrong place or may be a very
decided "peak," but we exclude such
from discussion; we assume that the
design is such as to produce the best
possible forni of graph for the .service
-.
required.
Resonance
Now in any resonant circuit the full
amplitude of oscillation is only acquired
after a certain lapse of time. The initial
amplitude of swing when the first of a
train of waves is received is 5ust the same
as though there were no resonance, and
then during successive pulses the amplitude increases progressively, gradually
approaching a maimum (see diagram);

FROM THE FLASJ-ILAMP (2)

INTERVALV
By

a buzzer looks like, while Fig. 5 is a
diagram of the circuit. The current from
a battery or other source flows through
the two coils L causing the iron core B
to become magnetised and attract the
piece of iron, or ar,nattre A. This goes
"click" on to the magnet and, in doing
so, breaks the circuit at the contact C.
The current immediately stops, and the
armature flies back to its original position
by the aid of a spring. Oce nore the
circuit is completed, and the flow of
current again causes the core to beiome

Fg. 5.-Diagram showing how

i

the

1,uzzer works.

magnetised. Again the armature jumps
towards the magnet, breaks the circuit,
springs back again, and so on.; The use
of buzzers in radio is dependént on the
fact that they radiate electro-magnetic
waves from the contact breaker. By
means of a suitable tuned circuit a buzzer
can be fitted up as a miniature transmitting station or as a wave meters

-

Reproduction of Transients
Although this "softening of attack"
may pass unnoticed in the reception of a
musical programme-and, indeed, it takes
an exceptionally keen and trained ear to
notice it-it is not so with speech. The consonants in speech, more partiòularly those
contAining what are termed transients,
depend for their perfect enunciation
implicitly on the attack; that is to say, if
any given frequency - is involved in the
initial phase of a sound of explosive
character such as a"p" or a "t," it is the initial amplitude that counts, an4 not the
amplitude reinforced by resonance. Consequentiy, the graph which includes the effect of resonance is invalid, and cannot
be regarded as applying to the reproduction of transients or sounds of explosive character.
There can be no doubt that the "crispness" of music of ari intimate character,
as, for example, the string quartet, must
suffer in lesser degree. Realism in the precision of the attack of the bow on the,
string is to some extent lost, but probably
no more so than might be due to distance, as when the listener is at thç back of a
concert hail.
-

I

I

there is nothing new in this. It is this
maximum value that is recorded as due
to resonance in the published transformer
characteristics, the graphs referred to
above. And in the rendering of musical
tones the results are fairly represented by
the graph, including the resonance factor.
The period of growth in the amplitude of a
tone after its first onset to its attaining
full stength is not usually noticeable; it
is comparable to the "building up" of

...
-

COUPLING

PHOTON

17th, .1932

frMNfVVWJ

Showinj how oscillation gradually attains
jnaximam amplitude.
'.'-

I

I

.

.

When the wind is first admitted, the air
in an organ pipe is not at once set into
vibration, but takes many cycles to attain
its full amplitude; the result is that
softeninj of àttack which is one of the
characteristics (and some think a defect)
in the ordinary (pipe) organ.

A REGULAR

O

.

'an organ tone, and for the same reason.
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GIVES LONGER

definite advance..:

'T.

LIFE

g

saqs

Mr HIRarton Chappk

:

:

AND HIGHER AMPERE HOUR
r

This well-known radio and
television authority pays strik-t
ing tribute to the new W.B.

EFFICIENCY

"Mansfield" Speaker Mag-

netic System.

The ultimate result is a
really astonishingly high flux dens
ity for the size of the magnet used
fidelity of tone of outstanding
merit . . . sensitivity very note-'
worthy, comparable in many
respects with externally energied
types without the necessity for,
mains or batteries. The Speaker'
will handle an input more than
for quite a large room and
yet can be. worked satisfactorilyfrom a small two:valve set.

L
Type ,E.L.9. 80 a/h capacity
Price

-----

12/3

-------

r

Type E.L.M.4. 45 a/h capacity
Price

Type E.L:s.7. 60 a/h capacity
Price

-----

1

8/

2/6

I

That's the secret, "balanced
capacity,' the newest principle
¡n modern accumulator making.
The scienfific'design of the positive and negative plates
which preserves exact electrical "balance' allows this
accumulator to be charged more quickly, and to give a
longer life per charge. Twenty-five years experience ¡n
battery building has gone to produce the Ediswan Extra
Life" cell. Here are some of the additional refinements
incorporated: screwed vents, non-interchangeable and
non-corrodible connectors, British made containers of
clear glass and metal carriers which fit neatly round

the containers.

-,

.

-

"My conclusions

this ne
P.M.4 speaker is a definite advance
the permanent magnet class."
in
j

cobalt

ÂCC UM

Ii

L

j

revolutionary

4
W

I

S

IIVflhI

t

B.204

weight

enables a steel chassis to be
Itused without magnetic loss.
eliminates the bugbear of loss of
magnetism. Ask your dealer for a
demonstration; you will be AMAZED.

".Ma;zsfield" Senior (Improved P.31.4)

.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
ss CHARING CROSS ROAD.. LONDON. W.C.2

same

It

The

"MANSFIELD"
Moving-Coil
Speakers

-A
R

ot

magnet

steel magnet o? three times the weight.

I

-

ATO

steel

-

and io% more efficient than a chrome

I

s

Write for copy of Mr. Barton Cha'pple's
full report. The "Mansfield (patent)
Magnetic System is a revolutionary
development. It makes possible a magnet 30% more efficient than a good

I

-

-

-

iiØIlIIIi

completa with 3-valio

transformer
"

-.

42/

-

Mansfield" Junior (P.M.5 complete

with 3-ratio transformer

-

"Mansfield" Cabinet in well-

finished Oak (for P.3'!.4 or

5)

27/6

25/-

e.rtra.

Whiteley EectrkaI Rado Co., Led. Dept. E, Radio Work,, Man,field, Nott,.
Phone: Holborn 6714.
London Office: 109 Kingsway London, W.C.2.
Irish Free State Disribntors: keiiy & Shiel, Ltd., 47 Fleet Street, Dublin.
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light in

the house

-with ample power at your elbow,
why use

costly and inefficient
batteries?. From the moment you
connect your batteries the power starts
ito decline reproduction suffers, and
aoors-replacement! Get a copy of this
book-it will tell you how-if you are
on A.C. supply-to cut out battery

-

:

:'w

Ask your Dealer

nbtcrad mreowel

If you huye any difficulty In obtaining
coupon
o copy of thia book, fill i. tI
and post so 'us with sic penny stamps,

and informative chapter on D.C.
apparatus. if you have e'ectric light
you need this book.
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scod you
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EXTRA
SPEAKERS
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SET'
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ELIMINATION OF INTERFERENCE.
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Operating power merely a flash
lamp battery controlled by any
number of ordinary 'bell pushes.'..
Foolproof: no danger to set or
person. Adds tremendously to
the value of any set.

ANY ROOM
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EFFICIENT short-wave chokes of
high-frequency typo can be made
Making Efficient Shortat homo quito easily, and the cost
wave Chokes
need not exceed a few pence apiece.
fact., many wireless enthusiasts probably
¡
By "Radioman"
have sufficient odds and ends already in
their possession to provide the materials
required for the construction of simple Details of Construction
First the ebomte tubing is clamped in
'chokes such as that shown in the aceoma vice (with some soit material over the
panying fflustrttion.
The materials needed are: 2m, of ebonite jaws of the latter to protect the surface of
tubing about lin, in external diameter,.
strip of ebonite 3m, by lin, by 3-16m.
thick, 2 4BA screws (counter-sunk type),

Winding the Coil
A single-layer winding of the fine-gauge
insulated wire is then put ou the tube.
This winding may be of the plain typo
shown in the illustration to this article,
or it may be sectionalized. The number
of turns depends to some extent on the
wavebaud over which the choke is
required to be effective. Between the
terminals on the choke-former there is
space for a winding about lain. long; the
maximum number of turns that can be
accommodated depends on the exact gauge
of wire used and on whether the winding
The neal finished
For general
is plain or sectionalized.
choke descrilied in i/us article.
'purposes, however, about 75 to 100 turns
of wire will
probably be
D,Q/LL QNÛ Th,c 4Zß.,4found satisfactory. The
wire should
preferably ho
put on under

in. long, 2 4BA screws, say 2m, long,

fitted with nuts and terminal heads;
2 washers, and an ounce or so of fine-gauge
enamelled or silk-covered copper wire.
The external diameter of the ebonite
tubing should not exceed lin,, but it may1
be a little less; the thickness of the
'wall" ofthe tubo may be about tin.,
but here again the measurement is not
very critical; and the wire used for winding
the chokes may be of any gauge not
heavier than 32 and not fluer than, 'say,
38 or 40 S.W.G. As such considerable
latitude is allowable in the densions of
the parte, it will be realized that the
¿c'/i

«8.

C

L

E,'7RQNC

T«'T'

-

1r7

°°4=

/"k"

of those holes are indicated ab "B" in
Fig. 1.
Next, the ebomte base is drilled as shown
at "C," Fig. 2, the inner pair of holes
being 4BA clearance size, and countersunk on the under side of the ebonite; the
outer pair, which should be counter-sunk
cii the upper surface of the ebonite base,
are to be of a suitable diameter to take
the fixing screws that will ultimately secure
the finished choke to the baseboard or
chassis of the set.

moderate

/

)"

ing, mount
the terminals
in the holes
drilled to receive them. bare the ends of tho wire by
scraping off the insulation very gently, and
connect them to the terminals.
To completo the job, mount the tubo on
the ebonite base by ninning the pair of 4BA
screws through the holes in the base into
the tapped holes prepared for them in
the tube; but rst slip a pair of washers
(marked "Y" in Fig. 3) on to the
screws to keep the winding clear of the
ebonite base.

Fig. 1-Drilling dimensions for

2"

onstruction of these chokes affords a the ebonite) anti drilled as shown in
good opportunity for using up old "junk." Fig. 1.
Two 4BA clearance holes for
The ebonite, etc., used should, however, be the terminals aro drilled aa shown at
of good quality.
"A," and at points where the ends of the
winding will come a pair of very
small holes are drilled to enable the
ends of the wire to he secured in the
j)
i
)1
usual way by threading the wire in
and out of the holes. Diametrically
.ïa
opposite to the terminal holes, two
r
more holes, this time 4BA tapping
I

I

lIllUIIII(

i

x

size,

drilled

are

,, tension.
On complet.
ing the wind-

i/se ebonite tube,

and

tapped tor
take the
i

pair of 4BA

y
IlIlII!I

IuIII

-.

,

screws which

01 the

-<

se eure the
tube to

:.thcall
ebonite

.
,
cnoie snowing meinoa
connection and sbaciflC from lite base..

1ig.. .-e.cti0ned veW

I

,.
OJ

base. The ._'_

positions

-

.4

2'
Fig. 2,-Drilling dimensions for

jite

ebonite base.
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Seventy Stations
AST week I referred to my tests with
a new three-valve set, shortly to be
described in PRACTICAL WIRELESS.
Since writing those notes I have been
giving the set a very complete test in the
North of England. On an outside aerial,
situated about twenty-five miles from the
North Region transmitters, some seventytwo stations have been logged. Of course,
these were not all heard in any one test. but
the list was compiled in three or four
"eittings" I know that it is considered
somewhat old-fashioned to be keen on
receiving signals from all over the globe,
but I must say that it does fascinate me to
hear strange voices and strange languages,
even if I cannot understand them. And,
despite all that is said to the contrary, the

JOTTINGS FROM MY
NOTEBOOK.
By

"DETECTOR."

usual tests were applied, and it was eventually discovered that the detector valve was
receiving a plate voltage of about 30Q, and
the output valve, 320 volts.
Rectifier Output
THE owner of the set was perfectly certain
my voltmeter was wrong, because
he was using maiñs equipment which, he
said, could not possibly supply the high
voltages that were recorded. (Incidentally,
I knew the meter to be perfectly accurate.)
As a matter of fact.

-that

the mains transformer
was rated to give 200
volts at 100 milliamps,
and was used in conjunction with a metal

rectifier (voltage

doubler circuit), of
which the output was
250 volts at 60 miiiamps. It was, therefore, calculated that
the maximum available
H.T. voltage
would be in the region
of 200, since there
would be a certain
amount of voltage

(u
I.)

drop across the

expense of a new rectifier, or the trouble of
re-winding the transformer?" I explained
that it could, by connecting a suitable resistance in series with the positive HT. lead,
or, better still, by putting a resistance in
parallel with the supply. The latter method
is far more satisfactory, since it actually
reduces the voltage across the output terminals of the rectifier, whilst the other only
cuts down the voltage passed on to the
valves, and so leaves the rectifier to supply
a larger voltage than that for which it was
designed.
The proper method of fitting the resistance is shown in Fig. -2. As it is required
to consume 30 milliamps at 250 volts, its
value can be found by applying our old
friend, Ohm's Law, thus, REIC or 250±
03 amps, which is equivalent to about
8,000 ohms. The resistance will have to
deal with 250 x 03,arnps, or 7 watts. Soit
must be one of the 10 watt power type.
L.S. Power Handling Capacity
WHEN choosing a loud-speaker for use
with a powerful receiver, do not forget
it will have to handle the full output of the
last valve. it is advisable to obtain a
speaker having a power handling capacity
equal to about one and a half times the
"undistorted output" rating of the last
valve in order that there shall be no overloading under any circumstances. As the
"undistorted output" of a mains superpower valve, such as the Cossor 41 MXP, is
2,000 milliwatts, a speaker for use with it
should be capable of dealing with something
Jike 3,000 milliwatts, or 3 watts, if you
prefer it that way. Some speaker manufacturers do not publish definite figures régarding their products, but they will always
supply them on request.
Earth Connections
IVIE have DreviouslV stressed in the pages
VV of PRAc-rTCAL WIRELESS the great importance of a really good earth lead, but I
continue to run up against cases of unsatisfactory earth coimections. lt you are
in any deubt as to whether your earth is
functioning properly you can test it m
two seconds by touching the earth terminal,
or the earthed bush of a variable condenser
on the front of the panel, with a moistened
finger. If this causes an change in the
loud-speaker volume you can ¿est assured
that the earth is definitely at fault.

'/

smoothing choke and
also across tite bias
resistance. This would
have been the case if
the current consumpOif /0 /5 20 25 ,JO 3540 4S 50 55
65 X) 75 tion had amounted to
60 milliamps, but acCU?E'EfYT LORD (/wLL/9MPEEs)
tually it was only
Fig.
voltage regulation curve of a mains rectifier,
about 30 milliamps.
In consequence, the
number of stations that can be received voltage rose a good deal above the anticiat good strength and quality is a definite pated figure. To make this point clear, I
drew out a typical "voltage regulation"
criterion of a set's performance.
curve like that shown in the accompanying
drawing, Fig. 1. The curve shows the voltage
Too Much High-Tension
SEEM to be spending all my leisure (?) available from a rectifier under varying
time these days tracing faults in A.C. conditions of load. The curve given refers
receivers. Only the other day I was asked in particular to a metal rectifier with a
(Continued on page 664.)
tó look at a home-made Detector-L.F. all- maximum ratedi output of A.C. set which, for some reason or other, 250 volts at 60 milliamps,
'í'as dreadfully unstable. Reaction control but very similar curves
t'was fierce, so that oscillation started with a could be drawn to apply to
i.
loud "plop" as the condenser was rotated. any type of rectifier, either
There was also a considerable amount of metal or valve.
j..o v-erlap in the reaction control, with a result
that after reachiig the point of oscillation, Reducing the Voltage
.0
the reaction knob had to be turned back
AFTER cônvineing
through several degrees before oscillation
set owner that the H.P.
could be checked. But even when the set voltage was definitely too
.4
was tuned in there was a constant" whine" high, the next quèátion that
g- -viII
in the speaker, which suggested that things arose was "Could it be rewere not as they should be. Of course, the duced without going to the
Fig. 2.-Reducing the output of an eliminator.
:)
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THIS book is written for the amateur who desires
a fuller knowledge of his subject. It will
enable you to attempt research and experiments
which before were far beyond your powers. The
author has the gift of explaining abstruse subjects
in a simple fashion. Fully illustiatod.
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V
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O6Iaina6/e at all N0wua genio and Booksialls, or bi oul /3 from Gco,o
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Gi'c yourself

SUPER

S

Super selectivity is vitally necessary under
present-day broadcasting conditions.
Give yourself a Colvern T.D. Coil for
Christmas and bring in those foreigners
separately.
The Colvern T.D. Coil is completely
screened and incorporates tapped aerial
coupling and reaction. Four alternative
aerial tappings are arranged as sockets
with a wander plug.

T.D.

COLVERN4
COIL
8'6

O LV E R N

ELECTIVIT
The first two tappings give aerial coup-

lings similar to those normally employed
but with greatly increased selectivity.
Numbers 4 and 5 give a high degree of
selectivity with weak aerial coupling
suitable for use in a swamp area. There
is no break through on the long waveband from B.B.C. stations.
Suitable for detector L.F. type of screen
grid receivers.

T. D.

LVERN
C
ROMORD,
MAWNEYS
RD.,

CO

I

T
k
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Ei:ftI1;S4INS
Build your own Mains Unit, and be sure o
getting the exact output to suit your
receiver. This can be done qwte easily
with the Heayberd Assembled Kit. All
components are assembled and mounted on
the base. YOU simply do the wiring.
following the blue-print and Instructional
booklet provided. lt s an interesting job;
you get to /now your own Unit thoroughly,
and it is cheaper.
MODEL C. 150. ASSEMBLED KIT.
Alternative Outputs: 25 ma. at 120v,
or 150v.
Tappings: 40/110v. Var. S.G.
60/130v. Var. and 150v. fixed. 76/

¿,

f

-

fleayberd
Incladine
Choke,
Transtormer.
condensen,
16 ml.
Westinghouse Reotiter.
Potenti.Wire-wound

of earth connections reminds.
maS'«I'
of another point. With a reasonably
sensitive receiver it is possible to obtain
quite good results from the local stations
by dispensing with the aerial entirely
and transferring the earth lead to the aerial
terminal. You might find this tip very
useful if at any time you wish to take the
set into another room some distance away
from the aerial lead-in. Try it, anyway.
Raindrop " Atmospherics "
NEWLY-FLEDGED wireless enthusiast
of my acquaintance came round to my
house the other evening and begged me to
have a look at his set, which was making "a
most peculiar noise." I went along in the
rain and found the noise was rather like
what one would expect to hear if a shower
of pins was dropped on to a bass drum.
I recognised the sound right away (I had
heard it before) as being caused by rain
falling on the aerial wire, and proved this
TIMFOIL PoC(ED

a'rwEe,Y
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I

I

I

i

I
I

I
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is. not always possible in a com
merciai mass-produced instruueut, becuse.
the claxips are attched by jvets instead
of the rnore cuatómi
and nuts.
o1i
When the clamps are riveted the ainiplest
and best cure is to pour a small amount.
of shellac varnish over edges of the core.
This will siowiy soak in and set hard,
leaving the core quite solid.
A Potentiometer Repair
HAVE a three-valve mains set with a
volume control in the forni of a potentiometer which serves to regulate the voltage
to the screening grid of the S.G. valve.
The set has been in use for nearly two
years, but I found to-day that if the poten.
tiometer knób was turned past a certain
point the set became dead. Obviously the
potentiometer was 'wrong, but I could
see no break in the very fine windings.
There wasn't another suitable potentiometer on hand, so I could see I should
have to repair the old one somehow or
other. So I turned the knob slowly until
the break was reached, made a small pencil
mark on the winding track and removed
the potentiometer from the set. It was
only a matter of minutes before it was
completely repaired by packing a piece
of tinfoil from a cigarette packet over the
place where the break had been located.
By chance the idea may be of use to you,
so I give a sketch (Fig. 3) to show how the
repair was effected.

-

Compensated M.C. Speakers
SOME time ago I mentioned in these columns that pairs ofcompensated movingcoil
speakers were now being made almost
F,; 3as cheaply as the single instruments.
A oim pie mel/I od of repairing a potentiometer. Last week
I was able to test a pair of
speakers made by the "Rola"
\'for Heaybcrcl
by disconnecting the lead-in.
Perhaps balanced
concern,
and selling at £2 12s. 6d. The
have experienced the same thing
handbook on you
were fine, and I should think these
\
yourself. As a rule the noise is heard results
speakers
one of the finest valueMains Working
only when thunder is hanging about, for-moneyrepresent
\
examples
in the radio market.
is
to
the
raindrops
being
charged
lenclose 3d. stampsìor; and due
Nw Handbook of Maini with a minute amount of positive elec- A Moving Coil Baby
Ecuipment. Packed with' tricity acquired from the upper atmosphere.
ANOTHER exanple of excellent value is
Technical Tips, Service The charge leaks away to earth via the
Celestion "Soundex" permanent
set, and so causes the peculiar noise to be magnetthemoving-coil
Uints and diagrams
unit which retails at
heard. I don't quite know why it should 27s. 6d. The cone is only about 5ins.
be so, but this form of interference appears in diameter, but when mounted on a suitto be much more noticeable with some able baffle it gives any amount of volume
aerials than others. I remember that it -certainly ample for most domestic re-------Address
was very troublesome with an aerial I quirements. Surely no amateur can now
had at a house where I lived -a few years say he cannot tfford a moving coil!
There was apparently no cure,
ago.
but things were improved very considerably Alterations at Toulouse
IO FZNSBIJRY STREET, LONDON. EC.2
changing
by
the bare aerial wire for a IF you are a burner of the midnight oil
I
One mtitute from Moor,9ate Stn
length of insulated cable.
I you will probably have heard the
test transmissions of Radio Toulouse On a
Sparks across A.-E. Switch
BY the way, it is surprising what aliefty power of 60 kilowatts. The tests are being
charge can be built up on the aerial carried out after midnight on the same
ELIMINATOR WITH A GUARANTEED
if it is not earthed.
I remember one late wavelength as the regular 8 kilowatt trans
"VARSITY" H.T. UNIT KIT.
Please state Mains Voltage when ordering.
summer afternoon returning home in a missions (385 metres) and are being well
KIT ' A," for the average 2 or 3 valve set 35/thunderstorm and rushing to switch my received in the North of England. I have
KIT B," for small 4 or 5 valve sets ...... 45).
65/.
MIT C." as specified 0cC, 22nd. Page 221
aerial over to "earth." On closing the heard the test transmissions on two
TRICKLE CRARGER (see Nov. 19th issue),
KIT "D," . 4 or 6 volta. .25 amp ....... 1116 contacts (it was an open D.P.D.T. switch occasions, and they. came in at great
do.
.5 amp ....... 211'
RIT E,"
screwed on to the window frame) I was strength. At the same time, I hould never
do.
1 amp ....... 25/.
RIT "F,"
the power had been
All above for AO. MaIns. 100-250 volts. 40-60 cycles
surprisd to see, and hear, two or three have guessed that
Westinghouse. 1.0.0. and Dubilier parts Included, sn
sparks jump between the blades and springs increased nearly eightfold, as there is still
each KIT je guaranteed to give eucresslui operation.
INSTRUCTIONS
BLUE PRINT and FULL
of the switch. Out of curiosity I opened a noticeable a'mount of fading. Requests
with every XIT
1)tMNS TRANSFORMER and Smoothing
and closed the switch four or five times, for reports are mado in three or four
CROKE.
and obtained no less than three distinct languages, including English,
KIT G," au specified Oct. 22nd,
TRANSFORMER PARTS 101. spark discharges..
More Stations for Germany
KIT B." au specified Oct. 22nd.
6/- Buzzing
CHOKE
Transformers
IHEAR that two new German stations,
We cater for the osan who makes his own. Impossible
to liai everything we stock Foil, Empire Tape. \YJHEN using anA.C. receiver or elimina.
each using a power of 60 kilowatts,
8lecving, etc.
ORDER DIRECT. CASH. COD. (psy postman) or H.P.
VV tor it often happens that a buzz is heard are to come "on the air" before long.
FROST RADIO COMPANY. 21, RED LION ST.. LONDON. E.C.1
which cannot be traced to ordinary hum. The ziew transmitters are situated in Munich
It is caused by the vibration of the and Berlin, respectively. So far as I can
REPAIRED,
LOUD SPEAKERS
(Blue Spot a Speciuiity. 5/-.)
core- laminations in the mains transformer gather, no official wavelengths have yet
TranotOnners 4f.. sii repairs magnetiucd free. Kliminator Repairs quoted tor. 24 Hours Sernce. Discount or smoothing choke. Tho correct way of been allotted.
CIrri enweil 9069,
for Trade.
(Continued on page 668.)
E, C. MASON. 44,, EAST ROAD. LONDON. Nl. curing it is to tighten up the core clamps,
-
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BULGIN SCREENED

"MIDGET" H.F. CHOKE

pUlLTonthelinesofthe

-

Z) Bulgin standard screened chokes, Usia model Is
specially designed for space
economy. Somewhat squat
.in shape, it is conveniently
mousted on the underside
of the chassis, with ternIais projectspg mrougn
or it Can be mounted " on
deck," if preferred Its inductance Value is 198,000
mtcr,henries, and it will give a smooth choking effect,
peaks from 100 to 1,75t metres. Price is 2s.
-

-

;

LAMPHOLDER PLUG
QUFrE a number of modern mains Instruments aro
fitted, at the end of the flex with an ordinary
iasp-hoIder adapter. This is intenled for Insertion
in an ordinary electric-light fittIng in place of a bulb,
and is quite suitable where the consumption of the
apparatus Is small. In this category is found such'
wireless apuaratus as trickle chargers, small eliminators, etc. 'Unfortunately, the nearest lamp-holder is
flot always conveniently situated with respect to the
wireless set, and, therefore, it becomes necessary to
use a long
t ra Ing
.length o f
flex, or buy
..,_
a two - pin

-

i
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.

.

*;
',

adaptor to

.
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this trouble. [t consists of a bakelite moulding
fitted st one end with standard 5-amp. type
whilst the other end Is finished oil as a lampholder. It may, therefore, be plugged into any 5-amp.
nouer noint. and Use usual bayonet socket inserted in
its end. As this little article only costs 7d. it will be
found invaluable tbr providing Interchangeability in
the home.
NEW 2-VOLT MULTI-MU VALVE

Mollard Wireless Service Company first an_pI Enounced
brief details of the P.M. 12V Battery

Multi-mu Valve at Radiolympia, but the first supplies
were rapidly absorbed by set-manufacturers, thus
delayIng the general release of this valve. Supplies,
are, however. now available to the public. The published charncterlstics of the valve are as hereunder
Filament Voltage
2.0W
Filament Current
0J5A
- Max. Anode Voltage
350W
Max. Screen Voltage
110V
Mutual Conductance at Anode Volts, 150;
Screen Volta, 90: GrId Volta, Zero:

..............
..............
..............
.............

0.75 mA/V

shtut

HARLIE PICK-UP
Model SS. Pick-up, manufactured by Harlie,
TBKLW.,
is an extremely interesting instrument. It
Is of the complete volume control-tone arm type-that
is tO say, the assembly is complete and only requires to
be mounted on the motor-board of a gramoph6ne to
be ready for use. The whole assembly is finished in
brown bakeilte, no metal being anywhere visibie. The
pick-up head la fitted with a swivel movement. permitting it to be rotated for needle lnsertlou. The
taue-arm is fitted with s splendid bafl-bearing movement so that perfectly smooth movement Is imparted
to it. An Ingenious twin-spring, weight-relieving

movement is fitted at the rear of the tone-arm support
and an' adjusting screw is fitted to this so that any
degree of weight may be Imparted to the pick-up head.
The very minimum of wear is therefore given to the

recordbysultably adjustlngtheweightsothatltkeepa

to the grooves ou all normal rccords. The magnet of
the pick-up is of cobalt-steel, with pole pieces of high
permeal)llity alloy. The needle movement is exccptionaily free, and an adjustable damping device is
fitted. On test, the reproduction was of a very high
order, Bass notes were reproduced iñ very fine proportion. showing that the characteristics of the pick-up
have been designed to compensaie for the Jack of bass
in the recording processes. There was no screecisiness
°° the top notes, and with every make of rerd ated
the response could be described as straight-line. The
sensitivity seemed above the average, and the volume
control, which is fitted on the rear tone-arm support,
bad to be frequently employed to avoid overloading
the Input valve. A the modest price of 27s. lid, tisis
is truly a "deluxe" instrument,

TBI illustration shows one of the new Goodman
speakers wbkli are now being produced for the
public direct, The DeaInought" Is a high class
permanent speaker
designed

de-luxe
lines,
and
soiling at

-

on

d.

39s.

The

magnet s os
cobalt-steel with
a very ligh flux
densit, giving a

e'

p

-

egree of

high

senSiUVILyafldSO

enabling it to be
used with small
receivers.
The
cone Is made of
SPodal treated
material known
as
Verathne,'
giving a very
ne
response
'

clifTO.

-

i

Amulti-

atlo o u t p u t
transformer is
included with
this model and
the entire in-

strument

finished

i

s

In

-

The Goodman

D r ea d nought" mou-

'

.

_

n r-c o
i
sceaker.
glossy cellulose.
A sinallef model, known as the " Renown," Is
built on exactly similar lines, but has a smaller magnet,
Ail other detalle are the same, and tise price is only
27s Sd.
These speakers are tien supplied with
cabinets, or plain, fia tafflea.
MULLARD VALV E GUIDE
THE latest valve guide issued by the Mollard
i

i

,

bk

Company consists of a 9page
Sixty
ps«es are devoted to the various valve types, on which,
n addition to the curves, ali working data is given.
This data la extremely complete, giving, in the case
of output valves, the Optimum load, a very valuable
feature. A novel feature of these pages is the provision of a clear space headed" Notes," upon which the

IO-i COUPLING UNIT
AHIGH stage gain la often very useful, and tho

highest transformer is usually of a ratio of 7 or
to i. Messes. Telsen have produced a special 10 to 1
unit which consIsts of a transformer plus a resistance
and condenser. The anode resistance has a value of
25,000 ohms, whilst the coupling condenser is of .5 mfd.
The transformer itself is of the high permeability nickel
alloy tylw with a primary inductance of 40 henrIes.
The chararteristius of this component are Ideal for
modem receivers, having a rising curve at the bass end
of the scaLe to bring out the low flotes, and a falling
curve at the higher end of t e musical scale to cut down
heterodyne whistles, needle scratch. etc. Obviously,
one stage of LT. umplilicatlon employing thl5
coupling will bealmost as good as two ordinary stage3
and at the same time will give a splendid rcsponse
The price Is only l2s. lid,
8

s'

I

-

f

FUSED MAINS PLUGS

\yJlTfl

the Increased ose of all-mains sets, there '1
' is a demand for some form of "safety"
plug. J. A. Crabtree & Co., Ltd., have pr&
Juced some very novel and useful plugs,
with china base and bakelite upper portion.
The pins are of standard size and arc obtainable
for Sor Ib amp. wiringsockets. When using, for
a'
inst.ance,s wlrclss set on a 15 amp. circuil., the
-,
fuse In that circuit is much too large for the receiver anti does not, therefore, provide a safety
device for lt. These fused plugs are designed
to overcome this drawback, and are eulpped
with a fuse In each pole, in the 5 amp, size the fuse
4ia rated at 2 amps., and in the ib amp, size, 5 amp.
lisse' are fitted. The fuse is laid In asbestos cord, and
the centre of the plug is hollowed and contains a reel
of spare fuse wire. The result of this is that small
=
domestic appliances auch as toasters, irons, wireless
eliminators, etc., may be plugged Into the power
socket of the room, and in the event of short
circnits In the apparatus or Leads, only the fisse In the
plug will blow, leaving the mains fuses Intact. This
point is of Inestimable use to residents in out-of-the-way
TAc Clix sockel which was dcss,ibed on ¿hia pogo last wcek.
The neat proportions mat, be seen from this illustration. districts, or even the town dweller, on a Sunday, when
which is ,learlu twice tli actual size
no new mains fuse wire is obtainable.

Smooth control of sensitivIty can be obtained by
varying the negative grid bias up to s maximum of
15 vOlts. This can conveniently be done by means of
a potentiometer of 20,000 to 50,000 ohms, conítected
acrose the 15-volt battery, which also supplies grid
bias to the lov-1requeney portion of the receiver.

GOODMAN M.C. SPEAKERS

'I

..

-

I

H

'

g
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TeI.'cn IO/i

,

roes/hg

"nit.

reader may enter any suitable Information relating
to the valve. Seven pages are devoted tos "Technical
Appendix," In which are copious notes on Automatic
GrId Bias, The Multi-mu Valve, Anode Decoupling'
Choosing resistances, Choosing an Output Transformer,
Choosing Fixed Condensers. Operating Peiitodes, etc.
Lists of the principab commercial receivers are given,
showing the appropriate Muilard valves, and four clear
pages are supplied for notes. This is a handbook which
every listener should obtain. There Is no charge for
It, and a postcard to the Mollard Company will bring
one by return.

1
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Presents.

-

BY no means the least of the many relatives' receiving, outfits is th essential
blessings that wireless has conferred preliminary to sùceessfnl Christmas sho
upon mankind lies in providing ping at the radio store! Have a look when
what is, perhaps, the world's best solution they are not looking, and see what is
to the perennial problem of choosing lacking, or what parts of the installation
suitable Christmas gifta for one's friends could with real advantage be replaced by
'and relatives! In these days when nearly more efficient up-to-date components or
everybody seems to be a wireless enthusiast, accessories.
radio gifts are almost universally acceptable, provided that they are sufficiently Gifts to Suit Every Purse
One of the greatest advantages, of radio
well- chosen to enable the recipient to
exclaim: "Just what I wanted!" with gifts, from the donor's point of view, is
that thoroughly useful , wireless gadgets
veracity as well as politeness.
The whole art, of choosing thoroughly can be bought at any price from a few
acceptable -. wireless gifts lies in finding pence up to many pounds, so it is literally
The I.C.S. Wireless Courses cover every ou beforehand exactly what set, com- true to say that one can find, a wireless
phase of wireless work, from the yequire-. ponents, accessOries' or tools aro really Christmas present to suit every purse 1hat
ments of the youth who wishes to make wanted, and are therefore likely to be of contains any money! In this article
wireless engineering his career to the man
practical use to the person for whom the I propose to offer a few practical suggestions
who wants to construct a broadcasting set
uresent is- intended. A surretitious but which will help you to choose gifts from
for his home, and, at the" same time,
(Contined on page 667.)
careful inspection of your friends' or
to know how and why it opratcs
and how to lockte any faults that may

NEW

V

WIRELESS

IÑSTRUCTIOÑ

V

I

L

develop.
No branch of industry has ever progressed as rapidly as wireless' and the rate
: of pogress ¡s increasing. Only by knowing
thoroughly the basiç principles can pace
be kept with it. Our Instruction includes
American brbadcasting as well as British
It - is a modern
practice.
wireless
Leducation, covering every department of
.
the industry.

-

-i-

r

OUR COURSES

Included in the LC.S. range are ,Cures
dealing with the Installing of radio sets and,'
in particular, with their Serviceing, which
to-day intimately concerns every wireless
dealer and his employees. The Operating,
Course is vital to mastery of operating
and transmitting.
There is also a Course for the -wireless
salesman. This, in addition to inculcating
the art of salesmanship, provides that knowledge which enables the salesman to hold
his :own with the most technical of his
clIents.
We will be pleased to send you details
of any or all of these subjects. Just fill in
and post the coupon, or write in any other
wag, stating which branch of Wireless
interests you-the information you require
will be forwarded at once.

-YOU

MAY

USE

THIS

COUPON-

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd.,
Dept. 94, International Buildings,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Without cost, or obligation, please send me full
inlormation about the Courses I bave marked
11

THE I.C.S. WIRELESS COURSES
I.C.S. RADIO COURSES'

ÍLTHÈ
I.

Name ............. ..,_ ..
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RADIO CHRISTMAS GIFTS

Dùbilier.

(Continued front page 666.)

the somewhat bewildering assortment of
innumerable devices of all kinds on sale
at every radio shop.
Let us take the least expensive items
first. Fuses, for instance. It is surprising
how many receivers are devoid of any
fuse for the protection of the valve filamente
and batteries in the event of accidental
short-circuits, etc. Different kinds of fuses,
suitable for mains or battery sets as the
ease may be, and rated to "blow" at
various currents fronf 50 or 60 milliamps
upwards, can be purchased (complete with
suitable holders) for a shilling or two. The
fuses themselves, for replacement, cost

-

667

-

'

Condensôrs

r

8h

=

(/4)

4

-

-

chosen by:

KOLSTER
BRANDES.

only a few pence. Such an iñexpeusive
gift as this may be worth pounds to the
recipient if it is instrumental (as it easily
may be) in saving valuable valves and
batteries from destruction.
Some of the newer types of switches on
the marhnt are marvels of efficiency
compared with many of the older ones.
If any of your friends' loud-speakers give
forth fearsome crackling os- grating noises
whenever the switches on the set are
operated, the gift of one or two up-to-date
switches of suitable types should be greatly
appreciated-not on'ly by the owner of
the set but also by everyone who is in the
habit of listening to it! When a set is
used much by non-technical members of
the household, indicator switches, with
clear lettering showing the "on.' and
"off," or "long-wave" and "shortwave," or" gramo " and" radio "positions.
are preferable to the plain types. Even
the best switches are now relatively cheap,
and for a shilling or two one can cet a
i-eally excellent, quick-make-and.reak
switch of the simple "on-off" kind.

-

-:'

dependability:

J

-

-

)

Cone-Adaptors and Dual-Range Coils
Anyone who has a cone-type loud-speaker
that is inclined to rattle or "chatter" on
loud passages of music, etc.. would be
pleased with the gift of one of the special
cône adapters that can be bought for a
shilling or so. Passing on to rather more
expensive presents, a dual-range coil of an
efficient and reliable make is a gift that
might be heartily welcomed by anyone:
who is at present using interchangeable
plug-in coils. Very efficient screened timers
can now be obtained quite cheaply.
There are still many listeners who have
not yet explored the short waves below
100 metres and investigated the possibilities
of this fascinating branch of receptioñ.
If any such listeners are numbered among
your friends, why not make them a present
of a set of short-wave coils, if their receivers
are of the kind that can be adapted easily
for short-wave reception by the simple
expedient of changing coils? Or, better
stiH, give them n complete short-wave
adapter or convertor-bearing in mind,
of course, that the superhetcrodyne type
is suitable only for use with seth which
contain one or more stages of H.F.
amplification.

Ç

-

-

-

f,

.--

-

-

4!JF...4l6each
6jiF-. - 5/- each
814F. -. 5/6 each
Thea Conheu.,crl ay. dniqwd
jor a ,naxin.U,n paiL ooftag
(P.O.
4-O.) 450 yoU..

-

+

The well known firm of Kolster-Brandes exercise
great care in the selection of the Condensers used in
their receivers. The fact that they are using Dubilier Condensers in ever-increasing quantities is sufficient k
proof of their dependability and consistent performance.
Whatever type of Condenser you require,. you will lind
it in the Dubilier range. The Dubilier Dry Electrolytic
Condenser illustrated above is specially designed for
use as a smoothing condenser in mains radio apparatus.
-

-

-

New Valves and Batteries

Fi

New valves often give a new lease of life
to a set. Some of the modern types
represent an enonnous advance in efficiency
on those of a few years back; and, in any
case, valve filaments lose their emission
after a time, so that every listener needs
If,
suitable replacements occasionally.
therefore, you have a friend or relative
whose set is hampered by worn-out or
(Continued on page 668.)

CONDENSERS
-

DUBILIER

CONDENSER' CO.

(192r LTD.

Ducon Works, Victoria Road; North Acton, London, W.3
L

Distributing Agents for Irish Frec State: KELLY .&.SHIELLTD., 46f47 Fleet Street, Dublin, C.4
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provide a good solution to the Christmas.
present problem. Anyone, for instance,
OF YOUR
inefficient valves, you may be sure that new with an old accumulator that is failing to
ones will form a welcome gift, provided, hold its charges properly will welcome one
of course, that they are chosen to suit the of the latest types of accumulator replete
set and its power supply. In the case of a with up-to-data impkovements. Even the
battery-driven set, it is especially im- best makes are fairly inexpensive nowadays,
portant to choose valves whose voltage ranging in prioe from a few shillings upwards
and current ratings are within the capa. according to type and capacity.
bilities of the batteries. For instance,
anyone who is in the habit of using standard. Loud-speakers and Tool Kits
A new and better loud-speaker is a gift
capacity H.T. batteries may not thank
LEAKS and
you very fervently for a super.power valve that is sure of a hearty welcome. The
ClUB
model chosen should, of course, be of a
that fairly feasts on milliamps!
The new tone-control transformers now type suited to the output from the set
on the market afford -a means of greatly with- which it is to be used. A small set,
As half the constructor's troubles are due to unstable improving the performance of many for instance, may not supply a sufficiently
grid leaks and resistances, existing sets and amplifiers. These trans. powerful signal to operate, say, a movinglet ERIE carry the load. They formers can be fitted quite easily, as a rule,
coil speaker to the best advantage. Anyguaranteed in every rest. Safe, silent, stable, and in ylacc of an ordinary transformer or one who has a self-contained receiver or
Impervious
humidity R.LC. unit, so they form widely-acceptable radiogram with built-in-loud-speaker would
to
fluctuations,
they
will gifts. The transformer itself and a variable almost certainly be glad of an additional
solve one of your biggest
problems
as
they have resistance or potentiometer suitable for loud-spealer to be used on the end of
solved the similar probcontrolling the tone of reproduction can be extension leads to rooms other than that
lema of the leading Radio
bought foi- about a guinea. A gramophone in which the set is installed. Most sets
Manufacturers.
All values, one, two, pick-up makes an excellent present for with built-in loud-speakers cast be adapted
any listener who has an ordinary gramo- quite easily for the addition of an external
three and five watts.
O ohms to 4 megohms
phone and a valve set with loud-speaker, speaker. Suitable materials for fitting-up
Most sets which contain ono or more loud-speaker extensions to different parts
stages of L.F. amplification can be adapted of a house form a useful gift. The necessary
Pit WATt
quite easily for gramo-radio work. One can wiring, wall-jacks, loud-speaker plug, etc.,
in ill vluei
give anything from a pound up to several can be bought for a few shillings, while a
50 Ohms to
little extra outlay will cover the cost of a
5 Meg. a
guineas for the necessary equipment,
For those who own battery-driven remote-control arrangement for switching
1k.O/vø14
(") receivers, new HT., LT., and G.B, batteries the set on and off from a distance.
(Continued from page 667.)
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Erse Re.ssojs carry an unqual;flcd

GUARANTEE against breakdon.
Write for leaflet
The. Radio Resistor Co., i Golden Square,
London, Wi.
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RADIO RAMBLINGS
(Continssed from page 664.)

Ordinary Transformers for P.P.
THE push-pull system of amplification
has frequently been advocated in
these columns, and probably many readers
would give it a trial were it not for the
Lq.et that new and special transformers had
to be bought. As a matter of fact, however,
it is possible to build a push-pull amplifier
making use of ordinary L.F. transformers
and a centre tapped output choke. The
connections are shown in Fig. 4. Any
ordinary L.F. transformers having a ratio
of about 4.1 can be used, provided the

reasons for the great increase in power of
Leipzig is that it is hoped to make possible
reception from the Fatherland by Germans
living outside their own country. Judging
by the strength at which the 8tation is
beixig received in this country, it would
appear that the results arc lghly
satisfactory.

Cheek-

Wavelength
THE Brussels checking station of the International Broadcasting Union has
recently issued another of its monthly
graphs which are drawn out to show how
closely the European stations have adhered

Belling-Lee

H T#,

Bakelite Terminal
Ç

-s

-

Mount, terminals may
be mounted anywhere,
anyhow
vertically or
horizontally. On t h e
baseboard or screening
box, the window ledge,
wall or skirting board, etc.

-

An exceptionally neat bakelite

moulding dmigned to take
two terminal, of any make.
particularly aultable for our
"B " Type Terimnal.
No. 1039

Write for coitipiete
of Radio Connections.

8°

-

l,_,t

Pate4t

.BELLIÑGLEE
FOR EVERY RADIOCONNECTION
A dvi.
Ç-

of Itching

& Lee,

lid,, Canbrtdge
Enficid, Mlddieser,

Ç

L00.

/*'P
ol-.-..
sjo

lpl

Ç

_Jca

t-'-'-r

Cr ourp,JT

CHOKE -r

Fig.

4.-Tite method of making up a push-pull stage
from ordinary components.

anode current consumption of Vi does not
exceed 3 or 4 milliamperes. Valves V.2 and
V.3 should be small power.valves of the
220 P class. If a centre-tapped output
choke is not available, two ordinary L.F.
chokes can be used in series. Tho loudspeaker should be either a high-resistance
balanced armature one or a moving coil
with medium ratio transformer.
Leipzig-High Power
CONTRARY t& previous denials by the
German broadcasting authorities, it is
now understood that one of the principal

to their allotted wavelengths. The latest

one, which refers to the month of October,
shows what may be regarded as a fairly
satisfactory state of affairs. Apparently
the worst offender, as regards "wave
wandering," was Bremen, which somehow
nanaged to slip from its own frequency
of i,i2i kilocycles right down to Ban's
frequency of l,ii2 kilocycles and back
again no fewer than six times durmg
the month. Barcelona also, wandered a
good deal, but fortunately did not cause
any intetference.
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More Congratulations

Sra,-I am writing these few lines in
appreciation of your journal, which I have
taken since the first issue. I think it is the
best wireless weekly we'have yet had, and
I have been a reader and constructor for
the pást eight years, and I must say that
your paper is the best threepenny worth I
have had; it. keeps more to the practical
side of wireless, which is easier for the
amateur to understand. That is what we
want, instead of too much theory which the
ordinary listener cannot grasp at first.
Give us more practical illustrations with
simple explanations, and then your paper
I
will have an increasing circulation.
pass all my issues on to friends to spread
the good news, and everyone speaks well
of it.-Cii&its HansoN (Shildonl.

A Satisfied Reader's Suggestion

in-Knowing that you. have been
overwhelmed with congratulations, I hesitate to add, mine, but the stuff you conthree to give us is so good that you' will
two
have all your readers wanting,
Wednesdays in each week." I am one of
your thoroughly satisfied readers, and yetiwhy bave you discontinued your "wireless shorthand" panel? i bought a special
book and started pasting in my collection,
and then, full stop! Again, I am one of
the many thousands who still cling to the
det., 2 L.F. type, which, though perhaps
not up to modere standard, gives good
CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK

o! Wireless

Northwood reader, who in a recent issue
praises you for not having articles about
radjo stars and studios. It takes all sorts
to make a world, and a paper should
eater for all readers. In buying your paper,
I praise your size, I applaud your value,
and the technical side is good. But, personally, I should like to see more space
riven to the entertainment side of broadeastiug-sinoc there are times when I
want to read your paper, but do not want
to fiddle with my set. I feel sure you will
appreciate this criticism. Your paper gives
value, but as yet it does not give the best
value, becAuse it does not cater for all
tastes.-WILr. EVANS (Paddington).

00-YOU
r

Satisfied Reader's Suggestions

Sut,-First, please allow me to congratulate you for your publishing Pit&cI have been reading
TICAL WIRELESS.
wireless papers this last ten years. I have
over 1,000 books in my den, but I feel you
have struck a different style altogether,
in fact, a stylo that there is room for.
Practical, clear, and interesting. May I

suggest a contents index on your front
page so that one can find special articles by
I would also
glancing at the covers?
suggest more mains woi-k in plain talk.
Wishing you every success.-J. AUCKLAND
(Leeds).

¡
&

t

i
¡

Another SatIsfied Reader
SIR,-I have just purchased my. first
copy of PRACTICAL WIRELESS, and have
already put into practico one of your
conversion schemes, namely "Band Pass
Conversion," onpage 398. I have a Cossor
Melody Maker No. 234, and bought a
Formo pee-set condenser. I screwed this
on the outside of cabinet just below aerial
and earth terminals, and bored two holes
through the side of cabinetç wiring up
condenser to set, according to your diagram.
The result is astonishing, the selectivity
has been increased greatly, and the loud.
speaker is greatly improved, the only difference being that tuning has to be done
slowly and finely. Thanks for your hint
and splendid paper. You can put me down
as a regular reàder.-SmNizY Noinus
(Dundee).

KNOW?

-That one kilowatt is equivalent to 1.1)4
Horse Power.
-That one metre is equivalent to just over
three ami i quarter feet.
-That the valves used for transmitting
get so hot that a special reservoir is used at the
station to supply water for cooling purposes.
-That speech L, the best subject for testing
the high note response of a rtcelvcr and
speaker.
-That all mains receivers should he well
ventilated as the mains valves get very hot.
and some components are wax-tiled and
may he (laniriged by the excessive heat which
In generated.
-That sal-aminoniac, soda, cte., will improve the earth connection it a quantity is
buried beneath the wire.
-That variable condensers used for shortwave work should have a pig-tall connection
for the moving platea.
-That accumulators may he damaged by
or cr-or under-charging.

i

Dead?
Sra,-If your journal keeps to the gad- The EJ,ilor ill beNOTICE
pleased to consider articles of a
gets and wrinkle idea with, of course, practical natUre 'suitable far publicatioa iii PRACTICAL
.uch
¿eles
shoul.rt be written on one side
art
something in the way of a good set now \VIIcELESS.
the paper only, and should contain the naine and
and then, it will be just what is wanted. of
Whiet
the Editar does not hold
address of the seeder.
There must be dozens of small extra attach- lciragelf responsible for nuznsscripts, erery effort ncill be
ments to sets: viz., volume controls, both aside to return them if a stamped and addressed envelope
enclosed. Alt corresPondenc5 intended to the Editor
for speaker and set; extra H.F. units, also ishould
be addressed: The Editor, 1'RACT1CL WtRELES8,
L.F. units; and the crystal set is not dead uso. iieuows,
Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street, W.C.2.
Own to the rapid progress in the design of wireless
yet, although the various journals seem to
and
our efforts to keep our reoder in touch
apparqws
think so. I do not think myself that it with tim latest todevelopments,
we gus sto warranty thut
has been given a chanco to show it8 best yet, apparatus described sii our columns is not the oubl
and there must be thousands in use. If lettres p«teul.

A. C. Valves

"Hymn of Praise."

Sin,-I must thank

The Crystal Set Is Not

you for your reply
I have

re running last valve off raw A.C.

i

I

I

I

I

expressed by his correspondents

results and we stick to it becuse eonversions and scrapping is too expensive, and
no journal so far has given us a true conversion witAo'ut strap'pin1J, which could be
achieved with a modest outlay.. Now. Mr.
Editor, could you not continue leading the
way by obliging with a good H.P. conversion (not S.G.) ?-J. WooDLY (Llanfairfechan).

they could Only be made to give more
volume by better arrangements of coil and
wiring, what a jump there would be in their
use. I am writing this, not because I am
tied down to the crystal, for I have an
8-valve super-het., but because there are
a great many people that cannot go to the
expense of valves and batteries. Well, I
hope you will take tld in the spirit it is
wrtten, and that your paper goes on in the
wt%y it has begun, and so pave the path to
prosperity.-JOHN H. WEBLu (Leeds).

Sni,-Pcrmit me to disagree with your

A

Readers.

j The Editor does not necessarily agree with opinions

Article on a Cheap Portable Set Wanted
Szn,-I would like to add my plea to
that of "Portability," of Felixstowe, in
last week's PRAcTIcAL WmELEss. I have
not yet seen a good portable set described
in any journal, and I am sure there are
many others who would wish to see in your
paper instructions for constructing a
cheap and efficient portable set. May I
add my congratulations to the many others
ali'eady published ?-JoUN B. GIBSON
(East Preston).

Entertainment Side
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I

tried this out, and it iB very satisfactory.
My 2nd question concerned converting
my present set from battery valves to A.C.
valves, but I hardly think now it justifies
the expense and POSSible trouble, as the
amplification of the two valves is not
comparable. Now for the Hymn of Praise.
I must congratulate you on your paper,
which improves as it goe along, and gets
down to "brass tacks" without the need
of a technician to explain matters.-H,
MuLnn (Barnsley),
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Practical Letters from Readers

A'S MPLE'DEVICE:

(Continued from page 669.)

CROWDED
UT
Thése holly leaves
were intended for
-

the Diiect Ratho

Christmas advertisement. The page however is so crowded
wfth Christmas Gift
SuggestIons for your
friends and yourself,
that no space is available. lead all about
these
exceptional

TO

PAGE

655

MAKE YOUR
2
-

POST FREE

3,6
HY.

YEARS-

to-day for an everlasting
REACTO Rejuvenator, the amazing
new device
for restoring
HT.
Batteries to their original voltage
by feeding them with L,T.from only a
spare accumulator, which needs no
recharging once a year. also keeps
your new H.T. at full capacity.
Batteries with REACTO last at least
two years t Giving louder, clearer
tone.
No corrosion.
No H.T.
crackle.- Simple instructions. Money
refunded, if after 14 deys Reacto does
not do what we claim. A British
invention, Buitih Made.
Patent
applied for.
Send

I

2

leást

at

last

EAC
REJUVENATOR.
Send P.O. fo' 3/6 anis io-da y. Obloinable onlg ¡rom ihe manufaclu,ero

REACTO APPLIANCES LTD.
(Dept.

X.2.), 2S, Watling St.. Lnnd,n. !.C.4

TO SAVE YOU

POUNDS
.,cicntfic

-

STAGGERING OFFER
TO HÔME

r

BATTERIES

H.T.

Conversion Circuits
Snt,-I may be rather late in writing to
tell you how I enjoy reading my
CTICAL
WIRRLESS .very week, and I can assure
you that there is a standing order for it
to be delivered every week. Candidly it's
the first radio journal ever published.
both for the expert and novice. May I
make a suggestion? Can you spare a
valuable page on wirings, circuits for the
home constructor, to allow him to convert
his set into a Radio-gram? Then, say,
following week hints on same, cte.; or
weekly details of how to make a cabinet
for a radio-gram. May I wish everything
good and a long life to the PRACTICAL
WIRRLRSs.-H. H. Pmiu (Salford).

bargains-

TUN

I

The Croydon Radio Society
Sia,-I would like to make a plea that
you devote some space in PRACTICAL.
WIEBLESS to Radio Societies' activities.
You see, with such a young and enterprising paper, it must inevitably reach
many a wireless enthusiast who would
want to discuss the interesting points
raised in its pages, and he would find his
local radio society ideal for this.
We feel that your journal could be a
great friend to we, amateurs struggling
for the common cause, and this Society
would be pleased to furnish you weekly
with, say, 100-word reports of our meetings.
Doubtless, othér Societies would be also,
and so I look forward to hearing from you
that we may have a small comer of your
paper devoted to our efforts.-E. L.
Curmmrns (Hon. Seo.).

WECO
VALVES,

RADIOCONSTRUCTORS

-

-

SPeCified

"MIDGET TWO"
Valve and Base
Complete.
Each

AMAZING
"5ET1U.
THE FAMOUS
SLEKTUN

r

ELECTRADIA 80
PAGE
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
1933

ils,

for

Vauuhail Bridge Road. are ab'e to masse yostoffer for a limited period only
having purchased a huge quantity. Rarliee
application for onO 01 these splendid hito io
etrongly advised.
Every kit includes the exact componentu
originally epecified by the designer, and lu
supplied complete with baseboard and ebonite
panel out to elze and ready drilled, together
with ali necesoary terminals, wire and flex,
full-aire bloc-print und illustrated construction
guide.

I

1

sI

Upper Thames St., E.C.4.

The

SLEKTUN "SCOUT

S.G.3.sS

Simpler than ever to build

rorr
F L'eF.L

Bloepriost sed illustrated Cionetrnetioa Guider
Very practical inatrisetloss doe
combined.
tssllriing tisis crest set-tite completo kit of
bleh conto eniy 84/-. Write for a Free copy
ci the New Blaeprint Calde, sedjng 2d, j
Clamps for postage.
Slekian Prodaclo Ud., 21 Douchas Si. Westminster, S.W.j

COMPLETE KIT
includes the famous Siektun Super Transformer,
blektus Dual Runge soils, Cyidon Ganged
Condenser- with Sector Violon Eocutglseon.
TOO. Fixed Condensers. W.B. Valve Holders
and Switches. Ready Drilled Panel and TerPermcol " non-diacoloarablo
minal Strip of
Ebonite. Baseboard Aasembly- covered with
Koflductite" metallic screening material. All
necessary screws, terminals, connecting wire.
wander piaga and flex.
l'bis io a wonderful chance fo mettre 1h10
fine sel is time for Chrisirna8 os a lasting gift
to yoursdl/ aoci hour family.

CABARET ELECTRIC COMPANV,LTD.
i8i

stams

Xmas

Tise famous

trio amazing

-

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
5

"Siektun ' Scout Screened Grid
3-s-aloe Kit Receiver, already built by thouoand of enthusiaatla constrictors all over the
country and formerly eold at 84/- -is flow
offered to YOU for £3.
The Cabaret Electric Cri, Ltd., to commemorate
the opening of a magnificent new branch at

-

-

Copy sent Post Free for 4d.

"50 Stations"KIT
GREAT REDUCTION

Edition

NOW READY

SCOUT SC.3
At a

-

,VAUXHALL BRIDGE kOAD LONDON ,S.W.1
and 28, Hiqh'Road,Lew/sham1S.Lt

HEADPHON ES
as specIfied fortha
Lightweight.

Write for

"MIDGET TVO"
Sensitive.

46

per pair
paid.

With cords. 4,000 ohms,
post
Qootatlons for KITS os request.

Leaflet

,

A.

-To-day

W. HAMBLING LTO.,-16, Altred Place, London,W,1
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a postal reply is
desred. a stamped ad.

dressed envelope must
be enclosed. Every
query and drawinq
which is sent must bear
the name and address of the sender. Send
your queries to The Editor. PRACTICAL
WIRELESS. Ceo. Newnes. Ltd.. 8. 11.
Southampton St.. Strand. London.
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Controlling Volume." This wlU show you
'ichere to fix i volume control and what value to use.
The other article is on page 41 and Is entitled "1)o
yOu understand your Loud-speaker," which poInts
out to you the dilficidties very often met with when
using a pentodo valva in the last stage and also
explains several forms of tone control whereby the
difficulties in matching speaker to pentode can be
overcome.

and Is

SPECIAL NOTE

I
j

-

We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service Is intended only
for the solution of problems or difficulties
arising from the construction of receivers
described In our pages, from articles appearing
in our pages, or on generai wireless matters.
We regret that we cannot, for obvions reasons(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi-valve receivers.
(2) Suggest alterations or moduilcations of
receivers described in our conteso-

porarics.

I

I

(3) suggest alterations of modilications to
commercial receivers.
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
Please noto also, that all ak-etches and drawings
which are sent to us, should bear the name
aoci address of the sender.

IaII(I.lSl,tIÌUmaS)
THE NEIGHBOUR AGAIN
see froni your columns

"i

that you help listeners in
their difficulties, so I would 111cc you to help mo in
mine. 'lt is not exactly a technical query so much as a
legal one. I have lived in my liai for several years
now, anti the flat below has Just been re-let to no
lndlv1dul with a five-valve set.. The jesuit is that
he has put UI) 8fl aerial from bis window to the tree
at the bottom of the garden, and It is just below mine
the whole way down the garden. Result-he takes
all the music, and I get nothing on my two-valve set.
Can I compel lihn to ¡nove his aerial? I (lo not want
to cause trouble, but it seems unfiuir that he comes in
last, and with a ¡noce powerful set takes my enjoyment
iway. I should be glad of your advice, which I am
sure will be heipfuL"-(A. Ii. '1'., Woolwich.)
You are certainly unlucky, but there ¡s a solution,
and Ii should flot ho necessary to esoct to the Courts.
You say he lias put bis aerial on to the tree and run it
parallel with yours. That is the muse of the trouble(he two aerials being parallel. The fact that he has
live valves and you only two, doca not enter into it..
Your remedy, therefore, Is to run the aerials so that
they aro not parallel. As you both seem to pretbt
the tree to the expendIture of cash on a pole, lt would
appear that you must put np with the interference,
hut if you see your neighbour and explain the position
he may be willing, as the last to arrive, to buy a pole.
If not, explain to him that the time may come when
you will go In for a more powerful set., und spend one
evening searching for foreigners, with the result that
his enjoyment zany be spoilt by your tuning activities.
Ho may seo the other side of the question then, and
huy pole. At any rate that Is your only solutjonto ruuthe aerials as nearly at right angles us possible.
VOLUME CONTROL REQUIRED
A short time ago I built np a well-known make

1-

F

-

of hit set employing SG. Detector and Pentede stages,
hut from the ilrst instance of building up the set
j have been troubIe with distortion In a very bad
form. I bave written to the makers on savions
occasions, but they do not seem at all helpful over the
matter except utter a lot of correspondence they
agreed to test the kit at a charge which I thosrlit was
very unreasonable after them claiming the se' to be
without dIstortIon In their press adverts. The whole
of the trouble appears to be on the pentode valve,
for when using au ordinary low-power valve everything La O.K. (f bave also tried a new Pentodo).
I pointed this out to the makers and their reply was
to the effect that the Pentodo would give a louder
signal for a gIven Input than the power and that I was
probably trying to get too much -from -the. valve.
Pots this mean that i ought to fit a, Volume Control.
I shall be grateful for any help you can give me."(.1. lt. M.. Marmite).
We feel that a the makers state you are over.
I oadln' your pentode valve, the incluion of a volume
control will assist considerably In enablin' you to
obtain good quality reproduction. We aSvise you
to look at two articica which appeared jn PILtCTICAL
WntELESS, Number 1. One will be found on page 7
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INSTABILITY

I have recently built a three-salve receiver employ.
ing two LY. stages, and the reproductIon is very dis.
tortesi. The output vaire Is n super-power valve with
150 volt on the anode and maximum grid bias, as
recommended by the makers. There lo, however,
something wrong In the quality of reproduction. After
reading your pages since No. 1, 1 have couic to the conclusIqIl, by careful testing, that the L.F. stages art to
blamesomcwhere-bnt where, I cannot teil. I have a
voltmeter and a mulliammeter, sg should be glad If ou
could tell nie how to set about locating the nuisance.
(P. W. W., Hounslow.)
No doubt you have an unstable L.F. stage, and
there are several ways of locating this. The simplest
is to join the milliammeter In series with each anode It,

turn, and touch the grid terminais of the valveholders.
1f one of the vulves is oscillating (as we expect) the
anode current will show a sudden change. To cure it,
you must include a hlg.h resistance In the grid lead, or
otherwise decouple the grid, by inserting a resistance
In the grid bias lead, with p condenser (2 mId.) from the
transiormer to earth.
EXTERNAL INTERFERENCE

I live on the front here, end we have a lot ed
fancy lighting along the front, and it seems remarkable
that although my set, a 8 Screened-Grid Ferranti, Is
perfect all day long, immediately they set on the lights
in the evening we can scarcely hear our signals for
what sounds like atmospherics. Every day we are
clear, and every night we get this terrific nuisance.
Can you please tell nie what to do for relief?"(E. .1. M., Eastbourne.)
It seems certain that the interference which you
experience Is due to the lighting cables along the front.,
coupled In some measure With "genuine" atmoepherics, which arc always worse after darin, Ls your
aerial running parallel to the cables? 1f it is, you
can eilt out much of the Interference by placing lt at.
right augIta to them. If it Is a fairly big outdoor
aerial, cutting down its length to sonic extent might
also help; so might n small fixed condenser (about
.0003) in serles with your aerial (I.e., between the
aerial and your set). Bave you ever tried connecting
your aerial terminal to earth, and time earth terminal to
your aerial? Such an arrangement has been known
to work In a case of interference from overhead cables
for trolley buses, although It may have been in thu
nature of a freak In tisis partIcular instance.
A KICK-METER
'
I should like your advice on the following point
T do noi understand much about inilliampa. mliiihenrIes, etc., bui I do understand quality. - On my
set, which is a powerful one, I get a very loud output,
but on the local station I get terrible distortion. I
believe, from what I have read in your valuable book.
that this I due to overloading of the last valve. i
should like to Install something to teil mo when t.h1(or whether this) is so. Please don't talk about amps
and things, as lam afraid Ido not understand, them."
(lt. D., iiastbourno.)
There Is no need to understand any technical details
to give you the assistance you need. £uy a milliammeter giving a reading of 20 inllliasnps. Don't worry
what this lucena, simply buy one from the .ucareet,
wireless shop. The teeter should then ho, joined
between your output component and the anode of the
last valve-t hat Is, disconnect the wire in your set
which is joined to the P tonulnal of the last valveholder and join that terminal to the negative terminal
of the meter, and the who which you have disconnected you should join to the positive terminal of the
naeter. Now when you switch on the set the needle
of the meter will tnke.ssp a certain position on the
scale, and when listening you -'should adjust the
volume so that the needle remains steady the whole
time. Any kicking will Indicato distortion due to
overloading.
-

LITZENDR4HT WIRE
Th1i wire consists of stranded high frequency
cable, plaited together in sets of three. That
s
la to say, 0/40 Luz, would be made up of three
plaited length.s of gauge 40 wire (each length
insulated), and two other similar seta of three,
L
4 the complete three cables then plaited so formIng one cable of nine separate wires. The first
figure In tise gauge gives the total number of
teparatc wlre, and is consequently always a
¡
multiple of three, and the eccomi figure Is
u
the gauge of the individual wires,

H

-

AMERICAN NOMENCLATURE
iiavo had an American Radio
ans) It puzzles
me very much just how to set it np. There are six
vulves suri the wiring reacia in this fashion (Red) A-,
(White) hO--., (Biack)
C-, (Brown) 135
(Yellow) 45-, (Green)
The reading hero is
diiferout sud I have asked a few who are like myself
at a loss, hoping someone of your staff can solve the
problem for sue. AJeo what kind of accumulator
would be best, as I think myself that a 2-volt would be
of no flse."-.-(D. D. Catrine, Scotland):
In America the following letters Indicate the typo
Oiftssttery.

"I

The coupon on this
page must be attached
to every query.

u

t
t

-!
f

..L........................

A.'-'T.T. accumulator,
li.-H.T. Battery.
C.-Orid bias battery.
'Fou must f.nd out the voltage oC your valves to
know the type of accumulator to uso. As you do
not give us the type numbers wo cannot help you
here. We feel sure you will lint! it quite easy to
connect this set sip now you know to which batteries
the leads should be taken.
SPEAKERS IN EVERY ROOM

"I

wish to submit to your advice bureau the
followin" query. I am contemplating using a loudspeaker In various rooms In my house, e.g., plugs being
permanently wired up In each room and a loud-speaker
being plugged in' when required. I aia quite aware
that I have to use an output filter, but la it advisable
to slmpl,y connect up the plugs In stries, so that they
will be alive so to speak when the set la switched
qn? I wondered 1f the above arrangement of having
each one alive all the time would be detrimental."(M. E. Beanilnater).
You must not connect your louJspeakerpgsin

shorting switch across each plug. They should be
joined in parallel. This will not incur serbes whim
only one of the plugs is used at a tlrnc.

j
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS
known stations it happens frequently that listeners
pièk tp wireless transmissions of which they fail to
recognize the origin It is to solve these little probtenia that the Broadcuit Query &rriee has been orga

ATALOGUES
[C EI VED

________ _________
To care readers trouble, tre tsndertaTe to rend on
Catalogues of any of our adrerti,crd. Merci,, adala. e.0
a postcard, f he cames of the firms from whom ties
require catalogues, and Oddrss it to ' Catalogue,'
FRACrSCAL
WingLEss, Ges. Neones, Ltd., 8/ii,
Soot ha',, ptOn St.,. Strand, J.ondon, ires.
Jyhcre
advertisers make a charge, or require postage, this
shoutd be enclosed,

December 17th, 1932
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In order that a careful search may be tunde it Is
essential that certain data should be supplied to the
beat of the inquirer's ability and knowledge. When
sending such queries to the Editor the followine rules

I

t
I

SUPE SEDE

t
I

I

should be followed
1. Write legibl,, In ink. Clive your full name and
address.
2. State type of receiver used, and whether transmission 'was heard on headphones or on loud-speaker.
.
8. State approximate wavelength or frequency to
which receiver was tuned, or, alternatively, state
WEARITE" HETERODYNE FILTERS
of long distance and sometimes local between which two stations (of which you have the
R1,b°Nis occasionally spoiled by heterodyne condenser readings) the transmission was picked up,
stations
4. Give date and time when broadcast was heard,
whistles, particularly when using a powerful receiver,
One of the best remedies for this sort of interference la Do not forget to add whether am. or pta.
5. (flit's details of programme received, and, if yod
to use a filter for cutting out frequencies above a certain can,
some indication regarding the language, If heard.
value. An efficient filter for this purpose Is the
6.
whether and what call was given and/or
Wearite" filter, which is made in two patterns; typo kind State
of inters ai signal (metronome, musical box,
"A " to cut off t 3,500 cc1es per sec., approximately, bells, etc.)
between
Items.
and type "B" to cut off at about 5,000 cycles. The
7. To facilitate publication of replies, append a
filters are housed in neat moulded boxes, with terminals nom-de-plume
your
to
inquiry.
on top clearly nsarke<1. Au additional use for the
Although the service Is mainly applicable to broad"Wearite" filter is the elimination of needle scratch casting
stations,
wherever
possible replies will be given
and background hiss in radio-grams. The price for in regard to morse transmitters
stàtlonfi,
either type of filter is lOs. 6d., and further particulars fog beacons, etc.) and short-wave (commercial
For the
are given in a leaflet we have just received from Identification, however, of stationsbroadcasts.
operating on chanWright and Woalre Ltd., 740, HIgh Road, Tottenliam, nels below 100 metres it will be cyldent
to
inquirers
N.17.
that a closer estimate of wavelength must be sub'
mitted than Ín the caso of broadcasts on tite medium
G'OODMANS' LOUDSPEAKERS
or long waveband If successful Identification la to be
A USEFUL range of isermanent macnot moving
nut.
t't coil speakers Is given In an attractive folder carried
All enquiries should be addressed to The Editor,
issued by Messrs. Goodman. Reading the range is the PRACTICAL WIRELEsS, 8-11, Southampton Street,
Dreadnought" PM. Moving Coil Speaker, housed In Strand, London, W.C.2, and the envelope marked
a polished walnut cabinet of modern design. A cobalt Broadcast Query Sereice, lu top left-hand corner.
steel magnet of special design gives an intense flux Stomped addressed envelope should not be enclosed,
density, and a specially treated "Veratone" cone is as replies cannot be sent by post, but will be published
employed which ensures maximum sensitivity. The in due course In each Issue of PUA rIVAL WIRElESs.
pried of this speaker, including a universal output
transformer, is 598. Od. The chassis alone, with transformer, is priced at 39s. 64., complete with auxiliary
baffle. The "Renown," another permanent magnet
Replies to Broadcast QueHes
MC. speaker, constructed on similar Unes, Is priced
at 27s. 64. as a chassis model, or 42s. Od. housed in an
attractive cabinet. Also included in the list Is the
It. H. Huan'nRtgs (Liverpool): If call sign li correct
Sandringham" Cone Speaker, fitted with Goodmans' you appear to have picked up an experimental trans4-pole balanced armature unit. This model, housed in mission by G6CX, Mr. R. W. Stacey, 42a, Rampatead
a well finished, polished oak cabinet, sella at the very Road, Fairfield, Liverpool. DAR-DE-DAR (Port Glasmoderate price of 23s, (Id.
gow): MMM, May Island Lighthouse, MNG, North
Ronaldahay Lighthouse, both on 1,000 m.; MIEN,
Regret, cannot trace. Raw LISTENER (Glasgow):
anaueuau,e(,aI,eOa4,e(IeUao, No doubt, an American broadcast direct, but we
cannot possibly identify wavelength, and consequently
transmitter, from your condenser reading alone.
O-v-2 (Ilford): Apparently amateur transmitter, but
call sign Is not In published Ust. Would advise 'ou to
tEnER the above title, wIth the assistance of a write to Rodio Society of Great BritaIn, 53, Victoria
recognizes! authority on foreign brosdca,tIng matters Street, S.W.1. C.ex (W.C.1.): 200, 221) and 250
and a regular contrIbutor to wireless publications metres. 'L. G. KmBY (Birmingham): SUC, Abu
both at home and abroad, we are inaugurating a special Zabal (CaIro) on 25.18 m., relayed to Sydney, N.S.W.
'Identification Service, which should prove of great MONI,! (Southampton): Leningrad now on 857.1 In.
assistance to our readers. When tuning in well- (351 kc/s),

.
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It costs nothing

to know how
to get better results with

STANDARD
Leclanché Self-Charging
PERMANENT

BATTERY

HT.

We provide personal aLention and show even
Bigger savings on your battery expense. Install
the Standard which lasts for years, because it
re-charges itself when the set is shut down. This
PERMANENT saving is enjoyed by thousands
of enthusiasts. Ample level current brings
in difficult stations without background. Eventuai replacements merely a matter ol changing
cartridges at a few pence each. Such great promise deserves your investigation. DO IT NOW.
STANDARD BOOKLET POST FREE
Popular Type Battery for Ordinary Sets
Any voltage,
No. S size. 12,500
Any capacity. lilociel 155.
capacity

5,milhamp

126 volts,' 84 cells,

Price complete

without trays
Tray containers extra if required.
Other capacities 2,000 to 25,000 milhiaflspe.
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184-188, Shaftesbuyy Avenu., London, W.C.2.
Down
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2, Wessgate Chambers. Newport, Mon
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WE BUY YOUR OLD SET dc SUPPLY
YOU WITH A NEW SEASON'S MODEL
Liberal Allowances and Balance
Payable by Cash or Hire Purchase
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I

EVERY MAKE OF SET, KIT
OR RADIOGRAM SUPPLIED
Complete Transactions Executed by Mail.

U It will pay ?you to write for particulars of our amazing exchange offer,
U enclosing lisci, stamp, naming your old set and the new model you fancy.
A FREE QUOTATION WILL FOLLOW.
U
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I

MAKE YouÎ :JFRIEND ::HAppy THIS XMAS
GIVE HI[A NEWNES WIRELESS. BOOK
THE OUTLINE
OF WIRELESS

RALPH STRANGER'S
WIRELESS LIBRARY

Third Edition.

¶

HIS book has been prepared

for the non-technical listener. Written in simple .Ianguage it explains everything
about wireles from À to Z as
it has never been explained before. Àfter reading ." The Outline of Wireless,'' your set,
which a few days ao vas a
scaled book to you, will now be
yours to do with as you will. 840
pages. FUlly Illustrated.
816,

post free 9/.

Th.

Some Press

Oftinions:

...

"Mr. Stranger
gives a simple,
yet aut.hentie, introduction to all the 'mysteries,' and explains them aivay in an
exceedingly interesting and readable way.
A book which should go on every listener's bookshelf. -The Star.

"A good book simply written."-Th?.
Daily Mirror.

It will be surprising if such an
ably-written book as this does not find a
svide sale."-Daity

Z7eee.

-

Mr. Stranger bas succeeded in
doing one thing that will endear him to all
students interested in electricity. Ile bas
succeeded in making static electricity fascinating. . . The book should prove of
great value to all those who have a set or
contemplate the construction of one"..-.
lVorld-Radio.

The subject, in both theoretical
and practical aspects, is dealt with in a lucid
manner guaranteed to incsdcatc lcno*Iedge
without pains."-.4nzatenr Wireless.

MAN

MODERN VALVES
WIRELESS
COMMUNICATION
AND BROADCASTING
WIRELESS WAVES
HOW TO UNDERSTAND WIRELESS
DIAGRAMS
SELECTION OF WIRELESS SIGNALS
DETECtION OF WIRELESS SIGNALS
AMPLIFICATION OF WIRELESS
SIGNALS
REPRODUCTION OF. WIRELESS
SIGNALS
WIRELESS RECEIVING CIRCUITS
WIRELESS MEASURING iNSTRUMENTS
THE BY-PRODUCTS OF WIRELESS
1/e' each, post tree 112

(9th Edition)
A book which shows the wireless enthusiast how to obtain the maximum enjoyment from bis wireless set. A practical
book, expert in range, yet clear and concise
It explains in simple
in presentation.
language the principles of radio communica-

tion. Its delightful simplicity and thoroughness will interest all, whether beginners or
2/6, post (ree 2J9

wijtten to sweep
away the greatest obstacle to
the understanding qf wirelessthe mathematics of the subject.
Original and lucid epIanations
of all branches of mathematics
as applied tu radio. Indispensable to all who would understand
technical books and articles.
Differential and Integral Calculus are explained at some
length and the use of Logarithms
and the Slide Rule clearly
shown. 256 pages. Fully Illustrated.
A book specially

N THE STREET

VISION)

"DICTRON"

experts.

by RALPH STRANGER

MATTER AND ENERGY
ELECTRONIC CURRENTS
ELECTRIFIED MATTER
MAGNETISM AND. ELECTRO-MA GNETISM
SEEING BY WIRELESS (FELE-

WIRELESS
STEP BY STEP
by

OF WIRELESS.

for the

by RALPH STRANGER

T

THE
MATHEMATICS

"Omnibus" Book

Tire Wireless

S

5f.., post free

WIRELESS

THE MODERN

MAGIC CARPET
by RALPH STRANGER

.

Fourth Edition.

If you know nothing

about
wireless this book will show you
how to provide yourself with an
interesting and absorbing hobby.
If you area listener, but rather
weak on the technical side, it
'will save you much unnecessary
worry and expense. If you wish
to experiient,this volume will
provide you with valuable ex
perimental data. If you are an
expert and have to lecture, it
will give you some useful lecture
material.

RADIO PLAYS
by

L

du

GA1DE PEACH

Millions of wireless listeners who have been
thrilled by such wireless plays as "The Path
of Glory" and "The Marie Celeste "- can
now have these and other plays in book
form. An indispensable guide for ail who
would wrte plays for the microphone. No
library is complete without these thrilling
plays.
2/6, posi free 2/9

i

-

3!6

-

5/3

post free 3/9

FINDING FOREIGN
STATIONS
by R. W.

HALLOWS

This book will be welcomed by all wireless
enthusiasts. The number of people who
possess wireless sets of requisite power and
who fail to get foreign stations satisfactorily,
is legion. This book will enable you to obtain
the best possible results of which your set
s

capable..

i
I

3/6, post free

39

:

Obtainable from all Newsagenis. Booksellers and Booksta Us. or al post free rates from
Ç

GEORGE NEWNES LTD., 8-11, SOUTHAMPTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2
Geove

L
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Voltage of Supply.

Correct in
Lamp.

6

-

c.p.

16

-

240

250

250

=

110

lID

.96 amperes.

32

Current

METAL-FILAMENT LAMPS

Spilled
iv

spilled. it ...slios'ld
b6
immediately tre.ted with s
neutralising solution such us
sodium carbonate (soda)
and water, or ammonia
and water.

x-ssed.
.254
.509
1.018
.127

.20)

Candlepower,

-

8

1,400
1.350
1.300
1.250
1.225

16

16

-__32

-,

rood

principally

for

10

27

e-

Reqared Specific
Gravity at 10 F.

IO.
lO

1..gumalator.cithrr2,4.oróvolt.

-

-.

40°F.

50°F. 60°F.

70°F. 80°F. 90°F. 100°F.

Fully charged
Half d25-

1.288

1.284

.280

1276

1.272

.268

charged 1.207

1.204

1.200

1.1%

1.193

1.189

1.186

SPECIFIC GRAVITY.

¿

's.

Gravity.
Parts by Volume.

Parts by Volume.

1.113

1.110

1.107

1.104

1.101

1:098

Fully dis1.115

IO
IO
IO
IO

.

'

J

IO

A more efficient method of song th chemical rectifier
s6own above. Four of the jars are joined as shown.
and thl ressslts in full-wave rectification. The jara are
joined in pairs in series, und theo connected bark to
back. The accumulator s jome between the two pairs.

1.264

,W.q/N5

t

jA

.09
.18

675
__________________ _________________

&lls.

charged

049

.18
.36

_____________________

1.275
1.265
1.255
1.250

Actual Hydrometer readings at temperatures
shown below to give 1.280 at 60° F.

Condition
of

220
220
220

.

IO
ID

trickle

.09

°°

ACID TEMPERATURE CORRECTION TABLE.

charging. A small transformer is
joined to the ecains giving a step
down suitable for the rectifier. The
output may then be adjusted by
suitable fraistance, to suit the

1.400

110
110
110

1300

14
18
21

29

Another method of rectifying A.C.
current is to employ a metal
rectifier. This form 0f rectification

-

Parts by Volume,

Parts by Volume.

ri

passod.

-

ACID OF

Acid, 1.840 Spevillc

Gravity.

Carient

VO Itage.

32
8

.509

Water.

-

half-wave rectifier consisting of a jur Containing
two rlectrodea asid an electrolyte. The
electrodes are composed of lead and aluminium
the former being in the form of a fiai sheet
bent to form practically a cylinder. The
aluminium should be in the form of a rad.
The jar is filled with ammonium phosphate,
in the proportion 0f 23 lb. of salto to one
gallon of water. To limit the charging rate
lamps may be used as described for D.C.
mains. Weak ammonia should be added
from time to time to the solution to neutealise
the electrolyte.

cURRENTCARRYING CAPACITY OF LAMPS.

.

TABLE OF ACID AND WATER PROPORTIONS USING ACID
OF 1.840 SPECIFIC GRAVIff.
Required Specific
Gravity at loa F.

With A.C. mans the current must erst be
rectified. This illustration shows a simple

-.

A.cid.-I( electrolyte

220
220
220

16

A Half.wavr Chemical Rectifier.

c.p.

-

Neutralising

CARBON-FILAMENT LAMPS.

16

per c.p.

60 c_p.
tOO

--

4X60

CURRENT-CARRYING CAPACITY OF LAMPS

32
8

32 c.p.

c.p.

32 c.p.

12 c.p.

4 Watts

of lamps will allow to flow.
Four lamps of 60 watts each are available asid tise town supply is
250 volts.
Number of lamps X scattare of each.
Current flowing
Volcare of supply.

lator.

lID

16c.p.

-

Chaegsog from D.C. Moho.

8

8c.p.
i6.

8 c.p.

EXAMPLE I -Suppose the battery has to be charged at IO amperes and
250.
the voltage of supply
250 X IO
2,500.
Total watts required
Divide this value by the wattage of the limps available to get the
number required. Thus the number of 60-watt lampa required
2.500
25, etc.
42 approx.; lOO-watt lamps
60
EXAMPLE 2--To find tite current which a certain number and valua

The simple method of oining an accumulator to D.C. mains for charging purposes.
The positivr load from the mains mast
be broken, and a suitable resistance
inserted in tIsis lead. A carbon or metalfilament lamp formo a very good resistance, and the tabir at the side shows the
current passed by the different values of
lamp. (if course, any form of resistance
may be employed provided it regulates
An amthe current to a suitable value.
meter may be used to adjust this, and the
charging rate should not eaceetl that
which is given on the label of the accumu-

Voltage.

At

J

2

IO-200 2O25O

50

25

-

Candlepower.

RCA IR/NS

Notes on Carbon Filament Ltmpa.-Carbon Masnant amps are
ssed foe charging purpoees chiefly becausa they take almost four times
as much current per candle-power as do metal lamps.
The table shows the carrent allowed by orse lamp of the candle-power
indicated on the various voltagm shown.
If the lamps available ace only stamped in watts they consume, to
nd how many such lamps ere required mult,ply the voltage oi supply
by the charging current required. This will give the total Watts
required.

Aanperea per

js

o.1

Accumulator 'narging
L

-

HEE

-s

The Charging Rate.-The maximum 55f, charging rate of an accumrslator is spprooimately one-tenth
of its actual capacity. For instance.
the charging rate of u 60 ampere-hour
cell would be 6 amps. Any excess
would cause heating and disintegraor
Pour the acid carefully into the

______________________
Mda! A.C.

RcIijier.

te
Ing

nd po,ïbk pnrnona injury.

A

Full-wane

C)emkd

R«tijier.
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re-designed and gives an even
bfter response -curve 1han
hItherto. Free coupling of lh&
head to the-tone-arm- reduces
pressure on records and facllitates
needle changing. and a ballbearing universal jórnt'on the
tone-arm support ensures- easj
hcking.- And independent, and
specially designed volume
cont!ol of correct value is supplied with this connoisseur?
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"AMATEUR WIRELESS" said:

from below 200 to above 2.000."
"POPULAR WIRELESS" said:
"Gives fine results both in point of
Power and Selectivity."

L

-

'Six miles from Brookmans Park it was
possible to separate 1h: t

,

°

Simplifies Set Construction. Only
connections to make in as few minutes.
Descriptive Leaflet PR' and FREE Circuit

AUTOKOILI"
All-wave Tuner

Embostes ssrisble re.

Price

actioncoilandttee-way

5

'

on request.

I'')b

ne°

Esibraved' Escutcheon
cotes.
1/

'

BLUE PRINTS for "AUTOKOILTHREE'or
AUTOKOIL REINARTZ THREE. 1/-each.
Kits for above, and for ALL Practial Wiretess sets. Details and Prices on request.

THE

This wonderful programme Selector
gives you at the touch of one Switch.
either, of any two pre-arranged
stations and yet does not interfere
with normal tuning for any other
stations at any time.
can be used in any set
" Autoceptors
but method of wiring to circuit vacies;
ful! .nd sithple Instructions with each one.
Only 2 connections to make. Write for
Leaflet "A.P

K

ii

I

ßRITISH GENERAL

L

$1

STUNING UNIT..
.

«AUTOCEPTOR»

"

Hito.

'

L

st

'5,

L

-

NOW REDUCED TO
z?..,,

41

C

-

-

From

Increased demand, enlarged turnc-ver enables us to offer this popular tuning
vnit at this remarkable price. .Cuts out coils.
Covers all wave-lengths from 200 to 2.000
metres. Easy fixing; simple tuning. Free.
wiring diagrams supplied.

all doalors or diroct

BRITISH GENERAL MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.,
.Brockley Works, London, S.E.4.

-

A

"AUTOCEPTOR"
Programme Price
constructed. Eteloced

in daot-peoot
bakelitn
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THE NEWALL WAVETUNER
that simplifies set Luildiiig and
increases selectivity and volume.
READ THESE "TEST" REPORTS:

.v

-

RODS. SHEET. TUBES. PANELS

The BRITISH EBONITE

-

_---'s.

-

Vi

L
Lr
£i
£
TESTED BEFORE DESPATCI-I
The original BECOL ebonite low loss formers are thoroughly
reliable. They are used iii all parts of the world. Look for
the BECOL trade mark. Ash your dealer.
If unable to
Supply, write direct.
Send now, enclosing 6d. (post free)
for up-to-date handbook of tuning coils for DUAL RANGE,
BANDPASS, and SUPER-HET. circuits.
Fully illustrated
with data. A very interesting handbook.

£4

-
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HEADPHONES

for "Practical Wireless'
SHORT-WAVE THREE." Sensitive.
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TRIÜMPH..;..Ó.F.:.PRECISICN,

Gives extremely fine tunin.
SiniUr in construction to the J. B. "NUGANG" Condensers, but

-

-

the trimmer of front section is operated
independently from the receiver panel by
means of a second knob cóncentric with the main
tuning knob. Rigid one pIece chassis,veryrobust
construction. Trimmer to each stage. Heavy
gauge wide spaced aluminium vanès. SpecIal

-

bearins to rotor ensure permanent
accuracy.

-

Capacity .0005.
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Completo
2 gang
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KIT YOUCAN
BUILD YOURSELF
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EMPLOYING

METALLISED
S.G.HIGH-MU
DETECTOR Li'

ECONOMY POWER
FENTOPE VALVES

ORII'6TDOWN AND
COMPLETE I CABINET f
Listen have published a
conTWELVE MONTHLY
structional Chart, giving the most
WITPI LOU DS PEAKE R ti'.3S PAYMENTS Of IO'6i
detailed instructions ever printed
for the building of a wireless set.
You can't go wrong-you are told what to
do with every part, every wire, every terminal-everything is identified by photographs. Everybody, without any technical knowledge or skill, can safely
and with COMPLETE CERTAINTY undertake to build
this most modern of radio receivers from tise instructions
given and the parts Lissen have supplied.
This new Lissen SKYSCRAPER Kit set is the only one on the
market that you can build yourself employing a Metailised
Screened-grid Valve, High-Mu Detector and Economy
Power Pentode. Around these three valves Lissen have
designed a home constructor's kit the equal of which there
has never been before. Why be satisfied with whispering
-.
foreign stations, when you CAN BUILD WITH YOUR
OWN HANDS this LISSEN SKYSCRAPER that will bring
in loudly and clearly distant stations in a profusion that will
add largely to your enjoyment of radio?
..--
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Skyscraper Chassis Kit,
complete
th Valves,
CASH PRICE 89/6. Or 8/6
down and twelve month
payments of 7/6.

HIGH MU DETECTOR
&ECONOMY POWER

Paymeet Terms.

Skyscraper Kit complete with Walnut
Cabinet and inbuilt Loudspeaker, as
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the
Listen to New York at Lunch Time
,T TH even a modest short-wave receiver
VV it is now possible to hear at 1.0 p.m.
daily W3XAL, Bound Brook, N.J., on
k6.878 m. (17,780 kc/s), as this station
comes oip the air at 8.0 a.m. Eastern
Standard Time. With a cheery "Good
morning, ladies and gentlemen," the
announcer takes you over to the New York
studios for light music or short sketches.
At the end of each broadcast, the call of

'."'

.jL.

--

W RELESS

Have You Heard Porto

fico?

¡N addition to a numbr of American

I

I transmissions heard after midnight.
listeners now report good reception of
WKAQ, San Juan, Porto Rico, on 236.1 m.
(1,270 kilocycles) between 2.0 and 3.0 am.
G.M.T. All announcements are made in
English and Spanish.

Readers please note that the Gift
Stamp (No. 13) the last for
their Presentation

f

WIRELESS
CON STRUCTOR'S¡
ENCYCLOPAEDIA

the National Broadcasting Company of
America is given, preceded by three notes
(on oscillating valves) generally adopted
as an interval signal.

New Hungarian Belay Station

ACCORDING to a report the Nyirehaza
6-kilowatt relay station has started
its tests on 261 metres; in common with
Magyarovar (210 m.) it re.broadcasts the

$

Budapest

appears on the back
cover of this week's

International Christmas Peace Programme
HE UNION INTERNATIONALE DE
I RADIODIFFUSION at Geneva is
endeavouring to arrange a special international broadcast during the Christmas
Holidays. Steps are to be taken to induce
all European stations to transmit this
Christmas Peace programme.

structions thereon TO-DAY?

PLEASE DON'T DELAY.
As announced last week there will be
an enormous number of volumes to
despatch, and it will necessarily take
some little tIme to get them all out. Ali
applications will be treated in strict
rotation. If you do not receive your
volume within 21 days of the despatch
of your application-notify by post card
giving date application was made.

¡

The B.B.C. Nigger Minstrels

BROADCASTING HOUSE proposes to
revive the Nigger Minstrel entertainment by organising a troupe of its own,
the Kentucky Minstrels, and the first
transmission will be heard by Regional
listeners on January 6th. Such a conibination will form a good background for the
introduction of popular negro spiritual
ongs and short sketches. The company
will include the traditional Bones, Corner.
men, Stump Orators, etc.

It will be

impossible

The Result of the Madrid Conference

ALTHOUGH the International Conference at Madrid is almost at an
end, it is expected that the broadcasting
world will reap but little advantage from
the decisions taken by the delegates. At
the utmost some six or seven channels may
be added to the baud allocated to telephony
transmitters. No alterations aro likely to
take place before the next meeting of the
International Union of Broadcasters at
Prague in 1933.

to

des patch any volumes until
after the Christmas Holidays
NOTE:Carefully read instructions on

your Subsctiption Voucher and make
sure it is properly filled in, In every
detail, before forwarding.

Held Over

OWING to great pressure on space,
we have been compelled to hold,
over the continuation of Mr. Barton
Chapple's second article on "Thinking in
Terms of Frequency."
¿el
ll
le

YOUR-LAST ÇIFT STAMP
APPEARS THIS WEEK

A Batch of Plays

AMONGST a number of works to be
broadcast during December and
January the B.B.C. has selected The Forest

Don't forget to complete and send in
your Subscription Voucher immediately.

......

"Practical Wireless"
Presentation Department,

(John Galsworthy); The Green Goddess
(Wiffiam Archer); Flecker's Hassan and
Sheridan's The School for Scandal. A new
microphone version of Charlotte Brontê's
best-known work, Jane Lyre, will be given

P

-

i

programmes.t

COMPLAINTS have been received by
the U.I.R. at Geneva, that European
transmitters do not give out their calls
sufficiently often, and a request has been
made to the studios to broadcast the name
of the station at the beginning and at the
end of all transmissions, and whenever
opportunity occurs in the course of the
programme. The method adopted by the
U.S.A. stations of calling at regular
intervals is a good one.

Will readers who are qualifying for'this
Presentation Encyclopaedia affix the
last Gift Stamp to their Subscription
Voucher, and forward the completed
Voucher in accordance with the in-

I

/

To Facilitate the Identification of Stations

j "PRACTICAL WIRELESS"

Austria Broadcasts on Short Waves
UOR2, the Vienna experimental transmitter on 49.4 metres (6,072 kilocycles) may now be heard working every
Tuesday and Thursday from 1.30-6.0 p.m.
and again from 7.0-9.0 p.m. G.M.T. when
it relays the Vienna programmes.

on January 2nd.

-

'

-

H. J. Barton Chapple,wh.Sch., B.Sc. (Hans.), A.M.I.E.E.
Frank Preston, F.K.A.,W. J. Delaney, W. B. t4lchardsan.

39, King Street, Covent Garden,
London, W.C.2.
I.I4loOIÌ'I.Oeo
L.00.0

-
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NEXT WEEK'S DATA SHEET

¡

will be entitled

{
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JESTING
evening,PARAGRAPHS

The Christmas Radio Pantomime
TRE most suitable period of the
8 o'clock, has been chosen for the
broadcast of Ernest Longstaffe's pantomime, Jack and the Beanstalk, on Ijecem-

¡

I

_,,,

....

..

J

J

A Genuine Russian Cabaret

(continued)

chides Russian and Tzigane folk songs as
well as a number of original sketòhes.
Clearing Up a Puzzle

-

ITIRELESS

listeners have been someber 26th (National) and December 27th
CHAUVE SOURIS (The Bat
what mystified by the result of a
(Regional). The cast includes Leonard LA Theatre of Moscow), consisting of I prosecution in which a fine was imposed by
Henry who, we are told, will
a magistrate on a man who
TELEPHONE TALKS TO AEROPLANE
not impersonate the beanwas using two radio restalk I
r-ceiversat the same address.
As stated by the daily Press
A Play Without Words
the facts of the case were
not made perfectly clear to
TI7ORKING DAY is the
the public, as the wireless
VV
title of one of the
sets in the house were
8hortest plays on record;
it will run for less than
owned by two different
people, and one licence only
fifteen minutes, and will
:
had been taken out. The
consist of sound effects
listening licence issued by
only. The novel programme
the Postmaster General
has been specially written
a
for the microphone, by
covers the installation of
a receiving station, Le.,
Dallas Bower, the wellthe operation of a wireless
known film personality.
receiver. Such a lieece
Without words he will enpermits the use, if desired,
deavour to give an iniof a separate set for the
pression of the. passing
domestic staff, and the
hours. -.
holder of the licence may
also possess a portable set.
Call of the North Italian
The use of the receivers is
Stations
also granted to members of
WIllEN a simultaneous
the licensee's family. In
VV
broadcast is carried
the case, of course, of an
Out by Milan, Turin, Trieste,
apartment house or of a
and Genoa, you will not
house sub-let into flats,' a
necessarily hear any of
separate licence is required
these names mentioned.
by each tenant.
The interval signal used
will be that of Turin, the
Two-way corn municolion, both by telephone and telegraph wireless, during tests The Danish Interval Signal
.trill of the nightingale, at the BALDONNELL AERODROME, Was established with pe,rfeci results.ETWEEN items m the
and the call put out by the
Copenhagen programme.
woman announcer:. Eh Yah (ELA.R.) twelve artists, is back in London fi-orn a you may hear a special musical signal
Radio Alt'Italia (Upper Italy).
world tour. Arrangements have been which consists of a phrase taken from a
concluded to broadcast a performance Danish folk song dating back to the early
The Father of 5,000 Children
through the Regional wavelength on fourteenth century. It is reproduced by
PAPA STEFANE is the pet-name given to December 24th. The entertainment in- an instrument resembling an electrical
musical box, and has been adopted as the
the director of the Katowice (Poland)
station, Dr. Tyrniniecki, who some four
Copenhagen signature tune.
years ago founded the International Radio
Club, calling itself the Katowicards. Every
German Night Listeners
Wednesday and Friday, from 10.0 p.m.
r' ERMANY is the country for statistics,
G.M.T., Papa Stefane replies to letters
'S.J
and during the past year considerable
received from his unseen children, some
investigation has been carried out by the
Problem No. 14
five thousand members of this vast assoauthorities in matters relating to the
Johnson's wireless set was installed in the
ciation.
broadcasting stations.
The languages used in these
According to a
dining-room, as this faced the garden and perrecent census, ninety per cent. of German
broadcasts are French, English, Italian,
mitted of easy connection to the aerial. However, Vor the Christmas holidays he decided
listeners use their wireless receivers beGerman, and any other which may be
that the set would be more convenient in the
tween 7.30 and 11.30 p.m., and fifty per
found necessary.
drawing-room in the front of the house, and
cent, are still searching the ether for
accordingly carried out the following arrangement. The set was taken into the new room
programmes at 2.0 a.m.; one hour later
These Tri-lingual Dimculties
flex
was
run
and
n
length
of
ordinary
twin
some twenty per cent, are still up. The
SIMILARLY to Switzerland, Belgium Im.round the picture rail from one room to the
early morning broadcasts of physical
in its population has subjects using
other. The aerial and earth leads were joined
exercises at 5.15 and 5.45 am., and the
three different languages-namely, French,
to the ends of the flex iii the dining-room and i
were
to
receiver.
the
opposite
ends
joined
the
i
concert which follows them are enjoyed
Flemish and, since the Great War, German.
Johnson could not get any signals from this
by sixty-five per cent. of the total number
For this reason the two Velthem Louvain
arrangement. Why? Three books will ho i
of licence-holders!
transmitters which broadcast the Brussels
awarded for the first three correct solutions i
and
envelopes
Problem
No.
14,
opened.
Mark
programmes respectively transmit in French
mend to the Editor, PRACvICI, WIRELESS,
and Flemish.
To cover the country
Tired of Politics
(leo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-il, Southampton Street, ¿
efficiently, however, and to satisfy all
Strand, London, W.C.2, to reach us not later I
FOR some few weeks as a special
than December 20.
classes of the community, it is now proposed
feature the Madrid (EAJ7) studio
to erect a smaller station in the east of
relayed, for the benefit of its listeners,
Belgium to broadcast German entertaindebates at the Cortes or Spanish Parliament;
SOLUTION TO PROBLEM No. 13
ments.
later, speeches from the sittings of the
A short-wave converter will only' work with a
receiver employing ThF. stages, as it converta the Municipal Council were also transmitted.
existing receiver hito a super-heterodyne set. Jenkins' Following a series of noisy meetings, in
More Than the Usual Excerpt
did not employ HF. stages, and be should
FOR the first time in -the history of receiver
therefore have obtained an adaptor instead of a con- which the speeches of Cabinet Ministers
were shouted down, the Government has
British broadcasting listeners are- to verter.
The following three readers received books In conwithdrawn from the studio'the permission
hear, on December 24th, the relay of an
to broadcast the Cortes at work-much to
entire kilbert and Sullivan opera, namely nection with Problem No. 12
Mr. F. Speight, 1000, Manchester Road, Bradford,
the satisfaction of listeners who are asking
l'4e
einen of the Guard, as performed at
Mr. O. W. Darby, 12, Wood Lane, Memel
the Savoy Theatre. It will be transmitted Yorks;
Rempetead, Rerts; Mr. M. A. Price, 37, Malmesbury for less exciting and more peaceful musical
Road. Morden. Surrey.
entertainments.-JACE.
by the National
t
I

I

I

'

.

SOLVE THIS!

I

",

stations.-
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Simple Points Concerning.
DetectthÑ alid
..-

H

Arnplijfication

i2

An Interesting Article on Simple Points Con.
cerning Crystal Detectors Compared with Valve
Amplification Before and After
Detector
Detection,' etc.

Head
phones

-

Ear/hc4
Fig.

..

.

1.-imple

By GILBERT

crystal sel in pictorial form.

E.

TWINING

WIRELESS waves which are trans- reason that the valve is so popular, for not the plato circuit into the grid circuit
mitted from a broadcasting only is it far more sensitive to the incoming again, and this has the effect of greatly
The nearer the
station radiate in all directions signals than a crystal detector, but its increasing sensitivity.
at the speed of light, that is to say 186,000 magnifying powers are simply enormous, reaction coil is brought to the aerial
miles per sond. They are made np of deriving its extra power or energy, as is inductance, or alternatively, the more turns
of wire there are on the coil the more energy
the carrier wave, high-frequency currents well known, from batteries.
will be fed back and therefore stronger will
of some 1,000,000 cycles per second, and
be the results. There is, however, a limit
microphone currents, low-frequency of The Valve as Detector
The detector valve, as mentioned before, to the amount that can be fed back, for
speech and music; these lower frequencies
are modulated or mixed into the carrier has the ability to demodulate the incoming if too many turns are made, the set will
wireless waves, which means that it be in continual oscillation and not working
wave at the transmitting station.
separates the high frequency carrier at its best, besides interfering -with other
Detection
waves from the low-frequency waves, receiving sets in the neighbourhood. If
erial
The detector's work in a set is to
more amplification is needed, then the
separate the low-frequencies of sound
only way is to add another valve.
from the high-frequencies of the
Amplification
carrier wave. Now a wireless wave
The wireless waves picked up by an
keeps changing its direction, becomVci,ab/e
aerial are not strong enough after deing alternately positive and negative.
Conde n,e
duction alone to actuate a loud-speaker,
The effect of every surge of current
therefore, amplification has to be underin one direction is instantly obliterHead
takeis. Two methods of amplifying are
ated by the following surge in the
resorted to at the present time ; these
opposite direction; therefore, before
are high-frequency before detection and
the current can be utilised it must be
low-frequency which comes after
rectified, which means that one half
detection
of the oscillating current, together
with the high-frequency current of
Amplification Belore Detection
the carrier wave, must be eliminated,
It has been explained at the comi
and this is rendered possible by
mencement that the signals which aro
either a valve or a crystal detector.
set
shown
circuil
Fig.2.-Theoretica!
Earth
of
tuned in by the aerial system arc
by rig. u.
high-frequency oscillations, being the
The Crystal Set
and at the same time airrier wave with its waves of speech
The crystal, in the case of crysta'
rectifies them, for md music modulated into it. Now this can
receivers, does the work of getting rid
of the unwanted half of the modu the valve oniy allows current to flow through bo amplified-made stronger-by the H.F.
lated carrier wave and leaves a series of it m one direction. The valve will . give ,ide of the set before detection, that is to say
high-frequency pulsations varying in ampli- much stronger signals than the crystal i valve can be incorporated to amplify the
tude. The crystal does not eliminate the detector on account of the batteries iignals, but not change them in any way
high-frequency currents, however, as does employed, but by altering the circuit rhatsoever before the detector has demoduthe valve detector, but passes them on slightly it is possible to get a still further ated them. This will mean another tuned
ircuit for improving the selectivity of the set
tothe headphones, which have a very high increase in signal strength.
and, as most people are aware, in a modern
resistance caused by the great number of Reaction
turns of fine wire with which the electroReaction is the means whereby the in- three-valve set this is the section taken up
magnet coils are wound, for this is done to coming
aI foot of page 67&)
may be strengthened, and
obtain as much inductance as possible. stations signals
re-----------.
__________As the high inductance of the 'phones ceived which
4
A
A
offers a considerable impedance, the high- would other.frequency rectified current is caused to wisebeunbe by-passed, that is to say, an easier
-i"
course is offered through either a small heard. The
fixed condenser of .001 capacity or the takes the
O
G
leads of the headphones are utilised, if form of a
-they have sufficient capacity, to by-pass coil coupled
the high-frequency current to earth. In
'Fig. 2 is shown a diagram for a simple to the aerial
'crystal set, and in Fig. i the same circuit winding.
IF
in pictorial form. The great disadvantage enabling it
I
of the crystal is that it cannot amplify. to feed back
B.
It will not hand out more power than it some of the Fig. i-TransformI
ô
receives from the aerial; it is for this energy of er coup1ingoJoa!vesflt
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I Temporary Measures to Try Out Before Fitting

j

New Components; and Other Useful Hints.

Station Calihraion
A good number of commercial sets on
the market have their tuning dials marked
off to show the names of stations instead
of derées of revolution. The stationcalibrated act is very convenient for family
use, and an ordinary receiver can be converted quite easily by gluing a paper scale
on top of the ordinary condenser dial. If
the condensers aro of the typo with a
revolving dial, an annular piece of paper
should be cut to the shape shown in Fig.
i (a) and. glued to the edge of the dial.
With a condenser having a celluloid dise
dial, a circular piece of paper can be glued
over the figured scalo. In either case the set
is calibrated by tuning in the various
stations and marking them on the new
scale as shown in Fig. i (a). If the names
are nut on in small letters there might be
suffiient space to add a few details in
regard to the times of transmissions, cte.,
of sorno of the foreign stations.

Fig. 2.-Screening jhe lead joined lo ihe anode

"Feeling " Voltage

I
I

Can you verify the presence of H.T
voltage in various parts of a set without the
use of a meter? It is quite easy to do so
after a little practice. Try. it in this way.

I

¡

PINO
-

-

I4 DIIFig. I (a) and (b).-Making a scale in
order to log the names of hie stations
which can be received.

Moisten the tip of the second finger of each
Home-made Wander Plugs
It sometimes happens that a few extra hand, hold one finger on the negative HT.
wander plugs are required when trying battery socket and touch the 30 volt
out a new set, or it might even be found that socket with the other. You might or might
standard plugs do not make proper contact not feel a little "tingle" run up the fingers.
-

I

SIMPLE POINTS CONCERNING
through the necessary components to a
DETECTION AND AMPLIFICATION power-valve which is the low.frequency
(Conthucd from page 677.)
amplification side of the set actuating the
by the screened-grid valve. To explain loud-speaker.
it as simply as possible, the reason for
The output from the detector valve IS
amplification before detection is accounted not connected directly to the input of the
for by the fact that the voltages picked L.F. valve, for the simple reason that the
up by the aerial, and fed to the detector, anode current of the detector circuit
aie too weak to actuate the valve efficiently. through the valve would be applied to the
grid of the amplifying valve, which
L.F. Amplification Alter Detection
When the Detector Valve has dispersed obviousry would be wrong. It is necessary
the carrier waves, ail that should be left to connect between the two circuits a L.F.
aro the necessary waves of sound which transformer, see Fig. 3. This will only
originate from the broadcasting studio allow the low-frequency signals to flow
of the station to which the set is tuned. from the detector through the primary
These are passed on as complete signals windings to the secondary windings of

I

f
I

I

J

I

I

this will be found very useful in ascertaining
whether the H.T. supply is reaching the
speaker, valve holders, etc. The method is
to hold one finger on tho H.T. negative
terminal, and with the other touch the
anode terminal of the valve holder or the
loud-speaker terminal.
Any normal
person can apply these tests with
perfect safety so long as the high
tension voltage does not exceed 100
or so-most people can go to much
higher voltages if the fingers are kept
dry.

i

Screened Wire
In a set where mst of the components
are screened it is often advantageous
to screen some of the wires; in par.
ticar, that from the anode terminal
of the S.G. valve and the one connecting the anode of the detector valve to
the reaction condenser. Screened wire
can be obtained, but only in comparatively long lengths, so as only a small
amount is required it might not be considered worth while to buy a quantity.
Ordinary insulated connecting wire, or
even flex, can be screened very efficiently
by winding a length of copper wire,
about 26's gauge, round it in the
m auner shown in Fig. 2. Of course, the
wiire used for screening must be connected
to earth or H.T.
this can generally be
dcme most conveniently by joining it to
nearby screen.

-i

-;

I

t

grid valve.

In any case, try going to higher voltages
up to about 1O0 If you cannot feel anything
at a 100 volts, try wetting the fingers a
little more or go through the same process
with the little fingers. If you get too much
of a "kick" at full voltages, try the test
with the fingers dry. You wl soon be able
to recognise the presence of a voltage, and

with the sockets of a particular high-tension
battery.
In either case quite good and useful plugs
can be made from split pins of the kind
used for locking nuts, etc. If the bared end
of the flex is bound tightly round the loop
and the contact covered with insulation
tape, quite a good job will result.

I

of a screen

J

I

the transformer. The transformer not
only separates the anode current from the
preceding valve, dividing the circuits,
but it also amplifies the low-frequency
signals which are applied to its primary
windings. When the secondary windins
on a transformer have more turns of wire
than the primary, an increase in the signal
voltage at the output or secondary windings
is obtained. It will be understood that by
altering the number of turns on the
secondary in relation to the primary, thé .
voltage, or rather the ratio of the transformer, is altered. The makers quote these
ratios on the cases in terms of 3 to i or
5 toi, etc.. as the case may be.

-
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Pus H-PULL AMPLIFI CATION:
--

What this Form pf Amplification does, and some of its Ad íantages-Explained by
G. ROWE, B.Sc. (Eng.), A.C.CJ.
E.
tlIeOet
so_nj.
-double
similar
the anode currents will be
is generally considere1 as requires
--

TO H.7+.

equal but opposite in phase, and
must be recombined by means of a$
output transformer.
The output of two valves in
w -H.71parallel might, at first sight, appear to
be the same as that of two valves in
push-pull, but this is
so, becaue
R
the limiting factor with ordinary
valves, second harmonic distortion.
is practically cancelled out in push-pull
stages. One can expect on this account something like a 20 per cent.
To ¿ 5 gain in undistorted output, but this
is by no means the most important
advantage in push-pull. Because of
u
the cancelled second harmonica a better
O
quality can be expected. Again,
Care must you will notice that the alternating
- be taken to
currents in the two valves are opposite in
disting u i s h phase. Therefore they balance out in the
:
- b e t w e e n H.T. supply leads, and thus, with little or
____________
US h -pull no A.C. ripple there is little feedback and
an d t W
may be much reduced on this
valves in decoupling
account.
Fig. l.-Thestandard arrangement of a pushu1! stage.
parallel.
Hum is similarly lessened because an
very true economy to use it. The input two valves are in parallel their filament fluctuations in the A.C. süpply affect both
grids
the
in
common,
and
are
connections
reproduction
to
obtain
lifelike
requiréd
valves equally and as the supply to each
from the modern loud-speaker is large and, and plates respectively of the two valves valve is opposite in phase to tho other they
resisAC.
together.
Thus
the
joined
are
their
last
stage
of
to get this from the
balance out. This makes
equipment, experimenters used to employ tance is halved and the plate current con- push-pull particularly useamplification
is
but
the
sumption
doubled,
the
to
handle
voltages
in
order
high anode
ful to those having AC.
large grid swings on the input side of this
.
larger
special
and
This
necessitated
stage.
valves of the LS5 type.
Now push-pull amplification will handle
the same grid swing using ordinary voltages
and ordinary super-power valves. This is
one of ith advantages-it is possible to
operate the loud-speaker on half the H.T.
volts required when not using this system,
or, to put it more technically, the push-pull
I!____1_T1j1111
.'
amplifier doubles the permissible grid swing
in the output stage, for a given H.T.
voltage.

luxury, and as only practicable the input signal
P' awhen
a very large output is required, voltage to operate
but this idea is wrong because it is often it.

-

nt

,...-O

-

-

-

ji

i

I

AAAAA

-

$

When To Use Push-pull
Push-pull is only capable of giving
greater volume when one output valve of FLg. 2-How to ¡eep the two valves balanced
similar size is overloaded; that is, there
must be sufficient amplification in the and grid swing remain unaltered. Thus
stages before the push-pull stage to cause the parallel connection only means the
a grid swing too great for one output valye shanng of the grid swing between two
valves.
to handle without distortion.
This is so because pushr
H
Principle of Push-pull and Its Differences
pull by its. arrangement
Fig. i shows the usual push-pull arrangement.
A is an intervalve transformer with a
secondary;
B is an output transformer with a centrecentre-tapped
tapped primary. One half
of the total voltage from
Ta L
the valve M goes to the
grid of each push-pull
valve, but they are
180° outof phase; that
is, when a signal causes
J
the grid of one valve to
swing positive the grid of
the other swings negative
by an equal amount.
Fig. 3.-Employing a centre-tapped output ch4e in place'
Thus, if the valves are
the normal output transformer.
-

.

I_o

-of

by applying separate grid bias.

mains receivels, and trouble from ensuing
hum. The one drawback to this system is a
tendency to parasitic oscillations, which
can be overcome, if necessary, by putting
resistances of the value of 10,000 to
100,000 ohms in the grid leads to the valves,
as shown in Fig. i. Matched valves arc,
generally used in push-pull, and these can
be kept matched indefinitely by supplying
them independently with grid bias. Fig.
2 illustrates this method.
In the place of the tapped transformers
it is possible to use two- transformers in
series.
A tapped choke may also be
used and may be connected as in Fig. 3.
Thus, in conclusion, we may summarise
the advantages of push-pull as-the better
hadling of power output with improved
quality, the reduction of harmonio distortion, reduced hum and feedback with
consequent simplified decoupling arrangements, and, finally, we may describe it as
an excellent means of handling a big grid
swing with a modest anode voltage.
-
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Heating the Iron
Heat the iron until it assumes a dull red
shade, not red hot, then quickly file over
each of the tapertng faces towards the tip.
i
Follow this operation by working the iron
I
over a piece of brass or copper which has
Some Hints on the Correct. Method of. Soldering, and
previously been prepared with a liberal
smearing of flux, at the same time bringing
Instructions or Ma ing a Useful Soldering Stand.
$
the stick of solder in contact with the iron
By H. BEAT HEAVYdHURcH.
(See Fig' 2). Care should be taken not to
O
flaOSe,S,SflOflfl overheat the iron, as this tends to amalgamate the lead and copper, producing a very
An excellent flux for soft soldering may hard skin which must be ified away. Re.
IWONDER why it is that such a very
large percentage of wireiess amateurs be prepared by mixing the following
tinning is then necessary before using again.
and home constructors fight shy of
Spirits of salts (killed)
..
i part
Electric Soldering Iron
Vaseline
..
that very simple job of soldering. How
..
..
part
Personally I discarded the gas iron or
Resin ..
..
often we see a set boomed, and one of its
..
2 parts
..
ordinary copper bit a long
advantages set out
time ago for one of the
rebold type- No
more modern electric solSoldering Redering irons. These have
quired." Frankly,
very many advantages,
I find it difficult
amongst which can be
to understand the
mentioned the maintenattitude of a man who
ance of a steady heat withwill point proudly to work
out the rapid cooling ashe has undertaken with 1
sociated with the ordinary
infinite care and patience
iron, cleanliness, saving of
and yet refuses to try
time when several soldered
his hand at -the simple
joints have to be made and
task of soldering. When
the extra convenience. The
properly carried out, the
accompanying illustration
joints in a set, in my (Fig. 1) hoTvs the simple
opinion, are far better
stand I made up for every.
when soldered than when
day use, and in case other
attempting to hold two
1reaaers may care to lojiow
or more pieces of wire
a similar plan, let me
Fig. 1.-The complete soldering stand described in this article,
under a terminal screw.
briefly describe it. The
All commercial sets are
spirits of salts may be prepared iron shwn is a standard one marketed by
soldered, and this is carried out, in the' Killed
first obtaining an earthenware bowl or most good electrical stores, and' it bas
main by girls, so come along, you menfolk, by
into which a quantity of spirits should proved a very good servant.
take a little lesson in the art, commit to jar
poured. Next add clean cuttings of
all cut out a wooden base about
memory the one or two rules that ensure a be
zinc. This will immediately cause 12m, byof7th. by
satisfactory job, and never look on the sheet
in. and fix on the centro
spirit
to
"live"
or
effervesce.
The
the
line about lin, from one end a wooden
task with horror again.
should
done
in
the
open
air,
be
operation
The remarks which follow are general in as the fumes given off are objectionable. block
3m, by 2m, by 24m, high
character and apply to other solderas shown. This can be held
ing work besides wiring up the set.
in place by a pair of wood
Soft soldering, or sweating, as it is
screws passing through the
sometimes termed, is probably one of
baseboard from the underside into the block. Screw
the commonest. known methods of
uniting separate metal parts. It has no
to the top of this a pieceof
flat aluminium about lin, wide having two
equal for simplicity and is entirely satis.
"wjngs" bent at right angles near one end
factory for small work. The solder
so that the wooden handle of the soldering
used usually is an alloy of tin, lead and
",,
iron can be clipped into this and not fall.
bismuth, all of which have a low melting
point and will run freely when brought
Actually for this purpose I used a
in contact with the heated copper bit or
small grid-bias battery clip with the
soldering iron. it is very economical
bottom end flattened out. At the other
when considered from the heat point of
end, near the hot copper bit, make a little
Ij1tfl'
view.
stand by means of a pair of stout aluminium Panel brackets. These are held
Hard soldering or brazing is a method
very similar in actual practice except that
1*in. apart by a 6 B.A. brass screw
passing right through the top screw
the medium used is usually spelter, silver
holes with nuts on either side of each
solder or brass wire. These require a
greater heat to run them and, therefore, Fig. 2.--The correct method of tinning a soldering iron: bracktto hold the screw rigid. Ins
wuesluauy iiictuuu LWO sirips 05 OraSa goou 010w-lamp 01 gui UlUW-p1jJt, W1lU
foot bellows, would have to be used. It Continue to add zinc cuttings until the lin, by in. by 1-32in.-held by the nuts
would also be necessary to build a brazing effervescence ceases; the spirit is now againstthe bracket sides-as these will allow
pan. This is usually a shallow iron pan killed and should be strained off and the bit to remain on the screw without any
in which coke or broken brick is heaped bottled. The flux pasto mixed in the fear of it rolling off and burning the table.
Last of all, if your electric soldering iron
or banked up; so that the work to be proportions given will be found suitable
for general purposes, bitt ifa flux is required lead does not terminate in a dual adaptor
perated on will not lose the heat.
specially for wiring purposes, use only -two pin and lamp holder fitting combined
Fluxes Used
resin and vaseline This is non-corrosive, -fit one on and then purchase a batten
In both methods a flux has to be em- an essential feature in that class of work, lamp holder and screw this to the inside
plloyed. The purpose of this is twofold- It will be necessary to melt the resin in of the wooden block, When not in use the
to prevent oxidisation, and to keep the order to mix with the vaseline, so first of all lead can be wound round the block and
work clean. For hard soldering, the only crush to a powder, then place in a tin and brackets, as shown, and the adaptor inserted
flux required is borax. This may be used melt slowly, tking care not to overheat, in the batten lamp holder to ensure that the
dry, but a more convenient form is to mix It should then be poured into the vasehne lead does not get twisted or damaged. As
with water to form a milky fluid. This and stirred. An iron suitable for small a further addition I hold my stick of solder
will penetrate into joins or seams, providing soldering work may be purchased for a few on the baseboard by a small clip. This is
a clean surface to the metal, and ensuring pence, and it will probably need tinning, very convenient when "running" a little
a free flow of the spelter or whatever other that is, coatmg with solder, a very simple bead of solder on to the heated iron before
process.
.
medium is employed.
(Coutinued at foot of page 688.)
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.Smoo&'zg Chokes

Article all the Data Necessary for
Construction of Three Differet Coke is

i

In this

INCE the recent publication of
two articles dealing with the
construction of mains transforniers I have been extremely
pleased to find that a large number of readers are interested in
the making of their own mains
equipment. This is indeed a welcome sign, showing as it does that
the readers of PRACflCAL WIRELESS
are really practical people who wish
to make the very best of their hobby
by getting out of the common rut so
amply filled by those whose idea of
wireless does not go beyond the mere
mechanical assembly of component
parts. After all there is no better
way of learning than by doing, and
I sincerely hope that all readers will
cultivate that pioneering spirit which
has made radio what it is to-day. But
I n.m digressing from my point; what
I ought to say is that, in view of the
popularity of the two articles referred
to, I feel that I can offer some details
required for the construction of smoothing chokes without any apology being
necessary.

S

Simple Construction

By FRAN K PRESTON,

ç
.

Practical Data
The calculations employed in
finding the volume of iroñ core,
number of turns, and gauge of

upon the current-carrying capacity but
also upon the permissible resistance.
For example, suppose a choke were
required for an eliminator working
from 220 volts D.C. mains and that
the set consumed 30 milliamps at
200 volts. So far as currentis concerned, choke i would be satisfactory,
but by applying Ohm's Law (voltage
drop equals current multiplied by
TERMINAL resistance) we find that this choke
will drop 30/1,000 x 1,100, or just
STRIP
over 30 volts, and so the vOltage
applied to the set would be only
190. In most ca.ses the 10 volts
deficiency would be of no account,
but if it was it would be necessar
to choose choke 2, which would cause
a smaller voltage drop due to its
lower D.C. resistance.
I

-

-,---

inductance and Current
Before making a smoothinj choke we
must decide just what kind of an instrument is required. The first consideration
is the inductance needed, and in nearly
every case a choke of about 30 henries will
give all the smoothing that is necessary.
Next In order of importance is the current
that the choke must carry; this depends
entirely on the output of the rectifier and
high-tension current consumption of the
set. The larger this current, the larger
must the choke be to cope with it, because,
as you are probably aware, if a heavy
current is passed through a small choke
the inductance of the latter is reduced
and there is i danger of its core becoming
saturated. In addition, heavier gauge
windings are required to carry a larger
amount of current.

take into account the permissible voltage drop
across the choke windings. For
example, if the output from the
rectifier (or the voltage from the
D.C. supply) is only 230 volts and
the voltage required by the set is
200, only 30 volts can be spared.
If the choke had a high D.C.
resistance it would "drop" con8iderably more than 30 volts, and
in consequence the voltage actually
applied to the set would be less
than it should be.

F.R.A:

.1

g'

¡

below the maximum, but, even
though an ample factor of safety
has been allowed, the current
should never be allowed to exceed.
the figure stated.
From what has been said it will
be clear that the choice of choices
1, 2 or 3 will flow depend not only

--- e ._--«.-t-i ._e«,e«_i-«i-,__

The construction of a smoothing choke
is even simpler than that of a transformer,
for, although it follows the same general
lines, the choke only requires a single
winding.

D.C. Resistance
Lastly wo must

eile« tenet et el lei lei

q.,«MakIng

-

..._ç',.

o

Fig 1.-The arrangement
an'd principal dimensions of
the choke described in thu

ID

article.
wire required to produce a choke of
given inductance when carrying a specified
current are somewhat involved, and thus

instead of presenting the numerous formube
I have prepared the table given on next
page in the hope that this wifi be much

more useful.
The table gives all the necessary data
for the construction of three different
smoothing chokes, each of which is suitable
for a particular value of high-tension
current. It should be explained that each
choke has an inductance of approximately
30 henries when carrying the maximum
current specified. The inductance in every
case would be correspondingly higher if
the current were reduced below the maximum figure, and any choke can be used
with complete satisjaction on currents

the Choke
Having decided on the choke re.
quired, the construction can be commenced. First we must make a winding
spool like that shown in Fig. 2.
No
matter which of the three chokes is to>
be made the fibre end cheeks will be
the same size, because each core has
a, cross section of 15-16m, by 1in.
The length of the spool, however, will
vary with the core size, so the appropriate lengths are given in the table.
The method of making the spool was
described on page 229 of PRACTICAL
WIRELESS No. 6, so there is no need to
repeat that information here. In this
case only two fibre end cheeks are required,
and they should be of the size shown in
Fig. 2. See that the cheeks are a good fit
on the square tube, and that the whole
spool is quite rigid.
The Winding

Next obtain the necessary wire, of which
the gauge and weight arc given in the
table. Solder a 12m, length of flex to the
end of the wire, and cover the
DEPENDE Nl ON . joint with a small strip of insulaL.LJH
IL E
tion tape. Anchor the end of the
-flex by passing it through the two
holes in the end check, leaving
It
HOLES
about 2ins. projecting from the
FIßRE
spool for making subsequent terEND
minal connections. Take the flex
CHEEPS S
,
round the spool, and then continue
I
to wind on the thinner wire. There
_______
-is no need to count the turns, beI'
cause the exact number is not
critical, and if you uso the weight
of wire stated no difficulty can
1*
occur. Keep the turns as even
as possible, and after putting on
half the total number cover with
HOLES
empire tape or oiled silk. Let this
come well up against the end
cheeks, so that there will be no
danger of subsequent tuus slipping
Fig. 2.-The dimensions of the fibre bobpast it. When the total number of
bin which is employed for the core.
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turns have been wound solder another 12m.
length of flex to the end of the winding.
Take this once round the spool and anchor
it by passing it through the other pair
of holes in the end cheek. Finally, cover
the whole winding with empire tape and
apply a coat ox varmsn sHellac.
Fhe Core

-

The next part of the work is to assemble
the core stampings. They are inserted
into the spool from alternate sides,
putting in a "T" and a "U" from ono
side nnd then a "T " and "U" from
the opposite side. So that each stamping
is insulated from its neighbours the insulated (white) sides of all stampings
should face in the same direction. The
specified number of stampings will just
fit into the spool, and to make theni quite
tight the last few might have to be lightly
tapped into position.

December 24th, 1932
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underneath the heads of the two top Using Ready-made Parts
clamping bolts, as shown, and the two
If there are any readers who do not
flexible leads are finally soldered to the posseas the few tools required for making
terminals.
the chokes described, or who cannot spare
very much time, they will be pleased to
The Colt
know that suitable winding spools, core
As some readers will wish to have an clamps and terminal strips can be obtained
idea of the price of the materiaLs used the ready-made. These are supplied by the
Lumen Electricity Company, 9, Scarisbrick
following figures are given
s. d. Avenue, Litherland, Liverpool, who also
specialise in Stalloy stampings and in6 doz. No. 30A Stalloy stamphíg . "2 11
strument wires. The spools are made in
6 doz. No. 30 Stalloy stamping
.. 3 0 bakelite, and one Size No. 4 spool just
6 doz. No. 4A Stalloy stampings 3 6 fits the size 30A stampings.
Two sze
8ozs. 38 s.w.g. Enamelled Wire .. 1 10 No. 30 spoo1s will be required for size
l2ozs. 36 s.w.g. Enamelled Wire .. 2 6 30 stampings and two size No. 4 spools
for the size 4A stampings. When two spools
lib. 2ozs. 34 s.w.g. Enamelled Wire.. 3 3 are
used, half the required amount of wire
The cost of the iron clamps, bolti, terminal should be put in each and the two wiullings
-

Size of
Coro

Stampings

Length of
Spool

30A

Core Clamps

No. of

Gauge of
Enamelle(l
Wire,

turns.

13-16m.

30mIn.

8,000

38 LW..

Weight
of Wire.
Sozo

Approx.
Inductonce.

20 honrloo

Approx.

Max.

Current.
20

,,,o

D.C.

Resistance.
i

100

n1,,,,.

8,000
The core must now be fitted with four
l2ozs.
30 henries
50 ma.
720 ohim
mild steel clamps like those shown in the
4,4
Ihn.
8,000
34 s.w.g.
lib.
2ozs.
30
henries
100
ma.
500 ohms
sketch of Fig 1. These are made from
lengths of in. by iin. metal, and are attached by means of four 3-16m, by 1in. strip, terminals and sundries will depend 'connected in series, taking care that the'
boita.
The actual lengths of the clamps upon facilities available foi' their purchase, turns in each case go in the same direction.
'will depend upon the choke being made, but in any case one and sixpenco will easily As the spools will only take five dozen pairs
but those dimensions given in Fig. i cover them. From this it will be seen that of stampings, the numbers of turns (and
will enable you to determine the lengths the prices of the chokes will vary from about hence weights of wire) given in the table
applicable to your own case.
six shillings for the smallest to about should be increased by about 20 per cent.
A terminal strip of ebonite is fitted eight shillings for the largest.
to maintain the same inductance.
J

Christmas is Here

!i

-

HERE we are with Christmas on the
top of us and, no doubt, 11ko
myself, you are wondering what
good things Christmas will bring forth.
if you are seriously interested in radio,
don't feel yourself too old for the stocking
trick, try a pfflow-case: the former will
not hold a new set or component of reasonable size, though I have known many big
enough for a loud-speaker. It is time
for you to put on your thinking-cap and
make out that list of "what I want."
Have a good look round the radio stores,
and I am sure you will find something
which will improve your installation and
give delight, not only to yourself, but to
the rest of the household if it is chosen
with a view of improving reception. The
ether contains many good things at all
hours of the da, and if you are not taking
advantage of them-well, you are not
getting full value out of that licence fee.
Speakerless Speech Mystery
What is quite a common experience is
to hear music and speech emanating from
a wireless set even when the loud-speaker
is not connected to the output terminals.
It is a phenomenon which has troubled
many of those who have observed it in
their receivers. The worry is to know
whether it is a defect in the receiver, and
if so, how can it be corrected. It may be
taken for granted the general cause of
the noise, for it is a noise, oven though
the music or speech is distinguishable,
can be found almost immediately. There
is sure to be something loose in the receiver,
which vibrates when the receiver is in
operation in just the same way as the diaphragm moves in some types of loudspeakers. There are two forces which may
cause the trouble, namely, magnetic and
electric. Magnetic forces are the most conimon. Very often the loose part is the iron
covering of a low-frequency transformer,
or even the power transformer when A.C.

i

..

I

ARADIO

COMMENTARY
By

j

"Grid Leak"

mains are used for the power drive, being
situated within the leakage field of a lowfrequency transformer. The magnetic lines
of force act on the transformer case and
set up a vibration. Sometimes it may be
traced to a part of the lamina, or core
of the transformer. It will always be
noticed that the vibrations are louder
when the loose member is iron or other
magnetic material. It must not be thought,
however, that loose iron members aie
alone subject to vibration.
Any loose
metal when subjected to strong electric
alternating or varying forces, vibrates,
and it is' found more severe the higher the
varying voltage may be. So. as a loose
piece of iron may be subject to the influence
of both magnetic and electrio forces,
the loose member vibrates in the same way
as the diaphragm of a speaker. The hum
which is often heard from an eliminator
is due to the same trouble, but in this case
it is usually the power transformer which
is the 'cause. It has often been traced to
a loose casing, which vibrates because
of the leakage flux from the transformer
itself. This being the cause of speech and
music heard from a set to which a speaker
is not attached, the remedy will be quite
obvious. The loose and vibrating member
must be traced. Sometimes this can be
accomplished by tightening up the clamping
of the core, or spreading over it a little
The easiest way to
rubber solution.
trace the offender is by pressing the vibratng part with the finger.

mitted of his speaking into a microohonin

to send commands to a dog several miles
away. These sound waves were converted
by means of the instrument into highfrequency currents, inaudible to the human
ear, but heard and acted upon by the dog.
It is well known that many animals can
hear sounds which are inaudible to the
human ear, just as others can see that which
is invisible to most. That letter whetted
the appetite of my brain in its search for
knowledge. 'I took a long journey to a good
address in Cornwall, and you can imagine
my surprise on arrival finding the correspondent was an inmate of a mental home.
The Leak Leaks
Another case was a lady, much perturbed

during the period of spring cleaning. She
was dusting the radio receiver and noticed
the accumulator, used for filament heating,'
was only half full of acid. A few days
previously she had read one of my articles
on the importance of keeping the acid level
tin. above the plates. She appealed for
advice, asking what might be wrong with'
the set, seeing she had examined the wiring
and interior of the set very carefully, and
had been unable to find any trace of water
or dampness inside the cabinet. She feared
the grid leak was not leaking correctly.
Evidently, like most women not being
technically minded, she was under the
impression the acid flowed through- the
wiring of the'set to and from the battery,
with the grid leak as a kind of safety valve.
Yes! I understand your smiles, but do
you realize if she had not asked the question,
and received the subsequent explanation,
she would still' have been in ignorance.
That is where I come to my point: if you
are in doubt do not be afraid of asking, and
do not be disturbed if your question raises
a supercifious smile from the one whose
Inaudible Frequencies
knowledge on radio matters you had conSome time ago, a correspondent told me of sidered worthy of inquiry; but may be little
a converter which he had invented, and per- better than your own,

J,
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A Handy Spring Socket Connector

¡N the hunt for selectivity, it

is quite

I usual to connect a "pre-set" or other
small variable condenser temporarily in
circuit with the aerial. Often, however,

Every reader of "PRACTICAL WIRELESS" must have originated some little
dodge which would interest other readers.
Why not pass it on to us? For every item

¡

t

the

¡

Bending Strips for Sheet Metal
NO home wireless workshop can be com-

t

published on this page we vili pay half a
guinea. The latest batch is published below.
Turn that idea of yours to account by send- i
ing it in to us, addressd to the Editor,
George t
WIRELESS."
"PRACTICAL
Newnes, Ltd., 8-li, Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and address
on every item. Please note that every notion.
sent in must be original. Mark envelopes i
"Radio Wrinkles."
-

An easily made spring
socket connector.
aerial convection is of the plug and

transformer. Any L.F. transformer with
a ratio of 3 to i will answer the purpose,
while the tapping key is a standard pattern.-R/MCKINNON (Glasgow).

THAT DODGE OF YOURS!

........

plete (particularly with the modern
chassis constructions) without a pair of
bending strips. These strips are quite
easily made from two pieces of bright
drawn mild steel strip,

--.-..... ........................................

I cut this shorter so as the whole
thing should not be too high when
plugged into the valve-holder of
the set. I afterwards dc-coupled
them by connecting a 100,000
ohms resistance in each grid lead,
and found it a great improvement.
-W. J. PALMER (Southsea).

Cs

Set.Useful

scsEws

/

-

socket type, and, of course, the terminals
on the additional condenser are -not
Morse Code Practice
bending
able for the plug. By winding a little
THIS hook-up will enable anyone to1strips for sheet
coil of No. 20 copper wire on the taper
master the code quickly with a few
metal. of a lead pencil, a handy spring socket minutes' practice daily.
'he signais
can be made, as shown in the sketch.
jin. thick. One edge, and also one end,
When this is fitted to the condenser torniishould be drawflled perfectly level and
nal, the aerial can be easily plugged in
square. The opposite edge should be filed to
!i.t+.'
lar spring sockets of
where required.
an angle of 45 degrees, and the opposite end
a smaller type are useful for telephone or
to 45 degrees; and the two strips fixed
other temporary connections.-H. A.
together with two tin. Whitworth C.S. head
STEWART (Glasgow).
screws, abdut one inch long. The strips are
then complete, as shown in illustration. The
Power Valves in Parallel
metal to be bent is screwed firmly between
HERE is a simple method of connecting
the strips, and the whole held between the
two power valves in parallel when
jaws of a vice, as shown. Mter bending
there is not enough space on the basethe metal-over with the hands, it is finished
board for the extra valve-holder. As
off with a light hammer. The result is
Bhown in the accompanying drawing, the two
a first-class sharp edged bend.-C. CROWLEY
valve-holders are mounted on a piece of
(Birmingham).
ply-wood with their corresponding terminais connected together, and then fixed
A Turntable for Portable Sets
to an old valve base (by a screw through
1\ /jANY portables, especially those of the
the centre). Thin rubber covered flex
IVI attache ease type, are not fitted with
soldered to the pins is then connected
a turntable, and it is no light task to keep
to the terminals of the valve-holders.
turning one round for best aerial direction.
The valve base I used was rather long, but
To make the turntable shown in the accomVALVE-HOLDEOS WIOSO IN P45au.eL.
panying sketch, all you require is a lOin.
or 12m, gramophone turntable, the spindle
from same, and a wooden baseboard
about l2ins. square and in. thick. The
spindle is out down to about 3in., and if
possible a BA screw thread put on one end.
A simple method of practising Iho morse code. At the baseboard centre, drill a hole (but
not right through) and screw spindle into
sound exactly like those heard in ordinary it. It can be secured with lock-nuts.
radio transmissions, the 60-ohm rheostat The turntable is put on the spindle, which,
W i rpçnilatin
I

I

-

.

T.1.

lic.

-

-

t

eiti

BASEBOARD SHOWING-HOLE

pa ny in g
diagram s how s r((/Y/((1ff"'Y(

I'OOOEO OlMS

ace orn

b;

how the various
components are
connected up. Almost any valve
will do. If the set
does not work at
first, after checking over the diagram, reverse the
leads to G and

Plate on the

table rocking when
7/i(71(/?2Y/1 set is placed on it.
W. A. BaowNIiG
(Erdington).

TURNTABLE MOUNTED ON BASEBOARD
_________________
______

SPINDLE
4_.CUT FLUSH
If]

BASEBOARD-,,
________________________________________

wrrii

TURNTABLE

SpI,DLE-U

)J,JJ

4-B.A.THREAD
r(ui1/1í(Í/'11/lJ//(WÍ11/11/11/i7('/(/(/i
A strong turntable for a portable receiver.
-

-
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power valve at wiII. I use the power valve
when listening to a talk, or the News
Bulletm. Also, when listening to foreign
stations which require much reaction, or
suffer from fading. Dance music sounds
much more natural and has more body to
it when the last valve is using 2 2/5 watts
instead of 1 1/5 watts, as would be the case
when using a small power valve.
Judging from the few friends of mine
whose hobby is radio-set building, etc.,
a number of readers may already have a
small pow-er valve by them which is not
in USe.-STANLEY CtRTEIt (Lepton).

Tightening Nuts in Awkward Corners
Y1HEN wiring a set, trouble is often
VV
experienced when screwing up the
nuts of the components. In awkward
corners space will
not permit the use
of a pail of pliers,
and to get over
this difficulty the
J
following idea will
prove very useful.
Get a fairly long
screw-driver, or
to
something
DRIVER.
serve the purpose,
tbOut' tin. wide
at the blade, and
file it as shown
in the

(liaam.

\

LEDOU

Decembr

WIRELESS.

Locating Stations
AUSEFUL dial indicating device can
be made as follows :-Remove dial
and cut slot in. by sin. and taper back
as shown. Cut a white paper disc the
same diameter as the dial and paste
same on panel before replacing the dial.
Once the station is found and marked
in the slot of dial, there is no need to
trouble about the wavelength or degree
on the dial.-GE0. S. ROME (Shandon).

-

H.T.+, and the other side toP. and one side
of condenser. The connections to the set
are the same as in the ease of an L.F.
transformer.-A. S. RLcHiws (Bargoed).
Protecting a Metallised Valve
y7HERE a metallised S.G. mains valve
VV
is mounted through a screen, there is
danger of the valve coming in contact with
the screen, thus short-circuiting the bias
resistance, and causing the valve to be run

TAPE

6INDING

I

I

Protecting
a
meiallise cake
with 'insulating

I

tape.

I

H

A useful dodge for lightening nuls in
.
awkward places.

-

-

It is then an easy matter to tighten up the

-

nuts, using the tool as you would an ordinary
screwdriver.-E. G. WUftE (Southampton).

Adjustable Grid-leak Holder
require to make this holder
A LLis you
a small strip of ebonite and two ÇTATIONS ON
telephone terminals. Firstbore a hole
near one end of the ebonite strip and
cut a slot in the other end as shown in the
accompanying diagram. Slip the terminals

without bias. This, can be obviated by
binding the portion of the valve likely to
touch the screen with insulating tape, as
shown in the sketcth.-R. SHAEMAN
(Wickford.)

That 12-volt Dry Cell!
In our Dec. 10th issue, on page xii of the
Christmas Supplement, an inscription to one
of the diagrams reads: A 12-voll dry cell 18 a
useful stand-by." "A single 2-vçlt cell was,
of course, intended, as was shown in the diagram. The slip, which of course was obvious,
is really too bad,

B

JC
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butwedo try!
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Adapting a dial
indicating
stations.

____________________________
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-'__s1
- -.

(11H! 11111!!

for

I

A noCe! adjustable -grid-leak
holder.

1

______________

An Auto-coupling Unit
IT is well known that the characteristics

I of the

low-frequency transformer are
much improved if the anode current
is prevented from flowing through the
primary winding. One way of doing
this is to employ the new well-known
method of filter-feed.
Another way is
Economising In H.T. Current
the auto-coupling method, which is really
way to reduce the H.T. a development of the above system.
current in battery sets is to put a It is, therefore, thought that the auto-coupA(OOD
three-pole double-throw switch on the ling unit, shown in the accompanying
panel to enable one to use a power or super- sketches, will be of interest. The unit
is made up from an old L.F.
transformer, a fixed condenser and a 30,000 ohm resistance. A small wooden base
vos
should be made for these
components, because it is
then much easier to put them
SWflO4
into the set. The base is provided with terminal strips,
-.
H.+
as shown, and when all is
in place, connect up as
-

-

-

in place and the holder is finished. The
slot in one end allows the holder to be
adjusted to fit any grid 1eak.-FBtNK
TURNER (Everton).
-

j

Perspective view of the complete autocoupling unit.

I
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G
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-

arrañement Jot power valoes.

OO1MF©

follows:-

-

o

Transformer, P to GB.;
ll.T. to G.B. on terminal

V,

A switching

0100 GBO Q

-

strips, and G to G on strip.
A wire is also taken from
transformer P to fixed condenser. One side of resistance
is connected to terminal strip

I

Plan view

30,000(1

of the

auto-coupling
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around this screw on the sides, so as to
form the tray as shown in Fig. 2.
Next you will require a sufficient number
of blocks, Fig. 3, for mounting each cornponent. Lastly, for the " panel," some
tin. thick ply-wood will be required for
mounting variable condensers, volume control, switches, etc. (Fig. 4). The size and
number of these will depend upon the
constructor's individual requirements.
It Will be noted that the mountings
edge,
have a slot mnnin' to the top
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board divided up
into equal squares.

o ,4 aal Il44,

Sfle4IOI ,eua IaUeOoOeOOoe4

one here described.
With its aid numerous
circuits can be wired up and
-

73ase6oard

.

.

FOR the constructor who
delights in carrying out
tests of various circuits, one cannot do better
than to use an experimen.
tal baseboard, such as the
,

e.

ext'erthzenial
I

/Inò1ther
.1

685
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gn.
case is

-'.

to their

11

the

co

constructor's requirements, but for general
utility the writer has found that a board
27m, by l2ins. by in. thick, having thirty-

(IffY
4jJ

I

six blocks, 3ins. square, is large enough
to cover a widò range of circuits ranging
from one to four valves. Actually seweral more blocks are needed, on which to
mount other comßonents that may be on
hand. The construction of this board iSI
simplicity itself, the illustrations being
self-explanatory.
I
Details of Construction
First of all take the bottom board and
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square with
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mounted on if.
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AWAY WITH THAT DUST!

44

nLÇ,hjonprl-

types of sets using horizontal
.
panels, on which were mounted
nearly all the components, the
effects of dust were most marked, -.
but since the dust was plainly
visible to the eye, generally it was
removed before making itself very
troublesome. The modern type of
set, frequently all enclosed, is just as susceptible to the evils of dust, however, and
it is surprising how particles have an uncanny knack of getting inside the cabinet.
The spaces between the variable and fixed
condenser plates are cleaned easily with a
feather ox' pipe-cleaner, but for thoroughly

I

tuning coni roic,

RE evil effects of dust evidence

themselves in a variety of ways.
Poor signal strength, fading, crackling noises, etc., so often attributed to
causes outside the control of the user of the
wireless receiver will, in many
cases, be found to emanate from
an accumulation of dust which has
:
perhaps been lying hidden for

-

.

I
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-

-

-

-

i

erise

¿tivts.''It'

easily be seen that with this type
of experimental board rapid replacement
aiid disposition of components is conveiueiltly effected by disconnectmg their
leads and hftmg out the components
complete with their mountmg blocks.
Also, in the case of a circuit using two
L.F. transformer stages, one of the
transformers can be túrned round so
as to bring the wmdings into opposition.
Finally, each component can be extracted
or replaced without interfering in any
way with the wiring of the remainder
of the circuit.

''

-

-

r

cleaning the set interior generally, special
types of brushes are desirable. When
soldering, the flux should be used sparingly,
and any superfluous flux viped away as
soon as the electrical joint is made. If not,
the flux will collect dust particles readily.
and cause a leakage between joints, with
a consequent upsetting of the receiver's
performance.

'

-

e

-

i(,

Some Useful Biushes
To carry outthe "spring clean.
ing" one requires a good camel
hair bruh about lin, wide across
the end. Then, in additiOn, there
is marketed a very good soft
brush, appropriately designated a
"wireless brush" The hairs arc
held in a spiral of wire, and thus
give acylindrical formation about

ijin. to lin. in diameter. The

-

.-.

-

hairs close up to a very narrow
thickness, however, and this ez
places.
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-
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diñìculty, and niake it work efficiently.
The "Kiodyne" is a well-thought-out
four-valver specially made for the reception
of all wavelengths between 12.5 and 85
metres, but also possesses the advantage of
being adaptable by the use of extra coUs
for tuning in stations in any waveband up
to 1,800 metres. The construction of the
receiver has been greatly simplified by the
use of a perfectly straight circuit. The
aperiodic aerial stage consists of a highfrequency choke between the grid of the
screen-grid valve and earth; this valve is
coupled to the detector by means of a high.
Irequency transformer, of which
..
anly the secondary is tuned
with a .00016 low-loss variable
condenser. (It is thus possiblo
to adopt an untuned aerial drcuit with success, and to reduce
the tuning controls to a bare
minimum of one.) With such
an efficient form of coupling,
selectivity is very good, as there
.

i

a

.

Ji

i

a,

ia

s
i

a

ai

1fr

a

i

the neighbourhood of a powerful station is
not of a high order, and very careful tuning
is necessary if the local broadcast is to be
cut out. The "Kilodyne" is essentially a
receiver for short waves, and under test
proved its great value in this particular
sphere. In appearance the receiver is simplicity itself; open metal chassis, with
sloping front, its single tuning-control
flanked on each side by the reaction knob,
and the "on" and "off" switch looks
business.like. The dial behind the escut.
cheon is clearly marked in degrees; the
control knob is of generous proportions
-

-'a.
-

j
-

0

'l14

J.

current, and reliable higli-tensicin batteries
should be used. If loud-speaker reproduction is desired at good strength, up to 150
volts (with a grid bias of 15 volts) may be
fed to the pentode valve, and 110 or 120
volts to the first L.F. stage. Experiments
proved that, where stations were weak and
distant, a low voltage was preferable to
the screen.grid valve; the makers recommend 70-80 volts, but under test moro
broadcasts were logged when voltage, in this
stage, was reduced to 30-40
volte. This is a question of ex-.
periment; tile main object is to
choose voltages on the screengrid and detector valves which
will secure perfectly smooth reJ
ctioñ, and which will allow you
to use reaction easjly just under
oscillation point, and thus keep
the receiver stable. In the long
run, it is moi-e economical to
use double- or triple-capacity
hirh-tension batteries fer f,hpqc
'I
tests both Drydex aiid Pertrix
ultra capacity units gave excellent results.
There is aknackintuninga
short-wave receiver which the
beginner must first acquire.
If signals are to bo heard the.
set must not be allowed to
oscillate; it must be kept just
below that point.
Start
putting the reaction control by
at
its lowest point, then, whilst tuning slowly,
gradually increase by turning the vernier
knob very slowly clockwise. At a certain
setting the receiver will begin to oscillate;
you will notice this by hearing a peculiar
"rushing" noise. Continue to turn the tuning dial slowly, increasing the reaction gently
keep the set in this condition; If you come
to a carrier wave, you will hear a slight
"squeal" or "cheep." Possibly it may
-only be a morse transmission, but this wilL
give you the necessary intimation.
A
broadcast telephony can-jet-wave provides
the same kind of noise, but before you can
hear telephony the dial must. be gently,
turned until, as it were, you get into the
trough of the wave. Ease off reaction. and
again re-adjust dial, when the speech or
music should be audibJe. It simplifies the
operation to keep it in a condition of
oscillation, but bear in mind that telephony

1j

A

the load of the secondary winding on the detector-valve. To
obtain i-eaction, a winding is fed
from the detector plate to the
high-frequency transformer by
the Reiriartz method. Leaky
grid detection has been employed. The metallized detector is followed by one lowfrequency (resistance coupled) stage, using a valve of high The unique arrangement
amplification type and a Fer- employed in the Kilodyne Four.
ranti AF8 transformer feeding
a pentode output valve. From this de- and, as it works on a friction drive tuning
scription you will see that the "Eddystone is an easy matter. For the capture of broadKiodyne Four" represents a powerful casts on short waves, slow motion is a
receiver, capable in many instances of necessity; it is so easy to pass over a cargiving loud-speaker reception of the most rier wave, and it is essential that tuning
should be direct and precise, also that
important short-wave broadcasts.
reaction should be smooth. I these matters
the " Kilodyne Four" excelled and, moreMaximum 'Emclency
over, the set did not suffer from body
The set has been designed for maximum capacity effects. It was found possible to
efficiency around the valves which are capture a signal, and to hold it for long
specified by the makers, and it is im- periods, without any further adjustment of
portant to adhere to their choice; in par- the controls. The "Kilodyne Four" has
ticular, it was found that for the satisfactory been essentially designed foi high-tension
operation of the circuit the use of Mazda battery feed; notwithstanding its four
HL21O metallized in the detector stage valves, its H.T. consumption did not
was highly important. There are four special exceed 15 milliamperes; low-tension curEddystone 6-pm coils supplied with the rent taken from a 2-volt accumulator was
kit, and each one is marked with a different 0.6 amp.
If good results are to be obtained, it is a
colour spot to facilitate recognition; they
cover 12.5 to 28 m; 24 to 50 m.; 40 to sine qud non condition that the valves
85 'n., and 260 to 550 metres, thus allowing should get their right amount of II.T.
-

-
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"The sei seemed Jo jump loufe"
-user's strikirig tribute

aI over fie courtry we ave receiving
letters like the one here reproduced'ure proof that Cossor Screened- Grid-

FROM

efficiency of

definitely give improved perform
Why put up with indifferent radio?
Why continue to deprive yourself of the lull
tapabilities of your Receiver? Widen yòur
choice pf pr6grammes
bring in those

to the
Valves

Cossor S.G.

alv'es

tliiveriooi

ence.

-

Dear Sirs,

-

-

-

'fhree weeks ago at a

-

:

-

--

-

-.

-.

-

-

To

ueh,1

A.

¡no,mfion (ncluding

-All my friends agree that the Couor
value has improved my reception. In conclusion
¡ might say that I intend reblacing all the value,

-

CREEN E D
.

-

--with Cas sor.

-

RID

-

-

-

-

.

COSSOR LTD., Melody Dapartment,. Highbury Grove, London, N.5
me, t,es øt cherge, o copy of the 40.pagoCoseer VIve lnØ.Wireleso 5ook 5.17.

C.

PIe,e ,;nd

4

w

I
.

if they were in the ne
room.
Even the loud speaker iounds z00%
better and foreign steetions corne in much dearer.

-the a,tistes sounded as

(SS G R
-S

.ond

u

Tise set seemed to lump to life. ¡ heard
Instniments that J had never haard before and

-

-.

-

-

.

-

--

-

a broadcast, my screened

surprise.

-

-

.'ery interesting parc
grid vilve went out
c'f action. J went to a wireless shop for che
saine make I had been using (foreign) but they
had none in stock
They advised me to rey.
Ccssor so ¡ purchased one ¡ put in the mecalused SG. valve aM when I switched on I got a

of

-

stations which, now, !are merely whispersequip your Set with Cossor, Britain's most
ellicient Screened Grid Valves.'

-

.ptct,d et

My

-

ou

Heed Othee,

Co.,orHou.e,Htghbury,

/
usual Retailer

Grove. L.00doo. NS.

........
-

'

Address,.

I

Prac.24f12i2

p.

-.-'--

Address,,,
.,,.,

,, ....................

........ -

.

i A. C. COSS'ORLTLI., Higbu,
ß(rmieham. ß,utol, Gk,goeo, Leed.,,
Î Sheffield,

adjas:, Carthft and

Dub/rn.

Ceo7LandoÑ.,.

bepogj

Lsve.ttsoo!, Manchette,, Newcastle,
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for it may be "flicked" on the
H.T. without damage, and will not hurt

robust,

A

SIMPLE

GALVANOM

ONE of the handiest testing instruments is the galvanometer. The
best form is, of course, the standard
"linesman's galvo," which is in regular use
by telephone linesmen, mains engineers,
etc. A perfectly good and practical galvanometer can be made, however, on the
simple plan here explained, and it is quite
certain that, once made, it will be in continual requisition.
The basis of the instrument is a cheap
compass. Many readers will have one of

TER

it. 4A) swg. wifi give a resistance of 150 ohms
or more; 47 swg., 800 te 1,000 ohms. Dip
the coil in wax after winding. The base is A Polarity Indicator
notched out at the back to receive the coil
The compass needle is normally held at
(which is a little longer than the compass zero by the magnet, and the terminals are
diameter) and also the magnet, which is mounted on the base in such a position
put in last at right angles to the coil. This that the needle points midway between
latter is made from any
ç-.
odd steel strip, such as a
piece of clock spring, two
or three pieces of watch
spring, or a piece of the
round silver steel used for
drills. If the latter is used,
it may be of
in. dia.
meter, with a flat filed On
Section sh owing positions of compass, coil and magnet.
opposite sides so that it does
not occupy too much depth in the them. When a voltage is applied to the
base. After filing it should be hardened by terminals the needle will, therefore move
heating to bright red and quenching in left or right according to the direction of
water. Clock spring or similar material is the current.
It is most convenient to
already "dead hard." The steel is mag- arrange the coil so that the needle will
netised by drawing one pole of any per. always point towards the positivo terminal.
manent magnet along its length several This is determined before fixing the base
times, or by placing it inside a coil through cover by connecting an accumulator. If
which a current is passing. Tapping
the steel occasionally while being
magnetised assists the operation.
The coil ends are connected to two
terminals, and the under side of base
covered by pinning or glmpg on a
piece of cardboard. The latter may
be faced with a piece of cloth to give
a suitable finish. A touch of varnish
or french polishcompletes the job.

-,

.j

-

-

The complete Galvanometer.

I

anode circuits to check that a current is
flowing, and its direction. Used with an
accumulator or flash lamp battery, transformers, chokes, etc., may be tested fdr
continuity, and, using a higher voltage,
suspected condensers or other components
for insulation breakdown or "shorts."

__I.

i

these on hand; if not, one may be purchased
at electrical stores, toy shops or junk stalls. Using the Calvo

The diameter may be from lin, to ihn.
When using any electrical instruAssuming we have located one of, say ment, its resistance and currentihm, diameter, we shall require, for the carrying capacity must always be
base, a square of hardwood 2in. by suffi- considered, for to connect a lowcient thickness to accommodate the com- resistance winding to, say, a 150 volt
pass, coil and magnet as shown in the illus- accumulator may result in damage
trations. The compass should be a push not only to the instrument itself,
fit. The coil is wound on a strip of fibre but to other apparatus in the
COIL
.(or cardboard dipped in wax) fin, wide. circuit. The present instrument, if
The most useful all-round winding will be wound to the fairly high resisto fill the strip with about eight or nine tance suggested, may be used
layers of No. 40 swg. silk covered. Actually, pretty freely. It. will never, of
any wire from 36 gauge upwards will make course, be permanently connected
a delicate instrument, but a high resistance to the current, but a momentary
The underside of base, showing connections
is a great advantage, for it enables the contact made. It is not a precise
to terminals.
galvanometer to be used universally on measuring instrument, but has this
L.T. or H.T. circuits. So if you have wire advantage over flash lamps, 'phones, etc. the needle moves in the wrong
available from an old transformer or choke It is exceedingly delicate, responding to a simply reverse either the coil or the connec(usually about 47 gauge), by all means use very small voltage or current; and yet timm to the terminals.

LJAGNT.

-

direction1

Simplifying Soldering

s'here the wire has to be connected. This is
done by smearing a little flux on the tag
and touching it with the heated copper bit
actially soldering the joint, and furthermore until the solder "runs" on the tag end.
saves the solder from getting lost. A little Now add a little flux to the end of the wire,
extra refinement, but one well worth while, place it on the tag and then hold the heated
is the addition of four small soft rubber feet copper bit on the two until the solder runs
on the underside of the baseboard-one at round the wire and tag. Remove the
iron, and when the solder has cooled (this
each corner.
For the actual work of soldering the is quite a rapid process), the wire will be
joint only a few words are necessary. Say found to be held rigidly in place. Now clean
it is part of the wiring on your set. First away any superfluous flux and the job is
of all "tin" the iron as described earlier done. Actually it takes longer to describe
and then tin the soldering tag or tags than to carry out.
(Coni in,ied from page 680.)

'

The golden rules for soldering may be
summed up quite simply. First of all uso
a non-corrosive flux and hé very sparing
in its use at the joints (its function was
described earlier in this article) Secondly;
do not overheat the iron, or constaat
tinning will be necessary, and thirdly,
see that the surfaces to be soldered aro
scrupulously clean-rub up with a file or
glasspaper if necessary. Having studied
these few hints go straight away and try
your hand at soldering and you will be surprised how simple it is and how workmanlike your finished work becomes.

ç
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SHORT-WAVE SUPÈR.ÑETERODYNE'
Fie.

ani

-

be seen from
this photograph.

FRANK PRESTON, F.R.A., Here Cives Complete Details of
a Simple Instrument with which You Can Convert Your
Set for Use on the Short Waves.
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No. 6; if you are
in any doubt re-

garding this point
please refer back
to the latter article.

-

The Circuit
Before passing
on to the constructional details,
us just glance over the circuit diagram
of Fig. 1. We note that the aerial
is connected to the "top" end of a Choice of Components
three-range tuner through a .0001 mfd.
A list of components required is given
pi-e-set condenser. The tuner, being tapped elsewhere.
It is absolutely essential to
in two places, provides a total tuning range keep to the parts specified, but in case you
of from about 15 to 80 ynetres when tuned have a few parts on hand I will point out
by the .00015 mfd. variable condenser. where alternativos are permissible. ObThis range is divided up into three of viously the tuning coil and associated
15-25, 25-45, and 45-80 metres respectively, wave-change switch could not be replaced
the different ranges being obtained by without spoiling the whole design, but
means of a special three-way wave-change alternative makes could be used for most
of the other components, provided that
they have similar characteristics and are of
_____________
equal quality. But if you are going to
buy new karts, insist on being supplied
ith those specified because they have
been carefully chosen to work together.
A
At the sanie timp their unces are in most
Tsesïower than those ofother components
of equal quality.
.001rn0
More or less conven- Construction
switch.
tional values are used for the gridThis is extremely simple and straightleak and condenser. A short- forward, as you will gather by examining
wave choke is used in the normal the wiring plan of Fig. 2 and the photoposition and a second long-wave graph, Fig. 3. The conventional arrangeH.F. choke is used in conjunction ment of panel and baseboard lias been
with a .001 mfd. fixed condenser followed because this is the best and simplest
capacity for a small unit of the kind we are dealing
to provide
choke
between the converter with. First of all prepare the panel and
baseboard, drilling the former in the posi>LT.+.
tions indicated in Fig. 2, to take the bushes
-
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a previous article published in these
pages I explained that there are two
IN -ways
of using a normal broadcast
receiver for the reception of short-wave
stations. One of these is to replace the
detector and tuning circuits by a singlevalve short-wave set made in the
form of a plug-in adaptor. The
other is to employ a combined detec,!
tor-oscillator valve in conjunction
with the complete set. This latter, fr'
generally referred to as a converter,
makes the receiver into a short-wave/
superheterodvne. The "converter"
method provides the more sensitive
arrangement and is ideal when the *
set has one or more S.G. stages.
also gives easier control, because the
reaction condenser does not require
to be operated in conjunction with
the tumng condenser, as is the
case with mist kinds of S.W. receivers.
As a matter of fact, it is just as easy
for any member of the household to
operate the complete short-wave superheterodyne as to tune in broadcasting
programmes on the higher wavelengths.
Realizing that more and more listeners
desire to make use of the short waves, and
yet do not wish to go to the expense of a
completely new set, I have designed the
simple, and extremely efficient, short-wave
superheterodyne converter, illustrated on
this page; In- *ddition to its normal
function, the unit can, if desired, be employed as a self-contained single valve
short-wave receiver. It can be used with
any S.G. receiver which is operated by
batteries or an H.T. eliminator, and it
can also be modified to work in conjunc.
tion with an all-A.C. set when necessary.
I do not propose
to describe the
theory of the converter, for that
wasdealt with on
page 299 of PRAC-

3.-The flea!
compact layout

may

I

t

-

J

Fig. 1.-Th'e theoretical
circuit which is employed
in Ih converter,

y

of the two condensers and the spindle
of the wave-change switch. The switch
is attacbed to the panel by two long bolts,
and the input to the receiver. Reaction with nuts, and the correct positions of the
is controlled by a .0001 mfd. variable holes for these are best found by using the
bakelite flai&e as a template. You will
condenser.
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by Lastly, try the effect of tuning the set to a
of its own different wavelength. This might make it
connecting wires. necessary to alter slightly the tuning of the
means
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attaching the
L.F. leads
spade
terminais, notice carefully the negativepositive terminals
on the valve-holder (clearly shown
in Fig. 2).
Keep
all flexible leads as
short as possible
òr efficiency will be
Jn

tuo
and

J

converter. When the best tuning position
for the set has been found it can be left
entirely alone whilst tuning is carried. ont
on the converter itself. Although it has

been said that the reaction condenser
on the converter does not require to
be operated at the same time as the
o
tuning condenser, it is sometimes possible
to increase the strength of a signal by
making a careful adjustment to the
reaction condenser. As the valve in the
converter must be kept in a state of oscilimpaired.
lation a higher reaction setting will be
required when
The Converter in lengths. No receiving on the longer wavemention has yet been made
_________
Use
the functioning of the wave-change
And now to put of
The knob has a rotary motion,
the converter into switch.
when turned to the furthest antiuse. First transfer and
position it gives the highest
°
the aerial and clockwise
range. When turned through
leads from wavelength
small angle in a clockwise direction it
the set to the ap- a"clicks"
the secondary position, and
propriate terminals then, by into
turning it a litZle further, it
on the converter. "clicks" again as it comes
into positiOn
Connect the for the lowest wavelength range.
"aerial" wander
plug of the latter to The Aeriál Cóndenser
__________
the aerial terminal
The optimum setting for the pre-set
of set, leaving the
condenser depends on the aerial in
earth terminal free. aerial
Join the two LT. use. If longer than 6Oft., the condenser
leads to the fila- should be screwed back to its "minimum"
aerial is
ment terminals of a position, but when a shorter
E.
valve-holder in the employed, better resulte will be obtained
be
set. Then put the by increasing the capacity. It should too
that, if the capacity is
"H.T.+" wander plug into the remembered
60-volt socket of the HT, battery or great, the valve will probably be prevented
eliminator. Plug into the valve- from oscillating, and, in consequence,
holder an "H" or "H.L." type nothing will be heard.
valve, ana everything is reacy.
Due to the method of connecting the The Converter as a Single-valve Receiver
It was mentioned towards the beginning
L.T. leads, the on-off switch in the set will
of this article that the converter could, if
also be operative on the converter.
Set the receiver to the very bottom of the desired, be used as a complete receiver.
long waveband, and proceed to tune-in As it is capable of bringing in scores of
on the converter. Turn the reaction stations at headphone strength, no doubt
condenser to its midway position, and some of my readers will wish to try it in
rotate the tuning condenser as slowly as that way. To do so, all you have to do is
possible by means of the slow-motion knob to connect a pair of phones between the
only. A whistle will not be heard when a H.F. choke and the H.T. positive lead.
Besides connecting the L.T. leads to the
station is being tuned in unless the
itself is in the oscillating condition. After accumulator a wire must be taken from
tuning in the first station, try the effect the negative accumulator terminal to the
of adjusting the reaction condenser on the negative socket of the high-tension battery.
converter; unless this
is set to the position of
oscillation nothing will
be heard at all. Having
found the best position,
adjust the reaction condenser on the set. This
latter will act in exactly
the same way as on
broadcast reception, and
can thus be employed
as a volume - control.
s,

'i-

4.

-J

oearth

D

-

-

Fig.

2-The

wiring diagram

ç

of the

con Verter.

wish to stain and polish the panol, so this
should be done before screwing it to the

baseboard. Next, lay all the components
on the baseboard in the positions shown
in Fig. 2; make sure they all fit comfortably in their places before thially
screwing them down.
Wiring
It will be found easiest to adopt a system
in wiring and to work from the right
(looking at the back) towards the left.
It should be mentioned in passing that the
grid-leak is attached to the valve-holder
-

LIST OF

st

COMPONENTS.

I Plywood Panel, 9m. by 6m.
I Baseboard, 9m, by 6m, by ftin.
1 .00015 mfd. tuning condenser, with slowmotion dial (Jackson Bros.).
i Dial pointer (Bulgin).
1 .0001 mfd. reaction condenser (Jackson
Bros.).
I Triple-range S.W. tuner (Lissen).
i Triple-range wavechange switch (Lissen).
1 .0001 mId. pre-set condenser (Colvern).
1 .001 mId, fixed condenser (T.C.C.).
1 .0002 mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C.).
:1 3 megohm grid-leak, with wire ends
(Dubilier).
1 S.W. valve-holder (Eddystone).
I S.W.H.F. choke (Bulgin).
1 H.F. choke (Lewcos).
i Terminal block; marked "A" and "E"
(Lissen).
I Wander plug; marked" H.T.+ "(Belling
Lee).
3 Spade terminals; marked "L.T.+,"
"L.T.-" and "A" (BeIlingLee).
I length "Glazite" connecting wire 2ft.
twin flex, screws.
Approximate cost, 3s.
Also, if required, I type 210 H.P. or 210
H.L. metallized valve (Cossor)

L

.

j]

I

Fie.
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't,

4-TIireí-quarler front view
the short-wave converter.
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A More Detailed Description of

have wireless on tap in eery room
wireless
TO of the house is a phas6 of

the Arrangements, Shown in the
Phototone Supplement Presented
with the issue dated DecemberlOth

enjoyment, the benefits of which
are open to all, but realized only by, a
comparative few. The reason for this is
inexplicable, although it may be attributed
to the fact that many people think the only
way in which it is possible to have wireless
reception in every room of the home is to
use a portable or transportable set which
can be carried about at will. While this
very definitely offers one solution, it only

By
H.

BARTON CHAPPLE,

J.

Wh.Sch., B.Sc.(Hons.), A.C.Q.I.,
D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E.

e4oe

Series Connections
With the serios method -of working it will
be noticed that if any one loud-speaker is

I
I

.11,,I1W'

removed, the remainder are rendered inoperative, so it is necessary to make an
arrangement for short-circuiting each position when the loud-speaker is not in use.
A short length of wire or a strap of brass
will suffice in the case of a pair of terminals,
hut with some wall jacks a short-circuiting
device is already incorporated. For example, a Bulgin wall jack, resembling
externally an ordinary electric light tumbler
switch with the knob removed, has a
double spring making connection with a
metal pillar electrically in contact with the
outer cover (see Fig. 3 A). The insertion
of a loud-speaker plug opens\the prongs
of the spring and establishes contact with
the plug, thus placing the speaker in
circuit. A withdrawal of the plug reverses
the process. If ordinary jacks are preferred
to the slightly more expensive wall jacks
designed specifically for the purpose, then,
in the ease of a series-extension scheme,
use a single-circuit closed jack as indicated
in Fig. 4 A. Loop together the long
shank and short leaf contact and join the
wire at points (a) and (b) as illustrated. An
insertion of the plug will then break the
circuit as before and re-establish the short
on withdrawal. Messrs. A. F. Bulgin supply
a complete range of coiponents for the
purpose.
The series method of working, while
saving wire, is really only suitable for use
in conjunction with speakers of similar
resistance, and the output valve should
have a fairly high impedance for matching
purposes-say one of the pentode type.
A more popular scheme is the parallel
method of wiring showu iii Fig. 2 B. Here
a pair of wires is taken from the two Output
terminals of the set to each extension
position and linked to the terminals or
jack provided. In effect, all the positions
are placed in "parallel" electrically, and
all the loud-speakers can be in use at the
same time if desired, without affecting each
other individually. With, say, a Bulgin
wall jack, then the metal pin previously
referred to is sheathed with an insulating
tube so that the double spring is not shortcircuited at one end on withdrawal of the
plug. If a short circuit does take place,
then all the speakers will be out of action.
Parallel-wiring System
Fig. 4 B shows how the parallel.
R wiring system can be carried out with

Finally, to bring the whole matter to
a seasonable conclusion, since 'Christmastime abounds with the festive spirit and
parties or family re-uthois arè the order
day, the host has an. opportunify
of adding still further to his
popularity by providing his
with wireless reception
__________ £ guests
T
in all those extra rooms which
have to be used owing to the
2i7PD
increase in family numbers.
This time of the year is a most
Fig. 1.-An output filter for providing
appropriate one to realize how
loud-speaker extensions.
easy it is to confer these
to
be
received
allows tite programme
benefits on the whole household, at quite
which
room
in
enjoyed in the iarticular
a reasonable cost, the actual figure in
the set happens to be located at the time. pounds, shillings and pence varying with
snay
hear
the
room
those
outside
course,
Of
individual taste.
the items if the set is running "all ont"
but matters are then unpleasant for those How to Arrange the Wiring
seated in the room, as the volume of sound
It is just as easy for anyone to have
too excessive to be pleasant, while their loud-speakers in every room as it is
'coupled with this is the temptation to
/1ri,. P,v
is
overload the speaker or output valve (or
both), with consequent distortion. These
LEVC
latter remarks apply with equal emphasis
to receivers other than portables, so the
to our problem of being able to
-listen to wireless reception in every room
solution
remains to be explained.
still.
B/W/( OP
Many Benefits Obtainablè
Fig. 3.-The wiring lo Bulgin Wall Jack..
Before embarking on this, however, let
i
me suggest a few of the benefits that come
have electric light or heat, and the
to my mind in this connection. First of to
necessary wiring involved can be carried
all, it may be inconvenient to feel that out without damage
t6 the decorations.
one must be confined mainly to a particular If it is inconvenient or awkw'ard
to run the
room of the housejust because the wireless cable or leads under the floor boards,
set is there. As a general rule it is better better than the top of the skirting orwhat
the
to locate the set itself in very close proximity picture rail ? In the Christmas number
to the points where the aerial lead-in and was shown the interior, of a house with
wires enter the room. This may be the loud-speaker positions indicated,
earthdining-room,
indrawing-room, lounge, or cluding' one for uso'
the
when weather permits
even the kitchen; but how nice it would wireless in the garden.
First of all let
be after enjoying the evening meal to the consider the two simplest
methods which
strains of a delightful orchestra or the voice can be adopted for loud-speaker
extensions,
of a well-known singer, to be able, meta- namely, series and parallel wiring
(see
phorically speaking, to transport this to Fig. 2, A and
B). In the series method,
the drawing-room or study, as the case Fig 2 A one wire
términal
an output
may be Again, think of a person lying on on the set passesfrom
to a connection on a
a bed of sickness, and realize how the long wall jack or
hours of convalescence can be whiled away mounted on 'one of a pair of terminals
by a suitable choice of a wireless programme a bracket or
which can be heard in the room itself. ebonite strip.
The children become a little out óf hand in A wire then
the nursery where they are compelled to links t he
play owing to the inclemency of the weather. second point
Why not give them some additional amuse- on this waif O'rpvr
ment by having a loud-speaker in their jack or the'
room so that they can listen to an appro- rejnain4ng
8
priate programme? Perhaps it has never terminal on
problem
the
servant
to
you
that
occurred
th6 bracket '
would be a little less prominent, if it could to the first
1 ig. 2.-Sries and parallel arrangemenh
be pointed out that wireless was -available terminal o
Messrs. A. F Bulgin supply
in the kitchen for leisure hours, or when jack point on for additional loud-speakers.
every tube of DIOS. swilc/z and jack for Ibis burbose.
carrin out nonnal domestio duties.

EARTH

'

e.4,Ij

the next extension position, and so on.'
This process in effect means taking a loop
of wire between the pair of output terminals,
and breaking it at the individual loud.
speaker extension positions and inserting
the chosen connecting device.

jhe
-

1

.
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i
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inthu case the
single - circuit
opentype. In

either

of

these wiring
schemes it is

necessary
when

using

loud -spcakrs
(Coniinued on
rage 694)
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These most useful Loose-Leaf Binders, for preserving e
the Data Sheets which are being given every week
are being expresslymade for the purposeand will prove
most acceptable and helpful to Radio constructors.
The only way to secure your " Practical Wireless "
Data Sheets Binder is to fill in and post the Reservation
Form at once. As you will see from the conditions J
there are no Gift Stamps to collect.
If you are\.
a Regular Reader of " Practical Weless " you are
eligible for a Binder, provided of course, you comply
with the simple conditions Your Reservation Form
must reach us not later than December 31st, 1932
N B -The date on which the Binders will be ready
for despatch will be notified in " Practical Wireless '
early rn the New Year
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Loose-Leaf Binder
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The " Practical Wire
less" Data Sheets
LooseLeaf Binder, as
illustrated here, has
a stout linen covered

-

il

stiffboard cover, speci.
allymadeto standhard
ear, having a special

/

\

flap with cloth hinges
and enamelled pressbutton fitting for speedy
insertion (and removal)

j

/

.

.

oftheDataSheetswhich
are specially " holed "
to fit.
Notice the iùvaluable
manilla gusset-pocket
loose
holding
for
sheets, newspaper cljpings, notes, and other
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.-

ese complete and comprehensive Data Sheets

- -i

ave been specially prepared by F. J. Camm (Editor

-

-

of PRACTICAL WIRELESS) to fill a gap in the literatire of wireless cónstruction. Theyhavc been de'
,signed with the needs of the amateur well in mind;
they are printed on a special brand of hard-wearing

manilla board,to stand up to constant use; they are
already punched so that they may easily be slipped
into the stout and attractive loose binder which is
,featured on these two pages and also on thé cover of
this week's issue. The series, when complete, will
.-provide the home constructor with a means of rapidly
Isurveying the field of wireless construction, operation
:and adjustment, and enable you by amere flick of -.
the finger to consult that fact, figure or formula which -.
formerly you hav&ñot êaily bèen able to find. The
compiler has been to great tréuble to collect the
facts and to present them in an easily consulted form.
The Sheets give further evidence' of the fact thât
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, with its new policy of'
catering specially for the needs of the home cons tructor, exists primarily to serve its readers. The facts
are arranged in At-a-glance form. The Data Sheet
themselves may be summed up in the phraseKNOWLEDGE IN A NUTSHELL.
The next sven Data Sheets will deal 2ith the

-

'

followinj subjects
No. 3.-Resistances.
Nò. 4.-Mains Transformers.
No. 5.-Wire and Wire Gauges:

''
-.

,.'

No. 6.-High. and Low-Frequency Chokes
No. 7.-Condensers and Condenser Values.
No. 8.-Battery' Eliminators.
i
No. 9.-Screws iind Scriwthreads.
Other titles will be announced -in dsíe course.

READ THESE..
SIMPLE CONDITIONS

'.,.

I

..----

-

.' -,

-

...
.

-

-

I

-1

FullAddrtss

....................................................................
Ti

The Newsagent who supplito me weekly with PRACTICAL WIRELESS

Name

'-.1

.................................................................

................ .

Addc'ss. .................................
-

COMPLETE AND POST.
RESERVATION FORM

..

BINDER

'No ocknowledgment of titis form will be sent.
lu accordance wjtlatbe conditions of your special offer, please reserve for me one
",Practical Wirclem" DATA SHEETS BINDER. Reader's Name

-

FORM for RWDATASHEETS

RESERVATION

¡itere are no Gift Stamps to collect
qualify for your Data Sheets Binder you must
complete and sign the Reservation Form on this
page, and if you' have not already done sO, give
your Newsagent an cirder to deliver (or reserve)
copy of "PracticaiWireless" every week. Send
ut Reservation Form to " Practical Wireless,"
esentatlon Department; 39, King Street, Covent
Garden, London, W.C.2.
When your Reservation Form is received, and directly
supplies of Binders are available (readers will be
notified by ais announcement in "Practical Wireless"), each applicant will be required to forward
a postal order foe Is. 6d. to include registration,
postage, packing, insurance, etc. Immediately
on receipt of this, your Binder will be despatched.

.

Reader's Signature

I

:

is;t.

.......................................

Leave blank

..................................... N.

Post by Dec. 3lot. 1932. to PRACTICAL WIRELESS, Presentation Department, 39,
l(ing Street. Covent Garden. London. W.C.2, in unsealed envelope (id. stamp only).
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WIRELESS IN EVERY ROOM

ever possible use an output choke and a or impossible to have an earth connection
2 mfd. couplin cond2nser as shown in at each listening point, then it will be
with marked polarity to see that cor- Fig. 1. Then'íf it is convenient to make an necessary to link up all these "earth"
responding positivo positions are linked "earth": cónnection at each extension connections to a return wire passing to
together with the parallel working, and pesition only one wire need be run. The H.T.-. When it is desired to have the
similarly for the negative leads; while for wire is joined to one terminal of the loud- speaker connected permanently and not
series working the lead should be such that speaker at each listening position, while have a plug and jack for insertion and
positive of one point goes to negative of the second terminal of each loud-speaker is wsthdrawal, it is necessary to include
another all the way through. The
a tuibler or snap switch to put
u
current through the windings of the
the loud-speaker in and out of
loud-speakers will then always be in
circuit. Naturally, this is placed in
SINGLE ¿V4N5ICW
RE
the same direction.
series with the speaker lead.
In my opinion, the best method of
The simple schemes just enunciated
all is to use the choke-output filter
work admirably, confer.a great boon
circuit when contemplating simple
'
on wireless in the home, and render
loud-speaker extensions. The use of t4
-- -Exr,ws,o#v good service. It may be found that
p e
long leads from the output terminals
u
certain wiring runs bring about a trace
Wì-6of the wireless set often causes instaof hum or noises owing to induction
bilitv, -and produces a shistling or
Fig. 4.-The wiring Io Bulgin jc/s for series or parallel
from the house electric mains; but if
howling in the loud-speaker owing to
conned ions.
this happefis, just choose a different
capacity and interaction effects.
Furthermore, n proper matching up i joined to earth. The earth really forms route for the wire. Alternatively, use lead
between the impedance of the valve and the the return medium to the set in every case, or any metal-sheathed single or twin cable
impedance in the anode circuit is really es- since at the receiver itself the negative 'and earth the outer covering. Obviously,
sential if the valve is to work at its maximum H.T. is earthed. Be sure to see that the the insulation of any type of extension
efficiency, and the constant addition and common point of the coupling condenser lead must be above suspicion or a
removal of a loud-speaker at the extension and L.F. output choke is joined to the breakdown may occur, and time and
positions produces a varying load and makes valve plate output, or, of course, the pleasure will be sacrificed in locating the
this impossible without the choke. When scheme will not work. If it is inconvenient I fault
(Co,firned from page 691.)
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SOME. FRA CTIÇAL PARAGRAPHS
class. Their light is given by chemical
PERIODICALLY in electro-technical cir- reactions, and is of euch a nature that it
cies the subject of cold light crops up, can all be seen by the range'of the human
and there has been such a revival of eye, meaning that there are pràctically
interest during the past few weeks. Sev- no rays toward the mfra-red end of the
eral papers and lectures have been given scale which are more felt than seen. The
on the. subject, and consideration has metal-filament lamp is much moi'e efficient
been given to the range of gases that glow than the old carbon-filament prototype,
when current is passed through them. and there is also a rather interesting distincThe best known of these gases is neon tion concerning the two lamps that might
of interest to radio men. The metal
-the neon sign tubes and lamps being a be
familiar sight in our streets-but there are filament increases in résistance as the
very many others which possess similar temperature increases, whereas the reverse
characteristics to neon. None of them, is the case with a carbon filament. The
however, possesses the virtue of cold light. result of this is that the metal-filament lamp
Indeed, most of them are inclined to the is less affected by variations in voltage,
mfra-red end of the chromatic scale, with a whereas the carbon lamp is very much
resultant tendency to give off more warmth affected. When the voltage in a metal
than light, and a consequent great reduction filament rises the temperature does so
in efficiency in terms of lighting capacity. accordingly. At the same time, the resi4The ordinary electric bulb has an efficiency ance also rises, which in turn prevents any
of only about 10 per cent., most of the- considerable rise in current, so that the
remainder heilig taken u in heating and balance of current and temperature is
overcoming the resistance of the filament. maintained at a fairly even level. The
In our receiving valves the efficiency is not, resistance of a carbon lamp is halved
of course, measured in terms oflighting cap- when the filament is incandescent.
acity, although one would have been excused
for so thinking in the days of bright emitters.
We are only concerned with the electron
flow at a given temperature, and the advent
of the dull filament was a great stride.
Numerous experimenters aro continually
going ori endeavouring to find filaments
Best Diary
that will, give sullicient emission at even
lower temperatures and consequently lower
The
current consumption. At the same time, it
must be remembered that current consumption. does not assume the same importance nowadays, with the greater use of the
supply mains, as it did when the carting
'.
about of hefty accumulators was the order
Leather
Cloth
2'6
1
f the day. Still, who can say what our
valve manufacturers, the most progresi'e
'EasiIythe'st
diary for
in the world, will be offering us next?
everyoné whether interMetal Filament versus Carbon Filament....
ested in literature or not.
("ONTINUING the subject of cold light.
Obtainable at all 1s'ewsagsnta and 1lookatl1g,
._# it is generally accepted that the
or by post Lt!. exira from George Newnes, Ltd., i
¡
8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, Loin/on,
fire-fly and the glow-worm share the honours
of giving the most efficient light of this ................................................... -........................
Cold Light
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"Micro-ray " Transmissions
AN interesting installation is shortly
to be erected at Lympne for crosschamiel communication with the French
air authorities, and even those of you
who are used to working on short waves
will be surprised at the small wavelengths
used, while at the -same time you will be
able to appreciate the difficulties involved.
The apparatus is known as the "Microray," and communication will be yarned
out on a wavelength of 15cm. or 0.15 metres.
The transmitting and receiving aerials
will be less than one inch in length, and
the "micro-rays" which are generated
in a "micro-radion" tube have a frequency
of more than 2,000,000,000 per second.
The rays are fed from the tube to the
transmitting aerial, and concentrated by a
series of mirrors into a fine pencil of rays,
which are finally thrown into space by a
circular reflector of about 10 feet in
diameter. A simi1r station equipped with
identical apparatus wifi be installed at the
French Air Ministry's acrodrome at St.
Inglevert. The cross-channel service will
be used to announce the departure and
arrival of aircraft riot fitted with wireless,
and the stations will be working in the
We don't suppose you will
hear them!
'Ware Mirrors
THE use of mirrors to deflect wireless
waves would thus seem to be full of
possibilities, but have you noticed that very
poor results with portable receivers can
often be traced to the effect of mirrors in
the room? This was brought to our notice
some time ago where a portable set was
being used on a sideboard which had a large
cçntre mirror. When the set was placed
in front of this mirror the results were
poor indeed, an improvement being noticeable as soon as the set was moved away
from it. The portable, of course, had a
frame aerial in the lid, and this was parallel
to the mirror, which was acting as a large
mete screen. No wonder the results were
poor!

New Year.
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Buzzer Wavemeter
AWAVEMETER, that is an instrument for determining wavelengths, which employs a buzzer
in order to produce the necessary radiations. The wavemeter acts as a miniature
transmitting station and can be set to
radiate on known wavelengths.
Suppose, for instance, you have a receiving set and you wish to know to what
position you must set the tuning dial to
get a station which is supposed to be
transmitting on, say, 400 metres. What
you do is to set the buzzer wavemeter
o radiate on 4()0 metres and place it near
your set. You then tune your set until
you can hear in the speaker or 'phones
the buzzing note given out by the wavemeter. The position of the tuning dial
which gives the loudest signal is the
setting desired. At that point your set
is tuned to 400 metres and the exact
position of the dial can be noted and
marked. In the same way other wavelengths may be arrived at and, if ne cessary,
your set can be completely calibrated
by setting the wavemeter to radiate on a
series of different wavelengths. (See
also "Buzzer" and " Wavemeter.")
C " Battery
A term used in America and some other
countries to denote the grid bias battery.
Under this system the low-tension battery,
or accumulator, is called the "A" battery
and the high-tension (H.T.) battery is
designated the "B" battery.
Capacity
(of an accumulator or storage battery)
is the amount of electricity it will deliver
when fully charged. This is measured in

I

ThE BEGINNER'S. ABC
OF

WIRELESS

TERMS

'ESIS7,'7NCE

ELEMENT
i

ll
ampere-hours. (See "A ,npre-Hour.")
For instance, if the capacity of an accumulator is said to be 20 ampere hours
(anip. hrs.) it means that, theoretically,
it will deliver cürrent at the rate of
one amp. for twenty hours-or its equivalent, say, half an amp. for forty hours or
two amps. for ten hours. In practice,
J.
however, it will be found that the capacity
of an accumulator depends to some extent
on how quickly it is discharged. The
quicker the current is taken from it the
..SLhlt,'G
This
less time it will actually last.
CONTncr
means that an accumulator which would
give, per- CARBON PLRTE
haps, half
Fig. 3.-One type of potentiometer or
I
an amp. for C4QA.80N
variable resistance.
forty hours, O/PHRP&M
tential of the plates would be said
would most
to have a capacity of one farad. This
likely not
unit is too large for practical purposes, so
last for ten
wo snore often speak of microfaroxl.s
hours if dis(rnfd&). A microfarad is a millionth part charged at
-.
of a farad.
the rate of
two amps.
Carbon
all the time.
The form of carbon that is met with in
Sometimes
electrical and wireless apparatus is known
tho capaas ga.e carbon, and is a by-product of the
city of. an
gas industry. It is a hard, black subaccnmulat r
CPRÔON
stance, and although non-metallic is a
is stated as
comparatively good conductor of electri- an inte,'mit- GP.4NULES
city. A small stick of carbon about
tent rate.
two inches long is used as the positive
This is
element in each of the cells of dry batteries rather misas used for high tension and grid bias
- Fig. 2.-A carbon microphone
purposes.. (See Fig. 1.)
CRRBON ROD fPoss/ive
ZINC CON TP/IVER
the arrangement of
-showing
Carbon is also used in the construction (44qaI7vE EIecrro
(E/ecli-cdc I
carbcín granules and block.
of the carbon microphone (See Microleading to the uninitinted, but -phone). - This usually consists of a -thin $
means that the actual capacity carbon disc or diaphragm and a carbon
is half of this figure. Thus, if plate. These are separated by a small
you see ' 20 amp. hrs. inter: gap which is loosely filled with small
mittent" or" 20 amp. hrs.int." pieces or granules of carbon. (See Fig. 2.) Another form of carbon is graphite,
printed on an accumulator, you
will know that the accumulator and sometimes compounds of gräphite I
will actually give only lOE are used as resistance elements in both j
fixed and variable resistances. Fig. 3 ampere-hours of electricity.
shows one form of variable resistance in
Capacity
which the element is in the shape of a
(of a condenser)-is its ability circular disc. A revolving arm makes a to store up electricity. It is rubbing contact with tho eleineht.
measured by the amount of deeI
tricity which will cause a Carrier Wave
The wireléss waves or high-frequency $
difference of potential of one
volt between the plates of the oscillations given out by a telephony
condenser. A condenser which transmitter such as a broadcasting station.
required one coulomb of dcc- The oscilhtions are not of uniform
!
tricity put into it to cause a intensity, but vary according to the
Fig. 1.-The inteinol construct ion of a dry battery
difference of one volt in the po- speech or music that is being transmitted. I
of the high-tension type.
l.1 lel lai laI el).S4al)ei I_il ISIISI ieuieil.ai SOei au i,uuuIIuOaulMIIIIIl4ij
al ,1 .4,I)eI,4 .S11a0eÓS0e4 _l)._l l_ ..41i41a4
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This is why it is used in mains
valves. If a battery type of valve were
used in a mains set the rise and fall in
the alternating current used to heat the
filament would cause a corresponding
rise and fall in its temperature, and thus
cause fluctuations in the emission of the
electrons, resulting in violent mains hum.
The indirectly.heated cathode, by reason
of its insensitiveness to rapid changes of
temperature, gives out a constant stream
of electrons and thus overcomes this
difficulty. Fig. 5 is a sectioned view of
a mains valve showing the indirectlyheated cathode.

The idea behind the term "carrier wave"
is that the speech, etc., is "carried" by
these oscillations from the transmitter to
the receiver.
,

current.

Cascade
Wireless and electrical apparatuR such
as valves, amplifiers, etc., are said to be
connected in cascade when the output
of the first is joined to the input of the
second, the output of the second to the in.
put of the third, and so on.
-.

Cathode

-

term used to denote the ngative
pole of a piece of apparatus. It is more
particularly used in reference to the Cat's Whisker
negative electrode of valves, X-ray tubes,
The fine wire used in some
vapour lamps, etc. It is the element crystal detectors to make
(
contact with the crystal.
It is usually made in a
PLATE
spiral form like a
CPTHODE
A

surface of the crystal until a sensitive
spot is discovered. Best results arc
usually obtained when the point rests on
the crystal with the very lightest pressure.
Various metals have ,been used foi' cat's
whiskers, including gold and silver, but
very little advantage seems to accrue from
the use of precious metals. 'A piece of fine
copper wire gives quite satisfactory results.
Cell

$

-

-

-

A single unit in a battery is called a I
cell. In the case of ordinary batteries
which cannot be re-charged it is called a
primary cell, whereas a single 2.volt C13'TS

W/113K(R

I

.
-

s

-

I

t

ti

ti

t'
Fig.

ti /
I

small spring as in
FILI7P1NT
Fig.6. The point of
OR HEATER
the cat's whisker is

'1fj

5.-The cathode

moved over

-

the

-

Fig.

an indirectly-heated
valve.
of

j from which the negative particles of
electricity or electrons arc given off.
¡ is

In a battery-heated valve the filament
the cathode, as it is from this that the

electrons emanate. (See Fig. 4.)
In a mains valve, that is one made
for use in an all-mains set, the filament is
not the cathode, but is merely used to heat
an element which surrounds it. This
is called an indirectly-heated
Ielement
- cathode, and it is from this that the
Being of greater
I electrons are given off.
mass than the filament it has the advantage that it remains at an even temperaturc in spite of fluctuations in the filament

Ietteea oit

OR CFTHODE
Fig. 4-The filament (or cathode) of
an ordinary battery-healed valve.

behietiel)e4e,eiaie,teiteel)te

accumulator or storage battery is known
as a secondary cell. The term "battery"
is often misapplied to a cell. A battery is a
collection of cells and a single 2-volt
accumulator is a cell and not a battery.
A car battery, on the other hand, really
is a battery, as it contains several secondary cells joined together, so also is an HT.
battery, since it is made up of a number of
primary cells.
A cell whether primary or secondary
usually consists of two conducting elements, such as two dissimilar metals or a
metal and a stick of carbon. These are
separated by a fluid or paste. When the
two elements are joined by a wire chemical
action takes place in the gell and causes an
electric current to flow along the wire. A
section of o typical cell is shown in Fig. I.

$

-

$

$

-

-

i Ready Radio

3-1 Transformer.
Telsen Ace 5-I Transformer.
i T.C.C. .0002 mfd. Fixed Condenser,
Type S.
1 T.C.C. 2 mfd. Fixed Condenser, Type
I

THE -SÓLO KNOB THREE
L_,_eeee__eet_on,eoaac_neJ
i

OWing to pressure on oñr space in the
Christmas number (December 10th issue)
it was not found possible to publish the
circuit of the Solo Knob Three. This
is now given for the benefit of those
readers who prefer to wire up a receiver

CRYST.QL

6-A standard form of crystal detector.

from a theoretical diagram: 1 should
also be noted that two Belling Lee terminal mounts, and four Belling Lee
terminals, type B, marked Aerial, Earth,
LS.- and LS. +, are required in
addition to the list of componeUts given
-,

-

the
Christmas
In

number. For
the benefit of
those who are
constructi n g
this receiver
the complete
list of components is repeated.
i Lissen
Ganged Condenser Tuning Control
Unit.
I
Telsen
The circuit of the Solo Knob. The' construction of this receiver Was
fully described in the Christias number, dated December 10th.

Ma tched
Sc ree n ed
Coil.

50.

i Graham Farish Horizontal Grid Leak
Holder.

i Graham Farish 2 megohm Grid Leak.

i Bulgin Baseboard Fuse Holder and
Fuse.

I BuIgin 10,000 ohms Spaghetti Re-

sistance.

i Graham Farish Snap H.F.
3 W.B. 4-pin Valveholders.

Choke.

i Ebonite Panel (Permeol),

12m, by
7m.
2 BoIling Lee Terminal 1Iounts.
4 Boiling Leo Terminals, Type B, marked
Earth, Aerial, L.S.- and L.S. +.
i Coil Glazite Connecting Wire.
i Cossor 210 Det. Valve.
i Cossor 210 L.F. Valve.
i Cossor 215 P. Valve.
i Belling Lee 5-way Battery Cord.
i Ediswan 105-volt Super H.T. Battery.
i Ediawan 9-volt Cred Battery.
I Ediswan 2-volt 40 amp. Accumulator

i Ormond Loud-Speaker. Type 452.'
I Osborn Cabinet, Type 178.

i Tin

of Flit.

i Wooden Baseboard,

12m, by lOin.
Screws, Flex, 3 Wander Plugs marked
G.B.+, G.B.1 and G.B.2.
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GRID BIAS

Valuable iand Complete lnforma ¿
lion about an Important Subject.

By G.
Fig.

000

.

r-I

COLLE

'

2.-Typical detector arrangement.

/sID
Nrsolid graphite or leaky compounds and
/OoOH..is
many years in the technical branch of wire-wound asbestos cord elements wound
Fig. 1.-Simple arrangement for variable
an 'industry such as radio, to acquire around small grooved pòrcelain or heatgrid bias.
resisting fqrmers. Each of these resisi fimt-hand practical knowledge of constructional "snags." It is equally certain
lIT,'
Taking practical examples, a wireone also discovers where theory and pracwound affair would undoubtedly be recointice differ, particularly after building no
mended for the voltage-dropping resistance
less - than one thousand sets of various
in the cathode lead of an L.F. or-power
designs ranging from örystal to multi-stage
valve, where the anode current (and consuper-hets. Such is the writer's experience,
sequently the current in the cathode lead)'
and should anyone c(insider this savours
is considerable. For a mains H.F. SG.
of unnecessary pride, it can only be excused
valve of standard type a resistance other
on the ground that it lends support to the
than a wire-wound affair would be suitable,
recommendations made hereunder on grid
always provided it is rated to carry the
bias schemes.
I'
current consumed by the valve, plus at
2/so
During the past two years in particular, -IE.!,
safety margin of, say, 25 per cent.
GB
MFO
immense strides have been made by manu:
facturers of fixed condensers and resisGrid-bias Voltage for Variable-mu Valves
tances to produce components suitable for
Fig. 3.--lntermediate L.F. stage.
The variable-mu screen-grid valve, which
the indirectly-heated mains valves, and
whereas formerly these parts were uni- tances is a specialized component, inas- is of modem design, necessitates quite a
different kind of resistance for the grid
versal, large in bulk, and expensive, they much as
the maker suggests it be used for bias, since it operates by changes of grid¿san now be purchased in specialized forms.
certain
purposes
and fills" gaps "with other bias voltage, and consequently calls for a
Tak, for instance, the fixed condenser types.
variable resistance. This latter component'
connected across the grid-biasing resistance
Hr#
is, of course, as old as radio itself, but owing
in the cathode lead of an indirectly-heated
¿ c
to the high values of anode current pro.!
mains valve, in which it acts as a reservoir
duced at low grid-bias voltage the resistance
capacity. Until of late, this 'condenser waselement must of necessity be wire-wound.!
of quite small capacity, ranging, say, from
I
and, furthermore, of a substantial tauge of
.5 to 2 mfd., tested to 200 volts or so workL.S.
"Nichrome" wire. To produce equal
ing voltage. An examination of a valve list
01
/4fV
volume changes for equal movements of1
will show such valves rarely, if ever, require
the control knob, and especially with
more than 40 volts negative grid bias, and
1932-3 variable-mu valves, the wire reconsequently one had to pay for a condenser
sistance track must have practically a
literally too good for the purpose. Nowlogarithmic action, achieved by tapering
1
adays, dry electrolytic condensers of lower
working voltage rating are procurable
the resistance element.
at cheaper or equal prices and with capaciIt is necessary to qualify the latter
ties ranging from 10 to 100 ¡nIds.
statement by adding that the taper elemisit
is only necessary where the grid-bias
Grid-biasing Resistance
voltage alone is varied (see Fig. 1). Certain1
/4F17
The extra smoothing afforded by the
öther volume-control schemes include a4
G8
.,$ipO
larger capacity (and, incidentally, conreduction of aerial input with an iicrease
siderably smaller bulk of the condenser)
of grid-bias voltage as in Fig. 7, and herè the
is apparent in the lower residual "hum" Fig. 4.-Modern arrangement of the output resistance shOuld be of equal value for
level normally achieved, due to the larger .1 stage, employing directly-heated mains valves, equal movements of the knob; se other
reservoir action. Turnwords, the resistance
ing to the grid.biasing
OH.
element can be of
Z 'C- 20/30/1
resistance itself, this
a sta,ndard type, sub.
was formerly quite a
ject to current-carryclumsy affair, consisting conditions.'
ing of a round rheostat
Referring more fully to
winding arrangement,
the circuits reproduced
Ls
MO
or a clumsy former
here, Fig. 2 is a typical

IT

V

V.

OoO3MFD

-

'

is inevitable when one je engaged for

(

-,

IONMH

-

I2

i

-

wound with many -I

turns of wire, out of
proportion to the
current to be carried.
Here again rapid
strides have been made
in reducing the bulk
of the component, and
classifying the current
dissipation in watts or
milliamperes. Among
the types procurable
there are synthetic
graphite resistances in
vacuum, compressed

/

-

MEG9

-

_

C
C
C
C
C

C

4«3OOWMS

"pick-ups"

C

r

'fl-j
2MPG
.0

-

Fig. 5.-Arrangemenl where the
.

-

(iB. resistance for
voltage dropper.

______
the last valve acts as a.

detector arrangement
for "pick-up" or radio
reproduction. An external yolume control
Is a necessity with the
otherwise
overloading will occur.'
The G.B. reservoir
condenser can be of
low voltage type, rated
according to the valvemaker's
suggestion
and of a moderate
caiiacity as marked,
or ui to 10 mfds.

HT.
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highly - efficient

OIro-/

valves, the

Anunusual

M5G

I

H

I

-

I

-

I

valve also
r- last
acting as a volt-

i

141rO

LkrH'-

-

¡l'

H.T. resistance,
) ¿irst being assumed
/000 OHMS
200 ONMS
the H.T. voltage
Fig. 7.-Volume control by reoutput is in exducing aerial input and increasing
cess of what is
OHMS
G.ß. voltage.
required by the
set. The value of the device lies in the fact holder to utilize either a direct or indirectlythat constructors can make use of A.C. heated AC. valve without wiring modificatransformers or H.T. supplies of high power tions. Of course, the G.B. resistance must
with small sets. If the output of the H.T. be replaceable if the requirements of the
unit is some 100 to 150 volts in excess of valves used are different.
Fig. 7 has already been discussed, and
requirements, it is possible to include the
field winding of a M.C. loud-speaker at Fig. 8 is an elaboration of the former, two
the point X and use a series resistance variable-mu S.G. stages being employed.
The volume control
should be a resistance
with a logarithmic
winding as mentioned
j)rcviously.
f....

i

Decoupling
Fig. 3 illustrates an intermediate L.F.
stage (or a low-powered, indirectly-heated
output valve). Particularly is the attention
of the reader directed to the decoupling
device m the grid circuit, it having been
assumed there are other L.F. circuits, or
considerable HF. amplification before
this stage. Strange a it may seem, set
designers pay little or no attention to devices
of this nature, as, in the writer's experience, a little arrangement of this nature
often cures a tendency

-

t

I

I

I

I

I

I

j

I

t

t

I

to "motor-boating."
Increases in the HT.
decoupling
arrangement are usually tried,
at increased cost and
often at the expense
of H.T. voltage, which
is reduced, due to the
inclusion of a higher
value resistance in
the H.T. positive lead.
For one L.F. stage,

-

fl

MPO
/8L -Mee

j________

:

age-dropping

Fig. 6.-Useful arrangement employing
Jive-socket valve holder, enabling direct or
indirect heated AC. valves to be used
without wiring modification.

I
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Precautions When

NEC.

Using a Pick-Up

For super-het. enIthusiasts and users of
sets having two SG.
stages, the circuito
Figs. 9 and 9A will
prove of interest, being
detector (2nd detector
for super-hets.) circuits
utilizing S.G. standard
valves. Both arrangemento are practical
ones, having been
thoroughly tested.
Provision is made for

0002

grid decoupling
i
usually redundant.
An example of a
modem output L.F.
stage, employing a
_____
directly-heated slow
heating mains valve, is
"pick-up" with
given in Fig. 4, and
ester-sal volume confull use is made of an
i
trol. In Fig. DA, and.
electrolytic G.B. conFig 8.-An elaboration of Fig. 7, emploging two variable-mu stages.
using the pick-up,
denser.
Since these
condensers have polariIy owing to their for GB. strictly to the value for correct switch "A" is open, ' B ' closed, and
internal construction, it is very important biasing. Both the "field"
j
their outer metal cases (negative) arc joined and the resistance must be to the common H.T. negative lead. On a capable of carrying the total
2AIrD-..II
O/í15
________
metal chassis the round canister type are anode current of the set, and
oo
p
inverted and fixed through a hole in the calculated on this basis.
An extremely serviceable
metal and locked with a single nut. The
T0 L.
II
circuit is applicable to those modern and device is shown in Fig.
0000s41Çû
'SOPER
6, since it is
possible by em- 0000S/yfPD /OQ000
n'.'+
y ploying a fiveOMM
-II
0/,socket valve
-

I

i

I

j

I

-

I

-

-

--

Y.

EGO

-

-

'

-

25

,wr

--

I

-

-

MFO

-

/0000
Omis

r

0001/2

/

MFD

T

I

P

/0000

75
3000

W'
MFth

_________

T(

(
I

25,WEGO

J_
MFDFig.9A.

C

194.-Arrangement forsuper-hets. and

T'

Figs. 9 and

Fig.

9.

sets employing two S.G. stages.
i

J
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open. The revérse order is the ease
for radio reception.
With certain valves
switch "C" can be omitted; bu4 in añ
case it is important that all radio controls are
"de-sensitized" when using the "pick-up.'t
To avoid misunderstandings, it can be
explained at this stage Figs. 1, 2, 3, 7, 8,
9 and 9A are applicable to D.C. indirectlyheatedvalves as well as £C., although in
Figs. 2, 8, 9 and 9A precautions are necessary in order to guard aganst shocks with
the "pick-up," as sometimes the negative
mains lead is above earth potential to
the full extent of the mains voltage. In
such instances the use of a "pick-up ".
transformer, ratio i to 1, or fixed condensers
in each lead is called for. On A.0 supplies
precautions of this nature are unnecessary.
Automatic grid bias is only .beginning
to be realized as a practical possibility on
portable battery sets, aild 'Fig. -lo is a
typical example of one possible arrangement. The basic circuit is one of four
valves as 'shown,'and grid bias is derived
from a voltage drop depending on the
total anode current ip the H.T. negative
lead. - A usefuJ table accompanies the
circuit, and should prove of value to prospective.. constructors.
This table will enable, resistances to be
chosen for practically any, type of portable
receiver, and covers the complete. ange of
voltages required:
The actual components may be of any
yjded they ae chosen to carry the
type,
current without beating, and are at the
time small and light in weight.

I.

-'

-

-

-

same

.

I

r

e
T

L

.

-.

..

.

_.-_

.

.

-

-

Oorioui

/s,z,-

-r

-

"free"

Fig. lO.-Arra,i'gemenl for automatic or'

1'_

G.B RESISTANCES FOR PORTABLE BATTERY SET.
RL
R2 (+R1)
Ra (+R1+1t2)
Total

Total

Anode
Approx. OB. H.F,Valre GB. lot LT.
Corren R1+R2+B
M/A
.9v. I 1.5v. 1.5v. 3v. 4.5v.
7

1,300

8

3,125

130
(150)

*
*

1,000

9

10

900

Nearest

1tmej

J

'
i

i...

I

937

1.125

1,500

(400(1 (600)

(750)

(1,000)

((,000)

(1,500)

833

1,0(X)

1,333

(200)

(200)

112

188
(200)

857
750

100

166

166 13331 500

666

(100)

((30)

(120) 1(500)1 (500)

(600)

90

150

(100)

(130)

comrnac)aI

vl

(750)

188
(536)

215

((00)

sool 450

150

(130)1 (300)

resistanee raInes.
obthrnbIe by
or

j,r!eI

(400)

oorDtIon

erIe

1,070

1,290

(1,000)

(1(0)0)

I

(730)

I

600

two or more

01

900
(1,000)

(750)

I

.

.

1,714

''j

(1,5(0)

(1,0001

750

I

(600)

(1000)

1,200

.!t)

i

rltaDe.
of itt chosen

No(e.-Tbe value of R2 can be found by deducting the value
previously. R3 is then chosen and the vaIue of Rl plus thofinal value

-Rl) dinctd.

12V.

4301 643
(400) (600)
3751 562

215

I'

OB. 2nd L.F.
75v. 0v.

6v,

oIJt2

(112
.

-

...
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th the aid of will ve júst that neeessa
the local in comfort, but,
degree of
reaction, was eminently satisfactory in " selectivity " to suit the circumstances.
also bringing in a number of the more The outdoor aerial can be left for 2pecial
powerful foreigners at quite good strength, occasions, ifdesired.
clear of interference.
MUSIC FOR ARCTIC EXPLORERS.
Leipzig, Stuttgart, Strasburg, Poste Parisien,
Breslau, Heilsberg, and
Trieste were all received
at good loud-speaker
'
strength without push.
ing reaction to the limit
p
on a simple three-valve
set (o-v-2), so that a set
a stage of H.F.
.'
ought to do very well
s
indeed on such a short
aerial as above described.
I may add that other
stations were also heard,
.,
but I have oii]y menIl
tioned those that were
íeally good enough- for
loud-speaker reception.
As more foreign st-a-s
tions will shortly be Increasing their strength,
and still further cornplicate matters, this
short indoor aerial
should greatly assist
those whose sets are
¿
a bit too powerful for a
I.
decent
measure
of
station separation. on
strong signals. Actually the positron is this:
If foreign station will
not reduce their power,
then those listeners who
are troubled by them
can easily adjust themselves to the new conditions by taking steps The expedition which recently left U.S.A. fo explore the Arcik
to minimise their inter- regions under Lieut -Commander Richard Byrd, will be kept enter.
ference by tise simple tamed by music-recei ved on the powerful wke!ess equipment they
means suggested. This
carry
-.
I

By A. j. WOOD
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HE gradual ineceas in the number of
broadcasting stations adopting high
power, whilst satisfactory in some
presents for many listeners a probrespect,
lem that is not easy of solution. They find
these stations'buttmg in when they are not
vanted, and no amount of dial adjustment
will altogether eliminate them. It is
particularly disconcerting when the interference upsets the local programme you are
listening to, as is often the ease. If these
listeners arc using an outdoor aerial nd
their sets are not very selective, they stand
very little chance of improving matters
short of a radical alteration of their sets,
and this is not always practicable, often for
reasons of economy. Nevertheless, if they
are willing to compromise in the cause of
comfortable listening, they have a remedy
at hand which is both easy and economical
to apply. Let them try the simple expedient
of a short indoor aerial, not one that goes
somewhere upstairs, or all round a picture
rail, but simply a short length of insulated
stranded wire (about 8 feet or so will do)
suspended from a hook on the picture rail,
and just long enough to reach down to
the aerial terminal of the set.

'

from my own expeì-isnce, I was
Speaking
surprised when I first tried it out as
much
an experiment, and found what could be
done by such simple means. I really
tried it in the first instance to cut down
the great strength (using an outside aerial)
of the Moorside Edge transmitters. Even
on so short an aerial as this they are still
very strong, and need no reaction. Much
to my surprise, however, I soon found out
that its use was not confined to recoiving
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thgher ampere
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hour efficiency

QUICKER CHARGING
SLOWER D,Ç$ARGING

o velo

V

d_d Wit0

AND NO

LONGER
Eveyrotoyoi!!
.....

V

V
V

LI

-even
V

s

means

V

those you have Lever heard before-clearly and
distinctly
th whatever degree of volume you pieaee
without distortion of any kind - . wUhoal e000yisr oiaf le ,rorses,

I

You eau edlh u Cep.

-

7

It lu

ACCESSORIES -IN ONE
efficient cerini lead-In

-.11 combined la

a veil-mode. ouper

FE
r-

-.:

V

-

r

...

end

automatic cat-out which-even during tise ward of storms-sIll
eneblo you and yours to Ilatea In eddy (barbed by u £100 PItIllO
Inauraaeo Policy ae1act damage by lIgbtnirg). It bet gift would be
moro appreciated by your rodio friends. A Cop I. Just the thing
you need, taol Oct oao TO-DAY--drum your local iladlo Denier.
or post free, direct from the matero
¡

-PRESS LAND

CUFFORD

R

PRESSLAND

KIN:O;N;MES.

!''
F1IIrrrr

Gin.

216

9m.

31-

12 in.

316

/ A141"C¡

'rs,.

ki4
SeieaHfio

Balanced Capacity," the new
principle utilised
Ediswan
in
Extra-life Accumulators, means
higher ampere-hour
efficiency.
The special design of the postive

p. INVISIBLEAER.IAL

'E1-

Type E.L.M.4.
capacity. -

45 a/h

Price

-

AS GOOD AS AN

OUTSIDE AERIAL-

YET

insulatOrs, loose wires.

Every modern set needs an
lnviaibje Aerial.
NO WIRES No danger from lightning, reduces
Ststic interferences and increases selectivity I WHAT
AN AERIAL i Justa 3Oft. roll of narrow adhesive tape
which you press around the room below the pictare
rail, wainscoting, corpet. or up the staircase-in fact,
anywhere.Pulltheendand st a down end kaves no mark.

.

a

-

pixies

'J

DEAL FOR USE

Type E.L.9. 80 a/h
capacity.
Price

Double Length. 3/6

'

CCU

THE BRITISH PIX

PÍY4ERIAL
AS AN OUT3IDE AERIAL!:

COMPANY. LTD.
(Dept. 316).
118-28.Southwark Street,
Lofldon, S.E.1.

plete electrical " balance" and
reduces the possibility of "shedding" to an absolute minimum.
In addition to their high electrical
efficiency, these accum ulators
embody many mechanical refineBritish-made clear glass
ments
containers, moulded ebonite lids,
screwed vents, non-corrodible and
non-interchangeable connector
and metal carrier which fits neatly
round the container.

A

IN FLATS.

CANaT

AS.ÇOOD

--I

-

INVISIBLE!

Just imagine listening in on an Aerial actually in the
room, yet you ¿annot see It i Like Radio -itselfinvisible. Getting the same receptjcn as qn an
outside Aerial, without unsightly poles, lead-in tubes,

E
TIlE

-

and negative plates ensures com-

_________

'V

T

-

ÁEÎtI,

LATORS

SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2

THE EDISON
155
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AND9

'TRICKS FOR,

T

CÏIRISTMA s!:
New games are always enjoyed. New tricks ate
always appreciated. Here are alew books captaining
many really new games and tricks with which you can
give your friends a merry Christmas.
u ...........

GAMES

CARD

And How to Play Them.
By PETER ALSTON.

:

Still boards. Price 2e. net, post free 2s. 3d.
Gwde to aU the popular games played to-day.
Whist-Solo, Auction .and Progressive-Bridge,
inducting Royal Auction and Contract-BaccaratBezique-Cribbage-" Nap "-Poker-Piquet-Vingtet-Un-Patience Games, etc., etc.
A

-

:
-

.

BROADCAST
CONJURING TRICKS

r

By CYRIL SHIELDS,
The well-known wireless magician.
Price 2s, post free 2s. 4cl.
Mr. Shields dedicates his books to his many friends
and the hundreds of childress who wrote to him when
he was giving lessons in Simple Conjuring Tricks

r

.1

-

-

-

2

during the children's hour.

loo

2

.

MORE TRICKS

I

YOU..CAN

I

DO5'

By HOWARD THURSTON,
America's Leading Conjuror.

Bound in Cloth, Price Zs. net, post frees 2.. 3d.
Any trick is easy when you know how it's done.
With the aid of this hook you can mystify your friends
with CardTticks, CoinTricks, Match Tricks, Handkerchief Tricks, etc., as easily as a professional conjurer.
Also

Complete

in

WALNUT CABINET

READ THIS
SPECIFICATION:

Real
42/;

Incorporating a new formula in Magnet design, concentrating the
flux where it is required. This is achieved by employing high
percentage Cobalt Pole pieces-the body of the Ma?et being made
from special metal. Specially treated "Veratone Cone. Heavy
gauge steel chassis. Overall diameter 8k in. Complete with Multiratio Transformer for use with any Output Valve. Highly finished
glossy brown cellulose. Here you have the product of MANUFACTURERS wh have SPECIALISED for years on Loud Speakers.

Neer-ending research and the facilities to produce Loud
Speakers of ofitstanding merit in all types have now
resulted in something to give you such QUALITY Ir'
workmanship and performance as to amaze you. Ask
to hear the "RENOWN" at your Dealer's.

CARD

E

E

I
j

Stiff Boarda. Price 2e. net, post free 2e. 3d.
A Vólume which will give the Amateur or SemiProfessional, who does not wich to spend a great
deal of time en practice. ma5arier for entertaining
performances. Card Tricks presented in ness forms
and with up-to-date patter;

E
I

E

I

j
I

I['HE
i

I

E

-

I

E

St.

JOHN

ST.,

LONDON,

E.C.1.

ClerkersweIl 38389.

________________________________________________________

BEST TRICKS
TO DO 1'HEM

By DAVID DEVAN
'The Well-known conjuror.
Price 2s. net, post free 2e,4d.
The contents includeCoin Tricks. Tricks wthBallsi
Card Tricks, Feats of Memory, etc., etc.

'

'

'

I

.5

.

MATCH

STICK MAGIC

rrBy

-.

:

-

'

WILL BLYTH, M.I.M.C.
With a Forewori by David Devant.
Illustrated by 160 Diagrams

E

:

Stiff Boards. Price 2e. net, posi free 2e. 3d.
Being a Collection of Entertaining, Amusing and
loittugtiv Puzzles, Games, Scientibc and Construe..

-:

May
69,

E

.

A FULL-SIZE SPEAKER-NOT A MIDGET
Fully illustrated List of all niodels(includingthe now famous
'Dreadnought" at 39/6) sent post free on request.

E

'AND HOW'

.

I.

-

.5

r

:

I

I

TR IC K S

By L. WIDDOP.

be

!iaJ

of all

tional
Experiments,
Conjuring Tricks, etc.,
to perform which only
a few matchsticks are .a..ineS
required.
"
tsoolsellere or for Post Free prices d1ect from the

PEARSON'S Boolt Dept., 18, Henrietta Street..
¿9ff0fl V.C5. Full list on application. _-

Boo! Publisher,

.
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Pick-Up Improvement
/1 ANY listeners are disappointed when
IVI
first trying a pick-up on their set
because they find reproduction far from
satisfactory. Generally the reason can be
traced to a fault in the amplifier (even
though it works well enough on radio), but
much can he done to improve results by
connecting different condensers and reials.
sistances across the pick-up
Sometimés a resistance or condenser by
itself will do the trick but quite often best
results are obtained by combining resistances and condensers as shown in I
If a 10,000 ohm variable I
Fig. 1.
resistance is available this should be tried I
firstS afterwards try a .001 mfd. pre-set I
ond'enser and then combine the two A

JOTINGS

SET
_Fig. 1.-Modifying the outpuifroni
o

pick-up.

the Atlantic. The most consistent stations
have been WGY, %VGZ, WBG and KDKA,
but others have been picked up at intervals.

FROM MY

NOTEBOOK.

By

"DETECTOR."

little experiment on these lines will enable
you to get just the tone required, and, if
suitable valves are chosen, needle scratch
can be greatly reduced,
Sun-Spots

DECEPTION conditioñs are remarkably

1\

good this winter; in fact,
in my opinion, they are quite as
good as they were in 1925. The
reason is attributed to presence
of sun spots, which are known
to have a great effect on the
propagation of wireless waves.
Sun-spot cycles occur about
every seven or eight years, and

during the sun-spot periods
conditions are abnormally good.
I remember that during the
winter of 1924-25 I was successful in bringing in quite a number
of American and Canadian medium - wave stations ou a
single valve set. Of course, I used
phones, but by adding a" 2L.F."
amplifier decent loud-speaker
reception was possible. At that
time I did not consider it any
great feat to tune in all the
British and Continental broadcasting staiions then in existence
on a single valve set, and stations
like Madrid, Ecole Supérieure,
and Radio Belgique were very
popular. When one considers
that most of these stations then
worked on a power of i kilowatts or less the results appear
all the more remarkable.

]

i

-___-.

-

Cutting Out the S.G. Valve
OR reception of the local stations an
SG. valve is often a disadvantage
because it tends to cause both detector and
low frequency valves to become overloaded.
There are various ways of cuttiñg out the
S.G. stage for local reception and a number
of these have previously been described in
PRACTICAL WIBELRSS. In general the
methods consist of transferring the aerial
from the aerial coil to the second tuned
:cfrcuit. This is very simple of accomplishment and is sometimes fairly satisfactory,
hut has the serious disadvantaae of nnsine
'a tremendous drop in se1ectiviy due to tb
elimination of one tuned circuit. It is
possible, however, to cut out the S.G.
valve without any loss of selectivity whatever. By connecting a .0001 mfd. preset condenser between the anode of the
S.G. valve and the "top" of the aerial
coil the two coils form a band-pass filter.
An "On-Off" switch is connected in the
filament lead so that an economy can be
effected by cutting off the L.T. supply to
the first valve. The .0001 mfd. pre-set
condenser must first be adjusted to the
position which gives the desired degree of
selectivity, but afterwards it can be left
entirely alone. This condenser could be
brought into circuit by means of a switch,
but the capacity of the latter would
probably have a bad effect and so it is
better to leave one terminal connected to
the coil and connect the other to the anode
of the SG, valve, by means of a short
length of flex, each time the valve is to be
cut out.

i

i

MEOWM

I

WAvE SCALE
800K/c..

tc.

/

ET
T

.o.
'

95.

_IjI

O

WG WAVE $CAi (AoJuSTA8LE.)
Fig. 2.-An adjustable logging scale.

i

Distant Reception.

Nearer Stations
¡N regard to nearer stations I have found
I the Italians best of all. Trieste on
247.7 metres, not usually a very powerful
station, is coming through with tremendous
"punch" and with only faint fading.
Rome is the same old steady signal, always
reliable and always worth listening to.
Turin, Genoa, Milan and Florence are not
quite so loud but can be brought in with

-

ease at any time after six o'clock or so.

return to the present season; The Germans-Leipzig, Heilsburg, LangenBUTwetofind
loud stations all round the berg and Koenigswusterhausen-seem to be
dials and the greatest difficulty is to louder than ever, but I find Mühlacker

eliminate the unwanted ones. Selectivity rather a difficult station because almost
is
all-important, every time I have tned for him he has been
but even if your set badly heterodyned. The French stations
oo/MFO
is not selective you are fairly reliable, and Poste Parisien is
PRESET Co,v,.,''
need not be de- regularly good when clear of Hamburg.
prived of American Radio Normandie is very loud but subject
reception because to rapid and violent fading; at one
the number of moment he has to be toned down and at
stations working the next, is only just audible. On the
after midnight are long waves Warsaw is the star turn at
comparatively few. present. This station rolls in at good
I have stayed up strength at any time of day, and very often
until 2 a.m. a few blots out Eiffel Tower almost completely.
nights recently and His strength is very similar to that of
have been rewarded Radio Paris, and he puts out some first rate
by the good recep- programmes of light music. Of course
tionofquiteanum. the many Russians are easily received, but
ber of stations from they rarely give any programmes worth
the other side of listening to.
-

i
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apply equally well to either a D.C. or A.C.

--

instrument: The first method is to connect
a variable resistance between the ET.
negative terminal of the eliminator and the
.117*
corresponding terminal of the set. The
previous E.T.- terminal will now supply
the negative bias voltage. A i mfd,
condenser should be connected across the
resistance to provide a by-pass for alternating currents. All connections are shown
_j_/
in the diagram of Fig. 3 (a). By adjusting
the 5,000 ohm variable resistance any G.B.
voltage from 0 to 30 or so can be obtained;
(Mr-)
in all cases the resistance should be set to
the highest value consistent with good
reproduction. A disadvantage of the above
JA1FD ('amethod is that the grid-bias voltage is
taken away from the total high-tension
supply, and thus, as the GB. voltage is
varied, a correspondmg variation (in the
-o
opposite direction) will occur in the H.T.
Fig. 3 (a).-One method of obtaining grid bias from an eliminator.
voltage. The latter difficulty can be
type of directly heated battery valves, a overcome in the manner illustrated by Fig.
Station Calibration
IT seems rather peculiar to me that so grid-bias battery is necessary. This is 3 (b). Here the voltage drop across the
many manufacturers should be making obviously a disadvantage, and I want to smoothing choke is employed to' provide
sets with station-calibrated diiils. I sup- explain two ways of obtaining grid-bias negative bias. So that a variable voltage
pose these are all very well for people who from an ordinary H.T: eliminator; both may be obtained, the choke is shunted
by a 50,000 ohm potentiorequire only comparameter from the slider of
tively few stations and
which the negative G.13.
who wish to obtain them
+ voltage is taken. If the
in the simplest possible
smoothing choke is at
manner. But what will
present wired in the
happen when stations
positive supply lead it
change their wavewill have to be transferred
lengths, as they are bound
to the negative; it will be
to do from time to time?
just as effective for
In my opinion 'the best

pl

.,

r

-

L.x

I

p

T

L

-

--

form of calibration for a
5,OO
TN/NC CNOA-E
family set is that in which
..
the tuning dial is marked
off in wavelengths or
frequencies. It is then
only necessary to have a
list of stations to make it
a perfectly straight.
r
forward matter to set the
f
dial for any one of them.
This system cannot beconic obsolete whatever
Fig. 3 (b).-Another method of adjustable grid bia's.
changes tike place in the
matter of wave-length allocation.
POTENTIOMETER

smoothing purposes wflen
put in the latter position.
When using either of the
arrangements described in
conjunction with a sensitive, receiver it might be
advisable to connect a
100,000 ohm de-coupling
resistance in the G.B. lead
at thè point marked with
a cross.

HT-

G8-

V

72

V

Calibrated Tuning Condensers
miiis brings up another point. Why
J do not our manufacturers supply
tuning condensers with a frequency calibrated dial? I am sure it would bc very
much appreciated, and it would be easy
enough to make in accurate form for use
with S.L.F. condexìsers. Of course, the
setting of the dial would depend upon the
coil with which the condenser was used,
but that would not offer any difficulty if
the dial were made circular and marked
off all round its circumference. All that
would be required would be to tune in a
station of known frequency, turn the dial
to the appropriate setting and lock it in
position. The condenser would then be
calibrated for the complete wavelength
range. Admittedly a second scale would
be required for long and medium waves,
but I .do not see why the two could not be
arranged for by mounting two concentric
celluloid scales on a metal disc. The outer
scale would be fixed to the disc but the
inner one would be made so that it could be
adjusted independently. I give a sketch
of my idea in Fig. 2; by chance some
reader might care to experiment with it.

8 .AAAAA..A
r--1 ------- -----Rf
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p
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emphasis to the higher notes
for that reason it is usual
to fit some kind of filter to
reduce high-note response.
Whilst this might be desirable
in most cases, it is not ¡seressary in a set having ultra
selective tunmg circuits, for
the latter tend to "cut" the
high notes to an appreci.

___J

¿6'RO/(EN L /NES'

SLIRROUND

TI-/OSE

COMP0NENT5

.

WHICH COMPRISE
THE COMPLETE

s sS

/ Fig.4.-Mal,atone

con-

ing

trol for

INS TR(JAIEaV7

use

with a trans-

former.

:j

G.B: from an H.T. Eliminator

/jOST high-tension eliminators have no
IVI provision for grid bias supply, and
so, when used with a set having the usual

Tone Compensation
is well known that
a pentode gives extra

IT

-

.4*:.

1
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able extent. Thus, insad of using tone
compensation with the pentode, the valve
itself gives a fair amount of compensation
to the rest of the circuit. This is worth
knowing when building a simple set using
one of the new highly selective tuners such
as the Colvern "T.D." coil.
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Some T.C. transformers are intended only
for reducing low-note amplification, and
they have no effe,ct whatever on high notes.
These have an L.F. choke, and series
variable resistance connected across the

transformer, (2) a small L.]?. choke, and
(3) a fixed condenser. The way in which
they are wired up is shown in Fig. 4, and
it will be seen that one sideThf both th&
choke and the condenser is connected to
the plate end of the transformer primary.
An external potentiometer (generally .25
megohni or so) is joined between the other
end of these components, and the slider is
connected to H.T. pòsitive. When the
potentiometer slider is moved to the end
marked "A" the L.F. choke is put in
parallel with the transformer primary, but
when moved to position "B," the fixed
condenser is in parallel with the primary.
By moving the potentiometer slider be.
tween ends "A" and "B," the choke and
condenser are made to have varying effects
on the primary winding. Now the effect
of the choke is to reduce the inductance of
the nlate circuit, and as the inductance is
reduced the lower frequencies are able to
leak away through the plate circuit, and
so escape amplification. The condenser acts
in reverse fashion by providing a leakage
path for the higher musical frequencies.
It will thus be clear that either high or
low flotes can be suppressed (or reduced in
intensity) by adjusting the potentiometer.

Sensitivity and Power
jUDGING by the wording of many of the
J queries received, it would appear that
there is a large number of readers who
imagine that the words "sensitive" and
"powerful," as applied to a wireless
receiver, have the same meaning. This is
not so; the word sensitive is applied to the
high-freqency and detector end of the set,
whilst the word power is used in reference
to the low-frequency portion. The distinction will more readily be understood if it is
pointed out that a 2 S.G.-Det. receiver would
be sensitive since it would have a big range,
and would respond to very feeble signals.
But having no L.F. amplifying stages, the
set could not be considered powerful, be.
cause it would probably be incapable of
operating a loud-speaker at all. On the other
hand, a Det.-2 L.F. receiver might, be so
designed that it would receive only the local
station, but it would probably bring in that
station at full strength on the loud-speaker.
For that reason the set would be considered
powerful.

j

transformer primary. Adjustment of the
resistance varies the effect of the choke on
the plate circuit.
Pentode Corrector
Y the way, you might be interested to
know that Messrs. Telsen have
recently introduced a "Pentode ToneCompensator." It consists- only of a
25,000-ohm resistance, and .01 mfd. condenser joined in series and housed in a
bakelite case, but it makes a very conThe corrector is
venient component.
merely connected by its two terminals to
the speaker terminals of the set. As it
costs only 3s. 6d., it should prove a popular
line.

B

Suppression of Electrical Interference
IAM pleased to learn that the French
authorities are now introducing legislation with a view to eliminating all forms
of electrical interference which at present
tend to mar radio reception. It is a bold
step, but I understand that it will make
illegal the sale and installation of any
electrical machinery which is not completely "silenced" in the e1ectrical sense.
SPECIAL NOTICE!
It seems rather a pity that similar regulations cannot be made in this country, for
WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR'S
The "How" and "Why" o! Tone Control
apparently, however severe - interference
IHAVE been asked a few times lately to
ENCYCLOPìEDIA.
t
might be, neither the Post Office nor the
explain how a tone control transformer
B.B.C.has any real control over it. The
fuietions. Before giving a direct answer, I ¡ Readers who are qualifying for the
above volume should read the special
P.O. officials can suggest rcmedies,:and can
must make it clear that the tone-control
supply cheaply the necessary apparatus for
transformer really consists of three corn- i announcement on page 675 of this
week's Issue,
silencing, but beyond that they are
ponents housed together in the same contamer; these are (1) an ordinary L.F ......... -. .... .. .... -. ........... . ........ ......_........_..J. powerless.
J

i
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This T.C.C. ookIet shows you how to run your set off the
electric light mains
how you can be sure of constant power.
lt tells you how to build four different types of power units
for use on A.C., and a whole chapter is devoted to D.C.
apparatus. Details of Electrolytic Condensers, Elimination
of Interference and a Rotary Resistance Calculator are also
induded. Send for your copy now I
Ask
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your
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WANDER PLUG
TRE need for an extra tapping or branch from a
flexible lead is continually arising.
Fre
quently two leads are wanted froua the same point on
the (IB., HT, battery or eliminator; branch leads to
another loud-speaker; an aerial extensIon to another
set, or a quick change of connection to the other side
of an aerial condenser. For all of these, and many
other purposes, the new CLIX "Dual" wander plug
does the job neatly and efficiently. It is really a
wander-plug and socket combined, with the pin at right
angles to the socket, thus forming a branch, or three-way
connector. lt. is made In the usual
Clix style, with, a pin which will
always make firm contact, doesn't
lose ita "set." Supplied in red or
CLIX

_________________

-

___________

London, E.2.

THE BULGIN HF. MAINS CHOKE
TEIERFERRI6CE, in ita many forme, does not
always get luto the set cta the aerial, but often
through the medIum of the mains unit.. The special
EF. mains choke made by A. F. Bulgin and Co., is
specially designed to stop HF. currents arriving
through the mains. The choke should be placed In
of the leads feeding the eliminator,
with a condenser (about .01 mfd.) conlected at either end, and the free ter'
binais of the condensers connected to
earth The choke has an inductance of
micro-bennes, and, a D.C. rests,
tauco of 120 Ohms. There will thus be
a drop of potential of only I Volt for each
S milllmps carried.
The Instrument is housed in
a green bakelite case, and lias interlocked terminals.
tS
lTylflg capacity is 100 mil!ian,apa. The cost is

I

one
-

-

'"

-

-,..

/

r

The Ch'x
D al" wande..plur
showing how Iwo leads mou
taken from one socJef.

black. Full range of markings,- at
the popular price of 2d. each; a half-dozen Of these
should be included in everybody's kit. Leetro Llnx
Ltd., 254; Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, 8.W.1.
,

THE BROWN H.T. BATTERY SUPERSEDER
provision of High Tension current for a small
THE
-set is met very satisfactorily by this instrument,
which operates solely from a 2-volt accumulator.
It thus obviates the need for HT. batteries, and gives
always a current of even voltage. The principle is
that of an AC-D.C. vibratory converter, combined
with a transformer which steps up the pressure to
about 100 volte. The transformer output is rectified
by means of a Westinghouse metal rectifier, and
smoothed by means of chokes and large-capacity
condensers. A potential divider is tapped and con
nected to four sockets for liT, negative, and positive
85, 35, and 40 volte. A switch Is also incorporated.
The entire apparatus, mounted on bakelite base with
screening cover, occupies less space than the usual
60-volt dry battery, ita size being only 7m, by 4jln. by
uin. It is sold only by Electradix Radios, 218,
Tipper Thames Street, London, E.O.4. and ¡s a
remarkable bargain at the price of 37s. Od.
BULGIN REMOTE CONTROL UNIT

.

those who require a really
arrangei '0Itthent, a Bulgin remote control luxurious
¡s the thing.
The
mere insertion of the loud-speaker plug into its jack
operates the unit, and the set Is automatically switched
on. Removing the plug when finished causes It to
switch oif again. The unit comprises a simply relay,
which is operated by a small current from the LT.
battery. A ruby glass indicator shows when the et
is ." on" or
off." The current consumption need
hardly be considered, for it is a caere .00 ampere.
The Remote Control Unit Is made by A. P. Bulgin
k Co., Abbey Road, Barking, London5 R., and coats
lOs. Od.

24th;

1932

hat we
F' und.

costing from 18s. 6d., a
chaste design which is Ideal
for n Tudor, or severelyfurnished room. Then the
i
"one-o-one" to "one-osix" series, embodying SIX
different designs, ali accom4
modating the loud speaker,
at lOs. 9d. Itadlogram cabinets, bookcases and ce!.
larettes in antique and
ultra'modern styles are also
Included. Many constructors will be interested lu the
"chassis," on which the set can be built. It Incorporates the baffle board for loud-speaker, and fits
varIous Clarion cabinets, or can be used for the
adaptation of one's own furniture. So, before, settling
about your new cabinet, send for the catalogue to
Clarion Radio Furniture, 28-30, Illansford Street,
-.-

'I

-

December

mìí

,'.

.a's
.r. LJUaI siains noIee Is speciatty sullaule jur
D.C. Volves, and la connected to both poles of the
mains. 'With a D.C. resistance of 61 ohms, It will
drop 16 Volts at .25 amp., and has an inductance of
the order of '60,000 mlcrohenries. It is housed in a
'

univereal mounting, aluminium finished screening Case,
and is moderately priced at 10/-.

BRITISH GENERAL H.F. CHOKE
H.P. Choke ¡s a component which can be
AGOOD
put to many uses, and this particular choke is
certainly a high-class article. The windiugs nro
protected by a nicely finished, non-corrodible, moulded
case, which keeps out damp ansi dust. The actual
wlndings have a resistance of only 400 ohms, yet the
Inductance is of the order of 128,000 usicruhenries.
The method of winding gives the low self-capacity of
4.5 mlcro-microfarade, so that the choke would be
quite efficient for H.P. coupling purposes, even in the
snodo circuit of a screen-grid valve. The price Is
Ss. 6cl,, which, of course, is very reasonable for a

component of this nature,

PLATELESS ACCUMULATOR
N our issue dated 3rd December, we described under
this heading a new type of extremely efficient
plateless storage battery. We attributed tisis product

i

name with the block type of battery. We understand,
bowver, that this is not the case. The Block batteries
referted to are the soie property of Block Batteries,
Ltd., and not the Fuller Accumulator Co., and wo hasten
to correct this inaccuracy. Mr. L. Fuller, the inventor
of the original Fuller Block battery, has severed his
connection with the Fuller Accumulator Co., and is
now a director of Block Batteries, Ltd., und it was due
to the association of his namo that the misunderstanding
occurred. There is no connection between the two
firms.

HELLESENS CONDENSERS
TRE firm of Hellesens are well-known as manufacturers
of various types of battery, as well as condensers.
We have received a very Interesting range of condensers
from this firm, the most Interesting of which are the
electrolytIc condensers in dry form. These are shaped
In the sanie manner as the wellknown 2 mId. con
densers, and are cased with waxed cardboard. The
connections are brought out. as long flex leads, the
two coverings being red and black for identification
purposes. The anode of these condensers consista
of pure aluminIum foil, on which is formed, electro'
chemically, a very thin fIlm for dielectric purposes.
The cathode is also of aluminium in a piaste electrolyte.
The condenser may be mounted in. any position,
and although no mounting lugs or other devices are
fitted, it will not be found dillicult to secure it In a
receiver. These condensers are also available as
blocks, having two or more positive leads and ono
common negative lend, and will be found very con'
venlent for use in the construction of mains units.
HEAYBERD TRICKLE CHARGER
THERE is s great deal of disappointment when the
accumulator suddenly ceases to function In the
middle of su interesting Iteiji. In addition, there Is a
certain amount of inconvenIence In carrying an
accumulator to the charging station, especially If the
accumulator chances to be one of the larger 6-volt
types and the station Is situated some distance away.
The Trickle Charger does away with all worries
attending the charging question, and' in addition
keeps the battery In good condition by permitting

regular and constant charging.
je

The charger Illustrated

the new Eeayberd Model A.O.2, which delIvers

.5 amp. The method of building up this charger is
very unique, the base consisting oía standard Hesyberd
Mains Transformer, upon which is bolted a Westinghouse Metal Rectifier. A terminal strip at one end
of the instrument enables the charger to be connected
to mains of any voltage from 200 to 250, and at the
opposite end of the Inetrument a terminal strip is
provided with four terminals-a common negative,
and positive terminals for 2, 4 or 6 vOlt accumulators.
There is therefore absolutely nothing to understand in
using this type of instrument, and the metal box
shown on the left of the illustration goes over the
rectifier and completely screens it. The holes enable
ample ventilation to be obtained and keeps the rectifier
cool. On test the current was found to be a full
4 smp., and at the price of 35s. this is a most valuable
accessory. A Jarger model giving 1 amp, at 6 or 12
volts is siso obtainable at 42s. Od.

j

ç.
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to the firm of Fuller, owing to the association of that
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CLARION RADIO FURNITURE
for the new set.

-

--

Does this matter
conaideustiop it deserves?- We
think not. And yet, what is the sense of constructing a receiver which performs excellently, and
then fitting it into a box of crude design and worse
finish, stamping lt Indelibly as an amateur production?
And yet this is so often done,
The "1033" catalogue of Clarion lindlo Furniture
iwlfl open your eyes as to the possibilities of the homeconstructed set, listing, as It does, a variety of cabinets
to suit ail tastes end oekets. There is thó Classic

ACABINET'
always get-the

i.

-

-
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-
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A.Q.2 1a!f-amp. char,er. with coon rcmsvd.
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i Readers.:
i

>..J

The Editor does not necessarily agree wit i opinions expressed

components of a receiver appeals to me
immensely. How many constructors ]ow
the actual working of their sets? Your
weekly article solves the problem, and
should be read out to members each week.
There is one point I miss in iiearly. all
wireless journals, i.e., coil construction.
This is what we want badly, and I would
be pleased to see a series of articles on how
to make tuning coils in your splendid radio
journal.-V. HARVEy (Cardiff).
[We 7ave in hand one or two articles on
coil-making wh,ich will be pub! ished shortly.-

That Ifeterodyne
Sns,-First of all, let me thank you for
PRACTICAL WIRELESS. I have been connected with radio since 1915, from which
date I served as a sea-going operator
until 1925. Since then I have found
considerable interest in the construction
of many receivers. I am also a keen shortwave listener, my knowledge of morse ED.J
making this waveband extremely interest- A Bouquet
ing. Your publication is indeed practical,
Sm,-I feel that it. would be rather
and I commend it to anyone wishing for churlish of me to withhold my thanks
a more comprehensive knowledge of wire. to you for your remarkably good journal,
less. For the benefit, possibly, of other PRAYrICAL WIRELESS. I have just finished
readers, will you please qualify the follow- reading through No. 7, and I find it even
ing statements in your issue of 5th uIt., richer, if possible, in really useful inforVol. 1, No. 7.
mation than its predecessors. Indeed, for
On page 322, under the heading, the past six weeks, those issues have pro"Frequency Separation," you deal with the vided me with the most interesting and
difficulty some stations experience in instructive evenings I can remember to
keeping to the 9 ke/s separation, and the have had for the past twenty years, and
consequent interference experienced by that is saying something.
listeners due to heterodyning. The last
Fellows like myself, who regard wireless
sentence reads: "In such cases interference
CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK
is -inevitable, and we listeners can do
nothing

to

overcome

Turning to page 352 of the same issue
you describe a heterodyne stopper. You
here explain how tho heterodyne whistle
can be removed, either by tone control
or "stopper," in the anode circuit of the
detector-valve. Again turning to pago
358, in reply to W. E G. (Paddington)
you refer to the heterodyning of London
Regional by a German station, and then
state, "this cannot ho cured from the
receiver end."
Have I "slipped up" somewhere, or
are these contradictions? The theoretical
explaining of how the "stopper" works is
sound, but why conflicting statements on
pages 322 and 358?
I again thank you for an extremely
interesting publication, and wish you all
success. While you keep to your p-esent
policy of not dealing- with programme
criticism and continuo to publish circuits
which are more likely to suit we people of
small bank balances, I guess you'll go
right ahead.-A. W. Msex (Petworth).
P.S.-I was glad to read how W. B. Richardson puts your correspondent, Maxwell
Smith, of Thornton Heath, wise. Surely
a strip of hot air. Very cute that last
sentence.

DO YOU KNOW?
-ThAT

ln air-spaced coli is more efficient

than one wound with the wire In contact with

the coli former.
-THAT au 5.0. potentiometer and a gramophone volume control may be ganged together
to reduce the controls on the panel.
-THAT an earth screen between the windings
of a mains transformer reduces the tendency
to hum interference.
-TRAT special test records bearing all tho
instruments of the orchestra are obtainable
for test purposes.
-THAT a miiilammeter in the anode circuit
of the detector valve provides a certain
method of showing the correct timing point.
-THAT the glass of a window may be used
as the dielectric of a coupling condenser ror
serles aerial tuning.
-THAT records which have,warped may be
straightened by placing between glass sheets
in a warm place.
-. ............ .... ...........

NOTICE

Fhe Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a
practical ,uiture euitabl for publication in PRM)TICAL
WIRELESS. - Such articles should he written on one side
of the paper only; and should contain tito name and
address of the sender. Whilst the Editor does not hold
himself responsible for tnanuscri-pts, every effort will be
piede to return litent ifa stamped and addressed envelope
is enclosed. All correspondence intended for the Editor
should be addressed: Tie Editor, PRACtICAL WIIiBLE«S,
Ges, Yewnes, Ltd., 8-11, Soutiuunptsn Street, Strand,

by his

correspondents

as the finest hobby of the age, and who
take it rather seriously, are indeed fortunate
to have at our elbow such a valuable guide.
I like the clarity, and the- smooth, intimate style of your writers, asid the knowledge contained is very easily assimilated.
You hate, indeed, a fine set of contributors.
Might I ask for something?
1. That your journal will never alter
its style.
2.. That it may go a little deeper into
technicalities, and the mathematics
of wireless.
3. That you give us some more "How
to make" articles.
I should also like to have explained
such matters as "side bands, side band
cut-off," and why, as it is said, band-pass
tuning results in side-band eut-off. And
could you, some day, give us a clear exposition of the paths of the current through,say, a three-valve set? I am also subscribing to the Newnes Co-inpieje Wireless
which I find to be of the same high standard
as PRACFICAL WIRELESS. Again, thank
you for your very fine journal.-H. E.
Bunnows (Warrington).
More Congratulations

Sin,-I have much pleasure in offerina
my congratulations on your production
of an excellent wireless paper. I have
read each of the first eight numbers, and
have obtained as much technical reading
material from each as from a monthly
journal priced at Is. I have given a
permanent order for your paper, and wish
you every success for the future.-H.
PAitKUtSON, B.Sc. (Wigan).
A

Wireless Traders' Appreciation

Sia,-As a wireless trader I think I ought

to know a little respecting radio, both
theoretical and practical. I have taken
wireless journals since the early days of
radio, but until your first publication
I cannot recollect a periodical which so
ably assists the wireless amateur, and in
addition refreshes the minds of one or two
of the old hands. Wishing your journal
every success.-F. W. T. Bxna (Wolver.
hampton).
A Plea for

Portables

Srn,.-May I suggest that your experts
design a simple four.valvo portable, for
whilst there are plenty of circuits published
that deal with ordinary sets the portable
receives little and inadequate treatment.
I have searched for some time for a really
good circuit that will meet the requirements of the intelligent amateur, and I have
been baffled. I have made up the portables
desigped by other experts from time to time
and either they have had insufficient power,
or they are hopelessly unstable.
V.

Member's Thanks
Srn,---I have read with great interest W.C.2.
Owing to tite rapid progress th the dee&n of wireless
the varied articles in PRACTTCA1 WrnxLEss.
and to our efforts to keep our rraders in touch
As a member of a local club, with a member- apparatus
with the latest derelOpme,ds, we gire no warranty that
ship of over eighty, your weekly talks apparatus described in out columns is not tite 8ubject of
BENYON-HABRIS (Matlockdealing with the functions of the various lettere pairtit.
A Club

I
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Practical Letters from Reáders
(Continued from Sage

O7.)

Fuses

Srn,-Thanks

for a very sensible paper.

WIRELESS is on order, and
wifi always be. It is very helpful

PR.&cTIcAL

J
j

I hope it
and clear, and the sketches are well desired.
I have been asked to 'write to you by several
for a whole page on an important subjectFu.ses-their working, position, rating, etc.

Such an article would no doubt help to
save pounds. No journal has yet given
a comprehensive article on fuses, so please!
Also an article on all types of switches,
and their uses, would be appreciated.
Thanks again.-R. C. (Liverpool).
[An article is in hand forearly publication.ED.]

Moving-Coi} Loud-Speakers

:

A

Correction

Sis,-I

I

any electrical appliance to the mains,
amateur or professional alike with sense,
rather than work with live wires, takes off
the power. In the pole-finding test described he is handling live leads. I admit
the fuse may blew in case of a short circuit,
but even that takes time, the experimenter
may not trouble to note size of fuse, even
electricians are sometimes careless. It is
quite possible for anyone not used to this
sort of thing to short the leads, resulting,
perhaps, in a shock or burnt fingers.
Why this risk when the remedy is so
simple? I suggest a 60-watt lamp or other
suitable resistance in circuit with one
lead, then, of course, the most serious
thing one can do is, light the lamp, and the
danger in handling the wires is considerably
reduced.
I find that after fifteen years' practical
experience it is much better to be sure
than sorry. I may add I am not really a
nervous fellow myself. , I hope in the
interest of readers and PRACTICAL WIRELESS
you will give this space and I heartily wish
your paper every success.-V. P. BRowS
(Hollinwood).

note with satisfaction that you
have published my article re switching
Why not charge your accumulators in your own
hitchen?
loud-speakers, in your
Simply connect one side of the of alternative
Heayberd Battery Charger to the Mains-the other
current issue under "Practical Pars."
to your accumulator. You will seve money, time
I would point out, however, a slight error
your L.T. Batteries
and trouble this way. And
in the text which may cause some con- [We can only reiterate what we.have already
vill lost mach joncer.
fusion in the minds of your readers.
Model A.O.2. Charging 2, 4 or 6 volts
said on this subjecl.-EJ).]
35/
at I amp ................
In the third para, from the end "two
Model A.O.3. 'Charging 2,6 or 12 volta
42/6 moving-coil type of loud-speakers" should A Gold Mine
at1 amp .............
read "two moving-iron type of loudam a very interested reader of
Both models incorspeakers."-F1tNcIs S. J. COOPER (Brixton). your paper,
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, and
porate
Heayberd
Transformer and
would like to add my congratulations and
Westinghouse Reethanks, to others, for such an abundantly
.tifier. Complete in
Testing Polarity of Mains
interesting book.
neat steel case-no
EAYOEII
Snt,-I do not consider by any means
eaternal resistances
I think that many readers, like myself,
required.
that the coupling of a receiver or eliminator, are not always experimenting, but very
---------------MONARCOFTME MAINS'.
as stated in your Nov. 12th issue, is as much wish to improve their general knowdangerous as the pole-finding test described ledge of electricity, etc., as applied to wirein PRACTICAL WIRELESS a week or two ago. less, and this paper supplies the means.
The reasons for this are obvious, coupling
(Continued o,, page 709.)
.
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MainsWorkinqi

enclose 3d. stampsìnor
NEW Handbook of Mains'
EQuipment. Packed with
Technical Tips, Service,
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PRA.

F.C.HÊAYI3ERD -&Co.,
O FINSBURY STREET. LONDON, EC,2
One mlnut from Moorgate 5th
-

DESIGNS FOR APPARATUS FOR ANY RADIO
PURPOSE. INCLUDING TRANSMISSION. OVERSEAS
ENQUIRIES INVITED: ANY APPARATUS SUPPLIED.
CONSTRUCTIONAL WORK UNDERTAKEN.
We u,,dertuko to solve your Problem., inoludlag obtainIng
amistaur pruuasntttlr,g Licence. Whatever your dltllculty,

write us.
Cliaraot :8!- per query. toue armure, 216 each, with diatrams.

Radio Technical Agency (Dept. P.L.W.).
2, Westgate Chambera, N e wport, Mon.

REPAIRED.
LOUD SPEAKERS
(Bine Spot a Speciality. 5/-.)

.Transformers 4/-, all repairs magnetined free. Eliminator Repaira quoted for. 24 Hours Service. Discount
Clerkenweli 9069.
Sor Trade.
E O' MASON. 44. EAST ROAD. LONDON. N.j.
TRANSFORMERS. Large quantity of genuino Erses.
List price.
iew and guaranteed
sn Transformers.
1716 each. Ratios 2-1 and 4-1. Our prIce, 3/3 each.
ETA. . Generai purpose valves, Type B T 1814. List
5/6. Max. Fil, volt 2.0w.. Pii cur. 0.12 amp..
Mx. Anode vol, 150v,, Ampi. mOtor 18, Imped, 14.000
price, Mut. cond. (slope) 1.3 ma/v.. Aver, anode
ouais.
current 3 ma. (For 150v. anode current sud -2.5
GB.) Limited number only for quick sale, each 2/6.
,Snap-up these l'xrgainu whilst stocks moti Carriage
paid U.K; cash with order-Pioneer Radio Manu.
facturing Co., Ltd., CoptiO Street, New Oxford
Street, W,C. Museum 9607. Trade enquiries invited.
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"5üStations"KIT.
At a

GREAT REDUCTION

3VVOR.ltlti

Tise famont

'

Siektun" Scout

Screened

for

Xmal1
',

Grid

bytlioti84!- -Ia now

and formerly cold aL
- offered to YOU for £3.
The Cabaret Electric Co., Ltd.. to commemorate
the opeasine of s muessitcent ness branCh st
182. Vauehssll iirldae Road, are able to make

country

'you this amazing offer for 'a limited- perlon
only, having lsarchosed a hugo quantity.
Earliest application for one of these splendid
hito la strongly advised.
Every kit' includes the exact components
originally specified hi' the designer, and. In
supplied complete with baseboard and ebonite
panel cut to size and ready drilled, together
with all necessary terminals, wire and teXt
ful(.slze blue.print and illustrated construction
cuide.

'e

CO
includes the famoua Siektun Super Transformer
Siektun Dual Rance Coito. Caldo,, Ganges1
with Sector VisIon Escutcheon.
T.C.O.Fixed Condensers, WE. Vulve Holders
and Switches, Beady Drilled Panel und Ter.
minal Strip of " Permecol " non.discolourablo

Condenser

Ebonite. Baseboard Jmsuembly covered with
Konductite" metallic screening material. Ali
necessary screws, terminals, connecting wire,
wander plugs and Sen. This is a sconderftsl chance to secure this
fine sei in time for Christmas as a lasting gift
to yourself and soar lamEly.

CABARET ELECTRIC COMPANY,LTD.
182,vAuxHALL BRIDGE ROAD, LONDON ,S.W.1
cnd 28,Hiqh Roadtewisham,S.Et
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-
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hope there is enough material left to
keep it up to standard of interest for a long
LIRIO LO come.
The Encyclopsslia will be a gold-mine to
many.---S. LAURJS (Seven Kings).
A

Home Constructor's Thanks

SIR,-It usually requires a great effort
for me to sit down and write a letter, but
this time it seems somewhat of a pleasure.

I

.,

L

WIRELESS

From the crystal-set days I have been
interested in wireless, and have derived
a lot of pleasure in making and using
same. When it came to valve-sets, I was
stumped. I now look forward to Wednesday, because of your paper, which gives
me more satisfaction than any other
weekly paper I have ever picked up. I
am looking very eagerly forward to the
time when I get the "Wireless Constructor's Encyclopadia." It has occurred to
me that a set might be designed that could
be converted to varying requirements,
such as a 5.0.4. By pulling out a knob
on the front panel, it could be converted
into a S.G.3, and by pulling out another
knob, a straight-two set; then again, by
pushing in the first knob, it is converted
into a straight-three. To those using
batteries, it would be a saving in H.T.
itnd L.T. current, as the local station is
tuned in the most, and two valves will do
that on the loud-speaker. Wishing PRACvic.&r. Wrazrzss the greatest success.H. Puntonrz (Bromley).
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An Appreciation from the West Indies
Sm,-I have received the first issue of
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simple, pictorial
diagrams which anyone
can follow, showing easy
alterations to make your
wireless set r'ght up-todate at minimum cost.
Illustrates n um e r ou,
'gadgets " of use to every
set owner and constructor.
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X 50,000 = 50 p
ohms) will be
Clearly,
sum
of these two volt.
volts.
tite
ages must be equal to the battery voltage,
which is assumed to be 150 volts, so that
we have (18 + 30 p) + 50 p = 150, from
which it follows that p = 1.65 milliamps.
This is the total current passed by the
lower arm of the potentiometer, and the
voltage drop across the resistance (50,000
X 50,000 ,= 82.5 volts.
ohms) will be
is

I

________

67 5 volts
X 3OOOO
ohms) will be
L()OO
(Broad
(Eng.)
-IAN D. WALKER, B.Sc.
stairs).
Band-Pass Three Valver Wanted
Sra,-Having decided to change over
to your paper and become a regular reader,
may I suggest that at some early date you
publish details of an inexpensive S.G.-Det.Power receiver incorporating band-pass
tuning, as I feel sure a set of this type
would meet the requirements of many
home constructors, or, alternatively, per.
hapa you could give articles explaining how
to convert ordinary sets to band-pass
tuning? May I also be allowed to make
another suggestion? This is, that in your
description of new sets could you not give,
in addition to the name of the components
used in the actual set, suitable alternatives,
as a number of cdnstructers probably have
several compoPents lying idle which could
be utilized without having any adverse
effect on the efficient operation of the
receiver? Wishing your paper every success.
-E. R. STROUD (West Norwood).

your publication, PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
and I must say that it is a useful contribution to wireless literature. Keep up the
standard, and I think you will obtain
many more readers. As far as Malaya
is concerned, we can get nothing above
the 200 metres band, the best is below
The S.C. Amplifier
100 metres, apd in the way of kit sets we
ni-Your correspondent, Mr. Harold are
badly off. Now why not have a special
Stripe, in his letter on the above subject in
the issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS, in weekly page devoted to short-wave work
endeavouring to correct L. F. Thomas, in general, and give us a Kit Set to build
does not himself present a true solution composed of the latest and best components,
say, once a year, and in this respect I
of the problem.
ruling, which is
It is required to determine the voltage give you the government
applied to the screening-grid of a valve, strictly enforced here, this is that no
through a fixed potentiometer consisting receiver can be licensed unless the "first
of upper and lower ai-ms, made up of stage is high-frequency with a screenresistances of 30,000 ohms and 50,000 ohms grid valve." Thus you will realise that
respectively. Although your correspondent the majority of the so-called "all wavers"
reaches the conclusion that the upper and are useless as far as this country is conlower arms of the potentiometer do not cerned.-W. M. EDWARDS (Penang, S.S.).
pass the same current, yet his first step,
R4DIO TERMS ILLUSTRATED
when ascertaining the voltage applied to the
screening-grid, is" Find the total current
passed by the potentiometer by dividing
its resistance into the battei-y voltage."
Suppose the current taken by the screening-grid to be 0.6 milliamps, and that
passed by the potentiometer to be p
milliamnps; then the total current passec
lliIII:
by the upper ami will be (0.6 + p) miliamps, and the voltage drop across the
(0 +p)
resistance (30,000 .ohms) will be
X 30,000 = (18 + 30 p) volts. The' total
current passed by the lower arm of the
potentiometer is p milliamps, and the
voltage drop across the resistance (50,000
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Any Blue Spot, Rola, Epoch,
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or Celestion Moving Coli
Speaker supplied promptly.
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RECEIVERS AND THEIR RECORDS

was held steadily until dusk. On the same
coil, W2XAD, Schenectady (19.72 m.), and
cannot be received whilst the se is actually DJB, Zeesen (19.737 in;), also provided
.osciUating. If these instructions are carried good signals. Clear telephony was picked
out, even the mere beginner will log stations up from TAC, Coltano (Italy), and from
with the "Kiodyne," and, especially, with Berlin. The harmonic of Moscow (T.U.) was
the coil-tuning wavelengths around 40 also found, as well as G5SW, Chelmaford.
inetres, as on this band almost every The coil comprising the 24-50 metre waveevening British and Continental amateur band gave even better rsults, and perexperimental transmitters are working until mitted the logging of telephony from
a late hour. Rugby, Cairo, and Rocky Point. BroadThe "Kilodyne Four" was tested over a cast transmissions were captured from
period of several days, and.during that time KDKA, East Pittsburgh (25.27 in.), 2R0,
a large number of broadcasts were hard Rome, G5SW, lAJA, Zeesen, W3XAL,
on the loud-speaker, both during daylight Boundbrook, N.J., UOR2, Vienna, Moscow
and the darker hours of the evening. It and HVJ, Vatican, as well as tests from the
was a matter of satisfaction to find that new Empire Broadcasters GSC and GSA,
regularly at 1.0 p.m., G.M.T., W3XAL, for the benefit of the African Zone. It was
Boundbrook, N.J. (16.878 rn), was heard as in this waveband that some twenty British,
came on the air, and the transmission French, Spanish, and German Arnateur
(Conti.med from page 686.)
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STANDARD TYPE JACK
PLUGS, AS ABOVE, 116
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BULGIN MIDGET WALL JACKS,
all insulated.
Walnut or Mahogany bakelite linish.
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A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD.,
RADIO MANUFACTURERS,

TELEPHONE:

GRANGE WOOD

326617.

H.M.V. Super-het Ten
N view of the interest shown in the
His Master's
I special model of the
Voice Super-het Ten Audoradiogram in
glass which was exhibited at Olympia, and

at other radio exhibitions
-

S

broadcasts were heard during one evening.
The 40-85 m. coil also proves useful.
inasmuch as it includes many high-power
stations, such as WEM, New York (40.54 m.)
used for the relay of broadcasts from
Geneva, etc., W8XK, East Pittsburgh,
again the Empire Broadcaster, Eindhoven
(Holland), HVJ, Vatican, and the usual
batch of Amateur experimenters to which
reference has already been made. It will
be noticed that the coils "overlap" and,
consequently, on many occasions, where on
the lower coil it may be difficult to tuñe in
a station, it frequently happens that louder
signals are obtained when using the higher
one. As a matter of fact. the three coils
cover all the wavelengths of real value to the
listener. The mudium-wave coil (250-500
metres) can be considered useful as a stand.
by, inasmuch as it will permit the reception
of a number of British and Continental
broadcasts.
Although, owing to the
aperiodic aerial circuit it is not highly
selective, it was not a difficult matter to
separate the National from the Regional
stations in the heart of London, and
broadcasts were heard from some of the
more powerful European transmitters. In
general, the output from the pentode valve
was sufficient for loud-speaker work even
with distant signals.
The "Eddystone
Kilodyrie Four," as a kit of component
parts but without valves, accumulator,
batteries, or loud-speaker, costs £7 17s. 6d.,
it is supplied by Stratton and Co., Ltd.,
Eddystone Works, Birmingham.
Other
models, such as the " Kilodyne All-Electric
Four," working from AC. mains, and twoand three-valve battery short -w ave receivers, are also supplied by these makers.
The "Eddystone Kilodyne Four" is a
sound proposition, and can be strongly
recommended to the radio enthusiast who
wishes to explore the ether for programmes
other than those put out by the Home or
Continental studios.

PER

in black or brown bakelite with nickel plated cover.

PATENTED
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,

ABBEY ROAD,
BARKING, ESSEX.

elsewhere, The
Gramophone Co., Ltd., is manufacturing
will
these,
which
be retailed at
a few of
£225. The cost of the special model shown
at Olympia was £300, but the experience
gained with the production of the first
model has enabled further instruments to
be made at a lower cost. Warning is given
as to the need of delicate handling of one of
these sets.
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BPINßPASS TUÑrNG
FORMO Matched Coil and Condenser Assemblies solve DUAL GANG
the problem of making your set selective.
Cot. No. 72c
You have a complete and accurate tuning unit giving
the finest possible band-pass tuning. Perfectly matched
coils and condensers give accurato selectivity and
*such liner quality.
TRIPLEGANG
A FORMO Matched Unit provides the home constructor C0t. No. 69c
with something new in performance and in straightfo?ward set construction.
Ask your dealer. Write forCatalogue in case of difficulty.
FORMO, 23, Golden Square, Piccadilly Circus, London, W.1.
Head Office & Works: Crown Works. Regento Park. Southampton.
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We wish to draw the reader's attentIon to the
fact that tise Queries Service Is intended only
for the solution of problems or ditlicnitiee
arising from the construction of receivers,
described In our pages, from articles appearing
In our pages, or on general wireless batters.
We regret, that we cannot, for obvious reasons(1) Supply circuit diagrams 01' complete
multi-valve receivers.
(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
receivers described in our contem-

poraries.

(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to

commercial receivers.
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.

ERRATIC REACTION
Lately, i have converted my Oct. L.. receiver
horn a plug-in coil to a Dual Range coil tuning. Now
I find, while reaction is smooth and even throughout
The medium waves, it is only obtainable opto 10 degrees
on the high waves. Do you think it is the fault of the
receiver, or the new Coil? The reaction condenser is
the one matchei with the COil."-(H. F. B., Taunton.)
As the condenser you are usIng is the one Intended
for the cot!, It Is obviously of the right value. Tise
fact that it does not work on the long waves would
tend to show that the anode load is not of the correct
',aluo, and thlv may give rise to a rather leigh voltage
drop. You should, therefore, vary the value of the
high-tension applied to this valve, and we think you
sell! soon cure your trouble.
THE EARTH CONNECTION
have been reading your article on Earths. As
I live In the front of the house and the nearest earth
is about 25 Jeet away, do you think that would be too
much fer my set, as I have only got a gas-pipe earth
nearest my set. lt I tried the garden, ft would be
about 30 fest away. When i get a foreign station it
is loud, and then it will go quiet and then loud again
and so on. Do you think you Could solve this for
me ? "-(A., King's Cross.)
Tise earth schiele you are now uslisg (the gas-pipe)
may be a better one than the long lead to the garden,
but the only way to satisfy yourself on this point is to
try out both of them. The gas-pipe may be nearer.
but may also be less efficient, whilst on the other hand,
although a long lead will be required to the garden,
the ultimate connection may prove more effective.

"I

The variation in strength to which you refer is probably
only caused by fading, and this cannot be cured by
anything yo" can do. It can be minimized by fitting
a more powerful receiver, but then the signal will still
vary in strength, although you may provide sufficient
amplification to enable tise weakest signal to provide
sullicient loud-speaker strength.
1HE - A.C.-D.C. UNIT.
Having constructed your A.C.-D.C. Eliminator,
as described last week, could you teif me the approximate output in milliamps when werising same from
150 velts D.C.? " (A. O., Leyton.)
The Output on terminal No. 3 wIll be about lOti volts
at 9 ma. 1f you take more current, the voltage will
lrop; if levs, then the voltage will rise. 1f you require
a higher voltage; use a 2,500 ohms (or less) resistance
in put ce of the 5,000 ohms resistance which was recoinmended. Make sure, however, that it le rated for the
current to be used.

MAINS VARIATION
' I have a ?airiy good aJI-mains receiver, which
takes a rather large current. I have noticed repeatedly
that on some occasions the quality Is not up to the
atandard usually given by this set. The principal time
On
when reception is marred is on Saturday nights.
Sunday nightsthe reception seems very good, in tact,

probably the best of the week. I ans Surely not imaining things, but I do flot see how tite set can alter Ute
reproduction on different nights. Perhaps one of your
technical stats can Offer some Solution?
G.,
Kensington).
There is a perfectly logical explanation of the fault
you are experiencing. The voltage from the mains
supply sboid be constent, but In some localities there
is a heavier load impo*d on the lower tstIon on
nIghts when all the shops are working late with their
large electric displays and other lighting. This results,
if the power station has a had regulation, in n tho in
the voltage supplled and your receiver is then working
with a voltage which is below that required for good
quality reproduction. We think il you can measure
the voltage output from your elIminator section, you
will find that this [s the explanation.

"-(J.

EXTERNAL TONE CONTROL
"I have got a commercial receiver which is built on
the alt-metal principle, and is a moat eacellent receiver in
all respects. I have recently bought a new loud-speaker.
and this does not satisfy me on all types of music and
speech. On some things it is beautiful, but on Others
lt is appalling. I should like to introduce some form
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this is obtainable train the shops or whether lt can he
made at home. 'I should be glad if you could tell me
how to make it."-(R. T. G., Balham.)
The jelly electrolyte is made by dissolving sodium
lllcate In the ordinary acid solution. TIse crystals
should be added slowly until jeilhilcation takes place.
FOR MAINS ELIMINATORS
I noted recently that yOU stated that One could
use ordinary valves for full rectification in an eliminator
I am not aware bose this can be done, but I should
appreciate it if you could give me some instructions
regarding the employment of valses in this manner."
-(H. T., Harrow.)

Two ordinary valves may be employed fordfull.
wave rectification by ignoring the grid of the
and employing each valve for half-wave rectification.
The filaments should be wired in parallel, and the
anode of each valve should be joined to the ende of
the secondary, as with an ordinary full-wave rectifying valve. The filament winding must, of course,
supply sufficient current for the two valves sud the
centre tappings of both filament and H.T. windings
are employed In the usual nsaaner for R.T. negative
und positive leads.
valves

BAND-PASS TUNING
i wish to try out the band-pass tuning 'about
which so much is said in these days: Unfortunately
I have got a good set, but very little spare money,
so I wondered if I could, by any conceivable means,
improvise such tuning with my existing apparatus.
I use two tuning condensers with an H.F. stage, and,
therefore, have two tuning cells. I would not mind
nacrificing one tuned circuit, and would use an aperiodic
H. F. tago il the band-pass tuning really improsed
selectisity as it is supposed to do. Perhaps you can
suggest sn improvisation or, at least, put my mind at
rest about trying out the schemo."-(S. D., Bromley.)

You ran certaInly rig up a band-pass tuner, bist
you will have to bear in mind that the arrangensent
Is only temporary, and should not be kept in use
permanently. The two coils which you are using
should be arranged so tient no interaction can take
place (unless they are screened), and the two coils
ohould be joined together at one end, and that end
eurthed. The tuning condensers are joIned across
each coil in the usual manner. At the "top" end
of the coils, that Is, the end which is joined to Aerial
and grid condenser, some form of coupllng unit
should be employed. Tisis essay be a small variable
condenser, a variable resistance, or a fixed resistance.,
A value of 100,000 ohms would be suitable for a tryyou find that the arrangement gives you what
out.
you require, you should purchase a pair of accurately
matched coils; If possible, those specially desIgned
for band-pass circuits.

If
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ottone adjustment, but

I must emphasize that I do
net wish to interfere with the inside Of the receiver.
I elender whether you can tell me in a Sew words how
te Introduce this form of cefltröl."-(H. Y. T., Bognor$.
The sI mplest method for your case le to Include
across the output terminals a variable resistance and
a fixed condenser. The value of Iljp condenser is
.01, and tise resistance should have a value pf
10,000 ohms. The actual values may, of course,
be modified to eult your speaker and output arrangemente. The two componente should be jolned In
series, that iv, one terminal of the resistance joined
to one terminal of the output; the other terminal of
the resistance then joined to one side of the condenser;
the other terminal of the condenser is then joined to
the remaining output terminaL The speaker is joined
In the usual way. Adjustment of the resistance will.
vsry the tont to suit your requirements.

JELLY ELECTROLYTE
" I have madi up a portable receiver, and

¡n

OBSOLETE COMMERCIAL SETS
"I have got the opportunity Of buying a weil-knoan
commercial receiver which was very popular two
or three years ago. Would it be worth while buying
this and using the component parts 1er making an up-tadate circuit. Would I save much by doing this I '
-(Y. U. 1., Cardiff.)
V

-

.

V

We do not think lt would be at all worth your while
spending money on the obsolete set. Some of the
componente are, no doubt, quite good, but wireless has
made such strides In the last two or three years, that
much more efficient componente are now available
for less than, you w,ould, probably be paying for the
parts in the set In question: We do not, therefore,
advise you to carry out your idea.

order.

to completo the design I wish to Instal a small ac
s
cumulator of the unspillabls type. I have an ordinary
accumulator by me, which Is guite all right for sire,
¡
but it io net of the unspillable type. I should like
te fill it wIth the jelly acid, but am doubtlul whether.
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manufa cturers of these handy fitments. Also Included
in the booklet are a range of Eelex knife switches,
one-hole fixing panel switches of very compact design,
and miniature tumbler switches. Full particulars
are aio given of the Eeiex Short-Wave Adaptor, an
emeient unit working on the ouper-het. principie, and
priced at £3. Every homo constructor should have a
cops' of thIs useful lxokiet to hand. The address is
Eelex House, 118, Bunhuli Row, London, E.C.

RECEiVED
l'o aove resders trouble, we undertahe to send os.
catalogues of any Of oar advertisers. Merely state. (.5
o postcard, the names of the firms learn whom you
rcquire cataloguc.c. sud address it lo "Catalogar.,'
PRACtICAL WIRELPSS. Oea.
Newucs. Ltd. 8/11,
Southampton St., Strand, Loados. JI .C.2.
Where

EPOCH LOUD-SPEAKERS.

range of moving-coil speakers is given in
catalogue issued by Epoch Radio
Manufacturing Co., Ltd. Amongst the various instruments listgd is model 99k, a perilsanent magnet speaker
with a sensitivity of a very high order. This speaker
is fitted with an interchangeable diaphragm. There
are also model E8, a powerful D.C. speaker designed
for incorporating in modern AC. sets where the field
coil can be useal as a 8mooththg choke; and model
D2S, a powerful unit for heavy work, and capable of
haniling 10 watts undistorted input. Interchangeable
diaphragms in three tonal characteristics are available
for this speaker, and a useful impedance matching
chart printed in the catalogue shows at n glance the
diaphragm suitable for the required transformer ratio
and valve impedance. The address Is Exmouth
House, Exmouth Street, London, ECl.

AFINE
the latest

advertIsers vinte a charge, or require postage, this
should be enclosed.

FERRANTI WIRE-WOUND RESISTANCES
Y7E are informed by Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd., that they
VV
are now manufacturing their standard Cartridge
Type Wirc-Wound Resistance, "W" pattern, as well
os the-new Fixed Type "F," In the 750 ohm size.
The price of the Interchangeable Type with holder is
Ss. Pd., or without holder, 2s. Od. ; and the price of the
corresponding fixed type Is Ss. 3d. These, us well as
their other wire-wound types, are suitable for a dissipation of up to 2 watts, the resistance element being
wound on n sectionalised moulded bobbin with silk
insulated wire. Their accuracy is within 5 per cent.
of the rated value. Details of other resistances and a
full range of other Ferranti components are given in
their list Rl. The address is Hollinwood, Lancashire,

pa

L_:±:J

CLARION RADIO CABINETS

range of Receiver, Radiogram and LoudCabinets is given in a well printed
brochure just issued by Clarion Radio Furniture Co.,
28-38, Mansford Street, London, E.2. There are Table
4raiid Models, Consolette Cabinets, and a new type of
Ail Square' cabinets of very attractive design.
Anotbcr innovation is a new Rasliograns Cabinet of
futurist design. Made in oak, French-polished, and
with black feet, -It will accommodate any modern
chassis set, and make a handsome piece of furniture.
Many other patterns of cabinets to suit all requirements al-e included in the brochure, a,copy of which
can be obtained on application to above address.

AWIDE
speaker

UNDER the above title, with the assistance of a
recognized authority on foreign broadcasting matters
atad a regular contributor to wjreless publications
both at home and abroad, we are inaugurating a special
Identification Service, which should prove of great
assistance to our readers. When tuning in wellknown stationo it happens frequently that listeners
pick up wireless transmissions of which they fall to
recognize the origin. It io to solve these little problema that the Broczdcast Quiery Servire has been organized.
Although the service Is mainly applicable to broadcasting stations, wherever possible replies will be given
In regard to morse transmitters (commercial stations,
fog beacons, etc.) and short-wave broadcasts. For the
identification, however, of stations operating ou channels behne loo metres it will be evident to inquirers
that a closer estimate of wavelength must be submitted than In the case of broadcasts on the medium
or long waveband if successful identification is to
be carried out.
Ali Inquiries should be addressed to The Editor,

EELEX PRODUCTS
home constructors the Eelex system of StandardTO ised Plugs
and Sockets is a l,00n. Particularly
useful is the itelex Treble Duty Terminal which can
be used-as a.pillar or phone terminal, and which also
takes eye, pin, and spade adaptor onda. The head of

the terminal Is non-detachable, and is fitted with
a replaceable indicating ring. Mauy other types of
wel1-finihed plugs, sockets, adaptor ends, and connectors are listed In a well-illustrated booklet
we have received from J. J. Eastick and Sons, the
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WIRELvSS, 8-il, Southampton St reel.
Strand, London, W.C.2, and the envelope marked
Broadcast Query Sernce, in top left-hand corner.
Stamped addressed envelope should not be enclosed.
as replies cannot be sent by post, but will be published
in due course, in each issue of PRACTICS.L W1RELSS.,
Pfl.&CTIC

Replies to Broadcast Queries
(Edinburgh): Geneva (764) rn); although
only 1 idiowatt, it Is sometimes well heard.
B.
MCCAULEY (St. Johnston): Cannot trace transmItter
for lack of detail, but ship-shore telephony (on about
220 m.). NELSON (Stepney): (4) WTAM, Cleveland
ZIPANTI

(Ohio) National Broadcasting Company network on
280.2 m. ;
(5) LR6, Radio Naçion, Buenos Aires
on 345 ni. ; (6) WCAU, Philadelphia (Pa) Columbia
Broadcasting System network (256.3 rn); (7) WTIC,
Hartford (Coon) N.B.C. (282.8 m.) (8) No.
Lxs (Liverpool): (i) (a) WCAU, Philadelphia (Pa.),
on 256.3 ni. (b) WABC, New York, on 348.6 m.
(e) WJZ, Boundbrook, on 394.5 su.; (d) WJSV;
Alexandrin (U.S.A.), ou 205.4 m. (2) (1) WBZ,
Boston (Mass.), on 302.8 su.; (2) WTAM, Cleveland
(Ohio), on 280.2 m.; (3) WPG, Atlantic City (N.J.),
on 212.6 m.; (4) WOR, Newark (N.J.), on 422.3 ni.
W. R. CLARKE (Cornwall): (i) WBZ, Boston (302.8 nl.),
and WIXAZ on 31.35 m. ; RUKU Is the call sign of a
mythical station adopted by the "Cuckoo" Club
for a series of sketches broadcast through the National
Broadcasting Company Network; (2) WABC, Nev&
York, on 348.6 in. ; (3) WTAM, Cleveland (Otilo), on
280.2 m.; (4) WCAU, Philadelphia (Pa.), on 256.3 m.
(0) WJZ, Boundbrook (N.Y.), on 304.5 rn; the "z
zee," hence your misunderstanding
is pronounced
it for v.' ETHER SCR&PER (Poole) Warsaw. The
Varscall was: Radio Polskie Warsaava (phon.
Cunious (Nottingham):
chavva), on 1,411 m.
IDKA, East Pittsburgh (Pa.), and WBZ, Boston
(Mass.), direct. SUPERIIET (Bals): Details submitted
are too vague to permit identification of transmitter
but ship or shore-ship telephony (trawlers, etc.).
:

The
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FOR THAT LASTMINUTE GIFT
GIVE A PRACTICAL WIRELESS IBOOK
THE
______________
THE OUTLINE 1HsTRANGEsjI MAThEMATICS
OF WIRELESS
The

JVireless

"Omnibus" Book

-

I

I

1

OF WIRELESS IWIRELESSLIRRA
the
by RALPH STRANGER
MAN IN THE STREET
Edition.

I

by RALPH STRANGER

for

book specially written to sweep
away the greatest obstacle to
tile understanding of wi rClcssthe mathematics of the subjcct.
Original and lucid explanations
of all branches of mathematics
as applied ta radio.. Indispensable to all who would understand
technical books and articles.
Differential and Integral Calculus are explained at orne
length and the use of Logarithms
and the Slide Rule clearly
shown. 256 pages. Fully Illustrated.
post free 5/3 .
A

Third

ffiHIS book has

been prepared
for the non-technical listener. Written in simple language it explains everything
about wireless from A to Z as
it lias never been explained before. After reading " The Outline of Wireless,'' jour set,
which a few days ago was a
sealed book to you, will now be
yours to do with as you will. 840
pages. FUlly Illustrated.
8f6, post free

'/_

Sorne Press Opinions:

...

gives a simple,
"Mr. Stranger
yet authentic, introduction to all the mysteries,' and explains thorn away irr an
exceedingly interesting and readable way.

on every lisener's bookshcø."-Thg S/ar.
.

.

A boqk which should go

"A good book simply
JJaily. Mrrpor..

writtca.'-The

It will be surprshsg if such an
ably-written book as this does not find a
wide

sale."-Dai!y Net.

Mr. Strangcr has succeeded in

I

doing one thing that will endear him to all
students interested in electricity. He has
succended in making static electricity fas.
cinating. . . The book should prove of
great value to all those who have a set or
contemplate the construction of one."Wo,Id-Ra4io.

MATTER AND ENERGY
-_
ELECTRONIC CURRENTS
ELECTRIFIED MATTER
MAGNETISM AND ELEcTRO-MAGNETISM
SEEING BY WIRELESS (TELE.
-

I

j

VISION)

THE MODERN

MAGIC CARPET

by

RALPH STRANGER

Fourth Edition.
If you know nothng
bout
wireless this book will show you
how to provide yourself with an
ill teresti ng and absorbing hobby.

If

you are a listener, but rather
on the technicil side, if
ill save you much unnecessary
worry and expeie.. If you wish

:svea

by

language the principles of radio communcabon. Its delightful simplicity.and thoroughness will interest all, whether beginners or
experts.

L.

du

-

material.
free 319

-FINDING FOREIGN

STATIONS

GARDE PEACH

wireless listeners who have been
stich wireless plays as "The Path
and "The Marie Celeste"
these and other plays in book
indispensable guide for all who
would write plays for the microphone. No
library is complete withou these thrilling
Millions of
thiilicci by
of Glory '
now have
form. An

pays.

by R.

W.

HALLOWS

This book will be welcomed by all wireless
enthusiasts. The number of people who
wireless sets of requisite power and
who Lui to get foreign stations satisfactorily,
is legion. This boik will enxble you to obtain
the best possible results of which your set
is capable.

poss

3/6s

2/6, post free219

.

Il

to experiment, this volume will
provide you with valuable experiniental data. 1f you are an
expert and have to lecture, it
will give you sorne useful lecture

post free 1/2

RADIO PLAYS

"DICTRON"

post free 2/9

WIRELESS

36, post

WIRELESS
STEP BY STEP

2/6,

each,

11-

(9th Edition)
A book which shows the wireless entliusiast how to obtain the maximum enjoyment from his wireless Set. A practical
book, expert in range, yet clear and concise
lt explains in simple
in presentation.

by

-

MODERN VALVES.
WIRELESS
COMMUNICATION
AND BROADCASTING
WIRELESS WAVES
HOW TO UNDERSTAND WIRELESS
DIAGRAMS
SELECTION OF WIRELESS SIGNALS
DETECTION OF WIRELESS SIGNALS
AMPLIFICATIOÑ OF WIRELESS
SIGNALS
REPRODUCTION OF WIRELESS
SIGNALS
WIRELESS RECEIVING CIRCUITS
WIRELESS MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
THE BY-PRÒDUCTS OF WIRELESS

The subject, in both theoretical
and practical aspects, is dealt with in a lucid
manner guaranteed to inc&cate knowledge
without pains."_Aoes!err lVire!ess.

-

.

ObIanab1e (rom oW Newsagents. Booksellers and Bookstalls, or at post free rates rro,ñ

sst fre

I
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COILS AND COÌL WINDING
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1

q.

ASTATIC COILS.
An Astatic Coil is a .oil wound in

two sections, with each section in
opposition. This method of winding
is Is sown as
Astatic," und the purpose of it is to reduce the size of tise
external held. The fields of each seetion neutralise each other and so it is
An Aaiszitc Coil
possible to arrange two of these
coils in fairly close proximity with employing metal screens. A Ssno11 screw or
other stud is inserted in the coil former at tIse central point, und h0 one hoff
of the coil han been wound th wire is taken round the 5tud nod the remainder
of the

unding concluded

its

the opposite direction.

TURNS PER INCH

EnameL

16
17
18
19

15
17

20

23
26
29
33
38
42
46

21

22
23
24
25
26
27

61

29
30

34

66
73
77
83
88
98

35
36

¡06
f16

37

128
143

31

32

33

40

I

f4

14

14

¡6
f9

23
26

23

15
18
21

33

31

38

36

42
46
50
55
60
65
72
76

40
43

23
26
29
33
35
38

47

41

51

44

56

48

60

51

67

54
56
63
66
70
80
86
92

25
28

70

81

75

87
93
lOI

80
85
91
102
110

¡lO
12f)
133
159

ISO

142

I

I

6

13
14
17

17

20

19

21

20

23
26
29

21

¡8

22
23
24
25
26
27

31

33
35
37
40
42
44
46

29

30
31

52

32
33

54
61

34
35

64
67

36
37
38
O
40

71
'Oc

114

I

78

I

,'

-

,

SHORT-WAVE COILS.
Coils for the short wavelengths need the
minimum of dielectric and therefore it is
usunl to use air-spaced coils for this purpose.
A Tupical Shari-Wave Coil
The coil illustrated is a good estampie of o
short wave coil, in which the wire is of bare
copper nunnj a are cross-section (16 or II S.W.G.). This wire should be wound
round a former slightly smnller in diameter thon is required in the finished coil
00d the turns should be wound side by sde. When the required number of turns
has been laid on th5 wire is cut and releaoecl. It will spring out to the necessary
size and the turns will automatically spase themselves. Small strips of ebonite
may be screwed or tied to keep the turns from shifting. Th mounts for thestn
coils should also be designed with a minimum of dielectic material.

DUAL-RANGE COILS.
A modern coil wound to cover
two wave-bands, and known as
a "Dual-Range coil."
The
coil for the normal, or niedium
wave-hand is w00d in solenoid
form on the upper part of the
former, whilst the wire for the
long wave winding is arranged
in slots in the lower portion.
The wire in the slots is simply
piled up anyhow, as many as
90 turns sometimes being included in each slot. In the
commonest form of dual-range
coil thin long-wave' winding is
short-circuited by a simple
switch when using the normal
winding. Tappings may be
included for the serial circuit.
but these necessitate complicated switching devices.

MEDIUM WAVE COILS.-Inductance
- 200 microhenrien.
Gauge of

Wire,

No. of
turns,

30 D.S.C.
30 D.S.C.

30D.S.C.
30 D.S.C.
28 D.S.0
28 D.S.C.
26 D.S.C.

-

Diameter
of former,

102

1,25°

82
68
59

1.75°

I.Y

Length
of winding

132°

2.0°
2.25°

51

25°

1.22°
1.01°
0.88°
1.01°

45

3.0°

0.91°
0.95°

57

28

50

lOO
inn

121

S.W.G

D.S.C.

S.S.C.

16
20

29

50
55

28

DS.C.

S.S.C,

,

-

.

.'.

Turns per inch.
S.WXI.

101sersrjea

number of turno.
length of the coil in cesa'.

--

- -

.

sectional urea of the coil in sq. vms.

where A
N

I?i?

o

lnductance'-----X
.

¡

OF A COIL.

certain Inductance. The Unit of lnductance is tire
'Henry." and I henry rs the value of inductance which will cause a change of current
of I amp, in I second upon the application of I volt. In wireless practice the tuning
coils never have a value approaching a henry and therefore a smaller value is chosen
The
und this is orse-aeillronth part of a henry, or. in other words, a "microhenry.
formula for finding the inductance of tuning aol1 (which has no metallic Core) ¡s:-

Tuning voila

1

T

LONG WAVE COILS.-4nductassce
2,100 inicrohenries.
Gaug

of

Wire,
36enam.
36enam.
36 D.S.C.

Diameter
of former,

No. of
slots,

Torno

per slot

¡.0'

5

80

1.5'
2.0°

3
3

81

65

SOLENOID COILS
The simplest type of coil, known as tIse SoInoid 'is shown below. This consists of a cylindrical farmet with the
wire wound on in the foros of Cotton on a Cotton-reel. The most efficient winding has a diameter greater than the
length. The principal defect ,l this type of coil is its large esterno1 field which necessitates a large baseboard
in order that no metallic bodies or other coil windings may be brought witlsin the hold.

-7 - r

/4'

'

/7//
ifhlfill

ENDING THE WAVELENGTH COVERED BY A

I

111111 UHf

iii

I

,r
A

Solenoid

COIL.

\\

Coil

-J

/

,'

..Lajì

The wavelengths to which n given coil will tune are deterwined by its inductance and the tuning condenser unesl
with it. The minimum wavelength ll be that of the coil
alone (roughly) and the maximam wavelength will be that
of the complete closed circuit, that is, the coil with the
nsasimum capacity of the condenser in parallel. The
formula fo Gnding the wavelength of a closed circuit is

l.885V'(Capacityx Inductance)

-

where the capacity is in micro-microfarads and the induct
st be bar e t
ply I 885 lt
sad th t th
of an aerial,and earth to a coil affects ita range.

dditson

A

Dao.s-Ra,igc

i..oil
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A- pick-up which
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record - its due
and reproduces every subtle inflexion of harmonyat itstônevalue. Such is the B.T.H.

e
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/
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B.T.H. MINOR PICK-UP hàs been
re-designed'arid )mproved and now includes_a special volume control ht'edin

-

S

-

the base of the tone-arm pillar. This
model is const'rucfed: in a, one-piece
_-moulding of B.T.H. "Fabrolite and is
recommended to those requiring a
highly efficient but inexpensive pick-up.
Price 25/-.
- - -.
B.T.H. SENIOR PICK-UP complete
with four adapt»s tc fit's'tandard tone
arms.. Price 27/6.

-
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-

Price
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-
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-
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-

-
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'

-

B.T.H. SENIOR PICK
UP (1933 model). This
has been completely re-
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-
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j
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Capacity," the new
btilised
Ediswan
principle
th
Extra-life Accumulators, means
higher ampere-hour efflciency
The special design of the positie
Balanced

-

and negative plates ensures com
Type E.L.M.4.
Capacity,

45

ah

,

OI"

Prce

-

-

-

-

plete electrical ' balance" and
reduces the possibility of "shedding" to an absolute minimum:
In addition to their high electricar
,efficiency, these accumulators
embody many mechanical refine-'
British-made clear glass
'rnénts
cohtainers, m'oulded ebonite' lids,'
'screwed vents, 'rjon-corrodibleand

-

non-lnterchaneable connectors
carrier which fits neatly'

and metal
Type
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strong that there caì ,iever be the
slightest distortion in use. NUGANG
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without di stortion and
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nsurpassed"

Qualities

Chesrerfiel

Wh be satistied with
indifferent wireless? Perhaps,
unknown to you, .yours is
one of the thousands of
Receivers t h at is b e i n g
throttled by obsolete or
worn-out valves. Like the
writer of the letter here
reproduced you can give
your Set a new lease of,
life-better all - round performance-by fitting Cossor
Valves. Your Dealer will
tell you the types you needj
.

I.
-.:.:tt

1
have a three years' old ..valve.
cever (nota super set by any means) and,.
I can say, without fear of contradiction.,
that I never had such astounding results
I fitted Castor Valves.

)

aJ

I

.

¡ tried one of your Power Valves ar4I
the volume and ,ich, ntelIoü reproduction
were great. This Improvement made met
iecide ro replace the other two u/ini Cossort

.

i

-

and now ¡ have a set which gives
selectivity, volume without distortions

and tonal qualities unsurpassed.

,.
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She Shall Have Music Wherever She Goes
11E 1.20 p.m. L.N.E.R. express from
King's Cross to Edinburgh, and the
2.5 p.m. express returning from Scotland

T

to Town have both been equipped with
radio-gramophones for the benefit of passengers during .the run. Special records
with descriptions of points of interest on
the route are broadcast at the appropriate
time, and during the intervals of the
gramophone musical entertainments.
To Further Increase Ether Congestion
the broadcasts of the, new Prague
AS transmitter are poorly received in
certain parts cf Czechoslovakia it is proposed to erect a relay station at Pilsen.
A Radio Hotel de Luxe
]

ji OST

of

the

rooms

of

IVI Waldorf Astoria Hotel,

X rauaiuii Iuvy w

u*ugu

iLa

15.
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every evening on 215.3 metres, and rece;tion of its broadcasts has been reported
from Great Britain and Central Europe.
The Land ol Depressions

UTVARP Reykjavik

a.m. G.M.T. on 31.28 metres; its power
As an interval and concluding
signal, the song of the Lyre Bird (Kookaburra) has been adopted: for this special
purpose it was recorded on sound-film in
Sherwood Forest, near Melbourne.
8

is 12 kW.

is the call you may
pick up, on 1,200 metres, on some
favourable nights. It is that of Iceland's Radio Developments In Norway
broadcasting station. The announcer,
NOTWITHSTANDING the power of the
Sigrid Oegmunds, a young woman nineteen
Oslo station, Norway has not been
years old, speaks German, French, and covered by its broadcasts. The authorities
English, in addition to the Scandinavian propose to spend during 1933-4 a million
languages. Icelandic local time is one kronen (about £50,000) o the installation
hour behind that indicated by our clocks. of 2 kilowatt transmitters at Stavanger,
On Saturday nights the studio may be Tromso, Arendal, Kristiansund, Haugesund,
heard closing down at i am. G.M.T. with and Kirken. Bergen, whose i kW. station
lias been in operation for several years, will
an old Icelandic hymn.
be endowed with a 20 kW. trans-

mitter.

the

New
York, possess a small panel furnished
with six knobs, five of which on
being pressed will supply the occupier
with different radio programmes from
the main American studios. The
sixth will be used for the reception
of television broadcasts.
Too Many High-power Stations
INCE the 17 kW. Frankfurt-amMain transmitter has been brouaht
into operation on 259.3 m., ite
in that city complain that interference
exists both with Hörby (Sweden) and
London National. The latter programme creeps through and spoils
the reception of the local entertaininents. There is a possibility, that

i

EDITOR:

j Dec. 31st, 1932.
F. J. CAMM
Technical Staff:
H. J. Barton Ctiapple,Wh.Sch., B.Sc. (Hans.), A.M.I.E.E.
Frank Preston, F.R.A,W. J. Deláney, W. B. lttchartison.
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Witzleben transmitter. It is expected
that the new station will be ready by
the early summer of 1933.
A Note tor DX. Fans
from WKAQ, San
BROAIXITS
Juan, the new i kW. transmitter
operated by the Radio Corporation of'
Porto Rico, have been heard on se'eral
occasions during the past fortnight.
The station works on 241.8 metres
(1,240 kilocycles), and its concerte

forour
DATA S]HEEETS?
SEE PAGE 727

b,,s

cumuiwi

with Berlin.
Seeing on the Low Waves experimental television broadcasts
B.B.C.
are now being carried out on Wednesdays and Fridays between 3 and 5 p.m.;
the exact wavelength is 7.3 in. The
transmissions are made from Broadcasting
House.
Fighting the Radio Pirate
IN Canada dealers in receiving sets or
components may not effect any sales
unless the purchaser can show his or her
listening licence. Heavy fines are inflicted
if this law is not enforced.
Only Small Fry-But Well Heard
AGROUP of radio amateurs have installed a 250 watt station at Chateli'neau, near Charleroy.(Belgium). It operates

Super Power Station for Berlin
YJORK has already been started on
the buildings at the Tegel
VV
Military Shooting Rangea near the
German capital to house the 60 kW.
station destined to rpIace t h e

The Cost of Radio Advertising
ALTHOUGH permission to work the new
200 kilowatt Radio Luxembourg has
not yet been obtained, the owners are canvassing the Continent with a view to concluding contracts for publicity over the
ether. According to a report received
from Holland, the station may be released
at thc cost of some nine thousand French
francs per hour-roughly, at to-day's rate
of exchange, £110. In addition, in the
case of sponsored concerts, the fees of the

artists contributing to the programme.
must also be paid.
Listening to Down Under
EGULAR transmissions may be heard
from VK2ME, Sydney (N.S.W.),
every Sunday morning between 6 and

-

-.

---

Wulloti

,,

III

IJCtfl CLLI

mJnhIauv

and 2 a.m. G,M.T. The station is
already on the air at 0 p.m. G.M.T.
A

Radio Fanatic

IT

is reported that Harry Frank Wilcox;
a citizen of New York (U.S.A.) inserted
in his will a clause to the effect that his pet
eight "toob" radio was to be buried with
him in the family vault: a sum of money
was left to defray the expenses of keeping it
in working order.
Sending Anñouncers to School
THE Italian broadcasting authoritics
have installed a special school at
Florence for the training of pupils destined
to become studio announcers. At this
institute they are taught to speak perfect
Italian and ttlso receive tuition in foreign
languages

-1----

-

-
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Will the Eiffel Tower Close Down?

Nottingham

FROM Paris comes the news that negotiations have been opened between the
Posts and Telegraphs administration and
the Compagnie Française de Radiophonie
with a 'view to the former taking over the
new Radio-Paris transmitter. Should the
scheme mature, the broadcasts from the
Eiffel Tower would be suspended, and its
wavelength would be used by the 200
kilowatt station now ready to operate at
Luxembourg. The latter station, in this
event, would start up without delay and
would take over the sponsored concerts
hitherto transmitted through Radio-Paris.
For some time the authorities have realized
that the Eiffel Tower is not suited to the
broadcast of wireless entertainments, and
it would thus be permitted to
revert to its official duties,

INTERESTING and TOPICAL
PARAGRAPHS
The New Leeds Studio
IWAS looking over the new B.B.C.
headquarters in Leeds the other day
and was very favourably impressed by
their appearance. The architectural design
is excellent and the whole place has a
most palatial appearance. There is a very
large studio, measuring about 5Oft. by 40ft.
and nearly 3Oft. high, or about the same
size as that at the new Manchester H.Q.
It is appreciably larger than any of those
in the old Savoy Hill buildings. I vas informed that the Leeds buildings will be

IT

is understood that the Nottingham
studio, which closed down when the
North Regional came into being, is shortly
to be renòvated and reopened. This will
be good news for Nottingham and district
listeners, who will expect to hear more of
their local talent.

S.-W. Programme to be Relayed
READERS will be pleased to know that
the Christmas Day short-wave transmissions to the Colonies will also be relayed
through the longer wave B.B.C. stations.
Excellent programmes have been arranged
and, although definite arrangements have
not yet been made, it is hoped that H.M.
the King will broadcast Christmas greetings.
Seventeen and a Halt Hours
Transmissions

Similar Interval Signals
\yJILNO (Poland), Ljubljana (Jugoslavia), and
VV
Lisbon (Portugal) have each in
turn adopted a cuckoo èall as
interval signal between pro.
gramme items. Fortunately,
they broadcast on totally different channels of the waveband.

.Cape Town Calling
THE Marconi Company will
shortly erect at; Milherton, near Cape Town, a 10
kilowatt transmitter for the
African Broadcasting Company,
to replace the smaller station
now supplying the wireless

entertainments;

the wave-

length of 370 metres which is
at present teing useO navmg
proved favourable will remain
unaltered.
What the U.S.A. Stations aro

INSPECTION OF NEW EMPIRE TRANSMITTING
STATION AT DAVENTRY.
-

Breslau in France
HEAR that French listeners are complaining of
interference with their popuready for uso by the New Year, and it is lar Poste Parisien transmissions on 328.2
hoped to make full use of the recogmzed metres by the new 60-kilowatt German
broadcaster at Breslau, which works on
Yorkshire talent..
325 metres. Apparently the latter station
is received at greater strength in France
than are most of the French stations.

The new Empire Trans mittins Station which has been built at
Daventry, for the purpose oJ transmitting programmes to all
parts 0f the Empire.
-

1931 the National Broadcasting Com-

pany of America relayed 147_ programmes from foreign studios for the
benefit of its listeners, and during the past
year this number has been exceeded. In
addition regular transmissions from Europe
have been taken at regular intervals by the
Columbia network.
Another Wavelength Conference
As a result of the decisions taken at
Madrid last month the International
Union of Broadcasting Stations (U.I.R.)
will probably meet at Berne (Switzerland)
during June, 1933, to discuss a further plan
for the allotment of wavelengths. From
the point of view of European listeners the
Madrid Conference appears to have been a
complete failure.
K. Raymond Again

mentioned in these
columns before,
the
S.-W. Colonial broadcasting
station will definitely commence operations early
this month.
The transmissions will start at 9.30
a.m., with a two-hour programme to Australasia, and
then, after an interval of three
hours, the Indian programme
will run from 2.30 to 4.30 p.m.
At 6 p.m. another two-how
period will be devoted te
Africa; from 8.30 to l0.3()
p.m. the West African trans.
mission will be sent out, and,
lastly, the Canadian programme will run from i a.m.
to 3 a.m. (Tuesday morning).
All times are OEM.T., of course.
AS

Doing

IN

(Continued)

SOLVE

THIS.!

Problem No. 15
Having a rather good Moving Coil Speaker
of the low resistance type, Jones decided he
would like-to try Push-Pull and see if lt was
an improvement on his present arrangement..
He therefore obtained two snatched valves
Snd a centre tapped output choke. The
anodes were joined to the ends of the choke,
with the tapping to HT. positive. The two
anodes were also joined to the ends of the
speech coil of the speaker. Resulta were
terrible, signals being Ïractically inaudible.
What was the reason? Three books will be
awarded for the first three correct solutions
opened. Mark envelopes Problem No. 15.
and send to the Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELRSS,
fleo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2, to reach us not later
than 2nd Jan.,

1033..

ONE of the earliest firms in the radio
i
industry, Messrs. K. Raymond are
again entering the field. A new department
has been formed which supplies any up-toSOLUTION TO PROBLEM No. 14
date set, and is willing to take an old set
By twistJng the Aerial and Earth leads together
in part exchange, making a very liberal (by adopting lighting flex) Johnson was by-passing
his signals to earth through the capacity formed
This will enable all all
allowance for it.
by the twisted wire.
listeners with old sets to become really
The following three readers receive books in conup to date at small expense. We are glad nection with Problem No. 13 :H. Davies, Esq. Bodaros, Halkyn Road, Flint,
to see this name once again, and are pleased N.J.\Vaies;
N. Snesvin, Esq., 16, Sinclair Road, London,
to bring this notice to the attention of our \V.14; N. Clayton,' Esq., 53, Senbouse Street.
Maryport, Cunsb,
readers.

Poste

Parisien--

QINCE the recent increase of power to
iJ 60 kW. Poste Parisien has been
coming in at wonderful strength. I listened

to the running commentary of the first
Australian Test Match broadcast from this
station from 6.30 to 8.30 on the morning
of December 2nd, and it was surprisingly
good. Despite the fact that the Australian
commentator's remarks were sent over
miles of telephone lines and thousands of
miles of "ether," they were as clear as if
he had been in the studio. Up to 7.30 am.
the transmission was perfectly steady, but
as daylight approached a certain amount
of fading became noticeable, although
signal strength generally was practically
unchanged.
Another European Station
ANEW station is shortly to take the
air. This time it is in Greece, and it
will be called Radio-Thesalonik. The wavelength will be about, the 210-metre mark,
but there are as yet no details available
regarding its power.-JACR.
-
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Some Practical Points on Fiting Fuss for Protecting Certain Parts of a Receiver.

ca.eeteoei By GIL B E RI
CCIDENTS happen in the best.
regulated sets, and they should be
definitely guarded against. Serious
damage may be done costing several pounds
by inadvertently making wrong connections,
or by working inside the "h
switched on. If any mets
screwdriver, is dropped ini
the set it may canse a s
bridge across the high-tei
the low-tension circuit an
the filaments of the valves
other component.
The ordinary house hg
divided into several circu
being protected by a fuse
so that the current cannot
exceed the safety point
without the fuse blowing
or melting. When a short
does occur or for any
other reason the fuse
burns out, it is a simple
matter to replace it with
another length of 5 ampere fuse wire.
From
this it can be understood
that the different circuits
and components in the
wireless set should be
protected in exactly tb
way. Wireless currents
minute, however, that any
fuse would be useless, for i
the current is calculated ir
in wireless practice it is c
liamperes, which is one-thi
an ampere; because of
required which will blow
lower value.
The filament of a 2-volt
structed that the current from a 2-volt
battery heats it to the correct temperature.
1f the voltage of the current is excessive
the filament will get so hot that it wifi
actually melt, and the valve will then, of
course, be useless. To prevent this excessive overheat-p- t,
jing a fuse is'0 Fleet rie
inserted, and
Turn fable

the most

1W Ñ ING

E.

HUÌ..ua.Nc..I,J

I

common position fol it is from the
high-tension negative terminal across to
the low-tension negative terminal; this
will stop any high-tension current from
overloading the valve filamenV through a
f_n;_n.,f

q'k

l-os

ç,,

j.

I

)f

the

n

the

ipling

rcome

with
Lenser
nd 3.

highins it
fuse

sup-

le of

,'hood of 300 to 500 milliamps,
their chief disadvantage being
the appreciable fraction of a
second they take to blow. Care should be
taken with this class of fuse to see that
when replacements are made they are of
the correct value. Another very good fuse
is the gold film fuse, which is a very thin
layer of gold mounted on a thin strip of
glass. At normal currents it lias excellent
conductivity and when it does break down
its action is very quick.
Sometimes a fuse will glow or even I
burn out when the set is first
switched on and this is accunted
for by the fact /7.#
that the set has
probably sevral
or 2 microi
farad condensers
in its make-np
and the action H r.of switching
causes a
rent to flow which charges these
condensers sufficiently high to
g exceed the rating of the fuse.
In
this case a fuse of a little greater
capacity should be fitted of, say,
100 milliamps. These fuses, which
have to carry very small currents,
çL.
have an appreciable resistance

I
I
I

i

j

the set these fuses, however, must be capable of
carrying a larger current
than the ordinary battery
fuse, it is not sufficient to
fit fuses rated to carry the
normal current and blowing at twico
this amount, for the reason that at
the time of switching on the surge of current.
rises to, perhaps, three or four times this
value, therefore the fuses must be obtained
to stand up to this extra surge and to blqw
at three to four times the normal current.
In fitting fuses in a mains radiogram,
where the turntable is operated also from
;

Fu\

i

-

To5ef

-

-

C onclenser
-

I

2 ME

Fig. 2.

The

with a conden-

sertoavoid 1'attery

i

-

theoretical circuit of the fuse,
coupling.
.3
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the mains, it is advisable to incorporate
two sets of fuses after the mains switch,
that is to say, one in each lead going to the
set and one in each lead going to the motor,
see Fig. 4, care being taken to keep the
motor leads right away from the low-frequency side of the set, otherwise induction
will probably take place and produce a very
bad mains hum when the gramo, part of the
set is being used. When a fuse does blow
it is very necessary to locate the fault
before inserting a new one; look for frayed
flex, loose or broken connections, or even
short pieces of connecting wire left inside
when the set 'as being built, for these may
have moved and so be causing a shortcircuit. If the baseboard of the set is
covered with alum um foil, or sheet, it is
advisable to slip under the valve holders a
disc of cardboard slightly larger than the

diameter of the holder; this will prevent
any chance of the valve pins projecting
through the holder and touching the foil,
or if the foil is very thin it will also prevent

-
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it from buckling up under the holder and
touching the screws which hold the sockets
into which the valve pins fit. Care should
be taken when not using the soldering tags
on components, the terminals of which are
placed close to the metal foil, that the tags
do not become bent downwards so that they
make contact with the foil, thus earthing
the connection. Such a tag is shown in
Fig. 5. It is better to remove them, if
possible, before building up or cut them off
short with an old pair of scissors, if no
cutting pliers are handy. The writer had a
similar experience of this kind when called
in to test a set some timo ago; every
conceivable test had been made until it
was noticed that a soldering tag which was
almost out of sight was earthiìsg on to the
metal base. When this ws corrected the
set worked perfectly.

uflflenflnn n.
L'NO BOREDOM

Arthur

Holbrook,

make any appreciable difference in the
fundamental outlook of the majority of
listeners; the people who would have us
believe that a few years of radio will be
equivalent, as far as turning us all into
highbrows is concerned, to a course at one
of the older universities; and so on!
Radio's Great Achievement
All these specialist critics and extravagant claimants only confuse the issue, and
blind us to the real significance of radiothe fact that it is slowly but surely killing
boredom. This is an achievement which
excuses its minor sins a thousand times over.
Do you seriously doubt that radio is doing
this thing? If so, consider for a moment
the way family life was drifting just before
it8 advent.
The optimist would portray
the various members of the average family
as spending their leisure mainly outside
the homo. He might draw your attention
to the fact that father and mother were
ardent theatre-goers, Johnny a movie fan,
Bill a young man devoted to sport, and
Milly a confirmed cyclist. Re might try to
convince you that most of their leisure
time was spent doing these various things;
that they were rarely at home. Do not
believe him. The fact is, of course, that
for financial and other reasons, but mainly
because they could not afford to do anything else, father and mother, Johnny, Bill;
and Milly were forced to spend a great deal
of their time sitting at, home. The excursions were the "high spots"; sitting at
home the everyday necessity.
On the whole they were bored with each
other, sometimes more than others, but
on the whole, bored. They each wanted
to do different things, which resulted in
their getting into each other's way, and
they had little to say to each other beyond
commonplaces, simply because they were
all at different stages of development and
lacked a unifying influence. They had the
gramophone, of course, but here again
expense limited the scope of this instrument. They were friendly to each other,
amiable enough, but fundamentally they

its magic is forgotten. To this rule radio is
no exception. The first programmes, imperfect but now endowed with all the
glamour with which the present endows
the past, were hailed with unconcealed
delight and little or no criticism. They
were accounted wonderful by the fact of
their very existence. This phase passed.
Radio has now arrived at the stage
where its critics, in public, at any rate, are
more vociferous than its defenders. But
is it not time that we took a calmer, a.
more reasoned view, of the whole situation;
time that we recognized how wireless, with
all its imperfections, has killed boredomthe monster which threatened to make life
a sour and tasteless thing until it was
banished by radio? The specialist in any
particujar sphere, whether it be music,
drama, talks, vaudeville, or sport, can,
no doubt, find much at which he is righteously indignant in the way his own pet
subject is treated by those in authority at
Broadcasting House. And in letters to the
Press, supported by every other means at
his command, he airs his grievances with
little or no difficulty, for most newspapers,
apart from those specifically devoted to
radio, are ever ready to give prominence to
any snack at broadcasting as at present
constituted. Judging by most of the
printed comments of this nature, a traveller
from another planet might be excused the
thought that there is nothing right about
the fare which emanates nightly from
millions of loudspeakers.
It is easy to criticize radio, particularly
if you have a bee in your bonnet, but
devilishly hard to be constructive where the
tastes of millions of listeners are concerned.
Which probably explains why there are so
many self-appointed radio critics. At the
other end of the scale, equally misguided,
are those fanatics who make grandiloquent
and unprovable assertions as to what radio
is doing for this, or that, or the other; the
people who plead that radio is assuring the were bored. In those days boredom stalked within
future peace of the wOrld, as though a few
unintelligible words of German or Italian the four walls of the average suburban
or French heard through a loud-speaker home. Then as they say in the film cap-

K.B.E.

tions, "Came the wireless." And very
steadily- so steadily that some of us have
hardly noticed-wireless has banished that
boredom to a place whence it cannot return
unless civilization perished in some world
cataclysm, ftnd with it radio. Father and
mother, Johnny, Bill, and Milly have been
provided with a sociable pursuit in which
they can all participate. Wireless has given
them a common interest, a sociable home
pastime which they can share together, at
the same timo.
An Ever-Recurring Pastime

Please note this very carefully. Novel
reading is a pastime in which all the
members of'a family can join, but it is a
solitary business. Twò people cannot, or
very seldom do, read the same book at the
same time. When you are in the middle of
a marvellous novel your one aim is to get
someone else to read it and sharè your
pleasure, but by the time you have finished
and they are half-way through, most of
your first enthusiasm has evaporated.
Wireless is the one ever-recurring, in-'
expensive pastime which the whole family
can enjoy as a single unit.
Family boredom dies when two or more
members of the family share a commort
pursuit, even if they do not agree about
its worth.
It gives them ready-made topics
for conversation, widens their horizon,
quickens their imagination, rouses their
interest, sets them arguing with each other.
The result is that in the intes-vals between
the business of getting a living and the
occasions on which t.hey take their pleasures
outside the home as separate individuals,
they are not bored-but, on the contrary,
stimulated.
Wireless is killing boredom, and this is
an achievement besides which all its little
sins of omission or commission are as
naught. And if it is an achievement to
have banished boredom where the members
of families are concerned, what Pi-aise' is
high enough for it in the case of the solitary
listeners in their bed-sitting rooms, the
invalids cut off from the outside world,
the blind? For such as these it has
banished not boredom, but something very
liko Hell itself
-

-
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IN a prey joug art jcle which
appeared in PRACTICAL
WIRRLESS dated December
24th, 1932, I dealt at length with
the many advantages associated
with the wiring of different rooms
in the home so that the loudspeaker could be used although
remote from the set. No doubt
many readers have already taken
advantago of the suggestions
made, but, as I have stated once before
in these columns, it is a law of Nature
that we never have an advantage without
an accompanying disadvantage. Fortunately, in this case the disadvantage
(a dual one) does not outweigh the advantages. attached to loud-speaker extensions,
and, furthermore, it is possible to counter
one of the disadvantages in one or two
simple ways. As far as the actual tuning
of the set is concerned, this cánnot ye be
SOLENOID

-

vertically, is a spool of
t mounted
wire or solenoid with a central

t

opening into which the plunger
can pass without undue friction.
When a current of electricity
is passed through the spool of
*
wire the plunger is drawn up and
the pawl engages with one
tooth of the contact wheel;
lt to move through *th or a turn.
Jcausmg
the
When
is broken and the current
H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE,! ceases, the circuit
plunger falls back by gravity, and
Wh.Sch., B.Sc.(Hons.), A.C.Q.I., j is ready to turn the wheel through another
P.L.C., A.M.LE.E.
*th turn on the next upward movement.
Only a momentary current is required, as
the
action of the switch is very rapid.
a
scheme
extension
your loud-speaker
method whereby the set can be "remote Thus, if the coil is connected to a bell-pusb
controlled," as far as switching on
6
o
6
6
and off is concerned.
N.
.
N \/ ,
A New Distance Switch
1
Fortunately there are several
Swro,.
pus,
simplet ways of doing this, but I
shall content myself with describing
one or two. The first involves the
'Nd
____________________
use of a new and ingenious switch
LT.
ccvMuLA
55.
which has just been placed on the
ce
market by Wates Radio: Ltd.
BACRV
_
Fig. 2.-Distance
Its very simplicity is its eatest
arrangement.
recommendation, and I can well
imagine readers saying, "Why
cc SWFTCH
hasn't it been thought of before ? "
It is called a distance switch, and is
shown in an acbompanying illustration
WALL______
5OC+sET
and also diagrammatically in Fig. 1. As
will be seen, it has only three moving
parts consisting of a toothed contact
wheei having four contacts and four
insulated sections, a pavl or lever, and
MAINS PLIJG
g the switch for
a soft iron plunger to which the pawl Fig.
a mains set.
is attached. Two spring contact arms
and battery, one pressure on the push
turns the wheel *th turn, making a contact
r'
between the two springs, and the next
pressure turns the wheel through another
th turn, thereby bringing the insulated
sections under the springs and breaking
the contact. The springs and wheel aro
thoroughly insulated from the rest of the
mechanism, and may be safely connected
in the electric-light mains lead to a wireless
set
In the diagram of Fig. i the terminals
DY
marked i and 2 should be taken to control
the L.T. or mains power supply to the set,
while 3 and 4 go to the bell.push and
battery. Now for the method of fitting
up the distance control arrangementsFig. 2. Mount the switch vertically either
inside the set cabinet or close to it, and,
assuming for the moment that the set
'H
derives its L.T. and H.T. from accumulators
and batteries, join terminals 3 and 4 in
series with one of the leads between thu
set and the accumulator-the makers of
the switch recommend the negativo lead.
Take a lead from terminal 4 to one pole of
a flash-lamp battery (if the run of wiring
The irs'enious Wates to the distant point or points is more than
Remote Control.
twenty yards it may be necessary to .zsc
.4....- ................

..

........................................

I

restlightly onthcontact wheel.
Around the plunger, which is

,P

i

\ /

.

TOOTHED
CONTACT WHEEL

1

ee_ea_e*4lei

T

k

Lt.

L

"

I

I

I

L
1

Fig.

.-Diagram

2.3

4

showing the elements of the

Wales Remote

Control

carried out at a distance without very
elaborate apparatus; but as a general
rule this does not cause inconvenience. In
the average home the set is often left tuned
to one station for hours 'at a stretch, or,
alternatively, altered only once or twice
in the course of an evening. With an
extension point within handy reach of the
set, therefore, this does not involve much
trouble.
What is objected to is the necessity for
having to actually handle the set in order
to switch it on or off at the beginning or
end of the programme listened to. Often
cases arise when wireless reception is
desired in the bedroom, and it is a chilly
job coming downstairs to switch off at
this time of the year. Of course, the loudspeaker can be disconnected; but this is
not only wasteful from the point of
view of HT. and L.T. consumption,
but, if the speaker is connected direct
in the anode circuit of the output valve,
it is damaging to the valve to break
the anode circuit and yet retain the
filament operative with the grid bias
on, and in the case of the pentode valve,
leave the screen volts on as well.
It is therefore advisable to include with

r

-

-
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5.-The

flashlamp batteries in series, or
alternatively use a 9 volt G.B. battery).
Finally, take a twin lead, join one end of
one wire to terminal 3 and the other wire
to the remaining pole of the flash-lamp
battery. Run this lead to a convenient
point in every room where distance control
is desired-shown theoretically in Fig. 2.
Join a push-button switch across the twin
lead at each point and, assuming that a
parallel extension of loud-speakers has
already been effected, the arrangement
shown in Fig. 2 will result.
How the Switching Arrangement Works
Obviously, one dual bell-push and speaker
position will be adjacent to the set and
the other points in' rooms as desired. The
switch on the set must be left on, and, if
we imagine the distance switch is in the
"break" position, a depression of any of
the nush-button switches will switch
set. If by chance any one else
on
should now push their switch button
the set will be rendered inoperative,
and the button has to be pushed again
to energize the set.
When the family-assumed situated
in different rooms of the house-is
retiring for the night the following
order of things will take place. Room
A wants to finish, so depresses the push
button in the room, but leaves the
loud-speaker connected. A moment or
two afterwards the loud-speaker comes
to life again, indicating that those
people in the other rooms are still
listening in and have operated their own
push button to switch on. The original
party in room A must therefore disconnect
their speaker if they do not want to-listen.
This process is followed by each room in
turn until the last party switches off. 1f
silence is maintained, they know that no
one else is listening to the programme, and
they can retire without touching their own
loud-speaker, secure in the knowledge that
the set has been safely switched off.
The scheme is a very simple one; and
For
can be thoroughly recommended.
a mains-driven set the same distance
switch will do, it being inserted in series
with one mains lead, as shown in Fig. 3.
For sets worked from an eliminator and
L.T. battery a special switch-model Bmust be used, as this particular one will
control the two circuits simultaneously;
that is, both mains and LT. In the
illustration a small board- has been fitted
up complete with switch, bell-push, flashlamp battery and mains feed to illustrate
the working of the switch, all the wiring
having been carried out behind the board.
two

LT. TERMINALÇ. ON SET

Bulgin Remote Contro! Rday.

Co., Ltd.

This consists of a relay located
near the wireless set, and on closing a
switch situated at any loud-speaker position
the relay closes, and this in turn switches
on the filaments. This is indicated in
Fig. 5A, and if the house is already wired
up for loud-speaker extensions as described
in my previous article, then it is only
necessary to run a pair of leads to each
switch position and add the relay. When
the set is in operation a warning glow is
reflected by the ruby indicator on the
relay, and this not only shows that it is operative, but limits the current flow necessary
to operate the device.
Another way of carrying out the same
operation is to include what is called a
Bulgin remote control wall jack at each
loud-speaker position. This jack, in addition to the parallel type contacts employed for the loud-speaker extension, has

te

6

6

mi

1932

24 volts generally is suitable, but th
minimum value must be found out b3r
experiment-to ordinary bell pushes located
against each loud-speaker position. The
magnet winding of a relay, preferably one
of the sensitive high-

-

-

resistance type, such
a Siemens
or
çwirci î as
LOUD WA1ER
Weston, is now joinéci
EXTDNSON
between the H.T.POeTION.
terminal of the batery and the L.T.terminal of the acCu-'
mulator.
Then the
movable contact arm
is taken to the usual
negative filament conneetjon on the set,
the positive lead from
the accumulator going direct td the set.
When it is desired to listen to the broadcast programme, connect the loud-speaker;
depress the bell-push and maintain contact.
Current will flow immediately through the
relay coils, and the movable "tongue"
closes on its contact. The closing of
the tongue now establishes the filament
circuit, the valves are rendered operative
and current at once flows through the
output terminals via the loud-speaker,
H.T. battery and relay. Once this current
has been established the bell-push can be
released, for the relay tongue will be held
in contact with its stud. When any of
the positions wish to finish listening in,
the loud-speaker is disconnected, and when
the last person has done this the anode
current circuit is broken and the relay
"opens," switching. off immediately the
filaments of the set at the same time.
Another Relay Controlled Switching.

8

iN.

-

31st,
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Device

In conclusion, one other schenìe

L000SN

_J

will be described. This is shown in
Fig. 7. At each loud-speaker position
is installed a single Marnent control

jack, while a four-core cable makes
connection as indicated. A relay is
wired up as drawn in the diagram,
6.Fig.
-.on inserting a loud-speaker plug
Anothe - and
in any one position, current will
Hr BarrErv
relay scheme flow from theL.T. accumulator through
ACCSJLATOH.
/ the relay coil. This attracts the relay
tongue or contact, and the L.T. supply to the set is at Once established.
a second finger contact which is closed by It does not matter how many speakers are
the pressure of the plug tip when inserted working on the circuit, but it will be
into the jack socket. The underside of the noticed that the last loud-speaker plug
finger is insulated so that there is no to be withdrawn breaks the relay coil
electrical contact with the plug tip, only circuit.
A commercial form of this scheme is
mechanical. The arrangement for this
is shown in Fig. 5B, while an accompany. marketed as the Lotus Remote Control,
ing illustration depicts the special com- and in some tests I carried out with the
bined relay and indicating control, to- apparatus I found that the relay current
gether with samples of the type of jack consumption was only 20 milliamperes with
just described. Speaking of relays ro- a 2-volt accumulator.
minds me of another
method which has been
used to advantage by
OuTput TEEMINALS
ON SET.
some people who have
remote
installed
or
distance control. It is
illustrated in pictorial
fashion in Fi. 6. First
_____________
of all, it will be assumed
that the loud-speaker
points are ready wired up
for parallel working as
shown. Another pair of
JACç.
wires is run from the
L.T.-terminal of the
accumulator and a posi- LX TERMNA
Fig. .-A!Iernative Remote
Relay Switching
tive tapping on the H.T.
ON SET
Control Scheme.
Another form of distant control apparatus batteryomewhere in
is that marketed by A. F. Bulgin and -the neighbourhood, of
--
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A SHORTWAVE.

I

SUPER-HETERODYNE

CONVERTER
I

'

I [i /

Some Further Details Concerhing

:

the Converter which wasDes-.,
cribed on page 689 of last
week's issue.

I

I

-

i

'

/

.

.:

.

T was pointed out last week that
'the tuning control of the normal
...\
receiver, with which this Converter is employed, must be set to a
tuning point on the long wave-band.
Thi latter point is very
and the actual construction of the
receiver will govern, the best wavelength to which it must be tuned.
Generally speaking, a wavelength
between 1,000 and 2,000 metres will be
found suitable, and a certain amount of
time should be spent in trying the different
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LIST OF COMPONENTS:
Plywood Panel, 9m, by 6m.
i Baseboard, 9m, by 6m, by sin.
Three-quarter rear-view of tite Con
1 .00015 mfd. tuning condenser, with slowmotion dial (Jackson Bros.).
picture-rail down to the receiver, may also
1 Dial pointer (Bulgin).
be found advantageous. As the Converter
1 .0001 mfd. reaction condenser (Jackson
covers three wave-bands, it vill probably
Bros.).
be found that it is not easy to find a setting
i Triple-range S.W. tuner (Lissen).
of the pre-set condenser which will enable
i Triple-range wavechange switch (Lissen). the maximum results to be obtained over
1 .0001 mfd. pre.set condenser (Colvern).
the three wave-bands, and the alternative
1 .001 mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C.j.
aerials should thereforó be tried out so as
1 .0002 mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C.).
to find one which will enable the three
.1 3 megohm grid-leak, with wire ends wave-bands to be efficiently explored. The
(Dubilier).
great point to bear in mind is that the valve
1 S.W. valve-holder (Eddystone). in the Converter must be kept oscillating
i S.W.H.F. choke (Bulgin).
the whole time, and if this is not so the
1 H.F. choke (Lewcos).
Converter will not function properly.
i Terminal block; n,arked "A" and "E"
Lissen).
i Wander plug; marked "H.T.+" (Belling TunIng-in
When tuning-in a station, set the reaction
Lee).
condenser on the Converter so that the
3 Spade terminals: marked "L.T.+," rushing noise is heard, and also set the
"L.T.-" and "A" (Belling Lee).
control of the receiver so that a
i length "Glazite" connecting wire, 21t. reaction
fair amount of reaction is being employed
twin ilex, screws.
that
part
in
of the circuit. Now slowly
Approximate cost, 37s.
rotate the tuning dial of the Converter
Also, if required, i type 210 H.F. or 210 until you hear a squeal. This will denote
H.L. metallized valve (Cossor).
that a station carrier is being heterodyned,
and you must proceed to resolve it into
dial settings between these two extremes. intelligible signals. Reduce slightly the
Bear in mind that the tuning control of reaction control of the receiver, and then
the Converter will also require adjustment slacken off the reaction condenser of the
as the receiver control is varied. This Converter. The silent point between the
control is one of the most important, so squeals will give the exact tuning position,
that, for best results, too much time cannot and it will be found cuite a simple matter
to resolve the signal, although on all shortbe spent in finding the best setting
wave receivers tuning is exceptionally sharp.
The Aerial
The tuning condenser is fitted with a very
The aerial which is employed with the efficient slow-motion dial, but even so, it
Converter will affect the setting of the small will be found that the slightest touch will
pre-set condenser in the aerial lead of this tune past a station. Some of the best
apparatus, and it may be found desirable short-wave sthtions suffer rather badly
to experiment with several different types from fading, so do not worry if you find that
of aerial. A short length of stiff wire, as soon as a station lias been received it
standing straight up from the aerial terminal, disappears. If you leave the controls
and about 12m, long, will be found to give alone you will find that it will return after
remarkable results under some circum- a short while, and you will soon get used to
stances, and a similar wire, running from a the effect of this fading trouble. It is very
1

L

annoying to get a station, and, just as an
announcement is about to be made, to lose
the station and start adjusting the controls
an endeavour to bring it back, only to
find that you have lost the spot altogether.
The Earth

The earth connection will be found. to
be even more important than in ordinary
broadcast reception, and we can only

reiterate our previous remarks regarding
this part of the installation. Remember
that the earth must be in a moist condition
if the resistance is to be kept low, and
therefore you should use some preparation
to ensure that this is effected. We cannot
give a list of the stations that aro likely to
be received on this arrangement, as reception on the short waves varies in different
parts of the country, and a station that is
heard clearly in Devonshire may be inaudible, even on a more powerful receiver,
in Yorkshire. Thrs is due, of course, to
the skip distance effect, and for this
reason also it is not worth while trying to
receive the Empire broadcasts from Chelmsford in this country. They may be received
in some parts, but it is much more certain
to try for one of the European.or American
stations which broadcasts on high power.
especially when first exploring the short

waves.
One final word should be given, and that
is that the Converter will not work with
receivers which have no high-frequency
stages. The valve in the Converter acts as
a combined first detector and oscillator,
and the high-frequency stages in the broadcast receiver carry out the amplification
nf the signal at the new frequency. The
4etector valve in the receiver then again
detects the signal and passes it on to tha
L.F. stages.

I
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FRANK 'PRESTON, F.R.A., Tells You
L.F. Transformers, H.F. Chokes, Fixed
and put on one side
thoroughly dry and firm.

Ha,-c/wood

Base

\,\

t

I

\

-

Fig.

5.-Meeliod

obtained
apparatus.
be
A

of

from

mounting

-t/me

choIce.

commercially made

Low-frequency Choke

Perhaps one of the easiest and most
useful components which can be made
whole, distinctly practical people whO at homo is a low-frequency choke. A
are not content merely to buy a kit of choke of this kind can be used for coupling
parts, mount them on a chassis and connect L.F. valves on the choke-capacity principle,
from point to point by following a foolproof and for providing a choke output filter for
chart. Although they do appreciate a good the loud-speaker.
receiver dèsign and are prepared to follow Hedgehog Chokes
In a previous article I described the
it when building a new set, they also wish
to keep an experimental set with which construction of chokes requiring special
they can "tinker about" and learn exactly Stalloy core stampings, so now I shall deal
how each part functions. And, as those with a simpler and less costly type called,
readers are aware, there is no better way due to the shape., a hedgehog choke. This
of understanding how a component works consists of a wind- C'a,-tride
than by making it. Now I would not
onabobbin Paper. J "wide
CC
suggest that every part of a receiver should
.
be home-made, because in many cases the through which'is
cost of the necessary tool equipment would passed a bundle of soft iron
A sketch of the
be too great, but I will say that quitehaif wires.
of the components required can be made up finished choke is given in Fig.
at homo by anyone with seine mechanical 5, whilst the various stages of
inclination and having a fair amount of construction are shown in
sparo time.
I propose in this article to explain as
simply as possible how a number of com- The Winding Bobbin
First, we must make a
ponents can be made by using only those
tools possessed by the average amateur. bobbin to accommodate the
In each ease, I shall assume the use of only windings, and for this we shall require
the commoner woodworking tools, pliers, a trip of cartridge paper measuring
screwdriver, and soldering equipment., 16m, by 3m., a 6m, length of in. dowel
although some of tho work could be simpli- rod, some glue, a small piece of plywood,
and sorno stiff cardboard or fibre. As a
fled ifa lathe wore available. I shall only describe such parts as can preliminary we must form a rigid tube
be made economically and which will give from the cartridge paper by winding it
results at least comparable with those to tightly round the dowel rod; thin glue
should be applied to the
paper as it is being
fòre W/-Qs Bent Over ßowzd
wound on. The next
Wa'/z Emßtre Tape,)
stell is to make two
plywOO(I and two cardboard discs 1in. in diameter,
and having a hole in the
centre large enough to allow
them to fit tightly on to the
paper tube. A small notch
should be cut in each of
the cardboard discs, as
Furthermore3

'.

,

shown in Fig, 2. All four
discs should then be fitted
to the tube, in the positioñs
indicated in Fig. 2, with
strong glue. Next, remove

Fig.

4.-The

until

Winding
It can then be replaced on the
rod in readiness for winding. The
winding consists of 12,000 turns,
or almost exactly 6 oz, of 3S
6 gauge enamelled wire. The job
of putting on the wire can be
carried out much more easily if the
reel is fitted on a small stand
similar to that shown in Fig. 6.
Preparatory to winding, a 12m
noth of nibber-covered flex must be
soldered to the end of the fine wire; remember that a non-corrosive flux such as
resin is best for this purpose. Cover the
soldered joint with insulation tape or a
piece of stamp edging, and wind the flex
about six times round the bobbin. Then
continue to wind on the thin wire until
the first section is nearly full. .Pass
through the slot in the cardboard separator,
and wind the second section, afterwards
passing on to the third. Keep the turns
as even as possible and take care that all
three sections are wound in the same direction. When the whole 6 oz. of wire has
been wound on, solder another 12m, length
of flex to the end, and let this form the last
three or four turns. Now cover all the wind-

_e

Terminal

is perfectly clear by now that readers
of PRArIcAL WIRELESS are, on the

1932
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/inished choke ready for inounhag.

the

bobbin from

the

rod.

The Core
The core comes next, and is made from
a bundle of soft iron wires Sin, long. It
might be helpful to know that these can
be obtained for a few coppers from most
ironmongers or florists. The wire can usually be bought ready cut to lengths of 8
or 9in., and is sold by weight. it is essential
that the wire should be really soft, and if
you are in any doubt about yours, put it
in a low fire on going to bed, and leave
it overnight; that will ccrtainly do the

trick.
When the core is' ready it should be
pushed through the bobbin so that it
projects by the same amount at each end.
Make sure that it is a perfectly tight fit,
and then bend the ends over the bobbin
until they overlap in the middle. Of
course, the two flexible leads must be
brought through the core wires. Lastly,
secure

the

core

vires

by

binding with
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empire take, dip the whole choke in a jar
of shellacvarmsh, and allow to dry.
I
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Mounting the Choke
The choke can be mounted directly on
the baseboard by means of a brass strap,
or it can be made up in more finished form,
as shown in Fig. 5. A small piece of wellseasoned hardwood is used for the base
and terminals are attached to this. Ebonite
could be used instead of wood, if preferred,
but the latter has amply good insulation
properties if thoroughly seasoned and
dried. It will be noticed from Fig. 5 that
a terminal is employed t.o secure the brass
strap, and this can be used to earth the
core if a few of the iron wires arc pulled
from under the empire tape and allowed
to make contact with the brass.

thicker material. This can
be done by making the end
cheeks, and separating discs
Ihn., instead of fin, in
diameter, and using core wires
0m, long.
The choke will
have an inductance of about
100 henries at 8 milliamps,
and a D.C. resistance of 1,300

-

ohms.
Characteristics
The choke described will give an induct- A Tapped Choke
ance of some 80 henries when passing a
When the choke is required for an output
D.C. current of upto 4 milliamps, and will, filter after either a three-electrode
or
therefore, be ideal for choke-capacity pentode valve it is 'always useful to have
- coupling after either a detector or an L.F.
valve. Its inductance when passing up
Windings Covered
to 20 milliamps D.C. will approximate to
With
E,7pLre Clot/i
35 henries, which is suitable for a chokecapacity loud-speaker ifiter after either a
large or small power valve. The choke's
D.C. resistance will be just under 900 ohms,
and its maxi-

It is well to mark each tapping (by
sticking on a strip of paper) for future
identification.
Smoothing Choke
- A smoothing choke for use in an eliminator or mains set can be made in exactly
the same way as the choke previously
dealt with by using a larger bobbin and
core. For a 30 henry choke capable of
carrying up to (IO milhiamps the core
_____ should be lin.
diameter and
10 in, long.
The bobbin
j
should be 3m.
7
long, as before
Of
but the end
?oft/rocz Wires.' cheeks and
separators will

.

mum safe
capacity, 50

current-carrying __________________milliamps.

I

)

)

-

Pentode Output Choke
T h e inductance of the
latter choke will
be rather too low
for efficient working as an output choke
in the anode circuit of a pentode valve,
but an excellent component for this
purpose can be made by using a winding of 9 oz. 38 gauge enamelled wire
on a larger bobbin or by putting 6 oz.
of 40 gauge wire on the bobbin previously described. In either case, the
actual construction will be exactly the same
as that explained above. As 40 gauge
wire is very thin and more difficult to handle,
most constructors will prefer to use the
A
-

Plywood Ends
i

I

I

L_

5pacer.s

2-The

complete bobbin.

-8

3.- Wound

j

needtobe2in.
diameter.

a

J

-

(To

be

continned)

/1.T+

bobbin with core wires
j

a few tappings so that the loud-speaker
can, be matched to the output valve.
When a tapped choke is required, it will
be best to make it like the larger one
described, so that it can be used for almost
any purpose. Tappings should be taken
after winding one hail, two-thirds and
three-quarters of the wire. It will then
give ratios of i : 1, 2 1, 3 : 1, and 4 1
when connected as shown in
Figure 7.

',\

Fig.

-.

-

Fig.

'

Cardboard

3/I

-

:

'tii-;

Oatpit
C/zok
-

hr

The easieit way to 'make
the.tappings will be illustrated
next week. The fine 'wire is
bared of insulation for a
distance of about an inch by
carefully scraping with a sharp

\

)ppea

L

d

'.iTh

111
I:!

1
2/Wd

knife.
i

A loop is made in
the bared portion and a 12m.
length of flex soldered on.
The joint is then covered with
insulation tape or paper to
prevent a possible short circuit
with other turns. By winding
the flex a few times round the
bobbin and securing it with
insulation tape the danger of I
damaging the fine windings by'
tension on the tapping
entirely removed.

I

iá

s

I

L.S.

Cart,?

HT-

Fig. 7.-This diagram shows how different
ratios can be obtained with a tapped
output choke.
1
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The First Article Appeared on
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IT

must be clearly understood that,
although sound 'is a form of wave
energy, it is transmitted through quite
a different medium from that employed in
radio. Radio waves are electro-magnetic
in nature, and occur in the ether of space.
Sound waves are purely meehanical, and
the medium is the air. It will appear later
how sound-frequency signals can be transmitted through the ether, but for the
moment we must confine ourselves to the
various sound frequencies themselves as
they occur in Nature.

the quality of the reproduction is, under
these conditions, very bad indeed.
The reason is that a modulated radioPage 637 of our Issue Dated
frequency wave behaves in exactly the
same way as if it were composed of a
December 17th.
còmbination of an unmodnlated wave with
I(S C)S
a number of other waves of slightly
different frequency, some higher and some
into a modulated radio-frequency current, lower. The highest of these "side waves"
which is the raw material upon which your has a frequency equal to that of the carrier
set has to work. In the detector stage the plus the highest musical frequency iii the
radio-frequency portion is filtered out, modulation, while the lowest side wave
leaving the audio-frequency component to has a frequency equal to the carrier
be further amplified before it is powerful frequency minus the highest musical
enough to operate the speaker, in which frequency in the modulation. The side
Audio Frequencies
waves, therefore, are spread over a band
For all practical purposes the useful band the original sound is re-created.
of frequencies on either side of the carrier
of sound frequencies lies between about
frequency, and are kluiwn as "side bands."
16 vibrations per second up to about The So-called Side Bands
Because the receiving aerial picks up
Mathematical analysis indicates that the
12,000, but a receiver capable of reproducing with fidelity all frequencies be- energy from a large number of stations, existence of side bands is a reasonable
tween (50 and 8,000, or even 6,000, would be it is necessary to "tune " the receiver- working theory; it is proved by experience
considered quite an efficient apparatus. that is, to make it particularly sensitive that the effects of side bands are manifest;
The frequency indicates the "pitch" of to the frequency employed by the station but it is impossible to prove their existence,
the note or sound, the lower frequencies it is required to hear and comparatively and very difficult even to obtain a clear
giving the lower, or bass,
mental impression of them.
There are, as a result, two
notes and the higher freschools of thought on the
quencies the upper, or
side-band question, one
treble, notes. It is useful to
'maintaining that there are
know that "middle C" on
side bands and one denying
the piano corresponds to a
that they can exist. Probfrequency of 256 per second,
ably it is all a matter of how
and that for every octave
one thinks of these things.
above, the frequency. is
To most of us "amplitude
doubled, while for every
modulation "-that is to
octave 'below, the frequency
say, a varying height of
is halved, Very few instruwave, produced by the
merits give out a pure note of
audio-frequency modulationone single frequency. What
is the easier to imagine; others,
they do give out is a main
however, may be able to obtain
frequency, called the "fundaa better niental picture of al
mental," and a whole host of
band of frequencies grouped
other frequencies, all bearing
round the carrier frequency.
sorne simple mathematical reHowever one looks at it,
lation to the fundamental.
the practical fact remains that
These are known as "harunless the receiver is suffi-1
monies" and "overtones,"
ciently flatly tuned to pass a
and the number and relative
certain band of frequencies on
strength of them gives to each
each side of the carrier wave,
instrument its characteristic
distortion will occur. It is
"timbre" or tone.
not an easy matter so to
arrange the tuning that, while
Alternating orYerlodic Electric
accepting n sufficiently. widrne
Currents
band to ensure good quality,
Radio transmission depends
the side bands of interfering
upon the fact that it is posstations are excluded. The
sible to produce electric curmany variants of the "bandrents which vary either at
Jj
pass filter" system of tuning
radio frequency or at audio Dia'rae showing (top) carrier Wave of uniform amplitude; (centre), Low achieve a very
good measure
is
at
frequency. This done the
frequency Wave, and (bottom), modulated carrier wave.
of success in accepting a suffiSpecial
broadcasting station.
ciently wide band of frequencies
apparatus which cannot he described here insensitive to all other frequencies. The to maintain a high standard
of performance
is used to produce radio-frequency currents, broadcasting systems of Europe are so and at the same time ensure selectivity.
while the microphone, of course, is the organized that certain standard frequencies
An alternative scheme,' which has been
source of audio-frequexicy currents.
are allotted to different stations, these proposed and actually used in one or two
currents
are
to
frequencies
being
spaced
over
available
These two
combined
the
wireless receivers, achieves a high degree
produce what is termed a "modulated" broadcasting band at intervals of nine of selectivity by using very sharply-tuned
quite
radio-frequency current-that is to say, a kilocycles.
Now it is
possible to radio-frequency circuits, thus at the sanie
current which vibrates at radio frequency, design a receiver in which the tuning is tL'm? severely clipping the side bands. Then,
responds
while its amplitude varies in accordance so "sharp" that the set only
to to replace the lost quality, a certain amount
with the variations in a sound-frequency frequencies differing only slightly from the of amplitude distortion is deliberately
current. This process is indicated graphi- official frequency of the "wanted" station. introduced in later stages of the receiver.
cally above.
When the "modulated" Such "razor-edge" tuning, it may be
it avoids all Supersonic Frequencies
current is applied to the transmitting thought, would be ideal,
aerial, a modulated radio,wave is projected risk of interference from other stations.. There is hone more "trick" with freinto space. When intercepted by your Avoid inkerference it does, but, nevertheless, quencies which hou1d receive passing
aerial, the energy of the wave is reconverted it is rar froj satisfactory. It is found that
(Conth".d on page 746.)
I
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GUINEAI
Switching Arrangement for Loud-speakers
THE accompanying diagram, below,
shows the connections for switching
two loudspeakers, using a double-pole,
double-throw switch. The advantages of
this type of switch are its good contact and its
quick action in switching frdm one speaker
to the other. For making good connection to the speakers, plug-in coil-holders
are very handy. Two holders can be
screwed to the cabinet or on to the wall,
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OLD COft HOLDERS
CONNECTIONS F05 LONG

A switching

SPEAI4.ER

the

LEADS.

arrangément for loud -spealers.

the other two being attached to the leads
from set, thereby permitting a quick removal
of either speaker without having to disturb
the whole length of flex, which can conveniently be run round the picture rail
down to the speakers.-WILu.&i Wu..soN
(Greasbrough).

ventilator

'
,

TERMINAL

+

IRETUGH

TUBE-

3

(

readers who

wishtomake

their own

FLOORBOARD

Slowing

the

ar;

PE shortrangement
earthing deve.
of

a

-

ground. Take the measurement from the nearest
ground-floor window, and
from the inside drill an
tin. hole in the floor-boird
directly over the air vent,
close to the skirting-board. Pass the
earth wire through this hole, and, with a
piece of wire bent to form a hook, pull
the earth wire through the ventilator and
fix it to the earth tube.-J. T. HOWARD
(Grove Park).

screened

I

+

allEBONITE

AIR
VENT

-

i

-

t

which is near the

..,

i

-

i

Short Earth Lead
AN efficient and short earthing deviceS
can be arranged in the following
manner :-Every house is provided with
a i r ventilators
under the floorboards, and
OR
that has to be
çWOOD BLOCK
FITTED WITH
done is to find

originated some little
interest other readers.

it on to us? For every item

"Radio Wrinkles."

S5EAIEP

:
ii -__I-'

accompanying sketch.-Enic EvRsvxELE
(Ulverston).

THAT DODGE OF YOURS!

leads for connection to the top of the SG.
valve, Pick-up, etc. Procure a piece of
expanding curtain runner and cut to the
length required to cover the lead. A length
of rubber-covered flexible wire willpass very
easily down the centre of the "runner,"
the ends of which should be bound up with
insulation tape to prevent the earthed
covering slipping down on to the bare end
of the rubber-covered wire, resulting in a
short circuit of the H.T.
supply. If the last coil of the
JiJJJE "runner " is bent into the
form of a loop, at rightangles to the wire, it may
be screwed down to the basep
ro
board as shown in the acHOLDER.
companying sketch, and the
springiness of the runner will
keep it in
I
an upright
0003'oA 000,c

Remote-Control System
HAVE this small remote-control layout
I working very satisfactory. It is very
simple to make, and each room is in full
control of the set. The relay is a Polar,
picked up cheaply, and works for months
on a four-volt dry battery. The set must
have an Output filter unit. The wiring
and the s'itches are clearly shown in the
position accompanying illustration. This arrangewhen the ment does away with the trouble of going
lead is dis- from room to room to switch the set on
connected and off, and is well worth the time taken
wiring up.-W. J. WJLLIAaIs (Leamington
Spa).

Using the electric
light aj an aerial.

A Cheap
T

j

.

OSET

from the top of the valve.-CRARL.Es E.
Ciraris (Waterloo, Lanes.).

I

Using Electrio Light System as an Aerial
HERE is a little dodge which enables
the electric light system to be used
as an efficient indoor aerial. A length of
vire is connected to one of the metal
contacts of a lamp holder adapter, and the
free end of the wire to the terminal of a
.0003 mfd. or .0002 mfd.
mica condenser (preferably one
tested tò 500v. A.C.). Another
wire is attached to

of

an S.G. valve.

I

as

indicated in

-

i.

j

.I.ISTAIR

I

ROOM.,
5PEAER

I

-

DOWNSTAIRS..

.

i

I

-.

ROOM
m'v.

the other terminal
of the condenser, the OtJTPUTj SET.
free end of this wire
being connected to ________________
the aerial of the set.
i

necling to the top

I

SPME

A remote-control sjstem ¡or room-to-room wor!ing.

the

/
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cLEARA HOLE.

-

HALF SECTiON 0F OW VALVE
BASE INDICATING PORTION1O

dated November 5th, under the heading
"Switch for a Portable Set," except that
the button was not used. Quite long
service has been given by batteries which
wem no good for radio purposes. When
the battery is tapped every 12 volts
it is necessa to break open the pitch and
use crocodile clips for the connections.
The accompanying diagram shows the
connections-G. S. Gxt&ie (Edinburgh).

CUT AWAY
------

,..

tIT HERL

Lc

HERE

WWU
THIS

POLnON

-

easy methd of enjying radio in
bed, and not having to walk t the
set to switch it off, is as follows: Obtain
a length of 4-core flex to requirements;
one double-pole double-throw switch, and
one single-pole double-throw switch; a
iiiece of wood, 6m, by 3m. an old filament
resistance, and two terminals. The switches
are fixed behind the set, while the
block with its two terminals and rheostat
mounted upon it is fitted up by the bedside.
The diagram shows the connections. Having
doue this, the operation is carried out in
this manner. When the switch handles
are pointing dowñ, this works the set with
its speaker in the ordinary way. When

CtftTTIN

AN

SOLDER ED.

LEADS

U,

CAN

TWISTEO
AND SLffI/tD
BE

OTAPED1O

-

-

MAKEANEAT

PIN liPS SOLDERED

JOB.

An impròvised coil adapter.

Short-Wave Adapter Plug
illustration shows a half section of an
old valve base, and a pictorial sketch
of a ¿seful plug for a short-wave adapter.
By simply cutting away the side of valve
baso the plug part i left. After making
the plug thread a flex lead down three of
the valve pins (anode pin and the two
filament pins). The flex leads should be
soldered at the pin tips. This is quite easy,
as most valve pins are soldered by the
manufacturers. To make a neat finish to
the pltg the flex leads can be sleeved or
taped.-G. H. LEECH (North Ormesby).

'1{E

A Use

-

I-

\\

1

A simple

j

iFffi.

lLili

)

has to
servo the two
rooms the swit-

'hes

cati be

method of adjusting and speech
winding.
wide (AB and C) between the

with
and the connections made direct,

case.-J.

ergate).

-

-

H.

(Fish-

Three Point Location for Speébh Coil

for battery sets two small power valves give
excellent results, such as Osram L.P.2S or
Mullard PM2S. Where the H.T. supply is
adequate such as with a suitable mains unit,
two such valves as the Marconi PX4 will give
a greater output.-E- NEASON (Coventry).

DURING

a
series of experiments with a

moving

c

oil

speaker, I required
a simple means ol
locating the speech coil, to enable the latter
to be readily examined and adjusted during
these experiments. The
device can be made as
follows :-Firstly, procure
two brass rings of as large
a diaTheter as can be
accommodated on t h e
'magnet pot. Drill three
clearance holes for a four
BA. screwed rod, equi.
distant round the edges.
Using these holes as
An improvis.
SATTER'f.

IS

USED UNTIL THE

-

5*1-I-Er,' IS

&

-

-

$

rr'

SPE1fE

can be rigged up from old parts you may
have lying about. Those required are
i small tumbler switch; i fuse holder
(flash lamp type); a partly used H.T.
battery; 2 wander plugs; some twin
flex. Most H.T. batteries are tapped every
6-volts, but even an old battery may
show more kick than a 3.5 bulb can stand.
Therefore, a safety refinement is the addition of the once popular 7 ohm rheostat.
I have used this idea in an out of the way
cupboard with an automatic switch, similar centres, glue three
to that described in PRACTICAL WIRELESS pieces of thin leather,

Amplification-

-

dispensed

ATKINsoN

--

H.

HERE is a method which gives all tite
advantages of push-pull working
without the i-ather heavy, cost of centre
tapped transformers. Most of the parts
required, which are given below, will be
found in your original receiver if it incorporates an output filter circuit:
One 4-1 or 3.5-1 transformer
Two 20 Hy. at 40 rn/A. chokes;
Two 2 mf. 500 y. test (or higher, if
-.necessary) ondenseis;
One 50,000 variable potentiometer.
The circuit is shown in the accómpanying
diagram. In ordet- to be sure that each
valve is getting its full share of current, a
milliameter should be joined in series with
the plate of each valve in turn, and the potentiometer adjusted until the reading from
each valve is equal. The valves used will, of
course, depend on the H.T. supply available;

speaker

.3

RHEOSTAT.

-

kin.

Push-Pull

to suit either

-.

HOLEr.

rings. In turn, these pieces of leather
are glued to the cardboard ring which has
been fixed upon the speech coil, again at
points A, B and C. The whole assembly
is then set upon three 4 B.A. screwed rods
which are set intcr the magnet pot. By
means of nuts, the coil can be adjusted
either inwards, or outwards; also, due to a
clearance being in the holes in the rings, a
C.
lateral adjustment is obtained.
CROWLEY (Birmingham).

in the
acts as a volume control and also a switch.
When the knob is turned to the extreme
left the speaker is silent and the L.T.
positive lead is broken, thus switching off
the set. If one
FUSE HOI-DEN.

FlASH LAMP BULB.'

-.

T)

cL

-

Lj

t_.

4P

TWO BRAW PINOS

Ano//ter form of remote contro!.

-.-.l

H.T. batteries.

11111

-

corner about the house in which a little
light would be handy. Such a light

A use for old

í'wio

i

about

VV
drops to half of ita original value,
we consider its useful life is at an end, and
so discard it. There is generally some odd

HT

/

/

for old H.T. Batteries

EACH SECTION OF 6 VOLTS

/

LEAThER

handles are up, the loud-speaker
IYIHEN the voltage of an H.T. battery the switch
bedroom will be fed. The rheostat

I

CARDBOARD

I

Simple Remote Control

LEFT AFTER

O

ilJ

'

i

ed push-pull

circuit.

.----

-

-

r

-
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'T'HE

beginnings of the twin sciences
of Magnetism and Electricity date
back more than two thousand
years, and developments continued through
the centuries, at first slowly, then more
quickly, and, in recent years, at an
extremely rapid pace. It is one of the
penalties which we must pay for this long
period of growth, extended over times of
very varied methods of thought and carried
on by men of many different nations, that
the terminology of the science has become
somewhat confused. An ideal nomenclature would be one in which all terms
referring to the same phenomenon would
have the same stem or root word, and all
terms referring to the same aspect of
diiferent phenomena would have the same
ending.
To a certain degree this system is
followed in modern technical terminology.
Thus, we have re.sistance, resistor, resitivity,
all referring to different aspects of the
opposition offered to the flow of electric
current by varous bodies. Similarly, wo
have conductance, rditance, inductance,
capacitance and so forth, as names applied
to similar aspects of different properties
of an electric circuit.
As we shall see, however, electrical and
-rodio terminology is not perfectly con
sistent. For example, we have resistance,
and resistor, and ve have impedance, but
not impedor. The piece of apparatus
'which, if wo were really consistent, wo
should call an impedor, wo have to call a
"choke." Other examples of inconsistency
will be mentioned later on. Ii many cases,
one word is made to serve for several
meanings; in other instances, several words
hayç identical or almost identical signifi.
c'ance. But although our present system
of technical terminology is far from ideal,
there is no need to make matters worse by
applying such terms as exist in a loose or
incorrect manner.
The following notes will, it is hoped,
explain the strict and correct significance
of a number of commonly-used electrical
radio terms, and may help to clarify our
ideas as to the principle according to
which they should be applied.
Resistance
Let us begin with the familiar word,
"resistance." One of the earliest facts
observed after the discovery of the flow
of electric current was that the strenh
or intensity of the current depended upon
the length of the circuit. Furthejinvestigation revealed that different bodies offered
different degrees of opposition or 'rcsistance" to the flow of current. It was
discovered that the resistance of a long
wire was greater than that of a short wire;
that of the thick wire less than that of a
thin wire; and that wires of equal length
and thickness but made of different
materials showed differont powers of
resistance.
The title of tho property which causes
this opposition is "resistance,': and here it
may be stated that, in general, all terms
ending in "ance" are the names of
properties. The term "resistance," how-

('V N.J IC"
I

f

i
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ever, is also used quantitatively and in
conjunction with a suitable unit is employed
to denote the amount of ormosition offered
by a given piece of apparaius. Thus, we
may say that a certain circuit has a
resistance of 20 ohms, the ohm being the
unit of resistance in the same way that a
pound is the unit of weight.
When a piece of apparatus having a
definite value of resistance is included in a
circuit primarily in order to make use of its
resistance or of sonic effect caused by its
resistance, it is called a " resistor." For
example, we may desire to reduce the
voltage applied to the anode of a valve,
and wo can do this by inserting a suitable
resistor in the high tension circuit. Unfortunately, a good many of us, including
leading technicians who ought to know
better, have contracted the habit of calling
a resistor a" resistance." Strictly speaking
this is definitely wrong. It is as incorrect
to go into a radio shop and ask fora" 10,000
resistance" as it is to ask your grocer for
a weight of two pounds. What you require
in the first case is a resistor having a
resistance of 10,000 ohms, and in the
second a piece of, say,. cheese, having a
weicht of 2 lbs.

Resistivity
There is one more term in connection
with resistance which requires explanation,
namely the word "resistivity." All terms
ending in "ivity" refer to the amount of a
given property possessed by a given body
under specified conditions. In the case
of resistivity, the term is employed to
indicate the way in which the resistance
depends upon the material of which the
resistor is made. This was at one time
known os the "specific resistance" of the
material, but is now called the" resistivity,"
or more correctly the " mass resistivity
of the material. The mars resistivity is the
actual resistance of a cube of the material
under discussion, the side of the cube being
exactly one centimetre, and the resistance
being measured between opposite faces.
When the mass resistivity of any material
is known, it is a simple matter to calculate
the actual resistance of a wire of any
length or diameter made of that substance.
We will now léave resistance and examine other properties of an electric circuit
and see how the various terms connected
therewith are related to each other.
Because the opposition to electric current
is termed resistance, we will expect that
the ease with which current is allowed
to flow will be called "conductance,"
and that a piece of material which allows
current to pass through it will be called
a conductor.
Conductance being the
opposite of resistance, we find that it is
measured by the reciprocal of the resistance,
the unit being the "mho" (ohm spelt
backwards). A wire having a resistance of
10 ohms has a conductance of one-tenth
of a mho. The specific degree of conductance
possessed by any material is expressed as
-its conductivity. Thus, a metal such as
copper which has a low resistivity has,

f

I

therefore, a high conductivity, and the
material such as "eureka" having a high
resistivity, has a low conductivity. Materials
which have very high resistivity and thus
poor conductivity, are called insulators.
Impedance "
Now another term, analogous to resistance, namely, "impedance." This property, sometimes called the "apparent
resistance," is the opposition to an alternating current. It is nieasured by the same
unit as resistance-the ohm, but differs
from resistance in that its value depends
upon the frequency of the alternating
current.

Inductance
We now come to the question of inductance. Inductance is the property possessed
by a circuit or piece of apparatus by virtue
of which an electromotive force can be produced in the circuit due to changes in the
magnetism of the cirbuit. The change of
magnetism can be caused by a varying current
in another circuit, when the inductance is
termed "mutual inductance," or by a varying current in the circuit itself, when the
effect is called " self inductance."
Here again, we have not "inductivity"
to indicate the degree to which inductance
Is possesse1 by a piece ot apparatus, but
the inductance (sonietisnes called the
coefficient of induction ") is measured
in terms of a unit called the "henry," a
coil of one henry inductance being one in
which an electromotive force of one volt
is generated when the current is changing
at the rate of one ampere per second.
There i a term "inductive" which is
used to indicate that a circuit or piece
of apparatus is so designed that its self
inductance is, for the conditions under which
it will be used, appreciably greater than
its resistance. Frequently used almost in
the same breath with inductance is the
term "capacit?" or, as it should properly
be termed, ' capacitance." This is the
property possessed by a piece of apparatus usually called a condenser, but which
some efigineers now call a "capacitator."

Ii

"Capacitator

A condenser, or " capaoitator" consists
of two conducting plates or sets of plates,
separated by an insulating material. Naturally, such an arrangement will npt pass a
direct current, but, if a steady voltage is
applied between the plates, there is a
momentary rush of current, and a certain
quantity of electricity flows into the cons
denser, and is stored in the form of electrical
stress in the insulating medium between the
plates. When the electromotive force is
removed, the charge remains stored, that
is to say, there will stiH be a difference of
electric pressure between the two plates,
so that if they are connected together a
rush of current will occur as the accumulated charge is dissipated. Numerically the.
capacitance of a condenser is measured
in farads or in microfarads, a condenser of
one farad capacitance being one requiring a
current of one ampere flowing for one second
to charge it to a pressure of one volt.

-
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AUTOKOIL PENTODE

A Powerful Duet of Valves-A Unique Tuner and
HIS; is a new two- WIRING

valve receiver in
which construction
has been reduced to the
minimum, and in which
the principal parts of the
circuit, especially on the
aerial side, are ail contamed in one unit. We refer,
of course, to the Aut&koil,
whch has been designed
and manufactured by A. W.
Hambling. This is a complete all-wave tuner employing a coil wound on
'an air-spaced former with
a tapped selectivity device
and reaction control. This
is built up on an ebonite
plate provided with the
three essential controls, and
for those readers who re'quire it a special escutcheon
is prcivided at an additional
cost of is. The complete
receiver employs this unit
as the main panel mounting
fixture, the remaining panel
parts consisting of a tuning
condenser and on-off switch.
A perusal of the list of
components will show that
a 7 to i transformer is
employed for coupling a
detector valve to a pentode,
in the anode circuit of which
is a tone compensator.
'Ample decoupling is provided, and the receiver
will be found perfectly
stable in use. A fuse is
incorporated to safeguard
the valves against damage
occasioned by short circuits. The remainder of
the circuit details are quite
straightforward and are

.

'DIAGRAM OF

111E

a CHEAP Set

AUTOKOIL PENTODE TWO

[
000s

.'-

'..

I

Construction

!

-

WO

Combined
in their relative positions,'
and when perfectly sure
that sufficient clearance is
given in ail places drive
home the necessary screws
Mount the Autokoil unit,
and, if desired, one of the
sperial escutcheons should
be obtained for this.
It
consists of a thin ebonite
plate on which the degrees
for the selectivity control
and other useful guides arç
marked, and, it costs is.
extra. It not only adds
to the appearance of the fluished receiver, but greatly
simplifies the adjustments
required for the various
stations which may be
received. Wiring may now
be carried out, and this will
present no dificulty if the
wiring diagram is kept
beside the work. There are
very few wires required.
owing to the employment of
the tuning unit, and the
whole job should not take
more than an hour.
Testing Out

standard.

As with any receiver,
the first part of the work
to receive attention is the
panel.
This should be
marked out, using the
Autokoil for the accurate
placing of the three holes
required for this unit. The
central hole is a ths
clearance hole and the two
outside holes are required
for the one-hole fixing
bushes which retain the
The
unit in position.
switch and variable condenser may be attached in
any pOsitiOn, and there is
no need to give any
measurements for these,
provided they align with
the other knobs. Before
mounting these compononts, mark out and drill
the terminal strip. The
components which nro to
be mounted on the ba.seboard should now be placed

I

LIST OF COMPONENTS FOR THE AUTOKOIL PENTODE TWO
i Autokoil All-Wave Tuner (A. W. Hatnbling).
i .0005mfd. Polar No. 2 Variable Condenser.
i .0003infd. T.C.C. fixed condenser, Type S.
-

1

.002

,,

,,

,,

,,

i

.0005

,,

,,

.,,

,,

,,
.01
,,
,,
,,
2 1.0
,,
,,
,,
,,
i 2 Meg Grid Leak (Lissen).
1

¡

Type S.
Type S.
Type 40.
Type 50.

i

Watmel 500 Ohm. Bias Resistance.
1 Varley 5,000 Ohm Resistance.

i Varley 25,000 Ohm Resistance.
i W.B. 4-pin valveholder.
i W.B. 5-pin Valveholder.
2 Valves-210 H.F. (or 210 Det.-see text) and 230 H.P.T. (Cossor).
i Telsen 7-1 L.F. Transformer.
8 aix Terminals marked L.S.+, L.S.-, FLT.+, H.T.-, L.T.+,
L.T.-, Aerial and Earth.
i Fuse and Holder Type, F.5 (Bulgin).
i Terminal Strip 12m, by 13m.
1

i
i
i

Pair Bulgin Panel Brackets.
Bulgin Type S. 85 Oñ-off Switch.
Lissen 120 volt H.T. Battery.
Liasen 2 volt Accumulator.
oec

a,c,,,e,,e4,e4e4e._,.,e.eqa.,l

Into the first valveholder (that is, the fourpin socket) plug a Cossor
210 H.F. or a 210 dut.
The former will be found
most suitable in outlying
districts, or for those
listeners who live some.
distance from a main sta-'
tion, whilst the 210 Pet.
will be bettet for those who
have trouble due to the
close proximity of a powerful transmitter The
ntode is plugged into the
remainin socket., and the
batteries may then be connected up.
It will be noticed that
there is only one positive
terminal for the high-tension supply, all the voltages
required in the circuit being
obtained either direct or
through resistances. Join
the loud-speaker, making
sure that the leads are
attached to the orrect
terminals, and the receiver
is ready for tèsting. Turn
the right-hand knob of
the unit as far as it will go
to the right, the left-hand
knob about half-way round,
end the centre knob also
to a midway position. Pull
out the switch, and if the
receiver oscillates at once
rotate the centre knob
until reaction ceases. The
direction will not matter,
as a full 360 dog. rotation
is obtainable on this control.
Simply, therefore,
(Continued on

-

Oge 746.)
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WHATiT
A Continuation of. the -Series of ArticIe
ExDlainina the. PrinciD'les of Televisior.
.

being sent out on
.Wednesday and

Friday of each
week, from 3 p.m.

to 5 p.m.,
on the 7.3

r
î

to the reader that in the "re-integrating"
apparatus, we must have material which
resembles somewhat the "disintegrating"
apparatus, except that the process is to

a

i

metre
B.B.C.
trans-at
mitter

Broade ast n g
House.
i

THE last three articles in this series
These transmissions are entirely
have dealt mainly with the trans.
experimental, the subjects transmitting side, for I felt that in premitted being, for the most part,
renting to readers the general outline of a
the artists rehearsing in the
new science, it was necessary to learn
television studio in preparation for
something of how the television signalsthe regular television trans.are produced before wo take up what many
missions.
regard as the more interesting part, namely,
The ultra-short-waves offer the
the receiving end. This has now been
advantage of a very large availdone, and we can picture our television
able wave-band, which enables
signaIs as being the electrical and optical
pictures with much more detail,
disembodiment of the scene in the television
and no flicker, to be transmitted.
Images with 90 lines, and up to
studio flashed piecemeal into space. Our
as many as 240 lines, in place of An experimental form of mirror drum television receiver
attention must, therefore, now be focused
which projects the image on to a front screen.
on siniplo ways and means of reassembling
the present 30 line pictures, have
these signals so that they become au
been transmitted experimentally
be reversed. Scanning at the transmitting
in the Baird laboratories, and when ultraintelligent image to be watched by one or
end was carried out at the rate of 12
more people at the receiving end. Obvishort-wave broadcasting becomes estabpictures per second, that is, 750 revolutions
lished, the result of this research will
ously, a wireless receiver is necessary, but
per minute, and in consequence, we ahall
at the moment this need not concern us
become available to the public. In the
require a motor to effect this in the receiving
very largely. One to tune in the London
meantime, amateurs with ultra-short-wave
apparatus. The power of this motor will
receivers will be able to take advanNational station on 261 metres is necessary,
depend upon whether a diso or a mirror
tage of the test transmissions from the
if the normal nightly programmes are to
drum is being émployed for scanning, both
be watched, but an ultra-short-wave
B.B.C. aerial, but before so doing, it us
these types of apparatus being shown in
necessary to learn something of the vision
receiver will be required if advantage is
accompanying illustrations. In either case,
to be taken of an interesting fact which
apparatus itself.
the motor may derive its power from the
has just been made publie.
D.C. or A.C. house mains, or accumulators,
"Re-Integrating" Apparatus
It is to the effect that transmissions
and be capable of running at a. speed of
A little thought should make it clear
of television by the Baird process are now
750 revolutions per minute for long periods
at a stretch. Furthermore, the motor
should be capable of easy speed control,
so that the "looker" (this, by the way,
is the word suggested by the B.B.C. to
a
be equivalent to the " listener" of ordinary
sound prógrammes) can make any adjust.
ments rapidly, if his motor speed does tend
-
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2.-This

will be

seen

i1
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diagram illustrates the effects of holes which do not accurately align.
that ¡he picture will be broken in various ways. The top line shows
how the holes should join up.

to chango.
Next, we shall require a mirror drum or
a disc, and on the score of cheapness and
simplicity, the latter is the obvious choice
and will, at least, be adhered to for the
purposes of explanation. In practice, this
dise is ruado from fairly thin sheet alu.
minium-No. 32 S.W.G. is very satisfactory
-and to still further lighten it, large
aectors are removed, giving the finished
product the appearance of a five or sixspold wheel, as shown in an illustration
of one form of receiver. The resultant
"flimsy" character of the disc is valuable,
5inasmueh as it will allow it to whip out
fiat when mounted on the motor shaft
and run up to speed. It then functions.
as a solid disc without the object of weight.

:d

Apparatus foi' Home Use
For a simple machine to use in the home,

aIls
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diameter of 20m, is satisfactory, and
edges of this disc must be
munched a single turn spiral of thirty holes,
paeed apart twelve degrees radially. To
receive the B.B.C. transmissions, this
spiral of holes must turn towards the
centre in a clockwise direction.
Then, 'when the disc is rotated in
its correct direction, namely, anticlockwise, the scanning operaton
.

kund the

will be in order,

L

I

BARTON CHAPPLE,

that

is,

hole

movement from bottom to top and
strip direction from right to left.
Unless the holes are accurately
positioned, both in a radio and
circumferential direction, a mecha soicallt,i distorted image will result.
For a correctly marked out receiving disc, the bottom edge of each
hole will be exactly on a radius,
each radius being separated
from its neighbour. by an angle
of 12 degrees. Then, in a
direction concentric with the

,

errors are present, that is, an
exact 12 degree
iadial spacing

has not beeio

then no
matter how per.
feetly the holes

made,

-,

are punched,
distortion will be
present. It can

be

recognized
best when any
'article which ha
- a straight edge L
- - ________
is
transmitted
of which have sorne particular purpose for
-say the top of. A group of neon lam p alltelevision
reception.
,a table. With
an accurate disc it will appear as (A) of Fig.
edge of a hole does not reach the track made
2, but with a continuous and progressive
by 'the outer edge of its following hole, it
angular error, the table-top will appear inproduces the condition known as underclined or lop-sided, as in (B). If three or four
lapping. The result is an unpleasant black
holes have incorrect angular spacing, then
line running from the top to the bottom of
the edge will be jagged, as in (C), or if a
the picture, the width of the line depending
face was being shown, perhaps the eyebrow
upon the magnitude of the underlap existor the lip would be "lifted" out of place,
ing between these two consecutive dise
and with a very bad disc quite a grotesque
holes. Skilful blocking and refiling will
effect is noticed.
erase these faults when the errors are small,
othenvise nothina short of a new disc will
Underlapping
remedy matters.
Bad radial spacing, that is in the direction of the radii when the inside and the
Source of Illumination
outside edges of succeeding holes are not
Comes now the third item. In order to
in line, is evidenced by the presence of
be visible our image must be built up
continuous black or white lines which appear
This
from some form of light source.
vertically when the disc is run up to its
Fig.
(below)-The
method
correct speed, irrespective of whether
in which the holes in the
any signal is being applied to the light
disc should align themselves
source. This particular faulte is known as
to obtain a
underlapping or overlapping and is indicated
clean picture.
in (D) of Fig. 2. When two successive holes
overlap, the track made by the inner edge
of the first hole is inside the track made
by the outer edge of the next hole and thus
a white line appears. On
the other hand, when the
f1h1-..
track made by th e inner

I.

j

-

'

i

I

I

j
'

j
-

.

r

I

j

i

=

-

j

I

-

._-1
Illustrating the "flimsy" character of arz
ordinary television screening disc used at the
receiving end.

circumference, or outside
edge of the disc, the inside
edge of one hole will be on
the same arc as the outside
)edge of the following hole,
as shown in the rough
diagram of Fig. 1. Each
hole is square-shaped and
vez-y small, but we need not
worry about how the hole
size is calculated; that can
be deferred until a later
date. Unless the apertures
conform to this standard,
a faulty dise will result, and
this can be most discoizcerting and, furthermore,
many-people fail to recognize that the distorted
image is brought about
by this mechameal trouble,
For example, if angular

.-

'i

-

j

-

I

i
-

---

iion
.
must

be

in its
action w t h n the
limits demanded, and this rules
out many forms for the same
i

An amateur effort in television receiving apparatus showing
the disc and neon lamp together wills the motor driving the
disc through a bell and gearing.

I

i

(Co,vjnued on page 746.)
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for this reason special valves and com- niture-wit.h all controls situated in front.
ponents have been designed to render To ensure good selectivity there are three
the construction of such sets a practical tuned circuits employing two high-freproposition. To-day, iii sorno respects, quency stages feeding a screen-grid detector.
the D.C. man is almost as weil catered The aerial is loosely coupled to the first
for as his A.C. colleague. The Gecophone grid circuit, and transformer coupling
"Nomad "four-valve receiver has been put has been adopted throughout. The screenon the market to fill a long-felt want, grid detector in its turn is resistance-capanamely, a safe and competitive instrument city transformer coupled to the DPT
of sound design at a reasonable price. pentode output valve, which feeds a new
With the new Osram indirectly heated model OEE.C. moving coil loud-speaker.
valves, a high standard of efficiency has Thoroughly efficient means have been
been obtained, and results are to-day taken to make the receiver perfectly safe,
comparable to those secured with receivers even in the hands of the raw beginner;
fed by A.C. mains. In addition, running there is no risk of an electric shock. The
costs are very small; the consumption entire chassis on which the components
current has been kept down to the neigh- have been built up is adequately earthed,
bourhood of 70 watts, which represents and, in order to reduce mains hum to a
roughly a fifteen hours working at a cost minimum, the detector stage is separately
of one unit of electricity. The Nomad screened, within the outer general screen,
receiver takes the form of a four-valve and thus also brought to earth potential.
The voltage
range is 200-260
volts, the ter-

pattern. They are run in series (being
indirectly heated with 16 volt heaters) and
a 210 volt 75 watt pearl gas filled lamp
is used to drop the supply voltage by the
required amount. One ampere protective
fuses are incorporated in the set, and the
connection to the mains is carried out by

I

I

I

minal board
being arranged
for three tappings to meet
individual
re-

\

s

quirements,

/

namely, 200220; 220-240
and 240-260
volts.
It is,
therefore, only
necessary to
change one lead
on this board to
suit your mains.
The valves
employed a re

\.

t

Osram DSB

grid in
H.F.
detector and
first L.F. stages,
a D.S screen
screen

the first
t

-

second H.F.
stage, and an
POsram DPTI
power pentode
for output to
the speaker. All
valves -except
the last one are

-

The splendid finish and
design of the Gecophone

Nomüd

4volce

grid in the

D.C.

-

model is apparent from titis illustration.

-

6f the latjest
in

e t a lii

e

d

I

means of a specially safe two-pin plug.
As may be seen from the illustration,
all the controls are on the front panel.
The central ksiob acts as tuner, and operates
a triple gang condenser. The dial aperture
immediately above is illuminated by the
voltage dropping lamp, and, in consequence,
shows at once whether the receiver is
switched on or not. The right-hand knob
combines the functions of "on" and
"off" mains switch and volume control.
It is of a novel pattern, inasmuch as it
works a series aerial and reaction condenser.
It works very smoothly and greatly assists
in the tuning-in of distant transmissions.
The left-hand knob serves a triple purpose
as, according to its position, it enables the
receiver to work on medium or long waves,
and in addition puts the set right for the
electrical reproduction of gramophone
records. The two wavelength ranges are
230-550 metres and 1,000-2,000 metres,
and the illuminated dial is very accurately
calibrated in this manner.
Beneath the central knob is a localdistant switch, of which the uso is advised
for t-he reception of powerful local transmissions. By this means the overloading
of valves is £woided; strength of signal is
considerably reduced, yet may be increased
as desired, by bringing the volume control
into action. Three aerial connections are
provided at the back of the cabinet.
Where the receiver is installed within a
few miles of the local station, in most
instances reception on the plate aerial
alone will give sufficient volume. This
device, of course, detracts considerably
from the efficiency of the circuit, but may
be found useful in certain circumstances.
Where an outdoor aerial is used, socket
1 is the normal and more sensitive position
for the capture of distant transmissions,
whilst aerial socket 2, incorporating a very
small series condenser, enhances selectivity, and will assist in separating broadcasts on neighbouring channels. Generally
speaking, owing to the high sensitivity
of the Nomad circuit, it is advisablo to
adopt a.rasonably short

4erial if selectivity
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is desired. On the other hand where a long
aerial has been erected, in most instances
socket 2 will be a necessity. Provision has
been made at the back of the receiver for
the uso of a pick-up, but as the volume
control is ineffective, in this case, an external
potentiometer is rccommended, and with
the combined switch set to "gramophone,"
racho interference is automatically elinimated. When not in use the pick-up may
remain coimected to the set without causing
any inconvenience.
On test, the Nomad showed a remarkable degree of sensitivity, and in this
respect gave superior results to any previous

covering a gdòd tonal range, the bais is
free from any boom, and speech is natural,
providing volume has not been pushed to
an extreme limit. In the anode circuit
of the pentodo valve a well-designed
heterodyne filter eliminates the objectionable 9,000-cycle whistle without affecting
the quality of the toue. The undistorted
output is ampio for all ordinary requirements; it reaches almost i watt, and
consequently volume is such that on most
transmissions signals will fill a large-sized
room. Using a 35-loft, aerial in a northwestern district of London, the Nomad
proved its efficiency by capturing transfour-valve set made by these makers. mission from a number of European
The receiver was very quiet in operation; stations on the medium waveband during
the decoupling of the circuit and smoothing daylight hours.
Broadcasts from the
were found to be adequate, as the method B.B.C. National and Regional stations,
adopted prevents any perceptible mains and from Fécamp, Poste Parisien, Leipzig,
hum. Both for radio and for gramophone Langenberg, Brussels, Munich, were well
records the reproduction from the speaker heard; on the long waves, Huizen, Radiowas thoroughly satisfactory. It is an entirely Paris, and Warsaw were also logged.
new production in which the input trans- During the ovenjng a larger number of
former is fitted in the lo-ud -speaker chassis transmitters was logged. These included
itself, the field winding being run in series more distant stations such as Lahti and
with the heaters of the valves. Although Reykiavik (u'hen Radio-Paris had closed
I

¡ HAVE just completed a test of the new
Six-Sixty type 3-32 chassis set. This is
a receiver of the console type, mounted in a
RECEIVER
A
handsome walnut cabinet, the fret of
a411
S! e4!S1 _MIIIt.USQ4IIi
a!
which is of a striking conventional pattern.
On the front of the panel there is an mentioned. The interesting part of this
oxidized metal dial of a unique design in system of tuning is, when the set is switched
which a plaque is fitted, dividing the short on to either long wave or short wave the
and long-wave stations. The outer section dial is lighted by a beam of light from
of this dial gives the names of fifty-two behind pointing on the chosen station.
Europnin stations, and the inner section It is one of the best systems of tuning for
thirteen stations, the former being short- the person who has no time for knobwave and the latter loua. In addition to twiddling that I have as yet come acroni.
the usual 100 degree dialeading, the wave- Its simplicity is simply amazing. The
length and kilocycle of each station is circuit comprises "Pre-Selector," band-

NEW

e

!

S

J

down); also Motala, 'Kalundborg, Oslo
and Leningrad (on its own wavelength).
With some patient manipulation of the
controls it was found possible to separate
Königs Wusterhausen from Daventry and
Eiffel Tower from Warsaw; but no difficulty was experienced in getting Brussels
clear of Florence, and in securing good
reception of Rome, Stockholm, Sottens,

I

Midland Rcgional, and, at times, Mühlacker. On the lower waveband some of
the smaller stations gave sufficiently loud
signals to be of entertainment value. For
the reception of the London Regional and
National broadcasts use of the plate aerial
was indicated, to prevent valve overload,
and with volume reduced there was no
sign of distortion. The test showed that
the Nomad is capable of giving its owner a
variety of alternative entertainments, and
its over-all performance reflects great
credit on its designer. Its outstanding qualities are ease of control, high
selectivity, good reproduction, economy
of upkeep, and notable absence of
m&ns hum.

j

pass tuning, screened grid, detector, and
pentode output. Automatic grid bias is
provided, and also regulating resistances.
The tuning is knife-edged, and the reproduction is what we expect when a Celestion
permanent-magnet moving coil is used.
This year the majority of manufacturers
have paid more attention to mains-driven
receivers to the detriment of those batteryoperated, and it is quite delightful to handle
a battery set such as this which will be
assured of a welcome by those people who
are looking for a new set, and are unable
,to take advantage of the electric mains.

-
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HETERODYNE

ihis.WEARITE,.
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FILTER UNITJ
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THE

more sensitive your receiver the more prone is it
to heterodyne whistle interference-and the greater
the need for this Wearite Whistle Filter. With a host of
really good programmes always available, there is now no
need to have distant reception marred by this interference.
This Wenrite Unit is made in two types. 'A' to cut off at
3,500 cycles for normal use, and 'B' calling off at 5,000
cycles for the music critic. With it only the
programmes reach yòur speaker-the Weante
Filter is a barrier to heterodyne whistle. Will
fit any Set.
Write for special leaflet. BOTH TYPES
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TO HOME-RADIO CONSTRUCTORS

AMAZING

5ETfi.
---

i.

THE FAMOUS

:.

SLEKTUNi'

'

-'

SCOUT

S.C113
"50 Statiôns"KIT

-

i

.

GREAT REDUCTION for-Xmas

At a

b] ktuC
Scout 4e £cned lissd
ir sdy built by thou
Reti e
of enthusiastic conutructoz- all over the
Country and frrneriy sold .at 841- ---is nOW
oflered to YOU tor £3.
The Cabaret Electric Co., Ltd., to connuiemorate
the opening of a magnificent flew branch at
182, Vauxhalj Bridge Road, are able to make
you this amazing offer for a limited per,O'i
only, having purchased' a huge quantity.
Earliest applicatiot for one of these. spleisiid
kits is strongly advised.
Every kIt includes tIsa esact components
originally apertfled by the desigaer, and ta
aupplied completo with baseboard and ebonite
panel cut to siz and ready drilled, together
with ali necessary teanhiflals, wire ansi fies,
full-nias blue-print and illustrated construction
guide.

'

The fsWo su
3 val e Kit

.eassdo

-

Includes tile famous Siektun Saper Transformer,
tiektun Dual Jtaage Casia, Cyldon Ganged
Condenser with Sector
Vssion Escutcheon.
TOO. Fisel Condensers, \V.B. Valve Itolders
and Switches. Ready Drilled Panel ansi Terminal Strip of " Permcol " non-discolorable
Et,onste
Baseboard Assembly covered with
Rondurtite metallic screening material. All
._nereasary screws, terminals, connecting virg,
wander piaga and fiex

posìt

míos this wonder/al Opparlaeity
of
aecarisg tile fiseat kif oct of the pear ut a
price which cannot br repealed alter 'oar
prescnl .,tocko are ehanatcd.

CABARET ELECTRIC COMPANY',LTDS
182 ,'VAUXI4ALL BRIDGE

ond 28

,.Hiah

-!

ROAD, LONDON

-.-.

To ensure perfect contact,

Road, Lewis/,am,S.Ej

PANET

rERMINAL

were SPECIFIED

for the

CONVERTOR

Chx a applies t/se Jiseat range of Conlaci Colli'
pancilla in existence. Write now for Folde,
"N," giving deis its of over 28 cosnpo,sessts
necessary

fully

descriptive

Clix

f'

SUPERHETERODYNE

Write for

,S.W.1

'-#--A
::±

for

efficient contact. Free on

request.

Lectro Linx Ltd.,254,Vauxhall Bridge RJ.,S.W.1

folder.

j*iÔJ

ÁLuWAvE'TuNER=-Specf/ed.frr
"Autokoil

4,
'

/

.

PENTODE

"

/

-

-

-

the

TWO

An

inexpensive yet selective, powerful and
highly efficient receiver with an xceptionally
wide range of tuning.

i

V

r'.

I

FULL

t

ZE

1

DREV

Illuslration shows "Autokoil" all-wave tuner with variahie
icaction coil, compensssling condenser and five-wag
selector switch, complete.

Price

1

2/6

Descriptive Leaflet "P.W."
Telephone:
Museum 765!.

i,

A. 'W.

complete.
and Circuit Free.

1

,,

,,

.....................

,,

,,

............

............
..................
..........
.........
.....................

Tif ERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE
FOR TilE "AIJTOKOIL"
Covers 200 to
2,000 metres.

payment terms arranged, if
Accessories extra.

Cabinet 16/6 (Clarion). I Del. Valve 71- l(Sossor).
Pesstode Valve 1716. (Cossori.
i HT. Battery,
120v.. 1619. 1 LT. Accumulator, 2v.. 4(6.
1

,

1

l___________________________________________

V

-

10

CASH PKICE £2 17 4
KIT Terins.-.Carriate Paid on ail retail Order,,
(SOD. cisargis paid on ordero ovos' £1.
Hasy

TER.

& CO., LTD.,
LONDON, W.C.1

.........
.........
.........
.

,,

,.

with every

HAMBLINi G

ALFRED PLACE.

1

KIT
This full size 1/- Blueprint is only obtainable
from A. W. HAMBLING.
You can get a copy sent
you post free for 9d. only.

;,

KIT ÓF PARTS.
Autokoil All-wlve Tuner (Hafllbliflg) 12 6

.0005 Variable Condenser (Polar No. 2)
6 6
.0003 Fixed Condenser (TOC.)
1 3
......
.002
6
(TOC.)
1 .0005
1 3
(I.C.C.)
1 .01
,,
3 0
(I.C.C.)
2 1
(TOC.) @ 2/10 ea
s a
1 2MegLeak
10
i
131es ResIstance 500 Ohms (Watmel)
......
i O
1 Resistance 5000 Ohms (Varhey)
1
O
,,
25,000
,,
(Varley)
1
2 Valve Holders 1-4 pis, 1-5 pin (\V.B.(
i
1
LP. Transformer '7-1 (RI.)
10
i Fuse and Holder (Belgio)
1
8 Terminals (Clix)
1 8
1 TermInal Strip, 121n. a 11h
1 6
I Pair Panel Thackets (Bulgin)
j. Switch (BuhgIfl S 85) ............... 1i 3O
j Asatokoil" Escutcheon slate (HambIeta5)
1

BLUEPRINT
/

-I

GUARANTEED

I

V

p.
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MOERN circuit development has led

to the production of short-wave
receivers which are greatly improved, and which give results far ahead of
those obtainéd with less efficient apparatus
a few years ago. The home constructor now
chooses the circuit best suited to his requirements, purchases a kit of parts as specified
by the designer, assembles and wires them
up as laid down in the constructional article,
and finds, when all is coupled up and the
set switched on, that the performance
leaves nothing to be desired. There are,
however, a number of home constructors
unable or unwilling to face the expense
necessary in order to purchase a complete
author's kit of components, or who desire
to use others of different make which they
already have to hand. There is a certain
element of risk m the adoption of this form
of procedure, but in some cases it is unavoidable, owing to circumstancês which
allow no choice other than doing without
a short-wave receiver altogether.
The experienced constructor goes straight
ahead and finds that when the receiver is:
given an aerial test everything is satisfactory. If some obscure trouble is experienced, he knows how to trace it, and, when
cured, settles down to search around the
shortwave bands. The beginner, under
similar circinristanees, is a little bewildered,
and after a frantic endeavour to overcome
the trouble, calls to his aid a more experienced fellow enthusiast, who soon puta
things right.
There are, however, many enthusiasts
whO càrry on alone owing to being unacquainted with others sharing the common
interest.. It is safe to say.that the troubles
met with under the foregoing circumstances
may be listed under the following headings:
Body capacity effects; threshold howl;
dead spots. The reader who is troubled by
any one of these will not wish to read a
detailed description of each and all.
Probably, owing to experience, and information obtained from other sources, he is.
fully acquainted with: them and knows
exactly the kind of trouble he is up against;
Under the circumstances, the information
he will appreciate is, how te overcome and
get rid of the trouble. In order to assist
him, I give the following list of experiments
which may be tried individually until one
is found which definitely overcomes the
particular trouble experienced.
-.
Body Capacity Effects
A metal panel or sub-panel earthed from

a number of different points of its surface
owing to the difference of potential at
various parts of the screen.
A screen of aluminium, or copper, either
sheet or foil under the baseboard to which
all leads to earth are taken direct by means
of small bolts placed at the nearest point
-

and freedom from background noises, mush,

SHORT -WAVE RECEIVER
TROUBLES AND HOW TO
OVERCOME THEM
ByALF.W.MANN
to the component from which the lead to
earth is taken. This shortens the wiring,
thus increasing the efficiency of the circuit.
Place a 50 turn choke of 30 d.c.c. wire,
wound on a lin, former in each 'phone lead.
If this has no effect, place a small fixed
condenser across 'phone terminals. Slacken
the coupling between the aerial and grid
coil. If the coupling between these coils is
too tight, instability, hand capacity, and,
in some cases, threshold howl will result.
If a variable capacity condenser is used in
series with the aerial as a coupling condiiser, reduce the capacity by adjusting
same so that moving plates are full out.
Interaction
Test for interaction due to magnetic
fields between coils, choke, or screens by
holding a piece of copper or aluminium
sheet between the suspected components.
This in effect will by-pass stray H.F.
vurrents to earth, and gives an idea as to
where interaction is taking place. The
receiver should be tuned to a powerful
signal, -preferably on the broadcast band,
in order to carry out this useful experiment.
Dead Spots
A .0001 mfd. fixed condenser placed in
series with the aerial will often remove the
dead spot to another part of the tuning
range.
Before trying this, slacken the
coupling between grid and aerial coil, or
aerial coupling condenser. This trouble is
due to the natural wavelength of the
aerial falling within the tuning range òf
the receiver. Providing the most suitable
length of aerial can be found by experiment, this trouble - can be completely
:

obliterated.

:

Threshold or Fringe Howl
If transformer coupling is used in the
L.F. stages, remove each in turn, and substitute with another make. Piace an HF.
choke in series with the grid of kF. valves
and transformer. secondary;
Decouple H.T. battery by means of a
2 znfd. fixed condenser, and a wire-wound
resistance of 25,000-30,000 ohms; a
- resistance of less than 20,000 ohms should
not be used.
If two transformers are used for LF.
amplification, replace one with an R.C.C.
unit. Immediately this will assist stability.

etc.
.
Reverse 'leads of L.F. transformers.
Another method, which is, however, a
little expensive; is to place a 600-ohm
resistance (spaghetti) in series with each
H.T. lead, also L.T. and G.B. leads. A
2 mfd. fixed condenser is then eonreeted
to the receiver end of each resistance, and
the remaining terminal of th 2 mfd.
condensers to earth.

MAKING

-

WAVE

SIÏORT.

COILS

VERY good short-wave coils can be
made with the aid of a bottle.
Obtain a length of the brovn adhesive
paper which is now used by the shops for
sealing parcels. This should hive a width
of lins. or 2ins. Cut off a strip which will
just go round a bottle having a diameter of
about 3ins. Wrap this round the bottle,
with the sticky side outwards, and stick
down the end. Allow it to dry thoroughly.
Now obtain some thick D.C.C. wire, say
Nc,. 18 or 20 gauge. Thoroughly moisten
the paper, and wind the wire on tightly.
It is best to make a set of these coils,
having 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 turns, and so on.
Leave a space between adjacent turns
equal to the thickness of the wire. When the
coil is finished it should be held in position
while the cotton covering of the wire firmly
sticks to the paper. The ends of the coil
may be anchored by smaller strips of the
same paper. It should be possible to slide
the completed coil off the bottle, when it
will be found to remain quite solid and
firm. If, however, through some fault or
other it will not slide off, instead of undoing
the coil the bottle may be broken carefully,
leaving the coil intact. In America thereis
a brand of. pickles sold in an eight-sided
bottle, and this makes a splendid former.
It may be possible to obtain something
similar in different parts of this country, so
the particular shape is worth bearing in
mind. The finished coil may be mounted in
any manner to suit tire taste or tue constructor. The following table gives a rough
idea of the tuning range of these short-wave
coils, although it is possible that they will
be slightly modified by the particular
wiring, and type of components in each
individual set.

.0003
0003
.0003

2 turns with .0003tunIng condenser, from 20-So metres
4
,,
30-So
,;
,,
;
,,
6
,,
,,
45-60
,,
8
,, 60-so
,, M003
10
,,
,,
70-100

,
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HERE

is no doubt t.hat for economy
and reliability there is not jung
to approach the humble crystal
set, and for those who are tackling home
construction fou the first tune it is the
ideal type of receiver to build. Of course,
you cannot expect to work a loud-speaker
unless you employ some form of amplifier,
but if you are content with headphones
you will find a crystal set will provide
exceedingly clear reception for a very
modest outlay and will entail no running
expenses beyond the annual licence fec.
The receiver illustrated here is particularly easy to construct, but at the same

3

THE. BEGiNNER'S
CRYSTAL SET

i

Anyone can make this efficient little
set in an hour or two. Although
specially designed with a view to easy
construction it is not a toy. It has
a means for varying the selectivity
aqd will separate Regional and
- National programmes.
Designed by W. B. RICHARDSON.
Making the Coil

i

two small holes. Through these two holes
thread the end of the wire. This is to
secure it in Pdsition. Leave a few inches
of wire Over for making connections. It
is better to have this come through to the
inside of the tube as itwill make a neater
job uhen it comes to making the connections to the terminals. Having secured
the wire, commence to wind the coil,
keeping the turns as close and even as
possible. When you have wound on
15 turns pierce two more holes close to
the last turn you put on and making the
wire into a loop about four or five inches
long, pass it through the holes, as you did
the single wire at the beginning, und pull
it tight. You should Dass it first throuch
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iring p
On the panel you have
to mount the variable condenser, the crystal detoctor, and the wave-change
switch.
If you drill the
hole for the spindle of the
condenser a little above
the exact centre of the
panel there will be room
for the detector below it,
as shown.
The type of
detector illustrated is pre-

,_

....

CRYST/L DETECTOR

on

.

i

i

I

I

¿Of'iG

I
'

r.

i

,

i

WRVE

I.

COIL
MOL ER

WINES

-

T

r

i

©

.

ferred by the writer to
any other. It contains one
of the galena type of crys.
tais such as " Hertzite "
and contact is made with
a cat's whisker. Provided
a little care is taken to
find a good spot on the
crystal, and the whisker.
is adjusted to rest on it
I1 Ill
i
with the right pressure
results are excellent: Of
AERIRL
'PHONES
EARTH
course, tnore is no reason
6"
why you should not use
one of the semi-permanent Fig. 3.-Wiring diagram of the Beginner's Crystal Sel.
types if you prefer, but
although less tricky to handle they are clipped on one end to facilitate conneoion
not usually so sensitive.
to the coil terminals. Fig. 3 will make
The receiver is completed by screwing the wiring quite clear.
the panel and baseboard together, and The Cabinet
wiring up. Actually it is easier to fix
No doubt when you have made the
some of the wires before the panel is fixed
you will want a case for it. If
as it gives you a little more room to work. receiver
are at all handy with tools you
With the exception of the two flexible you
be able to make the one shown.
leads all the connections are made with will
you see, it provides room for the
insulated connecting wire such as Glazite. As
itself and also an additional comThe two flexible leads are made of ordinary set
for the 'phones. This makes
lighting flex with spade terminal tags partment
a very compact affair of the whole
thing. There is nothing difficult about
the construction. It is made of in.
mahogany or oak. Or again deal stained
to répresent either of these woods can be
used. The bottom is finished ¿if with
a bas'e moulding made ,by Hobbies,
Ltd.
It can be obtained in oak or
hazel pine (Reference
No. 41). It should be
mitred together at the
corne
like aictur
'/
1
frame.

-

-

in Fig. 1.
Mounting the Parts
The coil is now complete, and it should
be móunted on the baseboard with the
coil holder and terminal mounts. Figs. 2
and 3 will show their positions. It should
be noted that the coil should be well to
the back of the baseboard so as not to foul
variable condenser which is mounted

....

the panel.- An esy
way to fix it to the baseboard is to glue a strip of
wood inside the lower end
like the ebonite terminal
strip at the top and to screw
this to the baseboard.

through the first hole. This should'
leave you with a ioop of wire coming
! through to the inside about four or five
inches long. This ioop will form oneof
the tappings, and will finaIly be fixed
to terminal No. i on the top of the
coil. (See Fig. 1.) Do not do anything
with it for the moment, however,
Put on
¡ but contìnue with the winding.
another 10 turns, winding in the same
I. directidn as the first 15 turns, and make
another ioop like the first one. Now
wind on 20 turns, and make the third
and final loop. This also is brought
through to the inside. The last- hip in
the winding consists of another 20 turns,
wheñ you should finish off by cutting off
thn nnrl nf fhA win, with iulÑt enoirh to
spare to thread through two holes, and
leave a short length for connections. The
coil will thus consist of a total of 65 turns.
The next job js'to mount the terminals
on the coil. To 11± the two lower ones,
marked A and E on Fig. 1, you simply
drifi two holes in the tube itself. Before
tightening them up they must be connected to the two ends of the coil. The
cotton covering is scraped from the
connecting wire at the lower end of the
coil, and scoured under the fixing nut
of terminal E while the upper end of the
coil is connected in the same way to
terminal A. To support the top three
terminals, a small strip of ebonite is
used as shown. It is wedged in the top of
the coil and held in place with two small
"Trix" or "Meccano" brackets. The
three loops of wire from the inside of the
coil are each cut at the end, scraped bare,
and secured under the three terminals as

jthe
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The compartment on the right houses the 'phones.
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Operating Hints
Now for the t
out! Connect up the j
'phones (4,000 ohms
for preference). Join j
on the aerial and earth,
and pull out the wavechange switch. Before
adjusting the crystal
connect the two flexible leads to the termmais on top of the
coil.
Try first of all
with the one from the
crystal detector joined
to No. 3, and the
from the aerial
to No. 2. Then listenin by turning the
tuning knob slowly

4..Z.e. Fe4.
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to every room in the house by means
of these handsome fittings.
They cannot be confused with your
heating or lighting points.
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STANDARD TYPE JACK
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round and trying various settings of he
The best thing is to experiment until
crystal. Having discovered a sensitive point you get the most suitable combination
on the crystal, leave it alone, and concen...
trate on the tuning. If it is not shaip
LIST OF COMPONENTS.
j enough, and you can hear
two stations at
One J.B. popular variable condenser,
once take the aerial tapping to No. i ter.0005 mfd.
minal instead of No. 2. If on the other
OneBecol eb9nite panel, 6m, by 6m,
hand, there is no appreciable overlap, try
One baseboarçi, 7m, by 6m.
both aerial and crystal lead on terminal No.
One Paxolin or card former,
3. This will make the signals somewhat
diam., and 4m, long.
louder, but not so sharp as regards tuning.
Half oz. 22 s.w.g. D.C.C. wire.
Still another arrangement is to leave the
One small strip of ebonite 3m, by
lead from the detector joined to No. 3,
lin, by tin.
and to connect the aerial lead to terminal
brackets.
Two
"A" on the bottom of the coil. Usually, Four sinall-Clix
small nuts and bolts, scews, etc.'
this position gives the loudest signals,
Five small terminals.
and the flattest tuning. Don't forget
One crystal detector with Shaws
that each time you alter the connection
"Hertzite" crystal.
One Bulgin coil-holder.
of the aerial lead you alter the setting
Two Belling.Lee terminal mounts.
on the tuning condenser so that you will
Four Belting-Lee terminats.-"Aerial,"
have to readjust that as well. For
"Earth," " 'Phones."
instance, if a station tunes in at 50 deg.
One Ready Radio on-off switch,
on the dial with the aerial on No. 2
One Hank Glazite connecting wire.
terminal you will find that on mving
ACCESSORIES.
the aerial to No. 3 you will have to tune
One pair Browns Featherweight
lower for the samo station, probably
Headphones.
about 30 dog.
...
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.
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TES TING B Y SHOGK
AQUICK way of

testing

chokes,
highly

I

L.F.

transformers,
and similar

inductive

apparatus which I
have used for many
years, is the "shock"
method. It does not
appear in the textbooks, but is one of those

I

-.

I

-

I

-

little

dodges which one develops in a
varied electrical engineering
experience, and I have óften
found it useful to ebeck, for
example, the right and wrong
way round of dynamo field connections. For testing a transformer a
few volte only are necessary. A
flash lamp battery or 4-volt accumulator will answer, or a small
section of the H.T. battery may be
used.
Connect one terminal of the
battery to a terminal of the winding, moisten two fingers of the left
hand, and place one finger on each
terminal. Now, with the right hand,
flick the free battery lead on and
-off the free terminal quickly. A
slight but quite definite shock
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will be' felt if the winding is O.K. The
secondary will give a stronger shock than
the primary, so the winclings may be oom-

pared and identified if unknown. Suppose
it is desired to use a transformer
as L.F. choke, with the windings connected in series How
is one to know which terminals
to connect together, seeing that
the winding direction is un\\ known?
Just connect one ter\\ minal of each winding together,
\\ and test the free terminals for
shock. If the shock is appreciable and greater than either
J winding gave alone, the
\I tion is correct. If, on the other
the shock is
nil or almost so,
i
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for your particular aerial, and locality,
and to leave it at that. You wilt find
that the setting of the flex from the
crystal Will not have much effect on the
tuning, but that one particular connection
will give the loudest signals. This will
probably be No. 3 terminal or terminal
'A "----it del?eIlds on the resistance of
the crystal and 'phones.
So far, no mention has been made of
wave-changing. Well, to tune in to the
long waves you plug in a Tunewell or
Lewcos 175 or 200 coil. For listeners
situated near London the National longwave station is not usually as loud as
either the London National or London
Regional, and under these cirumstances
a long-wave coil Is hardly necessary,
since the National programme is always
relayed by either London National or
London Regional. However, for others
the long-wave station is often the loudest,
and it is these listeners who will profit
most by buying a long-wave coil. After
it is plugged-in, the switch does the rest.
Just push it in for the long waves and pull
it out for the short, there being no need
to reove the coil each time.
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neetion only must
be changed over,
because the windN\hanoneendoftheconin &Md,
nra nnnnnni-.nd
in
Opposition.
Manyapplications
of this method will
sugg.st
themto the
selves
ingenious experimenter.
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Etherwave Organ Transmissions from Paris
HAVE you heard the electric organ of
-Poste Parisien during the test trans.
missions of this instrument? Broadcasts
of this will now form a regular feature of
the programmes from this station, since
it was officially inaugurated on October 26th.
The organ makes use of wireless waves for
the production of music, and the effect is
in many ways similar to the ever.popular
cinema organ. Many have been the devices
used on these organs for the production
of different "effects," but, in my opinion,
the ordinary pipe organ is still vastly
superior in every way. Unfortunately,
this instrument is a difficult one to broadcast, and the control engineer is always
kept busy during a transmission of this
nature. The large range of frequencies
and the great volume range to be obtained
from an organ mean constant control if
the best results are to be obtained. The
mighty volume of the diapasons needs
curbing if listeners' speakers are not to
"blast," and as often as not, in organ music,
a mighty rush' of sound is immediately
followed by the sibilant whispering of the
swell, which is missed completely by the
Listener ünless the engineer handling the
"knobs" is very alert. Microphone improvenients have, however, much improved
the transmission of the king of instruments,
nd reception is much better than used to
be the case.
U.S.A. and Sponsored Programmes
AMERICAN listeners are now getting
heartily tired of sponsored pro.
grammes, especially those which comprise
more talk by the sponsors than by actual
music programme. An outcry against the
length of time taken up by the advertisers'
"sales talk" is sweeping the whole of the
States, and it is beginning to be believed
that the sponsor who simply announces his
name and product will find the best results
from so doing. Also from U.S.A. comes
the demand for "one-man" sets, which
would seem to be going back to crystal-set
days. It is complained that rarely are two
people sufficiently alike or psychologically
in tune to be able to enjoy the same wireless
programme. This may be so, but I don't
think we on this side would care to go back
to the days of headphones, bringing either
headaches or sleepiness in their wake. It
is a strange thing, too, that, no matter what
invention Comes along to bring brightness to
human lives, there are sure to be some
people to grumble at some of the aspects it
presents.,
-
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JOTTINGS FROM MY,
NOTEBOOK.
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yet anothér of the miracles of radio. The
history of this firm has, to a large extent,
been the history of the development of
the substance known as bakelite, and the
new "Ekco" works is being devoted solely
to the production of bakelite articles.
What we radio amateurs owe to bakelite
is not fully realized, for, in the old days,
knobs and dials used to be carved from
ebonite. Later, a method o moulding
this substance commercially became known,
but when the principles underlying the
manufacture of bakelite were fully under.
stood, and a technique regarding the
special moulds necehiary for the production
of bakelite articles evolved, ebonite quickly
took a back seat. Now, complete cabinets
are moulded from bakelite, and hardly a
component in our sets is free from bakelite
in sòme form; it is safe to say that the use
and development of bakelite has been one
of the greatest factors in bringing radio
within the means of the masses during a
period of great depression. '
's

Music from Oscillating Valves

VO1T may have noticed that I have a
I weakness for telling you things about
our cousins across the "herring pond," and

I

came across an interesting account of an
invention from Philadelphia. This time,
however, it is an invention of a Russian
physicist who has developed another of
those weird electrical instruments which
produce sounds by means of oscillating
valves or similar methods. This new
instrument has sufficient novelties about
it to warrant my mentioning it, the
chief of which is that it is played by an
ordinary keyboard somewhat like that of a
piano. Almost endless possibilities are
held out to the performers, however, for
the volume is controlled by the extent the
keys are depressed. A heavy-handed performer, therefore, would be guaranteed to
raise the roof, or at the very least to so
"blast" the loud-speaker, from which the
sounds emit, as to seriously cause trouble
with the neighbours. The nventhr, however, had something of this in mind when
he arranged a means of "silent practice"
for learners of his instrument, for by a
simple device the volume eau be reduced
and fed through headphones so that only
the performers themselves are able to hear
What We Owe to Bakelite
A NEW super-factory has been just the result of their endeavours.
J
opened by Messrs. E. K Cole and Co.,
Ltd., the famous Southend makers of "Soft" Valves
CAME across a very rare thing the other
"Ekco" product& The way this firm
has progressed in seven years, from a small I day-a "blue-glowing" valve. It is
room with a handful of workers to a gigantic not often that these are found nowadays
factory employing some 3,000 hand , is because "blue-glowing" invariably implies
¡

I

L

i

-

L'

-_

a state of "softness" in the valve. AsF
you may know a hard valve is one that has
a high degree of vacuum inside its glass
bulb, and in the early days of valve manufacture the special pumps used for exhausting the air from the bulbs were not as
efficient as those used to-day. Furthermore,
modern valves are mostly covered inside
the bulb with a silvery substance known
as "gettering," which is the residue left
over from an electro-chemical process which
removes the last vestige of air remaining
after the bulbs come from the exhausting
pumps. By the way, this silvering is a
necessary evil, and does not serve the purpose
of hiding the "works" from inquisitive
eyes as some people think. Well, as I
was saying, in the early days of wireless
the pumps were not so efficient and valves
imperfectly exhausted were termed "soft,"
and in use often a blue glow could be seen
aiound the cathodes. Some of you may
remember the old Thitch bright-emitter
which very noticeably "blue-glowed" and
made such good detectors, and which led
to the almost standard practice of keeping
any b'ue-glowing valve for tbo detector
stage. Nowadays, such a valve is race
indeed, which is a very good thing, for
its use in a modern circuit with modern
components will only give rise to distortion
and poor results generally. You might try
such a valve in the detector socket, but
I am afraid you will find it falls very far
behind the special detector valves now
available, especially as a "blue-glowing"
valve generally works best with an unusually
low HT. voltage, some of the Dutch
valves I referred to giving the best results
with about 25 to 30 volts on the plate.
Gift Tokens
ISEE that a novel scheme has been
launched by an association of booksellers to make easy the way of presentdonors who are uncertain of the recipient's
wants. A token of any value can be
purchased and given as a present, this
being taken to any book-shop, and a
volume or volumes of appropriate value
chosen. It ensures that the person who
receives the gift obtains exactly what he
wants, and the giver is relieved of a lot
of responsibility. Could not some such
scheme be evolved in the radio trade?
How convenient for a rich uncle, when his
nephew's birthday comes along, to give
him a token for, say, ten pounds, and how
great for the radio-minded nephew to be
able to rush off and buy the parts for the
very latest P1ucncAr. WIRE1ESS set! At
Christmas, too, it would be a boon, for,
to anyone keen on wireless, a radio token
would completely fill the bifi as an ideal
gift, for what radio man could enter a
radio shop 'with a token to the value of
ten shillings without being able to find
something he had been wanting for a
long time?
(Continued on page p42.)
.
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(Cont;nred from page 741.)

Testing with 'Phones and Battery

HEN testing parts by the 'phone and
battery method, it is as well to
insert a resistance of about 10,000 to
30,000 ohms in series with one test lead,
when making contaCts with circuits carrying
really high voltages, both to protect the
'phones and your ears. This method of
testing is crudo, perhaps, but it has the
advantaee of beine always ready to hand
and calls for no expenive intruments.
[i
It gives a certain indication when a fault
is present in a component, but it gives no
indication of the degree of the fault. The
testing of fixed condensers that are suspected of having broken-down always
presents difficulties to the beginner, as
a click will almost always be heard when
first touching the two terminals of such
components. If the circuit is broken.
Why not charge your accumulators in your own
and again touched, tite click should be
Connect
one
side
of
the
kitchen?
Simply
very much diminished or else not be heard
Heaybercl Battery Charger to the Mains-the other
to your accumulator. You will save money, time at all if the fixed condenser is in good
your LT. Batteries
and trouble this way. And
order, as by. this time the condenser has
will lost much longer.
become charged to the potential of the
2,,4
or
Charging
6
vcltt
A.0.2
Model
battery being used in the test. If the
at i amp: ............... 35/
condenser has broken down it will not
Model A.0.3 Charging 2,6 or 12 volts
42/6
at i amp .............
hold this charge, and the current will
drain away, allowing a click to be heard
Both models incorevery time the 'phones are connected
porate Heayberd
Transformer and
across the terminals. Sometimes, a susWestinghouse Recpected primary of an L.F. transformer
tifier. Complete in
will give a loud click, even though it is
neat steel case-no
EAYBERJexternal resistances
broken down at some point. This is
required.
because a fixed condenser of small value
MONARCH ogMAIN5,
is sometimes incorporated inside the case
across the primary windings, but only if
a click is heard when breaking circuit is
the transformer in good order. That is,
when the test leads are removed from the
\for Heayberd primary terminals, a click almost as loud
that in the beginning, when first conhandbook on as
ñected, should be heard. Coils can be
MainsWorkin; tested in the same manner, but ìf the coil
has been wound with wire of fairly high
I endose 3d. stampsìori
very
Nw Handbook of Mains' resistance, the clicks willat not bealmost
loud, but to hear a click
all is
all that matters. After a little practice,
Htnts and dlarams the state of a H.T. battery can be estimated by the volume of the click, when.
'phones are connected across, but to
Mr.
....L
prevent too great a drain being taken from
the battery, it is as well to insert the
% Address
PRA.I resistance in series as mentioned above
to keep the sound within the capacity of
your ear-drums.
eCo.,
EC.HEAYBERD
IO FINSBUItY STREET, LONDOM. EC.2
Wireless Precautions for the Festive Season
I
One minute fnrn Moorgate Stn
BY the time you are reading this, your
---minds will be full of the good things
that are associated with festivities and the
New Year. It is the season of parties,
and wireless will play a large part in making
the festivities go well. Numerous tricks
and dodges can be played with the ampli.
CONTAINING the WIDEST CHOICE 01'
ENGINEERING COURSES in the WORLD
fying section of your wireless set, und by
Study at home with The T.I.G.B. for a
obtaining a microphone and connecting
well.paid post. Become an A.PvI.I.C.E.;
it in your pick-up circuit, a new avenue
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M1.E.E., etc. Training
of amusement is opened. The numbers
until Successful is Guaranteed for the
of stuñts you can arrange are endless,
one fee. WRITE NOW for Free Guide,
and it forms no part of my duty to enu.stating branch, post or qualification that
merate them to you. Yoss will have read
interests you to
of many of them elsewhere, and still more
TECHNOLOGICAL
THE
will you discover by your own ingenuity.
INSTITUTE OF GREAT
I feel, however, I should like to say a
BRITAIN, 252, Temple Bar
House, London, E.C.4
few words on behalf of your wireless set,
as there is a danger that with the very
high spirits that usually prevail at most
parties, it may possibly be subjected to
I4OPAES
rather rougher handling than is usual.
Try and see that the set is not used in a
iFo SuccEss'
way which makes it necessary for everybody
J
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to handle the dials. This may sound a
wet-blanket attitude, but it is a fact that
much harm can be done to your tuning-con-

densers, if wrenched or forced by revellers
not used to working them. If possible,
keep your set in another room, away from
the main body of guests, and instal a loudspeaker on a long lead in the room where
dancing or ganies are being arranged. In
this way, the danger of the set being
knocked down, or in any other way coming
to an untimely end, is obviated. If you
use a battery set, do make sure that your
HT, is up to the big drain shortly to be
taken from it, and the same also applies
to the accumulators. See to these at least
a week before, becaùse the radio dealers
may be closed when it eventually runs out
and there is sure to be a rush on the charging
stations during the holidays. In the same
way, if you have been promising yourself
a new valve or two for some tithe, buy it
now, because you will need every ounce of
volume your set is capable of if dancing
to the wireless or gramophone is anticipated. It is surprising what a large volume
of sound is needed for dancing, and it is
hardly fair to yourself or your set to give
your guests a weak, distorted output, due
either to poor batteries or worn-out valves.
Finally, take care that no likely sources
of danger to your visitors are carelessly
left open. Keep all tiaffing lead away
from places where people are likely to
trip over them, this particularly applying
to "live" leads carrying mains current,
and do not put loud-speakers, valves, or
components where harm is likely to befall
them. When carrying out stunts with the
set, or manipulating the switches, take
care that at no time a pentode-output
receiver is allowed to function withcnut a
loud-speaker being connected to the appropriate terminals. I have told you before
of the dangers of voltage rise with these
valves, when on open circuit. Well, I
hope you have the very best programmes it
is possible for you to have, and that your
sets will excel themselves, and also that
the New Year will be one of more prosperity
and happiness in wireless, and-even excel
the one now terminating.

-

Many Uses of the Photo-electric Cell
QTILL further uses are being made of the
ii.) ubiquitous selepium cell, sometimes
termed (in error) a photo-electric cell, and

more popularly "invisible ray." You may
have read about a well-known hotel or roadside hostelry which is floodlit every time the
headlights of an approaching car shone on a
carefully placed selenium cell arrangement,
and now the presence of smoke passing
through a ray of light can be made to give
the alarm in the case of fire. Garage
doors can be opened and shut, burglar
alarms can be set into motion, and articles
in course of production can be counted by
means of this modern wonder, but don't
lose sìght of the use for which it was
primarily intended-that of television.
Long Pick-up Leads
WAS talking a week or so ago of the
I
use of output transformers when using
a loud-speaker at sonic distance from the
set. Now a correspondent inquires about
long pick-up leads, and it struck me that
there must be cases where these are inevitable. For instance, if the owner of a quite
elaborate and costly cabinet gramophone
invests in a wireless set, it might be quite
inconvenient for him to move his set to the
gramophone or vioc versa when he wants to
hear some ecords via the speaker. We are
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always cautioned against long grid wiring,
and the addition of the capacity due to
several feet of pick-up wiring cannot be
anything but detrimental to results generally. In this ease it is possible to obtain
from most transformer makers a suitable
transformer to fit to your pick-up which will
allow of a gramophòne operating an amplifier at any distance from the pick-up. As
there is perforce a very limited demand
for transformers of this kind, I do not
believe they are generally advertised, but
they can be had if you approach transformer
makers; the only details necessary are those
concerning the make of your pick-up, as the
resistances of these vary considerably.
About Grid-Leaks
Do you remember the days when we
invariably used a variable grid-leak
in our sets? The principle was sound in
theory, but mechanically more was lost
than gained by their use-I say mechanically because it was the problem of the
design of such a leak that proved insurmountable, considering the limitations regarding cost and space. At the same time,
it is realised that a mean value of grid-leak
is not always best, and sometimes a satisfactory compromise is often difficult to achieve.
In these cases 'it is best to place your
grid-leak in a place where it can be easily
reached, or at least to keep it free from
overhead wiring as much as possible, so that
leaks of different value can be slipped in
without' the need for wrecking the, set.
While leaks of 5 megohms are best for longdistance work, the best quality is obtained
from the local station with leaks of quite
low value, and it pays to experiment in this
direction, the above remarks only applymg where leaky grid detection is used.
Using 'Phones for ¡Long-distance Work
4OST of us nowadays tune in on the
IVI loud-speaker as a matter of course,
but for really long - distance work,

-
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especially on the very short waves, headphones cannot be beaten when knife-edge
tuning i employed. Moreover, when two
or more tuning controls are used, the
circuits can be kept in resonance much
more easily if the soft sibilant hissing
noise indicating this state of affairs can be
easily heard without the distraction of
outside noises. The snag comes when a
station suddenly comes through with a
strength sufficient to shatter your eardrums, and it is not pleasant nor desirable
that you should allow your ears to suffèr this
discomfort.
When listening with headphones I often insert a spaghetti resistance
in series, which makes listening comfortable,
and which at the same time removes much
of the fearful clatter with which the ether
is full nowadays. A megohm is the maximum value that should be used.

gress has been made in many directions.
Cabinets have assumed a slightly more
modern note, and the popularity of the J
arrangement whereby the set and the speaker
are housed under one roof, as it were, has
been noteworthy. Ganging has once more
come to the fore-and I say once more
because some years ago it had a minor
vogue, which quickly petered out, due to
the excessive "trimming " required at both
ends of the scale-and the screened-grid
valve and the pentodo have dug themselves
in until they have become standard. None
of these things may be termed peculiar to
1932, however, although we might consider
metallized valves and the variable-mu's to
be newiomers of distinction. Television
has not progressed as much as we might
have expected, and I am afraid we will
not see the 1933 Boat Race and Derby-a
dream that seems to have peculiarly captured the imagination of the more rabid
radio-seeing enthusiasts. The Empire
broadcasts have given a fillip to the ultrashort waves, and -I make bold to say that
I expect still further developments to take
place as regards the work on the very high
frequencies. Anyway, I am going to give
you my views as to the two most important
happenings of 1932, as judged from the
standpoint of the serious amateur who
requires the very best from his radio.
They are, firstly, the advent and extreme
popularity of the cheap permanent magnet
moving coil and, lastly, but not "leastly,"
the introduction and firm establishment of
PRACTICAL Wnsznnss. If it were not for
modesty, I should say the last was the
most important; but perhaps I should
leave that to you.
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H.T.

Thirty per cent, reduction. And we sell direct
to give personal advice and attention. The
STANDARD battery recharges itself when the
set is shut down, and so gives ample level
current, month after month, year after year.

Dead silent background. Brings in difficult
stations at their best. These advantages are
enjoyed by thousands PERMANENTLY,
because the eventual replacement is merely a
matter of changing cartridges at a few pence each..
Send for thc free book NOW.
Popular Type Battery for Ordinary Sets
Any voltage,
12,500
Any capacity. Model 1-15, No. 3 size,
capacity,

cells.
-Down Price,volts,
complete
5 ,milliamp
without trays,
326

84

Tray containers extra if required
Other capacities 2,000 to 25,000 millianips
184-188,

¡F you habitually listen on the ultraI short waves in the early hours of the

morning you wifi be interested to learn that
every Test Match of thc present series will
be broadcast by Amalgamated Wireless
(Australasia), Ltd., from their station,
VK3ME on a wavelength of 31.55 metres.
Descriptions of the play will be sent out at
intervals from 3 am. to 8 am. G.M.T., and,
if you have time on your hands at these
early hours, why not tune in?
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New Year Greetings

jI

SHOULD like to add my voice in
wishing you all a VERY HAPPY NEW
YEAR, and hope that you will have
your fair share of enjoyment and interest
from the pui'sut of your hobby of wireless
-one of the finest hobbies it is possible to
have. At the end of each year we look
back over the events that have occurred,
and I for one always wonder what will
have happened by the end of the new one.
A Year of Progress
yJHAT do you consider to be the most
VV
outstanding development during
1932? There has been nothing that can
be called revolutionary as regards wireless,
but it cannot be disputed that steady pro-
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(Bloc Spot a Speciality. 5f-,) I
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WEEDON POWER UNE RADIO
CO.. 185, Earlbana Grove. London.
El. (Phone Maoylaod 4344).
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coupled to the first circuIt,
and transformer coupling
is adopted in the anode of
the HF. valve. The
screen-grid detector is
.
reslstanee-eapacity transformer coupled to the
pentode output
valve,
à
which feeds tle mocing
coli speaker. This speaker
-s--- =aau.__)
is similar to that Ineorporated in the Nomad" receiver, previously referred
to. Its field winding is run in series with the heaters
of (the valvcs, and the reproduction is a marked
improvement over existing D.C. sets.
Adequate power is available. Except in areas
remote from high power transmitters, it will be
found advisable to adopt a reasonably Short aerial
for the best compromise between sensitivity and selcctivity, while for the reception of high-power local
stations a small Internal aerial which has been incorporated will in most Cases be found sufficient.
The set has three controls. On the left hand is the
volume control and on-oft' " switch
in the centre
the tuning control, and on the right hand is the wave
change switch which simultaneously operates the
automatic station index. Two sockets are provided
at the back of tue neatly-finished walnut cabinet for
the connection of a gramophone pick-up. The valves
employed in this set are of the Osrain indirectlyheated type, with i&-volt heaters. The consumption
of the act is approximately 65 watte at 200 volts,
increasing to 75 watts at 260 volta, and the undistorted output Is of the order of 1-U watts AO.,
according to the voltage of the supply.
BULGIN WALL JACKS
'y7fiy not a loud-speaker in every room? OcraVV
dons continually arise when it would he pleasant
and convenient to have radio in a bedroom, nursery
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IGRANIC PICK-UP

Pick-up manufactured by the Igranic Company,
T' and illustrated below, is a very efficient instrument of rather original design. The entire apparatus
is finished la brown, with the base and pick-up head
mouklcd in bakelite. The base is of square shape
and so provides a very sohd fixing point for Uso acm,
thus reducing tho risk of vibration chatter due to an
insecure support. The arm is held in a gimbal fitting
a counter-balance weight at the rear o the tone-arm
completely avoids pressure wear on the record and
these features, combined with an almost frictionless
swivel action on the support, will enable the records
to be used practically indefinitely with very little
trace of record wear. The magnet system is made up
from cobalt steel and the needle holder is rubber
damped, with the armature arranged so that the
frequency response is practically uniform when 050(1
with modern records. The pick-up may be rotated
for easy needle changing. The pricé of the complete
Pick-sip wlth Tone Arm is 355., and
tise pick-up only may be had for 20s
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ducts. The condenser s available in 2, 3 or 4 gang
types, wIth a capaciby.of 000i mf.!., ansi the price is
105, 23o. 6d and Sia, respectively.
CLIX CHASSIS MOUNTING VALVEHOLDERS
Tcapable home constructor of to-day Is following
closely on the heels of time set manufacturer,

and is generally using tho ' eisa-suis ' ' method of construetion. This permit-s a ch-sin lay-out, with most
of the Wiring " belos' dock." The newest "
valve-holder, here shown, is an ideal component for

Clix'S

;
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The Clix chassis mounting valve-holder.

this method, whether usciI on raised wooden base Or
metal chassis. In appearance a ' skeleton, it is yet
exceedingly strong and thoroughly sound mechanically. Who has not experienced the holder into
which the valve has to be forced, or, on the Other hand,
the feeling that some of the pies are not contacting.
because the valve seems to " fall in.
The Clix
sockets are able to move laterally, and so align thensels-es to the pins, while their spiral form gives resilience
and ensures Imaximum surface contact without fear
of collapse. The valve Is inserted with perfect cage.
and comforting assurance. The cost is only Sil, each
for the four-pin, and fid,for the five pin models. They
are, of course, sold at moat radio dealers.
-

SCREENED STANDARD H,P CHOKE
Oit all ordinary sets this choke is ideal, Dii lit
on he seme lines as the super-het model,
It is slightly smaller, with an inductance value of
250,000 microhenries. It covers a we ce-band of
from 100 to 1,800 metres without resonant points or
-

sicl-u showing the solid
foot and gimbal mounting

The Igranovox
-

-

t-

blind spots, and has an approximate self capselty of
2.5 mmf. Screened, as is very necessary in modern
SAMPLES of the two types of potentiometer now
sets, its cost is 3s, 6d. Tise makers are A. F. Bulgin
manulctured in this rcountry by the Preh
and
(Jo., Ltd., Abbey Road, Barking.
to
us
for
Manufacturing (Jo., Ltd., have been sent
or kitchen. A sYstem rif wall Ineks is Snsilv fitted.
review, and these are extremely neat ana email. and such an arrangement will jlease es-cry nsember
HEAYBERD
TRICKLE
CHARGER
One variety bears the naine "Multiohm" and the of the household. But isn't it an expensive matter?
Other the "Multiohm-Luxus," the latter being of you ask. Not at all. Wire is cheap enough, and the ¡N our issue dated December 24th, page 706. we
the friction disc type, whilst the former is of the slider Ilulgin Midget Wall Jacks cost but is. OSI, each. I illustrated the Reayberd Trickle Charger. Through
type. The rating of each model is 2 watts, and both They are arranged for series or parallel wiring, and a mistake in the information supplied thia is shown
types are wire wound, and made in values from 2,000 are finished in walnut or mahogany bakelite. The as their model A.02. but should read A.03.
jo 25,000 Ohms. The winding is protected by a plugs also cost is. Gd. each, one only of these being
metal ease, and the value of the component is boldly required for each loud-speaker.
marked on this casing so that the actual resistance
NUGANG CONDENSER
is at all times observablc. Too many componente
Has'e you Rescred YOUR Self.
of this clase have the value printed in some out-of-theHE condenser illustrated is one' of the Nugang
Binder for our Free Data Sheets?
The workmanway position in microscopic figures.
series, manufactured by Jackson Bros., and is
ship of these resistances is quite good, and the action a very soundly constructed component. This Is of
page 727)
to
were
found
values
On
the
test
is very smooth.
the fully screened type, having, in addition to tue
be reasonably accurate, both values being slightly cover, separate small metal screcns which Way 1,0
above the actual rating. The error, however, was clipped onto the plates sepaunder 10 per cent. The current ratio" was extremely rating each section of the
conservative, soil the full 2 watts could be dissipated condenser, and
thereby
with only the slightest rise in temperature. At 3s
completely screening each
for the ordinary model, and 5s. for the de-luxe model, section when the cover is on.
these are components which can: thoroughly be recom- Each section is provided with
mended.
a separate trimmer, having
a large star-wheel adjust- NEW G.E.C. D.C. MAINS SET
tags are
THE " Gala" is 'a 3-valve "Ali-In" D.C. table ment. Soldering
type,
fitted on each side so that
pentode
and
model, of the H.F., detector
Incorporating the standard O.E.C. features adopted connection may be taken
to the coils
this season, i.e., moving coil loud-speaker, single knob from the- stators to
the valve
tuning and a heteroclync filter. These are in addition to on one side and
This
greatly
on
the
other.
tuning
permits
the automatic station index-which
in directly to stations by name on a full 'vision hori- simplifies the layout and
length
of
leads
enables
the
simplest
arrailgezontal scale. ThIs is the neatest and
to a minimum.
nient of its kind. The set has a wave-length range to be reduced
of
plates
each
rotor
end
The
and
covering 2,00-550 metres on the medium-band,
000-2,000 metres on the long band, and is suitable for are split and the sections ars
matched
to
,
wIthin
accurately
terminal
the
use on mains of from 200 to 260 volts,
nimf. plus -%. The entire
board being arrangeel for three tappings, viz., 200220, 220-240, and 240-260. The instrument incor- assembly is very robust and
The "Nua,-.g ' fuíl-screened sarishle cshdcnser. willi ene of gh ¿eiaciÇab(e screens
porates two tuned circuits with 's single HF. valve Will be Ì'ound fully up to the
rcnissd ta 'show the method of Jxing.
feeding n screen-grid detector. The aerial is loosely standard of Jackson proPREH VARIABLE POTENTIOMETERS
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The Editor does not necessarily agree with opinions expressed by his correspondents
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plug-in coils, viz., coil changing? Can you
give us a circuit in which high and medium
waveband coils are on the same base board
and some simple switch device to cut 'out
waveband not required9 I much
Det. 2 L.F. Set with Bandpass Tuning the
prefer plug-in coils, but I have a dual
Wantéd
wave coil in my set in deference to the
Snt,-Lest the Technical Department female side of family, to whom coil changing
should run dry of material for those most is anathema. I hope, if this is a feasible
practical articles which have made your proposition, to see it in your columns in the
publication what it is-the most practical near future.-W. OSBORN (Chatham).
wireless weekly-I suggest that they should
come out with a reallyup-to.date Det. 2 L.F. Topping Accumulators
-'
set with bandpass tuning. I know I risk
Sra,-Referring to the method of topping
being laughed at for my øld-fashioned idea
accumulators, suggested by a corresby the high lights of the art, who say a up
in your issue for December 3rd,
set without a SG. stage cannot be up to pondent
should like to draw attention to the fact,
date. The 3 and 4-valvers so far published Iwell
known to most persons habitually'
by you undoubtedly take front rank in handling
acid, that water should
their line, but I for one have no use for never be sulphuric
added to°the acid, the contrary
any new set to run after the foreigners with obtains, the
acid should be added to the
until I get a guarantee against fading, and water. If water
added to acid. great
when you choose to come out with a really heat is generated, be
undoubtedly will
hot circuit with a number of variable- shorten the life of which
the accumulator, and if
mu valves and automatic volume control,.
container be of glass, the heat may
I will build it for long distance work, and the
it to crack, with danger to the user
still keep a Det. 2 L.R set for household cause
use. There must be tens of thousands of by acid burns.' I know that the method
is adopted by some careless
old' hands like myself sticking to their suggested
at charging stations (so called)
first love. I have built and rebuilt my operators
sets time after time when new (or hashediup with a beautiful disregard of their customers'
old) circuits, coils and tuners came out, property. May I be allowed to offer my
involves little
and sometimes got a little more selectivity method, which is safe, and handy
a small
or trouble. Have
and a little quality, or viee-vrsa. No expense
milk jug, put in sufficient distilled
doubt Mr. A. J. Wood's loose.coupling spouted
for topping up, that is, to cover the
idea on page 343 f November 5th issue, water
well (easily estimated), then by
and Mr. Preston's Bandpass Adaptor on plates
page 537 in December 3rd issue, would go a means of a glass syringe (rubber bulb on a
long way towards solving the se,lectivity glass tube), an arrangement similar to
used on hydrometers for testing the
trouble with old sets, but most old ha.nds that
of
would sooner work on a complete circuit s.g. of acid, withdraw a fair quantityinto
from the accumulator, release
than on an additional box of tricks. By acid
Det. 2 L.F. bandpass tuning, I do not mean the water in the jug, and pour back into
expensive and bulky gangs of condensers
CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK
with matched and screened coils, but a
circuit with 2 separate variables, and
everything else adjustable on the panel.
No variable condensers to get at, or not
inside the set, please. Most components
for such a circuit would be found in our old
sets or the wireless treasure box, ..apart
the automatic bias circuit of an
from perhaps two new coils. I hope you I -THAT
output valve should always be decoupled.
I
can see eye to eye with me, and that you
-THAT selenium, the well-known light sensi- ¡
tive substance, is insoluble.
will publish a set incorporating these features
-THAT salairniioniac is one of the best
in the near future.
i substances to use for tinning a soldering Iron.
Wishing PRACrICAL Wntstxss the coir
-THAT all switches which carry a fairly large
current should be of the quick make-andtinued success it deserves.-F. M. B.
break type to avoid arcing.
à
¡
(London, W.C.).
i -THAT an electro-magnet may be roughly
t
t

,'

oo'vou

APlea for Plug-In Coils
Snc,-The letter of A. Bedding (Clapham)

in issue No.. 12 has voiced my wishes
regarding a good selective circuit for plug-in
coils, and I am pleased to read that you
have something on these lines for us in the
near future. May I make a suggestion,
which would remove that bugbear of

KNOW?

improvised by winding a quantity of wire
round an ordinary nail.
images are broadcast with
a frequency of 12 pictures per second, each
divided Into 30 strips.
-THAT a loud-speaker horn to reproduce
faithfully a note of 64 cycles would have to
be over. ßft. long,
-THAT only one P.O. licence is neceurary for
a borne receiver and a portable.

-THAT television
i
T

¡

i
¡

i

the accumulator. Scarcely any heat will
be developed, and a rinse in water renders
the apparatus used harmless. Anyone who
handles acid should have handy a bottle
containing a strong soda solution, some of
which should, be applied to anything
brought into contact with the acid, which
is then quickly neutralized, and thus
prevents injury.-W. BtTRCHELL (Westcliff).

-

Constructional Article on Dual Range 'luner
Wanted
Sra,-Being a regular reader of PRAcrnear,.
WIRELESS, I wish to ask a favour of your
technical staff. Wifi they give in an early
issue the constructional details for a good
tuner for medium and lpng wavebands. I
may say that ever since your paper came
out I have watched eagerly for such an
article, but have not seen one. I take a
great interest in building up seta and I
find that dual.range coils at 17s. are
too much for we poorer radio fans, and
from my past experience I know what a
saving it is to construct coils, etc., for
oneself. I may say that up to now I
have found PRACTICAL WIRELESS the best
threepennyworth we have had for a good
many years. Before I close I want to ask
you just one thing mores and that isplease cater a little more for those who
cannot afford expensive components.R. TOASE (Darlington).
Five-Valve Portable Wanted
Srn,-I thought it would be of interest
to the technical staff of PRACTICAL WIRELESS to know the demand there is among
the home constructors for diagrams and all
necessary informatioii with regard to the
components and their values for the
construction of a five-valve portable set.
I am in a position to know what is required
as I am secretary of a wireless circle which
has a membership of over one hundred.
I have been a wireless amateur for a good
many years and I think your journal is
the best yet. Hoping you can publish the
required information in the near future.W. T. GooDIsoN (Westerham).

Congratulations-Still They Come
Snt,-Allow me to congratulate you on
your most interesting journal, PRACTICAL
WIRELxSS. It is by far the most interesting
periodical of its kind I have seen. It puts
everything in such a clear and straightforward way for those who, I think, should
be studied a little more than they have been
in the past, viz., the amateur constructors.
At the same time your paper is quite as
interesting for the more advaneed amateurs.
The circuits described are suitable for
everyone.
Altogether, I consider it a
splendid paper and wish it every success.S. BURNARD (Boscastle.)
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of the tone compensating circuit in the which is spe&fied is used, the response will
anode lead of the pentode valve, and pro- be found extremely good.
viding these arc not altered, and the valve
No list of stations which can be received
turn this knob until the reaction stops.
has been given, as conditions will vary
Now upon adjusting the variable condenwith individual listeners. For instance, a
ser the nearest B.B.C. station should soon
listener living at Barnet, which is on top
be picked up and the left and right-hand
of the Brookmans transmitters, will have
controls may then be employed to ascerto employ a. much higher degree of selectain the optimum positions. With this i
tivity to enable him to hear the Midland
ingenious unit it willb found very simple
Régional, for instance, and consequently
to obtain any degree of selectivity or sigthere wifi be a slight loss of signal
nal strength, and this will be found most
strength on that station. A listener, on
valuable when it is desired to listen to a
the other hand, who is situated at Margate
station which is situated some distance
would not require the same degree of selecis
entitled
away and is working on a wavelength
tivitv and would therefore he able no
close to a near-by station. By suitably
doubt, to bring in the Midland at grater
adjusting the three knobs it will be found
strength. However, that is a point which
"
possible to obtain quite a good programme
depends upon local conditions. For those
yhieh would otherwise be impossible withwho require it, a full-size blue-print is
,out m{ich more elaborate apparatus. The!
obtainable for is., and a complete set of
tone from this receiver is very good inparts for the receiver is obtainable from
deed, owing to the, choice of the constants
Messrs. A. W. Hambling, Ltd.

The Autokoil Pentode Two
(Continued from sage 729.)
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TRANSFORMERS
-

!

frequency which maybe of audio
trequency, in which case it will be heard in
the speaker as a high-pitched whistle,
commonly known as a "heterodyne"
whistle. In the present congested state
of the ether it is impossible to provide any
real remedy for heterodyne whistle. However, an effective method of cutting it out,
with some sacrifice of quality, is by including in the audio-frequency portion of
the receiver circuit a filter which cuts off
all musical frequencies above, say, 8,000
cycles, including, of course, the heterodne
whistle. A certain lack of brilliance in
tone results, but this can be compensated
for in some degree by the use of a pentode output valve, which has a particularly good high note response.
Although heterodynes are a great
nuisance when due to outside causes, the

principle is nsefully employed in tue
"super-heterodyno "receiver. In this type
of set the incoming radio-frequency signal
is "mixed" with another radio frequency
differing slightly from it and produced by
a local valve oscillator. The frequency
of the impressed local oscillation is so
adjusted that the best frequency is abovg
audio frequency but below normal radio
frequency. This " supersonic" or" abovèsound-frequency" wave or current carries,
of course, the same modulation as the original signal, and is further amplified before
detection. The advantage of this system
is that supersonic frequencies can be amplified much more efficiently than radio frequencies, because smaller circuit losses are
incurred. A - reasonably high degree óf
selectivity, combined with great sensitivity,
is thus secured.

disc is to employ a neon lamp. A few forms
of this lamp are shown in the accompanying
illustration, but in the most elementary of
reaon as we ruled out selenium at the sets it is possible to use the beehive or
transmitting end. If you think for a spiral pattern neon lamp so useful for
moment you will realize that there are domestic purposes, especially as night
several thousands of minute light variations lights. Or again, the shaped letter pattern
at the transmitting end during the course normally employed for advertisement signs
of a complete exploration carried out by can be pressed into service. In the centrq
the scanning spot. Our light source at of the lamp group will be noticed what are
the receiving end has to respond just as termed flat plate neons. These are the best
rapidly and faithfully, glowing darkly or (and of course the most expensive) for
brightly with intermediate shades as neces- television reception, as the metal plate
glows uniformly over the whole flat surface,
sary.
There is more than one way of carrying and this in turn is scanned by the perthis effect into practice. For example, a forated clise. Each of the lamps mentioned
beam of light from a projection lamp can is filled with a gas called neon at a very low
be modulated by what is known as a "light pressure, and the characteristic reddish
valve," but the simplest method for using orange glow is brought about by the neon
in conjunction with our perforated scanning atoms becoming heated through atomic

bombardment. Unfortunately, the intensity
of this form of illumination is fairly low,
but in ci well-built piece of vision apparatus
having the neon lamp properly modulated
by the incoming signal, the images are
bright enough to be watched in comfort in
a dimly lit room. The family group shown
looking in at a "Televisor" in the illustration will indicate what I mean in this
connection.
Since the image built up from the spiral
of holes round the, edge of, say, a 20in.
disc, seldom exceeds lin, in width, it is
necessary to place a lens or combination of
lenses in front of the rotating disc and light
source in order to enlarge the image. This,
of course, is quite a simple matter and a
single convex lens, together with a double
convex lens, gives a magnification quite
sufficient for ordinary purposes.

Thinking in Term

of Frequency a beat

(Co,irned from page

24.)

-

notice. If two violin strings which are
slightly out of tune with each other (that
is, they vibrate at slightly different frequencies) are sounded together, the volume
of sound wilt wax and wane rhythmically,
the frequency of the " beat" depending
upon the extent to which the strings are
out of tune. This effect, of course, is due
to the fact that, the sound waves being of
slightly different frequencies, they will, at
a given moment, be "in step," when their
energies will be added together; and a little
while after they will be exactly opposite
in phase, so that they will almost cancel
each other out.
A similar effect can be obtained with
radio waves. Two signals of almost
identical frequency wifi combine to produce

What

is

(Coniinicd

Television?

fro,,

page
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CLUBS

and SOCIETIES

j

We shall be pleased to publish brief Clu reports. Such
should not exceed ¡50 words in length, and should reach
us by Friday of each

VISIT TO

A

BIRMINGHAM BROADCASTING STUDIO

The Smetbwick WIreless Society paid an interesting
visit to the studio of Messrs. Wm. Bayllss, Ltd.,
Sheepcotc Street, Birmingham, on the evening of
Friday, November 25th. The largo number of
members and friends who took this opportunity of
seeing an actual broadcasting studio were cordially
welcomed by Mr. (ouid, who proceeded to demonstrate
the reproduction of gramophone records by means of
an experimental spilt-frequency amplifier. By means
of channel balancing a perfect reproduction was
obtained lo which ail frequencies were adequately

reprented.

Particulars of memisershlp of th

.goclety caes

be

obtained !rom the Hon. Sec., Mr. E. Fisher, MA.,
33, Freeth Street, OIdbury, nr. Birmingham.

-

-

-

optional; membership of society Is free. The
President is Leslie W. Orton.
A bulletin called ¡indio is presented free to

RADIO LEAGUE OF NATIONS
members.
The Anglo-American Radio and Television Society
and the associated society, The International Radio LOUD-SPEAKER TEST
Society, aim to promote goodwill and fellowship
The members of the Braord Radio Soehay spent
between nations. The societIes have members in a very interesting time at a recent meeting
thirty-live dominions, territories, and foreign countries, when a loud-speaker demonstration was staged. A
and members of the society may communicate with 12-watt amplifier was used for record reproduction,
fellow members in any part of the world. No charge
and a number of loud-speakers were placed on the
for membership to the society Is made and for this platform behind a screen. The same record and the
reason a stamped addressed envelope should ha same portion was uscd for each test, a particularly
enclosed with all communications. Anyone desiring good one having plenty of both top and bottom. The
may join. All they have to do is to send their name speakers were taken in beata of three, the winners of
and address to the Headquarters, li, Hawthorn Drive, the heats taking part in the eliminating round to find
Willowbank, Uxbridge, }ngland. No charge is made out which speaker, by popular vote, was the best.
and members are under no obligation to the societies.
Not a single member In the audience knew which
The societies aim to aid radio and television en- speaker was actually being used at the different stages,
thusiasts by supplying them with radio data, etc. and it was not until the conclusion that the audience
The societies have also organised branches throughout was enlightened as to the makes and names of the
the world. The most advanced is at Ruddersfleld, speakers, which ranged from models at just over £1
Yorkshire. This branch has it own clubroom, 5.-W, to others costing £8. It is distinctly gratifying to
receiver, orchestra, dramatic socIety, and morse local industry to find that it was local product which
classes. Joining a branch (2s. Od. per annum) is taecured both first and second places.
A

-

/
-
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SPECIAL NOTE.
We wish to draw the reader's attention to the fact that the Queries Service is intended only'
for the solution of problems or difficulties
arising from the construction of receivers
described in our pages, from articles appearing In Our pages, or on general wireless matters.
We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons(1) supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi-valve receivers.
(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
receivers described in our conteinporaries.
Suggest alterations or modifications to
(3) commercial receivers.
-

(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
Please note also that all sketches and drawings
width are sent to us, should bear the ssauae
and address of the sender.

deaeaae_,3

and

I

es

reply

is

and dawnig
sent must bear

the name 00d address of the sender. Send
your queries to The Editor. PRACTICAL
WIRELESS. Ceo. Newnes. Ltd., 8-II.
Southampton St.. Strand. London, W.C.2.
am suspicious that this may be my trouble.

Perhaps you can tell me how to find out without interlering too much with the set, in case I have to return it
to the makers."-(P. M., Hounslow.)
The receiver, having its own aerial, mast he tested
in a different way. First of all, make quite certain
that there Is no variation in strength of the disturbances
as the sot is rotated through 36O. If, of course,
there is the slightest failing off In strength of the
noises in one isosition, it will tend to show that it is
external interference. If, however, there Is absolutely
no alteration in strength, lt pointe to the fact that it
is the setwhieh is at fault, and the following procedure
will confirm this. Take the set into the bathroom
(provided the bath is made of iron) and lower the set
into the bath, or stand it on the bottom of the bath,
althoulzh it will be better to hold the set in a mid-way

If

position.
no noIses are heard when the set Is
screened by the metal bath, then it Is external Influences
which are the cause of your trouble. If, hossever,
the noises can still be heard, it Is ot"iously the set
whIch Is at fault. 0f course, you will not be able to
hear any stations when the set Is so screened.

BAND-PASS TROUBLE
I have an All-Mains A.C. set, and it is si ths bandtuning type. I cannot cut out Daventry National
when i have Radio-Paris on, and yet I can get any

-...

pass

other station

as Clear as I

DATA SHEET

want it and no background.

tell me how I Can Cut out this station
when listening to Radio-Paris? The Circuit S screengrid, with a pentodo output."-(A. S. T., Northampton.)
3f the receiver employs commercially-made bsndpass coils, the separation should be quite sufficient to
enable you to hear Radio-Paris with no background
front J)aventry. As you cannot do this It would appear
thst you have not got the two circuits accurately
matched, or have used the wrong value of coupling
unit. If you are employing ganged condensers, you
should pay attention to tise trImmIng adjustment,
and also make sure that you are using non-Inductive
coupling condensers or resistances, according to the
requirements of the particular colis.
Can you please

TESTING CONDENSERS
I have some large fixed condensers in my set,
and I wish to test them tor leakage (if any), especially
the two condensers in the R.C. transformer-coupled
stages. I understand that any slight leakage in these
condensers may result in bad distortion, through
placing positive bias on the LF. valves, thereby cancelling any negative bias from grid-bias battery, resulting
in incorrect milliamp reading. Both Det. and LF.
stages are decoupled, also, i have a filter output, the
choke being of first-class make, its specifications
beln D.C.C. resistance, 260 ohms, inductance, 14/28
henres."-(R. W. F. J., Northumberland.)
The simplest test Is to connect the condenser across
a fairly high value voltage supply, and leave it joined
there for some time. Thon disconnect it and avoid
touching the terminals. At the end of an hour,
short, the terminals with a metal object, and if you
can obtain a fairly good spark, the leakage from the
condenser is negligible. The size of the spark will
depend, of course, on the value of the condenser. In
a dry atmosphere, the condenser will hold Its charge
for a longer period. To carry out a more efficient test,
connect a high voltage, say, 200, to a voltmeter through
a .25 megohes grid-leak, and nota the reading, if any.
Then connect the -condenser to be tested in placa of
the leak. If the reading is less, then Ita resistance
le l)roPortionatelY more than the leak.
.

NOISES AND THE PORTABLE
have got a powerful portable five-valve receiver,
but am troubled by terrible scratching and grating
noises. I have read in your pages hew to disconnect
the aerial and earth to see ut tise noises are due to
external influences, but with a portable I de not see how
this can be done, le it necessary te disconnect the
ends et the frame aerial? I might mention that the
long-wave section of the aerial is wound with very
thin wire, and I have heard that the acid turnes ?!,m the
accurnulater Cause thd wire -to ro when .it is thin,.

"I

U»
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SCREEN-GRID VOLUME CONTROL
"I am building a S.G. receiver, and am rather at a
loss to know which torm 01 volume Control to employ.
no tar as can see, there are three metlodo in common
use, the dimming si the filament, the adjustment st the
SG. potential, and the variabie-mu valve. As I have
not t decided upon the H.F. stage, isltould be glad
to k
the respective merits et these tormo ot control."
-(O. J. K., Tring.)
The dlmuting of the filament is now rather out-ofdate, although in some special circuits it is to be
preferred. Tise control of the screening-grid potential
la quite all right if carried out by a potenUometer
adjustment, and not by a series resistance. The
variable-mu is, of course, the latest development
of the screen-grid valve and has many advantages to
recommend It. On the whole, av you are building an
entirely new receiver, we should not hesitate to recommend that you employ this later type of valve, and you
will find that it will be simpler to construct asid will
give you the best type of volume control.

-i

I have a rather antique four-valve sot, employing
two LS. stages. The results are truly amazing, and i
must say that although it employs a neutralized KS.
stage it gives me more stations than many of my
friends' modern S.C. sets. The only point which i
can criticize is the quality el the reproduction, and
although I have tried modern L.F. transformers, I
cannot always get the type of reproduction which i
like. I want, therefore, to fit a tone adjuster of some
kind, so that I can vary the reproduction of different
instruments. Can I fit something to my present
transformers instead of buvin a flaw esse, or do you
not recommond this course? '1-(A. W. M., Surbiten.)

8.5
2.5
1.5
1.0
.5

340
502

The use of a number of band-pass circuits is, of
course, well-known, and Is employed in one very s'elIknown eight-valve super-heterodyne. In a receiver
of the type you mention, namely, SG., Detector, and
Power circuit, the use of a double band-pass arrangetuent will gIve a very high degree of selectivity, but te
view of the matching difficulty, we would recommend
you to use two sets of two-gang condensers, and not
a four-gang arrangement. By employing this method
you can uso a complete band-pass clicuit at each end
of the panel, and wiring would be much simplified.

TONE CONTROL
-

Current
capacity

'

48
85
140
227

StaJ/

.15
¡

NOISY TRANSFORMER
When i get near to my set I can hear music and
speech coming from the transformer, le this due to
the action of the transformer, or io it some fault either
In design or construction? if it Is a fault, can i remedy

it? "-(R.

T., Blackpool.)
Tise noise is due to looseness, of either the laminations or the windings of 'your transformer. If the
transformer is not enclosed in a case, you can press
a linger on the ends of the laminations and see if this
stops the sounds. If no amount of pressure will cure
it, then it la the windings which arE loose, ahd the
result of the corstinued vibrations svilI be a breakdown.
If Only the core is loose, this may be tightened by
adjusting the clamping nuts. If these are already
tightened right up, poser some molten wax over the
laminations and so keep them in position.
DOUBLE BAND-PASS

You may vary the reproduction from your present
transformer by connecting a tone-control circuit, but
as the component is flot an up-to-date one you may
lind that lt 'i11 not be easy to decide upon the correct
values. You may introduce troubles from various
resonant pointa, etc., and we would therefore only
advise you to buy a modern tone-control traOnformer.
This can be substituted for your present component.,
and will enable you to carry out the adjustments
which interest you without affect4ng the rensainder
of the circuit.
MAINS SET TROUBLES
A few days ago I bought an A.C. two-valve set which
is giving me a little trouble. The aerial stays are
copper wire, which, I think, tetes some of the power
away from the aerial itself. ,Now for the main trouble
when tuning In to foreign etatione the momenti touch
the reaction I get a loud beat, then the station required
comes in, and after that oscillation."-(E,2., Glasgow.)
We suggest that you effectively decouple your
L.F. stage, using 25,000 Ohms series resietance and

mfd. condenser. Also connect a .0002 fixed condenser
plata terminal of detector valve to earth. Provided aerial is weil insulated at its free end, wire
stays may be used.
'
.
2

from

'

I have been experimenting with band-pass circuits,
and have found that it certainly does give a wonderful
degree of selectivity. After makieg up a number of
different coils and couplings, I have cerne te the conclusion that a number et such circuits incorporated in
a rnuitf.valve receiver, would surely give results as good
as a super-bet
Is it possible te uso, say, g*e separate
band-paSs circuits-that is, tour Coils-in a SAL
detector and power circuit without any ill-effects.
I should like your advice on this suggestion st mine."
-(F. D. E.. Maldenhead.)
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CATALOGUES
RECEIVED
lo sore readers trouble, we undertake to yend on
Catalogues Of 5fl 0f oar advertisers. Merejp state. (u
a postcard. Itle na,nes of the jirss from whom you
require catalogues, and nddrcay ,t to " Catalogue,"
PRACtICAL WIRELESS, fico. NeWnes,
Ltd., 8/11,
Soal han, pIon
St.. Strand. London, l)'.C.2.
U here
advertisers niatte Q charge, or require postage, this
should be enclosed.
BULGIN KNOBS
QOME tinte ago we commented in our pages on the
s.)
fact that the home constructor was often in
a difficulty owing to the multifarious knobs which
were fitted to components of different makes. This
often leads to a very untidy-looking panel, and we

suggested that perhaps manufacturers could standardise
their controls. Messrs. Bulgin point out that thin
difficulty may be overcome, as they stock a very'
comprehensive range of control knobs, in either
black or brown bakelite finish. These are illustrated
on page 52 of tite very complete catalogue which may
be obtained by readers by sending 3d. in stamps to
A. F. Bulgin and Co., Ltd.. Abbey Road, Barking,
Essex. In addition to these knobs, the whole range
of Bulgin components is illustrated, and the catalogue
is completed with a twenty-eight pago manual which
Is packed with information which Is of interest to
every homc constructor.
FERRANTI POWER AMPLIFIERS

-

name of Ferranti is associated with highTHEquality
receivers and amplifiers, and the home
find the
pamphlet
by

constructor will
new
issued
this
firm of great value. Seven amplifiers and receivers
are described in this pamphlet, which gives the list
of parts required; wiring diagram and layout; circuit
diagram, and, what is most important of ail, a re. onse
the
curve for each individual set. In the front
pamphlet there are eight pages of notes on operation,
and other relative notes The sets dealt with are
(I)Three-stage amplifier for battery or elimInator
operation.
(2) Sf1.4 Band Pßss Receiver for btthry or
eliminator Operation.
(3) DC. Mains three-stage amplifier.
(4) AC. Mains two-stage amplifier.

I
I
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(5) AC. S.G.4 receiver.
(5) AC. Mains two-stage amplifier.
(7) AC. Maim 5.0.4 receiver.
Each of these employs a push-pull output stage,
and the undistorted output Is given for each one.
The pamphlet may be obtained by readers from Messie.
Ferranti, Ltd.. Ilollinwood. Lanes., on receipt of
Ud. in stamps.
BLUE SPOT LOUD-SPEAKERS
No dilflculty should be experienced in

chooelng
a loud-speaker after reading through the lists
issued by the Blue Spot Company. From the small
ioud-speaker unit selling at lSs. up to the complete
cabinet Moving Coil at 87s. Cd., there is a most comprehensive range for selection. A Wave-trap at
lOs. 6d.; Mains Disturbance Eliminator at lOs. Ud,;
Pick-up at 635., and Receivers 01) to 22 guIneas show
that this firm is now catering for every type of listener,
and ali readers who require Information on these
products should write to the company at Bios Spot
House, 94.96, R.osoman Street, itosebery Avenue,
London, ECl.

UNDER the above title, with the assistance of a
recognized authority on foreign broadrasting matters
and a regular contributor to wireless publications
both at home and abroad, we are inaugurating a special
Identification SerVice, which should prove of great
assistance to ont readers. When tuning In wellknown stations it happens frequently that listeners
pick up wireless transmissions of which they fail to
recognize the origin. lt is to solve these little problema that the llroad.cast Query &rrice has been organized.
In order that n careful search may be made lt is
essential that certain data should be supplied to the
best of the inquirer's ability and knowledge. When
sending suris queries to the Editor the following rules
should be fullowed
I. Write legibly, in ink. Give your full name and
address.
2. State type of receiver naed, and whether transmIssion was heard on headphones or o loud-speaker.
3. State approximate wavelength or frequency to
which receiver was tuned, or, alternatively, state

:-

SELECTI'ìityis

I

I
I

i

between which two stations (of which you have

the

condenser readings) the transmission was picked up.
4. Give date and time when broadcast was heard.
Do not forget to add whether n.m. or pee.
5, Give details of programme received, and, if you
can, smise indication regarding the 1anguae, if heard.
6. State whether and what call was niven and/or
kind of interval signal (metronome, musical box,
bells, etc.) between itema.
7. To facilitate publication of replies, append s
nota-de-plume to your inquiry.
Although tite service is mainly applicable to broaaicasting shctlons, wherever possible replies will be given
in regard to morse transmitters (commercial stations,
fog beacons, etc.) and short-wave broadcasts. For tite
identification, however, of stations operating on channeja below 100 metres it will be evident to inquirers
that a closer estimate of wavelength must be submitted than in the case of broadcasts on the medium
or long waveband if successful identification is to be
carried out.
All inquiries should be addressed to The Editor,
PRACTICAL WIRELS5S, 8-11,
Soul hain pl on Street,
Strand, London, WC.2, and the envelope marked
.liroadeast Querif Service, in top left-hand corner.
Stamped addressed envelope should not be enclosed,
as replies cannot be sent by post, but ss/il be published
in due course in each issue of PRACTICAL WLRELESS.

Replies to Broadcast

Queries

FAarco (Reading): (I) With the exception of Berlin,
Heilsberg, and Hamburg, ali German stations on that

night relayed dance music from London ; the broadcast
was also taken by Vienna; as you give no estimate
of the wavelength we cannot say through which tra namitter you heard it. (2) RadIo Normandie, Fécam
(3) Poste Parisien, Paris (France). BovoLPil (Boston
(a) WKI. Rocky Point, N.Y. (207 rn); (b) WAJ.
Rocky Point, N.Y. (21.62 rn); (e) WWJ. Rocky
Point, N.Y. (31.21 m.) and WEL and WEM, Rocky
Point (33.52 m.). Ní (Romsey): Grenoble PTT
(France) on 571.2 ni. CRESCENT (Kilbirnie): (1) Euroberg relaying MunIch; (2) Meterodyne; (3) Because,
apparently, your set to receive Belfast was already
on the point of oscillation. SUIrPIUSED (Gloucester).
New Leipzig high-power transmitter testing. D.X:
FAN (fledale) (1) WPG, Atlantic City (NJ.) ; (2) lt
Is presumed that you do not mean metres but dial
reading 33 degrees; Valencia (Spain) on 267.6 nL
-

:

.SIMp.
uvppacc'
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FORMO Matched Coil an Condenser Assemblies solve DUAL GANG
the problem of making your set selective.
Ce,. No. iZo
You have a complete and accurate tuning unit giving
tise flnst possible band-poss tuning. Perfecilu matched
colts and condensers give accurate selectivity and
muih finer duality.
TRIptsr.awt
A FORMO Matched Unit provides the home constructor
with something new in performance and in straight- Cal. No. 69c
forward Set construction.
Askyourdealer. WriteforCataloguincaseqfdifficsjIty.
U!
FORMO, 23, Golden Square, Piccadilly Circus, London, W.1.
J-150d Office & Works: Cow0 Works, Regenis Park. Soo!ham piani
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Glorious& Humorous -Stóry by

ODEHÒUSE

P. G.

-

he Nodder,

'.::

"Was your distant connexion Wilmot
midget?"
"No. He was a Nodder."

a

A what ? "
Mr. Mulliner smiled.
"It is not easy to explain tò the lay mind the
extremely intricate ramifications of the personnel of a Hollywood motion picture organisation. Putting it as briefly as possible, a Nodder
is something like a Yes-man, only lower in the
social scale. A Yes-man's duty is to attend
conferenceS and say 'Yes.' A NOdder's, as
the name implies, is to nod. The chief executive throws out some statement of opinion, and
looks about him expectantly. This is the cue
for the senior Yes-man to say Yes. He is followed, in order of prècedence, by the second
Yes-man--or Vice-Yesser, as he is sometimes
called-and the junior Yes-man. Only when

all the Yes-mén have yessed do the Nodders
begin to function. They nod."
A Piñt of Half-and-Half said it' didn't sound
'much of a job.
"Not very exalted," agreed Mr. Muiliner.
' It is a position which you might say, roughly,
lies socially somewhere in between that of the
man who works the wind machine and that
of a writer of additional dialogue. There is
also a class of Untouchables who are known as
Nodders' Assistants, but this is a technicality
\vith which I need not trouble you.. At the
tiíte when my story begins, my distànt cònnexin Wilmot was a full Nodder. Yet, even
so, there is no doubt that he was aiming a little
high when he venturQd to aspire to the hand of
-

Mabel Potter, the private secretary of Mr.
Schnellenhamer, the head of the PerfectoZizzbaum Corporation."
.

F

Read

delightful story in the

this

January
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RESISTANCES
DECOUPUNG RESISTANCE AND CONDENSER VALUES.
VOLTS DROP.
20

40

Res. Cond.

60

200

lOO

Res. Cand.

Res. Gond.

Res. Coed.

Res. Gond.

Variable resistances.
20,000

2
4

10.000

A Spaghetti

40,000
20,000

Resiatance

60,000

i

15,000

3

10,000

4

15,000

3

12,000
10000

3

30,000
25.000
20,000

4

A resistance of the flesible typo, known popularly at a "Spaghetti resistance. Tho consists
of a core of asbestos string, round which is wound
tise resistance wire. The ends of this winding
arc clamped soldered or welded to the connectnag I ugs, anà tIse winding covered wtth insulated
sleeving. when Joining these in Circuit care must
be taken that the connecting lues orn not polled
away from the resistance wire.

Voltare
- Currentin
Amps.

Where the current

ii

5

mA.

-=

Anode Resistance.

Grid Leak.

Ohms.

Meg.

250,000
200,000
100,000
75,000
50.000
30,000
25,000
20,000
15.000
10,000

50

10,000 Ohms.

.005

GRIl) BIAS RESISTANCES.

ttl

Example :-L.F. valve with 150 Volts H.T.
requires Grid Bias of IO volts, at which value the
cornas1 Anode Current is 5 milliamps.

-=
lo

2,000 Ohms.

employed

A resistance of the cartridge type. 'l'bis consists
of resistance wire wound on a gloss, porce!ain
ebonite or asbestos former, and the ends solderie.1
to metal raps. In some cases the wilt is left
unco.'ered, and in others the whole resistance s
enclosed in a easing. Some forms of resistance
are now composed 0f a moulded material and
ere consequently non-inductive. This type of
redstance, hoqeever, will not have the sanie Current
carrying capacity as the wirr wound resistanCe.
When handling this type of resistance care should
be taken not to drop it or otherwise subject t to
as in some types of resistance the
severe
manufacturing process leayes a brittle component
which i, fairly easily broken. Precautions should
also be taken not to espose them to undue heat as
ilse valueS sony Ire altered 1tIr no visual indication
of the alteration.

I

40,000

I

15,000

12,000
10,000

4

Condenser

Ml d.

-

0.006
0.006

I
I

0.5

0.01
0.01

0.25
0.2
0.1
0.1

0.02
0.03
0.05
0.05

0.05
0.05

0.1
0.1

03

S.W.G.

6
lB
19

20
21

22
23

24

it

2

The
modern forms of this component are now made in s
tapered or "logarithmic"
form so that for some tautposes a straight line variation of voltage is obtained.

0.064
0.048
0.040
0.036
0.032
0.028
0.024

RESISTANCE VALUES.
Approximate value of resistance in
Ohms.

Current
in mA

Ti, drop

To drop

To drop

25 volta.

50 volts,

loo volta.

5
IO

25,000
12,500
8.000
6,000
5,000
2,500

00,000
50,000
30,000
25,000
20,000

20
25
30
40
50

1.250
1,000
800
600
500

50,000
25.000
6,000
12,000
10,000
5,000
2,500
2,000

I

3

Resistance.
Carrying C0ocity
per 1,000 yds.
for rise in em
at l5.6 C. (60° F.) of 100° Cj2l2a
I

.

a

Resistances used for decoupling purposes should
be chosen so thnt on eacessive voltage is not
wasted.
in addition the decoupling condenser
must be chosen in conjunction with the value
of the resistance.
The undertnentioned table
given the value of decoupling resistance and
condenser for different anode currents, according
to the amount of voltage which may br spneed.

2

Eureka Resistance Wire.

Inch.

may also be used as

potentiometer.

2

Ohms.
209.4
371.8

AmpO.

535.6
661.3
837.2
1,093.0
1,487.0

3.7
3.0
2.8
2.2

1.500
1.200
1,000

10,000

5,000
4,000
3.500
2,500
2,000

6.0

43

1.8

A strip resistance.

This consists 0f the same
arrangement as shown above, with, the exception that the former upon which the wire is wound
is much thicker and is lelt n s flat condition.
The ends of the wire see attached to nsetal lugs
which ore ususilly drilled to facilitate mounting or soldering connections. To enable udiustmetits
of value to be obtained s small clip may be fastened
round th wire with a connection taken from the

0.022
0.020
0.018

7

nnig.A

2,645.0

1.0

clomping nut.

28

0.0148
0.0136

3,914.0
4,634.0

0.76
0.68

0.0124
0.0116
0.0108
0.010
0.0092
0.0084

5,575.0
6.370.0
7,350.0
8,571.0

0.59
0.52
0.47
0.42
0.37
0.33

This type of resistance will carry much heavier
currents thus the other types illustrated on this
sheet, owing to the large surface exposed to the
air. Consequently, it is most suitable for use in

25

26
29
30

3f
32
33

34
35

36

0.0076

37

0.0068
0.006
0.0052
0.0048
0.0044

42/
43
45

46

/

I

A circular form of resistance where the wire is
wound round a flat strip and the strip then bent
to form practically a circle The resistances wound
in this form are mode adjustable by having a
rotating arm rubbing against the edge of the
ateip. By joining the two ends to two terminals,
and the moving srm to a further terminal, a
potentiometer ii obtained.

4

Slur.

44

ritrnc.

35,000
25,000
20,000

variable resistance, Thns is.
almost invariably provided
with three terminals so that

DECOUPLING RESISTANCES.

RESISTANCE WIRE.

41

jA

I

50000

3

The most popular form of

I

70.000

Values Correct to Nearest Values Listed by Makers.

38
39
40

cartrdg

I

2
3

for Resistance Capacity

Coupling must be capable 0f carrying the anode
correct of the valve and should be roughly three
times the value of the impedance of the valve.
The resistance employed as the grid leak of the
R.C.C. stage should also hr chosen in conjunction with the anode resistance and tise coupling
condenser. The table on this sheet gives the complete data for n number 0f different R.C.C. Units.

200,000
100,000

2

Whenemploying Resistance Capacity Coupling it is essential
to incorporate a High frequency filter in the anode circuit of
the Detector salve in order to ensure that no frequencies of
this order pass to the grid of the following valve.
Thi5
demands that the condenser must be of the mica variety, anal
it i, al advisable to incorporate a enistooeein thegrid circuit
of the L.F. or following valve to prevent this H.F component
from affecting the frequency response. The value uf this
gevistance should riot be greater than 100.000 ohres. A0 HF.
choke may be used, if desired, in place of this resistance.

COUPLING RESISTANCES.
Resistances

I

2

R.C.C. DATA
(Resistance Capacity Coupling).

in osilliamps, this should

Foe automatically biasing the grid 0f L.F'. valves
the resistance must he capable of carrying the
anode current of the volve which is biosed.
The value of f he resistance can be found from
the formulo given on this sheet. The current
will be the anode carrent of the valve, sod the
voltage will be the value of the grid biss required.

2

I

Correct to nearest values 0bt50bI0. The resistances used most be capable
of standing the current flowing. Condensers most be capable of atandrug the
voltage.

be eapressed as the decimal fraction of an amp.
Example -Resistance required to drop 50 volta

st

2

IO

FINDING RESISTANCE VALUES.
Resistance in Ohms

100,000
50,000

I

30,000
20,000

2

47

0.004
0.0036
0.0032
0.0028
0.0024
0.002

1,770.0
2,142.0

tRn

10,128.0
12,149.0
14,840.0
18.536.0
23,808.0
31,696.0
37.184.0
44.268.0

1.5
1.25
.

na

0.28
0.26
0.19

mains receivers or in other places where heavy
currents hove to be carried. Where very ne scire
is employed care should be taken that the wire is
not broken, due to o knock from a screw-driver or
otherinstrument which i, employed in constructing
the receiver.

53,564.0
66.136.0
83.664.0
108,648.0
148,764.0
214.284.0

0.05

A ssrip ri1ance.

i
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